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9out of
10 people who
rea Ithis ad
shouldn't
buy this speaker
If you own areceiver or amplifier
of less than 40 watts per channel the
Gale 401 loudspeaker is not for you!
If your system is just for background
music to create apleasant atmosphere.
not for serious listening, the Gale 401
loudspeaker is not for you!
However, if you demand the best from
your audio equipment
•. insist on hearing everything that's
on the record or tape you're playing
.insist on having your sound without
distortion when it's very loud or very soft
.insist on aspeaker system capable of safely
kindling 200 watts ...
Then consider the Gale 401 loudspeaker.
•

•
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Gale Electronics 23 Bruton Place London W1 X 7AB
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COVER PICTURE
For all the attention we pay to super equipment poised at the
extremities of price and performance, very acceptable sou id can All
be had for areasonable outlay. Our various ' Which Hi -Fi' supplements
have tended to provoke agreat deal of interest and controvp.rsy a the
lower echelons, so this month we deal specifically with badgvt h, fi.
the best combinations as seen from five viewpoints. Our Ida iks to
Allders hi-fi department, Croydon, for help with equipincrc ad
photography.
3/A

CLASSICAL RECORD INDEX
John Atkinson, Trevor Attewell, Peter
Branscombe, Christopher Breunig,
John Crabbe, Stephen Daw, Kenneth
Dommett, Colin Evans, lain FenIon,
John Freestone, Peter Gammond, Ivor
Humphreys, Peter le Huray, Arthur
Jacobs, Geoff Jeanes, Andrew Keener,
Victor McAloon, Hugh Ottaway, David
Pickett, Benedict Sarnaker, Humphrey
Searle, Peter Turner

117
118
118
118
118
118
118
118
119
119
119
119
119
119
125

SIR THOMAS BEECHAM
Collection ( Beecham)
AREN SKY
Symphony 1etc ( Serov)
J. S. BACH
St. Matthew Passion ( Willcocks)
Cantatas ( Maier)
Suites 1 .13 ( Pinnock)
Suite 2etc ( Pinnock)
Organ Works Vol. 2 ( Hurford)
BEETHOVEN
Piano Concerto 3 ( Pollini/Bóhm)
Piano Concerto 5 ( Larrocha/Mehta)
BERLIOZ
Beatrice and Benedict ( Davis)
BOLLING
Jazz Piano Suite ( Bolling etc)
BRITTEN
Spring Symphony ( Previn)
DEBUSSY
Piano Music Vol. 3 ( Rev)
DOWLAND
Keyboard ( Tilney)
DVORAK
Scherzo/Slavonic ( Berglund)

FINZI
119 Cecilia Ode/ Natalis ( Langridge)
GLOBOKAR
123 Echanges etc ( Globokar etc)
123 Fluide etc (Masson)
GRAINGER
123 Orchestral ( Dilkes)
GRIEG
123 Peer Gynt ( Blomstedt)
HAYDN
123 Symphonies 82/83 ( Marriner)
123 Oboe Concerto in C ( attrlb.)
(André/Sandor)
KHACHATURIAN
123 Spartacus etc ( Black)
KODALY
123 Hymn of Zrinyi etc ( HeltaY)
MOZART
123 Oboe Concerto in C (André/
Sandor)
123 Symphonies 29/35 etc ( Davison)
124 Piano Concertos 21/17 (Ashkenazy)
124 Piano Concerto 21 ( Brancart/
Hoffmann)
MUSSORGSKY
124 Pictures ( Mutl)
ORTIZ
124 Recercadas ( Paniagua)
PROKOFIEV
124 Symphony 5 ( Maazel)
PURCELL
124 King Arthur ( Deller)
RACHMANINOV
124 Paganini Rhapsody (Cornil/
Hoffmann)
SATIE
124 Monotones etc ( Lanchbery)

124
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
125
127
127
124
127

SCHUBERT
The Symphonies etc ( Karajan)
Die sch6ne Müllerin ( Husch)
Quintet, D956 ( Smetana)
Quartets 10, 13 ( Italiano)
SCHUMANN
Lieder Vol. 2 ( Dieskau)
Plano Music Vol. 3 ( Frank')
SIBELIUS
Symphony 5etc ( Ormandy)
4Legends ( Ormandy)
SMETANA
Ma Vlast ( Berglund)
R. STRAUSS
Ein Heldenleben (Maazel)
4Last Songs ( Kanawa)
STRAVINSKY
Firebird ( Muti)
TCHAIKOVSKY
Symphony 6 ( Kord)

TELEMANN
127 Paris Quartets ( Linde etc)
127 Trio Sonatas ( Harnoncourt)
TOMKINS
127 Musica DeO Sacra ( Magdalen)
VARESE
127 Arcana etc ( Boulez)
VERDI
127 4Sacred Pieces ( Solti)
VIVALDI
128 L'Olimpiade (Szekeres)
128 Violin Concertos ( Grobholz/Vajnar
128 Concertos etc ( Amsterdam/
Schroeder)
128 Dixit etc ( Ephriklan)
128 Four Seasons ( Maier)
128 5Concertos Op. 8 ( Maier)

COLLECTIONS
128
128
129
129
129
129
129
129
129

Vocal
ARIE AMOROSE (
Baker/ etc / Marriner)
BORIS CHRISTOFF (
Historical recordings)
ENGLISH MADRIGALS/FOLKSONGS (Deller)
ART OF BENIAMINO GIGLI Vol. 2 ( Gigli)
Not Vocal
AIRS DOPERAS CELEBRES (
Soustrot)
LIVE (
Julian Bream/John Williams)
MUSIC DE JOVE (
Hesperion XX/Savall)
OPERA PARAPHRASES (
Michael Ponti)
VIOLIN COLLECTION (
Luxembourg/Froment)

NEW MUSIC FROM A NEW LABEL
RISSEY

I3KX MORRISSEY 1M MULLEN -CAPE WRATH

M

JIM
ULLEN

SHSP 4098

ROOM
A II V.911

M \
NIIHOLETON

MAX MOUTON ROREPTAHW4J-ANOTHER SLEEPER

541SP 4103

A SUPERIOR JAZZ/ROCK FUSION
FOR SUPERIOR H1411.
AVAILABLE ON HARVEST RECORDS & TAPES
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NEW! for 1979

MA2 Domestic Reference

from Monitor Audio
Before research commenced Monitor Audio
listed the following design objectives for the
new MA2 which had to be achieved
•Exceptional rendition of musical detail.
eusefully high sensitivity.
•High power handling.
eLow colouration.
eFull three-way design.
•Wide range large chambered mid- range
section.
eSealed box bass section with 250 mm bass
driver.
•Complicated internal cabinet design with full
bracing.
ntegral stand.
*Slim floor standing configuration.
•Wide dynamic range.
•Extended uniform frequency response.

el

Considerable care was taken with the choice of
drivers, these chosen for their outstanding
performance on the grounds of colouration and
transparency. All three units are new additions
to the Monitor Audio speaker line. The choice
was not confined to the lower efficiency plastic
coned types and exhaustive testing allowed the
incorporation of two modern LF and MF drivers,
utilising the latest fibre- pulp cone technology.
Both have been extensively researched; in
particular the mid unit has benefited from
research leading to the production of monitor
loudspeakers for the Norwegian Broadcasting
Authority.
The three drivers are electrically married by a
complex crossover of some 22 elements and
which incorporates driver equalisation, for both

sensitivity matching and frequency response.
With the drivers mounted in a vertical- in- line
format the system offers total stereo symmetry in
the lateral plane, while polar irregularities in the
vertical plane are minimised by careful phase
control in the crossover. In addition, the narrow
frontal aspect reduces lateral diffraction
anomalies.
The lower section of the cabinet is open from
front to back and as such forms the equivalent of
an open stand, elevating the speaker cabinet by
the required 20 cm or so from the floor surface.

Amplifier power
100W per channel peak programme ( 100W/ch
amplifier not driven beyond clipping on speech
and music)
Minimum amplifier power
10W/channel ( 8ohm rated)
Maximum sound output
105dB lin at 1metre
Distortion
Less than 1.5% 2nd & 0.5% 3rd harmonic
60Hz-20KHz at 90dB, 1metre
Enclosure
Particle based carcase with bituminous panel
damping. Diagonal bracing is incorporated
together with areinforced 17 mm thick multiply
front panel for driver mounting
Size
850mm ( H) x300mm ( W)
350mm ( D)
33.5" x1113" x13. 8"
Price
£149.50 plus V.A.T. Recommended Retail Price
Teak/Walnut (£ 299.00 apair)
Black and White finish £ 5extra per unit

Monitor AudI6 Flat Sound Cable
REALLY does make adifference
Monitor Audio unique Flat Sound
Cable can be successfully run under
carpets without the unsightly ridges
made by ordinary cables.

Dave Berriman of Practical Hi -Fi reviews Monitor Audio
Sound Cable.
'Subjectively the Monitor Audio Sound Cable was markedly superior to the
five- amp cable. Ordinary cable was muffled, gave a less open sound and
sounded very dead. The overall effect is of enhanced naturalness and greater life
in the music.'
Practical Hi Fi December 1978
Flat Sound Cable C3F is available in the following lengths:
3.6 metres ( 11 feet 10 inches)
5.0 metres ( 16 feet 5inches)
7.5 metres ( 24 feet 7 inches)

Monitor Audio Ltd
347 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge, England.
Telephone: 0223 46344 and 42898
The BIG name in Hi -Fi

Please send me further information on your NEW products

h
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I Name

IAddress
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PLAN
*YAMAHA
Event

CR220
CR620
CR820
CR1020
CR2010

£112 00
£185-00
£245 00
£330 00
£355 00

Very special prices
on most models
Please telephone

Amplifiers
ADC SSI Soundshaper
ADC SS2 Soundshaper
ADC SLM2 Meter ..
Armstrong 621 ..
Pioneer SA506 ..
Pioneer SA606 ..
Pioneer SA706 ..
Pioneer SA8500 Mk 11
Pioneer SA9500 Mk II
Quad 33/303/405 ..
Rotel RA2I4..
Rotel RA3I4..
Rotel RA414.. .
Rotel RA7I4..
Rotel RA2020/2030/2 .
040
Sansui AUII7
Sansui AU2I7
Sansui AU3I7
Sansui AU517
Sansui AU7I7
Spendor DC40
Yamaha CA510/710/8 .
10/
1010/2010
Yamaha CA 2010 ..

£59-50
£134 75
£40 00
El 19 75
£82-00
£110 00
£139 00
£230 75
£299-00
P.O.A.
£S9 SO
£77•50
£97.50
[126•50
P.O.A.
£73-00
£113•00
£163-00
£265-00
£345•00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£355•00

Receivers
Aiwa AX7400
Aiwa AX7600
Aiwa AF3070 Casseiver
Aiwa AF3090 Casseiver
Aiwa AF5300 Music Centre
Aiwa AF5600 Music Centre
Akai AAI125
Akai AA 1135
Akai AC3500L Cass./Rec.
Armstrong 625 FM .. . •
Armstrong 626 AM/FM • •
Goodmans Module 90 . •
Pioneer SX590
Pioneer SX690
Pioneer LX690
Pioneer SX790
Pioneer 5)(890 • •
Pioneer 5)(980 • •
Pioneer SXI080 • •
Pioneer SX1980 • •
Rote RX203 • •
Rote RX203L • •
Rote RX303
Rote RX403
Rote RX503 • •
Rote RX603
Rote RX803
Sansui G301
Sansui G401
Sansui G6000
Tandberg TR2030L/2045/
2060L/2080
Yamaha CR420/2020
Yamaha CR220 • •
Yamaha CR620
Yamaha CR820
Yamaha CRI020

6

£163 00
£215 00
£315 00
£369 00
£362 00
£450 00
£130 00
£145 00
£2.55 00
£189 00
£217 75
£133 00
[132-00
£167 00
£189 00
£211-00
¿262-00
£354 00
£420 00
£725 00
P.O.A.
(99•50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
C177 50
P.O.A.
£155 00
n7100
£380 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
El 12.00
£185 00
£245 00
£330 0

(

ET VIDEO
HIFI +

Service is our keynote and has been since we were founded in the 1950's. Expert
guidance from qualified staff. We guarantee to provide parts and labour absolutely free of charge for 12 months on any item.
We only sell equipment that we consider to be reliable and backed by reputable
manufacturers. All prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by a cheque
card. Prices correct at time of preparation, subject to change without notice.

order by phone 01-952 3238

SPEAKERS Complete
Celestion Ditton II ( pair) ..
Celestion Ditton I5XR ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 22 ( pair) ..
Celestion Ditton 33 ( pair) ..
Celestion Ditton 442 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 551 ( pair)
Celestion Ditton 662 (
pair)
Goodmans RBI8 ( pair) ..
Goodmans RB20 ( pair) ..
Goodmans Beta ( pair) ..
Goodmans Kappa ( pair) ..
Goodman: Sigma ( pair) ..
Goodmans Mini 2 ( pair) .
Harbeth H. L. Monitor Mk.2
IMF Electronic all models ..
Jordan-Watts Janet ( pair) ..
Jordan-Watts Juno (pair) ..
Jordan-Watts GT ( pair) ..

All prices include VAT @ 12m.
Please add [3-00 per item towards
carriage and insurance (cartridges
and styli post 75p).
Demonstrations, Expert Guidance
and after sales service.

Speakers
£68 75
(99-75
£139-75
[189.75
£275.00
£325-00
[475-00
£58.00
E74-00
£13800
£18100
£255-00
£5100
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£61-00
£8100

cuee•oo

Jordan-Watts TLS ( pair) .. £ 182-00
KEF Celeste Ill ..
KEF Corelli ..
..
All
normally
KEF Calinda
in stock
KEF Concord Ill
Prices on
KEF Cantata ..
application
KEF Model 104AB
KEF Model 105
8128-50
JRI49 ( pair) ..
P.O.A.
JR Super Woofer ..
P.O.A.
Spendor BCI Mk 11 BC3/SAI
P.O.A.
Tannoy Oxford 7125 • .
P.O.A.
Tan noy Ascot TI45
Tannoy Chester T165 . •
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Tannoy Dorset 1185 • •
P.O.A.
Tannoy Mayfair T225 • •
Tannoy Berkeley
P.O.A.
Tannoy Arden
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton XP2 ( or) £49-50

Wharfedale Shelton XP2 ( pr) (63•50
Wharfedale Linton XP2 (
pr) £78-50
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 ( pr) £ 10400
SPEAKERS Kits and Units
Jordan-Watts Module .. £ 19-00
Jordan-Watts HF Unit .. £- 00
KEF DN22 104AB Convert Kit P.O.A.
KEF T27
[8.75
KEF BI10
..
[ 11-25
KEF B200
[ 12.50
KEF B139
[26-00
KEF DNI2 (T27/B110/8139) [7.50
KEF DNI3 (T27/13200) .. £5.25

f

Tape Decks 8t Recorders
Aiwa ADI250 Cass./Dol. ..
Aiwa AD6350 Cass./Dol. ..
Aiwa AD6550 Cass./Dol.
Aiwa 6000 Cass./Dol. ..
Aiwa AD6900/Cass./Dol.13H
Akai GX4000D Reel
Akai GX4000D13 Reel/Dol...
Akai CS703D Cass./Dol.
Akai GXC704D Cass./Dol...
Akai GXC706D Cass./Dol...
Akai GXC709D Cass./Dol...
Akai GXC7 15D Cass./Dol...
Akai GXC725D Cass./Dol./3H
Akai CS732D Cass/Dol/Rev
Akai GXC735D Cass/Dol/Rev
Akai GXC750D Cass/Dol/RH

£ 118.00
£ 143 00
£ 189.00
£259-00
£353.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Turntables
ADC 1500FG
£69-00
ADC 1600DD
ae.00
moso•ao
ADC 1700DD
ADC Accutrac 4000
£22.5.00
Aima AP2200
.. £ 105-00
Aiwa AP2500
.. £ 159-00
Garrard
SP25 Mk 6/Shure M75-6 .
£4400
GT35P sem/auto Strobe/Shure
M75ED-II
£8450
DDI30 0/Drive l'175ED/2
£89-50
Linn Sondek LPI2
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL5 I
2•
•
£ 5100
Pioneer PL5I4• • £60110
Pioneer PL.516 ..
caeca
Pioneer PL5 18•
• 8109-00
Pioneer PL540 .. £135.00
Pioneer PLC590• • GOMM
Pioneer PL630 .. £
245-00
Rotel RPI300• •
P.O.A.
Rotel RP3300• •
P.O.A.
Rotel RP5300 . •.
P.O.A.
Thorens TD16013C/Mk II
(less arm) ..
£ 5.00
Thorens TD 110 .. £ 109-50
Thorens TD I15 .
8126-00
Thorens TD12613C/Mit Ill
(less arm) ..
£18715

Akai GXC570D Cass/Dol/3H
Nakamichi
Pioneer 800 Caso./Dol.
Pioneer b00 Cass./Dol.
Pioneer 700 Cass./Dol.
Pioneer 900 Cass./Dol.
Pioneer 1000 Cass./Dol./3H
Pioneer RT707 (Reel) ..
Rotel RD I5F Cass./Dol.
Sansui SCIII0
Tandberg TD 20A Reel ..
Tand berg TCD320 Cass./Dol.
Tandberg TCD340A Cass./
Dol./3H
Yamaha TC520 Cass./Dol.
Yamaha TC1000D Cass./Dol.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£100-00
E199-50
£299 SO
£399-00
£40100
899-50
8139-50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Tuners

Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Harman/Kardon
Pioneer TX606 .
Pioneer TX8500 Mk 11
Pioneer TX9500 Mk 11
Quad FM3 ..
Rotel RT426
Rotel R1726 ..
Sansui TU2I7
Sansui TUS 17
Sansui TU7I7
Yamaha CT510/710/1310/
1010/7000

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£134 00
£103 75
P.O.A.
£93.50
£186-S0
£260.50
P.O.A.
£84 SO
£9910
£105•00
£183 00
£202.00
P.O.A.

Video
After long and careful
evaluation of this medium we
now stock the latest Akai
home and portable equipment
New model Akai 9500 EK VHS 3HR
P.O.A.

ADC LMGI Head Shell ..
[4.50
Formula 4Mk Ill
P.O.A.
SME 3009 Improved .. £ 51 00
SME 3009 S2
[ 55-75
SME 3009 Mk Ill
£92-00
SME FD200 Damper..
£16-50
Cartridges
Price
Styli
ADC VLM Mk 3 .. E24.50 £ 18-50
ADC XLM Mk 3 .. £36.00 I22-50
ADC ZLM
ES8 SO £ 32-75
Entre M/C..
U-00
Goldring 0110 (StyliforG2800) E4-00
Lentek Pre-Amp .. £53.00
Mayware M/C 2C
P.O.A.
Ortofon FFI 5E2 [ 13-00 P.O.A.
Ortofon FI
5E2 £ l9 00 P.O.A.
Ortofon VMS20E £29 00 P.O.A.
Shure M44/7 £8.00
es•oo
Shure M55/E.. £850
£7.75
Shure M75/E.12 £ 13-25 £10•00
Shure M75/E02 [ 15-75 £ 1150
Shure M95/ED
L17-50
Shure M95/HE £23-75 P.O.A.
Shure V15/3 ( Styli) • .
- £
20-So
Shure V15/4 .. £6100 £31:5So
0
Shure N75/6 ( Styli% ..£
Shure N93/E ( Styli) L1 700
100

Headphones

ceso

Akai AS El
Koss HVI/LC..
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer 5E505 ..
Pioneer Monitor 10
Yamaha HPI
Yamaha HP2
aha HP3

£t9-75
812-50
£19-50
P.O.A.
£37-00
£33.00
(24.75
¿16-50

88 High St.. Edgware.
Middlesex, HA8 7HE
Telephone: 01-952 3238
Close to the MI Motorway
OPEN:
9.30 to 6
Mon. to Sat.
Except
Thursday.
Closed all day
Easy parking
(at rear).

u,
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Whatever you paid for your
loudspeakers they can't sound as good
as these headphones
Loudspeakers are at the mercy of their
environment They can't develop
accurate bass in aliving room
and only one person can
occupy the optimum
listening place. These
Ross Headphones
provide adirect link
between ear and drive
unit across unobstructed
space and do produce
accurate bass, plus
convincing midrange and
realistic treble. It doesn't
cost alot to prove it to
yourself and if you
spent that much on your
loudspeakers, you won't
even miss it

RE - 258 (
Above) Drive units employ rare-earth
supermagnets and specially curved
diaphragms for frequency response that
extends beyond the range of all but the
finest speakers made. Imp: 4-1000 ohms.
F.R.20-20,000 Hz. Sens 125 SPL ri lmW.
Weight 150 gin. Around £21.00
RE - 257 (
Top left) High-velocity with
advanced design drive units and
independent volume controls. Imp:
4-32 ohms. ER. 20-22,000 Hz. Sens: 90 db
S.P.L. (ffi ImW. Weight 240 gm.
Around £ 22.00
RE - 268 (
Bottom left) Superlightweight
with rare-earth supermagnet drive
units. Imp: 4-150 ohms. F.R.18-22,000 Hz.
Sens:100 db S.P.L. ri lmW. Weight 120 gm.
Around £ 30.00
Write or phone for information on the full range
e
of Ross Headphones.

Rees Bectorics

ROSS
ELECTRONICS
32 Rathbone Place, London W1P lAD.
Telephone: 01-580 7112.

leli ACCESSORIES

THAT REALLY WORK

LOW- CAPACITANCE
PATCH CORD

ELECTRONIC
STATIC ELIMINATOR
MAGNETIC TAPE HEAD
&STYLUS CLEANER

fe

e

CARBON FIBRE
HEADSHELL

FOR TURNTABLES AND SPEAKERS
Isolates healable tram Seen in Tibet in
-

-

RECORD DUST BRIDGE

MAGNETIC HEAD DEMAGNETIZER

F
OR RECORd ANd TARE CARE
Znapti

Zeepa Instruments Ltd 15 RichmondGrove Surbiton Surrey
8

Some of the most superb
sounds you will ever hear
will be in:-

9

If your moving coil
cartridge has all these
advantages...

Now! Your chance to buy
the latest electronic products at

unputdownahle

1 An output of around 3mV - avoiding the bother and expense of having to
use atransformer or head amplifier.
2 A user removable stylus assembly - for easy cartridge mounting, cleaning
or exchange.
3 Good tracking under 2grammes.
4 Extremely low hum susceptibility.
6 Weight under 10 grammes thus fitting the majority of good tone arms.

..You '
ve already got a
Sat n

If it hasn't - shouldn't you think about getting one!
and have all the advantages of ' moving coil sound'
without the problems that you get with other cartridges.

F

N

5 An almost complete indifference to input impedance matching.

i

NEW SATIN 117 SERIES from around £ 50

STAR OFFER

£99.95
• PI
Wu
es
s
truon
PP,
I
Yharp
S

and JVC TV and
Audio Products - Sinclair Microvision Poche
TV at E100.95 i P& P. - Atari Video
Computer Game nc.
Systems and Cartridges.
-Electronic Chess. Draughts, Backgammon
and Bridge Computer Games. - Scientific
Calculators and LCD Watches. - Full VHS Video
Cassettes Ail at ow, low, prices.

plus£1.50P&P.
NEW Pt.USTRON TVR5 TV/PArin
Lightweight eatable 5 screen Black and Wilde
TV • U I( standard UHF TV tuner • Superb VHF
MeLW Radio with AFC • 4- way power
operation - 240V mains I2v car battery Standard

• Send 2x9p l
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Discount Catalogue.
sound reproduction • Anti.glere screen hood
Access/Barclaycard holders: • Private earphone socket • Coax ed' aer ial socket
Phone your order on our 24- hour Ansalone
tor weak signal areas • Built- incarry ing ha ndle.
Switch on where you like - boat, car, caravan.
service. AU gads supplied complete wi th
garage. study, workshop ,garden
you'll never
manufacturers full 1
2month guarant.
again miss that favourite pro
gramme'
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illeCTINOIIKS

Newton Buildings, 50 Newton St.,
Manchester 1 Tel: 061-236 3083.
M117S
With Satin
original stylus

M1170
With
elliptical stylus

To Frowiend Well Ltd 36 Eden Grove London N7 BEG TM 01 609 0293
Please send met E Leafier and renews on Soon certrmiges
AConsumer Guede to Certndee
cartndees work Mck where revved
Name
Address

MI MI BB OM

M1171
With
conical stylus

Export enquiries welcome
Please send 2 Intl reply coupons
M e• Meer
r
enclose c
PO value

Please rush me

Please debit my Access ,Barclayr.lard N°
Name

p.p,I..n.ng

Ste eh"
£ 915 Pars
Cl.
PAP.
PERSONAL
CALLERS
WELCOME

Address

rnoy.ng cod

ca

Ruse allow le ta is tblurry

HFN1

LET YOUR DEALER GUIDE, LET YOUR EARS DECIDE
Accessories are playing an ever important role in helping the enthusiast to
improve his system and we like to think that we carry most of the worthwhile
items. For example:
TRISTAN 22C Speaker stands ( pair) ..
£20 00
APOLLO Mk IV Speaker stands ( pair) .
£17 50
SOUND FOCUS Telescopic Speaker stands ( pair)
£22 SO
FIDELITY Fastening FFI wall brackets
ES SO
APOLLO Wall brackets ..
ES, SO
MICROSORBERS ( Set of four) ..
£9 25
PERMOSTAT Kits ..
£4 40
PERMOSTAT Refills
£2 75
NAGOAKA Rolling record cleaner
£4 99
SOUNDGUARD Kits ..
£4 99
SOUNDGUARD Refills ..
£3 25
MICHELL Record clamp ..
£7 50
SPECTRA Turntable mat
£17 SO
TDK Tape head demagnetiser ..
£9 75
EAGLE Tape head demagnetiser ..
£3 25
BIB " Groov Kleen"
£1 90
GOLDRING " Ex- static" record brush
EtS 00
KEITH MONKS Sweep arm
£8 45
KEITH MONKS Spirit level
£1 65
"NION" Record cleaner ..
£18 25
KEITH MONKS Damped turntable level kit ..
£5 45
SHURE SFG-2 Stylus guage
£4.50
All prices include V.A.T. and are correct at 12.1.79. Please add 35p for postage
on all items except speaker stands, please add £ 1.00, E. & 0.E.
•

•

••

••

•

•

•

•

••

•

An ideal consideration for the " Hi -Fi without tears"
enthusiast is the range of superlative semi- auto and fully
auto, belt drive and direct drive integrated turntables from
DUAL. The 500, 600 and 700 Series represent probably the
best " value for money" record decks in their respective
ranges. From the modestly priced CS504 to the more
exotically priced CS724, they are all supplied with a high
quality cartridge and have the distinct advantage of being
equipped with low friction, low mass tone arms.
Don't battle with Hi -Fi — Just have a DUAL.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

N.B. MARANTZ, REGA and SPENDOR are available at Riading
YAMAHA available at Brighton only.

r

Both shops open TUESDAY- SATURDAY, 9.30 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Entrance to the Brighton shop in Trafalgar Street.
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5-6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET,
I YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD,
READI NG, BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463.
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX. ( 0273) 695776
MAIL ORDER- PERSONAL EXPORT- PART EXCHANGE-CREDIT FACILITIES-B/CARD-ACCESS

10

only.
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THE AUDIO T
SALE

If you've ever visited AUDIO T you'll know that we
stock avery comprehensive range of all that's best in
Hi Fi featuring all the latest top equipment. This
means that every so often we clear our ex-demonstration stock and any old- range models we have at
bargain prices.
AMPLIFIERS
Aka, AM2600
BGW 202 Pre- Amp
JVC JASIO
Lecson API
Lecson API / X ..
Lecson AP3/11 • •
Leeson AC I
Nakamichi N4I0 ( ex-Dem.) ..
Nakamichi N420 ( ex-Dem.) ..
Nakamichi N420 ( ex-Dem.) New
Nakamichi N610 ( ex-Dem.) ..
Nakarnichi N610 ( New) .
Nakamichi N620 ( ex-Dem.) ..
Nakarnichi N620 ( New)
Nakarnichi 600 rack/timer .
Rotel RA413 .
Sugden QSI
Technics SU7300
Trio KA5700
Yamaha CAI010
Yamaha CA2010
Yamaha C2 ( Pre- Amp)
Yamaha B2 ..

£21500
£150.00
£54.00
£12500
£15000
£200 00
£19000
£16000
£16000
£175 00
£26900
£29500
£33500
£365.00
£9000
£85.00
£5000
£95.00
£120.00
£320.00
£40000
£250.00
£400.00

CARTR1DG ES
ADC Q30 .
ADC QLM3d11
ADC Q32 Stylus ..
ADC QLM36/II Sty,us
ADC Super XLM St ylas
Audio Technica ATI2';
Audio Technica AT 14a
Audio TechPica AT15'ia
Grado F2 .
Micro Acoustics QDC'le
Micro Acoustics 2002e
Micro Acoustics 282e
Nakamichi MC500 ..
Nakarnichi MC 1000
Ortofon SLI5Q
Ortofon SL20E
Ortofon SL2DQ
Snare M24H..
Shure M95G..
Snare M93E
Shure M44G,.
Shure M3D
Shure N75G stylus ..
Shure N44G stylus ..

e

All items offered are backed up by AUDIO T's full
guarantee and after sales service.

e

We have the prestige names not usually available at
nuge discounts.

& STYLI
•

•

•
•

SPEAKERS ( pairs)
Acoustic Research AR1 I
Acoustic Research AR 10Pi
Avasond AST2
B & W DM4
B & W DM5
B & W DM7
Bolivar 18
Celestion Ditto's II
Chartwell PMI00
Dahlquist DQI0
Dalesford D's
KEF Cantata
Mission 710
Mission 720 .
Monitor Audio MA.7
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor
Monitor Audio MAIO ..
Revoit BX350
•
•
Rogers Bass Monitor System
Spendor BC' ( ex- Dom.)
Spendor BC3
Videotone GB2
Yamaha NS615

£5 00
£8 00
£3 00
£6 50
EIS 00
£12 00
£24 00
£35 00
EIS 00
£ 32 SO
£39 SO
£28 00
£ 60 00
£ 90 00
£19 50
£34 00
£48 00
.. £ 26 00
..
El I65
£9 90
£6 00
ES 00
£6 50
£4 50

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD1800
Akai GXC725D ( co- Dens.)
Akai GXC730D
Optonica RT2050
Optonica RT3555
Sansui SCI 110 ..
Trio KX530
Trio KX620
Yamaha TC800D

Armstrong 625
Leak 2000 ..
Rotel RX503
Rotel RX603
Rotel RX803
Trio KR4070 ..
Yamaha CRI020
Yamaha CR2020

£160.00
£220.00
£265•00
£155.00
£195.00
£114.00
£120 00
£100.00
£140 00

RECEIVERS
£15000
£5000
£12500
£22500
£24500
£19000
£33900
£39900

Colton MC101 ..
Decca International
Formula 4/1
Formula 4/11 ..
Hadcock GH228
Michell Fluid Arm

Akai DC34 cl..ist cover
Akai RVIO0 rack ..
Fidelity Research FRT3
Fidelex LN 1Head Amp. ..
Isleworth Head Amp. ..
Nakamichi MCB100 transformer
Ortofon STM72
Ortofon MCA76
Revoit A77 5 -n remote control
Revoit A77 power Amps. ( pa r)
Scan-Dyna 4D Quad Adaptor
Shure 1164/2E cartridge Pre- amp...
Sugden C5 I/Tuner Dos ble Case .

Securicor Delivery £ 2 00 per item.
Phone to check availability, all items offered are
limited in quantity and are offered subject to
remaining unsold.

Audio T

The Auc lo Consultonts

ARMS
£900
£55 00
£25 00
£3500
£5000
£25.00

TURNTABLES
Fons CQ30
Harman Kardon ST7
Pioneer PL550
Revoit 8790
trio KD2070

MISCELLANEOUS
£3.00
£35.00
£50.00
£80.00
£20-00
£50.00
£13.00
£55.00
£29.00
£18.00
£5.00
[25 00
£9•00

Nakamichi N630
Rotel RT1025
Trio KT5500

. £ 3500
. £ 150.00
£120.00
. £ 320.00
. £ 100.00

TUNERS
£35000
£19500
180 00

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa AF5090
Akai AC3500L
Akai AC3800L

Acces, hem

£220.00
.. £ 30000
.. £ 7500
.. £ 135.00
.. £ 9500
.. £ 30000
.. £ 13500
.. £ 60.00
.. £ 12000
. . £ 45300
.. £ 85 00
.. £ 32000
.. £ 12000
.. £ 24000
.. £ 5000
.. £ 8000
.. £ 39500
.. £ 29800
.. £ 45000
.. £ 225 00
£395•00
.. £ 55.00
£85•00

Credit Facilities
available to
Personal Callers

£34900
£29500
.. £ 39000

BARCLAYCARD.

190 West End Lone
Loncon \ W6 1SC1
Tel. 01-794 7848.
Mon-Wed

11 - 6 Thurs - Fri

11 - 7 Sot IC -

II

London now boasts Europe's
Michell Engineering

Lux

Moving Coil RU:s

Leeson

Moving coil pickups offer advantages in
terms of transient response and overall
quality. We stock models by Denton,
Satin, Nakamichi, Ortofon, Ultimo and
Fidelity Researc h.

Disproving the growing belief that the
British cannot compete with the Japanese
in terms of styling and performance.
Lecson produce some of the worlds best
amplifiers. On demonstration at REW.
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Just arrived, the new turntable from
J. A. Michell, the Focus One. Featuring a
new flat platter and very modest price,
this is surely aturntable to consider when
upgrading. Of course the classic Hydraulic
Reference is still available.

REW are main Dealers for Lux— truly the
ultimate in high fidelity equipment. Most
models are held in stock including the new
Laboratory Standard Series.

Quad

Gale

Quad have been making quality equipment
for over 20 years, and as one of their
original stockists, we have been recommending
it for as long.
British
audiophiles will however appreciate the
news that we can now supply all models
for immediate delivery.

The speaker that must be heard. Used
in conjunction with high quality ancillary
quiprnent, the Gale 05401 is capable of
phenomenal performance with remarkable dynamic range.

Definite
Improvements
Most people are sceptical when we tell
them that we can give their system a
L200— L300
upgrade
for
under £ 50
expenditure. They are, however, pleasantly surprised when we demonstrate
this to be true by giving an A— B comparison of the Monitor Audio Sound Cable
against normal speaker leads. The sound
cable gives a convincing improvement in
all areas.
Used in conjunction with
Gold— Ens High Definition Phono Leads,
another veil is removed between the
listener and the sound stage. We also now
carry a full range of accessories from
Discwasher
and
QED,
designed
to
extract more pleasure from your existing
equipment.

LONDON
VCR
CENTRE
An entire floor covering
2000 sq. ft. where all the
latest video recorders, cameras, CCTV systems, projection TC systems, etc., are on
display. Come and compare
the Sony 3- hour Betamax,
National Panasonic 3 hour
VHS, Philips 2+ hour VCR.
Discuss your requirements
with our experienced staff
who will be pleased to give
you expert, unbiased advice.

Technics

The name of Technics means excellent
value for money and outstanding quality.
We now have the new range of Technics
turntables including the SL 1400 Mk II
quartz lock on full demonstration.

Linn

To hear what a difference a turntable can
make, corne and listen to the Linn Sondek
LPI2 at REW's new showroom at 114-116
Charing Cross Road.

Main Agents for: AR, Akai, Altec Lansing, Amcron, B & W, Bang & Olufsen, Bose,
Dokorder, Dual, Fidelity Research, Gale, Grace, Harman Kardon, Harrison,
HH, JBL, JVC, KEF, Kensonic, Lecson, Linn Products, Marantz, Michell
Engineering, Monitor Audio, NAD, Nakamichi, Pioneer, Quad,
Radford, Revox, SAE, SME, Sony, Soundcraftsmen, Spendor,
Stanton, Strathearn, Supex, Tannoy, Tandberg, Teac,
Technics, Transcriptors, Ultimo, Videotone,
Yamaha.

finest HUI and Video Centre
REW is one of the few firms in the audio and video fields that can truly claim to have years and years of experience
behind them. Established in 1948, REW is still a family business yet is numbered amongst the leading hi-fi and video
retailers in the land. And it is with great pride that we introduce our new Hi -Fi & Video Showrooms, covering
4000 sq. ft. in the heart of London's West End at 114-116 Charing Cross Road. No detail has been overlooked nor any
expense soared in our efforts to make this the finest hi-fi store in Europe. The widest range of exclusive equipment
is on display with superb demonstration facilities. You'll receive VIP treatment from our expert staff and our own
van delivery and installation service is available throughout Greater London. If you want to choose the very best
equipment under the very best conditions come along to REW now.

RE

Also at:

Audio Visual CI
Established 1948

114-116 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7

•230 Tottenham Court Road, London WI. Tel: 01-637 2624/5.
Mail Orders to: REW House, ( Dept. HEN), 10-12 High Street,
•London
SWI9. Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

Colliers Wood,

4:e
eciAt‘
WE ARE PERSONAL
EXPORT SPECIALISTS
EXPRESS EXPORT SERVICE
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
WELCOME TO REW
best equipment
best prices
BENVENUTO a REW
aparacchio ottimi,
prezzi ottimi
VELKOMMAN REVV
beste hanlagget,
beste prisan
BIENVENU au REW
le meilleurs equipment,
le meilleurs prix
WILLKOMMEN zu REW
beste gerate,
beste preise
DOBRO DOSLI U REW
Najbolja oprema,
Najbolje cene

No hassle HIFi
THE FERGUSON HI-H SYSTEM 25

Messy wires, trailing leads, mismatched
components, storage problems — who
needs the hassle?
To overcome such problems Ferguson
haveclesigned, developed and manufactured
their new HiFi System 25, acombination
d perfectly matched components in astylish,
compact cabinet — all at aprice that won't
break the bank
The advanced stereo cassette deck
features the Dolby Noise Reduction
System. The belt drive record player has

co icast sysnr.1

aaregistered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc

astroboscope for fine speed adjustment
and the sensitive radio tuner receives long,
medium and stereo VHF.
The superb stereo sound from these
individual units reaches the matching floorstanding loudspeakers via apowerful stereo
amplifier producing 25 watts RMS per
channel at better than 0.1%THD.
Not only that but with interlinked
power supplies you need only one mains
plug for the whole system.

FERGUSON
Technology you can trust

Also, for ease of use, the components
can be switched on individually, or from the
amplifier, with the connecting leads concealed
at the rear of the integral horizontal housing
cabinet. Styled to complement any room
setting, this elegant unit includes extensive
storage space for records and cassettes
behind asmoked glass door with touch
latch opening.
So if you're looking for hi-fi without the
hassle, look for the new Ferguson HiFi
System 25 at your Ferguson dealer now.

Hi Fi System 25
Specifications
AUDIO AMPLIFIER
RMS Power Output both Channels
Working at 01 'YoTHD
into 8Ohms

25 Watts per
channel

Frequency Response
25Hz-30KHz @+ 0,-1dB
Power Band width
25 Watts @ - 0.1%
THD Maintained
between 20Hz and
20KHz

The Sound
of
Expetience

Pick

C

at

extremely

most

recent

additions

to

QLM 30/III £ 8.45
QLM 32/11I £ 9.40
QLM 34/III £ 10 .35
QLM 36/III £ 16.90
VIM Ill
£ 24.50
XLM Ill
£ 35.90
ZLM
..
£ 55•90

our

range, illustrated below, offer the
latest in technology whilst retaining a
competitive price level.

WEST
CIS 1750.
Twin
Speaker
Headphone.

Long, Medium
and Stereo VHF with
switchable AFC
VHF Sensitivity ( Re) 1 . 2biv
Stereo Separation at 1KHz
40dB
AM Sensitivity at 20dB Signal to
Noise Ratio
Medium Wave
700/A/W
Long Wave
1.5m V M
CASSETTE UNIT
Noise Reduction System
Dolby B
Frequency Response (within 5dB)
Ferric Tape
30Hz-12 - 5KHz
Ferro Chrome Tape 30Hz-14KHz
Chromium Dioxide Tape 30Hz- 14KHz
Signal to Noise Ratio Dolby In/Out
Fe2O3
55/46dB
FeCr&Cr02
59/50dB
Wow and Flutter . 2% DIN

Around £47
inc. VAT.

HOWLANDWEST
CIS 850.
Lightweight
Headphone.
Around £ 19
inc. VAT.

TURNTABLE UNIT
Player Type
Thorn SP204
Semi- automatic
Turntable
Die-cast with
Stroboscope
Wow and Flutter
0 - 15°/0DIN Weighted
Rumble
65dB DIN Weighted
Drive
Belt Drive
Speeds RPM
3373,45
Motor Type
DC with Electronic
Speed Control
LOUDSPEAKERS
Impedance
8Ohms
Type of Drive Unit
8" Bass Unit& Soft
Dome Tweeter
Frequency Response
+4dB-8dB 50Hz to 25KHz
HOUSING UNIT
Supplied in aFlat Pack with full
instructions for easy self- assembly.

FERGUSON
Technology you can trust
1

HOWLANDWEST
CIS 950.
Lightweight
with Volume
Control.

RSQ30., £ 7.25
RSQ32.. [ 1375
RSQ34.. £ 10.00
RSQ36 .. £ 15•25
RSV .. [ 18.50
RSX .. £ 27•50
RSZ
[ 31.50

AKG
P8E .. £ 46.25
X8E .. .. £ 31 SO
P8ES .. [ 56.90
X8S .. .. £ 39.00
P7E .. .. £25•70
X7E .. £ 15•75
P6E .. .. £ 17.35
X6E .. £ 10.15
P6R .... £ 13.75
X6R . .
£7.10
AUDIO TECHNIC:S
.
AT IIE .. .. £ 9.35
ATSI IE
£ 815
ATI3Ea .. £ 16.45
ATN 13
[ II 75
AT2OSLa• . £ 56.50
ATN20
£ 43•35
Signet TKSE, T.K7E, TK7 SU
.
DECCA
Deram.. .. £ 6.75
Blue .. £ 1.75
London Maroon £ 49.50
Manufacturer exchange
London Exp Gold £ 65•50
Manufacturer exchange
EMPIRE
2000E III .. £ 14-75
S2000E Ill .. £ 13.50
2000T .. .. £ 31.50
S2000T .. £ 25-50
GRADO
FCE
..
£ 12.50
FCE stylus .. £ 13-25
F3E .. £ 17.50
F3 stylus .. £ 11.25
Fl
.
,
£ 37.50
FI stylus .. £ 25.00
MICRO ACOUSTICS
QDC le
£ 39.00
R le .. .. £ 21.50
2002e .. [ 63 00
R2002e .. .. £ 27.00
ORTOFON
FFIOE MK II .. £ 9.90
NFIOE MK II .. £ 750
FFI5E 11 .. £ 13•90
NF 15E 11 .. £ 10.00
FISE II.. .. £ 19•90
NISE II .. £ 1115
VMS20E/11. .. £ 29•90
D2OE II .. £ 13.15
M20E Super .. £ 49.00
020E Super .. £ 25•90
M20FL .. .. £ 56.00
D2OFL Super .. £ 32 90
SL20Q .. .. £ 77.90
STM 72 Transf.• £ 21.25
MC 20 .. £ 60-90
MCA76 Pre- amp • £ 98.00
SL 20E
£ 52.50
Stylus .. .. P.O.A.
SATIN
II7Z .. .. £ 52.00
117NZ .. £ 35 00
SHURE
M44-7 .. £ 6•85
N44-7 ..
65.75
M5SE .. £ 8.15
NSSE ..
0.35
M75- 6S
£ 7.35
N75-6 .
t6.I5
M75B 11
£ 10.15
N75B If
t6.85
M75E.1 11
£ 12.65
N7SEJ 11
£ 9.20
M75EDII £ 14.50
N7SED 11
£ 13.10
M95E1 .. £ 13-45
N95E3 .. [ 10-25
M95ED .. £ 19.35
N9SED .. £ 17.65
VIS Ill .. .. £ 45-00
VN3SE.' .. [ 17.00
VIS IV .. .. £ 64-50
VN4SHE .. £ 27.80
M642E• Pre- amp £ 39.00
N75-3 (78 stylus) £ 5•60
SFG2 Scales .. £4.75
VN78E ( 78 stylus) £ 16.75
SON US
Blue Label £ 70.00
Blue . . . .
[37.50
Gold/Blue £ 77-00
Gold/Blue ., P.O.A.
STANTON
500A .. £ 13 -50
D5I07A
£ 8.65
500EE ..• £ 18.95
DS100EE £ 13.75
681EEE
£42.90
D6800 EEE . . £24 -35
88IS ..
09-00
D81
..
£47.50
ULTIMO
10X .. £ 52.00
Through importer
20A
£ 75•00
Through importer
20B
..
[ 99-00
Through importer
20C .. £ 108.00
Through importer
PRIC ES INCLUDE V.A.T. at 12e/c,
Postage: Cartridges 25p; Styli 15p; Except • 50p
NB.- All items are genuine branded products in
manufacturers packing. E. & 0.E.

HOWLAND-
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Tel: 01-366 5015
CARTRIDGES

The first headphones introduced by
Howland- West many years ago broke
new ground by offering the highest
quality

ups
ar r

&

A. T. LABS
191 Chaseside, Enfield, Mdx.
MINIM

„

Please send the following Items by return post
(Recorded Delivery). UK only.

Around £20
inc. VAT.

Qty.

Make

Type

11

Cost

For full details of the complete range
of Howland- West Headphones write
to:

HOWIAflD
WEST ITO
15 Eden Grove, London N7 8E0
Tel:01-609 0293

I enclose

eCheque/Postal

A. T. LABS

[

Order

made payable

to

(inc. postage)

Access/Barclaycard No.
Name
Address
j
a

(NS) ill
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Lurking within the walls of
every record groove is awealth
of extraordinarily detailed
information. This is contained in groove
modulations of athousandth of an inch
at most, reducing in places to an
amazing one millionth of an inch.
The more of this complex data your
cartridge is able to extract, the less
you lose the subtleties that make
music an emotional experience—
rather than just sonic wallpaper.
And no matter how good the rest
of the system is, it can't reproduce
information it never receives.
Over the 20- odd years of ADC's
history, we've made asuccession of

acknowledged contenders in the ' best
cartridge currently available' stakes.
(Remember the ADC 10E, and the
legendary ADC 25 and 26?)
Today there's the remarkable
ADC ZLM with its unique Aliptic
stylus, acartridge which prompted
The Gramophone to write: "To say
that the results were staggering would
be an understatement?'
Our LMF carbon fibre toneums
have been attracting similar
comments. "Firm, extended low
frequency range ... neutral mid-band
... precise stereo imaging ... the LIOF-1
gains arecommendation ..." (
HiFi
Choice).

But even if you can't afford these
admittedly esoteric: items, we still
have good news for you. The famous
LMG-1 headshell, renowned for its
rigidity and freedom fron resonance,
can make asurprising improvement
to many systems for just afew pounds
Neither are all our cartridges
wildly expensive. The QLM 36 Mk HI,
for example, costs only around £28!
Yet HiFi Answers reckon that it
"... extracts alot of information from
one's records in amost delightful way."
Need we say more? Except that if
you send us the coupon, we'll send you
further information.
'Suggested retail price QLM 36 Mk HI £27.80 plus VAT.

lb: Audio Dynamics CDrporation,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5Q1-7..
Please send me your brochure showing the
complete range of ADO hi-fi equipment.
Name
Address

HFN5

AD
Audio Dynamics Corporaticn. Adivision of BSR Limited.

i
youll hear more

from usLI

Alone among stereo equalisers, the new
ADC Sound Shaper '1\nro Mark II incorporates
aLight Emitting Diode (LED) metering system.
Unlike conventional meters, the 14 LEDs—
seven for each channel— monitor signal levels
instantly and with unerring accuracy.
•But wait until you hear what it can do for
your system. Those tempting slider controls
give up to 12 dB lift or cut at any of 12 audio
frequencies on each channel.
They can turn abad listening room into a
good one. Or agood loudspeaker into a
great one.
They can compensate for the less than
perfect quality that characterises some
recordings. Or the midrange ' suck-out' that
characterises some loudspeakers.
And to the tape enthusiast, they offer
almost unlimited creative scope.
ADC also make the Sound Shaper One,
asimilar equaliser but with control over five
stereo frequency bands instead of twelve.
Then there's the new ADC SLM-2 Sound
Level Meter, avaluable but inexpensive

addition that helps get the best from any
system— especially one including an ADC
Sound Shaper.
Send us the coupon, and we'll send you
the details. If you can't control yourself in the

meantime however, ask your ADC dealer for a
demonstration.
rro: Audio Dynamics Corporation,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Walley,
West Midlands B64 5QH.
Please send me your brochure showing the
complete range of ADC hi-fi equipment.
Name
Address

HEM_

AD
Audio Dynamics Corporation. A division of BSR Limited.

I
You'll hear more from

If
you've been
missing the brilliant
highs and rich lows
you think are in your
favourite music, the
new
Koss Technician/ VFR Stereophone is for yotu. Because
unlike
any
other, it's the world's
first stereophone to
let you fine tune the
frequency response
range to suit your
own listening preference. So instead
of
hearing
somebody else's idea of
what
your
music
should sound like,
you'll be able to
shape the acoustic
contour
of
your
favourite music to
the way you want to
hear it.

By adjusting the
VFR controls at the
base of each eadcup, you'll be able
to
discover
a
shimmering
new
brilliance in the highest
notes of a
piccolo. Or by reshaping the curve for
more bass, you'll tole
able to feel a near
breathtaking fullness in the deepest
bass notes of ah
organ passage. But
no matter how you
set the VFR controls,
you'll
be
shaping your own
response curve. And
that's a lot more
exciting than listening to a frequency
response curve preset at the factory

THE END OF OPEN
New BASF Chromdioxid Super
finally enables the cassette owner to
achieve aquality of recording as high as
that of reel-to-reel sound.
The irrefutable case for chrome
Needles of Cr02 are ideal for
optimising magnetic parameters like
coercivity and remanence so important
in sound recording. BASF alone control
every stage in the creation of Chrome
tapes. Their ability to optimise the
physical properties of Chrome explains
why BASF Chromdioxid Super cassettes
are able to match the technical data of
open-reel recording tape.

The supremacy of Chromdioxid Super
is explained by six important factors.
i) Background noise
The homogeneous shape and
minimal size of BASF's Cr0 2particles
reduce background noise to the lowest
point possible today.
*ii) Studio performance in the
LF range
A 3dB dynamic improvement in the
low frequency range, compared to
conventional Cr0 2cassettes, puts
Chromdioxid Super (with Dolby) on the
same quality level as the famous BASF
Studio tape, SPR 50 LH at 38 cms.

Double the performance at
high frequencies
The unsurpassed high frequency
MOL of Chromdioxid Super (see graph)
causes an up to 6dB improvement in the
10 KHZ to 20 KHZ range, when compared
with ordinary CrO2cassettes.
iv) Balanced MOL
BASF's new Chromdioxid Super is
the first cassette to achieve abreakthrough in the balance between low

ZEE SUPREMACY
aquency MOL and high frequency MOL.
The factor which has, until now, kept
acassette lagging behind professional
semi-professional, reel-to-reel
stems is lack of output at the HF end,
[using interrnodulation distortion when
cording music with alot of top.
Chromclioxid Super breaks this
The truth about the recording
capability of cassettes
MOL at 3- distornon f
or an tapes sas been set O1B
Studio Tape
BASF SPR 50 LH
at 38 cm/s
Very cnocal musts

dB)
;3
6

vi) Low headwear
BASF's unrivalled expertise with
Chrome explains why their Chromium
Dioxide cassettes not only wear less than
Chrome substitutes, but also give 3to 5
times more head life than the average
cassette.

particular sound bander by greatly
improving MOL in the 10 KHZ to 20 KHZ
range. This new cassette enables you to
capture the many harmonics of critical
instruments without which your recording
will lack the reality and presence of a
live performance. With the introduction of
Chromclioxid Super, the recording capability of cassettes exceeds
even that of 91
/
2cms reel-to-reel.

ñ9
12

SPOT-ON
SOUND

v) Modulation noise
No other cassette can surpass
the modulation noise properties of
either Chromclioxid Super or
Chromdioxid.

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
Haddon House, 2-4 Fitzroy Street,
London W1P 5AD. Tel: 01-637 8971.

15
g.18
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Chromdfoxid
Super
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GLOSSOP ROAD GOSSIP
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Quad

Electrostatic Loudspeakers and electronics in
stock at pre- increase prices. P.S. we have
stacked Quads on permanent démonstration.

Spendor
Meridian

B.C. 1in stock and on demonstration.
101/103/105 all in stock at pre- increase prices.
Give the Meridian Loudspeakers a listen.

Linn Sondek

Guaranteed satisfaction, if you are interested
in music or dissatisfied with your system a
Linn is a necessity. If it doesn't improve your
system, money back guarantee.
What more can be said-unbeatable sound a
a modest cost.
Designed and made by an enthusiastic family
business for the people who appreciate
accurate reproduction. Amongst the best
loudspeakers currently available.
What more can be said- give it a listen.

A & R
Celef

T. V. A .

It doesn't take aI
lasselhlad to confuse some amateur
photographers. Leave them alone with an I
nstamatic for the day and the
only thing they'll snap is anerve or two.
In Camera User of course, we assume acertain level of camera
competence in our readers. But we don't expect them to be
professionals.
We include awealth of tips on how to get the very best out of your
equipment - cameras, films, accessories and darkroom.
And how to present your subject with taste and panache, be it a
Dwarf Amazonian Dung Beede or Miss Lytham St An nes 1978, from the
selection process right through to the printing.
So read Camera User and show your camera who's boss.

CAM

Nytech

Don't believe us-judge for yourself. Simply a
superb sound.
All these and many more superb products in stock and on
demonstration. We are asmall company priding ourselves on
customer satisfaction. Your satisfaction is our guarantee.

AUDIO CENTRE SHEFFIELD
284 Glossop Road
Sheffield S10 2H S
Telephone: 0742-737893
Export and Professional Dept. 730064

MONTHLY 45P
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BRING THIS ADVERT WITH YOU

111.1

Al) offers subject to stocks at time of going

THE LEADERS IN

to press I1379 ) beinglunsold. VAT
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CUT PRICE TAPES
Attach this advertisement to your order or hitch it with you to daim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
C48

MEMOREX
Recording Tape

, is it live or is it

I

New MRX3
C60 ... ...

98p

C90
88p

C90 ( in bags) £1.05
C120 ..
£1 52

£1 40

MEMOREX REELS
QUANTUM
7" 1800 LP
7 ' 2400' DP

f4 20
CS 65

FREE

ONE C90 AGFA Studio
Quality with every 3 Fuji
you buy at these prices.
Please ask when ordering.

C46
71p

FX -IPure Ferrix
(normal position)

EXTRA SPECIAL BONUS
8J920 ESA ETU010 DUALITY IS ASK

SU

CNIAPJ l
ee

PER mall CAZS

C60
C90
C120
79p £1-10 £1.51
C46
99p

71p

Agfa Ferro Colour

-

C60
all

C90
a 53

FX -II Beridox
C46
C60
(chrome position) CHO £ 122

C90
el 66

5'
900*LP
51 - 1200'LP
7"
18001,
5"
1200' DP
51" 1800' DP
7"
2400' DP
5"
1800'TP
5f° 2400TP
7"
3600'TP
11".4" 4200' Cine
100" 4200' NAB

PE36
PE36
PE36
PE46
PE46
PE46
PE66
PE66
PEES
PE36
PE36

£ 1.04

C90
79p
£ 1.11

C120
99p
£1.49

[ 1.42
73p

£t.10

81p

£ 1.08

£1.43

£1.01

£ 126

£1.74

53p

REEL-TO-REEL

BUY 10 AGFA
STUN QUALITY AT THESE
PRICES & ASA FOR 3C90 TAPE7
SUPER SOUND CASSETTES
Absolute/

Recommended by Aiwa Aso.
Alpha • Audiotronic • Bette& Flenirnek
JVC • Menem, •
NAD - Pioneer - Rotel Semai • Term • Toshiba • Trio

FL
SUPER

Agfa Carat

Agfa CrOs

97p

C60

59p
gsp

Agfa SFD ( original) -

Memorex?'
Cr 0 2
C45

C60

AG FAIStudm Quality -

Agfa SF/1

Agfa PEM ( matt)

[1.79
£2.06
£ 2.93
£ 2.13
£ 2.94
£ 3.69
£3.36

£
4.50

5"
900' LP
7"
1800' LP
10f' 3600° Cine
10à" 3600' NAB
5"'
1200' DP
7"
240013P
4200' Cine
100" 4200' NAB

1
or

nee
£3 58
f13.23
f954
[3.33
£5.60
C9.95
£11.95

£4.59
[ 7.139
£ EI-70

maxell

Meet the Maxon Team
Motel' Super Low Noise
SIN C60
67p
SLN C90
89p
SLN C120
fl 13
Maxell Ultra Dynamic
LID C46
99e
UD C60
£105
UD C90
fl 19
UD C120
£ 1 62

SW

Memorex Aluminium

Library Rack
FREE TO THE

'SONY. BASF

•

iris
...
C45
C60
59p
BASF LH
87p
BASF Super
BASF Ferro Super 1
affp
£ 1 14
BASF COD,
£ 1 37
BASF FeCr
56p
Hitachi LN
92p
Hitachi UD
Hitachi UD ER ( UD XL I)
£1.18
£1.18
Hitachi UD EX ( UD XL II) 81p
PYRAL NI Fl
flep
£1.09
Peral 01,6 ").
Pyral Superlernie - £ 1 52

C90
78p
11 16
fl 29
£ 145
£ 1 79
80p
£ 1.13
£ 148
£ 1.48
11 09
£ 141
Et 95

ASK FOR ONE CIO SUPEAFERRITE FREE WITH EVERY
CSO HI Fl. OPTIMA OR SUPERFERRITE YOU Bus
£1 14
El 31
Scotch Master I
£1 40
£164
ScotchMaster II
£1 44
El 74
Scotch Master
55p
79p
Sony LN
78p
96p
Sony HI
£1.17
In . 64
Sony C,
£1.23
£1 - 75
Sony Fe C,
53-p
61p
68p*
IDE Dynamic
86p
£1.01 *
MEAD
79p
£1 . 10 £ 1.56
MK SA

REEL-TO-REEL

(normal position)
Makell UD/XL/I
£1.35
C60
£1.69
C90
Maxell UD/XL/II (chrome position)
£1.35
C60
C90
£1 69
Mexell UD/XL Reels
£5.03
7"
1800' LP
101" 3600' LP
£11.75

FIRST 500 MAU

TgeletIR
AÎnaeteNT*13fRIN

C120
11 14
£1 . 65
f1.70
£2 09
ri 13

f1 38

£1.11
£1.19

El . 11
£1.63

*While stocks lest

7 LP 1800
7" DP2400' 10 - LP 3600'
BASF LH
£4.36 £ 5.53
BASF LH Super £4.38 £ 5.89
_
'Black Box' Studio £ 1.99
fly's
TOE Audua
£ 3.49
111 49
TDK Audua ( matt) £4.24
£10.90
Sony
£4.45
£6.70

VIDEO
VHS format

PHILIPS lormat ( Agfa)
VC 30/60E542; VC 45/90 test: VC 60/130 E12-70
VHS 60 [ 7.18; s. HS 120 £ 920. VHS 180 £ 11 08

All orders POST FREE - mail to: ESTUAR YAUDIO, De t.
HF , la HIGHBURY STN., HIGHBURY CORNER, LONDON N5.(Callers welcome)
ESSEX
BIRMINGHAM
LEEDS
MANCHESTER 3 BRISTOL
LONDON N5
LONDON WC2

LONDON EC2
I
N

BULL

RING SUBWAY

MASONS AVENUE

HIGHBURY STATION

LEICESTER SQUARE

30 COLEMAN ST.

HIGHBURY CORNER

STATION Ticket Hall

(Moor St. Station exit

(Cranbourn St. Exit)

-oft Open Market)

(
01-606 4102)

(01-607

0644)

AI-4A_9311_

62 WELLINGTON ST.
(oft City Square)
(0532-444 692)
-

6VICTORIA STATION
APPROACH

29 DENMARK ST.

(061-832 4592)

(0272 290900)

(Behind Hippodrome)

113 RECTORY GROVE
LEIGH ON SEA
(0702 712861)
•""

"The original A77 had set astandard
by which Ihave judged other domestic and
semi-professional recorders for many years.
It is now clear that the new B77 sets anew
standard not easily surpassed at its price"
Angus McKenzie ( March 1978)

EVCDC
For the full story contact F.W.O. Bauch Ltd., 49 Theobald St., Boreham Wood, Herts. WD6 4RZ

FERRO GRAPH

tf9fÀlebi4IJ
NEAL 302. Studio Cassette Recorder: 3 motors, logic/remote control PPMs, full
calibration facilities. Dolby. front or top loading.
North East Audio Ltd, Stmonside Works. South Shields. Tyne and Wear NE34 9NX
Telephone9South Shields (0632) 566321 Telex: 537227

o

ea.
ith a Swift in your dash you
9 / need never have another dull
journey. The Swift stereo
radio/stereo cassette combination
unit with MPX mono/stereo switching
and IAC.
At around £ 108 ( inc. VAT) it's
streets ahead of anything in the
same price range. And it's British.
Swift. It'll put new life into
the car in your life.

(OIL

connector to take an additional remote
matched stereo cassette player.

Or Kestrel: Manually tuned
MW/LW radio for superb reception
especially in poor sici,nal strength
areas.

MW

MW

FM

TTE1
[A.Cr

If you already have a radio in
your car, Osprey is a stereo cassette
player for superb reproduction of
your favourite tapes.
And of course, we also offer
a wide range of speakers aerials
and accessories.
Whichever you settle on you
can be sure you're getting your
money's worth.

•• WO I«. +Se 4e0 SOO

Falcon: A really powerful
LW/MW car radio/stereo cassette
player combination that's hard to
beat for real value for money.

LW

(S, EAEO

Ditifame

(A1._"EFIE0 CAESN,Ufj

•

Icne

1M

Or there's Hawk: 5 pushbutton LW/MW/VHF stereo radio
complete with multi-pin DIN

Or Merlin fcr push button
MW/LW radio — high output and
clarity.

Or Harrier: An advanced
version of Merlin with an LED
illuminated pointer.
(All prices quoted are Recommended
Retail Prices as at 1st January 1979)

Mid
AUDIO

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS LTD.,
Fleets Lane, Poole, Dorset
Tel: Poole ( 02013) 4641 Telex: 41169

British- Made

THE HIGHEST QUALITY
STANDS at aprice you can buy
The p + nrange of music stands provides you with acomprehensive
range to suit all your playing requirements—whether you're an
earnest amateur or the most demanding professional Find out now
about p + nquality stands at realistic prices by tolephoning Treforest
(044 385) 2453 or by writing to—

p

n

I

Peter and Nicholas Engineering Company Limited,
Treforest Industrial Estate,
Mid. Glamorgan CF37 SUA

Superexcellence from the US of A.
Superex
TRL-77
A stereophone utilising the perfected,
open design ' Trans- Linear' principle.
Also featured is ahigh efficiency
Mylar driver which helps to generate a
realistic ' solid- bass'. The TRL-77
features apadded, fully adjustable
stainless- steel headband and comes
complete with 7foot ' Y' cord.
Specifications:
Frequency Response: 45-20,000Hz
Impedance: 80 Ohms ( IHF standards)
Maximum Input: 5volts
High Efficiency Mylar Driver
Weight: 11Y2 oz ( less cable)
Cable: 7foot ' Y' cord with moulded
plug and strain relief

SUPEREX
Send for details
of the Superex
range of stereophones,
from about £22.
Name
Address

® Goldring
Sound,pure and simple
26

Goldring Products Limited, Anglian Lane, Bury St. Edmunds IP32 6SS

HEN

The day you change to our
monitors is the day you stop
apologising for your speakers.
The trouble with most speakers is you
have to live with them for awhile to find out
what they're really like.
So we at Rogers take great care to see that
ours live up to their first impressions.
We test and adjust every completed
speaker on the most revealing equipment
available, including Bruel and Kjaer automatic
curve tracing.
Consequently our LS3/5A Monitor is
recognised around the world as the definitive
reference for small speakers.
Our Compact Monitor uses cabinet
techniques found in the BBC's outstanding
studio monitors. However, we've developed our
own bass/mid range unit and use new, exclusive
Acousto-Q damping material.

L53/5A Monitor. Te much acclaimed BBC design for smal soeakers
18.5x 300x160mm 25 watts programme 15 ohm,

Nevertheless, avisit to your nearest Rogers
dealer now could save you having to apologise
for your speakers ever again.
We'll gladly supply technical literature and
review reprints on request. Just send alarge, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Swisstone
Electronics Ltd., 4/14 Barmeston Road, London
SE6 3BN. Telephone: 01-697 8511. Cables:
Swisselec London SE6.

Rogers
BRITISHMHIGH-FIDELJTY

Compact Monitor. Response comparable to systems many times larger. Shelf
mounted or free standing. 505 x280 x275mm. 80 watts programme. 8ohms.

The result is aresponse comparable to
systems many times larger.
And many times more costly.
Our Export Monitor, again incorporating
BBC and Rogers expertise, is afurther advance.
For this is the speaker that successfully combines
superb performance with extra power.
We could, of course, give you astring of
technical reasons why our speakers consistently
outperform their nearest rivals, but we think a
demonstration from aRogers dealer is infinitely
more helpful.
We take as much care appointing our
dealers as we do making our speakers. So you
may not find one as close as your local high street.

Export Monitor. 5.,..ccessfillli combines superb perfzuri,nce

, ta

A er

30.5 x30.5 x63.5m. 100 wets programme. 8ohms:
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In the beginning, there
was belt drive. And then along
came direct drive.
It wasn't long before the
hi-fi world produced abetter
turntable still. The quartz lock
servo system.
Now Micro Seiki has
taken the initiative to produce
an even better turntable:
The DQX 500.
We think it's the world's
most advanced turntable and
now we'll tell you why.
A heavier platter.
An ideal turntable should
rotate silently and accurately to
give you perfect reproduction.
Hi-fi manufacturers
striving for this perfection

came up with all the
technologies above.
However these systems
only answer half the problems.
That is, improving static
characteristics but leaving the
problem of dynamic load
fluctuations unsolved.
The DQX 500 has the
answer.
Its extremely high
moment of inertia, ( 600Kg/
cm 2)due to the unusually
heavy platter, is akey factor in
eliminating unwanted speed
fluctuations.
It also compensates for
any wide groove modulations
in the record which can cause
speed wobble.

To all quartz lock owners.
You're out of date.
I
.

Result: acleaner sound,
better stereo imagery, improved
phase coherence and more
high frequency detail.
Lack of stroboscope.
Lack of boxes.
Lack of frills.
You won't find a
stroboscope system on the
DQX 500. We've eliminated it
in favour of asimpler method
of telling you when the platter
has reached its rated speed. A
standby lamp.
Quite simply, when the
platter has gathered its full
momentum, the lamp goes off.
We've also eliminated the
conventional box shaped
construction that houses most
turntables.
Because the three legged
frame we came up with, means
the turntable functions as a
mechanical circulation system
that is hardly affected at all by
external vibration.
And we've hushed hum.
By featuring apower
transformer that can be used
away from the cartridge and
tone arm, we've kept away the
hum that transformers can
sometimes give you, especially
with moving coil cartridges.
Talking of tone arms.
The tonearm is straight as
opposed to the normal ' S'
shape. It has an offset headshell for optimum geometry.
The tonearm's torsion bar

spring system for applying the
tracking force means the arm is
dynamically balanced. This
enables the tracking force to be
kept absolutely constant even
when the tonearm is traversing
minor warps, common in most
records today. The constant
tracking force will be achieved
with optimum transparency
and clarity of musical
reproduction, no matter which
cartridge you use.
And finally, the added
beauty of this tonearm is that it
•
can be used with any make of
cartridge. You can tune the
resonant frequency to suit any
cartridge and even with alow
compliance design the optimum
resonance can be obtained by
adding asmall rider weight.
All these features, from
the heavy platter through to
the straight tone arm mean one
thing.
You can buy acomplete
package. A ready assembled
record deck whose parts have
been engineered together
perfectly.
The DQX 500 from
Micro Seiki.

LipilMICRO SEIKI
If you'd like to find out more, post the coupon and
we'll be happy to send you afree information pack.
Name
Address
Post Code
Complete and return to:- Harman UK Ltd.,
St John's Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe,
Bucks 11P10 8F1R Telephone: Penn (049481) 5331

Conway II
The three way,
three speaker
system from Castle
Acoustics of Great Britain.
Built for quality. Built for efficiency.
The new Conway Il is aconvincing choice
in every way.
Convincing in terms of faithful hi-fi
performance—with an "efficient design"—producing
smooth, detailed response, full volume with rich and
natural tonal accuracy
The Conway II satisfies the need for superior
sound quality from even modest amplification.
Castle's own specially designed efficient drive units
offer responses of 4-22 kHz in the treble-range,
750-4000 Hz in the mid-range and 35-750 Hz in the
bass-range. Output integration is controlled by a
sophisticated thirteen-element crossover network,
specially designed to make the system easy to drive.
The new Conway II is also aconvincing

example of the craftsman art. The scientifically braced
cabinet is constructed of 18mm, high density particle
board, hand finished with achoice of selected real wood
veneers and protected with afinal coat of tough
polyurethane lacquer The walls are internally damped
with bitumin and are lined with acoustic foam.
The discreetly sculptured grille maximises the
advantages of acoustic foam.
The Conway II represents anew peak in
Castle achievement. Its design and manufacture will
convince those who take quality to heart. To convince
yourself of this new speaker sound quality enjoy a
listening test at your local Castle appointed dealer For
details of Castle distribution in your area, and other
speakers in the range please use the Coupon Service.

Speakers for connoisseurs—built on 65 years of high fidekty engineering experience.
r
--

coupon service

CI
)
11

1
\ II

Please provide me with the lull facts on the speaker systems in the Castle Range.
Together with the address of your local dealer

Name
Castle
Amustics
Limited

Address
leNt 11

Post to:
Castle Acoustics
Shortbank Road,
Skipton,
North Yorkshire
Tel: Skipton (0756) 5333

;! SERIES III
The best pick-up arm in the world

Informed opinion
Few products in the hi - fidelity world have received
such favourable comments from knowledgeable
experts as the Series Ill precision pick-up arm.
They are too numerous to quote here, so we
have prepared aspecial presentation of them which
we will gladly send on request. Please indicate
whether or not you require details of the arm as
well.

Design Council
Award 1978

Write to Dept 0351 • SME Limited
Steyning • Sussex • BN4 3GY • England

/

The New MLS 4
speaker system by Audiomaster....
....top quality audio engineering
at aprice you can appreciate.

•
admmaster
00
Ile Cguu ISend today for full details and alist of appointed retailers 1i N
NAME
, ADDRESS

Audiomaster Limited • Bridle Path • Watford • WD2 4BZ
-
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MC 10
MOVING COIL REALISM
ATA REALISTIC PRICE

There are as many expert opinions on HiFi as
there are experts. With all the variables, an
incredible range of systems can be produced and
all have their different advantages but almost all
experts agree that moving coil is superior to
magnetic construction for cartridges.
Moving coil's detailed reproduction of
spaciousness, three dimensional imagery and
startling transient response surpasses that of
even the best magnetic cartridge.
There is really only one choice if you wish to
take full advantage of the capabilities of your
FliFi system. Until now the high cost of the
hand built moving coil cartridge has kept peak
performance beyond the reach of all but the
most wealthy.
Now Ortofon who have continuously developed
moving coil technology since 1948, are able to
produce amoving coil cartridge at aprice which
:.ompares to the cost of medium quality magnetic
artridges.

orrofon

accuracy in sound

Ortofon's long experience of cartridge design
and manufacture make the finest reproduction
available to all discriminating listeners with the
MC 10 moving coil cartridge.
The MC 10's cantilever has been designed on
new principles, making it easier and faster to
produce. It is as light and as rigid as possible,
utilizing anew aluminium alloy. The new
cantilever design, together with atiny, specially
polished diamond, gives avery low stylus tip
mass, excellent tracking ability, easy handling
of transients and minimal record wear.
Owing to their small output voltage and low
inner resistance, moving coil cartridges cannot
be connected directly to aconventional phono
input and it is therefore necessary to boost the
signal.
MC 10 Cartridges are available separately or in
acost saving pack complete with the specially
developed STM 72 step-up transformer for perfect
matching to your amplifier.
Ask your dealer for ademonstration or write to:-

harman UK

St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR
Telephone: Penn (049 481) 5331
33

TOP TAPE

MAIL-ORDER PRICE PLEDGE
If you find alower price currently
advertised, supply relevant details
and we will match it.

EUROPE'S TAPE SPEC/ALIST

CASSETTES
All prices include
8% VAT and correct
at 31.3.79

THIS MONTH'S EXTRA
SPECIAL OFFERS

DYNAMIC
C45
C60
C90
C120
C180

£0.55
£0.63
£0.72
£1.15
£2.79

ACOUSTIC DYNAMIC
C60
C90
C120

£0.89
£1.08
£1.69

SUPER AVILYN
C60
C90

£1.12
£1.59

EMI
Hi- Fidelity

C90

99p

MEMOREX
MRX3

C90

£1.19

TDK
Dynamic
co
Acoustic Dynamic C90

72p
£1.08

Maxell

VIDEO
SONY- Betamax

L500

£7.14

NO TOP TAPE BRANCH IN YOUR AREA?

ULTRA DYNAMIC
C60
C90
C120

£1.13
£1.19
£1.72

UCIXL I
C60
C90

£1.37
£1.72

UDXL II
C60
C90

£1.37
£1.72

Sony

Please be patient- we are always seeking
established retailers to be included in our
advertisements.

e

Fuji
C60

In Store
Special Offers

cso I

EUROPEAN POSTAGE
RATES

COST

2
3
5
10
15
20

f 2.38
f 3.43
f 4.00
f 5.00
f 6.50
f 9.00
£11.00

Cassettes are supplied Free of UK tax, currently
at 8%. An additional amount to cover postage
and insurance is required, varying according to
weight
Quotations can be obtained from Top Tape,
Watford for specific requirements, the most
economical Post Office rates being obtained by
purchasing a total of 50, 100, 150 or 200 cassettes,

Unit 3 Castle Street
Hinckley
Leicestershire
kb, 611.'41

Clarke's
211 Abbotsbury Road
Weymouth
Dorset
Weymouth 5184

KJ Leisuresound
48 Wigmore Street

Hitachi
LOW NOISE
C6D
C90
ULTRA DYNAMIC
C60
C90
UDER ( XL I)
C60
C90
UDEX ( XL II)
C60
C90

value: FUJI FX-II

£1.27
£1.59

Also wide range of
Reel to Reel Tapes
including

MAIL-ORDER POST FREE ( UK) to:TOP TAPE, Bridle Path, Watford, Herts.
Tel: Watford 33011

Radford Hi Fi

KJ Leisuresound
340 Station Road

Watford 45250

MAX ELL,

SONY and TDK

Nottingham 76919

KJ Leisuresound
101 St. Albans Road
Watford Herts.

120 mins
150

£12 77
£14.49

SONY- Beta max
L125
30 mins
L250
65
L500
130
L750
195

E 5.86
f 6.62
E 714
£11.34

JVC - VHS
E30
E60
E 120
E 180

f 5.19
f 6.35
f 8.99
£10.85

LVC 150

AGFA,

Dareren 75201

Bristol 422709

PHIUPS - VCR

WC120

£1.27
£1.59

Suttons
10 Gervis Place
Bournemouth
Dorset
Bournemouth 25512

Aerco
27 Chobham Road
Woking Surrey
VV08010 4667

Bath 31619 7

Eastern Audio
87 Norwich Road
Ipswich

CarbbrIdge 312120

Peterborough 41755

KJ Leisuresound

Jeffries Hi F1
4 Albert Parade
Green Street
Eastbourne Sussex

Lbrbridge 33474

Kensington Showrooms
London Road, Bath

HI-FI Consultants

01 863 8690

1E0.1015036

ie
Paul Green Hi- Fi
at Harpers Furnishing

KJ Leisuresound
89 London Road
Croydon

Harrow Middx.

278 High Street
Uxbridge Middx.

30 mins
60
120
180

F H Hellyar
145 Church Road
Barnes
London SW13
01-7485484

Speechley Hi Fi
1Hawthorn Way
Chesterton Cambs.

Runnymede Huh
172 High Street
Egham Surrey

N

Video

Recommended as excellent

£0 94
£1.15

Nottingham Hi Fi
156 Alf reton Road
Nottingham

01 486 8262

01 353 7935

£ 3.53
£4.64

and

TDK Super Avilyn.
£057
£0 81

Darwen Hi- Fi Centre
219 Duckworth Street
Darwen
Lancs

London VV1

53 Fleet Street
London EC4

34

Quadraphenia
10 Nursery Street
Sheffield S3
1782.4

52 Gloucester Road
Bristol

KJ Leisuresound

£1.24
El 75

HITACHI UDEX,

MAXELL UDXL-II

Note: To calculate TAX FREE price 8( 8% VAT
divide UK price by 1.08.

Hinckley Sound Centre

FERRI CHROME
C60
C90

The following cassettes should
FUJI FX-II,

KILOS
(packed
weight)

1-10
11-20
21-30
31-50
51-100
101-150
151-200

£079
£0.96
£1.20

be played in thechrome position:

(including insurance)

Number of
Cassettes

HIGH FREQUENCY
C60
C90
C120

CHROME POSMON
CASSETTES

£0.76

FX-11
C60

£0.56
£0.80
£1.12

ELCASET
LC90 SLH
LC90 FECR

FX

Export

LOW NOISE
C60
C90
C120

42 Cowgate
Peterborough

Eastbourne 31336

01-686 1343

Ipswich 217217

Oxford Electrical
Rentals
256 Banbury Road
Oxford
Oxford 53072

sialeasefflkositet

Marantz introduce the HD440
High Definition Loudspeakers.
To help you upgrade your system without
downgrading your bank balance.
The Marantz HD440 Loudspeakers are neat, compact and
efficient. Tnese 3- drive units are specially designed for Amplifiers
of between 15 and 40 Watts output and give breadth and
clarity to all types of music.
London
Acton Corneras, 86 High Stec',
Acton W.3
Atkins Radio; 210 Brixton Hill, S.W.2
Azat, 16 Charlotte Street, WA
Cavendish Sales,
317 Whitechopel Road, EA
Lien House,
227 Tottenham Court Road, W 1
Martins, '125 Stoke Newington
High Street, N.16
No ndos Radio,
328 Edgware Road, WA
Nlisound — All Branches
R.E.W..
230 Tottenham Court Road, W 1
Bedfordshire
Tavistock Hi-fi, 21 Tovistock Street,
n.-

Channel Islands
Sound Engineering, 69 King Street,
Jersey
Devon
Framptons Cameras,
90 Cornwall Street, Plymouth.
Dorset •
H.ATV. 183 Barrack Road,
Christchurch.
Essex
Craig Hi-fi, 13 South Street, Romford.

Sussex
John King, 71 East Slreet, Brighton.
Tyne 8( Wear
Hi-fi Opportunities,
33 Handyside Arcade,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
Wiltshire
Blackmore Vale, 17 Butcher Row
Salisbury
Yorkshire
Turner Electrical, 47 King Street,
Bridlington.

Lancashire
Fred Benfell Limited,
78 Westfield Road, Blackpool.
Surrey
Camera Centre, 96 Whitgift Centre,

also branches of Comet, McOnomy
Ui

A•-•••1,,vie.

Saves valuable
floor space•Uncluttered
'floating' appearance • Adjustable
viewing/listening angle•Cornplete With all
necessary fixings • Engineered in solid, high grade steel.
Beautifully finished in rnatt black or gloss White durable nylon

O
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As it is the ai
MAL A
of Broadaker to provi
110—
a range of models to support a,
DIRE C
piece of equipment in a variety of vvay
the number of permutations is large. Please che,
details carefully before ordering and use appropriate co
This is the basic Pivotelli bracket which can be usi
for mounting Speakers, TV's, Music Centres and VCR
Incorporating a swivelling lockable baseplate wi
screw- in mounting available in the following sizes:
6" arm, 6"x 3" baseplate, Code P, £13.64 per pair
9- arm, 6"x 3" baseplate, Code P9, 114-14 per par
12" arm, 8"x 4" baseplate, Code M, £ 11.73 each
18" arm, 12"x 4" baseplate, Code S, f12.46 each

This is the Double Pivotelli with a
24" elbow-action arm and 12" x 4"
baseplate. Allows you to " tuck" your TV or Music
Centre against a wall, into an alcove or wall unit.
Supports up to 250Ibs.
Code D. £ 30.30 each.

de

eel'HE LIMP
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Yes anywhere. Anywhere you wish, in your home, in
the car or on warm summer days on the beach.
The RS4150LJ stereo radio/cassette recorder offers you
all this plus afull 7watts of stereo sound, on its sensitive
radio section. And whats more it has aCrOa/Normal tape
selector which gives you the best results with chrome or
normal tapes. It also features one touch recording, variable
sound monitor, mechanical
pause, mic mixing
in playback as well
as beat proof switch.
So look into any of
the dealers listed
below and they'll let
you hear some really
great sounds —
anytime.
INCORPORATING NORTHERN IRELAND
Aberdeen: Holburn Hi Fi, 445 Holburn St., Tel Aberdeen 25713. • Ayr/Kilmarnock:
Vennal Audio Visual, 115 High St., Ayr, Tel: Ayr 64124. 49 The Foregate,
Kilmarnock, Tel. Kilmarnock 34826. • Edinburgh: Audio Aids, 52 George St., Tel: 031-226
3979. 43 South Clerk St., Tel 031-667 2877. The Gramophone, Television & Wireless
Co., Pedestrain Precinct, Rose St., Tel. 031-225 9535. Hi Fi Corner, 1Haddington Place,
Leith Walk, Tel: 031-556 7901. • Falkirk: Russell Hi Fi, 44 Cow Wynd, Tel: Falkirk
29011. • Glasgow: Neil McCormack Ltd., 1050 Pollokshaws Rd., Shawlands, Glasgow,
Tel: 041-649 4164. Victor Morns, Audio Visual, 340 Argyle St., Tel: 041-221 8958.
8-10 Glassford St., Tel: 041-552 2483. • Northern Ireland: The Hi Fi Shop, 21 Railway Rd.,
Coleraine, Co. Londonderry, Tel Coleraine 52843. 23 Shaftsbury Sq., Belfast, Tel
Belfast 40644. 9Belmont Rd., Belfast.

Code
Code
Code
Code

LP
LM
LS
LL

fits
fits
fits
fits

This illustration shows ot
alternative mounting systei
—The Limpet.
It is available '
fit all the above models. The tel
,scopic action of the Limpet actually grit
the sides of the cabinet with rubb
- lined clamps. Holds equipment securely bi
gently with no marking of your cabinern
P or P9,
adjusts to fit 71
/"- 11"
2
add 17-06 per pair.
M, S or D, adjusts to fit 11" - 17%" add £ 4.08 each
M, Sor D, adjusts to fit 17%"- 30"
add £ 5-18 each.
M, Sor D, adjusts to fit 27" - 47 1
/
2
add 16-67 each.

For even greater listening comfort and pleasure, you may wish to tilt your stere
speakers. This universal joint is asimple attachment which fits between the bracke
and baseplate, allowing your speakers to be swivelled in two extra directions. It als
gives you a much wider choice of mounting methods. Using this device the bracket
can be completely concealed behind the speakers.
Code UP fits P or P9; £ 9-55 per pair. >
Code UL fits M, Sor D; 15-97 each.

2

11

Ir/

Finally, our triple Pivotelli range gi ves yo
the ultimate luxury of watching TV in be.i
without eyestrain or a crick in the neck
Also ideal for people who are bedridder
This wall swivel allows your set to b
tucked away when not in use and th
suspension device lets your set be tilted to any angle in absolute safety
Code TM fits cabinet heights 11"
-17Y." + widths 11" - 17%" 145-45 each.
Code TS fits cabinet heights 11"
-17'4" + widths 17%" - 33%" 146.24 each.
Code TL fits cabinet heights 17%" -30 - + widths 17Y.," - 33 1
/" £ 51-60 each
2
/

M3 ME MIMI IBM MI IM1
I

Please send me Free brochure/
Model(s) Ref./colour.-

MN Ma MI OM MIMI BM

. Ienclose Cheque/P.O. value
NAME
ADDRESS

Guernsey, Channel Islands.
T le.h•ne
ern
)

Imagine acassette system that
delivers music with no audible hiss
between tracks.
Acassette system with aS/N ratio
of up to 80dB which means adynamic
range that puts many reel-to-reel
machines to shame.
You're imagining the TEAC A-800
plus dbx unit Probably the ultimate in
cassette tape technology available today.
The Cassette Deck
The TEAC A-800 incorporates
many sophisticated features not normally
found outside the professional recording
studio. For astart, its 2-motor transport
system gives optimum tape-to-head contact and keeps wow and flutter down to an
incredible 0.05%.
Dolby circuitry maintains tape
noise at outstandingly low levels, whilst
frequency response is as wide as
30-18,000Hz ± 3dB.

increase of 15dB's over the standard
In addition, there's afull function
logic control system with solenoid touch- Dolby system.
The A-800 is just one of the latest
buttons and athree-head configuration to
range of cassette and open-reel machines
enable you to monitor off-tape. And inavailable from TEAC, acknowledged
stead of the usual VU meters, advanced
Peak Programme Meters that react many leaders in advanced tape technology the
world over.
times faster than conventional systems.
If you'd like to find out more, post
The RX8 dbx Unit
The A-800's Dolby circuits go along the coupon and we'll be happy to send
way towards producing noise-free record- you afree information pack
ings. But for professional quality noise
reduction, TEACs exclusive dbx unit has
Please complete the coupon and send to:
to be heard to be believed.
Harman UK Ltd., St. John's Road,
Specially designed to sit snugly
Tylers Green, High Wycombe. Bucks H PI O8H R
under the A-800 deck, the dbx works by
Telephone: Penn (049481) 5331
compressing source material in the record
Name_
mode and expanding the recorded sound
during playback
. Address—
TD HN 5
This effectively eliminates tape hiss
and drastically increases the dynamic
range that can be recorded— making aS/N
ratio as high as 80dB possible.That's an
Postcode

TEAC

Hi-Ways to Hifi.
Radford HiFi was
formed 6years ago to
specialise in retailing
HiFi equipment, at
that time this was
quite rare, since then
we have been
extensively copied ...
but never equalled.
If you have been a
customer in the past
you will know what we
mean, if you haven't
then let us show you
the difference now!

M1

Travelling times

II

Nottingham
210 min

are approximate
M6

Shfewsbunl

Leicester .
VVolverhampton
M6
Birmingham
100 min

Rugby

Stratford-upon-Avon

Northampton

Cambodge

Merthyr
Gloucester

Hereford

Oxford
120 min
t.

11C ruin
Swansea

Cheltenham
SO

arditt

MS

Newport

M4

70 m
Newbury

OrNI32

120 min
Reading

Barnstaple
MS
Yeovil

Salisbury

Exeter

120 mun.
Torquay

Weymouth

Bournemouth

Southampton

Brignicn

The Radford Way.
7 Demonstration areas on 3 floors
ensure that you will benefit from the
most extensive facilities in the
business ... couple this with our
friendly, professional advice and you
have the best way of buying HiFi
equipment ... the Radford way.
Tape and Accessories are found on
the 1st floor at prices hard to equal.
Service Department with 3 qualified
engineers plus 2 workshops add up
to first class after sales service.
Credit in the form of Access and
Barclaycard plus normal finance
arrangements including up to £ 500
INSTANT CREDIT for personal
callers.
Mail Order service to anywhere in
the UK by Securicor. Why not
phone your order using Access or
Barclaycard?
Personal Export to most parts of
the World

London

Radford

180 min

• o The Radford Choice
o ADC
o AKG
A Si R CAMBRIDGE
o ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
o AIWA
ARISTON
AUDIOMASTER
o AUDI TECHNICA
o BASF
o BOW
o BOSE
BOWERS 8 WILKINS
o CELESTION
CHARTVVELL
o CONNOISSEUR
DECCA
DE NON
DAHLOU1ST
o DUAL
o ENIGMA
o EMPIRE
FERROGRAPH
o FIDELITY RESEARCH
o FUJI
oGALE
p GOLDRING
GRACE
0 GRIFFIN
HADCOCK
HAFLER
o HARMON KARDON
o HITACHI
o IMF
INFINITY
oJBL
o JR
o JVC
o KEF
o KLH
o LECSON
LENTEK
LINN
o LUX
MXR
o MARANTZ

MAYWARE
MERIDIAN
MICHELL
o MICRO SEIKI
o MICRO ACOUSTICS
o MISSION
o MONITOR AUDIO
o MORDAUNT SHORT
o NAKAMICHI
o NATIONAL PANASONIC
NEAL
NIGHTINGALE
o OMAR
o OPTONICA
o ORTOFON
o PIONEER
o OED
OUAD
RADFORD
o RAM
ROGERS
o SANSUI
o SENNHEISER
o SME
SPENDOR
o STANTON
o STAX
STD
o STUDIOCRAFT
o SHURE
SUGDEN
o SUPEX
o TANDBERG
TANGENT
o TANNOY
o TEAC
o TECHNICS
o THORENS
o TOSHIBA
o TRIO
TVA
o UHER
o VIDEOTONE
o WAR
o YAMAHA

II

The Radford Super Plan
• 3 years guarantee— full parts and
labour.
• Free setting up and installation
within the Bristol area.
• Free Securicor delivery
Ask for full details of this plan
The Radford Economy Plan
o 1year guarantee full parts and
labour.
o Prices as keen as discount houses
but with Radford service and
backup.

or Latest Price
• Expert Advice

422709

Radford HiFi Limited
52/54 Gloucester Road Bristol BS7 8BH
Tel. ( 0272) 422709/44593 Telex: 449315

Pioneer introduces the system
that tames serious

o

4

It's no pussycat.
It's three powerful systems of sensitive
tone and fullness of sound that's synonymous
with our name.
It's unequalled versatility, offering the
flexibility of vertical and horizontal units.
It's stunningly attractive, sleekly housed

in black, satin-finished, glass fronted racks.
It three complete systems of perfectly
matched components of varying range and
performance.
It simply the most sensible and most
sophisticated way of living with serious hi-fi.
It's from Pioneer.

Qi?PIONEER®

EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE
This range of three powerful, custom-built component systems also offers you the unequalled versatility
of the vertical or horizontal rack units shown below.

SPEAK TO YOUR DEALER ABOL 1THE SPECIAL PIONEER FINANCE PLAN WHICH MAKES THESE SYSTEMS EASIER ON YOUR POCKET, OR WRITE TO PIONEER. PO BOX 108, IVER. BUCKS 510 OIL

BEHIND THIS BADGE
KEEP US

We are proud to present the
Wharfedale XP2s.
The new, improved successors to
Britain's best-selling speakers, the XPs.
You might imagine that the
success of the XPs in their original form

would tempt us to leave them well alone.
As you will see,you'd be both right,
and wrong.
The Denton XP2 gets anew bass
drive unit optimised for its cabinet size,
and an improved tweeter for higher
power handling.
Next, the newcomer to the XP family:
the Shelton XP2. Its specially designed
bass unit achieves new standards of
power handling and sound quality in
so inexpensive aspeaker.
It also incorporates anew dome
tweeter which smoothly extends the
treble response over awide dispersion

area to beyond the limit of audibility.
This new treble unit is also used on
the 3-unit Linton XP2 and Glendale XP2.
With the introduction of the original
XPs came aradically new mid-range
unit, developed with the aid of laser
holography.
Look closely on the Linton and
Glendale, and you'll see that it's
pierced with apattern of tiny holes.
The holes break up undesirable
distortions around and across the unit,
thus reducing colouration.
And they work so well that we haven't
changed them abit.
Throughout the range,we've patiently

Please send me the Wharfedale XP2 brochure.
Name
Address
HPN5

yerTo: Rank Hi Fi,P0. Box 70,Great West Road,Brentforcl,MiddiesexTW8 9HR.
Distributed in Ireland by Kilroy Brothers Ltd.. Shanowen Road. Whitehall. Dublin 9, Tel 423966

WHARFEDALE DENTON XP2.
Frequency response (- 3d13) 65Hz — 18kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 10-30 watts r.m.s.

THERE'S ENOUGH TO
IN FRONT.
refined the crossover networks to integrate
the drive units one to another even better,
and achieve asmooth, uncoloured response
across the spectrum.
The result is arange of speakers with
genuinely improved performance; improvements you can hear, as well as measure in
the laboratory.
For afree colour brochure on the XP2s,
return the coupon.
And see how we're still in front.

LY.Y.À
WHARFEDALE

WHARFEDALE SHELTON XP2.
Frequency response (- 3dB) 63Hz — 20kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 10 — 35 watts r.m.s.

WHARFEDALE. BRITAIN'S MOST FAMOUS SPEAKERS.

WHARFEDALE LINTON XP2.
Frequency response (- 3dB) 60Hz — 20kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 10 — 40 watts rm.s.

WHARFEDALE GLENDALE XP2.
Frequency response (- 3dB) 50Hz — 20kHz. Suitable for amplifiers of 15 — 50 watts rii s

One classic and
three new releases
for your collection.
¡Sound
•Guard,.

Sound
Guard
Record
Preservation
Kit

'

Sound Guard Record Care Work Pad
Now you can clean one side of your record without damaging the
other side. The Sound Guard record care work pad is nonabrasive, so if won't scratch. It prevents the record from slipping
while you're buffing too. It's non-conductive, so it can resist the
transfer of particles from dirty records. And d's not afabric, so it
has no lint to spread around. Ingenious channels collect any
excess fluid, so it won't run over to the other side of your record.
To keep your record care work pad clean, simply wash it off with
water.
Suggested Retail Price £ 4.98.

Sound Guard Record Preservation Kit
Before Sound Guard record preservative, you destroyed the records you loved, a
little at atime every time you played them. Friction was the culprit. It's what happen:
when ahard diamond stylus tracks in soft vinyl grooves. But now you have the
protection your records need. The regular use of Sound Guard record preservative
A by-product of dry lubricares developed for aerospace technology. Its unique
lubricating properties significantly reduce friction and wear. It's so thin, less than
0.000003in, that the most delicate modulations aren't disturbed. What's more,
Sound Guard preservative can be applied repeatedly without buildup, because it's
self-limiting. The fact is, when you use Sound Guard preservative as directed, your
record keeps its full fidelity and maintains the same absence of surface noise and
harmonic distortion as it did the first time it was played. Application is easy. Simply
spray it on and buff it in. .
Suggested Retail Price £ 4.99. 59ml refill £ 3.24.

Record

Cleaner

Sound Guard Record Cleaner Kit
Even though you might not see it, the build up of dirt on your records is inevitable.
But now there's asolution. Sound Guard record cleaner. To remove oily deposits
and dirt that have worked their way down into the grooves, just spray Sound Guard
cleaner directly on your record and let it sit for about 30 seconds. It literally lifts the
dirt and oily deposits from the grooves. Then with our moistened non-abrasive
sponge you remove the contaminants with alight wiping. Finally any remaining
contaminants and cleaning fluid are removed from the grooves with the cleaning
pad.
Suggested Retail Price £ 4.49. Refill £ 2.99.

Sound
Guard

Sound Guard Stylus Care Kit
One of the most critical factors in ahi-fi system is the performance
at the stylus/record interface. The Sound Guard stylus care kit
contains all necessary components for keeping the stylus
environment in optimum working order. The kit includes cleaning
solution with applicator brush, adry brush for cleaning the stylus
between record plays, abulb air blower to remove particulates
from the cartridge shell and a3X and 10X magnifier for stylus
inspection.
Suggested Retail Price £ 5.45.
Total Record Care Pack comprising Record Cleaner Kit and
Record Preservative Kit £ 9.48. ( Suggested Retail Price).

F

rfurther details of Sound Guard products write to Pyser Ltd.,
Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6HA.
ITelephone: Edenbridge ( 0732) 864111 (
8 lines).
Name

I
Address
Hfb1,4/7?

ELI
super— compact It

studio ALS40 It

studio TLS 50 I:

monitor TLSBO Il
professional monitor IV

The Monitor TLS 8,0 Mk. II is a
thoroughbred. Containing the same
essential components as our
professional loudspeakers, it has
been accepted as state-of-the-art
for domestic applications.
Sculptured foam, as used in
anechoic chambers, is retained to
critically damp the transmission line.
The crossover points are
meticulously tailored away from tht
more sensitive areas of the audio
spectrum to ensure an integrated
transition conducive to asmooth
response. Very little need be said
about the sound of the TLS 80;
which in itself is exciting.

monitor loudspeakers

®

IMF

ELECTRONICS

Westbourne Street High Wycombe Buckinghemshire Tel High Wycombe 35576

109

Artistic licence?
We at QUAD go to avery great deal of
trouble to ensure that with aQUAD 33 in the
Cancel position, the voltage delivered to your
loudspeakers is avirtually exact RIAA transfer
of the voltage the pickup will produce into a
stated passive load. Nothing added - nothing
taken away.
A visiting journalist recently suggested that
we should not do this. Final adjustment should
be done by ear, he said.
What an opportunity!
After all we know that if we add alittle
warmth with asubtle boost in the lower middle
and balance this with an ever so gentle hump
in the quack region ( 2-3kHz), we can make
most programmes sound superficially more
impressive. Come to that, why not change the
3180S to 5000µS adding alittle more ' heft' that
most people will fall for. We could even make
aspecial model for the boom and tizz brigade.
Been to any live concerts recently ?
For further details on the full range of
QUAD products write to:
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB
Telephone: ( 0480) 52561

QUAD
for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is aRegistered Trade Mark
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We want you to hear
all of the music.

The ear knows how to deal with gross distortion.
It simply stops listening. But what happens when
the distortion is so subtle that it is barely perceived?
Usually this kind of distortion is accepted by the ear
as part of the musical information. It's not until
you've listened for awhile that you start to sense
something isn't quite right, that there's something
between you and the music. To some, it's like
listening through closed curtains; for others, it's an
uneasy, fatigued feeling. What happens, in effect,
is that your ears and brain try to listen through the
distortion and end up working too hard to hear all
of the music.
Harman Kardon's new generation of stereo
components are designed, built and tested with
new understandings about distortion and what
makes one component sound better than another.
All Harman Kardon receivers, separates and tape
decks are of ultrawideband design for excellent
phase linearity and superb transient response
(transients are crisp, textures remain clear, open and
transparent). The electronics are engineered for low
distortion with minimum feedback. Negative
feedback is in universal use to reduce conventional
forms of distortion. But too much feedback causes
TIM (transient intermodulation distortion).
At Harman Kardon, distortion is kept down to the
lowest possible levels before feedback is applied.
Then, we add just the slightest bit of feedback to
reduce those levels even further while-keeping TIM
at almost anonexistent level. You hear all of the
music, free from dynamic, as well as static, forms
of distortion.

Harman Kardon engineers also use new dynamic
list procedures for their cassette decks ncluding
critical listening to every sub- component to eliminate
or reduce distortion that can be heard but not Qs
yet quantified. Tape drives are designed to eliminate
all audible speed variations. Even when they fall
outside the scope of conventional measurements.
Each of the decks feature ultrawideband response,
phase linearity, rugged and precise tape transports,
permalloy heads, low noise electronics, Dolby®, and
an array of other outstanding features. Whether
you use aHarman Kardon stereo cassette deck in
combination with Harman Kardon separates or a
Harman Kardon receiver, we think you will agree
the combination is subtly different and immeasurably
better- designed, engineered and tested to let you
hear all the music.
Pictured here:
hk670 Twin Powered 60/60 Watts
DC Coupled Ultrawideband AM/FM Stereo Receiver
hk3500 Front Loading Dual Motor
Three Head Stereo Cassette Deck with Dolby
For complete technical information,
write to the following address:

harman/kardon
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green,
High Wycombe, Bucks. HP10 8HR
Telephone: Penn ( 049 481) 5331.

n
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fact:
1the Shure V15 Type IV is acclaimed
by the world's critics for faithful,
uncoloured
musical reproduction
"... The V15 Type IV is a very good
cartridge, that gives true sound
without colouration or hardness."

Diapason
France

Specifications apart,
these are a few of the
published opinions of
world-respected,
unbiased, independent
critics regarding the
sound of the Shure
V15 Type IV pickup:
Our measurements clearly confirmed
the high quality of the V15 IV in all
respects."

Fono Forum
Germany

"The sound of the cartridge is smooth
and silky, and one has the feeling
that for the first time one is really
listening to the sound on the record.
This surely must be the cartridge by
which all others will be judged for
some time to come."

The FM Guide
Canada

"The bass was characterized by a
spread as light as the wind. Other
cartridges, where the bass appears to
shake, deliver a hazy sound which is
almost monaural, but the Shure Type
IV gives a spread of sound which is
more delicate than that produced by
moving coil cartridges."
"The resolution in the medium and
high frequencies was supported by
the excellent trackability. Iwas able to
enjoy a delicate pianissimo sound,
the likes of which Ihad not heard
before. Using the direct cutting
record, . .. others tended to jump
with the sound choruses and gongs.
The Shure, however, handled them
easily, and each voice in the chorus
was brought alive."

Stereo Geijutsu
Japan
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"The V15 Type IV is best because of
definition, clarity, and the ability to
respond quickly to all the signals on
the record."

Suono
Italy

"The V15 Type IV is unquestionably
one of the smoothest, most neutral
cartridges we have heard. Scintillating
it is not; excellent it is. It plays what's
in the groove and refuses to
emphasize or hype up any part of the
spectrum. The bass is solid; the highs
are there but not exaggerated."
"It's a very clean cartridge with an
excellence of definition that is
especially apparent in «
complex
passages. In reviewing our audition
notes, the recurrent theme was one of
clarity and definition. Subtleties in the
music, which heretofore had gone
unnoticed, became apparent.
The overtone structure maintained a
naturalness of reproduction that few
cartridges we have listened to could
match."
"There are brighter cartridges on the
market, and there are brassier ones.
If that's the way your taste leads you,
so be it. But, if neutrality of
reproduction is the essence of high
fidelity sound, the V15 Type IV has
few peers."
Edward J. Foster

Stereo

United States

Ik

"When played with a system capable
of revealing its virtues, the Shure V15
Type IV yields just about the most
natural sound Ihave ever heard from
disks. Its most striking (yet happily
unobtrusive) attributes are
transparency of texture without the
brittle ' analytic' sound typical of many
cartridges with extended frequency
range. The highs were free from
undue brightness, making the basic
string sound of a symphony orchestra
sweet and convincing. The bass was
rich, but without false bottom,
and—most significantly—the superb
tracking ability of the cartridge
permits it to retain these tonal
qualities even in the very loud
passages."
Hans Fantel

New York Times
United States

-It (the Shure V15 Type IV) is easily
the smoothest and most detailed
reproducer to come from Shure to
date, and that is saying agreat deal.
Music of all types sounded natural,
transients were crisp, string tone was
good and the bass was full and solid.
Stereo imaging was precise and
stable; and distortion remarkably low.
Ifeel certain that Shure has another
winner here."

John Borwick

Gramophone
United Kingdom

"... Shure guarantees a frequency
response of 20 - 20,000 Hz within a
tolerance field of 2 dB! Whoever
promises something like this, certainly
must have production under
control!. . . No wonder that its sound
pattern was judged to be on the top
end of the spectrum."

Stereo
Germany
"It is a smooth, neutral and analytical
cartridge, and •therefore best suited to
an already neutral system."
"We doubt whether there is any
commercially available record it is
incapable of tracking."

Records and Recordings

United Kingdom

a sound quality Icannot imagine
to be bettered by any cartridge at any
price. The art has reached a higher
". .

state!"

Cliff Coleman

Honolulu Advertiser
United States

"The Type IV appears to be a
cartridge that has the most' of every
desirable quality and the ' least' of
every undesirable quality. It is
unsurpassed in the smoothness and
flatness of its frequency response,
low distortion, high trackability, and
neutral sound character."
Hirsch- Houck Lab Report

Popular Electronics

United States

"The sound of the V15 Type IV can
be described in much the same way
as that of a good amplifier; there is
really no particular sound at all that
can be attributed to the cartridge.
It is, after all, essentially flat, with
distortions that seem to be below
those inherent in even the best test
records, and with far greater tracking
ability over the entire audio band than
any other cartridge we know of....
The Type IV is able to play records
that other cartridges cannot."

o

Stereo Review

"It seems that a curtain has been
raised.... This increased definition
seems to extend to the entire audible
spectrum"

HiFi Conseils
France
"It is, in fact, a superb- sounding and
superb- measuring cartridge, which
will set a new standard for the
industry.... This is certainly the
flattest response we have yet seen
from a cartridge.... All ; n all, when
Shure does it, they do it right."

AudioScene Canada
Canada
"In fact, the V15 Type IV wonderfully
gets out of the most insidious traps,
and, willingly tracks the most strongly
modulated records. This, with a
precision that no ear can miss, and
comparatively better than all the other
models tested up-to-date."

Electronique Pour Vous
—Hi-Fi Magazine
France

"All in all, this is a quality cartridge
that sweeps away one's fear of false
advertising claims."

Swing

Japan

"It (the V15 Type IV) is superb on all
types of music.
The remarkable points are:
—The extreme definition in low
frequencies, which outclasses all
the cartridges that were compared
to it ( moving magnet and moving
coil).
—A clear mid- range.
—Accurate .... open sound.
—A radiant treble without any excess
due to artificial addition.
The tonal balance is good without
bias of any kind. On percussion
instruments, the V15 Type IV reads
only what is recorded`, without any
overbrightness."

La Nouvelle Revue Du France
Son

United States

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU, Telephone: (0622) 59881

"Its sound is smooth, flat, and clean
to a degree that rivals anything on the
market, at any price.... It should
become the pickup of choice for a
great many systems owners.
It arguably represents the most
significant ( pickup) cartridge
innovation in years."
CBS Technology Center

High Fidelity

United States

"The Super Track V15 Type IV is
exactly that, a phenomenal performer
that, with the proper associated gear,
will provide gorgeous, undistorted
sound from the most demanding
records—for example the heavily cut
direct-to-disk releases that many
audiophiles are cultivating to show off
their equipment.... In performance, it
rivals or surpasses fancy, fragile,
temperamental moving coil designs
that may cost twice the price • • • ••"
Robert C. Marsh

Sun-Times

United States

"This cartridge excels by genuine
sound ' neutrality', without any
tendency to sound ' shaping'. It is
pure pleasure to play direct-cut
records of pianos ... absolutely clean
play!"

Radio-TV-Electronic
Switzerland
"I do not intend to allow the Type IV
to pass out of my hands. Its stability
in the reproduced sound, the rich
qualities and harmony of the vocals
and strings, as well as the extension
in the sound of pianos on
direct-to- disc recordings, and others,
are truly magnificent."
Masao Miyamoto

Radio Techniques Antenna
Japan
Please send me your leaflet describing
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the Shure V15 Type IV and
other pickups in the Shure range.

Name
Address
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Watts ~ the first name
in record care
Xstatic° £ 6.48
Humid Mop Kit £ 1.39
New Formula Parostatik®
Antistatic Fluid
/ oz 26p. 1oz 42p
2
1

Parastat Wash Brush ( Replacement Brush
for Manual Parastat) £ 1.41
Packs containing replacement parts are
readily available.

1
3111111111111.
PARASTAT l'VA«-tF Fitz,

Manual Parastat®
£5.36

Distilled
Water
Dispenser
32p
• * "

Parostatik
Disc Preener® £ 1.07

Hi- Fi Parastat® £ 4.55

Stylus Cleaner 42p

Dust Bug® £ 1.94
Cecil E. Watts Ltd., Darby House,
Sunbury- on- Thames, Middlesex.
Telephone: Sunbury- on- Thames 83252.
Telex -27750

Please send me the following items:

EJ

All prices include 8% VAT. Available from all good hi-fi stores and record
shops or in case of difficulty order direct adding 10% to cover postage
and packing ( minimum P&P 10p) UK only.

Name
Address
Illustrated leaflet and full price list

Ienclose cheque/P. O. value £

HFN5

(please do not send postage stamps)

KEF CELESTE III

KEF CONCORD III

Two compact and efficient
loudspeaker systems giving superb
sound reproduction.

optional sta.nd

ÚLS2

ptional stand ULS1

Both systems have been designed to work with amplifiers as small as ' Mails per channel,
but can safely be used with larger amplifiers to give surprisingly loud volume,
without any sacrifice of the tonal quality which has made KEF famous.
Visit your local KEF dealer for ademonstration
or contact KEF for more details.
KEF Electronics Ltd, Tovil,Maidstone,Kent ME15 6QP,England.
Telephone 0022 672261. Telex 96140.

The improvement
in reproduction quality
is amazing.
Your phono cartridge, or stylus
assembly, is one of the most
important parts of your entire
audio system.
It's where the mechanical
information recorded in the groove
is turned into an electrical signal.
So if your cartridge isn't right,
nothing else is right.
When you bought your hifi
system, the turntable probably
came complete with its own
cartridge.
A good cartridge, carefully
chosen by the manufacturer.
,
But not chosen by you.
And not making use of all the outstanding developments in stylus
and assembly design which Empire
has made in the last two years and
incorporated in the outstanding
new EDR.9.
For example, the LAC (Large Area
of Contact) stylus contour gives
better- than-ever tracking ability,
but witha pressure index of 0.9 on
the EIA Scale (hence the .
9in the
name) . This is 6times better than

conventional elliptical stylus
designs, and 4times better than
most of our advanced competitors'
models. Low pressure, of
course, means better response to
details in the music and less wear.
on both stylus and groove.

Many cartridges on the market,
including some very expensive
ones, suffer from resonance effects,
where the stylus, at its resonant
frequencies, tends to build up
movement greater than the
amplitude of the groove waveform
itself. This is bad for the stylus, bad
for the groove, and very bad indeed
for the quality of reproduction.
Another important technical
advance is the ' tuned stylus' design
which virtually cuts out resonance

effects. These and other technical
improvements are described
in more detail in our new EDR.9
leaflet.
Write for acopy or ask your dealer.
At Empire, an essential part of our
research team is the expert listening
panel which joins in at all stages of
development. Our listeners found
the EDR.9 performance 'amazing.'
We believe you will too.

EDR.9 comes in abeautifully
machined plastic enclosure, complete
with mounting hardware, screwdriver,
bottle of stylus cleaning fluid, and
stylus cleaning brush.

Hayden Laboratories Ltd Hayden House Churchfield Road Chalfont St. Peter Bucks SL9 9EW England
Telephone: Gerrards Cross (02813) 88447 Telex: 849469 (HAYLAB G)
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IN January, aprogramme in the BBC's Tomorrow's World series
offered viewers agreat revelation. A £250 audio system could, it
seemed, be made the audible equal of a £2000 set-up through the
services of agraphic equaliser. While we pondered this, several
readers wrote in angry protest at the programme's misleading thesis.
But if there are any less technical readers who wonder why none of the
contributors to the budget hi-fi supplement in this issue are advising
the impecunious to rush out and buy an equaliser, read on.
A few weeks after the Tomorrow's World team had solved so many
hi-fi problems, we heard from amusic lover who, happening to own a
record playing system like that used in the programme, had actually
bought agraphic equaliser; but he had some difficulty in achieving the
claimed improvements and was advised to contact us for help. Our
'client' ( whom we will call ' Mr. X') found that while the device could
produce some striking effects, and did seem to help in getting an
acceptable sound from afew rather muddy recordings, it had very little
influence on those limitations which he could hear all too clearly in
comparison with friends' hi-fi set-ups. At this point Mr. X wrote to us,
and by ahappy coincidence the same post brought some copies of
correspondence between our occasional contributor R. H. Wallace
and the programme's producer, Michael Rodd. Mr. Wallace had
raised many of the points we would have pursued, while Mr. Rodd
adopted aclassic pose of polite evasion in his reply. Thus we were
well equipped to acquaint the unfortunate Mr. X with the facts of life.
The first such fact is that agraphic equaliser cannot possibly
compensate for mechanically dependent things such as speed
stability or pickup tracking performance. Yet any layman would have
thought from the tone of the programme that just about everything
could be improved. One aspect of Mr. X's equipment that had troubled
him was acurious quality which became evident only in certain types
of music. It turned out to be slight turntable wow, and was of course
just as bad as ever with the equaliser in circuit. Likewise with arather
harsh quality on loud orchestral and vocal music: the pickup couldn't
really cope—and neither could the equaliser. There was also some
lack of fine detail in the reproduction: subtle things related to transient
response and general freedom from coloration and minor resonances.
By raising the upper- middle octave it was possible to create asuperficial improvement in clarity, and we were intrigued to find that Mr. X had
discovered this for himself, but had soon tired of the effect. We were
prompted to suggest that money spent on the equaliser would have
been more usefully invested in abetter pickup cartridge and loudspeakers—especially as the latter had arather poor bass response
which the equaliser could only begin to correct at very low listening
levels. At higher levels the necessary bass boost caused the speakers
to rattle.
Not yet quite daunted, Mr. X pointed out that by monitoring the
outputs with amicrophone and displaying the results visually, they had
demonstrated in the TV programme how the response of the cheap
system could be brought close to that of the expensive one. Yes, but
they used pink- noise for this comparison, atype of signal that certainly
has its uses but which almost completely obscures the effects of
discrete frequencies and transient sounds, which on musical material
could excite serious resonant peaks and reveal sad analytical
deficiencies. Also, an integrated response as registered by a
microphone will include room effects which the ear tends to
ignore— through the subjective dominance of initial wavefronts.
Mr. X finally accepted defeat: he had wasted his money. Could he
sue the BBC? We doubt it. After all, Mr. Rodd himself has declared
that ' everyone must decide for themselves whether or not expensive
equipment sounds better than cheaper equipment'. But that's life.'
• With apologies to Ester Rantzen and her rather more thoroughly researched
TV
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programme.
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Videotone GBS
Audio Technica
New from Audio Technica are the
AT3OE moving- coil cartridge and
AT1100 low- mass arm. A feature
of the cartridge is its user- replaceable stylus assembly—the entire
business end plugs into the main
housing, the electrical continuity
being via gold-plated connectors.
Utilising a radial damping system
similar to their dual magnet range,
the new model claims excellent
tracking ability across its working
frequency range of 15 Hz-25 kHz.
The compliance of each assembly
is carefully controlled to optimise
the performance. Output is high
at 0.28 mV at 5cm/sec, tracking
force 14-2 grams ( elliptical stylus)
and the price is modest by m- c
standards at £40.80 inclusive.
The AT1100 arm uses a plug-in
heat- hardened aluminium alloy
headshell/arm tube to achieve
very low mass (9.5 grams) and
high rigidity. The designers have

Garrard
Garrard launched two new directdrive turntables at the Cunard
Show. The DD131 and 132 join the
existing 130 model. These use the
newly developed Garrard motor
which has a built-in comparator,
their TIV ( Time
Integrated
Velocity) control to eliminate drift
and minimise wow and flutter.
Common to the new range Is the
aluminium S-shaped arm which
has a magnesium
headshell,
jewelled gimbal- mounted bearings
and
decoupled
counterweight.
The turntables are fully automatic
with manual override and cost
£122.81 and £ 132.19 respectively,
excluding VAT

Barco MicroReceiver
Micro- processors, or silicone
chips, as some of our less literate
public figures—who mentioned
MPs?—are wont to call them,
are gradually appearing in hi-fi
products. The Optonica RT 3838
cassette deck, Technics RH-3038
programmer and Audio Pro 150
receiver are the first to reach the
UK consumer. We have recently
heard of a new Belgian receiver,
the C3000, which could be the
most advanced product yet. Made
by Barco, a firm more widely
known for their sophisticated
televisions and monitors, the
2x45 watt RMS receiver has also

52

chosen a fundamental system
resonance of 10 Hz as optimum
and this is controlled by adash- pot
damping configuration. Tefloncoated silver lead- out wires
are employed, with gold-plated
electrical contacts. The gimbalmounted bearings are at the same
level as the stylus point to ensure
stable, optimum tracking. Bias
compensation is calibrated for
elliptical, line contact and spherical
styli, and oil-damped cueing is
provided. Price £179.94 inclusive.

The latest and largest addition
to the Videtone range is the GBS
three- unit design which employs
Japanese Coral drivers ' exclusive'
to Videotone. Particular attention
has been paid to transient performance and stereo imagery and
a simplified crossover network is
used to present the amplifier with
a simpler load. A vented reflex
enclosure aids efficiency and the
drivers are a 10 in. paper cone
woofer, doped cloth midrange and
a duraluminium domed tweeter
(with aluminium edge- wound coil).
Frequency range is 50 Hz-20 kHz±
3dB, nominal impedance 8 ohms,
sensitivity 89 dB for 1 watt at
1 metre, crossover frequencies

900 Hz and 9kHz, power rating
80 WRMS. Finished in a teak
veneer with black grille cloth the
GBS measures 620 x305 x315 mm
and costs £255 per pair plus VAT.

Off on aTangent

completely done away with mechanical controls; all functions are
controlled
by touch
sensors,
including volume, treble, bass,
balance, and the states of each are
indicated by LED
bargraphs.
The digital tuner section uses
frequency synthesis with tuning
carried out in 25 kHz steps ( FM)
or 1kHz ( AM). Up to 16 stations
can be stored in the memory
and recalled by the appropriate
sensor; if the receiver is switched
off, the memory retains both
station and control information
There is also an infra- red remote
control system covering up to 32
operations. As far as we know,
Barco have no UK distribution
but further information can be
obtained from Barco Electronic,
Belgium, Moordlaan 5-B-8270
Kuurne.

Audiomaster
New from Audiomaster is the
MLS4 reflex loaded speaker. This
consists of 25 mm soft- dome
tweeter and a 200 mm Bextrene
bass driver, integrated and
equalised via a 12-element crossover network.
Good efficiency
is claimed and the unit is suitable
for amps of between 15 and
75 wpc. Frequency range is 50 Hz20 Hz ± 3dB, dimensions 625x
275 x312 mm and the price £ 191.70
per pair inclusive. Optional trolley
stands can be had foran additional
£21.80 per pair.

offers 90 wpc/8 ohms per channel,
a power frequency response of
Tangent have produced their first 5Hz-120 kHz ± 3dB, with peak
'complete' disc playing system current ability of 30 amps ( 1% duty
and were showing it at Cunard. cycle), 0.25% THD at 90 W both
The Lupus Circus turntable is a channels driven. Protection Is by
single speed belt-drive design fuses. These units are expected to
utilising athree-point suspension become available in the autumn,
system (
àla Thorens?) to provide but the RS8 speaker should be
'almost complete isolation from around in May. This is athree- unit
the environment'. Wow and flutter floor- standing system which has
paid to
are quoted as below 0.07%, had close attention
rumble and hum 55 dB (weighted), dispersion characteristics and
platter mass 2.5 kg, subchassis diffraction effects. A high degree
suspension resonance 3Hz. The of phase coherence is claimed
Lupus Princeps preamp has in- and, despite the complexity of the
puts for both moving- magnet and crossover, the efficiency is exmoving-coil cartridges, tuner, aux ceptional. Frequency response is
and two tape machines. M-cinput 32 Hz-25 kHz ± 3dB with 8ohms
250 LV/600 ohms, m- m 2.5 mV/ nominal impedance. Size: 100x
47 k/50 pF for 1V output. RIAA 41x 38 mm in Rosewood, prices
accuracy to within ± 025 dB, not yet fixed at the time of writing.
20 Hi-20 kHz, built-in high-pass Tangent are also working on the
filter of 18 dB/octave below 25 Hz. design of two pickup arms, for
The Lupus Servus power amp m- c and m- m cartridges.

JR 150
A new, larger, cylindrical speaker
has been developed by Jim Rogers
to complement the existing, highly
successful JR 149. The enclosure
is again a damped, tensioned
aluminium cylinder, but the JR 150
uses two long-throw Bextreneconed bass drivers connected,
both electrically and acoustically,
in parallel. A doped 1in. softdomed tweeter has been developed
and a sophisticated 16-element
crossover is used providing a
24 dB/octave slope centred on
2.2 kHz. This network permits a
suppressed tweeter cavity resonance and, together with the wide
dispersion of bass and tweeter
units at the crossover point,
effects improvements in the polar
response.
Frequency range is
45 Hz-20 kHz, sensitivity 87 dB/
watt/metre, system resonance
65 Hz ( critically damped) and the

dimensions 55 x28 cm. Like the
other JR models the 150 is available in a variety of wood and
leather finished tops. Price £225
per pair plus VAT.
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pattern of pits in the glass plate.
A galvanic process produces
stampers which are used to press
records in the normal way and
after pressing, an extremely thin
reflective coating is deposited
behind the pits and the disc is
protected by a transparent coat.
The prototype works; the main
question is when and if it will ever
signals will be that imposed by the appear commercially. The two
of
PCM process itself. The signal major problems are lack
has to be severely bandpass standardisation, both on the
limited— if signals up to 20 kHz are mechanical and PCM parameters
to be described accurately, a involved, and the reluctance of the
sampling frequency of > 40 kHz record industry to embark on the
has to be used, but if any fre- very expensive process of introquencies > 20 kHz are present ducing acomplete new medium—
they will then intermod with the there have only been four since
sampling frequency, causing a Edison, the cylinder, 78 disc, LP
particularly nasty audio degra- disc and the cassette.
dation called ' aliasing'. A steep
If the intended competitive
low pass filter has to be used and pricing of the Compact Disc is
the design of this can present viable, this could well prove the
some problems.
To a lesser main advantage over the audio/
extent, the signal can be affected video compatible systems. Quality
by the A/D ( Analogue to Digital) at any price is always acceptable
conversion but degradation can be to a few but the same quality at a
kept to a minimum by choosing price the man in the street can
the optimum number of bits in afford will be a winner. Philips
each digital word used to describe say that they intend to operate the
the state of the signal. To get the same ' liberal' attitude to licensing
20 kHz bandwidth, Philips use a hardware production by other
sampling frequency of 44.3 kHz, manufacturers that was applied
ie, the amplitude of the signal when they introduced the Compact
is described 44,300 times every Cassette in 1963 and it is pertinent
second and this amplitude is to remember that this was a major
described as a 14 bit word. A 14 factor in the rapid expansion of
bit linear system enables the the cassette medium. Philips also
signal to be split into 2m-1 equal have a 50% interest in Polygram,
levels ( = 16,383) and as each bit the company operating all the
contributes around 6dB to the Philips record labels, and obviS/N ratio, the intrinsic S/N ratio ously the chance of Polygram
of the 14 bit Philips system is adopting the Compact Disc format
85 dB. This is, in fact, increased rather than a Japanese one must
to around 92 dB with pre- and de- be high. One thing is certain, it will
emphasis, ( compared with 30 dB be the '80s before any system is
for a78 or 60 dB for an LP). Cross- released commercially and the
talk between channels is also analogue disc should at least
correspondingly extremely low.
survive until the next century.
Disc production is analogous to However, what will happen to all
LP production. The master disc is those firms whose whole success
aglass plate with aphotosensitive is based on producing one comlayer onto which a high power ponent of the analogue player?
laser writes the information. This Presumably Ivor Tiefenbrun has a
is then developed leaving a winning formula up his sleeve!

Philips Compact Disc
Last May, Philips announced that
they were working on an audio
PCM disc; at a seminar held at
their headquarters in Eindhoven
coincidentally with the Festival
du Son, they introduced their
'Compact Disc' system to journalists and engineers. Unlike the
Japanese, who have been working
on a video/audio compatible
system using a30 cm disc and the
same player for each function,
Philips have gone for a separate
audio system based on a onesided 11.5 cm disc which plays for
one hour and which is totally
incompatible with their VLP video
disc, now on sale in America.
Their reasons are mainly that by
keeping the physical size small
and
designing an
audio- only
system, price for both disc and
player will be competitive—they
quoted prices, when asked, of
around £ 5 and £ 150 respectively
at today's prices. ( See contents
page for pic of player and disc).
General reaction to the sound
quality amongst the hard-bitten
press at the launch was one of
almost unreserved appreciation;
apart from a slight ' steeliness'
which could well be attributed to
the ancillary gear. At the heart
of the system is a PVC disc
encoded with a series of pits
< 1p,m long by 0.4 p.m wide.
These pits, each of which ( or the
lack of) indicates one ' bit', form a
spiral track starting at the centre
of the disc and ending at the edge,
the opposite way round to a
normal LP, and these pits are
'read' by a semiconductor laser,
total length only 45 mm, focused
very precisely.
A photodiode
picks up the reflected light and
this is fed to a D/A ( Digital
to Analogue) converter which
recovers the original music signal
and which can be fed to the auxiliary input of an amplifier.
There are a number of points of
special interest to the system.
Unlike the LP, which revolves with
constant angular velocity (34 rpm),
the Compact Disc revolves with
constant linear velocity, varying
from 500 rpm at the innermost
track to 215 at the outer edge. A
quartz oscillator controls motor
speed, and the player is actually
instructed what the velocity should
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be at any one moment by information coded on the disc itself.
The information layer is covered
with a transparent layer 11 mm
thick through which the laser
light passes, and because the
light is focused onto the pits with
a very short focal length lens, the
light circle, 1.87 p.m in diameter on
the pits, has expanded to 1mm in
diameter on the surface, so any
dust particles will be well out of
focus and only intercept afraction
of the light. The obvious result is
a disc immune to noises induced
by dust and handling—a great
boon to all those who have given
up hope of ever finding quiet
records.
The effect of that other analogue
disc bugbear, the warp, has also
been minimised in the Compact
Disc. The laser follows warps
up to 1mm in height ( which
represents quite a sizeable warp
on a record only 11.5 cm in
diameter) keeping the pits in
focus. The information on the
disc is multiplexed, ie left and right
channel information is mixed up in
aregular order with the additional
information ' words' ( containing
the velocity, synchronisation, etc
information) and there is no reason
why, if the speed is doubled, twice
as many information channels
cannot be carried.
These are all advantages due to
the mechanical processes used;
what about the PCM side? The
one basic advantage of PCM is
that imperfections in the recording
and reproduction medium are no
longer of any consequence; all
that is required is that the system
be capable of distinguishing
between two levels of signal only
instead of the infinite number in
an analogue system. This means
that any duplication of a digitally
encoded signal will not degrade
it at all, and system faults such
as wow and flutter are largely
irrelevant. If a Compact Disc has
been cut from a digitally recorded
master tape, the sound you will
hear in your living room will be an
exact replica of that heard in the
control room ( it doesn't do anything to correct poor production,
so our Record Review section will
still have araison d'être). The only
degradation suffered by the mike
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At a seminar in February, where
journalists and reviewers were
given the opportunity to meet and
question one of their amplifier
designers, aMr. Kumaki, Technics
introduced
a completely
new
range of electronics to supplement their
professional
look'
series which will be appearing in
the shops this month. Seven new
integrated amplifiers, from the
27 wpc SU 8011 at £ 109.95 to the
115 wpc SU 8099 at £649.95, join
three new tuners ranging from
£109.95 to £ 189.95. The styling of
each is intended to be complementary, the amplifiers looking as
though they consist of a slim
preamp and slightly deeper power
amp, and the most expensive
tuner, the ST-8077, having the
same ' preamp' dimensions. There
isn't the space to go into the
individual specifications, but the
new gear features excellent S/N
and distortion figures and extras
include pilot- tone cancelling

their technique to amps feeding
an 8 ohm resistive load; but with
many engineers now interested
in looking at the behaviour of
circuitry, servo- lock tuning and transformer, reservoir capacitors amplifiers working into real loudLED metering on the tuners, and output stages into one com- speaker loads, with all the strange
moving- coil inputs on the top four pact block, minimising the stray things that impedance is capable
amps ( even the 50 wpc SU 8055 at magnetic fields due to high current of doing, the next step must be to
£225), fluorescent metering and surges. These have resulted from
use ' 3DA' in that way.
DC- coupling on all but the bottom a number of new ( or, in one case,
The ' not so new' technique is
two amps, comprehensive tone not so new) ways of looking at called by Technics ' I/O Distortion
controls, including a choice of amplifier performance. The first measurement', and echoes work
three turnover frequencies for technique, called by Technics done by Peter Baxandall and
bass and treble on the SU 8099, '3DA',
for three
dimensional Quad in subtracting the input
and ' independent' tape dubbing analysis', uses a computer to signal from the corresponding
facilities on all, which means you examine the output versus power output signal and then looking at
can record from the radio while performance
of an
amplifier (and listening to) the residual
listening to a record or vice versa between 10 Hz and 100 kHz at a signal, the distortion introduced
(if you want to). The amplifier number of discrete frequencies
by the amplifier. Technics claim
designs
feature
new
devices (see fig. 1). This gives a ' 3-D to be getting very good correlation
recently developed by Technics, map' of performance which, with between this I/O technique using
such as: low- noise dual FETs in a little care, highlights amplifier a music signal and the amplifier
the phono stages; ' super linear shortcomings in a quite dramatic 'fingerprint' obtained with the
power transistors' in the power way. Crossover distortion, TID, '3DA' technique. Further details
amps, which basically consist of slew rate limiting, etc, all leave a on the new products and test
many small- signal transistors in distinctive mark on the ' map' and techniques can be obtained from
parallel on one substrate giving a enable weakspots to be easily Technics, National Panasonic
bandwidth capability of up to spotted and hence minimised. (UK) Ltd, 308, Bath Road, Slough,
100 MHz (!); and concentration of So far, Technics have only applied
Berks. SL3 6J B.

Technics New Range
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C) ' Very good' anonymous amp
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B &W
You may have noticed the
reference to a new B & W speaker
in our Winter CES Show report
last month. Well, it's quite right,
there is anew model and it had its
UK premier at the Cunard Show.
The 801 is their new prestige
model, heralding a new range of
'no compromise' designs, the
series 80. It boasts the ability to
generate levels of 112 dB with
stable imagery and a large reduction in coloration and overhang
effects. The design apparently
approaches the aperiodic in terms
of amplitude linearity, phase and
Impedance characteristics.
All
this is by way of preview, though,
and we will report in more depth
when we can. Fancy them giving
foreigners a squint at it before us
though—the bounders'

Shacked-up
The well-known Shackman electrostatic mid/HF unit is now available
housed in an acoustically transparent cabinet 12 x9x 6¡ in, ready
to go. Although basically the
same unit, it has undergone a
number of detail improvements
over the years and is said to be
extremely reliable'. Price per pair
is £100 plus VAT. A suitable

bextrene-coned woofer is available
(crossover region, 500 Hz) as is
advice from Audio Services Ltd,
82 East Barnet Road, New Barnet,
Herts. Tel.: 01-449 6605.

What next ?
Following the information that
Akai are promoting the Kawasaki
racing motor- cycle team, we hear
that Toshiba UK are among the
backers of Team- Mitsui-Yamaha,
another superbike racing outfit.
(We understand there are a few
new hi-fi products too...)

AES
The Audio Engineering Society.
Hands up anybody who either
doesn't know of it or thinks it Is far
too highbrow to be worth their
while Investigating.
Well, the
standards are of the highest order
and the famous monthly Journal is
held In great esteem by engineers
world- wide, but that does not
mean you have to be something of
an electronics genius to gain a
great deal
by attending the
monthly meetings in London or by
participating In the technical
visits they organise. The lecture
programme for this year includes
papers on digital audio and
electrostatic loudspeakers and
these are held monthly at the IEE

Savoy Place, London, on the
Embankment.
The atmosphere
often gets heated ( great minds
take awhile to think alike) but it is
always friendly and
Informal.
Membership is open to all in three
grades: Member, Associate or
Student. Visitors are welcome
and full details can be obtained
from the secretary,
Mrs.
C.
Atkinson,
32
Knoll
Rose,
Orpington, Kent.

PCBs
PCBs for the Linsley- Hood Headphone and RIAA designs, published in Jan and Feb, will soon
be available, mail order, from
Hart Electronics, Penylan Mill,
Oswestry, Salop. Prices not yet
fixed.

Tandberg
Tandberg are reorganising their
UK operations following the formation of a completely new Company, Tandberg Industrier A/S in
Norway, which has succeeded in
gaining government backing totalling 120 NKr (£12m). The new
company is continuing Tandberg's
international business in two divisions, an Educational Division and
a High Fidelity and Tape Recording Products Division.
Their
Scottish- based independent TV
factory at Haddington, East Loth-

ESPECIALLY IMPORTED BY
The Spectro Acoustics Model 2102 Graphic Equalizer
adjusts and corrects every octave, as the
musical balance stretches out of shape,

Zegietips•

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Ian has been taken over by Mitsubishi, who intend to continue
making colour TVs there using
their own technology.

EMI's Dr. Dutton
dies
It is with great regret that we
have to announce the death of
Dr. Gilbert F. Dutton who, until his
retirement in 1968, was Head of
Recording Research in EMI's
Central Research Laboratories.
Born in Exeter, Devon, in 1902,
Dr. Dutton received his general
education, with a bias towards
science, at Exeter Grammar
School. Later, while at the City &
Guilds Engineering College, he
met Alan Blumlein, who had taken
up a lecturer- demonstrator's job
there. Years later he was to work
with Blumlein at EMI.
After gaining his Ph.D. and the
Diploma of Imperial College,
where his special interest was
loudspeaker design, he applied to
the British Broadcasting Company,
as it then was, but as he said to me
he must have applied to the wrong
department, because he was
turned down, being told that they

Ze
l
ePti e

due to bad acoustics, walls and furniture that
scatter harmony and weaken sounds.
Retail Price E215.00 + VAT

ZEEPA INSTRUMENTS LTD. 15 RICHMOND GRCNE, SURBITON. SURREY. TEL.01•399 0966/7/8, TELEX.929679
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MARANTZ
SUPERSCOPE
CD 312
Dolby Cassette Deck

Contact us now for
winning prices on
the following:
SONY HMK55I77
SONY KV1340
SONY KV2000
SONY KV2200
SONY TCK1A
SONY TCK4A
SONY TCK60
SONY TCK96R
SONY TCK5
SONY PST1
SONY PST20
SONY TAF4
SONY ST515
SONY STR313L
AIWA AD1800
AIWA AD6350
AIWA AD6400
AIWA AD6900

AIWA AX7600
AIWA AP2200
NATIONAL SG3060
NATIONAL SG3090
NATIONAL SG5070
JVC JAS11G
JVC JAS22
JVC GLA2
JVC QLF4
JVC KD10
JVC KD720
TECHNICS RS631
TECHNICS RS641
TECHNICS SU7100
TECHNICS SL220
TECHNICS SL230
SHARP GF6500
SHARP GF9191

A superb front loading Stereo Cassette Deck
with an impressive list of features:
*Dolby noise reduction system. * Locking
pause. * Auto shut off. * Bias/eq for normal
tape, Cr0 2,FeCr. * 3digit tape counter.
*Super hard permalloy record/playback head.
*Separate left and right record level controls.
*Front panel headphone and mic jacks.
*Calibrated Vu meters. * Line input and line
output on the back. * Wow and flutter 0.05%
WRMS ( NAB). * Frequency response: Norm
35Hz — 14kHz, Cro, 35Hz — 15kHz, FeCr
35Hz — 16kHz. * Signal to noise ratio 63dB
Dolby in.

TELETAPE
PRICE

915

INC. VAT

Delivery by Securicor
e3 extra

Recommended Retail Price £139

MAIL ORDER MADE EASY
Simply telephone your Barclaycard
or Access number or send Postal
Order, cheque with order. Goods will be despatched
(subject to availability) by Securicor within 24 hours. All
equipment is brand new fully guaranteed and offered with
full after sales service.
Cheerful refund if within 7days of purchase any item is
found to be faulty. We will gladly refund the full purchase
price or replace the faulty item. Credit terms for personal
shoppers.
PERSONAL EXPORT For U.K. visitors at cash and carry
tax free prices

DIRECT EXPORT For goods shipped overseas, ful'y
insured, at discount tax free prices. Write for delivery quote.

TELETAPE
Pr.ces correct at tune of go.ng to press but subject to change wdhout ',puce ,

AGENTS FOR:
ADC, AIWA, AKG,
BASF, Ferrograph,
JR Loudspeakers,
JVC, Koss, Marantz,
Maxell, National
Panasonic, Ortofon,
Quad, Revox B,
Shure, SME, Sony,
Spendor, Stanton,
Tannoy, TDK,
Technics, Yamaha,
JVC Et National VHS
Video Recorders.

*?4,e

1ELET4 pE

BayswaterRd. •

r4111

OXFORD STREET

33 Edgware Road. W2
Tel : 01-723 1942/2924
Open 9a m 530p

A,.." 41111 in
ineuRY A"E
SHA
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84/88 Shaftesbury Ave, WI
Tel:01-437 1651.
Monday Saturday

Audio Patents
I T may not h

Adrian Hope

whereby members of th e au di ence sitting off
centre will hear soun d f
rom
the
nearest

aveescaped the notice of readers

signal-to-noise ratio from the ha lf- w id th
of an optical fil m pr i
nt. But when using

now being

price inc en ti ve f
or cinemas to
optical print s.A si
x- track magnetic 70 mm
00 0, whereas a 35 mm
s rint costs around £ 15 ,
tereo optical print cos t
s around £ 800.
n this context th atthe recently granted
o
a fDolby patent s BP 1522 135 and 1 522

have wider impli ca ti ons.
Normal two- channel st ereo, w i
th a speaker
at the left and a speaker at the right fed with

equal) be very satisfactory. There is a firm
phantom centre- front i
mage f
ormed in space
half -way between the loudspeakers. But in
a cinema this i
s j
ust not possible.
Only a
very small fracti on o f the audience will be
seated in the opti mum stereo listening position, the majo rity o f the audience hearing
only a lop- sided st
ereo i
mage.
This can be
disconcerting, becaus e by bot h tradition and
pictorial composition m os ts i
gn ifi cant speech
should come from har d f
ront- centre.
This is
one reason why th e c i
nema industry started
to stripe 35 mm an d 70 mm films magnetically.
The striping pro vid ed f
our or six discrete
tracks of sound, o fw hi c h one or more can
be designated exc l
us i
ve l
y
to
front- centre
imaging.

size. Dolby Labs are currently working on
t
his system but have not yet installed it in any
c

r inemas.

Delays are use d,but only in signals
outed to ' surro un d' speakers around the
a ll y from QS encodi inema ( derived incid en t
ng of the ste reo t
rac k
).
c

u onsiderable

country and clearly

loudspeakers relies on w hati
s really a psychoacoustic confidence t
ri
c kt
o create an image
spread between th e t
wo.
Under domestic
conditions, where th e li st
ener can often sit in
or near the noti ona ll y i
deal stereo seat position, the illusi on can (all other things being

Dolby

p se

used in

signals derived fro m a pa i
r of separate sound
tracks, is in prac ti ce unworkable in a cinema
in its raw fo rm . Stereo from a spaced pair of

channels. The duratio n o fth e delay is between
6 and 12 milli seconds, depending on cinema

tracks

encoding there is no S/N pro blem with optical
t
racks, while th ere can a l
so, incidentally, be a
flatter frequ ency response, with less drastic
pre- and de- emph as i
s than has become tradicional in the ci nema. There is additionally a

In the meanti me iw i
ll report on the grant
of apair of pat
ents to Dolby Labs which cover
the stereo so un d system
major cinema s around the

speakers because of time- precedence, adelay
is introduced int o eac h of the left and right

Until Dolby noi se re duction was available
it was also imp rac ti ca ble to secure a good

that the cinema is finally discovering sound
in a big way. This is almost entirely due to
efforts of Dolby Labs, who have developed a
stereo optical sound system based on that
first tried by Blumlein in the mid ' 30s. Ihope
to comment on current and future developments in more det
a il i
n the not too distant
future.

It

is

pair
599

chieve special significan ce.
oncerne d with hardening
a Both patents are c
re- f
ront image availa nd stabilising the cen t
ble from a two- c hanne lrecording system;
b
ut it is impo rt
an tt
o note that the patents are
n
ot limited to use w ith a ci
nema system. The
in
at vention could be a ppli ca bl e to domestic, or
least theatre or pu bli c a dd ress, situations.
rom th e outset any atte Dolby abandoned f
mpt at formi ng th e centre- front image in
pt antom fashion. Eve ry c i
nema already has

a

stack of loudsp ea kers behind the centrefro
th nt of the sc reen and many have stacks at
e left and ri
g ht as well. The Dolby process
re,
ies on derivi ng a centre- front signal from a
ste
reo pair and rou ti ng i
t separately to the
ce
ntre stack of sp ea kers. The earlier patent
(co
vering work five years ago b Bob Berkovitz and Ken Gun dry )explains how a centre
sum signal can be der i
ved electronically from
the stereo pai r an d th e trio of signals (left,
centre and right) f
e dt
o a tr i
o of speaker stacks
behind the scree n. Th e sound level of the
centre channel is held at l
ess than that for
left and right t
o ensure that the derived sumcentre of sound does not override the overall
stereo effect. To compe nsa t
ef
or Haas- effects,

n

The second pat en t ( BP

1 522 599),

which

t ames

Ray Dolby an d Phi l Plunkett as.invenors, protects th e system currently in use for
th
e screening of fil ms such as Superman.
A
gain the object i
s t
o harden the centre fr
ont image, esp ec i
a ll y f
or
dialogue,
and
a
gain a third su m c hannel is electronically
d
erived from the st ereo pa i
r for the centre
s
tack
pa

of speakers. But according to this
system the derived sum- centre front
eq annel ( into which are routed all in- phase,
has a gain- riding
fa ual-amplitude signals)
lo cility somewhat similar to that used in the
sogic decoder for some domestic surround_
co und systems.
A level sensor continually
an mpares the left and right channel signals
whd boosts the derived centre from sum level
ch tented

fir enever equality between left and right conce ms the presence of a signal intended for
At the same time the left and
rig ntre-front.
muht

side channels are reduced in gain. After
ch experiment, Dolby have arrived at a
ua ure of 2dB boost at centre and 2dB attenbet ion at the sides as the best compromise
oneween hard centre- front dialogue on the
0th
hand and audible gain pumping on the
fig

er. The second patent also re- confirms
idea of a delay in the left and right signal
off- in to
overcome precedence effects for
che centre listeners.
With the advent of ever
cardaper digital delay systems, it is on the
tical s that Dolby will very soon start pracexperiments -on this aspect of the system.
the

cha

News continued
by the merger of The Gramophone
were not interested in research.
Company
with
the
Columbia
After joining Siemens Bros. of Graphophone Company to form
Woolwich, where his first pay was EMI in 1931. Around 1936/37, he
£4.10s per week, he was assigned became involved in the design of
to find a cure for howl- back on a domestic ' gramophones' and radio
hand micro- telephone. This was sets, which included the develop-

Dr. Dutton was the first Englishman to receive the Emile Berliner
award, which was presented to
him in 1964.
Gilbert Faraday
Dutton the man— known to his
intimates as ' Tommy'— was a
quiet unassuming person who

solved by a simple anti-sidetone ment of the cone loudspeaker
circuit, a modification which ( often made of buckram, which
became his first Patent,
was affected by weather con-

was not only a fine engineer, but
was an exceptionally gifted artist.
His watercolours of flowers, and

In 1929
he joined
The Gramophone
Company
at Hayes,
as th ey
were venturing into th e new wor ld

ditions).
At that
time he
hadrecomavisit
f
rom Signor
Marconi,
who

hisAfter
collages,
were greatly
his retirement,
Dr.admired.
Dutton

Highgate
Acoustics
ing
on
March
31st

mended that he should get rid of
the ' hiss' on the gramophone,
which
saidWorld
than done.
Afterwas
theeasier
second
War,

moved from Iver Heath to Helston,
Cornwall.
Our sincere condolences
extended
to his widow
Robina are
in her
great loss,

20 years in the audio distribution
and importing business. Arrangements are distributors
being made for
to find
alternative
the

of sound films, but their interest
in ' talking
pictures'
was
lived.
Dr. Dutt
on branc
hedshortinto
work on aspects of m i
crop hone
technology at around the ti me of
Blumlein's pioneering exper i
ments
in stereo recording. He deve l
oped
a condenser microph one an d a
ribbon model for use in th e new l
y
built St. Johns' Wo o d st
u di os ,

tape

recording

Dutton '
s

occupied

attention,

and

he

responsible
for
the
first
fessional
tape
machines
to
designed

EMI's

UK.

After

be

Donald Aldous

narmanExecuti
Killed

a

ve

Brian Dawes, Field Sales Manager

recording operations, Dr. Dutton
Dr.
Dutton's
work
then returned to the Central Research
broadened into many aspects of Labs, where he remained until his
sound recording, further ex t
en de d retirement.

of Harman ( Audio) UK Ltd, was
killed early in March when he was
involved in a motor car accident.
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with

the

Brian
REVIEW

MAY

widow, Lynne, and two small
children, to whom we extend our
sincere condolences.

Highgate
ceased
after

tradsome

Dr.

was ..„.,
pro-

international

II FI

period

in

1976 and was instrumental in
the subsequent development and
growth of Harman UK. Brian was
only 29 years old, and leaves a

Dawes

joined

Tannoy

in

Altec La ns i
ng,
Tungsram and
other brands, but th e assoc i
ated
company,
may look

Hi g hga t
e
Dufay Ltd,
after some o f these

continue to sell and service Alpha
names and will i
n
any
event

products.
has been

The Pickering agency
transferred to Sound

Source,

St a ti on

Approach,

Rickmansworth, Herts ( tel.: 75242).
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Mind out - you could rupture your bank account
at the KJ Save On Sound spectacular and that's not
"hot-air" either.
Just wait till you see the mouth watering bargains on
offer. We have awarehouse to clear before the end of
May and almost all hi-fi and video equipment in stock
is being offered at some very special prices so come
along and see for yourself.
The KJ Save On Sound spectacular starts at 9.30 a.m.
on Saturday 28th April in all branches.
Just a few examples from the many hundreds of
bargains on offer:
LIST
S.O.S.
PRICE
PRICE
Cassette decks at special ' Save On Sound' prices
IC150A/D150A Pre/power amp
937.00
399.90
RDI 1E belt drive turntable
123.75
79.95
202 Pre amp
499.00
199.90
202/250C Pre/power amp
966.00
499.00
125 Speakers
149.00
109.00
64 Speakers
249.00
149.00
PEI Speakers
348.00
279.00
DBI pre/amp with p/supply and
moving coil head amp.
612.00
399.00

AIWA
AMCRON
ARISTON
BGW
BOLIVAR
CELEF
DB SYSTEMS
DENON
DUAL

a good selection at special ' Save on Sound' prices

GALE
JR
JVC
KEESONC
LUX

I

GS401 Speakers
483.00
359.90
JR149 Speakers
163.12
125.00
a good selection at special ' Save On Sound' prices
KBM Speakers
433.00
349.00
CL32/ MQ3600 valve Pre/power
amp
other models available
1147.00
799.00
MISSION
730 Speakers
375.00
299.00
other models available
MORDAUNT SHORT Pageant 2Speakers
198.00
145.00
MXR
Compandor
189.00
149.90
Graphic Equaliser
227.00
179.90
NEAL
103 Cassette deck
371.00
299.00
PANASONIC
RS 612 Cassette deck
89.00
PHASE LINEAR
2000 Pre- amp
294.95
149.90
REVOX
BX 350 Speakers
378.00
225.00
RADFORD
ZD 100 Power amp
393.00
335.00
ZD 22 Pre amp
213.00
179.90
SONY
ST 11L Tuner
49.95
ST 3950 Tuner
79.95
TTS 8000 Turntable
425.00
269.00
PS 8750 Turntable
269.00
HMK 80 Music centre
483.30
379.90
Many other models available.
SPENDOR
SAI Speakers
197.60
159.90
SUGDEN
C51/P51 Pre/power amp
279.00
239.00
TANNOY
TANGENT
agood selection at special ' Save on Sound prices
TECHNICS

SU 7300 Amplifier
149.95
119.90
SU 7700 Amplifier
187.95
139.90
RS 615 Cassette deck
109.95
many other models available
KR 9600 Receiver
499.90
agood selection at special ' Save On Sound' prices

TRIO
YAMAHA

VIDEO

Machines by JVC, NATIONAL OR SONY at very
special prices.
PAL B versions for overseas use also available.

Carriage & Insurance: Speakers and

BARCLAYCARD

Music Centres 1
.
5; other items £3.

Open Hours Monday - Saturday 9.30am - 5.30pm.
Thursday !ate Night antiI pm. ( Fleet Street closed Saturday)

AN AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
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CROYDON
HARROW

- -89 London Road
- 340 Station Road

LONDON EC4
LONDON W1
UXBRIDGE
WATFORD

-

53 Fleet Street
48 Wigmore Street
278 High Street
101 St. Albans Road

Tel: 01-686 1343
Tel: 01-863 8690
Tel: 01-353 7935
Tel: 01-486 8263
Tel: Uxbridge 33474
Tel: Watford 45250

0
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Owls' S‘ou,
orb
Ethe big International Shows, the Festival

ARLY SPRING is the time for the first of

du Son in Paris. As in recent years, the
21st Festival was held at the superbly designed
Palais des Congrès just up the road from
L'Arc de Triomphe. Superbly organised and
arranged, with a full programme of artistic
and cultural events, the Paris show always
gives one the feeling that UK shows are
rather drab in comparison. However, there
are signs that some manufacturers have been
getting increasingly dissatisfied with the
rigid way in which the Festival is run, with
perhaps the ' establishment' firms always
getting the best spaces. Last year there was
a splinter show of ' exotica' at the George V,
and this year saw two splinter shows, this
time much more serious.
A couple of Metro stops out of the city,
Audio Fidélité ' 79 was taking place in the new
complex at the foot of the massive Fiat
building and was immediately distinguished
by the lack of noise. Journalists, perhaps to a
greater degree than the public, have always
come away from exhibitions with ringing ears
and incipient headaches, and the Festival du
Son is one of the noisiest. What a change,
then, to be able to examine the equipment on
display almost at leisure and talk, not shout,
with the people manning the stand. Studer/
Revox had even gone so far as to deck their
stand out as a bar with some excellent .
German beer. Revox had only one genuinely
new product on show—a fixing kit enabling
the B790 turntable, previously sold with an
Ortofon, to be fitted with any cartridge.
Taking advantage of Revox's hospitality, we
observed Ivor Tiefenbrun of Linn and Ross
Walker of Quad deep in conversation—
surely not discussing the (' mythical'?) new
Quad product. Mission were on the next
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Quadfix kit

Tube power from TVA

stand, with Farad Azima showing elegant
production prototypes of a new moving- coil
cartridge fitted with a West German ' Paroc'
stylus and a smart simplified version of their
'state-of-the-art' preamp.
Many of the Japanese and American
'heavies' had opted for the smaller show:
Hafler, Aiwa, Hitachi, Nakamichi, Sansui,
Sanyo, Marantz, Toshiba and the Harman
legions— Harman Kardon, JBL, Bolivar,
Tannoy, Teac—all had their 1979 models on
show, while Meridian, QED, Linn, Ferguson,
Connoisseur and Mayware were all waving
the UK flag.
The third show, Références 79, was
organised by a dealer, Audio Systems of
Paris, who did the ' 78 splinter show. It took
place in the Hotel Meridien over the road from
the Palais des Congrès, towards the end of the
week. Unfortunately we couldn't stay, but it
certainly looked interesting with 16 separate
listening tests, each of a ' reference' system
(including many UK products), and there
were also a number of lectures organised.
Among the speakers were David Hafler on
his new power amp, Bob Stuart on active
loudspeakers, Farad Azima on pickup arms
and Roy Allison on the speaker/room interface. However, no subject was given for Ivor

Teifenbrun—presumably he just stood there
to be worshipped.
Back at the main show, there were far too
many new products to be picked out in a
relatively short feature such as this. We have
described some of the more interesting items
on show and hopefully many of the others will
be appearing in our ' News' or ' Reviews'
pages. The Japanese use Paris to show
the most recent fruits of their designers'
labours. General trends were: new output
devices; cassette decks able to use the new
generation of powdered iron tape (the tape
manufacturers have split into two camps with
3M and TDK going for high bias and 70 µs eq.
and Philips going for 3dB less bias and also
70 jis eq.): ' micro' systems; PCM disc and
tape systems; automated program control;
'English' sounding speakers.
Perhaps the most interesting new cassette
designs were on the JVC stand. Their
KD-A7 and A8 models, metal tape compatible of course, featured a system called
B.E.S.T. ( Bias, Eq, Sensitivity and Total)
which enabled the machine to optimise itself
for any tape ( using, we presume, microprocessor technology) as the tape is inserted.
We will cover this system in greater detail in a
future issue, but it certainly looked and
sounded impressive with ' Metafine' tape.
Elegant indeed was anew very slim cassette
deck from Sony, the TC-K88, which will appear
this Autumn. To accommodate a cassette
within such a small height, 80 mm, which
matches their top- range preamp and PWM
amp, a motorised tray slides out to accept
the cassette horizontally. Once this disappears inside the bowels of the machine

you can't see how much tape remains, so an
optical system is coupled to one of the LCD
meters to read out playing time. Rather oversophisticated, we felt. Sony's new products
incorporated a number of very interesting
ideas. A new compact range called ' Falcon',
after the French executive jet for which Sony
are the Japanese agents ( they also distribute
'Harrods' whiskey), and beautifully styled,
featured small two-way active loudspeakers.
Nothing remarkably new about that, but Sony
have developed a new heat- conducting
material which can be used to carry heat away
very efficiently from hotspots. The new
speakers use this material to cool the speaker
voice- coil and the actual heatsinks are placéd
in the reflex port. Thus the harder you work
the speaker at LF, the more heat is developed
within the motor and the more efficiently the
reflex duct cools the heatsinks—elegant
indeed. The electronically- controlled tonearm ( See April p. 90) was featured on a new
deck due to appear early next year, the
PS- B80. The arm automatically balances the
cartridge and sets downforce and bias, and
as it is totally servo-controlled, lends itself to
purely automatic operation. In away, analogue
disc playing equipment has reached its
highest level of development in arms such as
this, just as it is about to be replaced by
digital disc playing equipment, about which
more later.
While on the subject of discs, Dual had two
variations on a new turntable, one automatic
and the other semi-automatic, using the new
Ortofon low- mass' m- m cartridge. Even with
the rather bulky- looking headshell, effective
mass is incredibly low at 8gm. Pioneer were
showing a new parallel-tracking turntable
which used a linear induction motor to drive
the arm, while Optonica had an ' Accutrac'
style deck with automatic program selection
very similar to that on their CT-3838 microprocessor deck. Denon had a number of new
products, including, of course, direct-drive
turntables and a ' budget' range. Their top
line DP-6000 deck has an internally sprung
platter, although we would have thought that
this would introduce some extra errors.
Nevertheless, it was superbly finished and a
real marble plinth is available.
Technics had one of the most interesting
micro- systems atthe show with the 2x50 watts
amplifier split into separate power supply and
amplifier section. The psu is ahigh frequency
pulse design which enables the physical size
to be kept very small. Yamaha had some of
the nicest- looking gear at the show. The Al
integrated amp, first seen at last year's show,
was joined by new tuners and separate amp,
and picked out in a spotlight was their new
moving- coil cartridge. Available either as a
normal unit or integrated within a standard
headshell, it uses printed- circuit coils much
like the JVC MC1 and MC-2E and is apparently
generating quite afollowing in Japan.
With the maze of new micro- systems, it was
heartwarming to see the UK firm Amstrad
offering their own version which, predictably
enough, will undercut its competitors by a
sizeable margin. At the other end of the scale,
the Hotel Meridien show saw the public
launch of Michaelson and Austin's TVA- 10
valve power amp. More competitively priced
(£390 inc.) than their TVA- 1, it should bring
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valve power within wider reach of the general
public ( well, relatively so).
The big new story at the show was PCM.
Pioneer had their laser- read system on
demonstration and very impressive it sounded
indeed. Sony had just a static disc display
but their PCM-1600 professional video tape
recorder adaptor was being demonstrated.
Technics were demonstrating their fixed- head
two- channel tape machine and it was very
clear that the advantages offered by digital
reproduction—virtually distortion, W & F,
crosstalk and noise free reproduction and
huge dynamic range— make analogue systems
obsolescent if not obsolete. The professional
world is still discussing standardisation for
PCM tape recorders and it looks as though a
universal domestic PCM disc system is still a
long way off, the mid '80s at least.
Most of the systems use alaser tracking an
etched series of pits in a reflective medium,
but basically the Japanese have opted for an
audio disc system compatible with the
proposed video disc players, some of which
are already being marketed in the States.
This means using a30 cm PVC disc spinning
at a constant high speed, while Philips ( see
'News' p. 53) have opted for an 11.5 cm disc
spinning at constant linear velocity (
le, higher
speed nearer the centre of the disc). Other
details differ completely as well. The Philips
is one-sided, uses an AlGaAs solid-state
laser and plays for one hour with the signal
coded in 14 bit digital code, playing from the
inside out; the Sony revolves at 450 rpm, uses
a He/Ne gas laser, has a playing time of
2+ hours with the signal encoded in 16 bit
linear code; the double- sided Pioneer plays
for one hour, with the signal encoded in 16
bit linear code in a quasi-television ( NTSC)
format and spins at 1800 rpm ( presumably
PAL versions will spin at 1500 rpm); etc, etc.
Philips say that the reason for their compact
disc format, incompatible with their own
video disc system, VLP, is so that the discs
will be competitively priced with analogue
discs, giving the record companies more
financial incentive to adopt it. The idea behind
this is that video- compatible systems will
make both disc and player far too expensive.
And yet the Philips' system video discs on
sale in the USA are priced, we hear, around
$15 for afilm such as Jaws ($ 6 per hour).
Presumably everybody remembers the
quadraphony fiasco—competitive systems
undercut the ground from beneath all their
feet—and the record companies will be acting
once- bitten- twice- shy about adopting a new
expensive process, particularly when, unlike
quadraphony, it involves huge investment in
new production plant. " Standardisation is
taken very seriously by all concerned—all the
specifications are clearly labelled ' provisional'
—but entrenched opposite attitudes are
likely to be taken when. considering the
virtues of small or large, video incompatible
or compatible, formats, and if the coding
should be 16 bit or 14 bit, linear or companded, and which is best at describing the
analogue signal sufficiently. All we can do is
wait and see, but it would be a shame if the
stunning audio potential of the PCM disc
remained stillborn.
Back to the real world: one aspect of
French shows is the huge array of weird

and wonderful
loudspeakers on
show.
Surprisingly, one of the most weird and
wonderful designs, from Audiotec, sounded
very good.
Siare, one of the larger French manufacturers and founded by two women (
what is
the world coming to?), were showing three
new speakers, the DA 200, DB 200 and
Sigma 200 ( but it looks completely different,
Goodmans). A long way from home, the
Ohm Acoustic Corporation were showing
their range with six speaker designs, the most
striking of which is without doubt the Ohm F
'coherent sound loudspeaker', which employs
a single 12 in. diameter, 16 in. high, coneshaped driver facing downwards towards, and
terminated by, a tapered IB enclosure—a
development of the original invention by
Lincoln Walsh.
As regards appearance, by far the most
exotic speakers on show were the France
Acoustique Pyramids, whose shape, apart
from any aesthetic considerations, represents
a logical approach to the problems of
standing- wave
suppression,
diffraction
effects and time compensation. This system
comprises three speakers—a common bass
enclosure
with
satellite
mid/HF
units.
Designed, we are assured, with an eye on the
idea of avoiding ' loss of information', and
representing an exotic top to a range of more
conventional speakers, a demonstration with
high quality ancillaries revealed many virtues
and impressive power handling.
Motional feedback (à la Philips) seems to
be catching on with other European designers.
The Belgian firm Korn & Macway ( old to
this idea) had their Bose- looking KM52,
while Cabasse, offering an approach of their
own, had the Eider 3VTA which has two
built-in amps, an active filter and a , double
motional feedback system for the bass
drivers. Their Goeland and Albatross designs
also employ variations of the same technique.
For their latest speakers, the 1603 and 1604,
Elipson seemed to have abandoned that
famous egg shape from which, presumably,
they originally derived their name. The new
units, both using three devices, are reflex
loaded and time-delay compensated ' column'
types and come in elegant, unobtrusive
enclosures of more conventional proportions.
Elipson also have a new smart pre- and
power amp combination, the PE2/1A and
AME 230B, which is somewhat reminiscent of
the Setton approach visually. Each channel
of the power section is acompletely separate
mono amp, only the chassis coupling them
together.
Splendid internal layout, and
attention to detail, were apparent. Infinity,
now marketed in the UK, introduced three
new products, the most impressive of which
was the almighty Reference Standard 4.5
speaker which effectively replaces the old
QLS design. Each enclosure contains two
12 in. woofers ( which are lost on the front
baffle), four EMIMs ( Electromagnetic Induction Midrange) and four EMITs ( Tfor Tweeter),
very similar to the units from the now defunct
Strathearn. Rather more down-to-earth, and
at the other end of the scale size- wise, is the
'InfiniTesimal' two- unit design. This uses a
polypropylene- coned woofer, following the
work of Harbeth, Chartwell and Mission in the
UK. The third product is a no-frills and
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Yamaha and Sony heavy artillery ( the latter a450 watt MOSFET mono design)
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FREE

People who care enough about music to choose
improved Maxell UDXL cassettes, deserve recognition.
So,here's asmall token of our great respect for your
discriminating ears.
This beautifully designed cassette box in smokey
perspex.
You get one free every time you buy half adozen of our
improved UDXL Ior UDXL II tapes.
A little something to celebrate even better listening
from Maxell.
Improved UDXL Iand II with the forever guarantee.
They're exceptional in any case.
dM
Offer available through selected outlets while stocks last.)

maxell®

Natural Sound Systems, 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middlesex HA3 7TL. Telephone 01-863 8622
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no- compromise hybrid power amp which
uses valves for the input stages and trannies
to provide the Class- A muscle. They also had
a prototype parallel- tracking turntable on
show with the arm driven by air pressure in a
precision- made cylinder arrangement.
There was very good support from UK
manufacturers who were either there ' in
person' or represented by their importers,
though this inevitably meant that some fared
less well in the stand space allocated to
them. JR were showing the latest JR 150
publicly for the first time ( see ' News')—a
cylindrical big brother to the 149 using two
bass/midrange drivers. The Quad demonstration predictably comprised the well-known
'straight wire' comparison using their ' double
blind' switch box, and the display outside
included an ' exploded' 405 looking a little like
a DIY project—that'll be the day! B & W were
on show, although not with the new 801,
which is to make its European début at
Cunard. Monitor Audio with their new MA2,
Cambridge Audio, Celestion ( lots of Dittons,
big and small), Wharfedale, Garrard, Goodmans, ADC, Mordaunt Short, Rogers, SME,
Leak, Spendor—all these and several more
besides— atotal of 35 brand names which put
us in a healthy fourth position at the main
show, behind France ( well, they were the
hosts), the USA and Japan. UK products
appeared to be even more numerous at the
other shows— a sign, perhaps, of the respect
paid abroad to design ideas originating in

Infinity's wind of change

A little going along way for Amstrad

No, they're not oil-fired

Push me. pull you Audax driver

Sony's heat pipe heak sink
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Britain I
The
overwhelming
impression
to
be
gathered from such aplethora of sophisticated
and very often over- elaborate designs is that
the Japanese in particular have lost sight of
their market and perhaps also their ultimate
design aims. The explosion in micro- systems
is a case in point. An interesting though
largely unnecessary idea, the fact that nearly
all manufacturers ( Trio being one of the
exceptions) latched onto it so quickly shows
that they are getting desperate for new ideas
to sell the end products of their efficient,
highly capital- intensive automated production
lines. At the moment, it appears that hi-fi
manufacturing capacity has overtaken the
capacity of the worldwide hi-fi market to
absorb the product, and no company can
afford to have warehouses full of unsold
stock. There were rumours at the show of
some of the smaller Japanese manufacturers,
and even one large USA/Japanese company,
facing severe financial problems, and the
future could see some well-known names
disappearing. However, enough of such
Cassandra doom dealing; the resulting
gizmology is so fascinating, and provides
such elegant answers to questions nobody
had previously thought of asking, that we
were almost convinced in agreeing with the
sentiment behind 90% of advertising— that
hi-fi should be an end in itself and not merely
an adjunct to the music played through it.
(Almost convinced.) When we got home,
away from the Siren- like lure of the stands,
the idea vanished like a burst soap bubble
and we got on with enjoying the music again.•

Control panel of the JVC microprocessor- controlled cassette deck
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If it is your intertion to make an investment in a Hi Fi system rather than buy something to sell next year, consder the advantages of
the modular system offered by Boothroyd Stuart. Despite future development of digital disc or even plug-in digital music memories,
your domestic music system will always need a loudspeaker — we do not foresee large conceptual changes here — and a means to
control the signala from whatever source, to drive the loudspeaker. Our recipe in an evolving market is flexibility and this is the safeguard of your investment. The active loudspeaker will accept the output of a preamplifier and make sounds as beautiful as the source
,allows. Our modular amplifier system is clean, clear, precise, powerful and has lasting beauty.
The control unit 101 illustrated is construc:ed with three interchangeable electronic modules, two of which are soiely devoted to the disc
source. The first module you cnoose to suit tre pick up of your choice, now or next year. Our commitment is to offer within this framework the possibility of today's preamp for tomorrow's music system. The perfect match for your pick up or tape recorder is offered — a
perfect concept.
Plug-in modules for Supex, En:ree. Denon, Fidelity Research, Asak, Decca, Magnetic, Ultimo, Grado and others...
Also equalisation available for RAA, RIAA / EC reo 1978, coarse groove ( 78).
Write or phone for details to BOOTHROYD STUART LTD, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBRIDGESHIRE, ENGLAND PE18 7EJ
(0480) 57339 TELEX CMERIDN) 32577.

300THROYD STUART/MERIDIAN
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Modifications continued

AST MONTH Itiptoed tentatively into the
I— minefield of modifications, getting only as
far as discussing some ideas relating to
turntable systems. As a current feature of
mine is attempting to show, there are so
many conflicting mechanisms operating
within the turntable system, the difficulty lies
less in effecting audible changes than In
determining whether or not these are in fact
Improvements: aproblem of objectives rather
than means. There are certain things worth
carrying out in any system, however, and
these include using a consistently flat mat to
support the record, and giving the system a
reasonable chance of resisting feedback.
But as soon as one goes further, compromises and trade-offs rear their ugly heads;
for example, ahigh inertia headshell can help
substitute for inadequate arm stiffness, but
also introduce undesirable LF resonance
side- effects; the more unwanted relative
movement between cartridge body and disc is
reduced, the better the information retrieval,
but the greater the risk of resonance colorations (arm resonances wouldn't be excited if
the cartridge were suspended from the headshell on strings, but then the cartridge
wouldn't stay still either!). The only solution
for the would-be experimenter is, Ibelieve, to
bear the conflicting principles in mind and
keep an open mind and ears. As Iperceive
them, coloration changes, due primarily to
resonances, affect the timbre of sound after
an event, whereas the more elusive ' information' criterion concentrates on capturing
as many of the initial wavefront cues as
possible ( how a piano is being played, rather
than whether it is a Bechstein or aSteinway.)
Although this is a very simplistic picture, it
does show the two directions in which
modifications can lead: achange may improve
one, or the other, or both, or one at the
expense of the other. So alittle tinkering can
prove beneficial, but there are very real
pitfalls for the unwary or over- enthusiastic.
Modifying electronics can only, of course,
be tackled by those with some experience of
circuitry. One of the favourite tricks ( used to
my knowledge by at least one speaker manufacturer for exhibition work) is to bypass a
power amp's protection circuitry.
This,
naturally, could prove expensive if used
incautiously, but does avoid quality loss due
to the operation of current limiters and the
like. Iwouldn't dare actually to recommend
this procedure in print, because it would lay
me open to charges of irresponsibility if
amplifiers started blowing up around the
place. But it is afact that protection circuitry
is one of the main sound quality compromises
in amplifier design, and both manufacturers
and dealers tend to regard reliability as the
number one priority—which it is for them, but
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not necessarily for the user at home.
The other fertile area for the experienced to
investigate in amplifiers Is power supplies. A
number of correspondents have reported
improvements as a result of using independent power supplies at the different stages
throughout an amp, and this tends to bear
out my own experiences with my Naims, first
in changing from 160 to 250 power amps (the
fundamental difference being between a
single unregulated supply and alarger supply
with four independent regulators), and In
changing from NAPS to the larger SNAPS for
the preamp supply; both changes gave a
significant improvement In my system. It
appears that the more independent, and the
greater the current capability of the various
power supplies used In an amp, the better.
Iwell remember being somewhat amazed to
find Japanese enthusiasts powering head-

cables that have sprung up (though this is
admittedly partly from fear of hurting my
amps), yet cannot help wondering why little
attention seems to be paid to the cables inside
a speaker enclosure. Short of going to a
multi- amplification system (which Is very nice
but still rare In the UK), and when considering
how the hi-fi DIY scene is dominated by
speaker construction, it seems surprising that
there has been little discussion of the effects
of uprating internal wiring or crossover
components. This would appear to be a
happy hunting ground for the handyman, as
components are available and there is no
need to destroy the speaker while playing
around; you merely set the standard components from one speaker on one side, and
use the other of the stereo pair as a listening
(and if necessary reconstruction) unmodified
reference.

amps and preamps from car batteries, but If
one requires a really ' stiff' decoupled supply
this makes some sense (albeit perhaps on a
rather lunatic level!). Most of those who have
reported significant success when playing

Providing the crossover circuit is left unchanged, there should be no more danger of
damaging the amplifier than in any other
speaker construction; if one modifies the
crossover circuitry, there is obviously some
danger of presenting the amp with a pig of a
load, so do be careful.

around with power supplies have been valve
enthusiasts who don't so much buy hl fl as
grow it on the sideboard ( with alittle fertiliser
here and alittle pruning there ...). These are
heirs to the traditions established when every
hi-fi buff was also a radio ham. Nowadays
hi-fi has spread so far that most users
probably don't know ajack from a DIN plug,
let alone atransistor from adiode. So unless
you're a hobbyist who knows something
about electronics, do leave well alone, and
leave this kind of tinkering to the sort who
thinks nothing of knocking up a Linsley Hood
of two before Sunday lunch.
Another area ripe for experimentation Is the
wiring. One of the more radical suggestions I
have heard is to get rid of all the co-ax cable
you can, and replace it with normal wire of a
reasonable gauge; the result should be very
nice apart from an appalling hum, which is
then ameliorated by messing about with wire
locations and earthing points. Even this is
comparatively mild compared to the idea of a
friend who has hard- wired the valve filaments
into his circuit, bypassing plugs and sockets.
Hard- wiring can of course also be used
instead of the various plug/socket connections
throughout the audio chain ( soldering to
cartridge pins is not, however, recommended),
although it has also been suggested that the
soldered joint is less desirable than acarefully
made clamping system, presumably because
this involves only one change in material
at each junction, rather than two.
There has been considerable interest in
loudspeaker cables in the last couple of years,
and Ithink most people are now aware that it
is desirable to use a pretty heavy gauge. I
remain unconvinced by the various ' fancy'

Enormous fun (and usually hours of
frustration) can be had playing around with
crossover designs. The most important rule
is to leave one of the speakers strictly standard
as a reference, so that you do not get entirely
lost. There is definitely a minority school of
opinion claiming that the best approach to
maximising information is to minimise the
number of crossover components, and this is
by and large the opposite of commercial
practice over the last few years. The main
difficulty remains In evaluation, because any
crossover change is bound to include changes
in frequency response and colorations, so the
actual cause and effect relationships are
nearly impossible to define precisely. It takes
some experience and very careful listening
not to be fooled into believing for example that
an added presence ' bump' is an improvement.
It is also worth mentioning that the actual
location of the components on the crossover
board and their position relative to drive unit
magnets can also affect the overall sound by
electromagnetic interference effects; once
again experimentation may be worthwhile, but
the only advice remains ' suck it and see'.
If the tone of this piece has seemed a little
irreverent towards modifications, this Is not
because Idon't believe in their efficacy or the
sincerity of those who have communicated
their ideas to me ( notably Lionel Seemungal
of Trinidad and Alan Harris of London, to
whom my sincere thanks). Rather, Iremain
dubious about the possible results of the
casual or inexperienced reader attacking his
system with screwdriver and hacksaw: you
have been warned!
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Graphic Equalizers
How often do the TV programmers' ideas of aperfect
day's entertainment coincide with yours?
Not often enough, probably.
With aVideo Cassette Recorder you can record hours of
TV — whether you're in, out or watching something different.
Then you can compile your own evening's ( or morning's)
viewing.
You can get all the information and advice you need about
this new sphere of home entertainment in Television & Home
Video magazine.
It tells you what to buy, or rent, and how to get the best out
of it
Plus features on all the latest TV games, techniques of
video production, articles about TV personalities and What
Video ? — your monthly buyer's guide and information service.
Get your copy soon, and start exploring this new
dimension of your own small screen for yourself.
Television & Home Video is available monthly, price 50p.
&

ALINK HOUSE MAGAZINE
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THE MAGAZINE THAT READS BETWEEN THE LINES
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range of equalizers by the largest specialist manufacturers
n this field. All models feature octave equalization independently on two channel, I
- 12db each octave, and zero gain
controls. They may be conveniently connected via a ta
monitor circuit, or alternatively between a pre and oovve
amplifier.

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2204

The most popular model, fitted with awalnut cabinet, front
panel finished in satin gold. Now with front panel tape
E.Q. £ 199

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2205-600

Features 600 ohm output for studio or PA use; plus LED's
for visual indication of channel balance. Supplied in black,
19' rack mounting format. Also features front panel
switching for tape equalization. £226

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2209-600
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2217

Similar format to 2205, but features balanced input and
output with XLR connectors. £319
The ultimate pre- amp equalizer featuring full octave equalization together with one of the most highly rated pre- amps
available. £337

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN MA5002

New Class H vari-portional power amplifier. 250 watts
RMS per channel. Power meters. £399
ABOVE PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

Rew Audio Visual Co.

114-116 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
Tel: 01-240 3386/7
230 Tottenham Court Road, London W1.
Tel: 01-637 2624/5.
Mail Orders and literature from: REW House, ( Dept HFN)
10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London SW19.
Tel: 01-540 9684/5/6.

Loudspeaker Cables
James Moir examines the fundamental
requirements for neutral connections
between amplifiers and speakers

HE

Tloudspeakers has the apparently simple

wiring between an amplifier and the

purpose of conducting the amplifier output
current to the speakers with the minimum
loss of power. Recent discussions have made
this appear to be adifficult technical problem,
so it was thought to be worth giving some

detailed consideration to all the factors
involved.
Achieving the minimum loss of valuable
amplifier power in the wiring is not a diffice
task. The current in the speaker cable is the
same as the current in the voice- coil, so to a
first approximation the power loss will be

FIG.1 PHASE ANGLE ANC IMPEDANCE CURVES FOR A S.NGLE UNIT LOUDSPEAKER
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directly proportional to the resistance of the
speaker wiring. If the resistance of the wiring
is 10% of the ( nominal) resistance of the
loudspeaker, then approximately 10% of the
power provided by the amplifier will be
dissipated as heat in the leads to the speaker.
Halving the cable resistance will halve the
power loss as long as the effective cable
resistance is small compared with the effective resistance of the speaker.
Complications appear when this situation
is considered in greater detail. What are the
effective resistances of loudspeaker and
wiring? There can only be one definition of
'effective resistance' It is that value of R
which, when multiplied by current squared,
gives the power dissipated in that resistance.
However, it is not easy to specify the effective
resistance of a loudspeaker to a wide frequency range signal, particularly when the
speaker is a multi- unit system, for the resistance varies considerably over the audio
frequency band. Figures 1 and 2 show the
measured impedance/frequency and phaseangle/frequency relations for a single unit
and for a multi- unit system respectively; it
will be seen that a single unit is substantially
resistive ( phase angle approximating 01 only
over the band between 250 Hz and 500 Hz,
while the multi- unit system is substantially
resistive in several frequency bands. In all
other frequency bands the impedance includes a substantial reactive component that
is not directly responsible for any loss of
power, but greatly modifies the impedance of
the speaker and hence affects the current
67

drawn from the source amplifier.
The value of speaker resistance that is
really significant when considering the effect
of the wiring resistance is the minimum value,
generally about 70% to 90% of the value
quoted as the speaker impedance' in the
manufacturer's literature. The power losses
introduced by the speaker wiring will be
greatest at the frequency at which the speaker
resistance is lowest. The power Ps dissipated
in the loudspeakers will be the amplifier
output power Pa multiplied by the ratio of
speaker resistance to speaker— plus—wiring
resistance.
Ps = Pa x

Rs
Rs + Rw

Thus if the effective resistance of the
wiring is one tenth of the effective resistance
of the speaker, one eleventh of the total
amplifier power output will be dissipated as
heat in the wiring. Beyond this, all but about
1% of the electrical power actually reaching
the loudspeaker will be dissipated as heat in
the speaker, only 1% of the electrical power
being radiated as sound. But this is aseparate
matter.
If it is considered that 10% of the amplifier

3

1

2

6

7

Fig 3 Types of cables listed in Table 1
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power can be dissipated in the speaker
wiring, then the wiring resistance can be
(approx) 10% of the lowest value of the
resistance presented to the amplifier by the
wiring -1- speaker. Thus for a nominal 4- ohm
speaker system the wiring resistance could
be allowed to reach about 0.3 ohms before
10% of the amplifier power is lost. If the
amplifier were abudget priced unit and it was
thought that the power lost in the speaker
wiring should not exceed 5% of the power
available, then the total resistance of the
wiring between the amplifier and the speaker
should be limited to 0.15 ohms. Table 1lists
the resistance, inductance and self- capacitance data on some typical wire that might be
used for speaker wiring, and fig. 3provides an
indication of the physical appearance. Thus
if 5metres of the 10- amp power cable (Type 7)
is used, the cable resistance will be about
0-17 ohms and the loss will be around the
assumed permissible 5% with a 4ohm
speaker.
However, the effective resistance of alength
of wire may not be constant over the whole
audio frequency band, and if the resistance is
found to vary with frequency then this may
affect the response of the loudspeaker. At
low frequencies the resistance of a cable is
substantially that measured on a DC bridge
with the pair of wires shorted together at the
far end, but this may not be the effective
resistance to signal currents.
At high
frequencies the current distribution across
the cross-section of the conductor becomes
increasingly non- uniform, the current being
confined to athin outer layer by the shielding
effects of eddy currents induced in the
conductor by the magnetic field produced by
the load current. This effect increases in
importance as the diameter of the solid
conductor is increased. Stranding the cable
reduces the increase in resistance with
increase in frequency; the latter is minimised
by the use of Litz wire, aspinning pattern that
results in every strand occupying the same
length of outer layer in any unit length of
cable.
It will be clear that an increase in resistance
at HF could introduce frequency- dependent
attenuation effects if the resistance of the
cable at the higher audio frequencies were
significantly higher than the resistance at low
frequencies. However, it will be seen from the
measured data in Table 1 that the effective
resistance of the cables at a frequency of
30 kHz is only 15 to 25% higher than the DC
resistance. It is the ratio of cable resistance
to speaker resistance that is significant, not
the absolute values, and as will be seen from
fig. 1the impedance of a single speaker unit
generally increases with increase in frequency
at amuch greater rate than the increase in the
AC resistance of the wiring. In consequence,
the resistance of thc wiring is generally less
significant at higher frequencies than it is at
low frequencies. Thus this increase in cable
resistance with rising frequency is generally
of no significance. But this may not be the
situation with multiple unit speaker systems,
for the presence of a crossover network may
in some cases result in the impedance of the
speaker falling with increase in signal frequency.
The discussion has been concentrated so
far on the effect of the resistance of the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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speaker wiring on the performance of the
speaker, but two wires moulded together as a
circuit pair have other characteristics that
may be significant. There is the self- capacitance between the wires of the pair, and when
shorted together at the far end the ' go' and
'return' wires form asingle-turn loop that has
self-inductance. The inductance of a long
single-turn loop with the ' go' and ' return'
wires close together can be calculated from:
L = 0.010161 (2.3 log
where

2
71:1
)

— T
D)

(1)

1= cable length
d = wire diameter
D = wire spacing

When used to predict the inductance of
speaker wiring, the last term inside the
bracket has little effect upon the result and
can be neglected, making the loop inductance
substantially proportional to the length of the
speaker cable, but increasing with increase in
the spacing between conductors. To an
adequate degree of accuracy for this application, the loop inductance of a5metre length
of typical speaker cable will be in the region of

where f, is the frequency at which
col.= Rs = speaker resistance
(co = 2/rf)
The voltage across the speaker terminals is
then down by 3dB at the frequency at which
the reactance of the loop inductance wL
equals the resistance of the loudspeaker Rs.
Assuming a value of 5µI-I for the load
inductance, it is found that there is a loss of
3dB at a frequency of 254 kHz using an 8SI
loudspeaker, aloss with no audio significance.
In the practical situation the speaker is rarely
a resistive load at high frequencies, so the
loss is even lower than that quoted. Thus we
can assume that the self-inductance of
typical loudspeaker leads is of no practical
significance. It could be significant if the two
wires of a pair were carried round opposite
walls of a long room to the loudspeaker, but
this is an unlikely method of installing speaker
wiring.
The two wires of a speaker cable also form
a capacitor that will in principle shunt off
some of the voice-coil current and so attenuate the higher frequencies. The capacitanceper-foot between two parallel wires of diameter
d spaced apart by a distance D can be
calculated from:

FIG.4 SIMPLE EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT INCLUDING
CABLE INDUCTANCE

C —

4k
log io 2D/d

(3)

where D = spacing
d = wire diameter
k = dielectric constant

4 H. Table 1 includes data on the loop
inductance and self- capacitance measured
on typical cables, and the effects of these
reactive characteristics are worth consideration.
The inductance of the circuit loop will have
effects on the frequency response of the
speaker similar to those arising from an
increase in cable resistance with rising
frequency. Neglecting the effect of the load
phase- angle, the voltage across the speaker
terminals will decrease with increase in
frequency, the simple equivalent circuit being
as in fig. 4on the assumption that the speaker
is predominantly resistive. If it is assumed
that the output impedance of the amplifier is
small compared with the effective resistance
of the loudspeaker, there is a loss at any
frequency f2. The ratio of the voltage across
the speaker to the voltage across the amplifier
output terminals is given by:
loss = 10 log,,{1+ (i
f) 2}c1B
(2)
f

This equation applies when spacing is large
compared with the wire diameter; but this is a
restriction that may not be acceptable when
applied to speaker cable, for D may not be
large in comparison with d. However, it gives
an approximate answer. Note the inclusion of
the dielectric constant k. Some types of PVC
insulation have constants in the region of 5,
whereas the polythenes may have dielectric
constants little higher than unity. Table 1
includes measured data on the self- capacitance of typical twin cables.
The self- capacitance of the twin- wire
speaker cable appears across the speaker
terminals and in principle will cause the
voltage across the terminals to decrease with
increase in frequency, for some fraction of the
amplifier output current will be shunted off the
loudspeaker and pass through the capacitance of the speaker wiring. The loss follows
a similar relation to that noted above for the
effect of series inductance and is given by:
loss = 10 log„{1+ (f
1) } dB

(
4)

where f, is the frequency at which the reactance
1
coC

= Ra and Rs in parallel

However, in this instance the effective
resistance in the equivalent circuit of fig. 5is
that of the amplifier output resistance in
parallel with the speaker resistance, making
the source resistance something below
0.1 ohm in the practical situation.
This
dependence on the source impedance of the
amplifier will be apparent if the latter has a
zero output impedance. The capacitance of
the wiring then has no effect on the current in
69

Front runners in the
arms race
The Beogram1500
The ultra-lightweight magnesium tone arm was designed as an integral
part of this quality record player. It tracks at just 1.5 grams allowing the
diamond stylus an effective tipmass of 0.5 milligrams. The deck is servocontrolled, ensuring correct speed at all times with negligible wow and flutter.
Operation is simple, with just one master control panel.

The Beogram 2200
Tracking at 1.5 grams with an effective tipmass of just 0.5 milligrams,
the 2200s tone-arm has built-in anti-skating and is so light that it can't scratch
your records, even if accidentally bounced across. The record player is fully
automatic. Simply press start and it does everything else for you, checking
record size, selecting the correct speed and constantly monitoring it for minute
fluctuations in the main supply. L.E.D.s (Light Emitting Diodes) keep you
informed of which functions you're using. A manual control allows you to
increase or decrease speed and, therefore, music pitch by up to 3%. You can
thus tune the gram to, for example, your piano.
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The Beogram 4002/4004
The 4002's highly advanced tangential arm tracks records from edge to
centre in astraight line, thus playing them the way they were cut. Bias
problems are thus eliminated automatically and stylus pressure comes right
down to 1.2 grams. The pick up is fitted with an eliptical naked diamond stylus
which travels approximately 0.7 kilometres when playing an LP record. The
deck is servo-controlled and fully automatic, with remote control facility
available on the Beogram 4004 in conjunction with the Beomaster 2400
receiver.
All Bang & Olufsen record players are fully integrated. Which simply
means that every part is designed with every other part in mind. Hence their
superior performance, simple controls and elegant appearance.
In hi-fi, as in all high technology, you get
what you pay fo; Bang & Olufsen Beogram prices
start at around £120 and extend to somewhere
over £400.

Bang&Olufsen

Isn't technology beautiful.

FURTHER DETAILS FROM: BANG & OLUFSEN UK LIMITED, EASTBROOK ROAD, GLOUCESTER GL4 71)E. 0452 21591
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the voice- coil, for the current source ( the
amplifier) can supply all the additional current
through the capacitance without any decrease
in the current through the voice- coil.
The effective inductance of the speaker
lead is that obtained from an audio frequency
bridge measurement with the cable pair
shorted at the far end. The inductance of the
loop so formed will resonate with the effective
self- capacitance of the loop at a frequency
that can be approximated by the standard
formula:
1
fr

(5)

2/TVLC

Application of this shows the resonant
frequency of 5m of the power cable to be in
the region of 4MHz, so far above the audio
frequency band that the effect on audio
frequency response can
be
neglected.
However, it may be necessary to consider the
impedance and phase- angle of the loudspeaker load at frequencies well above the
audio range, not because of the direct effect
upon the system frequency response, but
because of the possible effect on amplifier
stability. The presence of excessive capacitance in parallel with the speaker load, or the
FIG.6 LUMPED PARAMETER REPRESENTATION
OF SPEAKER WIRI

Rs

a

adequate stability margin. 1have never met
this trouble in practice, but have heard of its
occurrence.
So far it has been assumed that it is reasonable to consider the cable as having lumped
parameters; that is, the frequency response
of the system can be predicted from an
equivalent circuit consisting of one series
inductance and a single capacitance across
the load as in fig. 6. But as the signal frequency is increased there comes a point at
which this assumption is unjustified. The
circuit performance can then only be deduced
by assuming that the loudspeaker wiring is
represented by a ladder network of series
FIG.7 DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER
REPRESENTATION
SPEAKER WIRI

IÎ

inductors and shunt capacitors, much as in
fig. 7. Each inductance is then the inductance
per unit- length and each capacitance is the
capacitance per unit- length, and not the total
inductance and capacitance of the whole
length of cable.
The significance of this approach ( if it is
justified) is that the impedance measured at
the input terminals is independent of the
impedance of the load across the far end (the
loudspeaker) and is equal to:
Z,IL/C

effect of cable inductance in series with the
speaker impedance, modifies the phase of the
voltage across the load. Where the negative
feedback voltage is taken from the amplifier
output terminals it is possible that the phase
of the output voltage may be changed sufficiently to make the amplifier burst into
oscillation either continuously or only on
current peaks. This may have a disastrous
effect upon audio frequency distortion
content and sound quality. If oscillation does
occur it can only be taken as an indication that
the amplifier designer did not provide an

TYPE

TABLE 2
EFFECT OF SERIES RESISTANCE ON DISTORTION CONTENT
Acoustic
Current
Voltabe
Harmonic
112
100
01 St
10 it
04 n
Ion
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th

TABLE 1
CABLE TYPES (
twin conductors)
R/metre
DC
30 kHz
C/metre
L/metre

1. 14/0.0076 in.
0.088 12
flex cable
2. 10/0.18 mm
0.120
thin flex
3. 60/0.18 mm
0.022 0
Litz cable
4. 16/0.2 mm
0.07 Q
mains flex
5. 42/0.15 mm
0.046 0
mains flex
6. 7/0.1 mm
0.404
lightweight
screened
0.034 0
7. 1/113 mm
house
wiring
•Calculated values.
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0.11 12

—36
—37
—66
—63
—70
—60

Surge
Impedance

50 pF

0.76 m1-1

123 0

49 pF

048 0-1

117

1492 pF

0.11 OA

8.5 n

0.08 0

93 pF

0.66 ghl

84

0.062 0

59 pF

0.76 41-1

113

0416 0

284 pF

0.056 12

76 pF

0-15 0
0.027 12
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(6)

For most of the cables listed in Table 1this
impedance ( the surge impedance) proves to be
around 100 ohms irrespective of the length of

cable. This may have asignificant effect upon
the circuit performance if it is found reasonable to believe that the ' lumped parameter'
approach is inadequate and that a ' distributed
parameter' representation is necessary. There
is no sharply defined frequency at which a
change from lumped parameter to distributed
parameter operation becomes necessary to
account for the observed performance. The
effect begins to be significant when the
physical length of the circuit is about one
tenth of an electrical wavelength. Above this
frequency it becomes increasingly necessary
to assume that it is the inductance and
capacitance per unit- length of cable that
controls the system response. Taking the
highest audio frequency that is thought to be
significant as 20 kHz, it is found that one
electrical wavelength is around ten miles,
which suggests that the lumped parameter
representation is adequate for all speaker
leads that are less than one mile in length! It
can only be concluded that it is unnecessary
to introduce the surge impedance concept
into the problem.
The effect of the cable resistance on the
circuit damping factor is another aspect that is
worth some consideration. In essence, the
damping factor of an amplifier is the ratio of
the specified load resistance to the output
or source impedance of the amplifier. Note
that the output impedance of an amplifier is
not the impedance of the load with which the
amplifier is to be used. It is the impedance
that is measured across the output terminals
by an AC bridge with the amplifier energised.
Characteristically, it is in the region of 01 to
0.3 ohms, making the damping factor something of the order of 30 to 80 for an 8- ohm
speaker. If a 5 metre length of the house
wiring cable listed in Table 1is used with an
amplifier of 0.1 ohm output impedance, and an
8- ohm speaker, the resistance of the leads

0.38 4H•
0.78 m1-1

37 C.

101 0

— 36
— 37
— 68
— 63
— 71
— 60

— 31
— 44
— 65
— 61
— 73
— 75

—40
—52
—74
—70

—55
—66
—76

—40
—52
—72
—71
—60

dB
dB
dB
dB
dB

limits the maximum damping factor to
8/(0.17+0.1) -= 29. These damping factors are
halved if a4- ohm speaker is employed.
This writer believes that the advantages of
a high damping factor have been greatly
exaggerated. The amplitude of the current
that circulates around the voice-coil/amplifier
output circuit and provides electro -magnetic
damping is almost invariably limited by the
resistance of the voice- coil and not by the
amplifier output impedance.
Also, the
mechanical coupling between the cone and
the voice- coil is generally so tenuous at
frequencies above a few hundred Hertz that
electrical damping applied to the voice- coil
has no significant effect upon the motion of
the cone. In consequence, amplifier damping
factors greater than five or so have only very
marginal advantages, while at frequencies
71
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It took Jim Rogers
over 3years to add another
loudspeaker to the JR range.
When you have designed aloudspeaker as
revolutionary as the
famous JR149 you
don't just bring out bigger and smaller ones.
The laws of physics
governing sound reproduction, and that most
important human ear
of the designer, just
don't work that way.
Each new speaker requires intensive research if it is to maintain
the highest standards throughout the
range.
The new Twin Bass 100 watt JR150 is the
very latest acoustic development, incorporating several new design concepts
which bring about an outstanding open
sound together with low bass distortion.
Jim Rogers has chosen once again a tensioned aluminium cylinder with dampened
internal walls to virtually eliminate any
form of vibration; aprinciple so successful
on the sister model 149. The JR150 has two
long throw Bextrene Coned bass units,
which work both electrically and
acoustically in parallel. This increases
radiation efficiency, reduces distortion
and assures a superb transient response.
A specially doped 1" soft domed
tweeter has been produced for the JR150
which gives a very wide and smooth
response. The Jim Rogers crossover design
is highly sophisticated and incorporates 16
✓ IBR MI Mina
111

BB Ma IBM MI MI

ffl

elements. The 24 db per
octave slope of the
filter is adjusted for optimum Q. This has the
effect of totally suppressing the tweeter
cavity resonance over
32 db, thus enabling the
tweeter to handle very
high peak power. The
low end of the tweeter
range is also utilised by
a lowered crossover
point. Considerable improvements also
arise in the polar response due to the bass
and tweeter having wide dispersion at the
crossover.
As with other JR models, the 150 is
available in a variety of wood and leather
finished tops and the acoustically
transparent foam cover can be removed
for cleaning.
The JR149 with its more economical
price will continue to satisfy a very large
number of discriminating music lovers, but
the JR150 will be capable of operating on
less powerful amplifiers, yet handling outputs up to 100 watts music power.
Needless to say all the advantages of the
unique cylindrical enclosure first evolved
by JR Loudspeakers, are incorporated in
the JR150 and once again you listen to the
music rather than the conventional rectangular enclosure.
When JR add a new model we promise
you it's worth listening to, today.
MN

Please send me literature on JR products and name and address of my nearest stockist.
Post to: JR Loudspeakers, 114 Ashley Road, St, Albans, Herts Al 1 5J R
Telephone St. Albans 64337 Telex 28474

1
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Name
▪ Address
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If you like our names you'll love our prices
AIWA • AKG • AKAI • ARMSTRONG • AUDIOMASTER • AUDIO TECHNICA • BANG & OLUFSEN •
BEYER • BOLIVAR • BOSE • CELESTION • CORAL • DUAL • EMPIRE • ENTRE • FERROGRAPH • GRADO
HACKER • HARBETH • HITACHI • IMF • JBE • JVC • KEESONIC • KEF • KOSS • LENTEK • MICRO
SEIKI • MORDAUNT-SHORT • MONITOR AUDIO • NATIONAL PANASONIC • NEAL • ORTOFON •
PIONEER • QUAD • RAM • REVOX • ROGERS • SENNHEISSER • SHARP • SHURE • SMC • SME • SONY •
SPENDOR • STAX • SUGDEN • TEAC • TECHNICS • THORENS • TOSHIBA • TRIO • ULTIMO
•VIDEOTONE • WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA •

This sign air means asuper discount-phone for our special price!
AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong
£118.00
621 Teak
£120 00
621 Rosewood
Hitachi
HA330
£116 00
JVC
JASI1G
JAS22
lan
JAS44 with SEA
JAS77
Pioneer
SA 506
£89.00
SA 606
£119.00
SA 706
£159.00
Quad
33
303
405
Revoit
13750 Mk 2
Sony
TA313
TAF4A
TAF5A
Sugden
A48
Technics
SU8011
SU 8022
SU 8044
SU8055
SU9011
SE9021
Trio
KA3700
KA5700
Yamaha
CA5I0
CA710
CA810
CA1010

£82 00
£136 00
£139.00
£200 00
£249.00
£339.00

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa
AD1250
£ 139.00
AD6350
£ 149.00
AD6400
£ 181.00
AD6550
£ 199.00
AD6800
£ 275.00
AD6900
£ 359.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocords in teak or rosewood
1900
5000
Hitachi
D220
0560
0580
0850
0900
JVC
KD720
KDIO
K 025
KID55
K065
Neal
302
Pioneer
CTF500
CTF700
Sharp
RT3151

ale

£ 96.00
£ 145.00
£ 179.00
£ 210.00
£ 260 00

£ 105 00
£ 204 00
£ 189 00

Technics
RS616
RS631
Yamaha
TC520
£ 199.00
CASSETTE RECEIVERS
Is iv's
AF 3070
£ 312.00
AF3090
£ 379.00
Bang & (Hutson
Beocentres in teak or rosewood
2600
4000
HEADPHONES
AKG
K40
K80
K141
K240 4
Beyer
DT440
Koss
Pro 4AAA
Sennheisser
HD400
HD414X
HD424X
HD224X
HD420
HD430

£14
£24
£32
£37

90
00
00
00

£24.00
£40.00
£11
£18
£26
£34
£23
£30

00
00
00
00
00
00

LOUDSPEAKERS
Armstrong
602 Teak
£173 00
602 Rosewood
£195 00
Audiomaster
£53. 5A
MLS1
MLS2
MLS5
Bang & Olufsen
Beovox S25
teak
rosewood
Beovox S35
teak
rosewood
Beovox S45 2
teak
rosewood
Beovox S75
teak
rosewood
C40 alum or black
C75 alum or black
Bolivar
125H
£129 00
Bose
601
£385.00
301
£159.00
Harbeth
HL Pro monitors
£269 00
IMF
Super Compact II
£159.00
Jim Rogers
JR 149
LPA System
KEF
Corelli
Calinda
Concord Ill
104AB
105
Celeste Ill
Monitor Audio
Mini Monitor
£109.00
MA6
£159.00
MA4 Mk 2
[219.00

Mord•unr-Short
Carnival tk/walnut
Festival 1k/walnut
Pageant tkiwalnut
Signifer tk/walnut
Clued
Electrostatic
RAM
Compact
Mini- Bookshelf teak
Bookshelf Mk 2teak
100
150
200
Rogers
Export Monitors
LS3. 5A
Spendor
BC1
Technics
SBX3
Videotone
Minimax
D100
GB3
Wharfedale
Denton XP2 teak
Shelton XP2 teak
Linton XP2 teak
Glendale XP2 teak
Yamaha
NS615
NS635
NS655
NS 1000M

£49.00
£39 00
£69.00
£53.00
£68.00
£83.00
£110.00
f118
£151
£251
£599

00
00
00
00

PICK-UP ARMS
SME
3009 fixed
3009 • S2
3009 S3
FD200
PICK-UP CARTRIDGES
Ortolan
MCIO
£ 43.00
MC10 Inc Trans £ 65.00
M20E Super £ 46.00
MC20 Moving coil £ 59.00
M20FL
£ 54.00
VMS20E Mk 2
£ 33.00
MCA10 Pre- amplifier £ 59.00
F15E Mk 2
£ 21.00
FF15E Mk 2
£ 15.00

Saffron Walden closed Thursday

Prices and stock shown are correct at the time of going to press.

GtO Chew & Osborne

148 & 156 High Street, Epping, Essex. Tel: ( 03781 74242
26 King Street, Saffron Walden, Essex. Tel ( 07991 23728
74

£79.00
£109,00
£124.00
£159.00
£199.00
£249.00

MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa
AF 5300
£ 379.00
AF 5600
£ 469.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beocentres teak or rosewood
2800
3300
4600
12 6
Hitachi
SDT400
£ 369.00
Sharp
SG400
£ 289.00
SG450
£ 354.00
SG460
£ 399.00
SG500E
£ 599.00
Toshiba
SM2950
£ 259.00
SM3350
£ 299.00
SM3750
£ 399.00

Please fill in and post the coupon with your cheque or postal
order. Add carriage: Cartridges 35 pence; Headphones 75
pence- all other items £ 4.00. Or order by phone using your
credit card number. All prices include VAT. Credit terms
available. Personal callers welcome.
Open 9am to 5pm. Epping closed Wednesday

£85.00
£109.00
£149.00
£540.00

AKG
P8ES
P8E
P7E
Grado
FCE
1
F3E
F1
GI -F
Shure
V15-3
V15 Mk 4
M75ED

£60.00
£47.00
f26.00

£49.95
£69.00
£15.0C

RECEIVERS
Aiwa
AX7600
£ 229.00
Armstrong
625 teak
£ 186.00
625 rosewood £ 189 00
626 teak
£ 214.00
626 rosewood £ 217.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beomasters in teak or
rosewood
1500
1900
2200
2400
4400
Hitachi
SR3031
£ 123 00
SR503 L
£ 139.00
JVC
JRS61L
JRS201L
JRS301
Pioneer
5)(590
£ 142 00
SX690
£ 179.00
Technics
SA200£
SA300£
SA 400
SA 600
Yamaha
CR420
£ 149.00
CR620
£ 199.00
CR820
£ 269.00
CR2020
£ 475 00
REEL TO REEL
Re voz
B77 2 track
B77 4 track
Sony
TC399
TUNERS
Armstrong
623 teak
623 rosewood
624 teak
624 rosewood
Hitachi
FT340
JVC
JTVI1G
JTV22
JTV77
Pioneer
TX606
Clued
FM3
Revoit
8760

£132.00
£134.00
£102 00
£104.00
£97 00

£95.00
Mir
air

Sony
ST313£
ST5I5L
STA3L
Technics
5T801 IL
ST8044L
ST8077K
ST 9031
ST 9038
Trio
KT5500
£ 92.00
Yamaha
CT510
£ 116.00
CT710
£ 149.00
ADC
TURNTABLES
1500FG
£ 68.00
160000
£ 87.00
170000
£ 110.00
Aiwa
AP2200
£ 109.00
Bang & Olufsen
Beograins In teak or rosewood
1500
2200
4002
4004
Dual
CS504
£ 89.00
CS521
£ 109.00
CS604
£ 139.00
CS621
£ 149,00
Hitachi
H1350
£ 92 00
HT353
£ 110.00
HT463
£ 119.00
JBE
Series 3 slate
Series 3clear
JVC
C1LA2
OLF4
0£70
Mitchell
Focus One excl. arm £ 109 00
Focus One inc. arm £ 169 00
Monitor Audio
ET500
£ 129 00
Pioneer
PL514
£ 63 00
PL516
£ 85.00
PL518
£ 114 DO
Re vox
E3790 with VMS20E
B790 with M20E
Sony
PSTI
PST20
Strathearn
SM2000 incl VMS20E £ 139 00
Technics
SL220
SL230
SL150
SL 3200
SL 3300
SL5200
gEr
SL5300
SL150 Mk 2
Thorens
10104
£ 86.00
TO105
£ 104.00
TD110
£ 113.00
10115
£ 129.00
TD126 Mk 3C
£ 235.00
T0160 Mk 2BC
£ 79 00

Chew & Osborne, 148 High Street, Epping, Essex.
Make

Model

Cheque/PO enclosed for
credit card account

Please supply

or charge my
Signature

Name
Address
(Phone)

HFNR5

Tape Matters
THE

WILDLIFE Sound Recording Contest
this year attracted 345 entries and, as
usual, some fascinating tapes. Iwas equally
fascinated by the comments of the judges
when they met the successful competitors at
a prize- giving lunch at the Hilton Hotel in
London.
Roger Burrows, back on the jury after aten
year absence, said he was ' staggered by the
improvement in technical quality' and was
particularly impressed by the capabilities of
the modern cassette recorder.
Richard Margoschis, the eminence gris who
has steered this contest to its present popularity and status, reported that 27% of the
entries this year had been recorded on cassettes in the first place—though many of
them had then been dubbed on to open- reel
before submission. Some 16% of the tapes
passed forward for the final jury session had
been recorded on cassettes.
This confirmed Roger Burrows' view of the
quality of the latest cassette recorders, but
Margoschis had awarning: ' If you make your
recordings on cassettes, transfer on to openreel, using the same cassette machine that
you used originally. There are definitely problems if two or three different cassette machines
are involved'.
This year, for the second year running, a

Douglas Brown

novice took the top prize in the Contest which
is, of course, organised by 3M, whose steady
support for wildlife recording won them much
praise at the Hilton event. Edgar Deadman, a
Youth Service Officer, was making recordings
for a tape- slide programme near Petworth,
Sussex, when he noticed a pair of birds pass
nearby and alight on a conifer twenty yards
away. His reels continued to turn as the pair
of nightjars mated, called, then flew off with a
clapping of wings. Thus are ' top tapes' sometimes presented almost ready-made to the
alert enthusiast.
Another interesting prize-winning tape was
a recording of the Loricera pilicornis beetle
made by Jeffrey Davies, of Anglesey. It
sounded something like a small electric
generator being switched on and off! Mr.
Davies saw the insect crawling across his
wife's ironing board, made the recording, and
then went along to the Applied Zoology
Department at Bangor University to find out
what it was he had recorded!
The identity of all competitors is kept
secret from the judges until they have completed their selection of prize- winners. In the
'mammals' class for novices this year they
deliberated long and hard between two very
good tapes, a recording of common toads
and another of wild red deer. Their decision

function of the position of the voice- coil in the
gap. This in turn makes the impedance vary
throughout each cycle, and in consequence
the voice- coil current waveform is distorted
even though the applied voltage is sinusoidal.
higher than a few hundred Hertz a high
Any circuit condition that limits the flow of
damping factor may tre of no significance at
harmonic current in the speaker circuit when
all.
a sinusoidal amplifier output voltage is
More to the point is the possible effect of
applied will decrease the distortion in the load
total source impedance ( amplifier output and
current but increase the distortion in the
cable resistance in series) on the frequency
acoustic output from the speaker. It will be
response of the system as measured at the
appreciated that any ohmic resistance in the
speaker terminals. If the cable- plus- amplifier
voice- coil circuit will tend to force the output
impedance is, say, 10% of the speaker
current to be sinusoidal, for that part of the
impedance at the latter's lowest point, this
circuit impedance that is a function of the
will introduce a power loss of nearly 1dB. At
output current amplitude will then form a
frequencies where the speaker impedance
reduced fraction of the total circuit impedance.
rises to a high figure this loss will almost
The extent of this increase in the distortion
disappear, which means that the frequency
due to an increase in the linear resistance of
response of the signal fed to the speaker will
the circuit is indicated by the data in Table 2,
be to some extent an echo of the speaker's
obtained by measurement on a typical
impedance/frequency characteristic—which
8in. loudspeaker drive unit. This provides
we see from figs. 1and 2can be rather erratic.
measured data on the distortion in the waveFor this reason, rather than because of
form of the acoustic output, the voice- coil
damping factor as such, it is wise to keep the
current and the voltage across the speaker
total cable resistance to less than 5% of the
terminals when the speaker cable resistance
speaker impedance.
was alternatively about 0.1 ohm and 10 ohms.
An aspect of the lead resistance problem
The data quoted were measured at a frethat appears to be rarely discussed is the
quency of 88 Hz, but the effect was not
effect of the cable resistance on the harmonic
particularly frequency- dependent. The effects
distortion content in the loudspeaker output.
of adding resistance to the voice- coil circuit
The well- understood non-linearities of cone
were negligible foradded resistors of the order
suspension and magnetic field result in the
instantaneous voice- coil impedance being a of 1ohm, but the addition of a10- ohm resistor

LOUDSPEAKER
CABLES
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made, the judges discovered that they had
both been made by a Somerset housewife,
Heather Ames. She also took top award in
the class for ' outdoor atmcsphere' and
staggered away from the Hilton under a pile
of prizes.
Other prize- winners this year were Richard
Savage of Midsomer Norton, Charles Myers
of Telford, Michael Turner of Shaftesbury,
Bill Jackson of Kingussie, Brian Duck of
Rudgwick and Terrance Clark of Telford.

THE SERIES of radio programmes on creative
tape recording which EMI Tape Ltd has made
for local radio stations has now been distributed and you may already have heard the
first of them. Cliff Michelmore is the presenter, and contributors include some of
those who have been most closely identified
with the British Amateur Tape Recording
Contest over the years: John Bradley, Donald
Aldous, Richard Margoschis, Jeff Chandler,
Dennis Rookard and myself. And the series
of eight programmes includes a wide selection of extracts from winning tapes in the
Contest over the years. If your local radio
isn't transmitting the series, ring them up and
ask them why not. They have all received
copies.

produced the sort of distortion changes that
are broadly predicted by theory. It will be
seen,for example,that there is nochange in the
2nd harmonic distortion content of the
acoustic waveform, though the distortion of
the drive current waveform was reduced by
9dB, whereas the distortion in the waveform
of the voltage across the loudspeaker was
increased by 15 dB.
The increase in the distortion of the voltage
waveform was not reflected in the acoustic
waveform because the intrinsic acoustic
distortion in the loudspeaker was so much
higher than the distortion in the voltage
waveform. The effects were not of any real
significance even
when the resistance
inserted was as high as 10 ohms. In the
practical situation the cable resistance would
almost always be below 1ohm and the effect
on the distortion of the current waveform
would be even less significant, but the effect
is worth keeping in mind.
The initial assumption that speaker wiring
has arelatively simple job to perform appears
to be justified. The practical requirements
appear to be easy to satisfy: the DC resistance
of the speaker cable should not exceed about
5% of the nominal impedance of the loudspeaker system. None of the other electrical
characteristics of the cable appear to be of
any real significance, though cables of
high self- capacitance are suspect without
confirmatory evidence being available.•
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PHILIPS

PHILIPS

.1101b
AIWA

D555

•

AH 985

AD 1250

•

D560

•

AH 988

•
•

TANDBERG
TCD 320

AD 6350

•

D580

•

AH 989

•

TCD 340A

AD 6400

•

D850

•

AH 993

•

TEAC

AD 6550

•

D900

•

AH 994

•

AD 6600

TRQ247

•

PIONEER

AD 6800

TRQ299

•

CTF 700

•

A 303

CTF 900

•

TECHNICS

AD 6900

A 103/6/7/8/9
A 300

•

ITT
ST 65

•

CTF 1000

•

M22

•

GXC 702D Mk II

•

•

CT 500

• ';

M33

•

GXC 704D

•

ST 750
IliFi8021

•

CT 606

GXC 706D

•

JVC

PYE

¿ M 85

•

GXC 709D

•

CD 1635 Mk II

•

1605

GXC 725D

0

CD 1770

3533

•
•

55

•
•

• I RSM 75
• ; RS 631

6000

•

RS641

CS34D

•

KD 65

•

SAUSUI

•

SC 1100

•

RS 673
RS 640USD

7050

•

KD 85
ICD 720

•

SC 1110

•
•

KDA3/5/8

•

SC 2002

•
•

TRIO

7060

SC2100

•

ICX 830

•
•

SC2110

KX 1030

•

AKAI

AMSTRAD

7070

o

NAKAMICHI

ICX 530

EX700

DT 350

B/110

NATIONAL PANASONIC

SC 3000

•
•

Beocord 1900

RQ3I2DS

•

SC 3100

•

PCD 15

Beocord 5000

RQ2I06

•

SC 3110

•

PC 230/D

SC-5100

•

DUAL

RS 6I2US

•

•

C809

•

PHOUPS

C819

•

N2213
N2215

•
•

GRUNDIG

SANYO
M 2522

•
•

TOSHIBA

e
•

PC 335

•

PC 530

•

•

PC 3030

•

RD 4028

•

PC 4020

•

CN 830

•

N 2228

•

RD 4260

•

PC 4030

•

CN 930

•

N 2233

•

•

•

N 2234

•

•
•

PC 5060

CNI000

RD 5150
RD 5300-2

PC 5460

•

CNF250

•

N 2501

•

RD 5500

•

PC 6030

•

CNF300

•

N2511

•

RD 5600

•

CNF350

•

N2515

HARMAN KARDON

e

N 2521

•

•

N 2534

•

HK 3500

•

N 2538

D 440
D550

•
•
•

TCK 7A/8B
TCK I

•
•

CG 340

•

CG 362

•

TCU 2

•

YAMAHA

TC I58SD

•

D 220

•

•

HK 1500

N 2541
N 2543
AH 970
AH 979

•
•
•
•

UHÉR
CR 240
CG 310

N 2520

HK 2500
HITACHI

SONY

TCK 4
TCK 5
TCK 6
TCIC 60

•
•
•

•
•

TC 520

•

TC 511S

•

•

Philips present abiased
guide to cassettes
•

Naturally we feel that our
cassette tapes are the best. After all,
we invented the compact cassette.
But this has not led to complacency.
There are five Philips cassettes
available from your audio dealer,
and the chart above shows which

one is best suited to each selected
machine.
But don't take our word for it.
Try aPhilips cassette in your
PHILIPS
machine, and draw your
own conclusions.
Simply years ahead.
PH11.1 PS
CHROMIUM

IMO»
011000 meaIMO» C-60
Low noise tape.
Balanced output
and response.

eHigh output. Low
machines with low bias

High output. Low
noise. Suitable for
machines with higher

settings.

bias settings.

noise. Suitable for

Chromium Dioxide
coating. Improved
high frequency
reproduction.

PHILIPS
FEM70
CHROMIUM

IMO«
060110

t
t

Combines the best
characteristics of
Ferric and Chromium
Dioxide tape coating.

Letters...
. . . about brain-spinning
From: Philip McDermott, Colney Hatch
Lane, N20.
Dear Sir, I note from Gordon J. King's
February review of the Technics ST- 9038
tuner that this redoubtable device possesses
a ' self-seeking' attribute. Some years ago the
lay public were beginning to be troubled about
the building- in of possible human characteristics to ' electronic brains'. Are we going too
far?
Mr. King also refers to his wife on several
occasions as ' the distaff side'. Ihave looked
up the word ' distaff' and discovered it to
denote ' the stick that holds the bunch of flax,
tow, or wool in spinning'. My wife uses an
electric Singer and does not in any case
regard herself as a spinster ( or even, for that
matter, a singer). Any advance?
Yours faithfully

. . . about copyright legalities
From: Keith Fagan, 13 Mayfair Court,
Mayfair Close, The Avenue, Beckenham,
Kent.
Dear Sir, I don't think Mr. MacLauchlan
(March p. 95) has anything to worry about. In
the first place nobody is going to arrest him
and throw him into prison— or even fine him—
because breach of copyright is not acriminal
offence in this country.
Breach of copyright does give rise to a
civil action by the owner of the copyright, but
again Idoubt if Mr. MacLauchlan has anything to worry about. The owner of the copyright must first identify the record from which
a tape is made and establish that he is the
owner of the copyright in that record. He then
has to show that he has actually sustained a
financial loss because Mr. MacLauchlan has
made a tape of the record of which he holds
the copyright. In fact probably the only loss
he can show will be the retail price of the
record in question, and that will hardly be
worth suing for.
In Mr. MacLauchlan's case, the MCPS
licence will almost certainly cover him against
any action in civil law. Firstly, acourt is likely
to interpret the licence according to what the
licence itself says, not according to what
MCPS or EMI think it says. Secondly even if a
court were to hold that the licence does not
entitle Mr. MacLauchlan to make tapes from
records he borrows, he might be able to pass
on his legal liability to the BBC or MCPS, on
the faith of whose statements concerning the
all- embracing nature of the licence Mr.
MacLauchlan bought it in the first place. If
Mr. MacLauchlan suffers financial loss as the
result of negligent statements made to him by
someone who is an expert, or who holds
himself out as an expert, and who knows or
ought to know that Mr. MacLauchlan will act
in reliance on such statements, then that
person is legally liable for his negligent
statement.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Of one thing I am fairly sure, Mr.
MacLauchlan has been honest enough to buy
alicence in asituation where many people do
not bother. If, having done so in reliance on
statements made to him by people who
ought to know what they are talking about, he
is then sued for breach of copyright, the court
is going to bend over backwards to help him.
And there is plenty of good legal reasoning—
as Ihave tried to indicate—on the basis of
which a defence based on the MCPS licence
Mr. MacLauchlan has bought should be
entirely successful.
Yours faithfully

. . . about taking it to heart
From: Paul Latham, 10 Chichester Road,
Penarth.
Dear Sir, Your reviewer Hugh Ottaway claims
(February) that ' What Finzi's music affirms is
the heart's integrity'.
What can he mean? The heart's wholeness? Perhaps the heart's honesty? The
former would seem to concern the medical
profession more than music reviewers, the
latter to attribute to the organ a quality it
clearly does not possess.
Mr. Ottaway's prose certainly increases to
screaming point the human agony suffered by
one reader.
Yours faithfully

. . . about wow detection mechanisms
From: Geoffrey Horn, 6 South Parade,
Oxford.
Dear Sir, AKG, Adrian Hope, Crossover and
possibly yourself ( March, p. 69) seem uncertain of the mechanism underlying the
detectability of wow heard via loudspeakers.
Perhaps ten years ago, when I used to
contribute to your pages a series called ' A
Second Glance', the position was even more
obscure. Ithen recall in the course of a
riposte to one of Jimmy Moir's excursions into
'Doppler Distortion in Loudspeakers' discussing this very point.
Surely what really happens is that the
loudspeaker plus the listening room functions
as atype of frequency-to- amplitude discriminator. The ear then receives a mixture of
time- delayed room reflections of frequency X
at the same instant as the output of the loudspeaker direct, which has by then shifted in
the direction of X plus or minus the overall
pitch difference. The two ( in practice multiple)
signals sum-and-difference into a combined
vibration of air particles, so the ear is no
longer concerned with minor pitch variations
(to which it is not particularly sensitive) but
with amplitude changes at the wow rate,
which it very easily detects.
This is avery considerable simplification of
the situation, but in all the cases Ihave looked
into it is this discrimination between rhythmi-

cally changing frequencies simultaneously
presented which produces the subjective
effect. The delayed information AKG are
proposing to add is in further illustration of
this; perhaps another classic example of the
right solution to the wrong problem!
Yours faithfully
Crossover comments: Geoffrey Horn may
well be right in his view of how the mechanism
of pitch- change detection actually works, but
as far as Ican see neither Mr. Hope nor I
actually said anything to contradict his thesis!
Pitch variations per se are indeed difficult for
most people to perceive, but pitch comparisons
between two or more tones present simultaneously are much easier—whether one is
dealing with nominally identical notes or with
notes having a consonant relationship. As
Mr. Horn says, reverberant listening gives us
the necessary simultaneity between room
reflections and direct LS output, while the
aural process by which we become ii -áre of
any discrepancies could rely upon just the
sort of amplitude ' beat' effects which he .
describes.

. . . about afalse Futterman
From: Julius Futterman, Futterman Electronic Lab., 200 West 72nd Street, New
York, N.Y. 10023, USA.
Dear Sir, For several months during this last
winter you ran an ad by Guildford Hi -Fi on the
'Futterman Amplifier'. This, and a review of
the amplifier in another British magazine,
make it necessary for me to write to you.
To set the record straight, Ihave nothing
to do with this product. An owner of one of
my current H-3aa amplifiers visited London
recently and stopped in at Guildford's. He
was told it was made in Germany by a Mr.
Hadja. Looking back over my records Ifound
that many years ago he had purchased some
H-3 amplifiers. This model was reviewed in
Electronics World (
February 1965) and High
Fidelity (
April 1965).
Evidently he decided to strike out on his
own, but labelling it the ' Futterman Amplifier'
is not fair play. You might rationalise that the
famous ' Williamson' valve amplifier whichwas
built by many was acomparable situation, but
that is not true. From the review Inote that he
uses triode valves in the output stage. I
don't know the circuitry of this so-called
'Futterman Amplifier', but I haven't used
triodes since 1954. My unique circuit which
has evolved through the years to its present
form has specifications that bear no resemblance to the amplifier that was reviewed
in Practical
For your information Iam enclosing copies
of the reviews it has received in The Audio
Critic.
Yours faithfully
Note: We have seen various items of correspondence relating to the legalities of
this matter and are happy to publish Mr.
Futterman's letter in order to clarify the
situation. However, it seems that Messrs.
Guildford Hi -Fi accepted the original ascription in good faith.—Ed
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INTRODUCING MITSUBISHI AUDIO.
HEAR WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING!

DP 210 RECORD DECK
Turntable Motor:
4- Dole svnchronous belt drive
Wow and flutter: 0.15% ( DIN)
Signal to noise ratio: 65dB ( DIN)
Tone arm:
S- type universal static balance
Effective length: 215mm
Possible cartridge weight: 4g to lOg

Tracking force adjustment:
0to 3g ffl1 gstep)
Cartridge: Moving Magnet
Recommended tracking force: 2g
Frequency response: 204-Iz to 20 kHz
Output level:
(at 1kHz 5cm/sec mono) : 3mV
Channel separation ( at 1kHz): 30dEl

DA- F210 TUNER
FM Section (Din)
Stereo separation: 40d8
Sensitivity:1 30/ ( mono) 320/ ( stereo) Frequency response: 30Hz-15kHz ± 3dB
Image frequency rejection: 60d B
AM Section (DIN)
IF rejection: 80dB
Sensitivity: 3000i/m
Spurious rejection:70dB
S/N ratio: 50dB
AM rejection: 50dB
Selectivity: 30dB
Selectivity:50dB
Image frequency rejection: 50dB
S/N ratio: 70dB ( mono) 68dB (stereo)
THD: 08%
THD: 0.2% ( mono) 0.5% ( stereo)
Output level/impedance: 200mV/5 kohm:

Impressive specifications are
all very well. But it's going to take
awhole lot more than that to
convince you to buy Mitsubishi.
Like the superb sound quality.
The smooth feeling controls.
The amazing value for money.
Or Mitsubishi's incredible

DA -U310 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
Continuous power output
1201z-20kHz) 50W + 50W ( 8ohms)
55W + 55W (4ohms)
THD ( 20Hz-20kHz) :
0.03% ( 25W + 25W)
Intermodulation distortion:
0 15% ( 50W + 50W)
Power bandwidth: 10Hz-40kHz ( IHF)
Input Revel/impedence:
MIC1mV/10k ohms
FROND 1.2 : 2.5mV/50k ohms
TUNER, AUX, PLAY 1.2:
150mV/35k ohms

Output level/impedance:
REC 1.2 ( LINE) 150mV/600 ohms
REC 12 ( DIN) 50mV/100 kotims
Frequency response:
10Hz-60kHz ± 1dB ( AUX)
20Hz-20kHz ± 05dB ( PHONO)
Tone controls:
BASS
10dB ( 100Hz)
TREBLE ± 10dB ( 10kHz)
Loudness contour:
+ 7dB ( 100Hz)
5dB (1OkHz)
Hum and noise:
90dB ( AUX) 74dB ( PHONO)

DT 45110 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
Dolby noise reduction system
Input level impedance:
MIC:0.3mV/2.2 kohms
LINE: 80mV/90 kohms
DIN 5mV/10 kohms
Output level impedance:
LINE 0.44V/22 kohms
HEADPHONE: 0.8mW/8 ohms
DIN 0.44V/22 kohms

Wow and flutter:
0.07% ( WRMS) 0.15% ( DIN)
Signal to noise ratio:
Weighted Dolby NR out
56dEl(RMS) 49dB (DIN)
Weighted Dolby NR in: 64dB ( RMS)
Frequency response:
Normal position: 40Hz-12.5kHz
Special position : 40Hz-14kHz

reputation for reliability and
performance — built in the UK
around their highly respected
range of colour televisions.
Not that we expect abit of
glossy sales talk to convince
you either.
Mitsubishi's new range of

hi-fidelity audio equipment is
something you'll just have to
hear for yourself.
TFESE ARE JUST AFEW MOCELS IRON THE EXTENSIVE RANGE OF A,JDO
rf EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURE) BY MITSURSHI IN JAPAN MITSUBISHI
ELECIIIC
UMITED,OSTERSPOOLWAY.IVATFORD,HERTS WM FWD.

MITSUBISHI
ELECTRIC

Soundings
Donald Aldous

W

ITHOUT wishing to usurp my colleague
Ivor Humphreys' news pages, Iwould
like to direct the attention of our readers,
particularly the DIY enthusiasts, to the first
provincial ' Breadboard' exhibition
taking
place at the Bingley Hall, Birmingham, from
May 23rd to 26th. Described as a ' hobby
electronics' show, it will cover constructional
work from simple kits right up to the efforts
of professional electronics engineers building mini- computers or assembling electronic
organs.
The first Breadboard Exhibition at London's
Seymour Hall last year attracted some 10,000
visitors, and the 1979 London show will be
held in a larger venue, the Royal Horticultural
Halls, Westminster, from December 4th to
8th. Products to be shown at the Birmingham
event range, from amplifiers, audio systems,
circuit boards, disco kits, graphic equalisers,
headphones,
ICs,
lasers,
microphones,
microprocessors, sound effects equipment,
speakers, tools and tuners ( FM/AM) to
valves and voltmeters.
The organisers are Trident International
Exhibitions Ltd., Abbey Mead House, 23a Plymouth Road, Tavistock, Devon PL19 8AU
(tel. 0822 4671), from whom further details
can be obtained if required. This enterprising
company, which also runs the Energy Show,
and has a Transducer Exhibition planned for
June 19th to 21st at Wembley Conference
Centre, reflects a trend, as Isee it, to set up
planning and organisational centres outside
of expensive London offices. In the publishing world, for instance, there is a group of
record listings, New Singles, New Records,
and New Cassettes & Cartridges, originated
by one of HFNIRR's forerunners, Leonard
Hibbs, whose present company is Francis
Antony Ltd. of St, Austell, Cornwall.
TURNING from books and magazines to
records, I must confess to some surprise
when recently I added up the numbers of
record labels marketed in the UK. The total
came to nearly 300, admittedly mainly ' pop',
without including the more obscure imported
titles. Even Marks & Spencer have joined the
game with their St. Michael label, although
the limited repertoire seems to be mainly repressings of Polydor and other brands'
material.
UNQUESTIONABLY a line which has always
proved profitable is all the products that come
underthe heading ' record ac ces so ries'. Reco rd
care and cleaning devices seem to have a
special appeal to manufacturers and the
fastidious record user alike, and more and
more of these items come on to the market.
Most items from British sources have at some
time been reviewed or mentioned in HFNIRR,
but an American friend has sent me some
details of several devices not available here,
so far as Iknow, excepting the Disco- Film
cleaning system.
Nuclear Products, of South El Monte, CaliNEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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fornia, produce the Staticmaster 3C500, a
soft- hair retractable brush with an extrastrong polonium element to neutralise static
and remove dust. Presumably this radioactive
element must be safe? Empire Scientific
(handled by Hayden Laboratories in UK) have
a new addition to their range— Disco Film.
This is claimed to remove dust or any foreign
particles in record grooves with a film- forming solution applied to the disc surface,
which must be peeled off when dry. The
solution, sponged over the record with a
built-in applicator, is water soluble and harmless to vinyl. One container is reported to
clean about 35 discs on both sides. Decca's
'dry' cleaners using conductive carbon fibre
bristles have an addition to these designs—
asmall three-way cleaning brush that mounts
on the cartridge ( adding only about 0.5 gm
tracking force) which it is claimed functions
as stylus protector, cleaner and record cleaner/
static drainer. Known as the Microbe, it will
not be sold here, we understand, for some

cleaning by the Watts' Parastat and the stylus
had remained clean.
His conclusions are that he has no argument against the Milty claim for the product
eliminating static, but he does question the
effect on the stylus tip by ' clogging' which
possibly reduces the optimum performance
of the cartridge. The cartridge employed was
the Ortofon VMS 20E Mk. II, and other tests
were done with the ADC XLM and Shure
95ED.
My own experiments confirm these findings,
but we have yet to determine whether this
accumulation is derived from a granular
change in the PVC material of the disc. Subjectively I can detect no change in sound
quality or surface noise, as yet, and Iam in
communication with the major record companies to discover their impressions of this
Pixall fluid. Report to come.
FOR an experimenter or a reviewer, an effective and simple method of achieving the correct matching of a pickup cartridge to a preamp would prove to be very useful, to say the
least. Berkshire Audio Products, PO Box 35,
Great Neck, NY 11201, have devised a neat
switchable adaptor that fits between the cartridge and preamp. The ' Matchmaker' employs five computer- type slide switches permitting the selection of 18 different loading
conditions. Three switches control capacitive loading in 50 pF steps, offering a total
available range of 50 to 350 pF. The other
two vary the resistive loading between 22k
and 100 k. An additional feature is an RF
filter which is part of the circuitry of the Matchmaker and helps to reduce interference from
radio, TV or other unwanted RF signals.
•
._. •-•

fluid, and Ipromised (
HFNIRR October 1978)
to report again on my findings after six months
or so. From a number of letters reaching us
about ' Permostat', Igive now an extract from
an observation on the results of using this
fluid by Mr. J. C. Horton, of Spondon, Derby.
His tests included playing one side of a
new LP cleaned with Manual Parastat, and
the other side sprayed and buffed carefully,
in accordance with instructions provided by
the manufacturers. The effect on the stylus
after playing Side 2 once only is shown in
the accompanying photograph. He adds that
Side 2had been played once before with prior
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Ortolan VMS 20E MAU stylus tip
After Permostat treatment of LP Record.
years. Zeepa ( of Surbiton, Surrey) have produced a new ' Clean Sweep' record cleaner,
which has a ' static draining' facility that remains constant throughout the playing duration of the disc. The arm is earthed via the
record player or amplifier to remove any
'spotty' static charges on the disc. Recommended price: £5.45 plus VAT.
From personal experience Imust refer to
the Milty Products ' Permostat' anti- static
record preservative, which unquestionably
destats a PVC disc surface not just for a
short period, but permanently, so far as we
can check it to date. The worldwide sales of
this product indicate the success of this
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Berkshire also make a battery- powered,
pocket size, precision capacitance meter
measuring capacitance up to 1,000 pF fast
and accurately by comparison with an inbuilt
standard. It will also measure preamp input
capacitance.
The accompanying
curves
show the effect of various capacitive loadings on the frequency response of a typical
moving- magnet cartridge ( A) and the effect
of various resistive loadings ( B). Mr. R. G.
Bach, of Berkshire Audio Products, tells me
that the two- unit set will be despatched to
any UK address for $94.
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INTRODUCING THE BIG SELLER
FOR'79 FROM AI THE BIG NAME
IN LOUDSPEAKERS
To celebrate our 25th Anniversary, we introduce the AR9O. Trimmed in size to
suit more rooms, trimmed in price to suit more pockets, but not trimmed in quality,
features or the manufacturing integrity that has made the AR9 such a resounding
success around the world.
AR90 — the big sound with the big reputation.

Subjectivisim-a Sad Saga
or: how's your emotion quotient?
Geoff Jeanes
Wherever there is mystery, roguery is not far off—Samuel Johnson

L

I ONG AGO in the mists of antiquity, when
I— giants walked the earth and even Donald
Aldous had only just started writing for the
technical press, the rare and ancient liveconcertgoers used to hobble about on
crutches or sit before their thatched cottages
smoking broken clay pipes, steel- rimmed
spectacles over rheumy eyes, spitting in the
turf ashes and exchanging anecdotes about
Beethoven's attempts to play his ear trumpet.
The phonograph had recently been invented
and, although Cecil Watts was not yet more
than a glimmer in the eye of the quaintlymoustached man listening to a 1902 EdisonBell cylinder machine (
HFN front cover, June
1956), the world would never be the same
again.
Not quite so long ago, when the Disc
Preener was just aforthcoming project in the
mind of Cecil Watts, when John Crabbe was
a mere youth and even Donald Aldous had
not been writing for the audio press for agreat
many years, young Turks ::-:re -Percy Wilson
were turning the gramophone world on its
head by advocating a new wonder of the age
called the Long Playing Record. The rare and
ancient ' 78' enthusiasts still pottered around
by the inglenook fireplace debating the virtues
of thorn points against brass, regretting the
incidence of ' blasting' and applauding the
demise of the cumbersome and impractical
'direct-cut' method—but the gramophone,
overtaking these senile mutterings, was
taking a quantum leap forward.
In a matter of years, other young Turks like
Harold Leak and Alastair Robertson-Aikman
were astounding the followers of ' hi-fi' with
such tributes to British Progress as the
germanium transistor and the knife-edge
bearing. The Establishment was shaken to
the core, and overnight the older amplifier
manufacturers were facing the prospect of
subcontracting to the Milk Marketing Board
as an alternative to going out of business.
The young Turks, however, became established. Their ideas accepted, they were now
themselves the Establishment that future
innovators would set themselves to overthrow: a pattern of cyclic repetition.
Quite recently, not long after Harold Leak's
contribution to the audio industry involved
standing on speaker cones to make himself
look taller, and audio diehards defended their
allegedly rattling knife-edges to the hilt, a
sudden cluster of new stars was born. Taking
another quantum leap forward from balsawood, old bolt counterweight and EvoStik
headshell damping, the new Turkish
contingent championed Musicality and its
close relatives. Bottle Amps and mistracking
but nicely- distorting groove straighteners
were back in. The new magic ruled, a
wondrous mixture of wishful thinking, extortionate price tags, mystical pronouncements and technical semiliteracy. Selling
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their birthright for a pot of message, the
weaker brethren of the old school hastened
to dump their measuring equipment, or at
least keep quiet about it so as not to disgrace
themselves in the eyes of the new leaders, and
began trying to evaluate equipment solely by
listening to it.
What were the benefits of the New
Approach? Some advantages undoubtedly
resulted from the ' listening- only' school of
thinking, despite its exponents' tendency to
suggest that they were the only people who
had ever thought to listen to hi-fi equipment
since the waters were divided around the
Firmament. Amid the welter of half-formed
and half-expressed semithinking, some useful
insights ( like gems in a slagheap) would
occasionally be found. On the whole the
effect has been of awelcome bit of fresh air to
blow through our windows of perception,
although some Subjectivists ( perhaps
pardonably, through being new to the field)
have failed to notice that many of these were
already wide open and adequately ventilated.
But are we safe from the utter extreme?
Is there any limit to the extent to which
Subjectivist ' thinking' can lead us away from
what used to be considered the ordinary
sense of words and the common report of
experience? Perhaps not.
Roy Gandy (
HiFi Answers, February 1979)
assures us that it has now been ' proved
beyond all doubt' that the currently used
technical specifications—and among these
he includes wow, flutter, rumble, FR, harmonic
and intermod distortion—have no relevance
whatsoever to the " sound" of the equipment
or its ability to reproduce music'. He
assures us that these specs, together with
pivot friction, effective mass, compliance and
RMS power output, are totally and completely
meaningless in the context of musical enjoyment', and ' entirely misleading' to the public.
The use of these specs ' should completely
stop' In advertising or reviewing, and we can
'now assume' that any manufacturer or
reviewer who quotes these specs to the
public is ' completely ignorant of his subject':
all this from a platform of anti-dogmatism.
To me this all seems very weird. Idon't
claim to be anything but an ordinary recordplaying music- loving person, but it seems
plain even to my technically- limited outlook
that wow, for example, cannot be ' totally and
completely meaningless' in the context of
musical enjoyment. Drill an extra spindle hole
*inch away from the centre hole of your copy
of Schubert's ' Unfinished' and, using that
hole instead, see if you can enjoy the music as
much with the wow introduced by playing the
record in this eccentric manner as you would
when it Is played properly.
Mr. Gandy's
theory suggests that it would make no
difference to your ' musical enjoyment' ( along

with any amount of flutter, rumble, harmonic
and intermod distortions, and any degree of
restriction on frequency response).
Leaving you to make up your own mind on
whether this is in fact the case, Imove to
Mr. Gandy's next point which is, Isubmit,
even weirder ( quite apart from the fact that,
when examined, it turns out to contradict the
previous one). It seems that, now that we
know technical specs to be irrelevant, rather
than comparing the sound of one piece of
equipment with that of another (' good hi-fi
dealers should get rid of their comparators')
we should ' try' to train' ourselves to quantify
our emotional feelings when listening to
music we enjoy, so as to assess a hi-fi
product more meaningfully. We ' may then
discover' that greater emotion is received
from better equipment: ' The greater the
emotion, the better the product'.
Strange new worlds, and mind- bending
perspectives on the old ones, are revealed by
any really profound reinterpretation of the
phenomena of science or semi- science.
'Emotion factor' evaluation for hi-fi equipment
certainly seems such a profound reinterpretation. The theory as stated, to work at all,
seems necessarily to bar almost all the factors
that actually condition our complex and
variable response to music. In the new world
opened to us by this theory in its ' pure' form
(as expressed by Mr. Gandy), all sorts of odd
conclusions would be implied. As stated, the
only terms present in the equation that
results in a listener's musical pleasure are:
the equipment; the recording; and the
listener, with his emotional feelings properly
'quantified'. The first factor being variable,
the second and third must be regarded as
invariable for the theory to be considered
seriously. Then, the result (' emotion factor')
of the interaction of these terms would be
variable—either directly or progressively but
never in an inverse manner— in proportion
with changes in the value of the first term,
ie, equipment quality.
In this situation one might get to know the
late Beethoven quartets on a Dansette
autoplayer and yet be almost unmoved by the
music until able to graduate to 'one's Linn/
Quad/KEF setup, when the quartets would
yield the same ' amount' of emotion ( much
greater than on the Dansette) on each
hearing, whatever the circumstances. On
turning back to play the same music on the
Dansette, one would find the same lack
of emotional response as before. Also,
having once played and been almost unbearably moved by ( say, Abbado's) Mahler
4th on this Linn/Quad/KEF system, one could
then proceed to play the same record on the
same equipment any number of times one
after another, and be equally moved each
time. ( At the same time, catching abroadcast
of the same record on a MW car radio, one
would of course hardly be moved at all.) And,
after adeeply emotional ilk hours of Tristan on
your posh setup, all you would have to do for
another 4k hours of the same ' amount' of
emotion would be to put it on again. A strange
new world, Indeed.
Ihope this obvious rubbish makes it clear
that the ( stated) theory of ' emotion factor'
won't wash, and that the fatal flaw is that its
third term (the ' quantified-feelings' listener)
must be— unpredictably and unavoidably—
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HOW TO UP-GRADE
YOUR HI-FI
FOR UNDER £20

MAKE YOUR STEREO RADIO
GO WITH A SWING
FROM FABULOUS FUBA ( WHO ELSE?) comes the unique, eye-catching Swing ' S' amplified set top aerial for VHF/FM radio. Unable to have
a loft or roof FM aerial? Within 20 miles of atransmitter (often turthe )
THIS IS YOUR ANSWER.
Retail & Trade Suppliers. Send
for fully illustrated brochure of
this beautifully made, highly
effective unit. We are sole U.K.
distributors.
To obtain this unit please
Swing ' S'
write for nearest stockist.
TV)
( Also Swing ' E' for
Enclosing S. A. E.
A new concept in set-top aerials.

ASTRA ( QUALITY DIV.) AERIALS
Backed by 24 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK
10% off ALL AERIALS
For new glossy, highly graphic
lists and brochures, send 35p and
9- x4'sae. 35p credit on 1st order.

Before replacing your turnta le with amore expensive
one, try replacing the mat.
With aSpectra mat.
You'll probably think you've also changed the speakers
and the amplifier.
For the Spectra has unique damping and anti-rumble
properties that eliminate virtually all unwanted noise.
At only £19.69, the Spectra could save you agreat deal
of money.
Ask your local dealer for ademonstration.

Swisstone Electronics Limited, 4/14 Barmeston Road, London SE6 3BN
Telephone: 01-697 8511 Telex: 847777 Swisselec 492.

Stockists of fine aerials:
Fuba TV/FM aerials ( W. Germany)
Plemi TV aerials ( Holland)
UKW FM aerials ( E. Germany)
Stolle FM aerials ( W. Germany)
Antiference FM/TV aerials (U.K.)

Over 3000 aerials (all bands) stocked: probably the most diverse
stock of aerials and parts available in the U.K. All continental
aerials ( guaranteed for five years) are golden anodised.

53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY
Open 9-5.30, Mon.-Sat. Closed
lunch 12.30-1.30, Mon.- Fri.
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY
Nr. Gloster Pub and Garage.

GREATER LONDON
BARKING - Photomarkets 61 East Street. 1594 15261
EIROCKLEY-Shornlem. 177LeyneernWey S E41692 28231
CAMDEN - Nay Back Recd... 3Buck Street, NW11495 181131
CATFORD-Dernend Records. 1213
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FINCHLEY- Arcade Muse. Greg etude. Tally Ho Corner 1445 63691
FOREST OMB- Pun/. Records, 450 Rom, ord Rd 1562 29031
FOREST HILL- Collectors Record Shoe 219 Stemmed Road 1690 77121
GREENWICH- Mines. 127 Greenwich SO, Sr 1892 3590/
HENDON - Poole Music Machine 120 Brem St . NW4 1202 59361r140481
HOLBORN- 56 Theolkalds Rd . WC 11406 15351
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Golden anodised Fuba
Stereo 8. We are DX
and rotator specialists

Tel.:
01-684 4300/5262
24 hr. answering service

CLACTON - Moody s, 111101d R0.122931/
COLCHESTER- R 8 Bacon 174 8ult Rd 1732951
CONWAY - Pm. A Rceene 12 Cm. St 124531
COVENTRY - K W LeKle 24 5Welcome Rd 1458252,
CRAWLEY - Loughran's. 1214
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DAR«. 287 8.1thurn Rd 1714401
DM/ENTRY - Some,. S McKerthe 58 Mph St 126171
DONCASTER- Torn Meows Le. 16 Wood s.
Yorks 185565,
DOWNHANI MARKET - Lewks Moe.. Ltd .3W4141 Cowl 13752,
EDINBURGH 9- Audio., 36 Blackford Aven ue1667 16141
ELY- Ely femme Services. 19 High Street 126311
FORDINGBRIDOE- TM Mine Bos. 5314en St ree t 1542481
FORMBY-0mb Eleoncal. 6Ryeground Lane 1723961
FORMBY - Gum Rec... 32 Chaltde Lane
GILLINGHAM - Sm.'s. 320 Canted., St Wed 516521
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AROUND BRITAIN
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MANCHESTER -" One Stop Resort,.
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AYLESBURY- Record House. 34 Hegh Street 1207701
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NORTHAMPTON - Renard Reeves. 174 Kenn, Rd 1335781
NORWICH- Moo.. I ' 7London St 1606611
NORINGHAM - Eddy,. 116 Alfrelen Rd 174015 1

POOLE - Setchholds. 21/ 25 Hen Street 133001
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SITTINGBOURNE - Camera 6 F. Centre. 2Wem SI 1727531
BISHOPS STORTFORD-Photwound. 13 (Roods Lane 1557631
BLACKBURN - Transone H. Fo.45 /Bo ma Street 163731 1
SOUTHAMPTON Soudan Electrones. 52 Bedford New 1237871
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SOUTHPORT - Audo Corner, 117 Poneend St 1373321
S SHIELDS- Northern T V , 230 Stanhope Rd 142711
BLACKPOOL - Sumans Radio 2Caunce St 1211831
°LANDON-Muse Bow. 14 The Precect14.25 26121
ST LEONARDSON SEA- OS Douglas,
BOGNOR REGIR -SE Sm. 47 Aldweli Rcl 1231981
113 Settle-scorn. Rd NortnOlasongs 4280661
BOURNEMOUTH-Sechfe1M. 95 010 Chnetchurch Rd I26925r
STOCKTON - Lane Le order. 7Hen St Norton 15539701
SWINOON - hem 0)0,0 Cunene. 31 Havelock St 1353961
BRIGHTON- 0 C Gunn, 103 Western Rd 17342271
BRISTOL 3- T V Centre 135 Wee St Elechninster 16656911
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WAKEFIELD haws, 12 Mummer, Remo.» 73115 1
BURGAS, - Doc Inferno, 20 St Ma, Sums Bungs, 1Bungay 26151
BURNHAM-019.SEA-Smons Home Electres. 23 Victor. SI /
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WELLINGBOROUGH- VeuM Sounds. 47 MON. Rd 12230611
BURNLEY- Record Exchenge 42 Sunder/ 5c 1366941
WESTGATE - ComIal Dec . 5Stmon Rd ITharel 322531
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WESTONS MARE - G Stanton T V 67 Orcherd St 1226721
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FINI Radio
Angus McKenzie

rOR SOME weeks Inow have been receiving
afairly strong signal from the South which
has been lurking on 90.3 MHz. For a short
time it was re-transmitting Radio 2, but was
changed to transmit in stereo Radio 3at good
quality, and only marginally inferior to the
excellent Wrotham quality. While the signal
strength is nowhere netr as great as
Wrotham is with me, it would seem to cause
fewer signal strength variations with transistor portables, although the basic received
strength is nowhere near as great as
Wrotham is with me, it would seem to cause
fewer signal strength variations with transistor portables, although the basic received
strength on a portable is much lower. From
various sources within the BBC Ihave been
able to establish that the transmission is an
experimental one from an antenna 560ft. above
ground level at Crystal Palace with an approximate power of around 425 Werp, ie, 24 dB
less power than Wrotham. Iunderstand that
various experiments are in hand with different
polarisations, but for much of the time two
Jaybeam 6- element wide frequency Band 2
aerials have been used with one of them
mounted vertically and one horizontally, and
by phasing the feeds to these two, circular
polarisation can be achieved. The antennae
ahome for some new networks being planned.
One engineer told me that when Radio 2was
being transmitted afew Crystal Palace locals
were getting problems on their poorer quality
radios, since the signal, being local, was much
stronger than Wrotham, and some front-end
RF problems were encountered with the
higher average deviation. This seems to me
rather ridiculous, but was given as the
explanation for the change of programme to
Radio 3 with its lower average deviation
causing, presumably, less trouble to grotty
receivers. While the tests are, Iassume, to
explore circular polarisation in particular, it is
clear that if Radio 4could be transmitted from
Crystal Palace throughout the day, quality
would, of course, be greatly enhanced and a
deeply felt need would be met.
Surprisingly, the BBC would appear to be
rather masochistic, since they have been
criticising themselves quite a lot recently,
particularly on ' The World at One'. Ihave
already reported that Radio 4 on Long Wave
has been difficult to receive in many Central
London locations, and Duncan McEwan, the
BBC's Chief Engineer, stated that they are
investigating the adding of a filler Medium
Wave transmitter which will have aerials high
up somewhere in the Central London area. It
is hoped that this will be installed by the
summer, but surely Radio 4on VHF would be
the answer. Crystal Palace has alot of room
on its mast, as has the IBA mast at Croydon,
and it would make sense for new VHF
networks, when planned ( which should
Include Radio 1 on VHF), to come from the
CP/Croydon areas. Too many car radios have
problems receiving Wrotham, particularly in
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North and West London, and with horizontal
polarisation car radio VHF reception is even
more awkward. Presumably, if the CP tests
are favourable many interesting things may
develop and the BBC may be encouraged to
provide additional transmitters for the larger
urban areas in the UK.
I recently heard from a friend about a
BBC recording in the Midlands of an instrumental Baroque music concert. The Hall
itself has good acoustics and, in general,
audiences at the location are reputed to be
reasonably quiet. The BBC balancing was
done in a mobile van with the usual monitor
speakers, and in the Hall itself two Neumann
microphones were placed fairly close to the
performers, while two additional microphones
were positioned at the back of the Hall to pick
up reverberation. An AKG reverberation unit,
mounted in the van, was used to add reverberation to the rather close sound coming
from the Hall. My friend's reaction, on hearing
the tapes, was one of horror in that the
beautiful sound in the Hall itself, coming from
the Elizabeth Goble harpsichord, seemed to
come out like tintacks rattling in ametal bin. It
would seem strange that the BBC engineers
could not have slung a straight crossed- pair
reasonably high up above the front of the
audience for picking up the entire sound,
since the Hall's natural reverberation is
reputed to be very quiet, and I, for one, would
rather accept the odd, slightly noticeable
cough if Icould hear the music as it sounded
in the Hall, rather than a faked- up, closemiked interpretation of what the engineer
thought the sound was like. It has dawned on
me more than once, recently, that some BBC
engineers have been tending to adopt too
frequently a ' belt and braces' attitude by
assuming that audiences will always be very
noisy, and therefore all audience noise must
be kept out regardless, thus introducing
microphone techniques which are just not
natural. This seems more prevalent from
mobiles recorded in the Midlands. It might
also be due to the choice of microphones,
and while Neumanns have a very quiet
inherent background noise, Ican only say that
in my experience AKG microphones at their
best can reproduce a more natural sound
with a silkier HF end, the Neumanns sometimes giving arather hard sound quality. Iwell
remember an occasion when Icompared a
Neumann SM69 microphone with in-built
FET amplifiers against a pair of AKG 414s on
a harpsichord, which Irecorded in Chelsea,
the artist being Elizabeth de la Porte, ,,The
SM69 is virtually the equivalent of two U8ls in
one housing, the latter microphones haying
been used on the occasion referred to above
by the BBC Midland team. On replayiKg .the
test takes recorded from each microphone in
turn, all were agreed that the Neumann sound
was very hard and unnatural, while the AKG
sound was magnificent. On another occasion,
I recorded Boulez conducting the National
Youth Orchestra in the Festival Hall, the
works including Stravinsky's Rite of Spring.
On this occasion, apart from two experimental
binaural recording systems, I recorded
independently the output from the Neumann
stereo microphone and a pair of AKG 414s in
an attempt to see what was wrong with the
Neumann sound. While the Neumanns'
stereo positioning accuracy was marginally

better than the AKGs', the Neumann sound
seemed to lack deep bass and had a much
harder sound on brass, which became almost
overpowering. Furthermore, even with considerable graphic equalisation, it was not
possible to alter the sound to make it similar
to the AKG reproduction, and Imust therefore assume that microphone coloration is
just as prevalent in its own way as is coloration of loudspeakers.
Ihave always liked the old BBC PGS ribbon,
and this microphone was made commercially
by STC as the 4038. Being a ribbon, the
output is at rather a low level, and EHF is
admittedly slightly down but, notwithstanding
this, a pair of such mikes can give beautiful
stereo images. Peter Baxandall has designed
some superb microphone amplifiers in the
past, and I was particularly struck by the
amazing signal-to-noise ratio on some
recordings he recently sent me, which prove
that the microphones can, even today, be
most seriously considered for high quality
use. His special preamplifiers do incorporate
slight EHF frequency correction and it would
be rather interesting to see the highest quality
ribbon microphones used again by the BBC
in a cross-8 configuration, if hall acoustics
permit. I remember once a BBC engineer
having to fall back on two 4038s at St. Johns'
Smith Square in the power cuts of afew years
ago, and by using battery amplifiers and mono
headphones hanging over his head to each
ear he was able to keep the broadcast on the
air, which certainly showed some initiative,
the quality being more than acceptable at the
time. Perhaps we could all get back to brass
tacks and begin to listen more carefully to the
reproduced sound on all occasions, and
check it against the natural sound of the
musicians in the hall.

Subjectivism
continued
variable, in the very nature of the musical
experience.
If what Mr. Gandy intended ( but failed) to
say was that the maximum emotional response
from apiece of music is conditioned by equipment quality, it still won't work. Is it really for
a moment plausible that apiece of music that
gets deeply home to you cannot, when the
mood is right, produce this ' emotion' whatever
the circumstances of hearing it? ( Abbado's
Mahler 4can move me deeply on just thinking
about it.) If alistener finds that his ' emotional
reaction' does vary in some way directly
related to variations in equipment quality,
then surely he can only be responding to the
equipment quality itself ... and not to the
music, as music, at all.
Let's by all means use the idea of listening
to equipment after all the valid measurements
have been made. But let's not dream that
nobody has ever done so before—and let's
not write nonsense in our suspicion of those
(possibly non-existent) manufacturers and
reviewers who use ' measurements only'.
Subjectivism has given rise to some useful
insights, but Iventure to suggest that the use
of ' emotion factor' as a ' measuring' standard
is not one of them. e
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Noise Reduction Sysi
AND
VERY audio engineer accepts a fundaI
— mental fact—that each part in a transmission chain can degrade the quality of the
signal to some degree or other, especially if
it contains active components such as
amplifying stages or atime- delaying element
such as arecorder, using either the magnetic
tape medium or the mechanical one of a
conventional disc. The effects of such
defects that can arise may be minimised in
the design process; others, such as amplitude
non-linearities, may be corrected later by the
techniques of equalisation—within limits of
course. But where the transmission system
adds unwanted noise to the signal there is
very little that can be done by post- correction.
The only modern guarantee against the
corruption of an audio signal while passing
through a ' noisy' transmission system is to
turn it at the outset into aform that makes it
practically immune to degradation in this way
i.e. from its conventional analogue state into
digital form. A digitally encoded signal can
be
recorded,
sent theoretically infinite
distances over transmission links of various
kinds; yet on conversion back to analogue
form it will still be virtually a carbon copy of
what went in to the analogue-to- digital
encoder.
Ideal, one might say—so what's the
problem? Well, in the real world one gets
nothing for free, and all digital transmission
systems demand very wide bandwidths, far
wider in relation to the requirements of a
comparable analogue system. So for some
time to come we will be living with conventional analogue systems; and it is understandable why, over the past decade or more,
we have seen the introduction of ' noise
reduction' techniques for use primarily in
tape recording, and to a lesser extent in
processing audio signals for transmission
over other potentially noisy media. I have
used quotation marks around ' noise reduction' because it is semantically suspect.
Noise inhibition is rather more accurate, but
to avoid confusion we will stick with the more
commonly used term.
During the course of these articles Ishall
touch briefly upon - the basic problems
around the techniques of inhibiting the
introduction of unwanted noise into a transmitted or recorded audio signal; mention the
main, and largely successful systems that
have been introduced; and finally describe a
simple version that the interested reader will
be able to contruct for use in a home recording set-up.
To begin by examining the problem in
some detail, let us assume, for example, that
we wish to record a live orchestra playing a
late romantic work, such as a Mahler symphony. The actual dynamic range of sound
may vary from appp passage on a solo violin
to a full orchestral tutti of fff dimensions.
Measuring this dynamic difference, we would
find it can span as much as 80 dB, perhaps
more. Consider, now, even atop grade reelto-reel tape recorder. The tape medium itself
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has an inherent noise base, so our quietest
passage has to be recorded at a sensible
flux level aoove this in order to avoid the noise
—usually in the form of a hiss—being a
distracting aural intrusion. On the other
hand, the magnetic medium also has a
'ceiling'—a maximum flux level. If the recorded signal begins to approach the latter in
magnitude, saturation occurs and distortion
to the recorded waveform results. This point
is usually defined and the user avoids exceeding it by means of information from a record
level meter.
Again, despite moderri tape coating technology, one will find that the available dynamic
range is not likely to be much better than

ÍFIG.1 Basic input-output
transfer curve
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60 dB—in sharp disparity with what we need
in order to record our symphony orchestra in
full cry. The problem becomes more acute
with the reduction in tape track widths and a
lowering of the linear tape speed.
We all know what happens, of course, when
the recording is actually made; some means
of manually compressing the dynamic range
is adopted and askilled balance engineer can
make this action unobtrusive. Nevertheless,
dynamics are compressed and it is interesting
to observe en passant than many of our hi-fi
commentators will seize upon and harass to
death this or that aberration in an audio
reproduction
system,
whether
real
or
imaginary; yet will ignore the all-important
deficiency of dynamic range which has never
been wholly solved since the invention of the
gramophone.
The first noise reduction system to enjoy
both commercial acceptance and welldeserved success is that due to Dr Ray Dolby,
with his ' A' system for use in tape mastering
at professional levels. The first gramophone
records in which it had been used by one
of our major British companies appeared
in 1967, and interested readers might be
intrigued enough to obtain a solo piano disc
by Wilhelm Backaus playing four Mozart
sonatas on Decca SXL6301. Superbly played
and recorded—but the tape hiss is much more
obvious on one side than on the other, the
explanation being that the recording sessions
extended over the period in which Dolby- A
units were being brought into use.
How the Dolby- A system works has been
covered adequately elsewhere,' but suffice
to say it is a very sophisticated dynamic
equalising system. It operates over four
bands in the frequency spectrum and, in the
recording process, increasing amounts of
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Circuit boards '
C' and E' from the Williamson
Compex noise- reduction unit, full details next month
(photo Alan Watling)

pre- emphasis are applied to the signal in
these bands as the level falls near the noise
base. This equalisation is at a minimum
when the tape saturation level is approached,
and this is defined as the reference or ' Dolby
level'. It follows that as Dolby- A is acomplementary system (that is, it requires an exact
complementary decode function on replay)
then record/replay level parity is essential,
otherwise tracking errors will become unacceptable very quickly because of the nonlinearity of the dynamic equalising characteristic. The system is very effective, hence its
almost universal adoption for use throughout
the recording industry; and the increased
availability of between 10 and 15 dB before the
noise becomes obtrusive has made the need
for extensive manual compression during
recording not quite so essential over a wide
range of program material.
The much simpler single- band Dolby- B
system followed soon afterwards and, one
could rightly argue, played adominant role in
establishing the Philips Compact Cassette
(with its narrow tracks and low speed) as a
viable high quality program source in the
home. Dolby- B's use and effectiveness is
largely confined to the domestic tape medium
at speeds of 19 cm/sec and below, and for
some FM transmissions in the USA. DolbyA, on the other hand, may be used for other
transmission media to advantage and indeed
is—by broadcastipg and communications
bodies throughout the world. Nevertheless,
it would be wrong to conclude that there are
no possible alternatives to the Dolby systems.
The very need for a reference level, established some years ago when tape coatings
were less sensitive than they are now, can
produce difficulties in the studio when the
recording engineer wishes to take advantage
of the increased headroom of a modern tape
formulation, where saturation effects may
begin well above the original reference level.
It could even be argued, that with modern
tape coatings—and the improvements show
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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no sign of coming to a halt—the cost and
complication of an analogue noise reduction
system is becoming increasingly unnecessary.
Certainly improvements in tape coatings
designed for the cassette market have made
possible improvements in S/N ratio and
dynamic range, even without Dolby- B, that
would have been considered futuristic ten
years ago. However, these improvements,
welcome though they are, will still only
partially solve the problem of recording the
full
dynamic
range
of some program
material; so we may safely assume that noise
reduction systems will still be desirable for
some time to come.
It is worthwhile examining the alternatives,
mainly as an introduction to the simple system
to be described for the home constructor.
Many have been suggested and all fall into
that category of signal processing device
known as a Compander—a contraction of
Compressor and Expander. Only one seems
to have survived the rigours of intense competition and is almost as old as the Dolby
systems. This is due to David Blackmer in the
USA and is known as ' dbX' (the use of lower
case is part of the trade name). This is, again,
a complementary system and employs the
companding technique. The original audio
signal is fed into a compressor which continuously monitors its amplitude and energy.
From this is derived acontrol current which is
applied to a variable gain cell. This has the
effect of altering the signal rate- of- change at
a 2:1 ratio along a square- law or ' decilinear'
transfer characteristic. So, for example, a
change in the dynamic level of 6dB will be
reduced to 3dB and a full dynamic swing of
100 dB down to 50 dB—well within the
capability of a tape recorder. On replay, the
reverse takes place and the compressed
signal undergoes al: 2change in the expanding process (figs. 1 á 2). This is rather a
generalisation, but a more detailed explanation is available elsewhere.'
The system has two advantages that apply
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to any companding system using the decilinear transfer characteristic: there is no need
for a reference level, the compression and
expansion rate being uniform above and
below any unity gain point; and the effective
lowering of the noise base is also uniform
throughout the frequency spectrum. Whilst
the dbX system was developed primarily for
tape recording and, as such, allows a considerable— one might say more than enough
—increase in the signal-to-noise ratio of the
medium, it can be used with other transmission media with equal success. It is also
possible to make conventional disc records
that are dbX encoded, with the virtual
elimination of surface noise. This writer has
heard some test pressings of the Mahler 3rd
symphony, the sound of which can only be
described as shattering. To hear this mighty
work with its dynamics unrestricted from a
recording is some experience.
However, before anyone decides that
companding is the best invention since sliced
bread, let me make it quite clear that there
are snags, sometimes quite substantial ones.
The first is inherent in the companding
process and is adefect known as ' breathing'.
Even a compressed signal cannot be fed
through a noisy system without some degradation, and additional techniques are necessary
to keep it within acce?table limits. If there is
significant noise in the interface region
between compression and expansion, it is
possible for the signal to modulate this noise;
where it is in the spectrum will determine its
character and how obtrusive it is. The most
common Is tape hiss, and the resulting effect
with, say, a soprano singing without accompaniment in adead acoustic, is for each note
she sings to have afuzzy aura to it. This will
happen with any isolated musical sound without the benefit of a lively acoustic or accompaniment to mask it; needless to say, solo
piano or solo singers are two of the most
effective tests for any compander.
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In the dbX system, part of the technique to
reduce the defect is one of pre- and deemphais to the compressed and expanded
signal, which reduces ' breathing' due to
modulation of the hiss by the signal to an
acceptable level. Other defects inherent in the
companding process can be minimised by the
design techniques,
particularly that of
'pumping' which is when the compression and
expansion dynamic envelopes do not match;
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Si-L.1.11LX
Simply the best
In terms of true sound, the Sakai range of equipment
brings you remarkably close to the original. This, matched
with our high standards in design and infinite care at all
stages of production, has given us areputation for
excellence and real value for money.

TU3020 Stylish MIN/LW/FM stereo
tuner, with afull range pf
precise controls. Also
available model RC 3030.3
band stereo tuner/amplifier
offering 30w per channel
RMS.

PA 3050
Stereo amplifier offering
SOW per channel RMS.
Features include 2tape
inputs with 2-way tape
dubbing and audio muting.

CD 3010
Front loading Cassette
Deck. Full soft-touch'
electronic operation*. Auto
shut-off, memory facility,
Dolby system and LED •N
mode indicator.

SA 5050
3- way 60w walnut finished
speaker units. Also available
model SA 3030, 30w speaker
unit.

RP 3040
Slim direct drive turntable.
Sshaped tonearm with fitted
Ortofon FF1SE cartridge.
Digital speed select display. -----

*RC 100
Compact remote unit for full,
control of all tape functions.
For use with model CD 3010.

Wren Electronics Ltd

Dawson Road, Mount Farm Estate,
Milton Keynes, Bucks. Tel-. (0908) 71611. Telex: 825194.
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Fill in and post
the coupon today for
full colour brochure
arid name of your
nearest stockist.
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Crossword
devised by MauriceTaggart
CLUES ACROSS
1 Diminutive speed indicator in the test Robert carried out. (6)
8 Contemporary English composer Ma gets hint about. (6)
9 Modern Jugoslav composer, from a large family of foster-children. (6)
10 Stereophonic position at the beginning of the Locatelli. (6)
11 Little Alistair, the cleric, provides popular Beethoven symphony. (8)
13 The music featured in UNESCO recital recently. (5)
15 (
and 21) Opera by Britten (and contemporaneously by Ghedini). (5-4)
18 Italian drinking song the bird is in somehow. (8)
20 (and 17) Safer smoking for the boy sopranos? (6-6)
22 Woeful as a Schubert symphony or a Brahms overture. (6)
23 Bream and Williams? Or Rawicz and Landauer? You name them! (3-3)
24 Marshy, like the bassoon or oboe. (6)

1
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8

io
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CLUES DOWN
2 Coats carefully arranged for the opera. (5)
3 Friendly approach at start of a performance. (8)
4 A little bit extra in some points about the French horn. (6)
5 Opera originating in performance in hotel lounge. (6)
6 Is in current use, for the record. (4)
7 Not entirely objective about a note from the harmonic series. (7)
12 Popular songster and avant-garde composer get together in common domestic artefact! (4-4)
14 (
and 19) Popular piece by Heseltine, the old wizard. (7-5)
16 Honour the lad in a Weber opera. (6)
17 (
See 20.)
19 (
See 14.)
21 (
See 15.)
A £.1record token will be awarded for each of the first five correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by May 15th.
LAST MONTH'S WINNERS: Mr. J. T. Ireland, 38 Alderley Road, Hoylake,
Wirral, Merseyside; Miss B. S. Waters, 17 Vernon Place, Canterbury, Kent;
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21

17

19
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Mr. F. R. S. Newbould, 4 Hanover Lodge, Hunters Way, Stroud, Glos; Mr. A. R.
Morcom, 1Tekels Way, Camberley, Surrey; Mr. E. A Boxall, 2 Overhill Road,
Stratton, Cirencester, Glos.
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in other words, one can hear it working. There
are other problems that are inherent in the
companding process. For example, amplitude
non-linearities in the replay mode will also be
exaggerated by a factor of two; so what one
may feel is an acceptable amplitude spread
of + 2dB over the audible range will become
degraded to an unacceptable + 4dB: an 8dB
deviation. But it is when one measures the
amplitude spread of even quite costly pickup
cartridges that one must be ready to appreciate
that reproducing dbX encoded discs has still
a few attendant problems to be sorted out.
But when they are, then believe me, the
results are well worth the effort.
Now we can turn to the constructional
project. This is also a compander which
works on similar lines to the dbX system,
although it must be emphasised strongly
that it is neither comparable in quality of
performance nor is it in the slightest degree
compatible with it. dbX is a highly sophisticated circuit of some complexity and elegance
of design and it does, unfortunately, carry a
price tag to match. This one, on the other
hand, will perform satisfactorily to most
standards demanded by the amateur and will
cost the constructor a fraction of the price.
If nothing else, it will serve as avaluable and
very practical introduction to the use of
companders per se. It also avoids the rather
crude control mechanisms devised for some
other previous designs, such as those using
physically coupled lamps with photocells or
thermistors with their indeterminate attack
and decay times, usually too slow.
Central to this design is arecently available
integrated circuit introduced by the Signetics

company in the USA and marketed here by
Mullard.
The NE570/571
was designed
principally for telephone routes in the USA,
where degradation due to noise is more likely
on long trunk circuits or even long subscriber's lines. Naturally, since the device
was engineered for narrow- band speech
channels with an upper limit of about 3.4 kHz,
some difficulty was expected in attempting to
design a compander for wider bandwidths,
up to say 20 kHz. But fortunately the need for
concern proved to have more substance in
theory than in practice. The prototype was
designed initially for a Hospital Radio Broadcasting station, where circumstances sometimes
required
the
relay
of
program
material during outside broadcasts over
•circuits of nominal 600 ohms impedance, and
somewhat noisy.
As such, it works exceptionally well. In
fact, with the system connected back-to-back

it takes very careful listening to tell when it is
in circuit or by-passed. We will be using the
NE570 version of the Signetics device, since
this has tighter production spreads, so
eliminating the need for extensive trimming
techniques to optimise performance. The
chip contains two identical circuits, consisting of the variable gain cell, an averaging
rectifier which produces the cell's control
current from the incoming signal, and an
operational amplifier of the 741 type and
internally compensated (fig. 3). The whole
figuration may be connected in one of two
modes, but detailed discussion of these, and
constructional aspects, must wait until next
month.•
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DISCOVER THE RI
OF SOUND W
N
M A0111-111
Mountains, like sound,
exist in 2dimensions only on paper.

Imagine amo
Its width and bread
respond to the pitch and
the duration of asound.
The slopes of the mountains,
from the deepest valleys
to the highest peaks, represent the dynamic range
of sound. Such a3-dimensional model provides a
much more accurate
"picture" of the three
dimensions of sound
—pitch, intensity, duration— than do all the
2- dimensional
graphs commonly
used to describe
hi-fi equipment. For the DURATION
dynamic characte ristics (MS)
of sound— the way it evolves
over time— are also represented.

The Perfect Cube Versus
the Lopsided Rectangle
Pioneer's new magni-wide amplifiers
(SA-9800, SA-8800, SA-7800) have

right from the
to satisfy three technical
parameters which are directly related to the nature of
sound: frequency range
(for accurate pitch), dynamic
range ( for controlled intensity
or amplitude), and dynamic
characteristics ( for precise
timing, including transient response).
The human ear
is primarily sensitive
to relationships in
sound. It is more
PITCH
sensitive to
contrasts
(Hz)
Art A
within aprogramme,
To please the ear, an amplifier
must embrace all 3dimensions of sound
harmoniously; never exagerate one over the others.

Amp A has great power, but little subtlety.
Amp B wastes its fast response on alimited frequency
range and dynamic range.
Amp C, despite its wide frequency range, will have trouble
handling adouble-bass and aflute at the san time.
Only Pioneer's magni -wide amp achieves a3-way balance.

PIONEER HIGH FIDELITY (GB) LTD - The Ridgeway Iver - Buckinghamshire SLO 9JL

'
44ele

kl.3 DIMENSIONS
PH PIONEER'S
DE AMPLIFIERS
bias circuit developed by
for example, than to differences
Pioneer, the new Pioneer amin power between two amplifiers.
plifiers can make the best of an
So it is imperative for an ampli ultra-wide power bandwidth,
fiers to respect these relationships.
perfectly suited to their dynamic
Thus, Pioneer's magni- wide
capabilities, in terms of both
amplifier has been conceived as a
power and timing. Their direct
perfect cube embracing all three
current design without coudimensions of sound, harmoniously
pling capacitors ensures
— acube with
Impummamin
touiviià
proper infrasonic response,
elastic sides
•
without phase shifts The noncapable of
V
switching format of the power
"closing in"
transistors eliminates high
on arapid tranTIP: Today's records often contain ultrascnk sixnals like those at left, which
frequency switching distortion.
sient note, or
— can cause distortion in Ow audible range (isght) by (-ems-modulation.
Bottom: Unwanted oscillations caused by-switching distortion in a
And the low-noise, high grade
of expanding
coi74
1
-,bona! Class-8 amp ( left) are practically eliminated by Pioneer's
components used throughout
new bias control cirruit fright).
suddenly to
significantly lower the bottom
cover an orchestral
limit
of dynamic range, so that the
ge.
The
result
may
well
be
an
amplicrescendo.
softest
musical passage can stand
fier
like
Amp
A
in
the
diagram,
which
Compared to this, many
out against abackground of almost
can achieve great levels of
other amplifiers on the market
perfect silence.
have been designed as rectangu- -but tends to " invent" its own
The result: three new intemodulations.
lar prisms. For reasons of design, of
grated amplifiers that are always
fashion, and because of technical
on pitch, with the right volume,
Pioneer:
limitations, they stress one or two
at the right time.
dimensions and neglect the third.
M_
agni-wide in 3Ways
Then they have to make adjustments
Thanks to the use of high speed, 01)
to get rid of distortion, and in doing
ultralinear
Ring Emitter Power
so they may amputate the power
bandwidth or ruin their dynamic ran- Transistors ( RETs) and avary
Everything you hear is true
-

-
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The SA-9800 Stereo Amplifier nil: fluorescent instant peak indicator -100 salts continwnis power per (.kennel ( rms) into 8 ohms,
from 20 to 20,0(10 Hz with less than 0.00.5 Wt. SIN ratio: 90 dB (phono). 110 dB (AUX). FrequernI response ( 1 U. 5Hz-200 kHz ( + 0dB, —2 dB)!
Match the SA-9800, the 80- watt SA-8800 or lih'65-eatt SA- 7800 with an all-new Pioneer tuner ( TX- 3800 or TX-7800)fi fUill-bodied sound nght from the source.

Turntabi
es ETon
enuerms

In the first part of this article ( last month), Paul Messenger
looked at some of the implications of a lecture on tonearm
and turntable behaviour presented to the AES last year by
Poul Ladegaard of B & K. Of particular interest was Ladegaard's research into the audible effects of the LE resonance of the arm/cartridge combination and the concept of
BIM- Bass Intermodulation. In this concluding part, further
aspects of performance are examined, including the colorations introduced by turntables, mats and arms.

PART TWO

THE second and

rather shorter part of La de' gaard's address touched on other subjects
relating to turntable system performance, but
in a rather less thoroughly researched form.
Nevertheless, they dealt with important areas,
and in some cases the work of other researchers has taken this further, thus enabling
me to expand the concepts somewhat. In the
BIM argument, where the conclusions recommend the use of very low mass arms in order
to give a relatively high resonant frequency,
Ladegaard is quick to point out that this
should not be obtained at the expense of
rigidity. However, his statement that ' the
flexing in the tonearm itself and its fixture
to the platter can be avoided by the proper
choice of materials' does seem excessively
optimistic; even alump of rock has its moduli
of elasticity and natural resonant frequencies!
In examining rigidity Ladegaard showed frequency sweeps using the same cartridges in
three arms; even though aslow sweep speed
is specified to allow resonances time to build
up, the discrimination of these curves is rather
poor, except for the notably eccentric Vestigal
which is, how shall we put it, notably eccentric. The curves are similar to those Iquoted
from the pages of the Danish magazine High
Fidelity, and probably therefore date back
some years now. A similar attempt was made
by Noel Keywood (
HFIVIRR March ' 78), but
once again meaningful interpretation of the
slight perturbations, some of which were
common to all arms and hence were presumably an ancillary function, required some
imagination. In his first HiFi Choice on turntables and cartridges ( which included arms!)
Martin Colloms used crosstalk perturbation
to give an indication of resonant modes within
tonearms; but this too gave a slightly disappointing result, with some arms showing
a number of weaknesses but less discrimination between the better quality devices.
However, in the latest Choice on turntables
and tonearms, Colloms has used a quite
different technique that certainly gives considerable discrimination between all arms.
The difficulty comes in the interpretation. The
technique used involved fixing a miniature
accelerometer on the various arm tubes, and
plotting the output when playing a sweep
record—a refinement of the frequently sug90

gested technique of ' playing' the arm tube
with a second arm/cartridge. The arms gave
consistent results of great complexity, with
multiple resonances clearly visible, giving a
'fingerprint' which could identify where, for
example, amanufacturer had fitted asubstantially similar arm to aseries of different motor
units in a range of integrated players. While
there are still improvements that can be made
in terms of experimental procedure, and more
particularly in interpretation, the discrimination is markedly more impressive than has
been encountered hitherto.
By superimposing a pattern of the cartridge's ' fingerprint', it is possible to examine
where the transmission characteristic of the
arm modifies it. The most useful correlation

with the listening tests undertaken was that
the stereo image was more coherent the
further up the frequency band the ' first break'
was located. Further information relating to
coloration can frequently be gleaned from
the degree of control exhibited in the midrange, with some suggestion that the ' sharper'
discontinuities were the least desirable. The
degree to which the system maintained definition at high frequencies was also frequently
reflected in the amount of energy present,
some arms showing little energy and giving
poor definition, while others showed multiple
sharp resonances and were described as
'hard' or ' gritty' at high frequencies.
The interpretation problem was undoubtedly hampered by the fact that many of the arms
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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la. Resonance pattern of arm fitted to a popular
Japanese deck. There is aslight counterweight/
decoupling mode at 100 Hz with the first ' break'
at 240 Hz due to the headshell/arm coupling.
Fig 1. Arm 'fingerprints' from the
Choice work
carried out by Martin Co/toms. The graphs show both
arm/cartridge ( solid) and cartridge (dotted) resonances
and, though comparable,are relative rather than absolute.
The use of adifferent cartridge would change the details
significantly, though not the overall picture.

tested were part of integrated systems, and
therefore the effect of the turntable could not
be eliminated, while another difficulty was the
lack of discrimination at low frequencies. In
fact, the arms that scored best on subjective
testing combined high rigidity on this test
with, presumably, good BIM ratings due to
low effective mass. Although there were
instances where a ' heavy' arm with good
resonance behaviour or a ' light' arm with
poor resonance behaviour were rated fairly
high on sound quality, there was little doubt
that the synthesis of both test techniques
gave a ' broad band' discrimination between
products. For fine discrimination, however,
neither has yet proved as effective as listening! There is some reason to believe that if
amore detailed investigation were carried out
on a limited number of systems, a far closer
objective/subjective correlation and discrimination pattern might emerge.
The third area examined in Ladegaard's
paper, again in somewhat superficial terms,
was feedback; again an aspect of performance
that has received a fair amount of attention
in the UK press. Ladegaard described a pink
noise bombardment test using spectrum analysis. Accompanying the results for three
arms was a plot of the speaker output as
measured by a microphone at the cartridge
positión; curiously, and as far as Ican determine inexplicably, these contained considerable subsonic output that no sane speaker
should have been capable of radiating, so the
experimental procedure probably needs further tightening. Ladegaard concludes that
the arms themselves were responsible for the
majority of the microphonic effects, which is
somewhat at variance with the findings of
other researchers. He also made the pertinent point that these microphonic effects are
qualitatively similar to the delayed resonance
effects in loudspeakers caused by cabinet
radiation, amonst other things, and that these
have been studied in detail for some years.
Exactly when turntable microphonic effects
were first discussed is rather uncertain; my
memory recalls incidents in early 1977 includ-

lb. A poor pattern of resonances is apparent
here: asmall break appears at 150 Hz with a succession of prominent resonances up to asevere
one at 1-6 kHz.

lc. A well respected expensive arm, this shows
that the first controlled ' break' occurs at a high
500 Hz with a rather more serious one at 900 Hz.
The overall spectrum is relatively smooth.

ing: a letter from Ivor Tiefenbrun ( Linn Products) suggesting that people should compare the sound of their system set up normally with that obtained when the turntable is
situated in a separate room from the loudspeakers; a review by Chris Rogers in Practical HiFi which used a Telefunken studio
recorder to make successive recordings of
turntables with and without the speakers
connected for later comparison; while in the
first turntable Choice, Martin Colloms carried
out pink- noise bombardment to give an acoustic breakthrough curve for each turntable. In
both the reviews, the feedback margin was
found to give a fairly close indication as to
the resultant sound quality. Further work for
the second turntable Choice refined the technique somewhat by using an equalised flat
noise spectrum from the loudspeakers.
Investigation showed that weaknesses In
different parts of the spectrum could frequently be traced to specific causes, such as the
record itself when poorly supported by the
mat, or the Perspex lid which is often coupled
directly to the base of the arm. Where comparisons could be made with the previous
book, it was clear that a number of manufacturers had already begun to take notice of
earlier criticisms of poor microphony performance, as the general trend showed a
small but distinct improvement in this respect.
While most of these attempts had restricted
themselves to measuring the amplitude of
the microphony, areview for HFNIRR by Chris
Rogers ( with measurement assistance by
Noel Keywood) was undertaken in Dec. ' 77 in
which an actual music signal was recorded
via the microphony of the test turntables.
Once again areasonably good objective/subjective correlation was obtained, but the
measurements also showed up a couple of
other interesting points. First, the overall
microphony level was invariably controlled
by the worst frequency performance when
playing wideband music signal, which makes
the picture a little gloomy. Secondly, there
was a marked difference between the microphonic plots recorded forthe different systems,
some showing afairly sharply defined picture,
whereas there was evidence of ' time smearing' with others. One suggestion that fitted
these results was that the ' smeared' turntables were those of heavy construction.

While these had given good microphony
amplitude measurements, they had nevertheless been considered somewhat disappointing subjectively, and it was thought that the
high mass might be suppressing the amplitude of unwanted vibrations quite effectively
but also ' storing' them for a longer time as
delayed resonances. This remains a possibility that needs more experiment to establish, as there is the further possibility that this
was merely showing the effécts of a heavier
and less well damped arm resonance— in
other words, a BIM effect. Whatever the
cause, both the microphony level and time
smear results seemed to be of subjective
significance, and this would seem to confirm
Ladegaard's suggestion that some form of
impulse or tone- burst testing would bé worth
pursuing in the future.
The whole area of ' environmental sensitivity' in turntables would benefit from the sort
of analysis that Ladegaard has applied so
effectively to the LF resonance; in fact the
link between the two could prove to be the
most illuminating area of all! The major
dichotomy is that it is necessary to use controlled conditions, but the purpose of the
measurement is to try and replicate those
conditions ' typically' found in the domestic
situation. The ideal solution, presumably, is
to achieve complete isolation of the platter/
arm/cartridge from both airborne and structure- borne interference ( with the proviso that
it might be desirable to ' lose' some of the
motor vibration from this system to the environment— possibly a red herring, but I
wouldn't bet on it!). While visiting Bang di
Olufsen's research department at Struer in
Denmark, Isaw adevice that they use primarily to show up possible areas of unreliability
in prototypes and products by vibrating samples mercilessly. This is, in effect, a giant
loudspeaker with a metal table for the diaphragm, powered by a2000 watt amplifier, and
it could be avaluable tool for assessing floorborne feedback effects from DC upwards.
Problems of decoupling and isolating systems
include making compromises between, say,
shock resistance, acoustic isolation, and
ergonomics ( ease of handling), all of which
are to a degree mutually incompatible
to page 93
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TheTrio 600Ttunen
The natural balance between
high performance
and pure subjective aualî
We've all heard of high fidelity tuners
which boast " high sensitivity': " high cross
modulation ratios': "excellent signal-tonoise ratios"and even "ultra low distortion':

mixer, alow-pass filter and apulse counter,
which together give aperfect linear
bandwidth of over 3.92 MHz, compared with
the non-linear 2MHz bandwidth found in
ordinary FM tuner designs.
And that's not all, distortion
components developed in this
detector are so low, that even if
modulation levels were to
exceed afull Megahertz in bandwidth, total harmonic distortion
would still be less than 0.05%.

Very convincing, you
might think, but surely one or two
outstanding specifications cannot determine
overall performance on something as
complex as astereo tuner.
To our mind, the ultimate aim of any
tuner must be to reproduce the sound
monitored at the broadcasting studio itself.
That certainly was our objective when
producing the Trio 600T Tuner.
But before we could begin, our
engineers had to develop an FM detector to
match the performance level of the studio.

Add to this the fact that
the signal-to-noise ratio measures
in excess of 84dB while the stereo separation
is more than 45dB all the way from 50 to
10.000 Hz,and we feelwe've more than achieved
our objective.
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In order to achieve the best possible acoustic isolation, it is necessary to decouple the
unit at as low afrequency and with the highest
'Q' possible. ( Fanatics may care to buy four
of those spring ' seagull' toys and suspend
their units from the ceiling joists—after all it
gives one asense of participationl—leave the
seagulls on to distract the kids' attentions
from the stylus.) In practice it is difficult to
design a spring system that gives the same
low frequency resonance in all planes, let
alone keeping the unit compact as well, and
the higher the ' Q' the harder the initial handling problems experienced by the prospective
customer. Martin Colloms found an 8dB
improvement in acoustic breakthrough measurements when removing the foam damping
cores from a Thorens T1,160, which are included to damp the suspension and improve
the ' handling'; the Thorens is already better
than most players in this respect, so it only
goes to show the extent of the sacrifices that
can be made. In fact, anyone who has actually lived with a high ' Q' decoupled system
will probably confirm that one does get used
to it surprisingly quickly, and it provides a
ready-made excuse for discouraging family
and friends from using the record player—in
fact, having had some practice Ifind Ihave
sufficient confidence to dispense with the
cue facility and even operate the pickup arm
(without finger lift) lefthandedly.
One important design limitation that Iam
sure drastically affects the performance of
a great many of the systems currently in use
is that not only is the arm/cartridge resonance
too low, but the plinth/environment cutoff is
too high. If this is above the cartridge fundamental resonance, it will not protect it from
excitation from external shock and vibration.
Perhaps the worst situation of all arises when
the two are allowed to coincide, and this is
frequently the case with many typical oriental
designs which tend to use fairly heavy arms
and merely genuflect towards isolation, taking care not to upset the handling qualities.
In fact, it is probably better not to attempt
isolation at all if it cannot be accomplished
without reasonable success in ' shielding' the
fundamental resonance; this may explain the
'subjective' success story of the Rega, where
there is no traditional LF decoupling as such,
but neither is there any interference between
isolation and resonant frequencies. It would
be naive to assume that following this simple
model is the only, or indeed the best way to
solve or reduce isolation and BIM problems.
In simplistic terms it does suggest that there
are certain serious difficulties in this general
area for alarge number of designs. By merely
taking account of basic mechanical filter
theory, it is possible to put together a system
that will invariably out- perform the vast
majority of commercial designs, even though
there may be room for a variety of other
subtleties having reached this stage.
A distinct shudder could be felt amongst
the respectable ranks of the AES as Ladegaard launched into his last topic, namely, the
turntable mat. The work was somewhat
experimental and is as yet unpublished. His
measuring technique was again ingenious,
comparing various mat combinations by
examining the output from the arm/cartridge
resting on astationary disc while exciting the
disc at different frequencies by using an
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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accelerometer in reverse as a generator ( an
accelerometer is asmall device used to sense
vibrations, in many ways similar to acartridge,
but designed to be stuck down to a flat surface). The resultant spectrum is intended to
represent a situation analogous to the effect
on the cartridge of its self- generated vibrations after reflection in the disc. Whatever
questions these measurements were in fact
answering, the results show considerable
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Fig. 2. A musical signal recorded via three turntables
with the stylus resting on astationary blank disc ( from
HF MAR Dec. 1977). The figures refer to the DIN rumble
reference level ( 10 cmls at 315 Hz) and as the average
level of music signal was some 13 dB below this, 13 dB
should be subtracted from the average level to give
the true acoustic breakthrough level ( i.e. — 50 is really
—37 dB). The bottom trace is for aLinn Sondek LP12.

differences in output ( 20 dB or more) at certain midrange frequencies with changes in
materials used, which implies that the mat
design and material can have a significant
effect on coloration in the system. This influence on midband colorations has been confirmed by Martin Colloms' recent researches
into acoustic breakthrough measurements
where similar frequency bands showed varying levels of microphony with different mats.
(Which implies that the mat should be the
responsibility of the engineer rather than the
stylist.)
There are several different ways in which
one can consider the role of the turntable
mat, yet one thing does seem to be certain:
that it should be in maximum contact with the
disc and offer uniform support. After this
things become more conjectural, with several
competing schools of thought. For what it's
worth, my personal view is that the mat can
be regarded as performing some combination
of the following two functions: damping unwanted colorations by absorbing energy from
the vinyl; removing unwanted colorations by
transmission through into the platter. The

first technique can be most effective, particularly when going to the extreme case of a
urethane type mat; but inherent in any damping mechanism is adecoupling effect. In the
best turntable systems a lot of effort has
already been directed towards coupling the
platter and cartridge in a fixed relationship
to one another (even while accepting the
inevitability that there will be degrees of unavoidable decoupling introduced by imperfect
bearings and the like), so it would seem
illogical to decouple the disc from the platter
more than can be avoided. At the other
extreme, one finds mats of thin felt materials
or even no mat at all. Ladegaard's own recipe
was to use no mat at all and aslightly dished
platter, plus arecord ' puck' to weight or clamp
down the disc centre for maximum contact,
if necessary building up the edges of the
turntable with plaster to provide the dished
effect.
The debate among the audiophile fringe
on the best witches' brew for turntable mats
will no doubt run for many years. It may be
that it is a cleft stick between information
retrieval by avoiding decoupling at the expense of coloration, or reducing coloration
by damping at the expense of information.
Techniques for measurement exist which give
large differences, but determining whether
amat material is conductive or absorbent, or
what proportion of each, could be very
difficult, and it may be necessary to go back
to listening!
These articles have attempted to show the
crisis of contradictions that has afflicted
turntable measurements in recent years. It is
unashamedly based heavily upon research
carried out by Poul Ladegaard for B&K
because Ifelt that the material was worthy of
wider dissemination than an Application
Notes' paper. But by drawing upon other
sources of recent research, notably that carried out by Martin Colloms, it also tries to
show where more elaborate and meaningful
tests are beginning to give a picture that
does mirror more closely the subjective
experience. There are still without a doubt
many grey areas, partly because measurements by their very nature are far more capable
of distinguising the distortions added to a
simple signal than the information lost from
a complex one—contrast the simple singletone intermod. test for systems, with the
problems of assessing the relative importance of the many decoupling resonances in
even the finest tonearms. A couple of years
ago a heretical yet rather prophetic article by
Roy Gandy, whose track record as Rega's
designer must command some respect, was
published in Practical Hi Pi. He claimed that
all turntable measurements were fundamentally misleading and that extensive listening was the only answer [see also p. 81]. The
advent of better techniques and a greater
awareness of the problems sweeps the ground
away from under such statements; currently
available techniques do stand a very good
chance of separating the sheep from the
goats, particularly if employed exhaustively.
However, when it comes to determining whether the mountain sheep ( which, legend has
it, are sweeter) are preferable to the ( fatter)
valley sheep, it would appear that listening
and personal preference must still play a
dominant role.0
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DOLF BUSCH, violinist member of the
famous musical family, was born in 1891
in Siegen, Westphalia, just a year after his
brother Fritz the conductor. The two boys
were almost like musical twins, in spite of the
age gap. Their father Wilhelm was a selftaught fiddler who spent his youth wandering
from place to place, picking up various skills
as he went.
Both Fritz and Adolf had lessons from their
father, but while Adolf took to the violin, Fritz
preferred a tiny piano. Wilhelm was set on
becoming agreat violin maker and discovering
the secret of Stradivari, and once he found
that his elder sons had perfect pitch he was
forever getting them to test the pitches of the
pieces of wood he had selected.
A photo of Adolf at 3jr shows him already
confident with his little fiddle tucked under his
chin. He showed signs of being aprodigy as a
composer too. His first public performance,
with Fritz at the piano, was given in November
1905 and was a great success . . . but alater
concert ended in disgrace. Bored with his
simple accompaniment, Fritz started improvising and put Adolf off his stroke; the curtain
came down hurriedly on about of fisticuffs.
From the age of seven, Fritz and Adolf were
roped into Wilhelm Busch's Sunday outings,
to play for the dancing at local pubs and
clubs. This early experience undoubtedly
contributed to their wonderful sense of
rhythm and musical vitality.
Sometimes
younger brother Willi would be included in
the Kapelle Busch, to make up numbers and
secure a higher fee; his violin bow would be
well soaped so that he made no sound, but he
invariably impressed the audience. Later
young Herman, who really wanted to be a
watchmaker, was shanghaied into becoming
the group's cellist.
Adolf, who also showed signs of talent as a
painter, was taken up by a rich grocer who
offered to sponsor his education in music or
art. Music won, and in 1902 he was posted off
to the Cologne Conservatoire. Here, he
had his first decent violin training, from two
Joachim pupils—first Willy Hess and then
Bram Eldering; but his playing kept some of
its self-taught freshness (and roughness)
throughout his career. In 1904 he heard
Joachim in concert, and in 1906 he actually
turned the pages for Dohnanyl In a concert
with the Joachim Quartet.
By the time he. graduated from Cologne
in 1909 Busch had met his three greatest
influences: Fritz Steinbach, Max Reger and
Hugo Grüters. The great Brahms conductor
Steinbach was his composition teacher and
considered Busch the finest prospect of a
Cologne generation which also included
brother Fritz and Hans Knappertsbusch.
Reger, worshipped by the Busch brothers as
Germany's greatest composer, was vastly
impressed that at 16 Adolf already knew his
fiendish concerto by heart. It took an hour to
perform and Busch was the only man who
made anything of it; he became Reger's
favourite violinist and often partnered him in
concerts. Alas, he lost both Reger and
Steinbach in the same year, 1916. Grüters,
director of music at Bonn, first took an
interest in Busch in 1906 and provided him
not only with much of the cultural background
he had lacked at home, but also with his
daughter Frieda, who became Mrs Busch.
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high in Britain—a special society was formed
to promote his concert series—he was not.
considered as big a draw in concertos as
Szigeti or Kreisler. One result of his departure
from Germany ( where he was the top concerto
soloist) was that no recordings were made of
him in his concerto role when he was at his
peak in the 1930s. He did record the Beethoven
concerto, but only in 1942 when he was alittle
past his best. Even so, it is one of the finest
of this work.
Busch became a Swiss citizen in 1935 and
in that year he broke new ground with his
conductorless chamber orchestra, the Busch
Chamber Players. They performed Bach and
Mozart with impeccable grace and style and
their recordings still sound remarkable.
Busch may not have liked harpsichords
—he called them ' wire commodes'— but who
can complain at his using a piano continuo

Tully Potter considers
the life and works of a
great violinist

In 1912 Busch became leader of the Wiener
Konzertverein ( Vienna Symphony) Orchestra
and its quartet, whose members included
violist Karl Doktor and cellist Paul Grümmer.
The war interrupted their progress, but in 1919
Busch and Grümmer founded the Busch
Quartet; and in 1920 Doktor returned and the
second violinist's chair was taken by Busch's
Swedish pupil Giista Andreasson.
The
quartet quickly gathered a reputation, and by
1930, when Herman Busch replaced Grümmer,
they were without peers in their chosen
repertoire of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven,
Schubert, Brahms, Dvorak and Reger. These
composers—with Bach and Handel—were
dearest to Busch, but he and his colleagues
also played Schumann, Mendelssohn,
Bruckner, Verdi, and many others.
What made Busch Quartet concerts unique
was the frequent participation of Rudolf
Serkin. Busch met the 17-year- old Serkin in
Vienna in 1920 and ' Rudi' lived with him and
Frieda as something like ason. The relationship became reality in 1935 when he married
their daughter Irene. With Serkin, Busch
formed a notable duo; and Herman Busch
made up the Busch Trio. So the Busch/Serkin
ensemble could present anything from solo
violin and piano works to quintets. There
were also many outstanding performances of
the Beethoven triple and Brahms double
concertos. As a soloist, Busch was best
loved in the Beethoven and Brahms concertos,
but he also played those by Reger, Dvorak,
Mozart, Bach, Mendelssohn— and even Bruch
and Elgar— besides many lesser- known concerted works. His repertoire included much
music from the baroque period and he was
drawn to the music of Italy, where he had a
huge following; but he flirted only briefly with
Russian and French music.
Having moved to Basel in 1927 because of
the Nazi menace, Busch was one of the
few non-Jewish musicians who repudiated
Germany altogether in 1933; his brother Fritz,
ousted by the Nazis from the Dresden Opera,
was another. Giving up his major audience,
as both soloist and composer, cost Adolf
Busch dear; indeed, Rudolf Serkin believes it
broke both his heart and his career. He was
the most German of musicians, yet apart from
losing two-thirds of his income at astroke he
was forced by his compatriots' inhumanity to
reject his own German-ness.
Although Adolf Busch's musical star rode

when the pianist was Serkin? In 1938, having
repudiated Italy and Austria because of their
anti-semitic moves, Busch helped to found
the Lucerne Festival as acounter- blast to the
Nazi- dominated charades at Salzburg. He led
the orchestra and persuaded his friend
Toscanini to conduct both that year and the
next—many other famous musicians participated and the orchestra was full of ' names'.
The end of 1939 saw the Busches and
Serkins emigrate to the United States, to be
followed by the other members of the quartet.
Karl Doktor was to be separated from his
family until 1947. As asoloist Busch was not
appreciated in America, even though he had
been well received on previous visits; the
Russian string style ruled supreme and,
ironically, there was prejudice against
'German' artists. Luck was against him, too:
amassive heart attack in 1940 set him back for
ayear. However, he had many triumphs with
his new Chamber Players, with the quartet
and in duo concerts with Serkin. If only he
had come to Britain instead!
The death of his wife in 1946 was a cruel
blow to Busch; and only the previous year
he had dissolved the quartet because of
Andreasson's teaching commitments and
Doktor's illness. He plunged into work,
re-forming the quartet with brother Herman
and two new players. In spite of ill health he
still had many triumphs to come in post-war
Europe. A second marriage brought him
much happiness, and his two young children
were the joys of his life. The Serkins also
gave him six grandchildren. In 1949 he
founded the Marlboro Music School and
Festival near his Vermont home; and though
illness brought his retirement at the end of
1951, he was happily looking forward to the
third summer school when he died suddenly
in June 1952.
The
Brüder-Busch-Gesellschaft
keeps
the memory of the Busch brothers green.
The society has produced a number of
recordings, beautifully pressed and packaged
by Electrola, including the Beethoven violin
concerto and the Reger Op. 109 quartet.
Columbia actually have two complete performances from the Beethoven concerto
sessions—with the New York Philharmonic
under Fritz Busch—and we must hope for a
composite version some day. The issued
performance, from test pressings of the
session on 9 April, has a quality of Innigkeit
unmatched by any other performance Ihave
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MUSIC ON RECORD
heard.
Columbia also have an unissued
recording of Beethoven's second Razumovsky
quartet. Busch recorded most of the important chamber works of Brahms, Schubert and
Beethoven for HMV during the 1930s, but the
war scotched many planned recordings,
including a series of string quintets with Karl
Doktor's violist son Paul. A number of gaps
in the Busch discography were filled by
Columbia from 1941 to 1951.
No other great violinist of the time recorded
so much for posterity; but very little of
Busch's vast output is available in Britain and
Germany. Practically every recording he
made is available in Japan, though the
outstanding Handel op. 6 concerto set has
been deleted. The issues by World Records
and Electrola tend to sound better than the
Japanese Angel equivalents; but CBS- Sony
have done a splendid job with the Columbia
recordings. Japanese imports are hard to
come by— in the last resort the Busch Society
in Germany always stocks them— but they are
well worth their high prices, being perfectly
pressed and pretty well transferred. Ihave
listed the best ones and Iconsider many of
them to be essential to any historical collection. The chamber works are outstanding
and the Bach and Mozart orchestral discs are
really exhilarating—you haven't lived until you
have heard the Busch version of the Serenata
Notturna! Turnabout in America are gradually
producing some of the HMV recordings; if
you can obtain them ( Farringdon Records in
London generally stock them) they work out
much cheaper than the Japanese Angel
versions. Columbia in America have issued a
particularly fine box, including duo performances with Serkin, several of which are ' live'
from the Library of Congress. CBS in Britain
have issued the Beethoven Op. 130 quartet
and intend to follow it with the first
Raz um ovsky quartet, coupled with the
orchestral performance of the Grosse Fuge.
For me, Adolf Busch is the greatest violinist
of this century, simply because he played the
greatest music written for his instrument—
the Beethoven quartets and the Bach solo
sonatas— better than anyone else. By ' better'
I don't mean ' more perfectly'; many other
virtuosi have played the actual notes better
and have produced more consistently beautiful tone. Busch was never afraid to play
roughly if he felt the music demanded it. He
hated showy music, and though he didn't
despise showy violinists ( he greatly admired
Heifetz), he felt they often lacked musical
depth. His own tone, produced from a fine
Stradivarius, was completely individual, and
although this is very much a matter of taste
I find it more beautiful than any other.
Adolf Busch was much influenced by
Toscanini and was said to be even tougher in
rehearsal! He tended to take fast tempi in fast
movements and slow tempi in slow movements
and these were rigorously maintained, without swinging tempo changes. At the same
time, he understood to perfection the art of
playing flexibly within the given tempo, using
devices like variations of tone or vibrato
rather than extremes of rubato. His grasp of
each composer's style was based on a wide
knowledge of his music. You only have to
hear Busch and Serkin play sonatas by Bach,
Beethoven, Mozart and Schumann, or the
Busch Quartet play Dvorak's E- flat quartet, to
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

ADOLF BUSCH ON RECORD
Britain: World Records
SHB 27 (two discs) — Beethoven Quartets Opp. 59/3, 95 and 132.
SHB 38 (two discs) — Beethoven Quartets Opp. 127, 131 and 135.
SHB 53 (three discs) — Schubert Quartets in B-flat, D- minor ' Death and the
Maiden' and G- major; Trio in E-flat ( first recording, 1935); Fantasy in C.
Britain: CBS Classics
61664 — Beethoven Quartet Op. 130.

SELECTED IMPORTS
Germany: Electrola
IC 147-01 555/56M (two discs) — Brahms Piano Quartets Opp. 25 and 26.
IC 181-01 822/23M (two discs) — Beethoven Quartets Opp. 18/1, 59/3 and 95;
Sonata Op. 24 ' Spring'.
United States: Odyssey
Y 34635 — Schubert Trio in E-fiat ( second recording, 1951).
Y3 34639 (three discs) — Bach Concertos in A- minor, E- major and D- minor
(two violins) and Sonata in E- major; Beethoven Sonatas Opp. 12/1, 30/3
and 47 ' Kreutzer'; Schumann Sonatas Opp. 105 ( second recording, 1946)
and 121.
United States: Turnabout
THS 65058 — Mozart Piano Concerto K449 (with Serkin), Serenata Notturna
K239 and Adagio and Fugue K546.
THS 65061 — Brahms Piano Quintet Op. 34.
Japan: Angel
GR 2250/51 (two discs) — Bach Brandenburg Concertos.
GR 2248/49 (two discs) — Bach Orchestral Suites,
GR 2245 — Bach Partita in D- minor; Beethoven Sonata Op. 12/3; Brahms
Sonata Op. 78.
GR 2242 — Brahms Horn Trio ( with Aubrey Brain) and Sonata Op. 100.
GR 2240 — Brahms Clarinet Quintet (with Reginald Kell).
GR 2244 — Beethoven Sonatas Opp. 30/2 and 24 ' Spring'.
GR 2231 — Beethoven Quartet Op. 18/1; Brahms Quartet Op. 51/1.
GR 2246 — Schumann Sonata Op. 105 (first recording, 1937); Schubert
Fantasy in C; Reger Allegretto.
GR 2247 — Mozart Sonata K377; Bach Sonata in G- major; pieces by Vivaldi,
Bach, Geminiani.
Japan: CBS/Sony
SOCU 16— Schumann Piano Quintet; Brahms Trio OP. 87.
SOCU 14 — Dvorak Quartet Op. 51; Brahms Quartet Op. 67.
SOCU 15— Schubert Trio in E-flat ( second recording, 1951); Beethoven Trio
Op. 70/1 ' Ghost'.
SOCU 20 — Mozart Quartet K428 and Concerto K219.

SPECIAL ISSUES
Available from the Busch Brothers Society
12 PAL 3902/3 — Beethoven Concerto.
F666 279M — Reger Quartet Op. 109; Mendelssohn Capriccio Op. 81/3.
F60 469/70M (two discs) — Adolf Busch Compositions: Piano Quintet Op. 35;
Sonata Op. 56; Flute Quintet Op. 68 ( Marlboro Festival performances,
players include Rudolf Serkin, Pina Carmirelli).

appreciate this. As for Brahms, Busch knew
the composer's wishes at second-hand
through his teachers and his friendship with
Eusebius Mandyczewski.
Busch's buoyant feeling for rhythm went
hand- in- hand with his sense of humour,
which was of the same rather earthy cast as
Beethoven's and Mozart's. It is impossible,
in my view, for a humourless person to be a
great Beethoven interpreter; r.ehich is only one
reason why Iwould listen to Busch ten times
before listening to Furtwângler once.
In two years of researching a biography of
Busch, my admiration for him as man and
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musician has if anything increased.* Any
journalist knows that the oppcsite is usually
the case. He was clearly one of the greatest
men who ever drew a bow across the strings
of aviolin; but judged purely as an executant
musician he still belongs in that select group
whose recordings should be in every collection.•
•For his biography and discography of Adolf Busch
Tully Potter would be delighted to hear from anyone
who has anecdotes or memories of the Busch brothers
and their circle, or who can make letters, concert
programmes or photographs available. His address is
4 Brook Cottages, Little Burstead, Billericay, Essex
CM12 9TA.
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The BIB Audiophile Edition series is designed for
people who want to give their audio systems a
special kind of care. Take this tape head cleaner,
for instance. Whatever your machine, the heads,
capstan and pinchwheel, need regular and
thorough attention to maintain top quality
performance from your tapes. Designed for
all kinds of machines, cassette and open
reel, the unique, adjustable cleaning tool
comes complete with replacement felt
tips, acleaning brush, inspection mirror
and cleaning liquid. In short, akit for
real audiophiles. For aspecial kind
of hi-fi care, simply choose
Audiophile Edition kits by BIB.
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Five of our contributors look
at the best ways of spending either £200
or £400 on abasic disc-playing system

The following essays in hi-fi budgetry are presented more-or- less as they arrived from our five rather
disparate authors. Inevitably such choices to some extent reflect quirks and tastes as well as presenting
purely factual observations, and we hope that readers will enjoy the individuality as much as they
appreciate the practicality of what Messrs. Aldous, Colloms, Keywood, King and Leeming have to
say. Perhaps some deviations from the strict £200/£400 scheme will also be forgiven. In any event, we
wish all readers with budget- balancing problems a successful spending spree on the strength of our
supplement.

Donald Aldous
1\1 ADIR' hi-fi, ie, low- end budget hi-fi is the
I
category into which the items Ishall
mention usually fall. My description, with
tongue in cheek, basically refers to the outlay
involved rather than the sound quality available, with systems costing up to £200, and
later leading on to around £400.
As with the previous supplements, we shall
keep to disc- replay systems only (without tape
or radio), and present-day inflationary
problems are indicated by the price- ceilings
of £80 (
HFNIRR March, 1968) and £100
(HFNIRR August, 1970). Doubling these
prices, it is doubtful today whether the hi-fi
novitiate would be able to detect any significant improvement in the sound performance
from the current equivalent models.
For instance, the Rega Planar 2turntable, a
complete integrated unit with arm but no
cártridge, is well worth trying to find at £90 or
so, and anew Nytech integrated amplifier,
derived from the admirable Nytech CTA252
receiver, should now be available. The
Mordaunt-Short Festival 2series loudspeakers
and the Ortofon FF15E Mk11 can still be
recommended, despite price increases.
Always remember that, whether RRPs are
given or not listed, alittle shopping around
will often find acheaper typical selling price.
For example, the Ortofon FF15E is quoted at
£17 but can be obtained for £ 13.50 or so.
Examining low-priced cartridges, the AKG
P7E at about £27 has excellent overall quality,
operating at atracking force of around
1.5 gm. Its output at 5cm/sec is 4.5 mV and
the manufacturer quotes acompliance figure
of 25 cu. Suitable pickup arms for this AKG
cartridge include those fitted to the Sansul
SR222, Trio KD2055, and, of course, the Rega
Planar 2.
A retailer friend of mine has found that in
the lower bracket the Toshiba SR- A230 semiautomatic single- play two- speed turntable
has sold well. It has abelt- drive with manual
start, auto return and shut-off, ' S' type staticbalanced arm with anti- skating, interchangeable headshells, and calibrated counter98

Videoton, Minimax 2

weight. Price around £69, which is roughly
the cost of the Micro-Seiki MB- 10 turntable, a
belt- drive model with agood arm performance,
but having alimited suspension and
needing abetter mat. Another worthy
contender is the JVC Model JL-A20 belt- drive
turntable at £72.
Going up the price scale, the Technics
SL-220, complete with arm, can be bought for
around £ 100. It has aservo- controlled DC
motor, with electronic speed switching, and
front- panel control for all functions, two
pitch controls within 6% range, and 12 in.
aluminium diecast platter. Manual arm
operation.

the 212, similar in appearance to the old
model, and sells for £40.28 with VAT. Do not
expect too much from this cheap unit, as its
output is only 2x 12 watts RMS into 8ohms,
both channels driven. Distortion is claimed to
be better than 0.3% at 1kHz and facilities
include tone controls ( bass/treble), tape
switching, tuner, ceramic and magnetic
cartridge inputs and separate ' scratch' and
'rumble' filters. The unit has teak veneered
sides with black top and base, contrasting
with aslim brushed aluminium fascia giving a
streamlined appearance. The rear is formed
from black anodised aluminium, designed to
give good thermal dissipation, with its
recessed surface acting as amounting for the
power transistors and DIN sockets.
However, when the current production
batch has been sold, Igather that no further
units of this type will be made. Manufacturers
are Shackman Instruments Ltd of Chesham,
Bucks, not connected with the Alex
Shackman of Audio Services' Dynastatic
loudspeaker renown, Imust add.

If you are interested in DIY work, even to a
modest degree, avalue-for- money unit is
available from A. R. Sugden & Co. ( Engineers)
Brighouse. The Connoisseur BD1 turntable
kit, either as achassis model or mounted on a
standard plinth and cover, with pickup mounting disc, can be obtained for alittle less than
£17 and is almost unchanged after many
years of production. The assembly is simple,
no soldering, and the only tools required are a
screwdriver and pliers. The speed- change is
press- button operated. A Connoisseur
complete unit that has achieved widespread
popularity is the model BD2/A fitted with
SAU2 arm, mounted on plinth ( standard or
compact) plus cover. Discounted price is
about £39 with VAT.
Turning to the ' heart' of the system, the
bargain unit must be the Shackman 212
amplifier, designed primarily for first-time
buyers of amodest stereo system. The
earlier 220 amplifier has been superseded by

Connoisseur BD1 Kit

Another budget amplifier, again all British
design, is the Alba UA900, now developing
33 watts RMS per channel, which at discounted
price is around £50; but perhaps the most
satisfying performer with awell- controlled
output is the JVC JAS11G. Selling for about
£83 or so, this stereo amplifier offers 33 watts
per channel into 8ohms and 0.1 % THD. The
Technics stereo integrated amplifier, SU 8011.
and its predecessor, the SU 7100, can also be
recommended. The former is aslim- line
silver- finish model, providing 25 watts per
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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channel, and sells for about £ 100.
The SU7100 offers 35 watts per channel
continuous, both channels driven into 8ohms,
with 0.1% THD and IM distortion. Its features
include provision for stereo tape decks, with
monitor circuits for tape- to- tape dubbing in
either direction. It has a41- step volume control, plus ahigh filter (- 6dB/octave roll- off),
with main and remote LS terminals having
push-button indication switch. With the
'right' loudspeakers, this amplifier presents a
smooth sound when fed with a ' clean' PU
signal.
So we come to the last link in the hi-fi chain
—the loudspeaker, where the subjective
element significantly enters the assessment
equation. The personal likes and dislikes in
choosing loudspeakers are additionally
complicated by the vast array of makes and
models now on the British market.
Once again, the DIY man/woman can
construct asystem from apublished design
or buy one of the recognised kits, such as the
Wharfedale Denton, Linton 3XP, or the
Glendale SXP. To the nearest pound, these
kits can be bought for £30, £50 or £60
respectively as typical shop prices. By the
way, these kits refer to pairs. The Richard
Allan kits, too, are well known, ranging in
price from about £34 to £ 75 for the S/Triple
system.
For arock- bottom outlay, a speaker not
widely known is worth hearing—the Omar
Henley small bookshelf, with cabinet dimensions of 275 mm ( H) x 165 mm ( W) and
187 mm ( D). Its RRP is only £46 inc. VAT, for
apair. Power handling is up to 25 watts with a

crossover around 3kHz. These systems offer
abright, forward sound, with optimum results
sited near corners of aroom. For an extended
bass response, the bigger Omar Goring costs
about £ 10 more. These systems are manufactured by Omar Skinner & Sons, of Bracknell, Berks. In this bracket, one must
include the Videotone Minimax 2(
D132E), a
two- unit IB enclosure at around £ 55 per pair,
plus VAT, or the Keesonic Kub.
From personal listening tests, Iget sonic
pleasure from the B & W DM5s, another IB
design. Although the Ilsted price is over £ 100
they can be bought for about £85 per pair by
searching the hi-fi outlets. Another admired
system is the JR 149 cylindrical shaped unit
with discs at each end held under tension by a
steel rod. Fitted with a13 cm KEF woofer and
a2cm KEF tweeter, for optimum sound they
need to be wall mounted. Typical price is
around £ 100 per pair, although listed at £ 135.
Not from personal auditioning, but based on
the comments of dealer friends, Ican mention
the Studiocraft 110 and 220 models. These
are ported reflex designs, from Bose UK Ltd,
and can be purchased for around £88 and
£125.
My own favourite, following an extended
period of listening, is the Wharfedale Shelton
XP2, which can be acquired for alittle under
£60 per pair, areal bargain. These systems
have received critical praise from many
quarters, including my colleague Paul
Messenger ( see March 1979 HFNIRR p.79).
This design incorporates two new drivers,
and aspecial crossover network to link the
two units without any apparent ' join'. The

bass unit has asmooth response up to 7kHz
or so, and the new domed tweeter goes down
to 3kHz. The highest praise fcan attach to
this Shelton system is that it stood comparison with a pair of Spendor BC1s, without
disgracing itself.
To arrive at your own ' budget' hi-fi system,
after reading this feature, alittle simple
arithmetic will indicate the combination of
equipment that will meet your ' price ceiling'.
But hunt around for supply sources, and do
bear in mind that systems in these brackets,
especially below £200, are ' minimal hi-fi' and
have technical limitations.
Summary
£200 system
Toshiba SR- A230 turntable
Connoisseur BD1 turntable
Connoisseur BD2 turntable
Shackman 212 amp.
Alba UA900 amp.
Videotone Minimax 2
Omar Henley
Wharfedale Shelton

£69
£17-£25
£39
£40
£50
£55
£46
£60

£400 system
£72
JVC JLA-20 turntable
£85
Micro Seiki MB10 turntable
£90
Rega Planar 2turntable
£100
Technics SL220 turntable
£83
JVC JAS 11G amp.
£100
Technics SU 8011 amp.
£114
Mordaunt Short Festival 2
£100-£139
JR 149
£85-£100
B & W DM5
(All prices are approximate and typical)

*********************************
Martin Colloms
THIS YEAR Ihave been asked to consider
two somewhat arbitrary price levels for
'reviewers' recommended systems', namely
£200 and £400, these to include, if at all
possible, some consideration of receiver
options. The initial specification was that the
aforementioned ceilings should relate to
RRP, but at the £200 level, at least, purchasers
tend to shop around and are keenly aware of
competitive prices; consequently Ihave
adopted what appears to be ' typical' purchase
prices for all the items selected.
It was not so long ago that the sum of £100
represented the magic ' budget' system level,
with ' unit audio' lying below and true ' hi-fi'
above; however, inflation has taken its due
toll, and nowadays £200 represents the new
boundary; even so, one is quite hard-pressed
to find wholly suitable models. It should be
borne in mind that the groupings put together
here are neither comprehensive nor definitive,
being derived from acanvassing of opinion
from colleagues as well as personal experience; Ihave not personally tested all the
items suggested.
The financial breakdown for each system
level allocates approximately one third to
each component— in the case of the £200
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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system, this means around £60-£70 each for a
turntable including cartridge, an amplifier,
and apair of speakers. It was not possible,
unfortunately, to give any receiver recommendations at this cheaper end of the market.

approx. £75

A brief rundown of the items is worthwhile
to indicate the best combinations and to point
out any possible compatibility problems.
Beginning with the ADC QLM 34 111, this is an
Inexpensive induced- magnet cartridge which
performed well in HiFi Choice and offers a
low compliance suited to the SR222 11 with its
medium mass, detachable headshell arm.
The ADC was considered neutral in its
general balance, with an open and clear midrange buta slightly muted treble— however,
the latter is not disadvantageous in terms of a
less expensive system, where treble distortion
can be more obtrusive. Stereo quality was
well above average and tracking good at a
typical 1.75-2 gdownforce—quite safe with
the slightly oversized elliptical stylus fitted.
The SR222 11 did well in arecent review, with
an enviable overall balance of engineering
qualities offered for the price. Wow and
rumble were virtually inaudible and its only
real weakness—typical of many lower priced
decks—was alack of decoupling from the
environment in terms of both acoustic and
vibration isolation. However, this may be
largely overcome by using arigid structural
wall- mounted shelf located well away from
the loudspeakers.
The QLM 34 is also fitted as standard in the
new ADC 1500FG player, which also sports a

approx. £75

servo- controlled belt- drive platter, an
advanced arm related to the Accutrac, and

£200 system
Turntable & cartridge
1. Sansui SR222 II plus
approx. £72
ADC QLM 34 III
(An alternative cartridge would be the
Ortofon FF15E 11 although this will cost a
few pounds extra. It can be further
improved by the addition of the ' CAP 210'
loading, or other similar devices.)
2. ADC 1500 FG including
approx. £70
ADC QLM 34 Ill
Amplifier
1. JVC JAS 10
2. Amstrad EX330
3. Sansui AU117

(20 W)
(30 W)
(18 W)

approx. £68
approx. £64
approx. £73

Loudspeaker
1. Wharfedale Shelton XP2
(86 dB/W)
2. Sanyo Hi Fi One
(86 dB/W)
3. Castle Richmond 11
(90 d8/W)

approx. £65
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Our key salesman measures 6k3"
and answers to agirl's name
Unilet has areputation for selling only
the best in hi-fi equipment at prices you'll find
very hard to match. But we know range and
price aren't everything. While cur salesmen
are all experienced hi-fi people and can
suggest appropriate models, they know you
want to hear more of the equipment than you
do of them.
So they'll introduce you to Elsa our allnew salesperson who is truly aproduct of
space-age technology. Elsa ( Extra Long
Switching Apparatus) is no larger than a

pocket calculator. Yet by tapping afew keys
you can hear any of 24000 combinations of
speakers, amps, tape or record decks. You can
compare instantaneously the performance of
various components without the loss of
quality often experienced with ordinary
comparators.
You can listen and compare, recheck and
listen again. You can make really sure you've
found the best combination.
And you'll find our prices sound just
as good.

MAJOR BRANDS STOCKED
Accuphase, Aiwa, AKG, AGI, A&R,Austin-Michaelson, B & 0, Bose, Cambridge, Castle,
Celef, Celestion, Cerwin-Vega, Chartwell, Dahlquist, 0.B.X., Disk 22. Dual, Ferrograph,
FR., Gale, Grace, Harman Kardon, Harrison Chapman, I.M.F., J.B.L , JR., J.V.C.,
K.E.F., K.L.H., Lentek Linn, Luxman, Marantz, Maxell, Mayware, McIntosh, Monitor
Audio, N.A.D., Nakamichi, Optonica, Ortofon, Pioneer. Quad, Revox, Sansui, Sabo,
Shure, S.M.E., Sonus, Sony, Soundcraftsmen, Spendor, Stanton, Stax, Sugden, Supex,
Tandberg, Tangent, Tannoy, Teac, Technics, Thorens Transcriptors, Trio, Uher, Ultimo,
Videotone, Yamaha, Zerostat.
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finally amoderately effective spring
suspension system. This appears to offer
very good value and has the added advantage
of aready- installed cartridge.
The choice of amplifier could well depend
on the speakers selected. The Shelton is
nominally a6- ohm model of average- to- low
sensitivity and would therefore best suit an
amplifier with good reserves at lower
impedance values; as such, the Amstrad,
which is specified at 35 W into 4ohms, would
seem to be agood choice. Similarly, while the
'Hi Fi One' is an 8ohm model, like the Shelton
it is also of relatively low efficiency and would
benefit from the 30 W Amstrad rating into
8ohms. However, the other recommended
amplifiers would also suit these speakers,
albeit with aslightly reduced maximum volume,
their respective 8ohms ratings being 18 wpc
for the Sansui and 20 wpc for the JVC. All
three offer good value for money, but with
different compromises in terms of overall
performance versus power output. On this
basis, the Sansui would seem to offer the
highest quality and the Amstrad the greatest
potential for high volume levels.
All three models of loudspeaker selected
have done well in recent tests, but the Castle
Richmond II offers the special advantage of
higher sensitivity, with amargin at 4dB,
which in subjective terms raises somewhat
the apparent attending amplifier power. This
would be aplus point for rock music lovers;
conversely, the ' classical' choice would
probably be the Sanyo, which is in fact a
British design using Audax drivers.
£400 system
At this higher price level there is more
flexibility and sufficient margin to include
some less expensive receivers. Again the
price breakdown is approximately into thirds.
Turntable & cartridge
1. ADC 1700 Quartz and fitted
ADC XLM Ill
2. Thorens TD104 and Ortofon
VMS20E II, including
CAP 210
3. Thorens TD104 and ADC
XLM Ill
4. B & 01902 ( or equivalent
1500) and.fitted MMC20E
5. Dual 504 and fitted Dual
cartridge
6. Dual 504 plus Ortofon
FF15E II
7. Rega Planar 3plus ADC
QLM 34 III

approx. £115
approx. £ 11 5
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approx. £ 190
approx. £140
approx. £160

Loudspeakers
Having personally reviewed some 85 models
of speaker in the last year or so, Ifind
perhaps too many contenders to include
them all, but the following should give some
idea of the choice available in the £120--£160
price range.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Castle Kendal 11
JR 149
KEF Corelli
KEF Concord Ill
Philips RH487
Rogers LS 3/5A
Sansui ES207
Spendor SA1
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2
Audiomaster MLS2

approx.
approx.
approx.
approx.
approx.
approx.
approx.
approx.
approx.
approx.

£130
£130
£130
£ 160
£ 140
£ 160
£ 160
£ 150
£130
£ 130

The Kendal, Concord and RH487 represent
above-average efficiency designs, and may be
driven to high acoustic levels using only
20-30 watts per channel. The others would
benefit from amplifiers in the 50-60 W range,
with the SA1, JR149 and MLS2 all requiring
considerable driving, and in the case of the
JR149, with some attendant low frequency
power handling restriction, while the good
power handling properties of the Teesdale,
ES207 and Corelli, together with their slightly
higher sensitivity, means that quite substantial volume levels are possible using a
larger amplifier. Models tending to a
'classical' balance include the JR 149,
Corelli, LS3/5a, ES207, SA1 and MLS2, while
those balanced towards greater bass
emphasis and amore forward' presentation
include the Kendal, Concord, Teesdale and
RH487. Outstanding stereo perspectives are
common to the JR149, SA1 and LS3/5a, with
the remaining models ( excepting the RH487)
all setting ahigh standard. While the Philips

approx. £120
approx. £100
approx. £115
approx. £115

approx. £ 115
approx. £165
approx. £140
approx. £145
approx. £150
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does not convincingly reproduce stereo
recordings, it must be said that this weakness
largely passes unnoticed with the great
majority of commercial multi-track recordings.
All the models listed perform best on open
stands located clear of the floor and away
from rear walls and room corners.
Turning to the amplifiers and receivers, I
consider all of them to represent good value
for money, but if pressed for arecommendation, Iwould select the Sansui
SAU317 and probably the MR250 for the
receiver.
The turntables represent amixed batch of
which the best in engineering terms is
undoubtedly the B & 0, amodel with an
isolating subchassis and amatched integrated
cartridge, offering afine overall performance.
The unit also possesses automatic facilities
pnd is free of unnecessary gadgets. While the
Rega lacks asubchassis, its substantial and
commonsense engineering also provides a
good performance, although its massive arm
necessitates alow-compliance cartridge such
as the ADC QLM 34 Ill. For £100 or so, the
Dual 504 comes ready-fitted with aDual
cartridge (the SZ1 is the auto equivalent), but
an improved model such as the Ortofon
FF15E II could be substituted to advantage.
The Thorens TD104 offers good value for
money and would complement either the
Ortofon VMS 20E III or the ADC XLM III;
and fidally, the latter is supplied ready-fitted
to astriking new ADC turntable, the 1700,
which also carries an advanced quartz lock
direct- drive motor with variable speed
facilities, and an arm closely related to the
well-known LMF 2. The value here is indisputable.
If pinned down to the basic £400 ceiling and
not allowed apenny more, 1would probably
choose the B & 0 1902 ( or 1500), the Pioneer
SA706 and the KEF Corellis. Trial auditioning
of asystem is still strongly recommended,
although for competent dealer service along
these lines one should be prepared to pay
more than the absolute rock- bottom discount
house prices.

*********************

approx. £ 115

Amplifier/receiver
I. Sansui AU217 amplifier
30 W/channel
2. Sansui AU317 amplifier
50 W/channel
3. Sansui G3000 receiver
30 W/channel
4. Pioneer SA706 amplifier
60 W/channel
5. Marantz MR230 receiver
30 W/channel

6. Marantz MR250 receiver
60 W/channel
7. Rotel RA714 amplifier
50 W/channel
8. A & R AR60 amplifier
30 W/channel

Gordon King
THE BRIEF for this article was for two
systems—atruly budget one costing no
more than £200 and another, 6dB up the price
scale, costing no more than £400. Although
the second was not too difficult to devise to
my satisfaction, the first presented afew
problems. ( But the basic record reproduction
system does lend itself to extension into FM
radio and possible upgrading.) With the
extra £200 for the £400 system Iwas able to
venture wider afield and selected as its heart a
well- liked receiver. Iam going to look at this
system first, for it is possible that you may
like to use some of the components of this to
improve on the ' basic' system.
With the prevailing lack of precise control
on prices there can be an appreciable swing
about the mean, depending on the source. It

is sometimes possible to acquire acomponent on ' special offer' and save quite a
few pounds sterling. Looking at the prices
given in recent hi-fi glossies and checking
dealers, it was possible at the time of writing
to get just within the budgets, more so with
the higher than the lower one. You may feel a
trifle more secure not to seek the very lowest
warehouse prices and, in effect, take on abit
of ' insurance' in terms of installation assistance and after- sales service, for which the
smaller, enthusiast breed of dealer is
particularly noted; but such buying could well
put the systems ashade above the budgeted
prices.
At this juncture Ihave no hesitation in
acknowledging the keen assistance, with
respect to equipment, given me during the
preparation of this piece by the staff of my
local hi-fi store; namely, Upton Electronics of
Brixham and Paignton, who are highly
regarded by hi-fi buffs in the Torbay territory
101

and beyond, and who can supply most
components described here.
The heart of the £400 system is the
respected Aiwa AX-7400 receiver, and Iwas
particularly drawn to it when auditioning and
measuring its bigger brother, the AX-7600.
The AX- 7400 is of smaller power yield and the
FM department is not quite to the particularly
high standard of the more expensive model.
Nevertheless, it produces agood 25+25 W
into 8- ohm loads and is capable of adynamic
output of 55+55 W into 4- ohm loads.
As you may know, 1am especially critical of
the FM side of hi-fi and, although not
regarded as the ultimate, for the price the
performance of the 7400 will be found to be
more than adequate for the majority of
locations and applications. It is aneat
receiver with well- engineered controls and
push- buttons and is equipped with pretty well
everything the upper- budget user is likely to
require. It lends itself to source upgrading
and has two tape circuits.
The tone controls can be defeated should
these things constitute asource of worry, and
turnover switching allows awide degree of
flexibility. There are meters for both tuning
and signal strength, and an AM section
complements stereo FM. The former,
however, is MW only, which means that on
Radio 4in the mornings you may have to put
up with ' schools' broadcasts, the BBC
putting the interesting programmes on LW!
Tuning mechanism is free and easy, and
separate scale sections are adopted for FM
and AM.
If you wish, you can roll- off the treble at
8kHz at 12 dB/octave rate, while the high-pass
filter has aslope of 6dB/octave below about
30 Hz. There are facilities for connecting and
switching two pairs of speakers and, of
course, aheadphone jack. The receiver
should not burn up more than about £176 of
the available cash.
My speaker shortlist eventually resolved to
a couple of models—the KEF Corelli and the
Castle Richmond, both of which are favoured
in the price range. The Corelli is the more
expensive and the less efficient, which really
warrants an amplifier section alittle more
powerful than that of the Aiwa to achieve
fully scaled hi-fi sound intensity without
running the amplifier too close to peak
clipping.
The Richmond, on the other hand, is
significantly more sensitive owing, in part, to
the exploitation of reflex design techniques.
Using contoured noise signal, each speaker
requires an input of around 12 V for 96 dBA
sound intensity in aroom of some 60 rn ,.
This corresponds to about 18 W per channel
into pure resistive loads. Having in mind that
speakers present a ' reactive' load to the
amplifier, auseful margin is thus available for
possible loading aberrations, not that any of
significance could be detected. The Corellis
require towards 20 V noise drive for the same
intensity.
Although possibly suiting some ears
better than the Richmond on an overall basis,
the Corelli would be more suitable for those
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not over- keen on blowing out the windows.
For this you would need a50+50 W amplified
The lower efficiency is acombination of the
'sealed box' design and the nature of the
crossover. Both are compact systems
suitable for floor- stand or open- shelf mounting (the former preferred), with the Corelli
being the slightly larger and heavier, though
the slimmer. Comparative dimensions are
470 x280 x220 mm and 415 x230 x250 mm
(H x Wx D) for the Corelli and Richmond
respectively. Respective weights are 9and
8.5 kg.
Both systems audition happily with the
Aiwa, each exhibiting its own brand of
'small speaker' coloration. Briefly, the bass
Is slightly deeper from the Richmond, though
the Corelli was thought to score more for
upper- middle rendering and spectral smoothness. Prices are around £140-£150 for the
KEF, and in the region of £90 for the Castle.
For record reproduction Idecided on the
excellent Sony PST1 deck with which was
Included aSony cartridge for around £88. If
you decide on the less costly Richmond
speakers you will have some cash in hand to
acquire asecond cartridge without exceeding
the budget. Although the effective mass of
the Sony arm is not excessive, acartridge of
particularly high compliance is not recommended. Ifavour for the arm one of the
medium compliance Grado collection, such
as the F1+, which sells at around £36. This
puts the low-frequency resonance up to 8Hz
or so, which is not at all bad.
The deck adopts atachocontrolled directdrive motor system whose control stems from
magnetic poles on the inside rim of the turntable. Speeds of 34 and 45 rpm are switchable and adjustable, and auto arm return
contributes to the practical value. Although
the plinth, which has the appearance of
'metal', is supported by shock resistant'
feet, there is atendency for acoustic feedback
if the deck is placed in line- of-fire of the
speakers with the amplifier running at high
gain, especially when on aresonant shelf with
the lid closed. If possible, the deck (and this
applies in principle to all decks) should be
stood on asolid shelf fixed directly to awall.
There is bound to be some coloration under
howlround conditions, even when there is no
actual oscillation.
The machine has low W & F, good speed
accuracy, low rumble and hardly any speed
drift. There is no separate ' earthing' lead,
which, although of no importance with the
cartridge supplied, could increase the ripple
output with adifferent cartridge.
So much, then, for the £400 system.
Dividing this by two leads to greater scope
restriction; but it is possible to evolve afair
record playing system for £200, as we shall
now see.
At this level, it is difficult to go much above
£70 for the amplifier and leave enough petty
cash available for the speakers and deck. I
decided on the Eagle A-7200 amplifier which
Imanaged to find for just about £ 70, and at
30+30 W this is good value for money.
Clearly, for this price there must be some

short-falls based on critical judgement;
but this sort of judgement must obviously be
tamed ir tthis price range. Even so, the
amplifier has an acceptable specification and
is remarkably low on distortion below
clipping. It employs electronic overioad
protection, two- speaker ( pairs) facilities with
corresponding switching, ' click' position
volume and tone controls and direct coupling
to the speakers. There are also Loudness and
Tape Monitor switches and inputs for pickup,
tuner and auxiliary.
If it is decided toadd radio facilities later,
then there is the matching T-7400 tuner in a
similar price range.

Castle 'Richmond' Speaker
For loudspeakers, again Icould not goabove
£60 and have enough cash for the record deck.
Two happy little speakers in this range are the
Goodmans RB18 and the Wharfedale Shelton
XP2 (
the latter now with atweeter less prone
to failure). Both models have two units, are of
similar sensitivity and suitable for the
amplifier power. The Goodmans is slightly
larger than the Wharfedale, comparative
dimensions being 430x 260x 250 mm and
412 x246 x240 mm respectively. Both have a
frequency range from about 60 Hz to 20 kHz
and, for small speakers, yield quite encouraging sound.
It would appear that the interface of both
types is suitable for the amplifier, though
running at maximum power might precipitate
operation of the amplifier's overload protection. However, this would normally be of
little moment since there should be afair
power reserve at domestic sound intensities
(before the speakers themselves start to
protest!). The amplifier is capable of some
12 V across 6ohms before speaker-type- load
clipping occurs.
We are now left with about £ 70 for the
record deck, and sorting around in this range
Idecided on the JVC JLA-20 which was
complete with cartridge for £70 ( it is sometimes possible to acquire the deck for about
£62, but probably without cartridge). The
deck is belt- driven from asynchronous motor
and incorporates auto- return and close- down
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facilities with switching over 34 and 45 rpm.
It is avery pleasant looking deck which, for the
price, has agood arm, easily adjusted sidethrust compensation ( by atop knob which
can be operated while a record is playing) and
acceptable W & Fand rumble specifications.
There is also an oil- damped cue lever and, of
course, atransparent hinged top cover.
Clearly it is not easy to evolve a £200
system, but Ifeel sure that the items
suggested will give good satisfaction, while
allowing for future extension.
£400 SYSTEM
Aiwa AX- 7400 Receiver

£ 176

KEF Corelli or Castle Richmond
speakers
£90 to £ 149
Sony PST1 record deck with
separate Grado F1-1- cartridge
if required
£88 to £ 124
Total
£ 354 to £449
£200 SYSTEM
Eagle A-7200 Amplifier £70
Wharfedale Shelton XP2 or
Goodmans RB-18 speakers £ 60
JVC JLA-20 record deck with
cartridge
£ 70
Total
£200
(Please note that prices are approximate)

**********************
Noel Keywood

A

CEILING of £200 for any sort of hi-fi
system these days is cutting it abit fine.
However, Iwas surprised to find that even at
this level there are some pretty respectable
items. But you need to ferret about, because
it's pretty difficult to squeeze acomplete disc
playing system out of £200 and call it hi-fi. In
fact, whatever you choose at this sort of price
level is going to be deficient in one or two
areas and will attract some hoots of scorn
from those who are really into the fine details
of putting together a ' high definition' system..
I've had to bite my nails abit and ponder on
this one too, since it is difficult to reconcile
some of the weaknesses.
On the other hand, Iam happier in
remembering that amajority of the people
who personally ask me about hi-fi equipment
still only want agood noise, get records
confused with frisbees late at night, and think
that stereo is better because you get double
the amount of sound from two speakers.
Well, bless their hearts, Ithink; listening to
music would be apretty tedious social affair if
everybody wanted to hear aperfectly balanced
sound- stage and opted en masse to sit at the
one point where it existed. But they don't, and
for this reason Ithink that while .jlnay
equivocate over the following recommendations and worry about lack of ambience, loss
of detail, blurred stereo imagery, or some of
the other more obscure facets of sound
quality, the fact that more obvious qualities
such as clarity, lack of coloration and good
attack are achieved still make the set-up quite
attractive.
On budget systems, choice of loudspeaker
is particularly important. At high price levels
speaker choice is often amatter of personal
taste, but at the other end of the scale you
have too avoid the junk first before being able
to recommend anything. As things stand
currently, Wharfedale's new XP2 range most
obviously provides the sort of speaker Iam
looking for in a £200 system. The Linton XP2
offers good performance at arelatively low
price of around £75. Its tweeter is anew
design produced for the XP2 range and
complements the now familiar Leak/
Wharfedale mid- range unit that is distinguished by awhite plastic cone with radial
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damping holes. The rear face of this cone is
treated with asecond layer of c'ear synthetic
damping material over its entire surface,
which in effect closes these holes—to air
flow at least. Both are methods developed by
Rank ( through their holographic techniques)
to control unwanted resonant modes in the
cone, and experience has shown me that this
drive unit delivers aclear, coloration- free
analytical quality that allows vocals in
particular to be reproduced with excellent
fidelity.
Loudspeaker manufacturers now tell us that
new forms of paper are available which don't
produce significant coloration when used for
speaker cones, while their low mass relative to
synthetic or bextrene damped types increases
efficiency. Inotice that speakers using these
light- weight cones have excellent transient
characteristics, with good attack and little
overhang. Wharfedale made a point of
using paper with the high- efficiency ' E' Series
speakers, and now use it on the XP2 range in
their bass units. The result in the Linton XP2
is an efficient speaker that is lively- sounding,
doesn't need alot of amplifier power for high
volumes, and is free from serious coloration.
In fact, the Linton shames many more expensive speakers and is very much aproduct of
Rank's investment in advanced research
techniques, something that small companies
are unable to match.
Moving along the chain, Icome to avery
easy choice for the amplifier. It is NAD's
3030, which at £80 is areal snip. It is aquality
Japanese amplifier, heavily built and nicely
finished. What strikes me about it, though, is
the fact that NAD have employed abig power
supply and output transistors that together
allow heavy output currents to be delivered.
The amp, while rated at 30 watts, produces
40 watts into 8ohms and no less than 60 watts
into 4ohms, with negligible measured
distortion right up to 20 kHz. The Linton has a
fairly variable impedance characteristic ( very
nominally 6ohms!), but the NAD 3030 will
not be upset by it since it remains unaffected
by sudden changes in reactance and overall
impedance. Disc pre- amp RIAA equalisation
is accurate, and input impedance doesn't
change over the audio band either, so the
frequency response of acartridge is not
modified. Twin output meters ensure that
output overload isn't reached as well. What I
suspected when testing the amplifier was

borne out in practice— namely, it delivers a
tight, punchy and very clean sound that was
better controlled and had more power than
many ' flabby'- sounding competitors.
So far this system has cost roughly £80 for
the amp plus £ 75 for the speakers, which
allows £45 for the deck and cartridge. This is
where headscratching starts, because there's
very little going at this price. All Ican
recommend is Garrard's SP25, which has
recently been revised up to Mk VI status. It is
supplied with aShure M75- 6S cartridge and at
around £45 is definitely excellent value for
money. Garrard provide alot for this price,
since the turntable itself is avery competently
executed belt- drive design suffering little
from rumble or speed variations. Ttte arm is
also well made, but ultimately it is limited by
sloppy bearings and the auto- system. Quite
frankly, Ifeel guilty at being critical, since
Garrard obviously can't be expected to provide
transcription performance at these price
levels, while the SP25 offers all the facilities
most buyers want at this end of the market.
However, the system so far described really
would benefit from something better, and I
would recommend adeck like Sansui's SR222
or Trio's KD-1033. However, even these
suffer certain weaknesses such as relatively
high arm mass ( greater than that of the
SP25 VI) and, in the case of the KO- 1033, a
hollow'tinny' coloration caused by the resonant untreated metallic base plate. Isuppose
you could ( and Iam speculating here)
improve this deck by damping the plate with
bitumastic pads and then add an ADC
magnesium headshell to reduce arm mass,
but it wouldn't then be so cheap.
On all the decks mentioned Irecommend
you use an Ortofon cartridge correctly
loaded. The F15 Mk II is suitable for the two
Japanese manual decks, while Garrard's
SP25 Mk VI is best fitted with the less
compliant FF15 Mk II. These units don't suffer
asignificant upper mid- range droop, and in
consequence sound brighter and clearer than
most— without being ' sharp'. Distortion levels
are also very low, especially on vertical
modulation, but Iwill warn you that one direct
consequence of this is limited disc clearance,
which means that badly warped records may
not be playable. All recommendations
subsequent to the SP25 VI plus Shure M65- 6S
do unfortunately take the budget system over
the £200 limit, by £20-£30, but Ifeel their
quality is more appropriate to that of the
overall system.
Turning now to the £400 system, Ihad most r
difficulty on this more expensive set-up in
trying to find asuitable arm/deck/cartridge
combination. My original approach to
choosing components for this system involved
proportionately increasing the amount spent
on each item in the £200 system, and then
casting around to see what decent items were
available. Unfortunately, although £400 is
twice £200 you often don't get double the
quality. In fact, for that extra amount you
could even end up with something worse.
This problem was looking decidedly knotty,
since after afew hours spent juggling with
various combinations Icouldn't honestly be
certain that the final concoction had alot to
offer in terms of extra excitement, even if at an
analytical level it had less rumble or distortion
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IS TANGENT TAPERING OFF?

No — we're just shaping up for the future! Iver the
past few months Tangent have kept unusually quiet.
You may have been wondering why. It's simple.
We have been exceptionally busy designing new
and beautiful things.
Shown above is the RS8, our new top of the range
loudspeaker. Its expensive but it's also clean,
powerful and as smooth as silk.

also in the
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TANGEN1
SPL1

The SPLI is aclean
sounding inexpensive
miniature
loudspeaker, the
first of arange of
high power designs.

15

TANGENT
MONITOR
TM I

range

6

TANGEN I
MONITOR
TM3

The TM range uses well established
drive units with areputation for
consistency and reliability. Both
TM3 and TM1 are capable of
reproducing awide musical
spectrum clearly and accurately.

•

o

TANGENT
RS2

O

IANGENT
REFERENCE
RS4

0
O

The RS. range uses bextrene bass/mid-range units
havirtg exceptionally low levels of energy storage and
very well defined cone break-up characteristics.
The result is outstanding smoothness and stereo
performance.

Tangent Acoustics, 4Viking Way, Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8EL. Telephone. Cambridge 81377
See the full Tangent range at the HI- FIDELITY ' 79 SPRING EXHIBITION
24th- 29th APRIL, CUNARD, INTERNATIONAL HOTEL
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and more drive units! However, two inspirations hit me for this system and the result
brings abit of asmirk to my face, because the
final combination is abit unusual.
Idea No.1 was that instead of going for a
proportionately more expensive amp, provisionally A & R's A60, Iwould keep the
NAD3030 and instead select very efficient
speakers. Since the amp is fairly powerful in
any case and cannot easily be bettered in
quality unless you are prepared to spend
exceedingly large sums, this move is quite a
sound one. On speakers, we come back to
choosing one of the new efficient paper- cone
types, and here it comes down to two
delightful choices: KEF's new Concord III at
roughly £ 160 or Wharfedale's new E30 at £200.
In fact Ifind that the Concord Ills are not
especially efficient in the manner of the
Wharfedale ' E's, but nevertheless they will
turn out healthy volume levels with an amp
like the NAD3030. KEF have not used an
emphasised upper mid- band to give the
impression of detail, and compared with
many other speakers the Concords produce a
warm, full-bodied sound that is very easy to
listen to. Ifound them almost tactile on
transients and they are probably the best KEF
speakers Ihave heard to date for rock music.
They have asomewhat hollow or echoey
quality about them that is curious but
attractive. Ironically, their sound is similar in
many ways to the Wharfedale Teesdales, but
not as clear in the mid- band ( most noticeable
on vocals) while being better controlled at
the bass end. If you are more partial to
classical music than modern rock, the
Concord III would certainly be agood choice
for this system, since with the amplifier they
bring total cost to £230, not including the
record deck.
Now this is definitely good news, since with
£170 remaining it's time to start looking at
some of the juiciest moving- coil cartridges
available—and Ican assure you.that the latest
easily trample upon the best of the ' other'
types ( mainly moving- magnet), both in
measured performance and sound quality.
A combination that comes to mind is the new
Ortofon MC10 plus STM72 transformer (£60)
fitted into aPioneer PL516 turntable.
Pioneer's arm really isn't much to write home
about, but its mass can be tolerated by an
m- ccartridge and the bearings suffer little
slack or friction. Ilike the solid, dead plinth
Pioneer use, awelcome sight among the
increasing mountain of plastic mouldings,
since it helps to minimise coloration of the
sort exhibited, for instance, by Trio's KO- 1033
that Imentioned in the £200 system.
Unfortunately, isolation from disturbance on
this deck is nominal and it must be mounted
on asolid shelf that is little affected either
by floor movement or by sound from the
speakers. A wall- mounted shelf is usually
best, but remember that even these can act as
sounding boards unless they are solidly fixed,
braced or damped.
To check feedback susceptibility, by the
way, play asilent groove from atest disc such
as HiFi Sound's HFS75 or Decca's ' Give
yourself astereo checkout', turn the volume
up and see where regenerative feedback
(howling or squealing) occurs on the volume
control. Note how far above your normal
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listening level this point is, and you have some
idea of how well the deck is isolated. If howl
occurs only just above normal listening levels,
for example, then you are obviously suffering
arelatively large amount of breakthrough
during use and this will upset imaging, image
depth and bass quality in particular.
Ortofon's MC10 will give you aclearer and
more transparent sound than most movingmagnet types, and much sweeter treble too.
Iwould prefer to recommend apreamp or
Ortofon's excellent T-30 transformer rather
than the STM-72, which is hum- sensitive and
muddles sound abit, but you have to bear in
mind with Ortofon cartridges that they sound
best working into aload of less than ten ohms,
and most preamps, like the Lentek, have an
input impedance of one hundred ohms.
However, if possible you may like to try the
MC10 with such apreamp. Total cost is now
about £375, and with careful setting up this
system will sound sweet—on the warm side,
but punchy and quite clear.
If, like me, you are going to use the system
for rock rather than classical music and want
extremely good dynamics with avirtually
aggressive presentation and excellent detail,
try Wharfedale's new E30 speakers instead.
Being substantially more sensitive than the
Concord Ills, they will give alot more volume
from the NAD3030 if required. At the time of
writing this loudspeaker has not reached the
ears of the press, including my own, but Iuse
E70s with which they have much in common

and feel confident in saying that the E30 is
likely to be dramatic and the sort of thing you
love or hate. But Iwill warn you that the E
series are definitely rock speakers and, apart
from taking the system cost to £425, will
change its nature to abright, forward sound.
To pull cost down to £400 again is difficult.
Most of the good moving- magnet cartridges
available need alow- mass arm, and there are
few about. Thorens TD- 110 turntable (£ 110)
plus an Orton F15E Mk II (£20) correctly
loaded and set up will give avery clear, open
sound, but cost is still high. A new and
particularly unusual cartridge that sticks in
my mind is Empire's 2000X. It is unique in
having asmall rise in response in the upper
mid- band, rather than the usual suck- out,
while there is aslight fall in upper treble.
With moderately low distortion, good tracking
ability and modest compliance, it works well
in most arms and could, for instance, be
fitted to Pioneer's PL516, whereas Iwould
consider the FF15E Mk ll unsuitable due to its
compliance. The Empire is clear, forward and
very clean in its presentation. It makes a
majority of moving- magnet types sound
distinctly dull, hazy and spiky due to their
common upper mid- range droop and treble
peak, two afflictions which this cartridge
totally avoids. For abrighter sound than the
MC10 plus KEF Concord Ills, Irecommend it.
You could also try the 2000X with E30s, but
this system may be over- bright. But Ifeel it is
certainly an experiment worth making.
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*********************
Harry Leming
PRODUCTION, low price and high
WI ASS
quality are not very good partners, and

while it still is possible to assemble agood
system for around the £200 mark it should be
done with care. Paying too little for equipment
can, of course, result in dissatisfaction, and
in the end is ave yexpensive approach to
saving money! My aim, therefore, is to
recommend components to form the basis of
asystem which can be added to and
improved upon at alater date without too
much wastage.
A ' turntable' or a ' transcription unit'?
Where the dividing line should be drawn is a
matter of opinion, but one has to be very
careful when choosing among the lower
priced units. Auto record players that have
been revamped as single players and jazzed
up to look like apiece of engineering are by

no means uncommon, and can trap the
unwary. Auto-trip, and auto- pickup dropping
mechanisms and the like, cost money, and
unless the equipment really must be used by
Grandma and the children, this money is
better spent on basic quality.
My bargain basement choice would be the
Connoisseur BD2, economy version on a
plastic plinth at around £45. Frankly, the
finish and appearance does leave something
to be desired, but it is remarkably good value.
Wow, flutter and rumble are very low, and the
pickup arm is of low mass and is quite happy
with cartridges tracking down to, say, 1.5 gm.
Simplicity is abig plus feature; lack of
complexity leaves very little to cause trouble,
especially as an improved motor mounting
arrangement is now fitted. ( Originally the
motor was suspended on rubber bands and
these did tend to break after afew year's use—
BD2 owners tired of replacing these suspension bands might like to know that the new
mounting is available from retailers or the
manufacturers, Messrs A. R. Sugden, for a
very modest charge.)
If one really must count the pennies, the
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EMI choose Stanton

EMI wanted areference monitor to check all
equipped with aStanton 681series cartridge.
stages of record production. They chose Stanton.
His aim: to achieve an exact copy of the
From the cutting rooms where they check the
original tape. Obviously, acartridge of very high
accuracy of the first cut, through to the production
quality is vital. Obviously, Stanton is the answer.
at the factory where batch testing is done to check
Stanton -the choice of professionals
for faults, Stanton is the choice of the professionals
throughout the world- in radio stations, recording
at EMI.
companies and record libraries, offer the home
Nowhere is this more important than in the
audiophile arange of professional cartridges
disc cutting room at Abbey Road where Stanton
including the 881S Stereohedrorr the 681 individually
cartridges are used for comparison between the
calibrated series, the 680 Reference range and the
master tape and the lacquer The transfer engineer,
500 Broadcast series.Whatever your need, Stanton
Chris Blair, plays back the lacquer on aturntable
have the perfect cartridge.
STANTON-the choice of professionals
United Kingdom—Wilmex Ltd.—Compton House— New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE—Tel. 01-949 2545
Belgium-Luxembourg - ETN. De Greef - Steenweg OP Alsemberg 367-1180 Brussel - Tel. 07/345 39
Denmark - Hagen Olesen - NY Strandvei 28- 3050 Humlebaek-Tel.103119 14 47
Finland-Oy R. Vikstrom Ltd.- Ulvilankie 29/4 - 00350 Helsinki 35 - Te1.451 647
France- Delta Magnetics -41, ouai des Martyres de la Résistance -78700 Conflans - Tel. 972 6981
Germany- Thorens Geratewerk Lahr GnibH - Eichgarten 6-7630 Lahr - Te1.10782117025
Greece - Kinotechnilo 0 E. - Stournara 47-Athens- Tel. 3606998
Holland -Auchoscript BV-.Nieuw - LoosCrechtsedék 107 - Loosdrecht - Te1.102158/3706
Italy - Societa
lelecommicazioniSiemens s.p.a.-20149 Milano p. ie Zavattari 12- Tel. 4388
Norway- J. M. Fenno A/S - Nils Hansenséel 7- Oslo 6 - Te1.102168 63 60
Spain- Mabel SDAD. LTDA- Ripolles. 84 - Barcelona - Tel. 235 4000
Sweden- EL FA - Radio 8. Television AB - V17 117 Solna, Sweden - Tel. 08/730 07 00
Switzerland-Thorens Franz AG - Hakdstrasse41- 5430 iNettingen - Tel. 056 26 28 61
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18 ri would kke to know more about the choice of professionals like
EMI Please send me the Stanton catalogue and stockist list.

Name

Address

My record deck is a
WiFmex Ltd, Compton House, New Malden,
Surrey ICE 4DE. Tel. 01 -949 2545.
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BD2 and your records will get along happily
with Audio Technica's AT66 high- compliance
version ( now replaced by the AT11E), or a
Tenorel T2001. ( In the latter case alittle
packing under the front of the cartridge is
advised or sometimes the body will catch on
warped records.) If money is not too tight
there is no need to limit oneself to alowpriced cartridge, as higher quality units like
the Shure M75ED or the Ortofon VMS20E
are quite happy in the BD2.
Somewhat higher up the price scale is the
Acoustic Research AR77BX. This is another
unit with aperformance way out of its price
range which certainly does not sell on looks
or gimmicks either. AR claim that when they
developed the original AR3 speaker they
found that there was no commercial turntable
available with alow enough rumble factor to
match this speaker's excellent bass response,
and so they had to make one. Spartan- like
would describe the original AR turntable: no
speed change, no lifting and lowering device,
and no bias compensator — but it worked, and
the then new floating suspension system (as
used now by most Thorens units and the
Linn Sondek LP12)tamed rumble and acoustic
feedback to aremarkable degree. The latest
version of the AR turntable has an apology for
aspeed change—you lift the outer turntable
off and swop the belt over by hand— it takes
about fifteen seconds to get ready to play a
45 record—and agood quality lifting and
lowering device. The cost is just over £80 but
it is offered at about £90 fitted with aShure
M91ED (equivalent to M75ED). The AR77XB
should be considered seriously if you have
any intention of future upgrading, as while the
arm does have its limitations when compared
with, say, an SME, and does not have abias
compensator, it is very well balanced, and
doesn't tend to jump the groove when
excited by external shocks. A favourite
demonstration piece is to clout the chassis
with amallet when the pickup is tracking a
record, and, honest!, it doesn't jump the
groove—we've tried it. It would be silly to
refuse the M91ED at alittle more than half the
cost of areplacement stylus, but later on when
upgrading, an even higher quality cartridge
can be àccommodated by this turntable.
Cartridges of reasonable compliance, such as
the Ortofon M20FL or Stanton 681EEE, are
recommended here, so there is plenty of room
for future improvements, and the AR77XB
would not be outof place in asystem costing up
to £1,000 or so.

Not many years ago there was avery well
known reviewer, regarding whom Icould
guarantee that the more he liked aspeaker the
less Iwould like it. Speakers are still avery
personal choice. Please do insist on listening
before buying, and don't take my recommendation or anyone else's without using your own
ears. When auditioning aspeaker take along
with you acouple of records you are familiar
with, as frankly some demonstration records
can make any junk sound good—Iknow, Iuse
them!
Having said that, Iwill stick my neck out and
my bargain basement choice would be apair
of Sharp CP400E speakers. These are

normally sold with the Sharp SG400E music
centre but are obtainable separately for under
£50 apair if you hunt around alittle. The
writer is still wondering what the catch is, as
the CP400 is quite areasonable three-way
speaker, and to many people's ears it is better
than Sharp's CP450 which is £25 apair more
expensive! ( My company always sell the more
expensive SG450 music centre with the
cheaper speakers.)
At such alow price there must be asnag—
and there is, in that the Sharp speakers have
an impedance of 4ohms. Most modern
amplifiers will function happily with any
speaker between 4and 16 ohms, but some
8-16 ohm amplifiers are in danger of blowing
afuse or an output transistor if used with the
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As aretailer Iam not keen on selling cheap
amplifiers; bitter experience telling me that I
cannot consider to have made aprofit on a
sale until the guarantee expires! ( No, the
manufacturers do not pay us for repairs under
guarantee.) For unquestioned reliability plus
assured availability of spares and, should the
worst happen, aproper service manual, Iam
going to do myself afavour and recommend
the Trio KA3700 which offers 25 watts RMS
per channel for just under £90, sounds
excellent, and doesn't offer any gimmicks. If
you must cut costs in this department, don't
overlook the new range of Eagle amplifiers.
The A7200 offers aspecification similar to the
Trio amplifier but costs about £15 less.
Eagle haven't quite the brand image of Trio
and in the writer's view some of their ' hi-fi'
products have in the past verged on the
'cheap and nasty'. The relatively new range,
however, made for them in Korea, offers very
good value, is well constructed and has
proved reliable.

Bargain Basement Hi -Fi
Connoisseur BD2 plus Tenorel T2001
cartridge
Pair Sharp CP400E speakers
Eagle A7200 amplifier
Total

£50
£49
£75
£174

Quality Budget Hi Fi
AR77XB Turntable plus M91ED cartridge £90
£89
Pair AR18 speakers
£89
Trio KA3700 amplifier
£268
Total
AR 18 Loudspeaker
Sharp speakers, so you must check on the
suitability of the amplifier you have or are
buying before using alow impedance speaker.
The speaker baffle board could be better
fitted on the Sharp speakers and has been
known to rattle; if you should have this trouble
the cure is simple. Remove the front grille—it
just pulls off—and drive afew wooden wedges
or matchsticks into the gap between the
beading and the baffle board. Iwould not
claim that the Sharp speaker really comes into
the hi-fi class, especially if it is directly compared with more expensive units, as the treble
will then be found to be alittle hazy and the
bass somewhat boomy ( no doubt alittle
D.I.Y. additional cabinet bracing would work
wonders for the latter complaint). But when
compared with other speakers in the £50-eo
range the overall sound quality is quite
outstanding.
If more funds are available Iwould plump
for the AR18 speaker, which really does enter
into the true.hi-fi class. A nice piece of
deception is to stand apair pf these speakers
next to something in the £300 class, and then
to feed the AR18s with ahundred watts from a
Quad 405. On most music they will handle
the full output of the Quad quite happily and
the majority of people will be fooled into
thinking that the more expensive speakers are
playing and, what is more, they will remark on
how good they sound! At around.£90 apair
they have only one fault—they don't half upset
the sales of more expensive units!

Final thought: eventually, no doubt, you will
wish to add stereo radio, but ( especially if you
live in anything but the best VHF location)
cheap FM tuners are not advised, and adding
aseparate tuner at alater date is likely to cost
you close on £100—or even more if one
allows for inflation. As an alternative
approach there are quite afew good
receivers at not too much over the £100 mark,
which would match up well with either the
Sharp or the AR speakers. Why not forget the
turntable for afew months and start off with
£200 worth of stereo radio, adding a
transcription turntable later when funds
allow? Doing things this way will either save
you around £50 on the complete system, or
will perhaps enable you to buy abetter
system than money would have allowed with a
separate tuner and amplifier. Looking for
bargains in receivers, you will find the Eagle
R7200 which offers 25 watts RMS per channel,
LW, MW and stereo FM for just about £ 100.
Areas of poor VHF reception (
eg, holes in the
ground such as Blackburn where we have to
try to demonstrate stereo radio) may demand
arather better performance in aVHF tuner
unit. In these cases Iwould recommend the
Trio KR2090, incorporating atuner section
which is very good at sorting signal from
interference, and delivers 16 watts per
channel RMS; or the Eagle R7300, which has
almost as good atuner section but which
offers 30 watts RMS per channel; both units
costing in the region of £125 •
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Looking Back
Peter Gammond
HE PRIVILEGE and pleasure

T

given the Grand Prix in the Record Academy
of having a
Awards for 1978 in Japan organised by
'Looking Back' column mainly arises from
he chance to point to record issues from the
'Record Geijutsu' magazine. This informalistant and recent past that Ihave particularly
tion was kindly sent to me by Professor
Eihachiro Shidori, who edits this influential
onjoyed and which I hope others will not
overlook in the generous flood of records
publication, which has a circulation far exceeding any published in this country.
:hat come our way. However, it is also useful
Their list of the Top Twenty in Japan is of
3n occasion to cover my sins and make
amends. To be fair to myself Ihave never
great interest. Alfred Brendel has become
one around claiming to be the perfect critic.
something of a cult there and his Trout
quintet has beaten all comers by popular
Sometimes Ithink Ienjoy music too much,
acclaim. I gladly acknowledge my out-of30 that Iam reluctant to have it too crudely
steppishness. I'll not plough through all of
lissected; and sometimes I allow human
their top twenty but mention the first ten in'eelings to get the better of me and regrettably
cluded, in order of merit, after the Schubert:
et them intrude on what should be unbiased
criticism. I have been feeling particularly
the Rostropovitch recording of Dvorak's Cello
guilty about some rather grumpy remarks I Concerto ( EMI); the I Music Four Seasons
nade when reviewing the Brendel/Cleveland
(Philips), with sales of this work in Japan now
Trout Quintet in March ( Philips 9500 442). I exceeding 1,200,000 copies; Karajan's new
Salome (
EMI)— quite an unusual achievement,
am not retracting my views on some present
;rends in performance which I know many
apparently, as opera is not especially popular
share, but Ishouldn't let a slight fit of blues
there; Horowitz's recording of Rachmaninov's
on facing what must be about the thirtieth
3rd Piano Concerto ( RCA); Marriner's recordPhilips); Brendel playing
Trout Ihave reviewed colour my remarks. I ing df The Planets (
lid, in fact, end up with an A: 1 rating, but I Bach ( Philips); the Chopin Preludes by AshNas made to feel a little peevish when Isaw
kenazy ( Decca); Colin Davis' Le Sacre du
Printemps (
Philips); and the Chopin Preludes
Nhat a glowing report the same record got
n our most eminent rival record- reviewing
by Argerich ( Polydor). A revealing glimpse
magazine. What I mainly wanted to say is
of Japanese taste. Two items of interest to
note in the next ten are Vintage Melodies of
that Ishould not criticise the very charming
and musical people at Phonogram who made
Japan played by Isaac Stern ( CBS Sony) and
Tchaikovsky's Piano Concerto No. 1 played
the decision to issue the record—for it seems
by the Japanese pianist Hiroko Nakamura,
that they are commercially right to do so and
recorded in Moscow ( CBS Sony). It would
old sourpuss is wrong; a fact brought home
be fascinating to hear those.
by the fact that this same record has just been

Which just leaves me space to mention
some records I have enjoyed dipping into
recently. Firstly the new Pierrot Lunaire under
Boulez ( CBS 76720), avery sensit ve and wellbalanced version. In fact, Ihave been pleasantly surprised in recent years by the discovery of the romantic Schoenberg of the
Gurre-Lieder (
CBS 78264), and of an intriguing
orchestrator, in which guise he turned up
twice last month giving strange clothing to
Bach ( ASD 3633) and absolutely delightful and
tremendously effective colouring to Johann
Strauss ( DG 2530 977). Then there was a
staggering performance of Ravel, Sheherazade
from Marilyn Horne and Bernstein ( CBS
76707); and a delectable rediscovery of the
art of Maggie Teyte ( Decca ECM 830). Her
handling of music by Messager and Offenbach
is a revelation.
In view of recent remarks, Iwas pleased to
find that violin tone and playing need not be
violently abrasive, on listening to an interesting record of Czech violin music ( Nonesuch H-71350). In music like Janacek's Violin
Sonata you might expect some fiercely modern
sounds, but it is surprisingly genial and not at
all out of keeping with the Dvorak and Smetana pieces also recorded. Staying in Bohemian vein, Iconcluded my stint of listening, as
I started, with another oft- recorded old
favourite—Dvorak's New World Symphony,
played with great control and sensitivity by
the Concertgebouw Orchestra under Colin
Davis ( Philips 9500 511).

Things IHear
Kenneth Dommett
T HERE WAS atime when Iwas

part of the
I maelstrom of musical life: listening to
music, talking about it, writing about it,
chasing it all round the country and beyond,
netting the latest novelty and being captivated
by one celebrity after another. It was exciting
and people envied me, though they overlooked
all the pedestrian performances and forgot
that novelties tend to be ephemeral even when
they are not just silly. Isuppose someone
somewhere is still amused by the cavortings
of Cage & Co, and Iexpect that people in our
seats of learning continue to philosophise
about sight, sound and sensation, stripping
the living flesh from masterpieces in order to
show us the dead skeletons beneath,oblivious
to the fact that most people listen to music to
be entertained and hope also to be uplifted.
These twin objectives are sought each
week by Richard Baker in his successful
programme ' Baker's Dozen', while Antony
Hopkins wields the scapel wjth such skill that
he contrives always to outshine Shylock,
serving up the living tissue with never a drop
of blood. Why is it then that Irespond to
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Hopkins and not to Baker? Ithink it is the
blandness of the Doris Arnold formula which
Mr. Baker exploits that irritates, as if music
somehow came to an end with Debussy and
Vaughan Williams. Icertainly may love some
of these hoary old favourites, but why, I
wonder, does the programme never seem to
encompass the mordant irony of a trifle like
Schoenberg's Der Eiserne Brigade or the
ethereal magic of Webern, so wonderfully
revealed in David Atherton's recent broadcasts? Surely these are as valid in their way
as Gilbert and Sullivan or aChopin Nocturne?
At least Mr. Hopkins does not shrink from the
daunting task of trying to show us a link
between Mozart, Tchaikovsky and Bartok.
But Iam a free agent now and can indulge
my eccentricities. Ican at last give up the
struggle to like Chopin and Schumann, and
Idon't have to listen to a note of Donizetti or
Bellini or Verdi. Ican confess to a lack of
taste which, Irecall dear Desmond ShaweTaylor once telling me, would never get me to
heaven. Ah well, never mind! Mozart still
refreshes me, and continues to surprise me,

and those conservative ' Moderns' to whom I
am pledged—Bartok, Hindemith, Janacek,
etc— spice my ears adequately enough.
Debussy and Stravinsky and Mahler excite
and perturb me, but Jazz, the Jazz of the
Twenties whose artlessness is full of Art,
delights me endlessly. Listening to it, Iam
unconcerned with hi-fi, though Istill admire
the skill of the dubbing engineers who can
now let me hear so much of Armstrong and
Bechet weaving spells in Cake Walking Babies
back in 1923, and Tommy Ladnier declaiming
his incantation in 011ie Powers' Play That
Thing. How thrilling it is. Ican understand
why Prof. Laurie Taylor wants to bring back
the wind-up gramophone. Lo fi is nostalgic,
it always holds back something just as these
old jazz records do, yet always beckons us to
listen harder, concentrate more. Our present
State- of- the- Art ( whatever hat means)
threatens to reveal all. And noting is more
awful or more boring than full frontal exposure
once the novelty has worn off.
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Livia Rev
Although now amuch less regular
visitor to these shores than in the
1950s, when she appeared so
often, especially at the Proms with
Sargent, the Hungarian- born
pianist Livia Rev continues to
maintain a consistent and highly
regarded contribution to the
European musical scene. Born in
Budapest, where she won the
Grand Prix des Enfants Prodiges
at the age of nine, she studied
there with Margit Varro, in Leipzig
with Robert Teichmuller, with Paul
Weingarten and with Leo Weiner
and Szekely at the Franz Liszt
Academy ( of which she is aholder
of the coveted Grand Prix), again
in Budapest. She is currently
engaged in recording for Saga all
of Debussy's works for solo piano
—a formidable undertaking: there
are two such collections in the
catalogue— one by the American
Noel Lee and the other by her
close friend and compatriot Peter
Frankl—but neither of these can
claim to be truly complete. The
Rev/Saga cycle is to be complete
though, to the extent that it
unearths afew pieces never before
published. Miss Rev was over
here last October for a Wigmore
Hall recital and for more of the
Debussy recordings. We met at
the Steinway studios where she
was in the midst of accustoming
herself to the character of the
piano she had chosen for the
sessions, just before it was
shipped
to
Saga's
recording
venue.
Has she played Debussy all her
life? ' Since Iwas twelve— Iplayed
the ' Prelude' from Pour le Piano at
that age.
I've
always
loved
Debussy, but most of the works I
knew best were early ones— Ihad
to learn the later pieces for the
recording. Iplayed the Preludes a
lot in all countries— in Japan, for
example, Igave several all- French
concerts:
the
pre- classical,
Debussy, Ravel and Chopin—as
French, of course!' The integrity
of her approach to Debussy has
long been held in high esteem and
the discs so far released in the
new cycle have won considerable
acclaim. How does she approach
the music? ' He knows so exactly
what he wants that you only have
to try and understand [ realise]
what he wrote. Sometimes people
do it without trying to find out why
he asks things. It is very logical
musically.
If you just do the
crescendo or the ritenuto or the
accelerando you are not right— it
has to be logically, musically,
necessary. His music is organised,
certainly—the form— but it should
be played very freely and ' improvised', and that is why he writes so
110

many indications of expression.
There are many composers who
have to be played like improvisation— Schumann and Chopin for
instance—you have to leave a
little spontaneity and the possibility to have the ' inspiration of the
moment', otherwise it is not alive.
Ithink that is what Itry to do—to
be faithful to the texture in the
writing, but to put my own life
into it'.
In this close scrutiny of the
scores has she discovered many
printed errors? ' Ah you know, I
found so many! There are plenty
of faults in all the editions and I
corrected them all myself as I
found the most logical or normal,
but Iwanted to be sure so Ibought
a lot of records from people who

seemed to be the most competent,
for reference—and they are all
playing these places in such away
that you cannot know which are
the notes!' And here she broke off
to demonstrate a rhythmic misprint in the Durand edition of
'Poissons d'or', Images book II
(bars 14 & 15, left hand, for those
curious enough to delve into their
scores). ' But Ifound a lot of not
corrected notes in Michelangeli's
recordings.' Does she admire his
approach? ' You can't hide your
own personality and he has a very
strong personality.
I like very
much his Debussy and Ravel—
marvellous, but there are things
that Idon't like. Idon't like his
Schumann because he's too Latin
for
Schumann.
You
know
Schumann has a very precise
writing but the accents are often
overstated—fortissimos in piano
—and it's not to be like this.'

She wrote a book which I am
trying to edit now in French In
Paris. It is still the most modern
method for the piano— how to
teach all the elements at the same
time. There are marvellous professors for a certain technique or
for a certain interpretation or for
memory and so on, but she had
On the latest two- record album this method to start in parallel all
in the Debussy cycle, ( see reviews), the elements: the personality, the
Livia
Rev
has
recorded
the creative imagination and techrecently published Images of 1894 nique—agood technique, which is
and two more or less unknown very seldom achieved now. There
pieces, the Page d'Album and the are many pianists who have to
Élégie (
1915). ' The second move- work twice as hard as they would
ment of this series of Images from if they had agood basic technique.
1894 became the second move- The book is available in Germany,
ment of Pour le Piano [helpfully and it is the only book which is
also on this sefl—the ' Sarabande', accepted and proposed for the
but it is quite different. There are future teachers in many German
many different harmonies which conservatories— and
even
in
Debussy ' corrected' later. It is, Russia—and in Hungary, naturally.
perhaps, very naughty of us to She wrote it in the beginning of the
play it, because he probably didn't century, in 1926 Ithink, and it was
want it if he didn't publish it, but I translated in 1939 into French, but
play it more as a document, you the war came and it was never
know—that is obvious—and it is edited. It is absolutely scientific—
interesting. The first and third the only book like this.'
movements were never published.
Does she enjoy recording? ' I
The Elegy was found recently in a like it very much. Much more than
library in Pennsylvania, Ithink. It plic concerts, which make me
was written during the war and it is too nervous. Idon't like these big
terribly sad and bitter and pessi- emotions. Ilike emotion while it is
mistic. He was certainly in a very in the music but not the emotion I
terrible mood when he wrote it. have before a concert! Before
The ' Album Leaf' is more gay, every concert I say " this is my
written in 1908. Ihad to annotate it adieu, this is my last concert, I
don't play any more". But I'm
myself.'
Although her repertoire is very always pulled back! I'm much
wide, the composers most often more relaxed when Irecord.' It is
associated with Livia Rev's name, invariably overlooked that pianists,
perhaps, are Mozart, Chopin and in particular, rarely have the
Debussy. ' I think that is not a chance to acquaint themselves
choice— it is not my choice. Ilove thoroughly with a piano before
these musicians but it doesn't they commit their performances
mean that Idon't like the others. to tape. ' Yes. Last time I was
Only physically Iam not allowed very unhappy at the recordings
to play everything because Iam because I had a very unequal
small and my hands aro terribly piano. That's why I wanted to
small; an octave is already astrain work now on the piano to be sure.
for me. I am only very jealous
On the record nobody can know
when Isee a pianist with normal where the fault is coming.'
hands— I have to choose the
Ivor Humphreys
music which suits my physique.
But my hands are marvellously
worked out—you can't get the
fingers longer, though you can get
the hand larger.' But there are so
many large chords in Debussy. The 1979 Bath Festival runs for 17
'Oh, I have to find out so many days, from 18th May to 3rd June,
has expanded
again
to
tricks to change the fingering—to and
find out when a note is nearer to embrace some 40 musical events.
the right or left hand. It makes The opening concert is an allthings more complicated very Chopin piano recital by Vlado
often.
We should have small Perlemuter and the two big
events
are
Handel's
keyboards and big keyboards for operatic
different sizes of hands— like Orlando and Peter Maxwell Davies'
The Martyrdom of St. Magnus with
gloves!'
As well as acareer as a soloist, the Fires of London directed by the
Livia Rev has devoted a great deal composer. As usual a number of
of her time to teaching and has new works will be heard and there
been particularly concerned with are three world premières: Sir
the approach of her own teacher, Michael Tippett's fourth string
Margit Varro. ' She is certainly the quartet, Buxton Orr's Refrains IV
greatest pedagogue of our century. and Michael Finnissy's Eoro which

Bath Festival
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was commissioned for the Festival.
Also included is the first performance in Britain of Elliot Carter's
Syringa for mezzo-soprano and
chamber ensemble. Also planned
are dance events, and an exhibition
of paintings and drawings by
Philip Sutton. Full details from
John
Fisher,
Administrative
Director, Bath Festival Office,
Linley House, 1 Pierrepont Place,
Bath BA1 1JY, enclosing 12p in
stamps.

Fitzwilliam Quartet
'Quartet in residence'— a term
with which we have become
familiar, but do we know quite
what it entails? It is a quartet
which exists and works on the
University campus and one such
is the Fitzwilliam Quartet, now
resident at the University of
Warwick.
Alan
George, their
viola player, explained what is
involved: the members practise
individually in the morning, and
come together for about four
hours in the afternoon in a large
rehearsal studio— this is where the
spadework for their concerts is
done. The quartet give a certain
number of hours teaching, are
responsible for two orchestras,
and give six concerts a year,
which must cover an extensive
repertoire.
We talked a bit about how these
four highly individual young men
formed such a successful entity.
They
came
together through
an obvious passion for quartet
playing, but their backgrounds,
attitudes, leisure interests and
political views are also important
factors when so much time is
spent together on the campus, in
the concert hall or recording
studio.
The Fitzwilliam's approach to
quartet style is through sound,
and the removal of excesses
'especially vibrato, an evil phenomenon which needs to be treated
with great care and respect, otherwise it can mask all manner of
things— so in pruning ourselves
down, making sure that the vibrato
is pure, clean and not getting in
the way we may lay ourselves open
to imperfections— but the aim is
truth in terms of sound; not in any
way to be clinical, but making
sure that we judge the precise
sound quality required for awork'.
They were greatly helped in this by
Sidney Griller, and they admire
the Busch quartet who also held
these ideals about string playing.
They say there is absolutely no
danger of them becoming stale
because they have enormous
enthusiasm and there is so much
to discover. Alan George thinks
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that they are only just beginning
to know how to play Beethoven:
'the Grosse Fuge was a revelation'.
The promotion of new music is
one of their great interests and
they are excited about having
works specially written for them.
They consider it vital for communication and feel they should
be performing their contemporaries'
music.
Although
it
is for their recordings of the
Shostakovich string quartets that
they are best known, they do play
a very wide repertoire of works.
They now have an exclusive
contract with Decca who will be
bringing out their recordings of
Franck,
Delius,
Sibelius, and
Borodin quartets. Also in the near
future they will be recording the
Brahms and the Mozart clarinet
quintets with Alan Hacker.
They enjoy recording and their
aim is to make a record sound as
much like a concert performance
as possible. Great care is taken by
Sound Engineer John Dunkerley
and Producer Peter Wadland to
achieve just the correct acoustic,
and sound level for the music—
for the Franck they went to the
Maltings.
The story of the
Fitzwilliam's meeting and association with Shostakovich is widely
known now ( see record notes to
Quartets Nos 8 and 15), but the
impact of that meeting continues
to exert a powerful effect, and as
Alan George says In his notes, ' it
was a priceless experience to be
able to watch Shostakovich's face
while playing his own music to
him, and to feel such a direct and
vital communication with him'.
There can be no doubt that this
Oiseau -Lyre collection, completed
recently ( see reviews in March),
is a very valuable addition to the
gramophone catalogue, because
it is superbly played and recorded
and it is the only complete set
in this country. There must be
a slight reservation about the
concept of a cycle in this case,
though, as the quartets were not
conceived in this manner—they do
not span Shostakovich's entire
creative career, as do the symphonies. The first quartet has the
opus number 49, and was composed after the 5th Symphony,
with its famous inscription ' A
Soviet
Artist's
reply to just
criticism'. Shostakovich had now
settled into anew style, embracing
the disciplines of classicism with
traditional aspects of harmony
and melody, so there is nothing
representative in the quartets
of the revolutionary composer
influenced by Hindemith and Berg.
There can only truly be said to be
a ' middle' and a ' late' period, the
latter dating from the 12th. The
'middle' quartets can be seen to be
\I
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outward- looking, and in spite of
some melancholic moments, they
do provide a range of experience.
The third quartet is perhaps the
most characteristic of this period
both musically and in the directness and sincerity of its message
—'Life is beautiful. All that is dark
and ignominious will disappear;
all that is beautiful will triumph'—
Shostakovich's words. The later
quartets are much more Introspective. Shostakovich's optimism
seems to have failed him and he
was obsessed with death in his
last years, yet there are still
moments of great serenity and
radiance.
It Is still not uncommon to meet
with reactions of surprise that
these quartets should be so easy
on the ear. If there were any need
to sell this music, Alan George,
in his 1.3cturû introducing the
Wigmore Hall concerts, gave
some pointers as to what to
expect. The writing is economical
and is not intended to stretch the
players' technical
capacities—

there are only two occasions
where the direction sul ponticello
is given, and there is no col legno.
However, the style is extremely
idiomatic and satisfying. He uses
mutes alot and plenty of pizzicato.
The scoring can be very sparse or
dense, his melodic line is most
expressive and there are elegaic
moments of unsurpassed beauty.
Then, perhaps, a banal tune given
a profound development. Expect
some ' horrid' passages of scrapes
and dissonances.
'Although it could be argued
that Shostakovich was overtraditional in his approach', says
Alan
George ' the
path
was
sincere, therefore there can be no
blame— or was Shostakovich too
gloomy at the end of his life, not
heroic
like
Beethoven?'
The
music is the
man;
politics,
struggles, personal griefs, joys
and fears are all there and access-

ible to us.
The Fitzwilliam
have made their commitment In
their masterly interpretation of
Shostakovich's profound writing.
Shirley Harris

Direct Metro
Still the direct- cut records come.
The Crystal Clear LPO sessions
with Walter Susskind and Morton
Gould at Watford Town Hall
(engineer Bert Whyte and producer Ed Wodenjak), which we
reported on in January ( p. 57)
have produced two discs. CCS
7005 features Gould ( featured in
'Gramophile', March, p. 111 conducting his own Spirituals for
Orchestra and Foster Gallery, and
CCS 7006 has Susskind conducting Prokofiev's Love for Three
Oranges Suite and Ravel's La Valse.
Other new Crystal Clears appearing are CCS 8004, a disc of improvisations by pianist Jon Jarvis
recorded at the new Crystal Clear
studios in Berkeley, and CCS 5005,
'Times gettin' tougher than tough',
a disc featuring blues harmonica
player Charlie Musselwhite. On
the way are albums of soul by Merl
Saunders and harpsichord music
played by Fernando Valenti. All
the above revolve at the breathtaking speed of 34 rpm and retail
for £9.72 ( inc. VAT). Metrosound
are also distributing yet another
American
direct- cut
label,
Steeplechase.
The first three
releases will primarily interest the
jazz fan. '
What's Going On?' by
the Frank Strozier Quintet ( SCD
17001) and '
Shades of Love' (
SCD
17002)
by
vibes
player Walt
Dickerson, were both recorded in
November ' 77 in Media Sound
Studios, while '
Hi- Fly' (
SCD 17003)
by the Horace Parlan Trio was
recorded in Oslo at the end of a
Scandinavian tour last February.
Price per disc will be £8.98.
Incidentally, a pointer for the
future of direct- cut discs is that
two of the companies involved,
Telarc and Sound 80, are now
concentrating on digital recording.

Discocorp
The
remarkable
Gieseking/
Mengelberg Rachmaninov 3rd
Concerto, mentioned by Lazar
Berman (' Gramophile' interview,
January) is, in fact, available here.
Transferred from acetates of a
Concertebouw live performance,
March 1940, it is prefaced by
Franck's Symphonic Variations
(October
1940)
on
Discocorp
IC1358
J.
The catalogue lists
such artists as Hess, Fischer,
Furtwângler, Walter, Szigeti,
Michelangeli, Richter, etc; London
stockists include Henry Stave,
Music Discount Centre, and Guy
Norris.
Christopher Breunig
Ill

MICHAELSON & AUSTIN
THE FINEST
AMPLIFICATION
IN THE WORLD

WALL MOUNTING
KIT FOR HI-FI
SPEAKERS
Fidelity Fastenings FFI is a
*Holds up to
precision made, vibration
50lbs weight
per speaker.
damped wall fastening for
HiFi and Stereo Speakers of
*Precision cast
up to 50Ibs weight each.
mounting
Almost undetectable when
brackets.
fitted, the FF Iallows easy
adjustment of speaker angle,
*Rubber friction
and the rubber mounting
mounting for
ensures that they do not move
complete
accidentally. Speakers can also stability.
be quickly and easily lifted off
*Easy adjustment
for dusting, cleaning and
of angle for
redecorating.
precise stereo
Available from all good Audio,
image.
HiFi and electrical shops at

£6.49

II

TVA-170 watts per channel £650.00
TVA-10 50 watts per channel £390.00
TU P-1 revolutionary new all tube pre amp £336.00
AMERICA
Ref Monitor International

BELGIUM & HOLLAND
Audio Import Co 833306

in case of difficulty,
direct from the
manufacturer at £ 6.89
inc P & P
EFIE
NUMBER
BEHIND
MOST
LEADING
MAKES OF
HI-FI
SPEAKER
SYSTEMS.

714270 0970

AUSTRALIA
Audio 2000 02939 2159

DENMARK & FAREO ISLAND
Quortrup Electronics 03764324
FRANCE
Audionic ASRL

PRECISION AUDIO PRODUCTS
FROM

lit

7581240

GERMANY & LUXEMBOURG
Audio Trade 03373512
ITALY
.Audio Ref

707567

SINGAPORE
Kingsley Co 363907
SWITZERLAND
Bischofberger Electronics
TAIWAN
Thai Fu Audio

311927

3013093/4

ALL UK ENQUIRES TO
1he Ritig.e%sa
cr. Buck inghain.hire
1,1: ( 11753) 65.4222

MICHAELSON & AUSTIN
140 New Bond Street, W1. 01-499-3510

[SCOOP PORCIMSEI

OF DISCONTINUED MODELS
ALPHA by HIGHGATE
UNBEATABLE VALUE!!
«di
ALPHA FR6000 FM/AM STEREO RECEIVER
18 watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms. FM stereo and MW band
radio. Features include: "All slide controls; ' Loudness control;
'High filter; .2 pairs speakers switching; •Aux. input; ' Magnetic
and ceramic cartridge input; • De- Lux Wood case: ' Mode switch;
'Tape monitor. Rec. price £ 129-39. SAVE OVER £ 9.00.

OUR PRICE £89-90
ALPHA FR8000 FM/AM RECEIVER
Output power 50 watts RMS each channel into 8ohms.
FM stereo and MW band radio. Features include: "Tuning
meter; *Signal meter; ' Function indicator lamp; ' Switching for 2 pairs speakers; ' High filter; ' Low filter; • Loudness; ' FM muting; ' Mode switch (5function); ' Microphone
mixing circuit. Rec. price £ 190.12. SAVE OVER £ 0.00.

OUR PRICE £ 119-90
Also available THE ALPHA FT650 FM/AM STEREO
TUNER. Rec. price £ 111.37. SAVE OVER &JO MI.

OUR PRICE £69.90
Full 12 months parts and labour guarantee.
HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST

RUSH HI-FI
HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTRES
38 North Street
Romford
Essex. Tel. (0708) 26840
Closed all day Thursday
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•BARCLAYCARD • ACCESS • HIRE PURCHASE

SOUND AND VISION
CENTRE
20 North Street Barking Essex
Tel.: 01 591 6962

RUSH HI-FI
HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTRES
Sar 6 Cornhill
Chelmsford
Essex. Tel.: (0245) 57593
Open 6days a week.

•

Book Reviews
THE GRAMOPHONE GUIDE TO CLASSICAL
COMPOSERS AND RECORDINGS by Lionel
Salter. 217 pages. Price £6.95. Published by
Salamander Books LW, 27 Old Gloucester Street,
London WC1N 3AF.

THE OBJECT of such a book is, of course,
to bring the joy and substance of classical
music to as wide acircle of people as possible.
It is not intended for the knowledgeable critic
or the connoisseur, but for the uncommitted
fringe of all ages who can be attracted to the
subject by acoffee-table approach garnished
by a plentitude of illustrations—drawings,
photos, scores, record- sleeves, etc—and a
generally undaunting appearance. An ideal
present for anyone who has an average liking
for music. At the same time, the purist within
us is glad that the commentary is in the hands
of an expert like Lionel Salter who manages
to be factual and to the point without being
pedantic. Such a book would differ according to its publisher; Salamander have produced theirs in their house- style and with
their usual breezy approach. It is commendably well done. Imust add that the suggestion
of a record guide implicit in the title does not
extend to any critical evaluation of recordings, but simply a selective list of current
issues with the reader often unhelpfully left
to make his own choice from several.
Peter Gammond

HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN STEREO
SPEAKERS by Christopher Robin. 193 plus xii
pages, hard covers, numerous illustrations. U.S.
publisher: Reston Publishing Co. Inc. STEREO
HIGH-FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEMS by
Art Zuckerman. 160 pages, soft covers, many
illustrations. U.S. publisher: Howard W. Sams
Co. Inc. Both published in the U.K. by: Prenticel
Hall International, 66 Wood Lane End, Hemel
Hempstead, Herts HP2 4RG.
Prices:
Robin
t11.§5; Zuckerman £4.35.

BOTH THESE books are based virtually exclusively on United States practices, but the
underlying principles are international of
course. Possibly the most apt comment on
Mr. Robin's book is contained in his owri
dedication ' To my fellow audio enthusiasts
who have discovered . . . the serendipity of
building modern speaker enclosures' ( my
italics). Lady Luck does seem to have a part
to play. Thus we are given full constructional details of a number of types of enclosure, but the very general treatment of the
whole complex of trade-offs inherent in our
choice is inadequate. We are offered a
variety of loudspeaker units for use in the
enclosures, but they are defined mostly by
their diameter, magnet weight and power
handling, with little mention of their more
vital parameters. Cabinet damping is evidently pretty uncritical—' Some fibreglass
should also be placed on the top, bottom
and side surfaces'. Contrary to the promise
on the jacket, we are left to devise our own
crossover values from a rudimentary account
of the subject, or to buy ready-made ones,
while the author apparently sees no problem
in connecting similar units in series. Carpenters like me are catered for: ' Sometimes
it is found advisable to cut out a new back

panel, and to shape the edges in small steps
until the fit is satisfactory'.
There are numerous misleading statements,
often discernibly based on good intentions
badly expressed. We read that the input
power to a speaker is ( volts rms) 2/(rated impedance) in VA units, and that, in practice,
these units may be assumed equivalent to
watts. Elsewhere, a system with an 80 W
woofer and a 40 W tweeter is said to be
rated at 120 W. The glossary is also full of
foibles—singers will be amazed to learn that
that ' Choir' is ' an organ 'voice produced by
blending several tones ( of the same family)
that have practically the same pitch, but differing phases' (
my italics). British organists
will be equally disconcerted, especially when
they discover, later in the list, that the swell
manual is ' often termed the solo manual'.

Also Received—
THE
BAROQUE CONCERTO by
Arthur
Hutchings. Corrected soft-cover facsimile version
of the third edition, latter reviewed by Gary Bellamy
in our May 1974 issue ( p. 85). 363 pages, two
maps. Price £3.95. A Faber Paperback published
by Faber & Faber, 3 Queen Square, London
WC1N 3AU.
JAMES GALWAY—an autobiography. Chatty
reflections by a popular flautist. Should do well
in the present climate of Galway-worship. Seems
well written and relates a strikingly tempestuous
tale ending with a modest wish that when people
recall Galway's name they should feel that,
through him, ' they have at some time heard the
voice of the Infinite'. Hard covers, 181 pages,
price £5.95. Published by Chappell & Co. Ltd. (
with
Elm Tree Books Ltd.), 50 New Bond Street, London
W1A 2BR.
HI-FI YEAR BOOK 1979 Edited by Kenneth
Ellmore.
Usual excellent and comprehensive
catalogue, which we always find indispensable
despite the inevitable mistakes in such a huge
mass of material. In addition to the ' Information'
and ' Directory' sections, there are articles on
matching, turntables, the audio future, vintage
radio, recordings of the year, and surround- sound.
Hard covers, 468 pages, price £3.00. Published by
¡PC Electrical- Electronic Press Ltd., Dorset House,
Stamford Street, London SE1 9LU.
INTERNATIONAL MUSIC GUIDE 1979 edited
by Derek Elley. A fact and comment packed
collection of data about the world of music,
swaying rather oddly between criticism and news
over a wide range of personalities, countries,
trends, events, performances, recordings, shops,
schools and publications. Soft covers, 304 pages,
price £3.50. Published by The Tantivy Press,
Magdalen House, 136-148 Tooley Street, London
SE1 2TT.
TELEVISION & RADIO 1979. Handbook of the
Independent Broadcasting Authority, edited by
Eric Croston. Sections on ITV programmes,
regional television, radio programmes, advertising,
technical matters (' better viewing and listening'),
people and events, and finance. 224 pages,
profusely Illustrated—with many pictures in full
colour, comprehensive Index, soft covers, price
£.50. Published by IBA, 70 Brompton Road,
London SW3 1EX, distributed by Independent
Television Publications Ltd., 247 Tottenham Court
Road, London W1P OAV.
THE ART OF RECORD BUYING-1979. Selective catalogue of LP recordings of classical music,
based on reviews published in EMG's The Monthly
Letter and including that journal's rating system.
318 pages, soft cover, price £7.00. Published by
EMG Hand-Made Gramophones Ltd., 26 Soho
Square, London W1V 6BB.

W- e- e- ell, we see what you mean, but ... !
True, there are no great pretentions of high
fidelity, and suggested designs include PA
and musical instrument amplification. The
book does contain some useful practical
hints, but it is difficult honestly to recommend it to the British constructor, who is
well served with D- I- V- designs which are
based on quite specific performance criteria,
and are much cheaper to come by.
Mr. Zuckermann's book is a complete contrast. He does not cater for the constructor
but gives purely descriptive and very readable
accounts of most of the types of transducer
and enclosure in use today. He includes
some fairly esoteric specimens, such as the
Heil pleated- diaphragm, the Walsh wavetransmission- line unit, and various electrostatic, piezoelectric and film devices. Further
sections deal with evaluation problems, addon specialities, earphones, and advice on
shopping for loudspeakers. The text is
generously illustrated with photos and line
diagrams.
It is clearly impossible to do justice to such
a wide range of topics in a book of this
modest size, but it is noteworthy that the
most important facts are given due priority,
and the advice offered is sufficient and accurate. Unlike Mr. Robin, Mr. Zuckermann
keeps his loudspeakers properly out of room
corners (exceptforthe Klipschorn, of course!),
and sensibly emphasises the need to understand the makers' design philosophy, and to
follow their operating instructions. Reflecting systems are explained without comment
on their possible problems, but the good
advice given to the buyer about loudspeaker
choice should ensure that he reaches a
personally correct decision.
It is hardly a complaint to add that readers
of this little book may find themselves wishing for a fuller version, and Mr. Zuckermann
might consider expanding, somewhat in a
later edition, or a supplementary work. This
one is a handy aide-memoire to the initiated,
but its chief value will be in helping the newcomer to understand the principles behind
the jargon and, perhaps, to see alittle further
through the smokescreeen of advertising that
assaults anyone looking for a simple .answer
to a simple question.
Trevor Atteweh

BENJAMIN BRITTEN: PICTURES FROM A
LIFE 1913 -1976 compiled by Donald Mitchell anc
John Evans. 96 pages plus chronological table
source list, bibliography and index. 422 black one
white pictures, 19 colour. 10x 71 in. hard covers
Price £15.00. Published by Faber id Faber, 3Queer
Square, London WC1N 3AU.

BRITTEN is one of the few great composer(
who have not yet had too many books writter
about them. Indeed, afull biography is sorel
needed, since the otherwise fine appraisa
by Eric Walter White ( first published in 1948,
is by no means up to date. This is to b(
joined, hopefully soon, by Donald Mitchell'≤
'authorised biography'; while the long-awaitec
analytical study by Peter Evans is now in print
For the present book, the compilers havi
selected ' pictures from a life', concentratinc
more on the man, his friends and experiencel
than on the music itself, although the two an
of course fundamentally inseparable. (
X
forthcoming volume from Hamish Hamiltoi
by David Berbert follows the opposite tack
11'

SHOWN ARE: AMPEX MM-1200 2" AUDIO RECORDER
AMPEX GRAND MASTER 2" RECORDING TAPE

The reason more professionals record with Ampex 2" tape than
with any other is simple. We produce arguably the best 2" recording tape in the
world. For both fidelity of reproduction and reliability. And the finest professional
2" tape in the Ampex range is called Grand Master.
So we took our time before deciding that we had developed acassette tap(
worthy of bearing the same name. Ampex Grand Master I & II Professional Studi(
Quality cassettes — GM INormal Bias 120,u, sec eq. GM II High Bias 70p, sec eq.
The same quality The same reliability
Ask any professional.

Uraneaster
AM PEX

HOTOGRAPHED AT
OWN HOUSE STUDIOS. LONDON.

When we play the world listens.
AMPEX main consumer tape distributors: Pangbourne Musical Distributors Ltd.. 91St. Mary's Road, Stratford-upon-Avon. Tel. 0789-68579

concentrating on the operas.) Snapshots,
studies and paintings document a crowded
working life of tremendous achievement, even
from the earliest years. The ' thirties connections with Auden, Isherwood, MacNeice and
others are exceptionally well covered, while
the years of outstanding success between
Peter Grimes and Death in Venice are illuminated by a succession of rare and wellchosen photographs, few of which have been
printed before. Particularly sad is the last
photo of Britten at the piano, before the disastrous heart operation left him virtually unable
to play, and those of the suddenly aged composer of the last three years—the wheelchair,
the weakened hands. Thus is documented
alife cut tragically short in the midst of new
creative achievement, ripe with prospects of
further musical innovations.
He was astonishingly industrious to the
end, and it is wholly typical that during what
was to be his last holiday he should begin
work on a new cantata based on Edith Sitwell's Praise We Great Men. The last musical
illustration is of the opening page and it
stands, unfinished as it is, as an appropriate
epitaph.
Geoff Jeanes d Ivor Humphreys

TECHNIQUE OF RADIO PRODUCTION by
Robert McLeish. 297 pages plus index. Price:
£6.95.
LOCAL RADIO by Barrie Redfern.
164 pages. Price: £2.95. Both published by
Focal Press, 31 Fitzroy Square, London W1P 6BH.

AT PRESENT there are 19 ILR stations operative in the UK, providing—the IBA claim—a
genuinely local radio service to over half the
population on VHF ( mostly in stereo), as well
as reaching about two-thirds at some times
of the day on MW. More of these commercial
station are planned, and the Independent
Broadcasting Authority is in the process of
inviting franchises for contracts in various
areas, as yet unserved by self-financing
stations. The BBC, too, is increasing its stake
in local radio in the coming years.
From our mailbag we know that many hi-fi
enthusiasts ( some still at school or university)
would like to get into radio ( ILR or BBC), but
the routes for non- engineering aspirants are
rather different.
Robert McLeish has had considerable BBC
experience since 1956, and is now Principal
Training Officer for BBC Local Radio. His
book has atwofold aim: to guide contributors
to radio programmes, and to provide a
practical text for all broadcasters and producers. The 20 chapters encapsulate a mass
of operational and technical information,
from presenting news and current affairs to
vox pop, commentary, drama and DJ shows.
The numerous production techniques, from
'live' interviewing, running a ' talk' session, to
recording music, are all discussed. A useful
glossary, plus a Further Reading selection,
closes the book, which will certainly help
trainee broadcasters and anyone new to
radio. In the references, Gilbert Briggs is
referred to as Gordon.
Not unexpectedly, the treatment ignores
local commercial radio, as few ILR stations
employ producers, most of them having a
completely different newsroom set-up, and
their operational techniques ( for example, the
use of an MCR—Master Control Room—and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the playing- in of ' commercials') are not
covered at all in this BBC- oriented text.
Another glaring omission is that, even in the
music recording section, there is almost no
mention of stereo working, and all the placement diagrams show single microphones.
Agreeably free from ' literals', other than a
type fudge on p. 59, but the pedant in me
demands that Irefer to the Foreword by Ian
Trethowan, BBC DG, in which consensus is
spelt concensus.
t3arrie Redfern's smaller book, plentifully
illustrated with line drawings, is aimed
specifically at the non-professional broadcaster and concentrates on techniques and
production methods used in ILR stations.
Two professional friends, Tim Mason ( Chief
Engineer) and his colleague Nick Johnson,
responsible for the technical operation of a
local radio station, vetted this text for me and
remarked that it seems to have been mainly
compiled following visits to three or four local
radio stations!
The section on ' Transmitter Monitoring'
refers only to ILR procedure, the Radio Car
treatment applies only to afew stations, and,
so far as Iknow, no ILR station maintains a
'programme log' as described in the ' Logging'
pages.
Having made these comments, it must be
said that it is a much more readable book
than McLeish's, particularly for the nontechnical person who wants to get agrasp of
what local broadcasting is all about. The
jargon is explained in a useful Glossary, with
diagrams on every other page. However, if
you are a reader contemplating a career in
radio, the detailed descriptions in Technique
of Radio Production will be of immense use.
Incidentally, there is a similarity between a
number of the drawings in these two books,
but this is not unreasonable as they emanate
from a common source.
In fairness to these two authors, one must
remark that it is virtually impossible to write a
handbook on ' radio' these days without being
accused of omitting some important segment

of the industry, or making sweeping generalisations. These two books are not immune
from these faults, but overall they are certainly
a useful addition to the literature.
Donald Aldous

SCHUBERT: HIS LIFE AND TIMES by Peggy
Woodford. 159 pages. Price £6.50. Published by
Midas Books, 12 Dene Way, Speldhurst, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.

THE LATEST volume in the attractive series
of brief, illustrated biographies of composers
from Midas, which now includes Chopin,
Haydn, Mozart, Verdi, Mendelssohn, Rachmaninov, Tchaikovsky, Puccini, Wagner,
Dvorak and Elgar. The book, within its selfimposed ration of pages, offers a pleasantly
written, well-balanced biography with all the
basic insight we need into Schubert's life to
enhance the pleasure of listening to his
music. The series does not delve into the
musicological detail that would turn each
volume into a serious in-depth study and, of
course, is obviously intended for those who
are starting out on amusical voyage of exploration and want to know more about a given
composer without being bored to death by
academic jargon. This volume succeeds
admirably on these lines. The tone is friendly
but never condescending, the text is concise
and readable, with many interesting quotes
from Schubert and his contemporaries;
almost every page carries an illustration. It
is essentially an introduction, but one made
by a friendly admirer rather than a pedant.
It's a pity that some practical guidance to the
works ( or perhaps more recordings) could
not have been included, but the practical
limitations on such a series are understandable.
Peter Gammond

'He still insists that il sounds
better up there'
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Stockists include
AVON: Radford Hi Fi, Bristol.
BERKSHIRE: B & B Hi Fi, Reading.
BEDFORDSHIRE: Coventry Radio, Luton.
Tavistock Hi Fi, Bedford.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE: Speechley & Co, Cambridge
University Audio, Cambridge.
CHESHIRE: Swift of Wilmslow, Wilmslow.
CLEVELAND: Hi Fi Opportunities, Newcastle.
McKenna Brown, Redcar.
CUMBRIA: Furness Electronics Ltd, Barrow-in-Furness.
DERBYSHIRE: Graham Natty Hi Fi Shop, Derby.
DEVON: Peter Russell, Plymouth. Peter Scott, Exeter.
DORSET: H. A. TV, Christchurch. J.R.Sullivans,
Bournemouth.Management Electronics,Bournemouth
ESSEX: Chew & Osbourne, Epping. Diamond Audio,
Billericay. Nusound, Ilford. Rush Hi Fi Centre,
Chelmsford. Rush Hi Fi Centre, Romford.
GLAMORGAN: Houlden Hi Fi, Cardiff.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE: William Robb Ltd, Gloucester.
GREATER MANCHESTER: Lloyd Paton, Urmston.
GWENT: Hi Fi Western, Newport.
HEREFORD & WORCESTER: William Robb Ltd,
Hereford.
HERTFORDSHIRE: Herts Hi Fi, Watford.
HAMPSHIRE: Audio & Hi Fi Centre, New Milton.
Jason Electronic Designs, Portsmouth.
Stones of Winchester, Winchester.
Sounds of Fareham, Fareham. Weston Hart, Portsmouth.
KENT: Goulden & Curry, Tunbridge Wells.
Hi Fi Connections, Beckenham.
Hi Fi Shop, Canterbury.
LONDON: Audio T, NW6. Audio Marketing, W2.
Analogue Audio, North Finchley, N12. Azat, WI.
Ellis Marketing, Brixton Hill, SW2. Lion House, W1.
South London Hi Fi, SW2. Massey Centre of Sound, W4.
Nandos Radio, W2. Nusound, WC1. Nusound, W2.
O'Brian Hi Fi. Wimbledon Village, SW19.
Planet Hi Fi, Edgware. John Lewis Oxford Street and
Brent Cross. PeterJones, Chelsea. Billy Vee, Lewisham,
5E13. Sonic Sound Audio, W1.
LEICESTERSHIRE: Leicester Hi Fi, Leicester.
LINCOLNSHIRE: Stamford Hi Fi, Stamford.
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NORTHAMPTONSHIRE: James Collins, Northampton
H. G. Rapkins, Northampton.
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE: Super Fi. Nottingham.
OXFORSHIRE: Oxford Electrical Rentals, Oxford.
STAFFORDSHIRE: Bunting Bros. Ltd, Blythe Bridge,
Stoke-on-Trent.
SURREY: Aerco, Woking. Spalding Electrical, Croydon.
Thorne Howell, Wallington. Unilet Products, New Malden.
SUSSEX: B & K Hi Fi, St. Leonards on Sea.
Barkers of Oxford Rd,Worthing. Jeffries Hi Fi,
Eastbourne. Sounds Supreme, Hove.
WEST MIDLANDS: Ray Charles Audio, Walsall.
Five-Ways Hi Fi Ltd, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
Rugeley Radio, Rugeley.
WILTSHIRE: Duck, Son & Pinker, Swindon.
Sutton's Music, Salisbury.
WARWICKSHIRE: J.C.V. Organisation, Warwick.
YORKSHIRE: Simply Hi Fi, Hull. Vickers Hi Fi, York.
NORTH YORKSHIRE: Quadraphenia, Sheffield.
Sheffield Sound, Sheffield.
WEST YORKSHIRE: R.S.C., Bramley, Leeds.
Huddersfield Hi Fi, Huddersfield.
NORTHERN IRELAND: Astons Audio, Dundonald,
Belfast,
SCOTLAND: Aberdeen Radio, Aberdeen.
Neil McCormack Ltd, Shawlands, Glasgow G42.
And selected models at branches of Comet.

What's an
"A WHAM BAM
BOOM" without
"AWOP BOPA
LOO BOP"!
And what use is a "Yeah,Yeah Yeah" when you haven't heard "She
Loves You?" Not alot Professionals know this. That's why they never use
the first few seconds of the tape.The surfaces are not uniform and this
can cause dropouts and level fluctuations. Worse still if you record on
the leader. An unfinished symphony is one thing but an unstarted one
quite another. And no "AWham Bam Boom" is complete without a "Wop
Bop ALoo Bop" to start with.

Fr

PAUSE
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Here comes the cavalry. Sansui are patenting an exclusive and unique
tape lead-in device which is extremely simple to use and which guarantees
that you'll never miss the opening bars of your recorded music. It's acinch.
You just press abutton and after asecond or so the tape stops precisely at
the point where good recordings can begin.The Sansui stereo cassette
deck SC1120 is amasterpiece of aesthetic technology. An upright cassette
makes for easy handling and maintenance, improves head-to-tape contact
and makes the process of hi-fidelity recording extremely convenient *
That's enough from us.There are lots of Sansui dealers around. Go to one.
Stop, look and listen.There are some sounds you should never miss.

*You will also find all these features in the
1100 G and 1110 cassette decks. In addition,
the SC1120 is designed to match the G 301
and G 401 receivers in both looks and
sound compatibility.

SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE N.V.
UNIT 10A, LYON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ROCKWARE AVENUE, GREENFORD, MIDDLESEX UB6 OAA.

Sansul
Only Hi-Fieverything Hi-Fl.
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Peter Gammond looks at

A BEECHAM CENTENARY COLLECTION
SIR THOMAS BEECHAM, Bart, C. H.-1879-1961
— A MUSICAL BIOGRAPHY.
Record 1: The Early Years (
1910-1928)—music by
J. Strauss, D'Albert, Offenbach, Missa, Stravinsky,
German and Atterberg—SH1001. Record 2: Shorter Works (
1933-1948)—music by Berlioz, Handel,
Borodin, Haydn, Handel and Weber—SH1002.
Record 3: The Post War Years (
1947-1956)—
music by Dvorak, Massenet, Debussy and Delius
— SH1003. Record 4: Opera and Oratorio (
19341948)—music by Mozart, Handel, Verdi and Wagner
—SH1004.
Record 5: Concertos (
1947-1949)—
MENDELSSOHN: Violin Concerto (
Heifetz) and
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 4 (
Rubinstein)—
SH1005. Record 6: RICHARD STRAUSS: Ein
Heldenleben (
1947)—SH1006. Record 7: SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 2 (
1954)—SH1007. Record
8: MOZART: Symphonies 39 (
1936) and 41 (
1934);
2 Lectures, ' Mozart and his Music' ( 1956) and ' The
Changing World of Music' ( 1957); and ' God Save
the Queen' (1957)—SH1008.
Various Orchestras and Soloists lSir Thomas Beecham
World Records SHB 100 :
st (8 records and a book
'Centenary Tribute' by Alan Jefferson) (£24.95) it
Mainly from 78s.

Beecham admirers must be eternally grateful
to World Records and EMI for their dedicated
attention to the great conductor. Now, in
addition to all the other items they have made
and kept available, we have this massive compendium which gives us aunique opportunity
to sample the recorded work of Sir Thomas
from 1910 until the beginnings of the LP era.
The first record is full of curiosities, certainly
fascinating and at times highly amusing. It
includes one of Beecham's very first recordings, made in 1910, of his stage production of
The Tales of Hoffmann, and it is not only hindsight that tells us that it is an interesting and
promising debut. The soloist Caroline Hatchard is not too bad either. This and a pleasant entr'acte from Missa's Muguette (
the
first Beecham lollipop) are the best items on
this first side, although one cannot but admire the sheer speed and dexterity of his
truncated version of the Fledermaus overture.
Slightly hilarious are an odd selection from
Tiefland, which suffers more than most from
early recording techniques, and amost strange
and unsympathetic account of some of Stravinsky's Firebird ballet, the first ( but fortunately not the last) recording of it ever made.
Then there is a song by the booming Clara
Butt which is quite goonish. The second side
is devoted to Atterberg's Symphony No. 6,
which won the 1928 Schubert centenary competition. It is an interesting work but one
wonders how the international jury came to
their decision, for the music ( most of it written
before the competition was thought of) is,
and probably rightly so, in no way aSchubert
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

parody. It was probably simply the best
piece of music submitted and it is certainly
worthy of being associated with Schubert
even if its connections are tenuous. This
recording was its first performance.
By the 1930s recording techniques had improved sufficiently to let us appreciate more
fully the true Beecham flavour.
Record Two is a delightful collection of
music by composers for whom Beecham had
a special affection and we can enjoy his very
personal interpretations of Berlioz's Le Carnaval Romain, his Handel arrangements for
the ballet The Origin of Design, Borodin's
Polovtsian Dances recorded live at the Leeds
Festival and Weber's Oberon overture. The
gem of the side is his recording of Haydn's
Symphony No. 40 ( which Iused to treasure on
an EP), respectably recorded in 1948. The Beecham way with Haydn is very apparent here.
Record Three has his fine performance of
Dvorak's symphonic poem The Golden Spinning Wheel (
lovely rich string playing) and
from Massenet's La Vierge the piece Sir
Thomas always use to call ' The sleep of the
last virgin'. Debussy's Printemps is followed
by a superb recording, of comparatively
modern vintage ( 1956), of Delius' On hearing
the first cuckoo in Spring. And who could
possibly play it better?
Record Four takes us into the vocal realms
where Sir Thomas was at his most unpredictable, his performances dictated by his
forceful likes and dislikes of the singing fraternity. The excerpt from Act One of The
Magic Flute is sheer delight; the spirit of
Mozart has rarely been so impishly and
adroitly caught. The excerpts from Handel's
Israel in Egypt are predictably in full-blooded
English style and probably not for the purist.
It is a pity that Beecham did not get around
to more Verdi, for in spite of his Englishness
he caught the Italian spirit of Macbeth as well
as Toscanini. Margherita Grandi's fine performance of the sleep- walking scene is
rounded off by a top C from Dorothy Bond
who later performed a similar controversial
service for Flagstad. And then we have a
rousing excerpt from Gátterdâmmerung that
made Ernest Newman ' thank providence for
Beecham'. A memorable disc.
Record Five brings us Beecham in collaboration with Heifetz and Rubinstein in the
Mendelssohn Violin Concerto and Beethoven's 4th Piano Concerto. They are almost
concertos with two soloists— Beecham and
the other chap. Particularly in the Mendelssohn, it is like a glorious firework display,
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and it is rare to hear the orchestra adding as
much personality as the soloist.
Record Six presents Beecham's first
thoughts on Ein Heldenleben. Many will be
familiar with his fine later recording made in
1959, but in this splendid 1947 version, which
closely followed a performance with Strauss
present, there is some typical Beecham magic
in the love•music. It is presumably in the
spirit that the composer intended.
Record Seven is devoted to the memorable
recording of Sibelius' 2nd made live at the
Royal Festival Hall in December 1954, which
used to be available on amono LP ( ALP1947).
In spite of all the great recordings since, it is
revealing to hear this finely detailed reading.
The sounds are not as good as could be desired, but it was a musical occasion that is
worthily perpetuated.
Record Eight has some more novelties to
offer, including alive 1936 performance of the
minuet from Mozart's 39th made by BASF in
Ludwigshafen; an unissued stereo tape of
the first movement of the Jupiter made in
1934; and a likewise unissued and wholehearted performance of God Save the Queen.
But to cap it all there is Beecham himself,
who is always a joy to listen to, giving two
lectures at the Library of Congress in Washington in 1956 and 1957 on the subjects of
'Mozart' and ' Music'. Revealing, serious in
intent, but inevitably highly amusing and
highly personal.
Over the years Tony Griffiths, who compiled and transferred this collection to LP,
has worked as one of the best-known backroom boys of EMI. His name has featured on
almost all the World Record Club reissues,
but Iam sure he will feel that this is his very
personal momento of alife of service to good
music— not least of an undying admiration
for Beecham. We can rest assured that whatever we hear on these records is heard as
well as it possibly could be heard, allowing
for the age and circumstances of the originals.
Included in the price of the set is Alan Jefferson's ' Centenary Tribute' which I had not
received at the time of reviewing the discs.
We will try to cover it later in our book review
columns.
To rate this set, other than an overall H,
is rather pointless. Avowed Beechamites
like myself will see it as an 1* effort, in spite
of the shortcomings of some of the earlier
recordings. The star is for Beecham's life
and work and for a wonderful collection that
deserves high praise for a dedicated production.
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added to compensate. There are serious detailed
shortcomings in the Concentus Musicus and Collegium Aureum recordings of these works, also,
but Istill prefer them, mainly because they sound
better prepared, closer to what Ithink will have been
original practice, and more consistently achieved.
Very good recording. [A: 2/3]
Stephen Daw
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Haliano's Schubert Quartets
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Sibelius Legendary 4
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ARENSKY: Symphony 1in b. Op. 4 D Suite I.
Op. 7*
Moscow Radio SO ISerov *Ivanov
HMV ' Melodiya' ASO 3642 (£4.40)
This is a very worthwhile recording of little-known
music, but my prediction is that it will not remain
in the catalogue for long. Perhaps it ought to do so;
Arensky's talent is shown to have been outstanding,
and both works have many attractive qualities. When
he conducted the first performance of his Symphony
in B minor, Arensky was only 22, and the Suite was
written a year or so later. There is much that indicates ayoung man's music, but in the most positive
way, and not at all in deficiencies of technique. The
Symphony is very well made, assured at every step;
the Suite opens with afine little set of variations on
a Russian theme and throughout shows a nice
assimilation of folk material. Indeed, one could go
on listing positive attributes, and yet, rather like
much of the music of Glazunov, these works tend
to evaporate, leaving behind only a general impression. As Rita McAllister remarks in her thoughtful
sleeve- note, Arensky and Glazunov were of the same
generation, as were Taneyev and Liadov. Whether
It is sound to see this as a doomed generation, lost
between nationalism and modernism, Iam not sure;
Igive rather more weight to McAllister's other point,
that Arensky ' simply composed within his capacity',
relying on his enviable talent. Lively, vivid performances, and very good Melodiya recording. [
A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
J. S. BACH: St. Matthew Passion BWV 244
Tear I Shirley-Quirk I Lott I Hodgson I Jenkins I
Roberts IBach Choir lThames CO / Willcocks.
Decca D 13904 (4 records) (£ 17.50)
It is surely a measure of current fashions that such
a recording as this—an English version of the St.
Matthew, with a star team of soloists, and the Bach
Choir— should need sponsorship. For this performance comes to us at least in part through the
courtesy of Sun Life Insurance. Not all that long
ago, the thought of doing the St. Matthew this way
in England would have been almost inconceivable;
the distinguished forces here engaged would
alone have guaranteed success. For all that Sir
David may disclaim the attempt to ' recreate the
sort of performance that Bach himself would have
directed', this is not exactly a traditionally ' English'
St. Matthew. It is sung in English, certainly, and in
fact the Troutbeack/Elgar/Atkins translation wears
surprisingly well. The soloists, too, include a
soprano and a contralto, while there are soprani
and contralti of course in the largish choir. In other
respects, however, the impact of current ideas on
Bach performance is very evident. The grouping
of the various vocal and instrumental forces is
realistic, and yet at the same time the disparity in
size between chorus and orchestra has been discreetly adjusted to give some surprisingly transparent and well articulated sounds, even in the
densely textured opening chorus. A discreet continuo group give the Evangelist admirable support,
in the best new Viennese tradition. And if the individual lines of the Bach choir do not have as sharp
an edge as those of smaller groups ( notably the
Vienna Boys' Choir), the general technical level of
the choral singing compares most favourably with
equivalent mixed choirs, such as the Munich Bach
Choir.
This is, in short, a performance that those of us
who prefer to hear the St. Matthew in English will
find very satisfying. [A: 1]
Peter le Huray
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J. S. BACH: Cantatas BWV 137, ' Lobe den
Herren' 1] BWV 190, ' Singet dem Herren emn
neues Lied'
Soloists and choristers of the Tôlier Knabenchor I
Markus (ten) l Studer (bass) I Collegium aureum I
Maier
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 667 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
The T6Izer Knabenchor has contributed a good
deal to the Telefunken series of Bach's cantatas.
Here they branch out on their own, in the company
of the Collegium Aureum, and with markedly different
results. Though the Collegium members make use
of ' original' instruments, they play with polished
gusto, to produce a sound that is all but twentieth
century: the choir sings with equal brio, and with
hardly a trace of that spacious articulation which is
in danger of becoming a Concentus Musicus mannerism. Both cantatas are extravert works, and on
the whole they benefit from such treatment, even if
here and there the choral adrenalin (and the pitch)
is a little too high. BWV 137 is one of Richter's
favourite works: he was at the harpsichord for the
St. Thomas' Leipzig recording ( Feb. ' 67, on BACH
105), he directed an early Munich performance that
is still available on Decca ECSR 729 ( Dec. ' 73), and
a rather better one recently that is included in an
Archiv box ( Archiv 2722 028, Nov. ' 78). BWV 190
has not been generally available here until now, no
doubt because it has been thought of as incomplete,
even though only the wind and brass parts of the
first two movements were lacking. The restoration
of these parts is a comparatively straightforward
matter, and it has been sensitively done here.
The choice between Richter and the newcomer
must in the final analysis depend on the preference
for boy or adult soloists, and for a mixed or male
voice choir. The boy altos and treble are adequate,
though not first-class; Richter's mixed choir on the
other hand has not the exuberance of the Tolz
choir. Whether or not the solo violinist ought to
ornament the ritornello of the alto aria ' Lobe den
Herren' is a moot point: Bach tended to write out
the ornamentation he required in full.
In other
respects there is nothing particularly baroque about
the Collegium performance—and the trumpets in
particular sound extraordinarily modern. Like their
Archiv colleagues, the Harmonia Mundi engineers
cannot resist fiddling with perspectives: successive
movements of BWV 190 illustrate this strikingly,
the boy alto being right up against the microphones
for his aria, ' Lobe, Zion' ( his low notes failing to
carry, otherwise?), and the bass, in the succeeding
recitative, some ten feet away. This is nonetheless
an enjoyable record of two first-rate pieces. [
A/B:
1/2]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: Ouvertüren (Orchestra Suites) 1
in C ( BWV 1066) and 3 in D (1068)
English Concert IPinnock
DG 2533 411 (£4.75)
At first the playing struck me as attractively fresh;
the period instruments and the spacious articulation give the Overtures a lightness that is increased
by the rather fast dancing tempo adopted at the
start of each. However, there are many detailed
flaws in these recordings which, Ifear, may become
irritating upon repetition. First, the leading violin
tone is wiry and generally lacking in bloom ( in comparison, that is, to other ensemble- leaders on disc).
Second, the actual bowing technique of all the
strings (with the possible exception of the viola)
sounds untidy and lacking in grace. The continuo
cellist is often late, the keyboard realisation strikes
me as too showy, there are sections of poor intonation in most movements, and so forth; of course,
these are all details which some listeners won't
notice at a first hearing, or even at all, but they detract from a performance that is otherwise marked
by imaginative ideas and, in the third suite, some
fine brass- playing. The famous Air of Suite 3 is a
case in point. It is treated warmly, yet not played
too slowly, and some tasteful extra ornamentation
has been added to that which is already present;
but, in the event, this fails to please, because the
soloist plays it awkwardly ( both rhythmically and in
pitch) and because the violin tone lacks beauty in
itself, so that a rather distorting vibrato has to be

J. S. BACH: Ouverture 2in B minor ( BWV 1067)
L3 Concerto in A minor (' Triple') ( BWV 1044)
Stephen Preston ( fit) ISimon Standage ( On) IEnglish
Concert IPinnock
DG 2533 410 (£4.75)
Stephen Preston's tone seems to me both to•lack
warmth and sweetness, especially where—as not
too infrequently here—his breathing is strained.
Simon Standage has a wiry, rather unvaried sound
also, and his projection—which is considerable, in
contrast to Preston's—makes for inequality of
volume. Finally, as harpsichord soloist, Trevor
Pinnock plays the Concerto with a considerable
degree of rhythmic flexibility, which is all very well
in itself, but the result is disastrous for ensemble.
Not a good recipe, unfortunately, although plenty
of proper rehearsal might have sorted all this out.
Iwas forced to the conclusion that rehearsal of these
works had been inadequate, and that the resulting
performances would have been more acceptable
for a once- off concert performance than they are
for repeated listening on disc.
The best movements are the dances of the Ouverture, where Stephen Preston's neat phrasing blends
well with the delicately-shaped continuo line, and
the whole ensemble seems to work together. DG
have recorded the workS fairly, I think—the imbalances result from playing rather than recording.
[A: 2/3]
Stephen Daw
J.S. BACH : THECOMPLETEORGAN WORKS,
VOL. 2
Peter Hurford (org)
Argo D138D 3 (
3 records) (£9.95)
This second volume fully lives up to the promise
of the first. It contains the Clavierübung, which
could hardly be split up between the separate, selfcontained recitals on which the series is based.
The large-scale preludes are included between the
Et, prelude and fugue on three sides, with the smaller,
manualiter ones on a fourth. The third disc covers
the Magnificat fugue and six other miscellaneous
chorale preludes, plus three ' free' works. The organs
are the Grant, Degens & Bradbeer of New College,
Oxford, and the Sharp at Knox Grammar School,
Sydney, Australia.
Peter Hurford's accounts are always fresh and
musically rewarding, and he is not content merely
to repeat past interpretations. Here, details of
ornamentation are re-thought, phrasing meticulously re-worked, and his registration allowed more
freedom, both tonally and in its changes. Here one
is immediately convinced, there more doubtful, but
everywhere one is brought face-to-face with the
music itself, and obliged to think it through as well
as to enjoy it. Surely this is the best service that
anyone can provide for Bach's incomparable writing.
The sound has been excellently caught— microphone placement does not seem too close, nor is
the good imaging made overwide ( some other producers might well copy). Both buildings are a little
'dry', and could be unforgiving to a lesser player.
Dynamic and frequency ranges are also very good
apart from one short band that may have been cut
at too low a level for comfort. Strongly recommended. [A: 1*]
Trevor Attewell
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 3 in c, Op. 37
Maurizio Pollini (pno) IVPO &dim
DG 2531 057 (£4.75)
Especially after Kempfl's old recording, just reissued,
Pollini's is an austere' Third. Only in the rustic
episode in the Rondo with clarinets and bassoons
(from 182) does he let the music ' smile', and appropriately he discounts the more florid options given
in Eulenberg, in small type. But Pollini's patrician
manner and fine musicianship are beyond objective
criticism—this is the sort of reading one can hardly
tire of. Balm, after his idiosyncratic LSO Tchaikovsky Fourth, conducts with point and urgency.
One may not like the lusty mezzoforte in the woodwinds at 48 ( opening exposition), rather than piano,
but the insistent sforzandi here, the careful definition of string semiquaver figures—or, in the finale,
those repeated triplet octave Gs in 1st/2nd violins,
at 38, 164—have a grand authoritative ring.
After the slow speeds of Richter, Weissenberg,
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dassicaL
it is good to hear the C- minor again with fast Allegros; nor is the Vienna wind playing in the Largo to
be missed. Ihave little to say about the recording:
the soloist is well forward, and so are the winds,
but this we expect from Bátim's VP0 Beethoven.
[A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 5 in Et,, Op. 73
'Emperor'
Alicia de Larrocha (pno) ILAPO IMehta
Decca SXL6899 (£4.50)
'Recorded March 1978 in the Royce Hall.' Exactly
fifteen years before that we had Zubin Mehta's
debut on records, accompanying Alfred Brendel —
already with a long Vox list to his credit—in the
Emperor. Does that partly account for the special
feeling of celebration about this new version, the
élan in the orchestral playing? As to the solo part,
Miss Larrocha plays sumptuously; whatever reservations there may be about her Beethoven interpretation, her articulation of supporting figurations,
the glowing character of passage-work, are a
delight. What concerns me—and ultimately that
old Vox disc, for all its vagaries of stereo Information, its dated tonal quality, satisfies deeper requirements—is the romantic freedom, particularly in the
slow movement. The soloist's entry is of course
marked espressivo, but Brendel and—above all—
Kempff (in the newly reissued 1953 recording) show
that utter simplicity, and a flowing pace, by no
means preclude expressivity. Here, Miss Larrocha
provides accents, pauses, and rubato of her own
that draw attention away from the text; later in the
movement the extended dolce semiquavers Ithought
rambled on relatively unpurposefully—and not a lot
is made of that most dramatic of all transitions,
Into the Rondo.
Decca have secured lovely sound, with violins
that really do sound like a body of players, and distinctive separation of inner parts. At the very end
of the work, Iwould have preferred a little more
prominence to the tympanist's dotted figures leading to the Adagio and coda. [A: 1]
Christopher Breunlg
BERLIOZ: ' Beatrice
and
Benedict'— opéracomique in two acts.
Baker I Tear I Eda-Pierre I Watts IAllen IBastin I
Lloyd / Van Allan IMidis Choir ILSO IDavis
Philips 6700 121 (
2 records) (f..8.99)
During an otherwise gloomy period towards the
end of his life Berlioz composed Beatrice and Benedict, a nimble miracle of lightness, tenderness and
humour based on Shakespeare's Much Ado About
Nothing. The composer referred to it as 'a caprice
written with the point of a needle', and the only
previous recording ( SOL 256-7, also Davis) echoed
this in such a finely poised performance that one
wondered what more could possibly be done. But
this new version had to come as part of the Philips
Berlioz cycle, and it is slightly more complete in that
some of the spoken dialogue is included. However,
in the event Ifind the chatter unhelpful, while musically this seems more routine, a less well pointed
performance both rhythmically and instrumentally
than Davis managed in 1963. It is still good, and if
it weren't for that earlier version one might say
'very good', but Icannot hide a slight feeling of
deflation. This applies also to Janet Baker, the
timbre of whose voice seems oddly unlike its usual
glorious self—although this may be a matter of
recording. More positively, Hero and Ursula's duo
at the end of Act Iis really very beautiful: Christiane
Eda-Pierre and Helen Watts shine here.
Sonically this is rather better than the old set,
although in some respects odd. The acoustic is
spacious and everything is set in place convincingly,
with speech and singing given an uncontrived
continuity; but the dynamics are a little unmanageable. Opera enthusiasts who set the volume to
make mf voices clear and near could be worried by
some of the climaxes, which are uncompromisingly
'natural'. For instance, if the dialogue leading up
to the kiss in Act II is played at a conventional
gramophonic level, the subsequent orchestral crash
rather blasts one out of one's seat. Mixed feelings
on this. [
A/B: 2]
John Crabbe
BOLLING: Suite for Violin and Jazz Piano
Zukerman ( vin, via) / Bolting (pno) IHediguer (bass) I
Sabiani (drums)
CBS 73833 (£4.39)
In 1976 the French jazz pianist and composer Claude
Bolling wrote a Suite for Flute and Jazz Piano. This
was recorded, featuring ( as they say) Jean-Pierre
Rampal — it sold like hot cakes and won the 1976
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and 1977 NARM awards for the best-selling classical
(sic!) record. The present work ( commissioned by
Pinchas Zukerman) follows the same formula. It
would be easy ( but silly) to criticise this work on
both the ' Classical' and the Jazz fronts: it is basically a 'Jazzy' light- popular suite—good as background and pleasantly acceptable as foreground.
Because it does not scrape the skies of jazz improvisation, not get ' heavy' or over-cleverly serious
it's aimed at a large and lucrative popular music
market and should sell very well, being imaginative
and very well played. Its 8sections run from a soulful Romance in rondo form, to a Caprice which fluctuates between duple and triple metres. The Gavotte
goes in for Baroque-ish polyphonic imitation and
the succeeding Tango is one of the most attractive
movements, varying its colour when Zukerman
exchanges violin for viola. The Slavonic Dance (' with
aswing') contains the most contrasting combination
of styles within one movement—too many for stylistic comfort. The Ragtime which follows sounds
(inevitably, but lamely) Joplinesque, but the Valse
lente is stylish and warm and the closing Hora gives
Zukerman ample room for virtuoso display. The
playing Is very polished and can be suave and
cheeky too. The recording is close and clear with
just an occasional blemish of balance. [B: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
BRITTEN: Spring Symphony. Op. 44
Armstrong IBaker I Tear IClement Dane's School
Boys Choir ILSO and Chorus IPrevin
HMV ASD 3650 (£4.40)
Britten's celebration of Spring is a setting for three
vocal soloists, mixed chorus, boys' voices and
orchestra of an appropriate selection of poetry
grouped to form a unified, coherent whole whose
four main sections broadly correspond to the conventions of the symphonic model—hence the work's
title. This is the first recording to appear since the
composer's own for Decca in 1960.
Here, as in his other Britten recordings, Previn
demonstrates a deeply perceptive understanding
of the score and applies a sympathetic approach to
the problems it poses in performance. His tempi
are well chosen, closely following Britten, and the
careful attention to detail is entirely typical. The
performance conveys a fine sense of unity and
purpose, but there are one or two aspects which
are less convincing.
Although excellent, Robert Tear does not match
the vocal nuances, the subtleties of shading and
inflexion of Peter Pears. His ' Merry cuckoo', for
example, has less rhythmic drive, and his phrasing
is less eloquent, less sustained in ' Waters above'—
very good, certainly, but not equal. Compare, too,
the two accounts of the scherzo ' When will my May
come' or the tenor and soprano number ' Fair and
fair' which follows—these feel a bit rushed and
Insecure, although the pace is right. The boys lack
the sparkle and vigour of the Wandsworth school
(cg, '
The Driving Boy'), although their ' Fly Venus'
in the finale is splendid. Janet Baker is quite superb,
though, and at her most compelling in the Auden
setting ( but perhaps her bird calls in ' Spring' are
just a little mannered). The LSO chorus are marvellous, with fine diction and generally secure intonation (afew lapses)—' The Morning Star' and ' Sound
the Flute' are riveting. One oddity— perhaps an engineering anomaly—is the rather large gap between
the Spenser and Nashe settings. There should only
be a slight break here after the trumpets' crescendo
to 'attacca'.
The recording is, predictably, more sharply
focused and detailed, although the acoustic surrounding the soloists feels a little too discrete at
times. An excellent issue overall, though, and a
very worthy partner to the Decca version: which is
still the one to buy if you just want one version. I
wouldn't be without either. [
A*/A: 1]
Ivor Humphreys
DEBUSSY: Suite Bergamasque L; Masques E
L'Isle Joyeuse :I, Images (1894) J Rêverie
Pour le Piano _ Page d'album J La Plus que
Lente
Elégie — Estampes
Images (1st and
2nd series)
Livia Rev (pno)
Saga SAGD 5463 (
2 records) (£5.50)
A rare warmth of spirit informs the music- making on
these discs, which make up the third volume of
Livia Rev's Debussy cycle; the Preludes are already
available, and although they were recorded a fair
while before this latest issue ( October last year),
they now come in improved, German pressings.

Other pianists may attack the surging, forte scales
in the Menuet ( Suite Bergamasque) with greater
heroic relish ( in arecent interview, Livia Rev acknowledged the incompatibility of her temperament with
the muscularity of, say, Brahms), but none surpasses the sheer beauty of sound here, or in Clair
de lune, where the ' covered' sonority is less a question of the rather soft- grained recording than of a
superlative poise and control. La Plus que Lente is
very tenderly expressed indeed; this is gracious,
graceful playing of a kind not frequently encountered today—and none the worse for that. The highlying ripples over the deep pedal A at the end of
Masques are as poised and luminous as any I've
heard: delicate, suggestive flecks of sound, they
should be played to anyone who still maintains that
the piano's mechanism precludes any real tonal
refinement beyond the force with which hammer
hits string—with the softly repeated high C sharps
and the melody beneath, the opening of La Soirée
dans Grenade possesses two entirely distinct sonorities, with rubato and accentuation scrupulously
judged.
If Livia Rev's account of the Toccata (Pour le Piano)
is less fleet than Rogé's mischievous Decca account, then the new performance at least allows
itself time to let certain phrases ' speak'—those
switchback arpeggios soon after the beginning still
seem to me atouch flustered at the pace Rogó sets
himself, whereas Livia Rev's fractionally slower
tempo allows a gentler, but rio less vivid characterization.
The real rarity here is the Elégie, Debussy's last
known piano work—a strange, open-ended fragment which Felix Aprahamian proposes as a sketch
for Debussy's uncompleted opera The Fall of the
House of Usher. It seems, then, that when complete,
Livia Rev's Debussy cycle will be the most comprehensive of all; it certainly promises to be one of
the most distinguished on record. Sound quality
is unobtrusively good, so [ A/13: 1/ 1*].
Andrew Keener
DOWLAND: Keyboard transcriptions
Colin Tilney (hpd)
Oiseau-Lyre OSLO 552 (£4.50)
Dowland did not, it appears, write a single piece of
keyboard music, but transcriptions of other compositions originally conceived for lute, voice, or consort, appear regularly in the virginal manuscripts
of the time. Many of his most distinguished contemporary composers, including Wilbye, Morley,
Farnaby, Bull, and Byrd, took part in the transcription tradition, though in some cases the degree of
elaboration is so great that it is more appropriate
to think in terms of re- composition or parody technique rather than literal or merely idiomatic transcription. Here then are re- workings by some of
the most distinguished English and North European
composers of the age of some of Dowland's most
popular pieces including, inevitably, the Lachrimae
pavan, Piper's pavan, and Frog's galliard. Reliance
on a stock of rhetorical figures make for difficult
listening, but Colin Tilney is a powerful advocate
and fully exploits the powerful effect of the speed
and vitality of the elaborations, though occasionally
one might wish for alittle less rubato. The record is
decently if perhaps too closely recorded. [B: 1]
-lain Fenton
FINZI: ' For St. Cecilia'—ceremonial ode . '
Dies
Ratans'
Philip Langridge ( ten) ILSO and Chorus IHickox
Argo ZRG 896 (£4.50)
The name ' Cecilia' has something about it: musical
parents give it to their daughters, musical Catholics
eagerly adopt it. And yet the whole tradition is
legendary and spurious, the association of the
saint with music dating from some 1300 years after
her death, ' apparently through the mis -reading of a
Latin text' ( see Arthur Jacobs' dictionary). Like
most thoughtful artists, Finzi was acutely sensitive
to the difference between blissful illusion and harsh
reality—this is what gives Dies Natalis its painful
undertow— but Blunden's conventional text, with
which he was saddled by the St. Cecilia's Day Festival Committee, offered no scope for that kind of
perception. Written in 1947, For St. Cecilia is aptly
celebratory, beginning and ending in a brilliant,
Waltonian vein and containing much good choral
writing. Finzi, it appears, had misgivings about
the ' noisy and ceremonial' aspect of the work, and
it is certainly in the quieter, more inward moments,
usually involving the tenor soloist, that the real
magic is to be found. See interview last month.
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After much internal
introduce our two

For many years the name Akai
has been synonomous with hi-fi tape
recorders and cassette decks.
Justly so.
We invented asynchronous motor
that keeps to aconstant speed, despite
fluctuations in the power supply.
We designed bearings for our
motors that retain oil in the metal and
don't need constant servicing.
We built athree motor cassette
deck to cut down complex switchgear.
We even developed amaterial for
tape heads with more than ahundred
times the normal life.
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Yet still the argument raged within
our factory.
On the one hand we had atotal
commitment to tape, firmly believing it tc
be the superior method of reproducing
sound.
On the other, we made nothing for
Akai enthusiasts who could obtain their
favourite music only on record.
Finally we arrived at atypically
Japanese compromise.
We took everything we had learnee
in twenty five years of tape recorder
development, and we applied it to the tas1
of developing apair of turntables.

umen.
t, we proudly
riew HiFi turntables

We incorporated our synchronous
motors with their oil-retaining bearings.
To design the tone arms we used all
we knew about springs, balance weights
and dampers.
We applied our precise die-casting
techniques to achieve aperfectly balanced platter.
And only when the sound thus
reproduced came within ahair's breadth
of that of our tape decks did we introduce
our first pair of turntables.

AKAI

Even then we were not completely
satisfied. And so to ensure our next turntables ran at exactly the correct speed
we adopted adirect drive synchronous
motor with precise strobe-pitch speed
controls.
As aresult our new semi-automatic
AP206 and quartz-locked AP306 don't
just benefit from our twenty five years
experience of tape decks.
They also benefit from our four
years experience of turntables.

'Have responsibility for and pride in what you make:
Turntables shown fitted with available Akai PC100 cartridge.
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CIVIU051 YAW TH0151 3HT TI T3D 21-11
In the past it was popularly
thought that loudspeakers were
the most important influence in a
hi-fi system. But as 'Sportin' Life'
claimed in ' Porgy and Béss".
it ain't necessarily so!' Many
reputable speakers are capable of
taking on the characteristics of
the ancillary equipment feeding
them, to such an extent that even
size becomes of lesser importance in speaker selection. Quite
frankly we at Hi -Fi Consultants
are agreed amongst ourselves
that if size was a prime criterion,
one of the BBC LS3/5A monitors
would be the automatic choice
for each of us.
Given avery high quality signal
these tiny speakers are capable
of a stunning performance which
embarrasses many larger units.
They are certainly more accurate
than the majority of popular
speakers and an educated ear
will also appreciate the surprising bass information.
As an
example of our regard for LS3/
5A's we are confident to recommend their inclusion as the only
speakers in record playing systems where the ancillary components can cost ten times that
of the LS3/5A's!
During the last few years Aunty
Beeb's influence on loudspeaker
design has been reflected in the
availability of speakers of exceptional accuracy and modest size.
Possibly the most successful product of BBC pedigree is the Spendor BC1 which, for several years
now has successfully faced challenge from lower priced but
vigorously promoted pretenders.
The
BC1's
Bextrene
cone
driver, together with sophisticated crossover networks resulted in the ( then) anomolous
situation of a high power handling. Continued development has
now improved the power handling, and the sound quality of current production models is exceptional.
The latest brainchild of Dr.
Harwood ( ex- BBC) is the compact
Harbeth
which
underwhelmed the listening public
when it was introduced a couple
of years. ago. However, it was
obvious to critical listeners, a
speaker of enormous potential,
and
continued
development
has rewarded buyers with one of
the most lucid interpretations of
signal we have heard. Colouration
is lower than any other cabinet
speaker we know of and the presentation of vocal information is
absolutely convincing.
Unless you have heard this
speaker system at the end of a
chain
of
components
which
would normally be considered
disproportionate to the modest
cost of the Harbeths — you simply
haven't heard them.
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Harbeth's polypropylene bass/mid
range driver is not only responsible for the speaker's uncoloured
sound quality, but adds efficiency
and high power handling to the
reflex design, making the signal
requirement one of quality — not
quantity.
Another great favourite of ours
is the slightly misunderstood
Gale GS401. It's true this speaker
does require a powerful amplifier
to achieve the sort of realism of
which it is capable. However in
a typical British lounge adequate
volume and exceptional clarity
will be provided by a 40 watt
amplifier, although we assume
that listeners will eventually find
more power for these very attractive speakers ... it's worth it!
Amplifiers receive a lot of attention but usually for the wrong
reasons. Japanese equipment for
instance looks ever more presentable with each bi-annual
face change and consequently will
be assured of sales in the upgrade (?) system. Conversely
British equipment tends to look
comparatively mundane, but in
so doing will always find favour
with those who believe that if it
looks bad, it must sound good!
Of course we're glad to say
that some British amps do sound
very sweet indeed, particularly
Sugden's A48, the A & R A60,
and the D40 from Spendor. But
where power is important the
Clued 405 ( with a good pre-amp)
has to be recognised as the least
expensive way of driving inefficient speakers to realistic levels.
In comparative terms the 405
represents amazing value for
money and audibly stands up well
against the exotica.
At the other end of the price
scale the Trio LO7 Mk Il bi-mono
power amps justify our enthusiasm for them with a truly stunning performance. When it is
difficult to identify a particular
component in a system, that product can claim to be 'state of the
art'. We believe the Trio's and
their smaller brothers, the LO5's,
are able to escape identification
in very high quality outfits indeed
and are invaluable in enabling us
to judge any shortcomings in
lesser equipment.

Unfortunately most listeners
simply aren't aware of the rectangular sound stage that it's
possible to experience with a top
quality amplifier combination. It's
certainly not something which is
readily appreciated in 'WhamBarn' comparative reviews! Our
recommendations for pre-amps
are primarily American, which
aesthetically fall into a category
slightly behind the least attractive British competitor!
However, the lack of a ' Made
in England' label seems to result
in few recommendations in the
popular press, so it falls to only
two or three U.K. dealers to make
the listening public aware that for
absolutely uncoloured transfer of
the music signal a control amp
as clean as Hailer, dB Systems
or Rappaport is absolutely imperative. And it needn't be a ridiculously expensive step either!
It's the Rappaport series which
have been designed to mate with
the new generation of high speed
power amps and as a combination they really work. As our
customers are always encouraged to audition ( usually at home)
and compare these products with
other much heralded competition,
we know they are then bought by
listeners with avery high level of
appreciation.
Although studio multi-miked
recordings rarely exhibit depth or
ambience, there are many discs
(classical particularly) from which
Rappaport pre-amps can reveal
layers of important spatial information. This ability of depth imaging has earned Rappaport the
label ' laid back' a not unflattering
tag which characterises their
tireless sound quality.
The Hailer DH101 control unit
qualifies for a value-for- money
tag, although reviewers particularly will be surprised by the number of listeners who are offended
by the 'sound-for-your-pound'
type of recommendation. But
where there's less paper in your
wallet than leather, the Hafler is
more than an acceptable alternative to some of the best preamps in the world. At any price!
To assist in the transcription
of disc source to amplifier we particularly favour tone-arms by
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Hadcock, Infinity, Mayware and
SME. And contrary to expectations it is the SME which gets
our highest recommendation.
If we accept that the most influential region of musical information is what we call the midrange, then in this area the SME
series 111 has no peer. It's lack
of coloration tends to show up the
characteristic midrange ' honk' of
many moving coil cartridges, but
such is the commitment of m/c
enthusiasts
to
their
beloved
transducers that blame will automatically fall on the SME. By way
of comment ( not criticism!) we
feel that SME does exhibit a
slight warmth in the lower frequencies, something which is not
at all unpleasant, but in tandem
with the prominent bass of m/c
cartridges can be rather intimidating. Our own flirtation with
these initially impressive cartridges was short lived and we
have since found longer term
enjoyment with such diverse
units as the Elac 555, Audio Technice Signet TK7E, Micro 2002E,
and ultimately Grado Signatures.
Each of these is capable of showing just how 'clean' the SME 111
really is.
There is no doubt at all that the
Grado Signature 111 is the most
revealing component we have
ever experienced. Its influence is
devastating, not only in providing
more information that we could
have believed was in the_wooves,
but also for proving to our customers that their ears really
work!
As apiece of equipment we can
think of nothing else, at any price,
that contributes so much to music
reproduction
The Grado Signature 111 is
'clearly' the finest cartridge available. Bar none.
One little shop isn't going to
turn the British hi-fi scene upside
down, but we'll certainly do our
best to increase buyers' awareness of the proper order of things!
In the front line of the information
retrieval chain is the turntable/
arm/cartridge combination — get
this right and the rest of your system really comes to life.
As Linn so succinctly put it,
'Garbage in, garbage out!'
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cLassical.
Dies Nata/is, of course, is magical through and
through and is full of Finzi archetypes. Despite his
stressful high B flats and a tendency to let phraseendings die, Philip Langridge is a very sympathetic
soloist, clearly at one with Finzi's lyricism. Indeed,
both performances may be warmly commended,
that of the choral work being particularly well judged.
Texts are provided on an insert sheet. The recorded
sound is generally excellent. [A: 1] Hugh Ottaway
GLOBOKAR: Echanges D Res / As / Ex / InsPirer D Discours IV*
Globokar (tbn) IDi Donato INoureddine I * Portal (cits)
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 712 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
Since 1974 Vinko Globokar ( virtuoso trombonist,
composer, teacher) has been in charge of the instrumental and vocal department.of the Boulez- directed
Institute for Acoustical and Musical Research
(IRCAM) in Paris. His expertise in the experimental
work done there is amply testified in the two records
of his music reviewed here. Both Echanges and
ReslAslExlIns-Pirer date from 1973-74. They can
be performed by any kind of brass instrument and
here Vinko Globokar himself performs them on the
trombone. This instrument's brass timbre, and his
astounding abilities upon it, vividly recall the piece
written for him by Luciano Berio ( one of his composition teachers): Sequenza V. With that well-known
and witty work as foundation, Globokar extends the
range by further differentiating ways of breathing,
articulation, types of mouthpiece used ( here including various types of reed as well as brass mouthpieces) and a variety of mutes. In Echanges he
notates only these elements—the choice of pitch
and rhythm must be made by the performer who at
the same time ' sings' a melody which is thus superimposed on the instrumental sounds. In Res/As/Es!
Ins-Pirer he adds a ' push-pull' element: all the
different sounds and articulations produced by one
outgoing breath are then repeated while breathing
in. Incidentally, both these recordings were done
in single 'takes' without any editing—a reflection of
Globokar's concern with the nature of musical
communication, instrumental
performance and
stamina. All these interests combine in Discours IV
for 3clarinets ( normal, bass and double bass). This
is one of a series of pieces exploring the relationship of speech and music. Like Stockhausen's Aus
den sieben Tagen, the composition is based on a
verbal text containing the musical and social ( cornmunicative, expressive, interactive) tasks which the
musicians must solve. The results are enormously
varied. The sounds these three players produce
are bewitching, bewildering, humorous, serious ...
much wider than a paltry range of adjectives could
ever indicate. So wide and unusual a range makes
it almost impossible to assess the ' quality of performance'. Suffice to say that the verve and poise
projected by this trio bodes very well for anyone
interested in hearing and contacting the rich boundaries of our new music. [
A: 1] Benedict Sarnarker
GLOBOKAR: Fluide [7 Ausstrahlungen
Atemstudie
Ensemble Musique Vivante IMasson
Harmonia Mundi HMU 933 (£2.15) ( Rediffusion)
The three works on this record are all concerned
with instrumental sonority and the extension of its
range. The exploration goes far and goes deep and
though at times it appears to wander, the exploration
is a stimulating one. In Fluide (
1967), nine brass
players are instructed to play their instruments
in asequence of different ways ( normally, glissando,
wide vibrato, narrow vibrato, etc) and add to these
their own voice sounds ( mostly consonants) which
are amplified by their instruments. With the percussion acting as a binder for these disparate sounds,
the result is varied, well-shaped and excitingly
paced. Ausstrahlungen (
1969) places 21 players of
woodwind, brass, strings and percussion in acircle.
One of the number ( here Michel Portal playing
clarinet, bass clarinet, double bass clarinet and
alto saxophone) is both the soloist and the director
of the group. The processes are complex and
concentrate on extending the sounds of melody
instruments towards chords and noise, but the
overall structure is fairly easy to follow. It starts
with a solo which rapidly gives way to loud, fast
blocks of tutti playing. This subsides in favour of
a section of low, quiet sounds which are periodically
cut through by loud blocks. Loudness and speed
resume and asolo again dominates the close. Atemstudie (
1971) was composed for Heinz Holliger (the
present soloist) and is an exercise in wind stamina.
The soloist must employ the snake-charmeet trick
of keeping his cheeks filled with air while taking
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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fresh breath. This enables him to play continuously
for minutes on end. Within this stream of sound
he modulates amplitude and frequency while contrast and colour are added by blending in his voice
sounds, which are picked up directly and by a contact microphone taped to his larynx. Atemstudie is
the most virtuosic of the three pieces and Heinz
Holliger plays it with great vitality, but all the performers are skilled and experienced interpreters of
modern music and this results in secure and fundamentally musical performances. The recording unobtrusively aids this with both clarity and warmth.
[A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
GRAINGER: Orchestral Music
English Sinfonia IDilkes
HMV ASD 3651 (£4.40)
Presented as Grainger on the Shore, this collection
of music for full orchestra, sometimes very full, adds
up to what many will find to be the most rewarding
of the Grainger records of recent years. Particularly
striking is the four- movement suite, in a Nutshell—
an orchestral original—from which ' Arrival Platform
Humlet', ' Gay but Wistful' and ' Pastoral' extend
one's estimate of what Grainger could do. The
other items are the Danish Folk-Music Suite, The
Immovable 'Do', Molly on the Shore and Irish Tune
from County Derry. It seems that, in their present
arrangements, even the last two are additions to
the catalogue; the others certainly are. The playing
has the freshness expected of Neville Dilkes and
the English Sinfonia, and the recording is generally
excellent. This record should have an appeal far
beyond Graingerite circles. Warmly tecommended.
[A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway

GRIEG: ' Peer Gynt'—incidental music (original
version)
Taru Valjakka (sop) IEdith Thallaug (m-sop) IJoachim
Ulbricht (via) ILeipzig Radio Chorus Dresden Staatskapelle IBlomstedt
HMV ASD 3640 (£4.40)
Another very fine Peer Gynt recording, highly commendable both musically and technically. Itake it
that ' original version' means the music used in the
first production, at Oslo, in 1876, as distinct from the
many additions subsequently made. There are 12
Items: Prelude ( Act I), Wedding March (
arch.
Halvorsen), Abduction and In grid's Lament, In the
Hall of the Mountain King, Dance of the Mountain
King's Daughter, Death of Aase, Morning, Arabian
Dance, Anitra's Dance, Solveig's Song, Peer Gynt's
Homecoming and Solveig's Lullaby. The orchestral
playing is warm and vivid, and there are excellent
contributions from the soloists. The women's voices
of the Leipzig Radio Chorus sound rather thin, but
this may be partly the recording. I have a query
against the integration of chorus and orchestra;
otherwise, the sound is of a very high quality,
spacious and full-bodied with natural colouring and
acommanding presence. The texts of the four vocal
numbers are provided on an insert sheet. Very
worthwhile, but hardly to be preferred to the complete
Incidental music on Unicorn RHS 361/2. [
A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
HAYDN: Symphony No. 82 in C, ' The Bear' ni
Symphony No. 83 in g, ' The Hen'
ASM IMarriner
Philips 9500 519 (£4.75)
This attractive series continues with the first two
symphonies from the Paris set, and it must be said
at once that this is a splendid pair of performances,
with recorded quality to match. Since there is a reissue from the Dorati Decca set coupling these two
works in the medium- price range, competition is
keen. The differences in approach are not very great,
and on the whole Ifind myself preferring the new
Philips versions, with playing of the greatest wit and
beauty, and excellent sound ( marred only by preecho before the final tutti at the end of the opening
Vivace assai of ' The Bear'). The wind- detail stands
out happily in both works—not artificially highlighted, but given just the degree of prominence that
Haydn asks for. The brilliance of the Academy is
firmly controlled in the exacting writing of the finale
of ' The Bear', so that a spanking pace fails to sound
in the least rushed. And the slow movements are
well characterised (though without the normal complement of repeats). If the minuet of ' The Hen' is
taken on the fast side, the effect is undeniably
felicitous. Indeed, ' undeniably felicitous' is a just
overall judgement. [A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN ( attrib.): Oboe Concerto in C, Hob.
VlIgC1 / MOZART: Oboe Concerto in C, K285d
Maurice Andre (tpt) IFranz Liszt CO ISandor
RCA ' Erato' STU 71148 (£3.99)
Maurice André's search for new worlds to conquer
has led him here to a transcription of Mozart's
familiar Oboe Concerto, and to the fine, large-scale
Oboe Concerto that is attributed to Haydn, but was
probably written by a good contemporary whom we
know in other connections. If one is prepared to
grant that neither of these pieces ought to be considered sacrosanct, then M. André's spirited and
brilliant playing gives the usual satisfaction. The
pseudo- Haydn is written on a broad scale, with an
orchestra that includes oboes, horns, trumpets and
timpani; it can more readily accommodate atrumpet
as soloist than can the more delicate and modest
Mozart piece. Here Iwas struck by the change of
character—an effect emphasised by the broad- toned
and reverberant recording, with dynamic variation
that seemed at normal volume- setting to range from
loud to very loud. However, the dazzling control and
cheeky flourishes of Maurice André command great
respect ( if less affection), and Frigyes Sandor and
his fine players of the Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra accompany with enthusiasm and polish. [
B: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HOLST: The Planets
LPO etc lBoult, HMV ASO 3849 (£4.40)
We apologise for our ' Gramophile' note ( p. 113,
April) promising the review of this record in our
May issue. As you will note, it isn't here, the reason
being that we managed to fit it into April ( p. 123)
after all [A/B:1].—Records Ed.
KHACHATURIAN : ` Spartacus' — excerpts
'Masquerade'—suite
LSO IBlack
Decca PFS 4434 (£4.35)
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These are lively, finished performances, stylish and
atmospheric, presented with the brightness and
impact characteristic of Decca ' Phase 4', but generally without brashness. The three movements from
Spartacus (
1954) are Variation of Aegina and the
Bacchanalia, Adagio of Spartacus and Phrygia and
Dance of the Gaditanae. Note that these are included
in the LSO/Khachaturian selection ( ASD 3347), recorded during the composer's last visit to this
country and are musically outstanding. The incidental
music to Lermontov's Masquerade dates from 1939,
and the five- movement suite, though hardly as
characterful as the Spartacus score, is enjoyable
theatre music in the Russian tradition. [A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
KODALY: Hymn of Zrinyi • '
Psalm 114t
Laudes Organit
*Benjamin Luzon ( bar) ItGillian Weir (org) IBrighton
Festival Chorus IHeltay
Decca SXL 6878 (£4.50)
Admirers of Kodaly, particularly those who relish his
choral music, will welcome the appearance of this
fine account of the Hymn of Zrinyi which, so far as I
am aware, receives its first recording in this country.
Miklos Zrinyi ( 1620-1664) was a noted Hungarian
patriot and opponent of the Turks, and Kodaly's text
is drawn from a pamphlet of Zrinyi's entitled ' Medicine Against Turkish Opium', a narrative in which
the chorus carries the narration and the soloist—
Benjamin Luxon—comments on it. This long work is
for unaccompanied chorus; the other two have the
benefit of organ, which adds a welcome touch of
colour. Collectors acquainted with the Brighton
Festival Chorus recording of the Missa Brevis and
the Pange Lingua will have afair idea of the intensity
of Laszlo Heltay's devotion to the cause of Kodaly's
choral music. As amatter of personal choice Iprefer
those pieces to the Hymn of Zrinyi, which is nevertheless one of the composer's major choral compositions. The setting of Psalm 114, on the other hand,
is less highly thought of but is wholly delightful as is
the quite late ( 1966) Laudes, a fantasia on a 13th
century sequence, written to an American commission. [ A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphony No.29 in A, K201
Symphony No.35 in D ' Haffner', K385 Three German
Dances K605
LPO IDavison
CFP 40306 (£1.49)
These sponsored Classics for Pleasure issues offer
generally well- performed and well- engineered popular classics at a gratifyingly reasonable price. A
recent concert of Kodaly's music won wide acclaim,
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and this account of two of Mozart's most popular
symphonies ought equally to win a lot of friends.
The Haffner, a brilliant and exciting work, comes off
the better of the two, no doubt because these qualities seem to coincide with the conductor's and
orchestra's predelictions. The performance has
pace and subtlety and catches the mixture of pomp
and lyrical sweetness particularly well. All repeats
are observed in both symphonies, a convention that
works in this case because of the infectious nature
of the playing. The A major is also very good, but it
somehow just misses true excellence. This is a real
chamber symphony, and despite what are clearly
reduced forces, the LPO does not sound like a
chamber orchestra. The music sounds stiff and un relaxed compared with its companion and the three
dances generously offered as afiller. The recording
itself is lively, not quite as brilliant as the Kodaly, but
acceptable and will undoubtedly give much pleasure
and does, as Isay, offer excellent value for money.
Kenneth Dommett
[A: 1]
MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 21 in C, K467 fi
Piano Concerto No. 17 in G. K453
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno, dir) IPhilharmonia
Decca SXL 6881 (£4.50)
Iwas surprised to find that Ashkenazy has only one
record of Mozart solo piano concertos to his credit,
and that is all of twelve years old. It is a testament
to its excellence that it has remained so long in the
catalogue and still apparently selling at top price.
At that time the practice of the soloist- conductor
had not gained wide currency though it is fairly
common nowadays. Ashkenazy, who appears in
any case to be making a successful transition from
keyboard to baton, is well equipped for the task and
discharges it on this occasion with great skill and
artistic success. As pianist he remains, in Mozart
anyway, a middle-of-the-road interpreter, not worrying overmuch about finer points of stylistic practice,
yet by sheer musicianship achieving performances
that are authoritative and satisfying. The C major
seems to have overtaken the D minor as Mozart's
most popular concerto and there have been several
valuable performances of it over the last year or two.
This one will join Eschenbach and Perahia in but is
more alert than the first and more controlled than the
second. The G major has not been recorded as
often or as recently so this version, with its wonderfully sustained cantabile, is very welcome and much
to be recommended. [A: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 21 in C, K467 /
RACHMANINOV: Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini, Op. 43*
Evelyne Brancart (pno) I * Dominique Cornil (pno)
Orchestre Symphonique de la RTB IHoffmann
DG '
Heliodor' 2548 287 (£1.75)
A unique coupling is explained by the fact that both
these works were set pieces for the 1975 Queen
Elisabeth Piano Competition which takes place in
Brussels. This competition, although not as famous
in this country as the Leeds or Tchaikovsky Competitions, commands great respect. The two pianists
were both born in Belgium in 1954 and 1952 respectively and on this record of live performances taped
during the competition (and previously released only
on the continent) show themselves to be excellent
musicians from whom one would like to hear more.
The Mozart receives asensitive and flexible performance, and the rapport established between the
orchestra and soloist has a chamber music quality
about it. Evelyne Brancart supplies all the cadenzas
invited by Mozart. The sound is firm and clear with
a wide spread on the orchestra, good perspective
on the wind players and awell focused piano sound.
Rachmaninov's Rhapsody, although well played, has
ultimately not quite the distinction of the Mozart
playing but, considering the tensions inherent in a
competition, the overall effect is magnificent and
only to be bettered by a Horowitz. On this second
side the dynamic range is noticeably wide and the
piano is not quite as clear as in the Mozart but the
orchestra has great clarity and a sense of depth not
encountered in many modern recordings. The
occasional slips and spots of slight ensemble trouble
matter little in the context and the applause at the
end of each work makes awelcome change from the
usual scrunches of a run- out groove. Surfaces on
the copy supplied were excellent and the audiences
were obviously highly attentive. Occasional slight
distortion and action noise on high notes of the
piano account for the B rating but at the price this
is an unfalsified record not to be missed. [
B:1]
David Pickett
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MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an Exhibition
(orch. Ravel) / STRAVINSKY: Firebird Suite
(1919)
Philadelphia IMuti
H MV ASD3645 (£4•40)
This disc starts less promisingly than Muti's Philadelphia Beethoven Seventh: the trumpet is rather
raucous, although at least the opening Promenade
demonstrates that EMI engineers can achieve remarkably lucid sound in their newly found Met
Church. The coupling, too, shows the finest qualities of the Orchestra—as in the long sections of
quiet string playing, precise and consistent. Ialso
liked the first ' Picture' Gnomus, and Goldenberg and
Schmuyle, but in neither score does Muti show many
imaginative or original insights; instead, he secures
impeccably balanced playing, presenting the music
in his rather careful, serious way.
Those looking for more, say in Ballet of the Unhatched Chickens, or Kastchei's Infernal Dance, will
find this disc disappointing. Giulini's is perhaps the
most sensitively probing modern ' Pictures' ( DG);
but there is the memorable 1963 Philharmonia/
Maazel recording, reissued on HMV SXLP20233—it
still sounds excellent, technically. Listen to Maazel
in the Unhatched Chickens: his fast tempo is ideal,
the wind playing is brilliant, the cymbal glints
magical, the squawking accents prdlonged with
real comic timing. Muti's—[A :1/2]
Christopher Breunig
ORTIZ: Recercadas
Atrium Musicae of Madrid IPaniagua
Harmonia Mundi HM2 393 (
2 records) (£4.35)
(Rediffusion)
Diego Ortiz, born in Toledo about 1500, was master
of the music in the chapel of Don Fernando Alvarez
de Toledo, Duke of Alba and Ambassador to Naples,
and had aprofound influence on the development of
Spanish music of the Renaissance. This record is
devoted to a treatise he composed: a kind of textbook on viol- music, and especially the bass viol.
Recercada is the Spanish equivalent of the Italian
ricercare (
English ' research', French recherche): but
whereas the Italian implies an advanced contrapuntal treatment, the Spanish, while not excluding
counterpoint, implies rather variations upon a songtheme, often Italian or French. Thus we get Jacob
Arcadelt's madrigal 0 felici occhi mei, followed by
four ricercadas—to give one example.
The seven members of the Atrium Musicae of
Madrid double upon more than two dozen different
Instruments of the period, all either original or careful copies. The result is a marvellous variation in
ensemble, though the bass viol predominates. As
we are given only French notes, some of the instruments are difficult to identify precisely; but there are,
in addition to the viols, harpsichord, clavichord,
crumhorns, flûtes àbec, harp, vihuela, buche, clavicitherium, psaltery and various percussion instruments. The effect is aurally charming and varied;
and this, coupled with the intrinsic interest of the
music and the mastery of performance, makes this a
recording of interest to any concerned to widen
musical horizons, and not only to the musicologist.
And, as asticker on the sleeve proudly proclaims, we
get ' Two records for the price of one'!
The engineering
identifies each
instrument
clearly, and completes an admirable issue. These
Harmonia Mundi issues really are something to be
grateful for. [A : 1]
Peter Turner
PROKOFIEV: Symphony 5in B flat, Op. 100
Cleveland Orchestra IMaazel
Decca SXL 6875 (£4.50)
This is a fabricated symphony, more balletic in
character than truly symphonic, which may partly
account for the evident difficulty in achieving areally
convincing performance. However, it can be done,
as Koussevitsky showed early on: his 1945 recording
with the Boston SO ( VL 12021) is musically outstanding. Compared with that, Maazel's reading is
somewhat pedestrian, perhaps over- careful. The
opening movement is taken very deliberately with
slowish tempos, which means a serious threat of
inflation in the coda, but also a sense of clearly
articulated detail—aided and abetted, no doubt, by
a fairly analytical recording style. The slow movement, too, moves a little heavily; the scherzo is the
most successfully realized, the finale not quite
matching it for want of real sparkle and zest, as distinct from finely disciplined playing. There is certainly no lack of the latter; but the performance as a
whole is only partially satisfying. Ifind the quality
of sound mildly baffling. Despite an analytical im-

pression, there is athinness, alack of body, and the
bass, though prominent, is sometimes curiously
woolly. Good, comfortable distancing, but a rather
negative impact. [B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
PURCELL: ' King Arthur'
Deller Consort IDeller Choir IThe King's Musick I
Deller
Harmonia Mundi HM 252/3 (2 records) (£6.80)
(Rediffusion)
Purcell's contemporades called it an opera, but
today we are reluctant to give more than the title of
semi-opera to such works of the Restoration period
—big spectacular plays, with episodic drama and a
large helping of assorted vocal and instrumental
music. King Arthur is best known for ' Fairest isle',
but the score has many other treasures. Anthony
Lewis' Oiseau -Lyre recording of 20 years ago ( SOL
60008-9) demonstrated that and was recognised as
both musically and technically outstanding. It is
still in the catalogue.
The new recording has awarmer, more immediate
sound, captures the quality of voices and instruments well, and is reasonably packaged except for
one awkward break in mid- scene. Musically, however, unless the presence of baroque strings and
wind instruments ( as against Lewis' standard' ones)
is held all-important, 1find it inferior to the old. Only
one singer in Alfred Deller's ' home team', the tenor
Paul Elliott, has any real distinction; and Deller's
continued tolerance of abaritone in place of Purcell's
bass is unfortunate.
More unfortunate still, Deller as conductor produces a lumpy texture, lacking in flow and given to
little stops and large retardations. From this treatment Iwould never have formed the opinion that
'How blest are shepherds' is one of the finest of all
English melodies! The issue appears to be designed
for the French market, by the way, with English as
the 'translation' in the accompanying booklet: the
documentation provided is much less good than
Oiseau -Lyre's. [B: 31
Arthur Jacobs
SATIE: ' Monotones' (
orch. Lanchbery, Debussy
and Roland- Manuel) Li '
Jack in the Box' (
orch.
Milhaud) , i'
Trois Morceaux en Forme de Poire'
(orch. Desormière) LI Deux Préludes Posthumes
(orch. Poulenc)
ROH Orchestra, Covent Garden lLanchbery
HMV ESD7069 (£2.85)
Although Satie is basically apianistic composer, his
mtsic, now so much in popular fashion,orchestrates
well and has been remarkably well orchestrated by
his contemporaries; and has thus appeared on
several previous LPs. It makes ideal modern ballet
music. Satie himself devised custom-built ballets in
Relâche and Parade and many have since been
tempted to take his evocative and highly individual
music and to put it into ballet form. Frederick
Ashton used the Trois Gymnopédies as ashort ballet
in 1965 to which were added the Trois Gnossiennes
in 1966 to make up the ballet Monotones. The first
and third Gymnopédies are retained in the rich
Debussy orchestrations, while Lanchbery has
orchestrated the Gnossiennes with his usual flair.
Satie's own orchestrations of Jack- in-the- Box was
lost for some time but rediscovered after his death
in 1925. His friend Darius Milhaud provided ajaunty
new orchestration for aDiaghilev production in 1926,
a delightful seven- minute divertissement. Poulenc
was also a friend of Satie, though they quarrelled in
the last years of his life, and showed his admiration
for the quirkish composer's work by orchestrating
two preludes in 1939. The Trois Morceaux en forme
de poire were orchestrated by the conductor Roger
Desormière. So this record is, like many others, a
devoted tribute to Satie by many friends and admirers.
The music, if it is not dangerous to say so, probably
has an even wider appeal in its orchestral form, particularly when so sensitively and understandingly
done as on this record. It certainly seems custombuilt for the dance. A very clear and nicely- balanced
record with good strong tone allows us to hear this
music with maximum enjoyment, and John Lanchbery directs it in his usual sensitive and vivacious
manner. A very enjoyable record indeed that should
attract a large number to Satie's splendid music.
[A: 1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: The Complete Symphonies CI
'Die Zauberharfe', DM— Overture 0 '
Rosamunde', D797— Ballet Music Nos. 1and 2
BP0 IKarajan
HMV SL55127 some C) ( 5records) (£16.95), No. IPUi)
My own view of the Schubert symphonies is that
they do not represent the best of the composer—that
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is to be found in the chamber music and the songs.
Sublime music, much of it, the 5th and what there is
of the Unfinished symphony total masterpieces, the
Scherzo of the 9th magical, but the rest often revealing a composer not quite certain what to do by
way of development of his wonderful themes. They
obviously have not got the convincing rightness of
the Beethoven symphonies or of Mozart's best.
Therefore, my theory goes, they need to be handled
in away that helps them to become convincing; and
there are various ways of doing it. One way was
Beecham's, who coaxed and rarely forced. Where
there was music tending toward amakeweight nature
he made it as charming as he possibly could. Although Karajan is capable of equal charm at the
lyrical moments, he takes, perhaps, a historical view
of Schubert as a symphonist lying somewhere between Beethoven and Brahms, who should be given
strong treatment; whereas Schubert's spirit seems
to me to hover somewhere between Mozart and
Beethoven.
In this new set we have first of all the advantage of
the superb musical machinery of the Berlin Philharmonic, a sound that makes most things sound
good; secondly we have Karajan's superb control of
this machine. There is no question that Karajan
knows exactly what he wants and the orchestra give
him all he asks, and there is no question that this is a
great set of the symphonies full of sublime moments
and playing that all Schubert collectors ought to
hear. To step aside from the symphonies, the Rosamunde music is sublimely played and can rarely have
sounded richer. The first two symphonies are mainly
unresolved Mozart. Beecham, in his now deleted
performances, took afriendly view of them; Karajan
bullies in a kindly way and produces immensely
spirited performances. He is particularly successful
in the rollicking finales; not better than Beecham, but
certainly making the performances by Bbhm and
Sawallisch seem rather stodgy by comparison. At
the same time there is less balance and Karajan is
inclined to change gear from gentle lyricism to quite
ferocious climaxes—an action not helped by the
recording, which Iwill mention later. Ifound his
performance of the third symphony unsettled compared to Beecham for similar reasons. Nor does he
offer the same detail as Böhm. Is it not this same
tendency to try to make an Eroica out of it, athird of
a very different nature? The fourth symphony, of
indefinite character, is pushed along at a terrific
pace. The fifth, the key work in the Schubert set, is
a beautifully paced performance. I have always
thought Bern ideally in speed here, but Ithink that
Karajan's slightly different pacing is just as valid,
slightly faster than Böhm throughout but never
hurried. The Berlin sound is at its most magical
here. His sixth, not ideally treated elsewhere, is one
of the great successes of the set. With the Unfinished, which is so rarely badly performed, Karajan
is in his element. This is the one symphony where
Schubert reached toward profundity and Karajan's
performance is intense, weighty and breathtaking.
A previous ninth was a disaster and Karajan now
takes a new view, far more serene. But Istill find the
scherzo lacking in the lilt that Krips gave it, perhaps
a shade fast and perfunctory, and the last movement
is quite seriously over-weighted. The 9th, although
a '
great' symphony, is one where relaxation and
charm, an almost naive straightforwardness, tend
to pay off. In summary there is so much intense and
beautiful playing in this set that it must not be
missed; but there are moments when Ifeel that there
is too much pressure on the music. The recording
reflects this. Overall there is fine depth of sound
but, as with so many modern recordings, moments
of maximum sound become congested and harsh
and the natural mellowness of strings is lost. You
will be charmed, cajoled, over- powered at times, but
it is a great adventure! [
A: 1*/2]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Die schtine Müllerin, 0795
Gerhard Husch (bar) IHanns Udo Müller
World Records SH295
(£2.85) ® from 78s
This performance of Die schiine Müllerin was recorded in 1935 and first put out as a Schubert
Society issue ( DB2429/36). Gerhard Husch was a
highly regarded name at the time, singing with the
Berlin Opera from 1930 to 1942 and appearing at
Covent Garden in 1930. He was the Papageno on
Beecham's Magic Flute (
World Records SH158/60).
He also had agood reputation as aLieder singer and
several of his recordings were issued by EMI.
Common to many singers of the time he had, as far
as one can tell from the German, a rather cultured
accent. His performance of Die schdne Müllerin is
very pleasant and lyrical, dramatised in a rather
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stylised way. After being used to Fischer-Dieskau
and Pears, his performance does not seem so deeply
searching, but is stylish, balanced and direct and the
diction is impeccably clear. His accompanist occasionally tends to push him on a bit, and it is interresting to speculate what the result would have
been had he had aGerald Moore or Benjamin Britten
behind him. Ifind it a very pleasant performance
that gives a very clear view of the music, though I
should occasionally want something profounder.
The 2nd and 4th verses of the final song were cut to
fit the 78 rpm format. The recording has come up
well on LP and could warrant a modern rating. The
piano is subordinated to the voice and could ideally
have been given more prominence. [H: 1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: String Quintet in C. D956
Smetana Quartet IMilos Sadlo ( vIc)
HMV ASD3676 (£4.40)
Although made in 1974, recorded in co-operation
with Supraphon, this version of the Quintet does not
seem to have been available before; at least, it has
not come my way. On first hearing, the recording
seems to have a slight colouration to it, a not altogether natural sound, although the individual tone
of the various instruments is quite pleasantly and
warmly caught. The Performance is of the kind that I
would expect to hear at a Sunday afternoon recital,
pleasant enough and giving a lyrical feeling to the
work. But it is not a great performance; it doesn't
quite click into place with the grace and ease that
makes for such. It is just alittle bit careful and earthbound, without the vivacity of the recent RostroPovitch/Melos performance or of the old Stern,
Schneider, Katims, Casals, Tortelier classic. Perhaps the cellos don't quite spring to life and one of
them seems to have atendency to swoop up to notes.
So, agood average performance but Iwouldn't make
It my top recommendation for this most magical of
works. [B: 2]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: String Quartet No. 10 in Ey, D87
String Quartet No. 13 in a, 13804
Quartetto Italiano
Philips 9500 078 (£4.75)

I

In the continuing series of Schubert String Quartets
by the Quartetto Italiano, the A side here, as they
say in the popular music world, is undoubtedly the
fine work in A minor, the only such work to be published in his lifetime and therefore considered by
some of his contemporaries as his No. 1—on which
grounds it was considered not bad for a beginner.
One friendly critic, however, observed with perception that it has a way of ' making a melody stay
with one, as in a song, full of feeling and very distinctive'. In fact it contains, in its andante, what must
be reckoned one of Schubert's favourite tunes, for
he had previously used it in one of the Rosamunde
entr'actes and it was to turn up again, slightly
changed, in the Bb Impromptu of 1827. The quartet
has every sign of having been written in one of
Schubert's impulsively creative periods, this in the
Spring of 1824, for it is a work of spontaneous
lyricism and a complete charmer. By comparison
the Et, Quartet, first performed in Schubert's home
in 1813 but not published until 1830, is aformal work
in his early Haydn/Mozart vein written soon after his
first Symphony in D and of a like nature. Philips
have provided the Quartetto Italiano with apleasantly
warm recording that brings out the string tones well,
giving the instruments clear separation without
dragging them too far apart. The tone is a little
rough ( on my copy) at the beginning of each side,
but soon smooths out. The Quartet play with their
usual impassioned precision and give performances
that Iwould not expect to be bettered without going
a long way back to the old 78 days of uninhibited
playing that we used to get with such as the Busch
Quartet. The performances achieve what should be
their prime object: to hold your attention from first
to last note. [A: 1*/1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUMANN : Lieder, Vol. 2 : Liederkreis, Op. 24
Dichterliebe, Op. 48
Zwtilf Gedichte, Op. 35
Romanzen und Balladen, Op. 53 C Spanisches
Liederspiel, Op. 74—excerpts
Fischer-Dieskau (bar) IEschenbach (pno)
DG 2740 185 (
3 records) ( moo)
Listening to these records one can only be delighted
to find Fischer-Dieskau still refining his art: there is
no sense of staleness creeping in, or once- spontaneous ideas hardening into mere eccentricities of
performance. In 1966 he recorded a coupling of
Dichterliebe and Liederkreis with Jorg Demus accompanying; comparisons will show that in Christoph
Eschenbach— always apositive Schumann pianist—

he has a more equal partner, no less sensitive, but
far bolder than Demus.
DG have also made great strides in reproducing
the dynamic range of Fischer-Dieskau's singing.
Listen for instance to the two versions in the climax
to ' Ich grolle nicht'; now on good equipment there
is a sense of comfortable reserves in hand, notwithstanding the ' presence' of the voice. Voice and
piano have an enjoyable ambience and reality— it's
not hard to ' see' these artists. And again, the older
coupling illustrates how Fischer-Dieskau's approach
is now subtler: the breath-catching ' Ich liebe dich'
from Op. 48: 5 is more finely integrated, the old
blustering and accentuation have been pared away
without losses in expression. The diction is exemplary, a model for less experienced recording
artists, and a joy for the listener, when the poetry is
so consistently illuminated. [
A/A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig
SCHUMANN : Piano Music Vol. 3
Peter Frank! (pno)
Turnabout TVS37118-20 (
3 records) (£7.05)
The main works here are Papillons, Humoreske,
Kreisleriana, the Op. 23 Nachtstücke; the box also
contains rarer items—the Fugues Op. 72, supplementary pieces to Album for the Young, and the
Op. 12 Fantasiestücke. Those collecting the series
will know what to expect: Frankl is asensitive artist,
but intensity leads him into passages of blurred
articulation. Examples may be found in Op. 2, and
at the beginning of Op. 16. The recorded sound is
not ideally helpful; pre- echoes mar the first side
(and the test pressings had groove- rasps), and although the acoustic is lively the piano sound has a
lumpy quality that makes the playing seem heavy at
times. Mostly [
B: 2].
Christopher Breunig
SIBELIUS: Symphony 5 in E flat, Op. 82 ri '
En
Saga', Op. 9
Philadelphia IOrmandy
RCA RL 12906 (£3.99)
This is an impressive performance of the Fifth Symphony—and Iam not using ' impressive' in a pejorative sense. With this orchestra and conductor, perhaps that assurance needs to be given. Ifind no
trace of Ormandy showiness; the interpretation is
deep and strong, and the playing is directed entirely
to the service of the music. Indeed, this is one of
those performances in which Sibelius' great skill—
cunning is perhaps the word for it—in the placing of
notes is naturally, and gloriously, revealed. There
is not the Olympian grandeur of the 1978 BPO/
Karajan version ( ASD 3409), but everything is very
much to scale, the movement of the music is splendidly firm—this is important in all three movements—
and the expressive shaping of particular phrases
seems always to be guided by the longer view: undoubtedly a weighty contender. In both the Symphony and En Saga there is a very good balance
between atmosphere and structure, and on the whole
the atmospheric qualities have been well captured
by the recording. The strings are not altogether
without ' sizzle', and in the finale of the Symphony
there may be some more general muzziness; but the
technical quality is not distracting, and much of it
merits an A. There is pre-echo among the closing
chords of the Symphony. [A/B: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
SIBELIUS: Four Legends, Op. 22
Philadelphia IOrmandy
HMV ASD3644 (£4.40)
Until Kamu's DG recording, Ipreferred Lukas Foss
on Nonesuch to Groves' relatively prosaic HMV
account of the Sibelius Legends. Very recently, RCA
released a new SNO/Gibson version ( RL25172), not
as persuasive as the two-disc set of Tone Poems on
RL25136. But now Ormandy, a tireless Sibelius
interpreter, takes clear first place.
It is good to hear the Philadelphia Orchestra now
reproduced with such an extended dynamic and frequency range, from EMI's Met Church venue. A
superb issue, with fine playing. Incidentally, the cor
anglais soloist in Swan of Tuonela is still Louis
Rosenblatt—as in Ormandy's twenty-year old CBS
recording, made in Broadwood Hotel. [
A*: F.]
Christopher Breunig
SMETANA: Ma Vlast / DVORAK: Scherzo
Capriccioso, Op. 66
Slavonic Rhapsody,
Op. 45, No. 3
Dresden Staatskapelle lBerglund
HMV SLS 5151 (
2 records) (£7.95)
By current listing this is the eighth complete Ma
Vlast to find its way into the catalogue and it faces
some fierce competition, chiefly from Kubelik and
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Neumann. Every version, including the now historic
ones by Talich and Ancerl, has something individual
to offer, and this is no exception. The first thing is the
remarkable clarity of the recording itself, full of detail,
catching the ear with the points that the eye has
noted in other performances but seldom hears. Yet
the sound tends to be dull; the venue imparts a
somewhat cavernous though not over- resonant
quality which amplifies the bass frequencies at the
expense of the highest. This, Ifind, can be adjusted
to my reasonable satisfaction by afairly heavy treble
addition. As to the performance Berglund is at his
best in the dramatic sequences—the St John's
Rapids in Vltava, Sarka's revenge and the heroic
strains of Tabor—and is very persuasive in the purely
lyrical sections—the Moon Dance of the Water
Nymphs in Vltava and the pastoral opportunities
offered by Bohemia's Meadows. He does, however,
have a tendency to shape up the music rather obviously at times—Vysehard is one example—with un demanded ritardandi and changes of tempo and
dynamic prepared well in advance of those of his
rivals. Overall, however, it is a satisfying and at
times intensely exciting version, and it has the
advantage of two extra pieces denied to Kubelik and
other fanciers in the shape of fine accounts of
Dvorak's Scherzo Capriccioso and the third Slavonic
Rhapsody.
Outright recommendation is almost
impossible: one may favour Kubelik's authority and
orchestra or Neumann's undoubted involvement, yet
Berglund has something of all of these. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

R. STRAUSS: Ein Heldenleben, op. 40
Cleveland IMaazel
CBS 76675 (£4.39)
The massive canvas of Heldenleben suits Maazel,
whose reading is the most compelling we have had
since the 1959 Karajan. The sweep of the long
opening paragraph, its impressive continuity, remind
me of that DG version ( far more persuasive than
Karajan's HMV remake), and the whole of side 2,
from the ' Battle' to the ' Hero's Fulfilment', is deeply
satisfying. If there are reservations, they concern
the ' Helpmate' section, where the Cleveland leader
does not quite command the attention in the way
that the VP0 violinist under B6hm, or Schwalbé of
the Berlin Philharmonic, do. Maazel has shown his
commitment to Strauss since his early VPO recordings, and even earlier Philharmonia/EMI work;
maturity has brought the ability to refine the performance without loss of urgency—as comparisons
with his 1964 Tod und Verklârung and this new CBS
disc confirm.
The recorded sound is good, with a large hall
ambience.
Upper strings suggest some compression, and in the ' Battle' one feels the texture is
largely manipulated by the producer, the focus
shifting. The Eroica quotation is brought out too,
but the solo violin balance is certainly better than on
the Haitink/Philips. The German sleeve text gives
bar references for the quotations from other Strauss
works, which are also listed in the Specht foreword to the Eulenberg score. [
A/B: 1*]
Christopher Breunig

R. STRAUSS: Four Last Songs etc.
Kin! te Kanawa (sop) lLSO IA. Davis
CBS 76794 (£4.39)
A problem here is intelligibility. It is difficult to
follow many of the lines—especially in Strauss'
demanding Frühling—even with the texts provided,
when consonants are lost. The general production,
too, makes this an unmagical Four Last Songs; the
voice is very forward, and the orchestral accompaniment shallowly set around it. Turn to the
Janowitz/Karajan ( DG), a difficult enough record to
reproduce well, and the contrast is clear, with the
voice set at some meaningful distance from the
listener, the orchestral image having its own dimensional reality.
Then, of course, there are the memorable HMV
recordings produced by the late Walter Legge, with
Schwarzkopf and Szell. Side 2 of this CBS release
has Morgen, Muttertândelei, Ruhe, meine Seek,
VViegenlied, Zueignung—all done earlier by Schwarzkopf, showing the difference between musical competence and real insights ( compare the last two lines
of Morgen, and the violin obbligatos, relatively sentimental under Andrew Davis), Kanawa is at her best
in the bantering, coquettish Muttertândelei. The LSO
horn playing on this record is distinguished.
[B/C: 2]
Christopher Breunig
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TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony
'Pathetique'
RPO IKord
Decca SXL6894 (£4.50)

6 in

b,

Op. 74

This starts very promisingly, with tender, expressive
phrasing and care given to the dynamic markings.
But even at the outset the note-values are not quite
precise, and just before the famous theme at 80
(Andante) violas don't quite take off seamlessly
from cellos. The suspicion of passing weak intonation is not important, but at the development section
(Allegro vivo) the conductor's control over the
spaced elements is wanting—the LSO under Markevich ( March ' Deja Vu') are electrifying in their attack.
Similarly, Kord's March is too loose to sustain
momentum in the less hectic sections: it is interesting to hear how Tjeknavorian ( RCA) keeps up the
tautness, the sense of progress. The Kingsway Hall
sound here is very fine, but not quite matching the
RCA ( Gerhardt). Not recommended. [A: 2/3]
Christopher Breunig
TELEMANN: Paris Quartets 7-9
Hans-Martin Linde (fit) ILucy van Dael ( yin) / Jordi
Savall (gamba) IAlan Curtis (hpd) IPere Ros (d.bass)
HMV ASD 3698 (£4•40)
Everything here is so splendid that Icannot find
much to complain about; the whole effort has
apparently been so tasteful, so unanimous and so
thoroughly prepared that the performances sound
immediate, spontaneous, almost as if they had
sprung straight from the composer's mind. Just
occasionally the strings sound relaxed to the state
of untidiness (the last note of all, for example, has a
serious error of tuning, in the gamba, Ithink), but
Linde ( playing baroque flute with magnificent
mastery) and Curtis (the distinguished American
musicologist cum keyboard player) hardly put a
finger wrong throughout; Pere Ros— a new name to
me—is eloquently discreet and, playing at his pitch,
the bassline intrudes less on the gamba, and adds
point to the lightness of the upper counterpoints.
Recording—by West German Electrola—is splendid,
too: the give-and-take of Lucy van Dael's beautifully
pointed expression has been very nicely caught, and
Ifind the whole well-proportioned and tidy. There is
a slight pre-echo on side 2 in Quartet No. 9.
How lucky Telemann admirers are ( and how many
more there will soon be)! Telefunken have just
issued their first box of ten Trio Sonatas with recorder and violin/viol, they are about to issue a
second set of Trios with oboe and violin, and now
EMI are giving us the latter set of Paris Quartets
(with, Ihope, asecond disc to complete the set). All
of these discs are excellently played and sensitively
recorded; and there is plenty of Telemann still to be
discovered. [ A:1.]
Stephen Daw
TELEMANN: 10 Trio Sonatas from miscellaneous sources
Alice Harnoncourt ( vInlvino, piccolo/treble viol) lKees
Boeke (recs) IWouter Mdller (WO lBob van Asperen
(hPd)
Telefunken EK 6.35451 (
2records) (£4.40) (Selecta)
Composers like Telemann can suffer cruelly at the
hands of modern technology: their music is written
to appeal once rather than in multiplied hearings, it
was conceived in the terms of instrumental timbres
and balances that are well-nigh unattainable on
modern strings and woodwinds, it was constructed
so as to appeal to a society far removed from our
own. Yet all this was done so well that good reconstructed performances, like these, can bring it
back to life, can evoke the refined taste of a bygone
age, and can appeal to us a quarter of a millenium
later: and, almost by accident, it seems, it can stand
re-examination by repetition and emerge unscathed
and fresh, providing that it is played with style.
It certainly is here. Alice Harnoncourt plays
extremely well throughout, especially on the pardessus de viole; her three ensemble- companions all
come from the Quadro Hotteterre—a group wellknown to recorder specialists, with its home in
Amsterdam. The ten Sonatas actually include a
'duet' ( without continuo); all are very well played,
and have been prepared with devoted and attentive
skill by all concerned.
VVouter Miller, whose
account of Bach Cello Suites impressed audiences
in Edinburgh so well last May, seems to turn all that
he touches to gold: he is in the Esterhazy Quartet,
Quadro Hotteterre, La Petite Bande and Concerto
Amsterdam. Excellent, well-proportioned recording;
useful documentation, but the German, as is usual
with Telefunken, ill-translated into English. [
A* :1*)
Stephen Daw

THOMAS TOMKINS:
Musica Deo
sacra
(excerpts)
Choir of Magdalen College, Oxford I Bernard Rose
(dir) IGeoffrey Morgan (org)
Argo ZRG 897 (£4.40)
Born in 1573, and living into his eighties, Thomas
Tomkins was one of that extraordinary flowering of
liturgical composers which spanned the Reformation and laid the foundations of the matchless
choral tradition of the Anglican Rite. His father was
Precentor of Gloucester Cathedral, where one of his
brothers was alay- clerk; but Tomkins' musical career
was largely divided between the Chapel Royal and
Worcester Cathedral, where he served for fifty years
until expelled by the Puritans.
We are here given selections from his great collection Musica Deo sacra— music consecrated to
God—and what lovely music it is! If sampling, try
his setting of the Gloria in excelsis—that ancient
liturgical text which has been set by countless composers from Gregorian to modern times. Among
those, Tomkins' seems to me memorable, whether
one just listens to it or makes some attempt to follow
its complex structure: Tomkins was not only an
original composer, he was also a craftsman of the
first order. This record offers awealth of joy to one
who has the slightest feeling for this genre.
The Magdalen choir is in better shape than on the
last recording I had from them: the trebles and
counter-tenors are particularly felicitous. Diction is
excellent; the organ, when present, discreet ( and in
the two solos impressively appropriate); the whole
on avery high level.
The recording is a good one, too. The massive
traffic over Magdalen Bridge is audible, but tamed as
much as it could be and nothing to worry about. For
the rest it is an admirably clear and lively rendering,
without exaggerations to detract from its neutrality.
[A: 1]
Peter Turner
VARESE: Arcana D Amériques
NYPO IBoulez
CBS 76520 (£4.29)

Ionisation

This record collects three large-scale orchestral
works by Edgard Varèse— one of the fathers of new
20th century music. Amériques (
1921) is the earliest
of the three and also the largest. Scored for a very
large orchestra it was Varèse's ( non programmatic)
response to The New World' after arriving in New
York. It is vast in scale and aural density. The same
description is apt for Arcana (
1927)— here again the
textures are thick and demand sensitive handling.
Ionisation (
1933) for 13 percussionists is starker,
more clinical of surface—even today a ' modern'
piece. The New York Philharmonic play very well,
and Boulez presents abeautifully balanced, superbly
clear-textured reading which is satisfying musically
and true to the text. The recording is good—the sole
reservation is the patently multi- milted balance:
also, too many spotlights threaten the integrity of
the sound. [
B: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
VERDI: Four Sacred Pieces
Chicago SO and Chorus ISo/ti
Decca SET 602 (£4.50)
These four, rich flowers of Verdi's late years form a
strangely mixed bouquet. They were written over a
span of nearly ten years for disparate forces. Their
common link is their religious subject matter, but
that link is very loosely forged since the contrast
between the two acappella pieces (the Ave Maria for
mixed chorus and the Laudi alla Vergine Maria for 4
part women's chorus) and the much larger orchestral settings (the Stabat Mater and the Te Deum) is
too great to be integrated. Yet as early as 1898 the
four pieces were performed together—by that time
anything from the Grand Old Man was matter for
celebration and since they fit concert programmes
and records nicely, they do not lack exposure for all
the oddity of treating them as one work. Even taken
individually they have afascinatingly strange flavour.
Only the earliest of them ( the Laudi) has atimeless,
other-worldly serenity such as one is led to expect
from a master's final statement. The others are as
vivid and dramatic as any work Verdi wrote. The
Chicago Symphony Chorus is good and their
Orchestra superb.
In the two unaccompanied
pieces which start each side, Solti elicits a pure,
hushed atmosphere—a clearness which is almost
detached. By contrast, the orchestral settings are
delivered with great weight and a dark, sombre
passion which reinforces Verdi's fluctuating moods
and ( equivalently) fluctuating pace, dynamics and
textures. Especially fine is the opening of the Te
Deum. Verdi sets the first four lines in plainsong
style. At the words ' Sanctus, sanctus, sanctus,
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Dominus Deus Sabaoth' all the forces combine: the
effect is stunning and so is its treatment here. Overall a fine issue and a very good recording of these
strange, fascinating pieces. [A: 1]
Benedict Sarnaker
VIVALDI: ' L'Olimpiade'
Kovals Takacs Zempleni IMiller IHorvath Kaplan I
Gati IBudapest Madrigal Ensemble IHungarian State
Orch ISzekeres
Hungaroton SLPX 11901-3 (
3 records) (£10.20)
(Selecta)
The ancient Olympic Games form the background
of the action to this opera, latest in the current wave
of Vivaldi operatic revivals. It comes, unexpectedly,
in a Hungarian recording which contains some
noble, cultivated singing and some superbly precise
and melodious playing by the accompanying chamber orchestra under Ferenc Szekeres. I admired
the singing of the subordinate roles most of all—
by the tenor Gyorgy Kaplan, the splendid high
baritone (an effortless top GI) Istvan Gati, and the
bass Kolos Kovats.
Vivaldi's text is a Metastasio libretto on the conventional conflict of love and duty, with a monarch
finally persuaded by the community ( not by some
supernatural oracle) not to sacrifice his son. A
succession of da capo arias invokes comparison
with Handel, not unworthily. A quintet ( which, I
think, never occurs in Handel) promises a dramatic
high point but is rather disappointingly structured.
But what will probably put off baroque enthusiasts is the curious musical edition which ' borrows'
abit of The Four Seasons (Iassume this is the editor's
work), transcribes original castrato roles for tenor
and baritone ( rather than giving them to female or
counter-tenor voices), and makes no provision for
cadential trills, variations in da capo or other historical conventions of performance. The recording
itself is at unusually low level and the sound, even
when boosted for volume, sounds curiously far
away—though lateral displacement of voices is very
marked. The balance between voices and instruments is very agreeable. [B: 2]
Arthur Jacobs
VIVALDI: Violin Concertos: P.106'II Favorito',
P.246 ' L'Amoroso', P. 419 ' II Sospetto', P.147 in
D, P.107 in G
Werner Grobholz ( yin) lPrague CO / Vajnar
HMV ASO 3690 0 (£4.40)
The Prague Chamber Orchestra was in superlative
form when these concertos were recorded. The
playing exhibits a remarkably high standard of
musicianship which is sustained throughout the
entire programme. Imust confess my ignorance at
not previously having encountered the name of solo
violinist Werner Grobholz. However, if these interpretations are afair example of his artistry and expertise Iwould venture to suggest that it will not be too
long before his name will be uttered in the same
breath as those of Zukerman, Grumiaux, Szeryng
and others of a like calibre. His performances
literally throb with vitality and his violin tone is
always sweet and extremely musical.
The recording is rich and full bodied with a
pleasing depth and realistic balance. The continuo,
however, might have been placed a little further forward as it is not always completely audible. If you
are an admirer of Vivaldi's music and do not already
possess other readings of these admirable concertos this new release can be strongly recommended. [ A: 1]
Victor McAloon
VIVALDI: Concerto in D F.I/138 L, Concerto in a
F.VII/5 , , Concerto in c F.XII/53
Concerto in
B F.I11,9
Sinfonia in b F.X11/7
Sonata a 4 in
E, F.XVI,2
Concerto Amsterdam ( with original instruments)
Jaap Schroeder ( On and dir)
Telefunken AP6.42355 (£4.20) ( Selecta)
I had never consciously associated the name of
Vivaldi with that of the ruler of the MohammedanTarta Empire. The connection seems a little uncertain if not totally obscure, yet among Vivaldi's
prodigious output of concertos for the violin there
is to be found awork entitled ' II grosso Mogul'. This
concerto is one of outstanding brilliance and in this
respect it would appear that the title is not entirely
inappropriate. Jaap Schroder's transfixing account
of this noble composition is full of vitality and justly
exploits the dazzling violin figuration of the solo
episodes.
Less immediately spectacular but more profound
are the two compositions F.XVIi2 and F.XI/7 of
which the subject title is ' Al Santo Sepolcro'. The
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Concerto Amsterdam offer deeply moving accounts
of these expressive works.
In marked contrast to the sombre tones of the
Sinfonia and Sonata depicting the Holy Sepulchre,
the concerto for oboe shines through like asunbeam.
Michel Piguet gives an invigorating rendition of the
allegro movements and his oboe tone is quite marvellous. In the double concerto in c Michel Piguet
and Jaap Schroder combine forces to give a performance of outstanding quality. Praise should,
however, be reserved for Wouter Moeller whose
performance of the concerto for violoncello is magnificently warm and sumptuously rich.
The recording has great presence, is full bodied
and is set in aspacious environment. This disc is a
must for all connoisseurs of Vivaldi's music. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
VIVALDI: Dixit L Concerti A Cinque Opus VI""
U Three Violin Sonatas dedicated to Pisendel*
Vienna State Opera Orch IEphrikian
*Franco Gulli (On) I Antonio Pocaterra ( v/c) I Vera
Luccini ( hpd)
**I Solisti Di Milano IEphrikian
Harmonia Mundi HM 494-6 (
3 records) (E10•20)
(Rediffusion)
Icannot qiiite comprehend the logic behind issuing
these discs in the form of a set since the only common denominator appears to lie in the fact that all
the music is by Vivaldi. However, it is nice to have a
recording of the Opus VI Concertos back in the
catalogue, so Isuppose one must not complain too
bitterly about the presentation. Published by Roger
of Amsterdam the opus VI reflect the influence of
differing creative periods and illustrate the development of the Vivaldian Concerto over a period of
some years. I Solisti Di Milano give a straightforward account of the six concertos and the use of
the organ and harpsichord as alternating continuo
instruments comes across extremely well. Iwish,
however, that there had been afew more ornaments
in the slow movements as some of these sound a
little weak when unadorned.
The sonatas which Vivaldi dedicated to Pisendel
probably date from 1716-1717 during which period
Pisendel was apupil of Vivaldi. Of the three examples
recorded here the F major is the most interesting,
its gavotte finale having been composed in the form
of a theme and variations in the Corellian style.
Franco Gulli gives clear, lucid renditions of these
sonatas but again Ifelt that afew well- placed ornaments in the slow movements might have further
enhanced the listener's enjoyment.
Perhaps the least successful item in this collection
is the Dixit, which Iam afraid rather lacks the finesse
of the Jean-Claude Malgoire recording ( CBS 76682)
on original instruments. Angelo Ephrikian's rendition is altogether too heavy and the choral singing
is not sufficiently luminous to cope with such
numbers as 'Judicabit in nationibus' or the ' Gloria
Patri'. Further, CBS manage to get the entire work
on one record side thus leaving room for the Stabat
Mater on the second side.
The recordings are somewhat variable, a little on
the dry side in the Opus VI but suitably resonant in
the Sonatas. The Dixit seems to fare least well and
here the effect is one of harshness as though the
microphones have been positioned too near to the
ensemble. Ratings: [B/C: 2/3] for the Dixit, [B: 1]
for the Opus VI and [
A: 2] for the Sonatas.
Victor McAloon
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons
Collegium Aureum IMaier
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 666 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
The Four Seasons, which forms part of Vivaldi's
Op. 8, II Cimento dell'armonia adell'invenzione, must
be one of the most popular and most recorded works
of all time. How, then, can yet another recording be
justified? The answer is that this one can be justified
because it is of exceptional merit. The sumptuously
rich string tone of the period instruments is quite
ravishing. Fransjosef Maier is an accomplished
interpreter of baroque music whose playing is distinguished by the use of tasteful ornaments strategically placed, which greatly enhance the latent
expressiveness of the musical text.
The ' Spring' Concerto in this rendition is perceptively more meditative than, say, that of Piero
Toso in his Erato recording and some listeners may
find this a little strange at first. The remaining concertos, however, are given more conventional treatment in matters of tempi and dynamics and the
turbulent hurricane and storm sequences are

dramatically vivid and electrifyingly realistic.
The recording engineers have achieved a superb
balance between art and science and the acoustics
are absolutely right. The placing of the instruments
in relation to the recording equipment sounds totally
realistic. [A*: 1]
Victor McAloon
•
VIVALDI: Concertos, Op. 8, Nos. 5-8
Colle glum Aureum IMaier
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 727 (£4.35) ( Rediffusion)
Opus 8is the set of twelve concertos that has as its
first four the infinitely popular ' Seasons'—there are
more than thirty versions currently available of those
four, yet a mere five of the concertos Op. 8, 5-8, and
the difference in quality between 1-4 and 5-8 is
surely very slight. No. 5, ' The Storm at Sea', is a
delight with its calm Largo as still centre between
dashing and raging ocean waves, and No. 6, '
Pleasure', lives up to the expectation roused by its title.
No. 7and No. 8, in D minor and Fminor respectively,
are vibrant, exciting pieces. All four are in threemovement form, with a Largo between fast and
spirited movements. Each is scored for solo violin,
and each solo is taken by a different player: all are
skilful and assured—Franzjosef Maier certainly cannot afford to rest on his laurels. The one unsatisfactory feature of the record is the larger-than-life
effect: I wish the performers had been recessed
somewhat, and recorded at a rather lower level. As
is is, there is a vibrant edge that is inclined to rasp,
and the continuo harpsichord is on the tinny side.
The playing is warm, assured and for the most part
well modulated; only in the Largo e cantabile of ' II
piacere' did I find the approach a shade heavyhanded. [B: 1]
Peter Branscombe

cLassicaL
coLLe-ctions
Vocal
ARIE AMOROSE: 18 Arias and Songs of the
17th and 18th centuries
Janet Baker ( m-sop) IJames Tyler (Ile) / Nicholas
Kraemer (hpd) IASM IMarriner
Philips 9500 557 (£4.75)
All of the songs included, with one exception, are
sung in Italian, the other—' Plaisir d'amour'— being
given, of course, in French. These were all written
during what is usually considered to have been the
golden age of ' bel canto' and they require first rate
technique, a great sense of style, and above all that
elusive quality of charm and elegance which are so
instantly recognisable but so difficult to describe.
Dame Janet has the technical ability and the
musical intelligence which show in all her work, but
unfortunately there is a lack of grace and elegance
in many of these performances. For example, ' Pur
dicesti' by Lotti is sung in a manner which lacks a
good line and almost suggests ajig. The ornaments
are all there, but the overall effect is lacking in personal charm. ' Plaisir d'amour', as given in Simon
Preston's arrangement, becomes almost a salon
piece and the very beautiful if formal words mean
very little as sung here. Dame Janet is most successful in some of the slower songs like ' Amarilli',
but her attempts at lightness as in ' Danza, danza
fanciulla gentile' result in what can only be described
as a scramble. The recording is fair but there are
occasional moments when the ends of the vocal
phrases are obscured by the orchestra. Altogether
Icannot say that this is one of Dame Janet's most
successful records. [B: 2]
John Freestone
BORIS CHRISTOFF: The 1949-1952 recordings
Boris Christoff (bass) IGerald Moore (pno) IVarious
orchestras and conductors
HMV RLS 735 Nt (
3 records) (£8.50)
This is a really splendid album giving recordings
made by the great Bulgarian bass between 1949 and
1952, and releasing no fewer than 12 titles previously
unpublished.
Even at this early stage of his career Christoff's
voice was a truly superb instrument which he used
with tremendous dramatic impact, and his excellent
training under the great Italian baritone Riccardo
Stracciari gave him a technique which was equal to
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all the technical demands of the operatic roles which
he undertook. In addition his powers as an actor are
unusual in an operatic artist, and all his work is
stamped with his own powerful personality.
It is good to have his wonderful recording of the
great scene from Verdi's Don Carlos reissued in
excellent sound, and his excerpts from other Italian
and Russian operas which were highly praised when
first issued, make awelcome return in LP form. The
unpublished items are all fine, and the Moussorgsky
songs in particular, with Gerald Moore at the piano,
are superb. It is difficult to understand why they
were not released earlier. My own favourite is ' The
Seminarist', which is an absolute gem, but all the
songs are of great musical interest and have been,
meticulously transferred. A leaflet giving texts and
translations of almost all the items is included, and
Ihave no hesitation in giving these a star for the
unsurpassed artistry of this very great singer.
[H: 1*)
John Freestone
ENGLISH MADRIGALS AND FOLKSONGS
(Madrigaux et Chansons d'Angleterre)
Deller Consort IDeller
Harmonia Mundi Musique d'Abord' HM 593
(£2 ,15) ( Rediffusion)
Though not an English invention the madrigal
seems to have exercised a peculiar charm over the
English mind, and was brought to greater perfection
here than elsewhere. The sixteenth century was the
period of its greatest maturity: Alfred Deller opines
that Weelkes and Wilbye were its greatest exponents, with some preference for Wilbye—though
strangely he does not give us an example of Wilbye's
work:
Vautour,
Morley, Tomkins,
Cavendish,
Weelkes, Pilkington and Farmer being his choices.
Some people hold that madrigals are great fun to
sing ( they are, even at my level) but boring to hear.
Those who think so might consider the lapidary perfection of, for example, Tomkins"Weep no more,
thou sorry boy'.
The folksongs are, of course, all arrangements
(Sharp, Moeran, Wilson, Morris, Hoist, Cashmore)
and have adifferent, altogether less artful, perfection.
The Deller Consort (the personnel is not given)
perform with an easy, fluent mastery which would
deflect attention from how it is being done to what
is being done, were it not for what seems to me an
excessive predominance of the female soprano—
who sings most beautifully, but obtrudes a shade
too much. This fault—if such it be—applies less to
the folksongs than to the madrigals. The recording
is not astunner, but is very agreeable and adequate,
focusing attention on the music and allowing all
detail to be appreciated. Notes in French only.
[A/B: 1]
Peter Turner
THE ART OF BENIAMINO GIGLI—Volume 2
(1947-1955)
Ben/amino Gigli ( ten) I Rina Gigli (sop) I Various
orchestras and conductors
HMV RLS 732 mostly )t (3 records) (£8.50)
This album covers Gigli's recording career from
December 1947 to the final session on the 23rd
March 1955, when the tenor was 65 years old. The
operatic arias included were mostly recorded in the
period 1947-1949 but three duets with his daughter
Rina date from 1951 when his voice was remarkably
well preserved, and even to the end it retained much
of its beauty while his mezza voice singing was still
superb.
Forty-nine items are included on the three discs
and no less than eighteen titles are of previously
unissued material including three titles in English—
'Mother Machree', ' When other lips' from The
Bohemian Girl, and ' The Rosary'. A further point of
interest is that the final session was recorded in the
standard 78rpm disc format, but also in mono tape
and in experimental stereo, and it is the stereo versions of the three items from this session which are
given here. The ' Ave Maria' by Di Leo includes a
short rehearsal sequence before the studio buzzer
indicates that the recording proper is to begin. Gigli
is heard singing the melody in mezza voce at the
commencement of what was to be the final take of
his entire recording career.
There is little fresh that one can now say about
most of the performances. Gigli undoubtedly had
one of the most beautiful tenor voices of this century
and his technique was well nigh perfect, but his style
was sometimes open to question, as for example in
the aria from Monteverdi's Arianna. On the other
hand he darkens his voice and sings with admirable
restraint in the love duet from Verdi's Otello with his
daughter Rina.
A booklet giving details of all the recordings is
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included with the album, which can be warmly
recommended to all admirers of the great tenor.
[H: 1/2]
John Freestone

Not Vocal
AIRS DOPERAS CELEBRES
Music by Bellini, Bizet, Delibes, Lehár, Mozart and
Rossini
Maurice André (tpt) IOrchestre National de l'Opéra de
Monte-Carlo IMarc Soustrot
RCA ' Erato' STU71132 (£3-99)
This is a musical curiosity that might well be summed up as odd, interesting and a somewhat mixed
success. The idea, which is basically a good one,
is to take some well-known operatic arias, mainly
those with good strong romantic melodies, and,
keeping the orchestral parts as they are, to replace
the voice with a trumpet soloist. In defence of the
practice it is pointed out that Maurice André does
not mess about with the music nor does he even
transpose from the original keys. The vocal line is
taken over as it is and played by the trumpet. A
rather unsuccessful first item finds him playing ' you
are my heart's delight' and the total effect rather
like a music-hall pit orchestra where the trumpet so
often sounds lugubrious. The effect is better in
Bellini (' Casta diva') or Rossini (
Barber of Seville
cavatinas) or The Magic Flute (
Queen of the Night's
aria). It is a sort of musical activity that is done so
much better in the brass band world where a more
varied assortment of solo instruments can be employed and where the brass backing gives a more
integrated feel to the proceedings. It is difficult to
imagine that the opera lover will prefer or even like
his opera in this unique form. The record can only
be recommended to dedicated lovers of the trumpet
and admirers of the art of M. André. As far as the
skills and the generally acceptable sound of the
recording are concerned it deserves a good rating,
but we don't take musical taste into account in these
matters. [
A: 1]
Peter Gammond
LIVE
Julian Bream IJohn Williams ( gtrs)
RCA RL03090 (
2 records) (£.7.00)
The collaboration between Julian Bream and John
Williams is one of the most successful in contemporary music- making. Previous recordings have
been outstandingly enjoyable, and so is this one.
The difference is that this is a live recording. The
audience is extremely good, apart from crashing in
with applause before the last note has died away;
but two announcements are included and these—
plus that applause—do become irritating on subsequent playings. There is also no banding to
identify items.
Disregarding these things, it must be said that
there are few passages which would not have been
passed had the recording been in a studio: the
standard of performance is brilliant, and the collaboration so obviously enjoyed that this record is
very satisfying indeed. Much of the music is transcribed: Julian Bream provides an elegant version
of Fauré's Dolly suite, and John Williams of the slow
movement from Brahms' String Sextet Op. 18—
theme and variations. The latter works wonderfully,
with a positively Spanish flavour which Ifor one
have never detected in the original. Other pieces
are by Telemann, Sor, Debussy and Albeniz, with
the mood generally on the light side. What shines
out throughout is the sheer loveliness and virtuosity
of these two masters' playing, and the unselfish way
in which everything is shared out.
The recording may be atrifle hard; and the separation between the two instruments more marked
than it would have been in situ. Nevertheless, the
recording is worthy of the occasion, and the disc to
be recommended warmly. Warning: sides 1 and 4
occupy the first record, with 2and 3on the second.
Don't ask me why. None but benighted Americans
would play LPs on an autochanger, surely? [A:1/11
Peter Turner
MUSIQUE DE JOVE
Hesperion XX ISavall
Telefunken AW6.42362 (£4.20) ( Selecta)
The emergence of independent instrumental music
is generally regarded as one of the most far-reaching
musical developments of early sixteenth century
Europe. What had previously been improvised was
now written down and published, and the appearance of the Musica nova anthology in Venice ( 1540)
represents not only a new idea of style, but also a

fundamental change in social and musical consciousness. Ten years or so later,Jacques Moderner
published his collection Musique de Joye in Lyons,
taking over from Musica nova 22 ricercars in the
new style, and adding 30 dances cast in traditional
French moulds. Both streams are well represented
in this adventurously- planned record, which also
includes 3 sharply etched performances of chansons by Roquelay, Sandrin, and Jannequin, sung by
Montserrat Figueras to instrumental accompaniment. The instrumental performances are of a high
technical standard and the music itself is vividly
interpreted with a very free attitude towards Instrumentation. Some of the ricercars are carried off a
touch too breathlessly to be effective, but the dances
mostly bounce along enthusiastically, assisted by
some rumbustious improvised percussion playing.
The instruments are amixture of originals and copies
including viols, flutes, and plucked strings; the recording is spacious and should be particularly commended for its fidelity to the elusive tone quality of
viol sound. [
A: 1]
lain Fenion
OPERA PARAPHRASES
LISZT: Reminiscences of Don Juan, from
Mozart's ' Don Giovanni' L) Concert Paraphrase
on the Quartet from Verdi's ' Rigoletto' IMOSZKOWSKI: Barcarolle from Offenbach's ' Tales
of Hoffmann' / PABST: Paraphrase de Concert
from Tchaikovsky's ' Eugene Onegin' / THALBERG: Fantasy on Meyerbeer's ' Robert le
Diable'
Michael Ponti (pno)
Turnabout TVS34674 (£2.35)
The fashion for elaborate, and sometimes rather
long, fantasies (or composed variations) on operatic
favourites was essentially a manifestation of Victorian times and went out with the heyday of the
composer- pianist. Pre-eminent in the paraphrase
business was that great champion of bad taste,
Franz Liszt, whose audiences were only saved from
boredom by a sense of wonderment. In fact, Liszt's
are immeasurably the best of the pieces here and the
not overlong Rigoletto paraphrase is greatly enhanced by its jovial tune; while Mozart also survives
by his intrinsic merits. Thalberg is extremely windy.
Moszkowski clutters a fine piece of music. Pabst
takes along time to get going. Idon't think we should
consider such activities great art; after all the
original music was all much better before the pianists
start messing about with it. But if you enjoy piano
virtuosity for its own sake and don't take the matter
too seriously it is all rousing good fun and we at
least have the advantage over the audiences of the
day and can take the pickup off when we have had
enough. Michael Ponti plays without inhibition,
beating up the Bechstein without restraint, not particularly sensitive in his approach as compared to
the likes of Arrau. One can imagine him being
carried out on a Dolby stretcher at the end of the
session. Piano tone is hard and rather clangorous
but Isuppose it was meant to be. [A/B: 1]
Peter Gammond
VIOLIN COLLECTION
ARENSKY : Violin Concerto in a, Op. 54 / RIMSKY-KORSAKOV : Concert Fantasy, Op. 33 /
WIENIAWSKI: Concert Polonaise in D, Op. 4
Aaron Rosand ( vin) IRadio Luxembourg Orch Ide
Froment
Turnabout TVS34629 (£2.35)
Aaron Rosand is;a virtuoso who has concentrated
in his recordings on rare items of the repertory—
although, in this case, there is an alternative version
of the Wieniawski by Pinchas Zukerman, with
stylish accompaniment by Mackerras ( CBS 72828).
Regrettably, the sound is harsh and constricted on
that disc.
The Polonaise de Concert is a lively, thrusting
piece rather reminiscent of Tchaikovsky's ValseScherzo Op. 34. Arensky's concerto is clearly under
the shadow of Tchaikovsky's music: conventional in
ideas, it is in four linked sections with thematic
inter- relationships. With familiarity it seems charming.
The most original work is the twelve- minute
Fantasy composed by Rimsky-Korsakov after the
third symphony— he tried it out on his Chapel
orchestra, and planned afurther piece for violin and
orchestra. This developed as the Capriccio Espagnol.
The recorded productions here are pretty rudimentary; the violin sounds clean, but the orchestra
could almost be in ' electronic stereo'. Yet, making
allowances for the quality of the orchestra, Ifound
this an enjoyable bargain coupling. [
C: 2]
Christopher Breunig
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A reissue roundup by John Atkinson, Christopher Breunig,
Peter Gammond, Ivor Humphreys, Geoff Jeanes, David Pickett
Poor and the bass is boomy ( pizzicati
knock the listener sideways!).
Un VET ANOTHER pleasure in store for fortunately, too, the performances have
the Beecham admirer in the restor- little to commend them, being pedation of his 1959 recording of Beet- estran with little sense of line or
hoven's Symphony 7to the catalogue Haydn's charm and wit. Those seeking
(HMV SXLP30286, £2.85). Beecham's to enjoy Haydn at his best need look no
delicate and ingratiating handling of further than Beecham, whose performthe score may seem almost genteel. ances with the RPO are gradually being
But has anyone ever brought out the reissued on separate LPs. [
C D:.4]
grace and elegance of the melodies
Spoilt as we are with an abundance
better, or given amore balanced view of of recordings of Haydn symphonies,
Beethoven's scoring? And what a joy there is always room for the occasional
the recordings of that period are after bargain issue of the old favourites—
the harsh bunching of the strings on so particularly when we get pleasantly
many multi-miked modern recordings. fresh and heart-warming performances,
Even at the loudest moments we can as offered by Eugen Jochum and the
still enjoy real string sound without a LPO, the ' London' ( 104) and ' Military'
hint of confusion. [A: 1.1
(
100) symphonies ( DG ' Privilege' 2535
It is not difficult, with the LPO/ 347, £2.75). In essence his approach is
Haitink Beethoven Choral (
with Bode/ uncomplicated, keeping the rhythm
WattsiLaubenthafluxon/LP Choir), to bouncing along, making sure that all
imagine one is listening to alive broad- parts are well-balanced; you need do
cast—the sound, too, is not unlike that little more to Haydn for the music to
transmitted from the RFH. This is a assert its own attractions. No earnest
warmer Philips alternative to the single- violin scraping or tinkling harpsichords
disc Masur reissue, but marginally dis- here, just pleasantly relaxed charm;
appointing when, conventionally, they and a pleasant- sounding recording of
have opted for the Eighth as coupling 1973 vintage to go with it. [A: 1]
here ( 6747 390, £9.00) [
A: 1/1*]. The
On DG ' Privilege' 2726 065 (2records,
one Beethoven symphony Haitink had £5.50) reappears the 1969 Mahler
recorded early in his career, but still not Symphony 6 with Bavarian RSO/
especially memorable: not with that Kubelik, coupled with four of the five
special purposefulness that distin- Rückert Lieder (
1964) with Fischerguishes the Ninth.
Dieskau/BPO/Báhm. Kubelik's 6th is
Cleveland Szell Brahms symphony rather on the fast side, but an 1mcycle first appeared when EMI had pressively detailed recording, nicely
access to the ' Epic' catalogue, 1965-8. spread and with just the right subtlety
Technical quality and sensible layouts for cowbells and other effects. Total
were both sacrificed when CBS recut impression is sinewy and powerful, a
the performances on 3 sides. Now the version to have. The four Rückert songs
series is reintroduced with the original (the reason for the one omission
couplings
further attempts having appears to be that Fischer-Dieskau
been made to clean up the harshness recorded these soon after the death of
of the master-tapes— Symphony 1; his wife and found himself unable to
2/Tragic Ov; 3'Haydn Vars; 4/Aca- sing ' Liebst du urn Schánheir) are
demic Ov. ( CBS ' Maestro' 61922-5, sung movingly and with painful beauty:
£2.99 each). It is good to rehear Szell's the orchestra is sensitively handled
powerful delineation of Brahms' archi- and aslight tape- hiss does not mar the
tecture, the energy and discipline of the overwhelming effect: [ A/B: 1]. For
Cleveland Orchestra; overall [
C/D: 1] FIscher-Dieskau's Fahrenden Gesellen
but start with the Third, offering avast and Kindertotenlieder cycles, as well as
improvement over the previous trans- for their own merits, Kubelik's Mahler
fer: [ C: 1q—Szell's ' sniff' is much in 5th (2726 064) and 7th (2726 066) should
evidence here!
also not be missed. The Kubelik cycle
Outstanding in the latest BP0/ is completed with the 9th ( see June).
Karajan Brahms cycle ( HFN/RR Oct.
Karajan's most recent recordings
'78) were the First and Fourth: [A : 111*]. (
1978) of the last Mozart Symphonies
The symphonies are now separately have been issued separately, from
available on DG 2531 131-4 (£4.75 each); the set (2740 189) K.D. reviewed in
filler to the F- major is the Tragic Ov: January. QM ( April) down- rated this
[A: 1]. As with Szell's performances to B/C overall and we find that here,
no first- movement repeats are made, performance assessments differ ( see
Parts of the D- major fall below ' Cassettes', p.134!), but technically we
Karajan's normal standards of orches- are unhappy with these recordings.
tral polish, and soft passages suffer DG 2531 136 (£4.75) contains Nos. 35
from recessed sound ( violins). But a ( Haffner) and 36 ( Linz) plus the rarely
marginal improvement here over the performed No. 32. The string sound is
original transfer. [
B: 1'2]
smooth and clear with a wide spread,
The NPO'Dorati Dvorak New World but the wind are very distant and the
Symphony ( now ' Jubilee' JB37, £2.85) trumpets are all but inaudible. The
was a 1967 Decca Phase-Four pro- sound of the timpani is distant and
duction—this is betrayed by a slight hard with acavernous quality. Karajan's
veiling but very ' active' presentation of qualities as a conductor of Mozart are
orchestral sections. In away it mirrors by now well known.
Most Of the
the bold reading, vigorous, insistent in accents are smoothed out or ignored
phrasing and shaping of material. ( Haffner slow movement), or played
Dorati included the first- movement very harshly ( Linz slow introduction).
repeat, and unless you want a more Tempi are on the fast side with the
intimate, introspective approach, this finale of the Haffner so ridiculously fast
is recommendable. [B: 1]
that, although undoubtedly all the
Haydn's Symphonies 94 ( The notes are there, few last long enough to
Surprise) and 99 are unusually coupled be heard. Virtuosity apart, the music
on Decca ' Eclipse' ECS 82 (£2.35). emerges cold and insensitively played.
This disc by VPO Krips dates from 1958 [121/C: 4]
but has not worn well. The closely
Mozart's 38th ( Prague) and 39th
recorded sound has little clarity. Symphonies are coupled together on
violins are steely, dynamic range is DG 2531 137 (£4.75). No.38 receives the
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most satisfactory of Karajan's. Mozart
Performances.
There Is a certain
sensitivity allowed to surface here
although one feels that the spirit of
Mozart is still having to fight the letter
of the score. The timpani are better
recorded than elsewhere and, If anything, are a bit too discreet in the
finale. No. 39 has generally boomy
timpani and is transferred about 3dB
louder than No. 38. However, the first
movement is nicely poised rhythmically
and there is even a hint of portamento.
A repeat of the exposition would have
been most welcome. The finale is not
too fast; and if you want to sample
Karajan's Mozart, try this disc. [B: 2]
DG
2531 138 (£ 4.75)
contains
Mozart's Symphonies Nos. 40 and 41,
BPO/Karajan. The string sound is
good but the wind are generally
positioned awhole world away. Luckily,
the balance of the timpani is not
critical here; but the recording of the
Jupiter suffers from boomy timpani and
excessive reverberation on woodwind.
There is also some pre- echo. Karajan
tends to rush the ends of phrases In
places and, although the virtuosity of
the Berlin players Is stunning, the
whole affair is lacking in soul. Only
recommended for Karajan addicts.
Quadrilingual notes: the English ones
are different from the three others, and
are hir less Interesting. [B/C: 4]
Missed for some years, the Philips
set of Tehaikovsky symphonies by
LSO/Markevitch was the first in stereo
with an uncut Manfred. See March
p. 137 for the Pathétique reissue on
'Festivo'. The balance confirms that
this is acycle second to none. In Nos. 1
('Festivo' 6570 160 )[ B: 1], and 5 (6570
110) [
A/B: 1], the original SAL transfers were marginally preferred. Nos. 2
(6570 161) [
A: 1], and 4 (6570 153)
[A/A*: 1] are at higher levels than
before. The Polish is exquisitely clear
in the scherzo (6570 162) [
A/A*: 1], and
Manfred is consistently superb (6570
163) [
A*: 1*]. The beautiful quality of
string pizzicati in 4 ( iii) and the image
depth at the opening of 2 ( ii) must be
singled out. The Manfred performance
quite eclipses the Previn and Ahronovitch
LSO
versions.
Markevitch's
Tchaikovsky is fastidious, balletically
poised: occasionally wayward, but
always musical; coolly directed but
responsively played. At £2.45 each,
these are strongly recommended!
After Markevitch, it takes some
adjustment to get down to Rostropovitch's underlined LPO Fourth and
Sixth ( HMV ASD3647 & 3515, £4.40
each) [A: 1]. The tensions are altogether different, the performances
excitable—though generally broad in
speeds.
Expressive warmth is the
dominant feature, rather than any
paring- away refinement.

Orchestral/Concertos
KEMPFF's 1953 Beethoven
W HEN
piano concerto cycle with BP0/

Van Kempen remains unsurpassed in
magical spontaneities, has innumerable
miracles of pianism, one can forgive the
needless awkwardness of side layouts
—a break before the rondo in No. 4 is
least welcome. Five works on 3 LPs
(DG Heliodor 2701 014
St, £6.25):
(B/C: 1*]. The original sound, though,
has not been compromised; it is often
surprisingly beautiful— notably detail
in lower registers. Kempff plays his
own cadenzas in 1-4, that for the finale
of Op. 15 matching the audacity of
Beethoven's own syncopations. Not to
be missed at this absurd price.
Given a ' chilly' conductor, and
Brendel's recording of Beethoven's
G- major concerto might have seemed
too coolly cerebral. ( He opts for the
darker, less familiar first- movement

cadenza, with its hints of Op. 111.) But
with Haitink and the LPO there Is a
compensating human warmth, and
with spacious sound, good piano tone,
excellent balance, and well- etched
lower strings, this is perhaps the most
satisfying of all full- priced versions
(Philips 9500 254, £4.50). [
A: 1]
On CBS ' Embassy' (301.03, £2.49)—
with nice cutout cows on the cover—
there's a Cleveland/Szell coupling of
movements from Peer Gynt,
and
Grieg's Piano Concerto. Szell's unexpected (?) warmth of expression in the
Suite contrasts unfortunately with a
certain artificiality of manner in the solo
playing of Leon Fleisher. Tapes hissy
in the concerto, too, but the Suite has
come up well. [B/C: 1/2]
When the ' Privilege' catalogue is
firmly based on the central European
repertory, a reissue of Michael Tilson
Thomas' 1971 coupling of Ives' Three
Places in New England, and Carl
Ruggles' Sun-treader (
a dissonant
piece, driving, intensely gripping; first
performed in Paris in 1931) is both
unexpected and notable. Especially
when DG secured excellent sound—
the rowdy activities in Putnam's Camp
make a demonstration item, not least
for the superb playing of the Boston
SO (2535 339, £2.75). [A/A*: 1*1
Julius Katchen plays Mozart Piano
Concerti 20 in d, K466, and 25 in C,
K503, with Münchinger and the Stuttgart
CO on Decca ' Eclipse' ECS 825 (£2.35).
Of these 1967 performances, the C
major concerto is perhaps the more
successful. In particular the Romanza
of the D minor requires a little more
time to woo the ear and heart successfully. The playing of the orchestra is
lively and sensitive, and it is recorded
with clarity and richness. The piano is
a different matter: for K466 we are
almost inside the instrument, and
throughout there is an irritating clatter
of action noise. [
C:1/2]
The complete Dances and Marches
of Mozart (Decca D121010, 10 records,
£19.95) is nothing like as formidable a
proposition as It might seem to the not
so dedicated Mozartian. In the first
place the music itself is spread throughout Mozart's career with a surprising
amount of it written in his later years.
As a most desirable bonus to this
attractive collection the set devotes the
last record to the complete ballet Les
Petits Riens, which is charming Mozart
at his best, and to the formal ballet
music that he wrote for Idomeneo. In
the second place the music is superbly
performed by With Boskovsky and the
Vienna Mozart Ensemble. Sometimes
we might wish that they would caress
a charming theme a little more, as
Beecham would have done, but it is
almost inevitably stylishly played in the
true galant manner. Thirdly, it is all
excellently recorded in bold Decca
style with absolute clarity of detail. We
can hardly expect an undertaking of this
magnitude to be made again for many
years, and the Mozart collector who
has not been able to acquire the items
in their earlier release should not miss
the opportunity of having this superb
set on his shelves. [
A*/A: 1*/1]
Ansermet's 1965 complete recording
of Ravel's Daphnis and Chloe reappears
on Decca ' Eclipse' ECS 824 (£2.35).
The choir is blended well with the OSR
but the overall sound is rather distant
and lacking in extreme treble and bass.
This contrasts with Decca's other
recording of this score by Pierre
Monteux ( who gave the first performance). Monteux allows us to hear
everything with
more clarity and,
although the LSO does not always play
as well in tune as the Suisse Romande,
the performance is more exciting. It
depends on what you want: Ansermet
is perhaps the more refined, but
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ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD

•HEADPHONES
Koss K6A
net»
Koss K6ALC £ 16.00
Koss PRO4AAA £36.50
Micro Seiki
P.O.R.
Pioneer 5E305 .. £ 18.00

eTAPE

eTURNTABLES
Akai AP100 .. £77.00
AR 77X13 .. £79.00
Aiwa AP2200 .. £ 108.00
ADC 1500/Q34 £66.00
ADC 1600/Q36 £84.00
ADC 1700/XLW £ 105.00
Connoisseur
BD101 .. £52.00
BD1 Kit .. £ 19.95
BD2 Chassis .. £49.50
BD101/SAU4 £89.50
BD2P/C .. £55.00
BD2/A .. £67.50
Dual ..
P.O.R.
G
d
GT20 ( M7SED) £66.00
GT2S ( M7SED) £72.00
GT35 ( M7SED) £84.00
SP25 M75/6 .. £42.00
D0130/75E0 £91.00
JVC JLA20 £55.00
Marantz..
P.O.R.
Micro Seiki
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL514 £63-00
Pioneer PLSI6 .. £82-00
Pioneer PL518 .. £ 108.00

Pioneer 5E505 .. £
36.430
Sansui
P.O.R.
Stax SRS
£85.00
Sennheiser HD414 £ 15-95

Nakamichi 600
P.O.R.
Pioneer CTF500 £99.00
Pioneer CTF4040C1112•00
Pioneer CTF700 £ 195-00
Rotel ROUE .. £99.00
Revox
P.O.R.
Sansui SC2110 .. £ 189-00
Sansui SCI I10 .. £ 119-00
Sony TCI44CS.. P.O.R.
Sony TCK I
A .. P.O.R.
Sony TCK4A
P.O.R.
Sony TCK5
P.O.R.
Sony TC399
P.O.R.
*Sony EL5 £270.00
Tandberg .. P.O.R.
Teat
P.O.R.
Technics
Trio WR670 .. £ 125.00
Yamaha TC5 II.. P.O.R.

(
P & P) £ 1-95)
Pioneer PLI 170 £89-00
Rotel RPI300 £89.00
Rotel RP2300 £99.90
Rotel RP5300 £ 109-90
Sansui SR222 £59.00
Sansui SR232 £67.00
Sansui SR333 £ 133.00
Sony PSTI
P.O.R.
Sony PST20
P.O.R.
Sony ..
P.O.R.
Strathearn SM2000/
VMS20 £ 149.00
Technics
Thorens TD I15 £ 129.00
Thorens TD I10 £ 112.00
Thorens TD104 £85-00
Thorens TD105 £99-00
Thorens TDI2613/C £ 189
Thorens TOI 60BC £85-00
Transcriptors
P.O.R.
Trio KDI033 .. £54-00
Trio K02055 .. £ 105.00
Trio KD2070 £ 105.00
Yamaha YP5I 1 .. £99.00
Yamaha YP2I 1 .. £89.00

Limited Quantities

TandbergTC0330£399.00
Tandberg TR2055(.305.00
Technics
RS676
(new).. [24100
Akai video recorder .. £595.00
8 & O Beogram
1902 .. £ 105.00
Naim (s/s)
P.O.R.
Technics SLII0 £ 165.00
Beocentre 2800
(s/s) £265-00
Technics ST9600 £220-00
Sony EL5
£270.00
Technics RS7500 £260.00

oMUSIC

ARMS ( Pa P70p)

A/Technica 1005 £37.00
Connoisseur
SAU2
.. £ 19-95
SAU4
.. £4100
Decca Int'l
Hadcock

eso-oo

•CLEARANCE BARGAINS
Akai AA1125 .. £ 119.00
Beocentre 1600 ( new)
£209.00
Marantz 2100 .. £99.00
Marantz 2238 .. £ 185.00
Marantz 5010 .. £ 129.00
Nakamichi 410/420 ( new)
£384.00
Yamaha CA6I0 ( s/s)
£119.00
Sony TA3650 (s/s)£129-00
Naim ( new) .. P.O.R.
Sansui G3000 .. £ 135.00
Sansui 5R232 .. £59.00
Sansui SR333
£116.00

ePICK-UP

( P & P90p)

RECORDERS (
P& P £1.95)

Aiwa AD6500 .. £ 145.00
Aiwa ADI250 £ 135•00
Aiwa AD6550 .. £209 00
Aiwa AD6400 £ 185 00
Akai 725D .. £245 00
Akai 1722 .. £207 00
Akai CS703D .. £93 00
Akai GXC704D £ 123 00
Akai 706D .. £ 139 00
Akai 7090 .. £ 169.00
Akai 4000DS .. £ 199 00
Akai 4000DB .. £219 00
Akai C.5702D/2 £ 119.00
B & 0
P.O.R.
Dual ..
P.O.R.
Ferrograph
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC KD2
£ 169.00
JVC 1635 Mk 3 £ 199.00

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

Ortofon
SME 3009/S2 ..
SME 3009/ND
SME Series III ..
SME FD200

£63-00
£59-00
£55-00
£95.00
£20.00

Í
eTUNERS/RECEIVERS

(P & P £1.95)

Akai AT2450L £ 139.00
Akai AT22.50L .. £83 00
Akai AAI125 .. £ 129 00
Akai AA' 135 .. £ 156 00
Akai AAI 150 .. £209 00
Aiwa AX7600 .. £210 00
Armstrong 625 £ 182 00
Armstrong 626 £209 00
Armstrong 623 £ 130 00
Goodmans
P.O.R.
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
JVC JTV II .. £77.00
Marantz 2238 .. £215-00
Pioneer SX590 £ 133.00
Pioneer SX690
£164.00
Pioneer TX606 £93.00
Revox
P.O.R.
Rogers stockists
Rotel RX303 £99.00
Rotel RX503 .. £ 139-00
Rotel RX603 .. £ 195 00

e

CARTRIDGES (
P & P 70p) STYLI

AKG P8ES
i1KG P7E
Audio Technica ÂTI4SA
Audio Technica ATISSSA
ADC XLM Mk 3
ADC VLM Mk 3
ADC Q36 Mk 3
Decca Gold ..
Empire 2000E/111
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring GBSO
Goldring G800E
Goldring G900SE/2
WC XI .
Ortofon M.
20E Super
Ortofon FF I
5E/2
Ortofon VMS20E/2
Ortofon FF15XE
Ortofon FISE/2 ..
Pickering VIS/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M55E
Shure M75/B/2
Shure M7SG
Shure M7SED
Shure M9SED
Shure M75E.1/2
Shure VIS Mk 3
Shure V15/IV
Stanton 68 I/EEE
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 680EE
Ultimo 20A ..
Ultimo 208 .
Ultimo 10A/I0X.

0

Rotel RX403 £ 118-00
Rotel RT226 £64-90
Sansui G3000 .. £ 145.00
Sansui TU2I7 £ 105.00
Sony ST5I5L
P.O.R.
Sony STA3L
P.O.R.
Sony $TRVL
P.O.R.
Sugden
P.O.R.
Tandberg .. P.O.R.
Technics. Toshiba P.O.R.
Trio KR4070 £ 179-00
Trio KR2090 £ 110-00
Trio KR2090L
£12o.00
Trio KR3090 £ 149-00
Trio KT5300 .. £85410
Yamaha CR200 £ 110.00
Yamaha CR420 £ 182.00
Yamaha CR620 £239.00
Yamaha CT4 I
0 £ 9-00
Yamaha CT6I0 £ 124.00

0

.. £59.00 £35.00
necio £ 14.00
.. £35.00 .. £47.00 .. £38.00
.. £27-001 P.O.R.
.. £ 18.00
.. £60 00
P.O.R.
.. £ 17-00
P.O.R.
.. £6.75 £315
.. £4.73 £2.95
.. [ 10.50 £7.87
.. £39.99 £ 11.71
.. £54.00
P.O.R.
.. £48.00 23.00
£
.. £ 13.90 .. aolo -

.. cum» -

.. £19.50 .. £ 19.00 £ 16.00
£12-00 £6.75
.. £8.00 £5.86
.. £9 50 £8.60
.. £ 14.95 £785
.. £ 15.85 £9.75
.. £ 15.25 £ 1395
.. £ 1915 £ 16.95
.. £ 13.75 £ 10 10
.. £46.00 £20 95
.. £64 00 £34.00
.. £47.00 £27.50
.. £22.00 .. £30 00 £20.95
.. £69.00 P.O.R.
.. £89 00 P.O.R.
.. 53.00
£
P.O.R.

CENTRES ( P & P £2.75)

Akai AC3800L
Akai AC3500L
Aiwa AF3070
Awia AF5300
Aiwa AF5090
&0
Garrard GAI50
Garrard GA200
Garrard GAI55
JVC 45 Dolby • •
Toshiba Systems
Rotel RM5010
Sanyo ..
Sony HMK80
Goodmans
National SG3060 Dolby

eSPEAKERS & KITS (P & P £ 1.95 ea.) 0
Armstrong 602 £ 175.00
Altec
P.O.R.
Acoustic Research P.O.R.
8 & W
P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio P.O.R.
Celestion
UL6
£ 132-00
UL8
£ 167-00
Ditton 33 .. £ 192-00
Ditton 442 .. £285.00
Ditton ISXR £ 109.00
Ditton 22 .. £ 152.00
Goodmans
P.O.R.
IMF Models .. P.O.R.
Jordan Watts .. P.O.R.
Module .. £ 17.50
KEF Corelli .. £ 145-00
KEF Calinda £222.00
KEF 104AB .. £268.00
KEF 8139 .. £28.00
KEF B200 .. £ 12.50
KEF BI10 £ 11-00
KEF T27
18 SO

eAMPLIFIERS

Leak 3020 .. P.O.R.
Monitor Audio stockists
Rogers BBC
Monitor .. P.O.R.
Peerless.. .. P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 .. £52.00
Twin .. £34.00
Triple .. £64.00
S/Triple .. £75.00
Tannoy stockists
10" HPD
£89.00
15" HPD
ic120.00
Wharfedale
Denton XP2.. £50.00
Linton XP2 £79.00
Glendale 3XP £ 102.00
Teesdale .. £ 122.00
Wharfedale Kits
Linton 3XP ( pr) £4100
Glendale 3XP £59.00
Denton 2XP £32.00

(
P & P £1.95 each)

Akai AM2250 £79.00
Akai AM2350 .. £ 117.00
Akai AM2450 .. £ 138.00
Armstrong 621 £ 119.00
Cambridge P80
P.O.R.
JVC JASIIG £83.00
Lux ..
P.O.R.
Marantz..
P.O.R.
Pioneer SA5500/2 £68.00
Pioneer SA606 .. £ 112-00
Pioneer SA706 .. £ 145.00
Pioneer SA506 .. fmeo
Quad ..
P.O.R.
Radford HD250
P.O.R.
Revox A78 .. P.O.R.
Rogers A75/2
P.O.R.
Rotel RA2I 4 .. £64.90
Rotel RA4I4 £95-0C

Rotel RA3I4 £79.00
Rotel RA7I4 £ 139.90
Sony TAF3A
P.O.R.
Sony TAFSA
P.O.R.
Sanyo ..
P.O.R.
Sugden A48/2 .. P.O.R.
Sansui 117 .. £75•00
Sansui 217 .. £ 119.00
Sansui 317 .. £ 159.00
Sansui AU517 £259.00
Technics SU7300 £ 125•00
Technics SU7700 £ 155-00
Trio KA3700
Trio KA I
500/2 £77-00
Trio KA6I00 £ 159-00
Toshiba SB420
Yamaha CA5I0 £ 137.00
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£320.00
£249 00
£212 00
P.O.R.
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P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£296 00
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cLaissicaL
Monteux ( SDD 170) captures more of
the earthy, pagan and balletic qualities
of Ravel's masterpiece. [C: 2]
Serviceable 1973 LPO/Mackerras R.
Strauss Don Juan and Till Eulenspiegel
are recut on one side of CFP40307
(£1.49), with stylish LPO/Pritchard
Tchaikovsky Romeo and Juliet on
reverse. A slight hollowness results
from the Strauss compression [A/B:
2], the 1971 Tchaikovsky remains good
[A/B : 1].
But the
VPO/Karajan
recordings on Decca are in a different
class—Don/Romeo (
SPA119) or Don/
Till/Zarathustra (
JB27).
'The
World
of the
Baroque
Orchestra' (Oiseau -Lyre SP A544,
£2.35) leads from Purcell's Abdelazer
suite, via a Vivaldi Flute Concerto, a
Handel Trumpet Suite, a Geminiani
Concerto Grosso
and
a Stamitz
Symphony in D to the ' modernities' of
aJ. C. Bach Overture. The pleasure of
this astute bargain Is that it is drawn
from 1975/77 recordings by Christopher
Hogwood and the Academy of Ancient
Music, giving the baroque novice a
chance to hear the works as they might
have sounded in their day with authentic
instrumentation and played on original
instruments or modern copies. It is a
healthy experience with clear, lucid
sound well recorded. Notably, the
harpsichord is recorded so that you can
hear it playing its complementary part.
[A*: 4*/1]

Instrumental
PHILIPS

who, in company with Lipatti and one or
two others, really understood Chopin.
There are better stereo recordings
of these works, but none similarly
coupled. [
B:
At full price DG have the unique
Michelangeli ( Book l), and on ' Privilege'
Dino Ciani ( I8. II); at £1.75 Heliodor
2548 285 gives one side of excerpts
from each of the two sets of Debussy
Preludes, recorded by the distinguished
pianist Monique Haas in 1962/63. The
sound tends to thinness, or a close
flat quality; the playing is beautifully
poised but very detached in feeling.
[B/C: 2]
Mozart Edition 7 is devoted to the
piano works, fourteen records containing everything of importance that
Mozart
wrote for the
instrument
(Philips 6747 380, 14 discs, £35.00)•
This includes all the complete sonatas,
the various rondos and smaller pieces
and all the sets of variations played by
Ingrid Haebler. If one pianist is to be
entrusted to an overall account then the
choice of most would probably be
Kempff or Ingrid Haebler. To say that
her readings are always safe and sound
is to underestimate them. They are,
but there is no suggestion that her
performances, done over the years
(some items here are new), are at all
lacking in variety, sensitivity and
poetry, and many are inspired. Then
we have all the piano duet and twopiano works where Haebler is partnered
by Ludwig Hoffmann. Here it is the
easy familiarity and joyful abandon of
two pianists, who obviously have
absolute confidence in one another,
that so impresses. As a bonus we
have a whole side devoted to some of
the very early Mozart pieces, starting at
K1, played by Erik Smith on the harpsichord, to whom all Mozart enthusiasts
are eternally indebted for his devotion
to Mozart on record. As one dips
through this magnificent collection, the
interest never palls and the pleasure
increases, not only in the clear and
natural piano tone and the virtual lack
of obtrusive noise. [ A:1./1]

reveals little difference except that
some of the higher notes seem to get
pinched a bit and the recording is less
able to cope with the exuberant
climaxes. The general sound is wellbalanced, but what struck us as a star
recording when it first appeared in
1959, and was rated as A by A. J. when
it reappeared in 1972, is obviously less
satisfactory in today's terms: in fact,
a rather dim and muffled sound that
gets more and more blurred as the set
continues. Anyone owning either of
the earlier versions should hold on to
them. Providing you accept the score
as arranged by Sir Eugene Goossens,
with lots of brass and added percussion
and Beecham's pepping up of the
Hallelujah chorus and removing certain
items to a final appendix, the version
is eminently satisfying. The soloists,
especially Jon Vickers and Jennifer
Vyvyan, are excellent and the small
chorus is well- handled. It is a memorable performance, full of the Beecham
genius and, after all, with so many fine
Messiah recordings about, it is for his
special touch that we would choose to
have this one. [B/C/D: 1./1]
Wallowing in a rich assortment of
recordings of the Mozart Le Nozze di
Figaro, the 1961 recording under Giulini
may not have been unduly missed. But
pleasant memories of it make its
reissue welcome ( HMV SLS5152, 3
records, £9.95). This was not a commanding or even totally unified view of
the work but, as to be expected from
Giulini, a version which is particularly
sensitive to the fact that the opera is

continue
the
separate
reissues of Beethoven piano
sonatas from Alfred Brendel's boxed
cycle, with Op. 2:3 and Op. 22 in B-flat
(9500 540, £4.50). If the first movement
of the C major seems deliberately
to exclude joy (compare Kempff),
Brendel's urgency in the scherzo
certainly
suggests
consistency of
conception. A terse approach. But the
B-flat ' smiles' more—and is, for us,
the more persuasive reading. Fine,
luminous sound. [A: 1/2]
The lighter side of brass band music
is enjoyed by a wide middle- brow
audience but there has always been
Vocal/Operatic
a more serious side to the music
exemplified in contest pieces, many
EECHAM centenary year brings
from the 1930s onward, written by U 1959 Beethoven Mass in C back
eminent British composers, works by into circulation, with Vyvyan/Sinclair/
brass specialists to exploit the possi- Lewis / Nowakowski/ Beecham Choral
bilities of the instruments and tasteful Society/RPO ( HMV SXLP30284, £2.85).
arrangements of orchestral works. A Those used to the dedicated and
selection of pieces fairly well poised serious approaches of Giulini or Davis
between the popular and the serious is may find Beecham's seeming determinto be found on '
The World of Brass ation to make Beethoven sound like
Band
Classics'
(Decca
SPA545, Mozart superficial. Yet he illuminates,
£2.35), a reissue from the Grosvenor and exhilarates, and the tapes have a
label bf the Brighouse and Rastrick welcome naturalness of perspectives;
Band playing Bryan Kelly's first brass the quality hardly dated at all. [
B: 1]
composition, Provence, the Passacaglia
*
The Art of Nicolai Ghiaurov'
from
Buxton
Orr's
Concerto
for ( Decca SXL6859, £4.50) provides avery
Trombone and
Brass
Band with satisfying survey of the art of one of the
Harold Nash as soloist, Elgar Howarth's finest bass- baritone singers of the
Mosaic, the Toccata from Boellmann's present day. In recordings dating from
Suite Gothique arranged by Eric Ball, 1965 to 1975 he is to be heard in excerpts
and Denis Wright's arrangements of from various Decca opera recordings—
music by Bizet, Elgar and Walford Faust, Boris Godunov, Eugene Onegin,
Davies.
Fine playing and a good The Barber of Seville, IPuritani, Lucia di
recording. [
A: 1]
Lammermoor, Don Carlo, Mefistofele
Tamas Vasary plays Chopin's 4 and La Bohème, and some Russian
Impromptus and 4 Ballades on DG songs.
His light bass sometimes
'Privilege' 2535 284 (£2.75), dating from leaves one wishing for more depth, but
1965. As usual with this pianist, the this is counterbalanced by a dramatic
piano tone is clean but shallow, flexibility that one would expect in a
Although Vasary is much fancied as a true baritone. He revels in devilish
Chopin interpreter and can play all the laughs. A well-balanced and wellnotes in the right order with ease, the recorded programme. [A: 1]
performances are characterised by
RCA's notable contribution to the
wayward rubato which at times com- Beecham centenary is to bring back his
pletely distorts the rhythmical values, exhilarating performance of Handel's
There seems to be no clear intellectual Messiah, moreover achieving a miracle
or emotional basis for these distortions. of compression and getting it onto
The recording has good surfaces, three records ( RCA GL 02444 (3),
generous gaps between items and £7.47) instead of the original four. A
some tape noise. The sleeve note careful comparison with the sound on
rather indiscreetly mentions Cortot the four- disc set as issued in 1972
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in Italian, and full of his veerings
from careful control to full-blooded
romanticism. But if it is a variable set
there is also much in compensation.
Giulini has seen to it that the words are
well articulated and sensitively accompanied, and the set is worth having
for Elisabeth Schwarzkopf's individual
portrayal of the Countess, ably abetted
by Taddei, Wachter, Cossotto and
Anna Moffo as a coquettish Susanna.
The sound is of that warm, clear,
unforced and well-balanced
1960s
vintage that so many people turn back
to with satisfaction; only the slightest
hint of age depriving it of a star still.
[A: 1*/1]
EMI continue in their quest to put all
the Callas performances back into circulation, this month with the 1955 recording of Verdi's Un bailo in maschera
with the Scala forces under Antonio
Votto (
HMV RLS736 Sr, 3 records,
£9.95).
Thankfully no reprocessing
has taken place and the issue is in good
honest mono, respectably aged but
pleasant enough to listen to with that
even unforced quality that used to be
the norm. Callas at this time was still
hitting the top notes with thrilling impact and offers her usual well-controlled dramatic performance, as a
cool,
well-bred
heroine. ( Gobbi's
Renato stars too.) If this set lacks an
overall performance star it is because
of the rather ordinary orchestral contribution. But It Is for the glorious
Callas sound that we buy an issue of
this nature and her admirers will not
be disappointed. [
C: 1*/2]
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cassettes

Academica Salzburg Geza Anda (pno d
conductor)— DG '
Privilege' 3335 245
D: 1968. R: Full-blooded, resonant. R:
Zestful and immediate. [
A/B: 1]
MOZART: Clarinet Quintet E:1 Oboe
Quart et—BPO Sololsts—DG '
Privilege' 3335 287
D: 1965, DV Apr ' 79. R: Good but
slightly un natural. P: Flowing. [
A/B:
1]

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 5
— LSO IMarkevitch— Philips Festivo'
7310 110
D: 1964/6. R: Generally good. P: Clear
and rhythmical—average [B: 1]
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4
— LSO IBeihm—DG 3301 078
D: Feb ' 79. R: Clean and excellent
balance.
P: Controlled and clear.
[A: 1]
MUSSORGSKY: Pictures at an TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4
Exhibition /
SHOSTAKOVICH: — LPO IRostropovitch— HMV TC-ASO
Preludes, Op. 34—Lazar Berman (pno) 3647
—DG 3301 096
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 5
D: Apr'79. R: Slightly overbearing. P: —LPO IRostropovitch— HMV TC-ASD
Erratic and hard. [B: 2]
3641
PONCE: Guitar Music—John Williams TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 6
(gtr)—CBS 40-76730
—LPO Rostropovitch— HMV TC-ASD
D: Apr ' 79. R: Realistic. P: Flawless 3515
and imaginative. [
A*: 1*]
D: 1977. R: Big and full sound. P:
SATIE: ' Monotones'—ballet—ROH Russian and romantic, often superb.
Orchestra ILanchbery—HMV '
Green- [A: 1*/1 ]
sleeve' TC-ESCI7069
VERDI: Overtures—`Nabucco'
D: May ' 79. R: Pleasant. P: Theatrical. 'Aida' D '
La Forza del Destino' D
[A : 1)
'Aroldo' D ' Luisa Miller' EJ ' IVespri
SIBELIUS: Symphony No. 3 D Siciliani'—LSO l Abbado— RCA RK
'Pelleas and Melisande'—incidental 31378
music—BSO I Berglund—HMV TC- R: Rich and full-bodied. P: Exciting
ASD3629
and theatrical. [
A: 1*]
D: Mar ' 79. R- Full-bodied. P: Bold but VIVALDI: Concerti, Vol. 2—Consometimes insensitive. [A : 1/2]
certo Amsterdam ISchrader
Moller I
J. STRAUSS: Emperor Waltz (
arr. Piguet—Telefunken CX 4.42355
Schoenberg) D Roses from the D: Jan ' 79. R: Very clear and sharp. P:
South (
arr. Schoenberg) D Wine,
Precise and tasteful. (
A*: 1*/1)
Women and Song (
arr. Berg) D
WAGNER: Excerpts (mainly orchesTreasure Waltz (
arr. Webern)— Boston tral)—various orchestras, etc.— Decca
Symphony Chamber Players— DG 3300 'Favourite Composera' series KDPC
977
625/6
D: Apr ' 79. R: Bold, close and full. P: D: various. R: Good average. P: A
Lively (the music an enjoyable dis- resounding Intro to Wagner. [B: 1*/1]
covery). [
A : 1]
WALDTEUFEL: Trés jolie U Les
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 1 Sirénes D Pluie de diamants D
—LSO IMarkevitch— Philips '
Festivo' Pomone C] Les Grenadiers D Mon
7310 160
Rêve—LPO IBoskovsky—EMI '
Green.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4 sleeve' TC-ESD7070
—LSO IMarkevitch— Philips '
Festivo' D: Apr ' 79. R: Good. P: Lilting and
7310 153
exhilarating. (
B: 1)

reviewed by Peter Gammond

Although this section uses the same technical rating system as our disc
record sections, readers should be aware that mass production techniques
can degrade cassette sound quality between samples, and that the ' recording' ratings given here apply only to our review copies. KEY: P—Performance;
R—RecordIng; D—Original review of disc version, when discoverable.
BOXED SETS
MAHLER:
Symphony
No.
9—
Chicago SO IGiulini— DG 3370 018 (
2
cassettes) ( E9•90)
D: Apr ' 77. R: Rich and clear, slightly
exaggerated. P: Measured ( aslow performance) but deeply felt, romantic and
often magical. [
A :
MOZART: ' Idomeneo, Ré di Creta'
—Edith Mathis I Heidi Riess I Helga
Termer IJulia Varady IWolfgang Hellmich I Peter Schreier I Armin Ude l
Hermann Winkler ILeipzig Radio Chorus
I Dresden Staatskapelle I Beihm—DG
3371 043 (
3cassettes) (£14.85)
D: Mar ' 79. R: Clear and well-balanced.
P: Precise and majestic, often very
dramatic. [
A: 1*/1]
SCHUBERT: Symphonies 1-9 U
'Die Zauberharfe'—overture ' Rosamunde'—ballet music 1 & 2—BP0 I
Karajan— HMV TC-SLS5127 (
5 cassettes) (£16.95)
D: May ' 79. R: Generally rich and clear
but inclined to congest at louder
moments. P: A powerfully majestic
view of Schubert, firm, often lyrical,
sometimes forced. Average [A/B: 1]

Orchestre de Paris I Barenboim—DG
3301 056
D: Jan ' 79.
R: Atmospheric and
spacious. P: Detailed and convincing.
[A: 1*/1]
ELGAR: Chanson de matin Li ' Beau
Brummel'—Minuet Li '
The Starlight
Express'— songs Li Salut d'amour Ci
'Wand of Youth'—excerpts Li '
Nursery Suite'—excerpt U Dream Children—excerpts Li Bavarian Dance,
No. 2—RPO ILawrance Collingwood—
HMV ' Greensleeve' TC-E5137068
D: 1964, DV Apr' 79. R: Rich and warm.
P: Affectionate and stylish. [
A : 1*)
HAYDN: Symphony No. 94 ' Surprise' LI Symphony No. 101 ' Clock'
—BP0 IRichter—DG '
Privilege' 3335
289
D: 1963, DV Apr ' 79. R: Congested at
louder moments. P: Warm-hearted,
full of zest. [B:
MOZART: Symphony No. 32 U
Symphony No.35 u Symphony No.
36—BP0 IKarajan— DG 3301 012
MOZART: Symphony No. 38 Là
Symphony No. 39—BP0 IKarajan—
DG 3301 013
MOZART: Symphony No. 40 13
Symphony No. 41—BP0 IKarajan—
SINGLE CASSETTES
DG 3301 014
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 4 U D: Jan ' 79. R: Fine at soft and medium
Leonora Overture No. 3—LSO I
pitch but inclined to harden at forte
Jochum—HMV TC-ASCI3627
passages. P: Strong, noble, alive.
D: Apr ' 79. R: Rich and resonant. P:
[B/C: 1*/1)
Objective but impressive. [
A : 1]
MOZART: Piano Concerto No.23 Cl
DEBUSSY: La Mer u Nocturnes—
Piano Concerto No. 2.5—Camerata
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Fred Dellar
I PLACED Spirits Having
I Flown ( RSO RSBG 001) on the
turntable and waited for results.
My wife looked up. ' It's The Bee
Gees,' she said—just like that.
Normally she'd find it hard to tell
squark from splutter. But she
recognised the brothers Gibb at
the drop of astylus. Which is why
that trio of mincer-flashers outsell
The
Detroit Spinners,
The
Stylistics, The Chi -Lites and all
the black groups who play the
same game, do it better, but come
way down the league when it
comes to disco domination. The
group's staying power is only
matched by Robin's braying power
—but it's this very flaw which
makes the Gibbs so easy to
identify. Faults can be made to
work for a commodity. If Robin
had a really good voice, it's
possible the group would have
faded somewhere around the
time of Massachusetts or Words. If
the Venus de Milo had arms then
many of us would never have been
aware of the statue's existence.
In the States, the acclaim afforded
the Bee Gees was predictable.
They've always welcomed great
white hopes over there. Joe Louis
was respected— but Marciano
could have been God. And no
matter how many fine, black
purveyors of R & B kept the
ghetto clubs jumpin' throughout
the '40s and early ' 50s, it mattered
hardly a jot until a honky named
Elvis began rehashing Big Roy
Crudup and Big Mama Thornton
hits and endowing them with the
magic whitening ingredient. Why
Louis Prima never made it bigger
than Satchmo Ishall never understand. But Harry James did for
quite a while—and also married
America's No. 1 pin-up into
the bargain. Perhaps, then, my
reasoning still applies. So the
Bee Gees possess reasonable
talent, are distinctive and happen
to be white.
Add a shrewd
management— Robert Stigwood
has even
managed to make
Colonel Parker look like anovice—
and you have the reason why
Spirits Having Flown will be one
of the year's most successful
albums. Certainly it's good— but
not that good. A glossy, falsettoHI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

filled, run of the Bee Gee mill
production, it rarely touches the
heights achieved by the best
Saturday Night Fever cuts. [A: 2]
The fact is that I'm no disco
denizen—though
I'll admit to
indulging in frequent replays of
such terpsichorean test beds as
Rick James' You And I, Dobie
Gray's You Can Do It, Stanley
Turrentine's version of Disco
Dancing,
The
Commodores'
Machine Gun—all little gems of
their type. However, there are no
such gems to be found on Motown
Sounds' Space Dance (
Motown
STML 12105), a production line
item that follows the blueprint
already utilised by such as MFSB
and The Salsoul Orchestra. Sure,
there's some superior rhythm
work to be heard and some solid,
if uncredited, sax peeps through
here and there.
But Michael
Smith's arrangements are really
no more than glossy, routine
party- downs—all string swoops
and girlie vocal groups handing
out the tag lines—while his tunes
are practically non-existent: [A:
3]. If I've got to get on the good
foot, then I'd much prefer something like The Players Association's Turn The Music Up
(Vanguard VD79421). While I'm
ready to agree that it's all part of
the Heinz mentality—this can of
beans has the obligatory shapely
female adorning the sleeve, while
the musicians yell ' party down' at
various points in the musical
proceedings—there's still a good
feel about the whole affair, plenty
of the sort of solos that would
bring an approving nod from ol'
McHyder. And when the band
eases back on the throttle and
settles down to perform a tender
ballad such as The Closer IGet To
You—which comes replete with
resplendent Tom Harrell trumpet
—then one immediately begins
hunting through Roget for the
correct superlative. [A: 2]
Memories of good times past
are revived by two compilations—
The Band's Anthology (
Capitol
E-STSP 19) and Booker T's The
Time Is Tight (
Stax STX 3007).
Though from widely different
environments— Booker T's stomping ground was a beat- up area of
Memphis, while The Band were
(with the exception of drummer
Levon Helm) country- rockers from
Canuck-land—both had a basic
simplicity, a churchy, back-tosouthern- roots feel. Which is why
The Weight, The Band's anthem,
became equally a main- sail for
Booker T's Stax buddies The
Staple Singers, the two units
combining to perform the number
on The Band's Last Waltz shindig.
Anthology is a stronger album
than Time is Tight because
Capitol could draw on the whole
range of Band hits, while Stax
could only cull their Booker T
release from later MG, Steve
Cropper and Markey releases,
such early MG hits as Green
Onions, Bootleg and Chinese
Checkers now being the property
of WEA. Nevertheless, both are
MAY 1979

commendable
offerings
and
should be acquired by those who
require retrospective albums by
either act. [
A/B:1*] and [
A/B:1]
respectively.
Iguess it'll be afair while before
the next Elvis Costello offering
heads our way—and, in the meantime, I suggest that • patrons
utilise their record tokens in
favour of Joe Jackson's Look
Sharp ( A & M AMLH 64743), a
debut album that could end on
many ' best of 79' listings. It ought
to be on Stiff and produced by
Nick Lowe—it's that type of
record. But it's on A & M and
produced by David Kershenbaum
of Gallagher and Lyle, Joan Baez
and Elkie Brooks fame.
An
unlikely pint of brown and mild
then—though one with a pretty
good head. For Jackson, once
keyboardist with new- wave band
Arms and Legs, can write sharp,
Sunday Papers),
perceptive songs (
dash-for- cover rockers (Throw It
Away), funky funnies (
Do The
Instant Mash), items that sound
like Bo Diddley meets Fog On The
Tyne (Baby Stick Around) and so
forth. Ilike him. He offers good
times at album price. The deal
seems reasonable. [
A: 1*]

Joe Jackson

One of the month's more
interesting oldies collections is
Going Back To New Orleans
(Specialty SNTF 5021) which contains a number of tracks by such
Louisiana- based R & B men as Joe
Liggins, Art Neville, Lloyd Price,
Earl King etc. The album immediately strikes gold with Joe
'Honeydripper' Liggins' jump-jazz
title track, while Lloyd Lambert's
King Cotton—all tough tenor and
oddball blues piano—is a ' 50s
juke-box joy. Add Lloyd Price's
original, 1952 version of Lawdy
Miss C/awdy—resurrected by Elvis
four years later—and Big Boy
Myles' Domino- like Who's Been
Foolin' You and the plus signs
begin to mount. The only defects
are the poor sound—Specialty,

like many other ' 50s R di B labels,
aimed their recording quality no
more than juke-box high—and the
lack of sleeve notes. The latter is
a regrettable oversight on the part
of Sonet, who release Specialty
here, for few of the artists featured
on Going Back are household
names and some information on
such acts as Ernie Kador ( also
known as Ernie K- Doe), Roy
Montrell and Edgar Blanchard
would probably have helped to enhance sales. [D: 1]
No such problem arises with
Force Majeure (
Virgin V2111),
which is by Tangerine Dream.
Sleeve notes would add nothing—
all that is required of the album
purchaser is that he or she merely
lays back and thinks of England—
or in this case, Germany. As
usual, the Tang's music has much
in common with a pleasant bath,
the mini- waves washing warmly
over you at first. Then, just as
things become too cool for
comfort, Froese and Franke turn
on the tepid tap, keeping everything safe, soothing and slightly
above protest level. The warm
bath/Tangs analogy is also very
apt in my particular case for both
often have the effect of sending
me off to sleep. However, between
yawns, Ishould add that Force
Majeure is TD's best use of H20
since Phaedra, so members of the
syncopatin' synth society can
safely hold onto their membership
cards for yet another month or
two. [
A: 2]
I half expected Supertramp's
Breakfast In America ( A & M
AMLH 63708) to be yet another
candidate for somnambulators
anonymous. Their 1974 Crime Of
The Century was some kind of
landmark, a worthy album that
found the band establishing an
individual style after spending four
years in the wilderness.
But
having discovered a formula,
Supertramp opted for the easy
way out, producing two similar
(but less inspired) albums in
Crisis, What Crisis? and Even In
The Quietest Moments. Happily,
Breakfast proves to be no such
snooze- promoter.
Though the
band
retain all gold- accruing
Supertramp trademarks and the
production ( by Supertramp and
Peter Henderson) would appear to
be true to the Ken Scott tradition,
Davies, Hodgson and Co's sojourn
on America's West Coast has
resulted in an obvious rejuvenation. The adrenalin once more
flows—with the result that such
songs as Goodbye Stranger, a
creation that owes much to those
teen dreams of the early ' 60s, and
the angular Logical Song, rank
among the
best things that
Supertramp have committed to
record. The sleeve notes correctly
state: ' They have come together
stronger than ever and have
become in every sense a band
playing its music, devoid of
paranoia and hesitation, achieving
new heights.'
Add atruly brilliant cover design
and you've got it all. [
A*: 1*]
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Kingston and the Columbia Studio
UR LEADING singers have Scatterbrain and Oh, Johnny like
organ in recordings made between
H]
rediscovered that there is that! [
More ' Pennies from Heaven' 1933 and 1938. [H]
something of a challenge to be
For the brass band enthusiast
met in the interpretation of the type music from Van Phillips and
EMI
World Re- Championship Bandstand (
Victorian and Edwardian drawing- his Band 1928-1934 (
Encore ONCR514, £2.85) presents
room repertoire. Itrust that they cords SH277 i, £2.85). A typical
the fine GUS ( Footwear) Band in
have found that there is also a top class band of the period, its
recordings made between 1959
public for well- constructed songs personnel includes Arthur Young,
and 1972. Since its formation in
with a melody. The sales of nos- very effective on piano, Rudy
talgia in general suggest that there Starita, Max Goldberg, Ted Heath, 1933 the band has been the pride
of the Midlands, trained by the
is. Robert Tear shows that he has Joe Crossman, Hal Swain and
searched far and wide for inter- many other stalwarts. Some other great William Halliwell and conducted until 1975 by Stanley H.
esting repertoire and we find a distinguished names crop up— Boddington, National Champions
varied mixture here with ' art' Hugo Rignold, Jean Pougnet,
songs by Warlock and Vaughan Anthony Pini and Leon Goossens in 1955, 1957, 1960, 1964 and 1966.
Williams rubbing shoulders with for example. And the singers in- At present they are the Midland
Champions. The programme here
genuine front- parlour sob- stuff clude Al Bowlly, Billy Milton, Sam
is a mixed bag of popular pieces
like Del Riegos Homing and Browne, Jack Plant and Maurice
The recordings sound like Siebert's Brass band boogie,
Piccolomini's Ora pro nobis and, Elwin.
instrumental solos, and culminH]
slightly later, If Ican help some- amazingly good. [
There will be aguaranteed rush ates in its most important item,
body. The coy 1930s Christopher
Robin is saying his prayers is the by the cinema organ enthusiasts the test- piece James Cook—Circumnavigator which the late Gilbert
only one that really seems embar- for Sidney Torch at the Organ
rassing. Robert Tear obviously (World Records SH305 i, £2.85). Vinter considered one of his best
works. A combination of smooth
enjoys himself but is inclined to Coming to the organ without
and efficienttechnique and smooth
ham it up a bit. In this he is tuition he adapted his skills as a and efficient recording makes this
abetted by his accompanist Robert pianist and musician and intro- avery pleasant record to listen to.
Ledger who gets very emotional duced a number of then daring
Note also the reissued Brighouse
and pulls his intros about like mad. innovations and experiments to and Rastrick recording which we
If both had studied great singers organ playing; all since adopted
have covered in the ' Deja Vu' secof these songs like Peter Dawson as the common language of the
and Frederick Harvey they would
have found that the straighter
rendition often pays off. The
piano is not ideally recorded; the
sound is too muzzy and tends to
leave no space behind the singer.
My only real criticism is this tendency to over- interpret. It is an
interesting and welcome collection of once greatly in and then
greatly out- of-fashion music. It
is a pity that our present singers
don't encourage modern composers to write such songs for
them so that they could sing them
with a natural affinity rather than
having to adapt to another period
and distant styles and temperament. The present album is entitled I Dream of Jeanie ( Argo
ZK76, £3.25). [A/B: 1]
There is no shortage of nostalgia in Richmond where our
warm-hearted friends at Parkbridge House enjoy themselves
while they, to parody Carroll, hold
a pocket handkerchief before their
streaming eyes while sorting out
old 78s of pleasing sound and
size. The result this month is
firstly adisc displaying the talents
of the ever- popular Al Bowlly
and
Phyllis
Robins (
World
Records SH307 £2.135).
Al
Bowlly is heard here at the peak
of his career in 1939. He was
killed by a land- mine that fell on
his London flat in 1941. He had a
strangely distinctive voice, like .a
sophisticated
milkman,
and
Robert Tear
pleasantly rugged looks to go
with it, and the ladies swooned
tion by virtue of its classically
over him as they would over cinema organ. He had a great
slanted repertoire. [
A: 1]
Sinatra in later years. I swoon fondness for the Tin Pan Alley
A fine new record, Golden and
rather more over Phyllis Robins. ragtime of the period and was
New by The Morriston Orpheus
First it was Frances Day, then remarkably successful in proChoir ( EMI NTS159, £2.85), was
Annette Hanshaw, and now Phyllis ducing ajazz band sound backed
recorded at the Brangwyn Hall,
Robins.
Where do they keep by afine sense of rhythm. He was
Swansea in 1978. Among the
finding these ladies with alluring one of the less smoochy organists many excellent recordings they
little- girl voices and why aren't and his playing was always lively.
have made this must count as one
there any of them about today? Is He is heard on the organs of the
of the finest, and it is also one of
it that they are too feminine? Oh, Regal Cinema, Marble Arch, the
the most successful choral rehappy memories of those dreadful Regal, Edmonton, the Gaumont
cordings I've heard for some time,
days in the 1940s when they sang State, Kilburn, the Union Cinema,

O
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Peter Gammond

with a most satisfactory balance
both of the vocal forces and the
accompanying organ or piano. It
is a mixed programme ranging
from Mozart to Saint-Saëns, via
folksong and hymns to If Iwere a
rich man. Iam also glad to find a
properly documented sleeve- note
that gives us some interesting and
useful information aboutthe music.
An unusual percentage of words
is heard and the performances are
extremely lively and well- considered.
A splendid
record!
[A*: 1*]
Iam lost for words with regard
to Classical Rhythm (
Pye NSPLX
41059, £4.15) by the Norrie Para mor Orchestra. As the name suggests this is arecord, 16 tracks, of
popular classical music and light
classical music apparently made
palatable to a savage race of DJfed music- lovers who cannot take
the music as written but love it
when a blatant rhythm is added
and the notes are eghtly bent. In
fact, it is not a nasty record. The
themes are generally played well,
some works like the Habanera from
Carmen are barely different from
the original and Brahms' Hungarian Dance No. 1and the Orpheus
Can- Can are hardly dented. If it
does lead some more people
toward the music concerned then
no harm is done. At worst it is a
musical joke; and Norrie Paramor
is confident that the sound of the
masters thus disguised is going
to bring pleasure to the millions:
[A: 1]. Pe-sonally Iregard a big
orchestra playing pop music as an
even greater waste of time as the
result certainly doesn't appeal to
the pop audience. However, perhaps the same race of impurists
who like anything so long as it is
not in its original form will enjoy
Franck Pourcel Plays ABBA
(EMI TWOX1077, £4.40). I can't
even see it appealing to Pourcel
admirers, but you never know:
[A: 2/3]. Pleasanter background
music is provided in Pepe Jaramillo Just For You (
One Up
OU2224, £2.85) which will at least
provide good smoochy evening
dance music with a latin touch,
and music more suited to the
treatment. [
A: 1]
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Most methods generally used
for cleaning records don't bear
thinking about.
That's why we're introducing,
theZerostat range of record
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It's dedicated to keeping your
records in pristine condition.
When you consider the financial investment your collection
represents, alittle
further expense on
caring for it makes
alot of sense.
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D3 DISC WASHER*
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coating of dust and dirt.
Astylus cleaner has to be
strong enough to remove this
waxy coating, yet gentle
enough to protect the delicate
cartridge cantilever assembly.

It takes avery special brush
to remove micro-dust that
could become welded to groove
walls by stylus pressure.
The Discwashec brush with its
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THE NEW SC-1
STYLUS CLEANER

Record life, stylus life and
quality of sound are all
dramatically reduced when
the diamond accumulates a
The fabric,on its abso
nt pad,
is mounted on awalnut handle
which stores abottle of D3
cleaning fluid.
The D3 fluid has several
important functions:
To pull dirt from the microgrooves, remove finger prints
and other surface contaminations
and to protect the vinyl
additives necessary for long
terni record wear
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The SC-1achieves this
by providing the perfect
combination of bnstle density
and stiffness.
Two drops of D3 cleaning fluid
add to its highly efficient
cleaning action.
It comes in awalnut case,
complete with abuilt-in
magnifying inspection mirror
£3.99 inc VAT

ZEROSTAT

COMPONENTS
For further information, write to Dept. 50,
Zerostat Components Ltd., Edison Road, Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE174LE
Telephone: St. Ives (0480)62225

We aim to dean up hi-fi.
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IN SPITE OF immense problems
I of population growth, cities
expanding at exponential rates,
political upheavals and unbridgeable gulfs between the fabulously
wealthy and the utterly destitute
which would be enough to fragment most cultures, there is
remarkable continuity in the folk
traditions of the Indian subcontinent. Though ' folk' is not an
accurate term for the classical
music of India of the kind played
by Ram Narayan on Master of
the Sarangi (
Nonesuch Explorer
H-72062). Ram Narayan is a
virtuoso of the thick, substantial
instrument, with its three gut
strings and no less than thirty wire
sympathetic strings. A bowed
instrument, the sarangi is capable
of great range, made more flexible
by the method of stopping the
strings by side pressure of the
fingernails. The long fig which
occupies most of the first side
commences with slow development in sombre phrases before
moving into the gUt, or ' rondo'
section, comprising amotif placed
against the rhythmic cycle of the
tal, played on the tabla by Suresh
Talwalkar.
The rig resolves
through an extravagantly ornamented khyal passage and concludes with a sombre, stabilising
sa. Other performances include
Bhupal Todi, following a similar
form
but of
more profound
character in the awakening

T

HERE ARE a handful of really
great jazz pianists. Teddy
Wilson is one of them. He's
perhaps likely to be overshadowed
by the dazzling technique of some
of the others, and maybe their
individual styles too. For Teddy
Wilson isn't over-flashy in his
approach and his style is an
amalgamation or consolidation
of several components of the
jazz piano tradition. But while
Peterson, say, can sound like he's
always flitting from style to style,
Wilson has successfully fused the
influences into his own playing.
He plays with aconsistency which
makes a record like Cole Porter
Classics, Black Lion BLP 30200,
hang together as an entity.
He approaches his music with
meticulous preparation ... as a
craftsman. The result is a highly
polished professional job, with
each track coming up to a maintained standard. That approach,
however, rarely makes for the
extra burst of spontaneous genius
which can make a performance
extra- special. The quality of his
playing which appeals to me is
his optimism. Each chorus overflows with the kind of joyousness
which has become relatively rare.
A fine record, then, both entertaining and uplifting. [
A: 1]
Confessin' The Blues is a
splendidly unpretentious album of
punchy blues singing from Esther
Phillips— Atlantic ATL 50521:
[A/B: 1/2]. Her powerful gutsy
singing is propelled on one side
by a hard-hitting big band, remiHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

phrases of the morning rig.
Suresh Talwalke: plays the tabla
and banya (
treble and bass drums)
with sensitive rapport rather than
sensational rhythms, but he has
an attractive jhaptal ten- beat cycle
solo to himself which displays his
considerable talents. [
A: 1]
Another aspect of the Indian
'classical' traditions is represented
by Pallayi (Nonesuch Explorer
H-72052), a beautiful demonstration of South Indian flute
music. Much of the entire record
is taken up with asingle traditional
improvisatory sequence called
Rigam-nnam-Pallavi, though this
title identifies
only three of
its seven ' movements'. It follows
the rag form gankaràbharapam
(CDEFGABCI) with the tabla
rhythm cycle Migra cá
-pu (
3-2-2).
The flute- player T. Viswanathan
plays his eight- hole bamboo flute
with astonishing range and liquid
runs, complemented by, surprisingly, the European violin
which, with different tuning and
playing position, has been a part
of the South Indian orchestral
instrumentation for two centuries.
The pallavi section, briefly sung by
Viswanathan in Tamil, provides
the basis of a rapid, cyclic movement of great complexity. Against
the drone of the tamburu lute and
the rhythms of the two- headed
mrdaggam barrel drum this is an
impressive performance. [
A:11
More strictly a folk tradition

niscent at times of Basie. The
combination is impressive, and
reinforces the notion that if you
look for it, there's an amazing
amount of good music in the sales
racks.
Side two provides a
contrast, being alive performance
with asmall band. There's less of
an immediate impact, but there is
a more intimate feel.
Iusually try to avoid reviewing
albums Ijust don't like, but after
being so taken with Neil Ardley's
Kaleidoscope Of Rainbows, I
feel it's necessary to record my
disappointment with
his new
album,
Harmony
Of
The
Spheres— Decca TXS-R 133. The
former album had as abasis some
of the elementary structures found
in Balinese music, but the basis of
the new disc is a lot of mumbojumbo about orbit times of the
planets
being
converted
into
musical notes.
As you can
imagine, it's not much to work on.
What you've got at the end of it all
is yet another British jazz-rock
extravaganza of ultra- sophisticated razzamatazz with meaningful overtones. I cannot accept
that the tired
reworkings of
cliched boogaloo are in any way
compatible with the sleeve notes
which begin— .The Harmony of
the Spheres is the sound that
rings throughout the heavens—a
celestial music that the Ancient
Greeks believed was given out by
the planets as they float through
space.' Pretentiousness by any
other name, etc etc. [A*: 4]
There' à nothing pretentious
MAY
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is the music of The Bengal
Minstrel (Nonesuch Explorer
H-72068), which features the songs
of the Bauls. These itinerant
beggar- entertainers
of
rural
Bengal have a tradition which
stems from the meeting of a
number of Eastern religions
a thousand years ago.
Their
chanted, high-pitched, poignant
songs have a haunting lyricism
and a strange poetry which reflect
their belief in contradictory behaviour. Discussing an earlier issue
of. Baul songs (
Indian Street
Music H-72035) Iremarked upon
the superficial resemblance to
flamenco vocal tradition and this
is again evident in the songs
Golemgle or Ygmon beni, which,
Charles Capwaell has pointed out,
are in ascale close to the Phrygian
mode of the west. Puma Chandra
Das Baul is again the solo singer
and he also plays the highly
rhythmic patterns on the tension
drum, the khamak. The supporting
instrumentalists are different but
the bells and cymbals are still
evident, augmented with adiscreet
harmonium and tambourine. Iprefer the first issue butthis is aworthwhile purchase for anyone captivated by this tradition. [A:1/2]
At the other end of the spectrum
of Indian musical traditions are the
Songs of the Santal Aborigines
(Argo ZFB 93). These indigenous
peoples of North India have
inhabited the forest regions of

about The Essential Jimmy
Rushing—a double album of
straight ahead blues and grooves
—Vogue VJD 556: [B/C: 1/2].
Here we have the confident
singing voice of the melancholic
sounding Rushing propped up
by such impulsive swingers as
Jo Jones, Walter Page, Pete
Johnson and Buddy Tate. The
music sounds wonderfully relaxed,
and the players sound like they're
having a good time. You can't go
wrong with this one.
Spreadin' Joy lives up to its
title. As an unashamedly goodtime album it succeeds magnificently, setting up lighthearted
spirited grooves and maintaining
them with enthusiasm. It's easy
to take the Humphrey Lyttelton
band for granted. It's been around
for a long time now, but if you
immediately associate it with the
rest of the bands of the British
trad boom, you'd be making a
mistake. For a start Humph has
always tended to keep an open ear
on the jazz scene as a whole, and
has shrewdly.used more modern
players like Mike Pyne—and, now
Alan Jackson— in his line-ups.
As a result there's a vitality and
edge to his music which is missing
from so much British jazz of this
style. Listening to this album has
convinced me that it's about time
I saw this band live at a gig.
Meanwhile why don't you give
Spreadin' Joy alisten— on Black
Lion BLP 12173. [
A 11/21
There's so much Archie Shepp
around it's hard to know whether

folk

Paul Oliver
Bihar and Orissa for literally
thousands of years. Their music
is
archaic,
sometimes
rather
simple as in the Karam dance for
which the accompaniment is
provided by drums, anklets and
police whistles, but its ancient
character gives BUriyat ka du/ dul
an impressiveness appropriate to
the wedding dance. The droning
sounds of the bgnUm, aone- string
fiddle, can be heard behind some
songs and on a solo folk melody,
Kihni rid. Several items feature a
group of women from the village
of Kamarbandi, whose child- like
voices have an edgy kind of charm.
An interesting recording for the
dedicated collector who wants to
form a comprehensive collection
of Indian folk styles. [
A/B: 2]
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Ken Hyder
to recommend Montreux Two or
not— Freedom FLP 41034: [B: 2].
Unlike some Shepp albums,which
completely miss the mark, this one
sees him giving a booting performance. Nevertheless it's not
the best Shepp I've heard, and
while there's a lot of excitement
involved, there are moments when
it seems to run out of direction.
The Razor's Edge by the John
Payne Band— Freedom FLP 41036
—is an odd album, with elements
of jazz rock and a more mainstream- modern style. The jazz/
rock tracks are unspectacular but
avoid electronic overkill, and I
suppose the same goes for the
rest of the album. However, there's
a warmth which shines through,
and this music might prove to be
just right for someone looking for
intelligent late- night winding- down
sounds. [
A : 2/3]
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MC characteristics, i.e. rising high end.
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My listening panels first comments were, ' highs' excellent,
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Extended listening shows no fatigue ( reference by
comparison sounds veiled) Regardless of complexity of
recording, signal resolution is excellent!
Louie Ka/amaras, U.S.A
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When the rest of your system is good enough
the Elite MC555 moving coil cartridge in
conjunction with the EE ISM5000 head and
amplifier will give you sound reproduction
indistinguishable from the original master
tape, see the cartridge review in this issue.

Elite Electronic Industries,
74 Old Oak Common,
East Acton, London W13.
01-743-3733 or 01-486-4848

1.1.1.111
• ‘,
ste „ 411.

Three up-market Receivers
Gordon King

B

EFORE starting the reviews proper, some
information concerning the lab tests must
be given. Most of the FM section parameters
follow those which were fully described in the
group review of six up-market tuners,* so
these will only be considered briefly.
Although not of great practical moment,
the measure of absolute sensitivity is a useful assessment of front-end noise factor and
of how well the aerial input matches into 75
ohms. All the models performed admirably
in both these respects, the sensitivity being
close to that theoretically realisable in apractical environment.
More important, however, is the input required for the more meaningful 50 dB S/N or
'quieting' ratio in both mono and stereo. This
represents the very least input that can be
tolerated for anything like ' entertainment
value' reception, stereo always requiring
some ten times more input than mono for the
50 dB quieting condition. None of the models
can be criticised in this respect either.
The limiting input is ameasure of the aerial
input required for the audio output virtually
to steady ( 1dB below maximum output in our
case). All models were excellent on this parameter. Early limiting is desirable to ensure
that asignal which is fading does not produce
adisconcerting change in audio output; above
the limiting threshold, the only effect is a
change in background noise floor—the noise
rising as the signal falls towards the limiting
threshold.
For problem reception conditions, especially where aerial signals from a multiplicity
of transmissions are strong and one is sited
close to apowerful station, the radio-frequency
intermodulation ( RFIM) is a very important
parameter. Our expression reveals directly
the strength of each of two signals that can
be accommodated by the FM section before
the resulting interference can exceed 30 dB
ratio with respect to afully modulated wanted
signal. Thus, the higher the mV figure stated,
the greater the RFIM immunity of the frontend.
The repeat spot is another important measure of RF interference susceptibility. Again,
the figures given are real signal values—the

•HFNIRR February 1979 issue.
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higher the better; but when one is presented
with a choice between this and the RFIM, the
latter should be the determining factor provided the repeat spot is not abnormally low
on a comparative basis!
The capture parameter expresses directly
how much more signal is required of awanted
transmission on the same frequency as an
unwanted one which is itself responsible for
1mV aerial signal, to cause 30 dB interference
ratio with respect to afully modulated wanted
signal. Most top-flight FM sections require
about 250 ir.V or more wanted signal to achieve
this condition, the interference then falling
swiftly as the wanted signal rises above that
value.
The same 30 dB interference datum is
selected for our expression of selectivity.
Two measurements are made with respect to
a 100µV unmodulated wanted signal, one
with the modulated unwanted signal at
50 mV and the other at 1mV. The results
indicate how far the unwanted signal needs
to be detuned plus and minus at each input
for the 30 dB interference ratio. The smaller
the kHz detuning, the greater the discriminating selectivity of the FM section. Sharp
selectivity is desirable for receiving weak
distant stations in competition with strong
local ones; but extreme selectivity can impair
the audio quality by introducing harmonic and
IM distortion at high peak modulation levels.
It is thus necessary to compromise between
sharp selectivity and distortion, the former
generally being the less important in most
areas and for the majority of users.
The SIN ratio is expressed at 1mV aerial
input, which is a fairly average sort of level.
and figures are given for both mono and
stereo. We use CCIR/ARM weighting, so the
results have good correlation to the listening
experience. A ratio greater than 60 dB is
essential for hi-fi results, both on stereo and
mono. The stereo ratio is always worse than
the mono one owing to the noise produced
by the stereo decoder in a passband which
accommodates the sub- channel stereo information.
The AM rejection ratio tells how well the
FM section can reject amplitude- modulated
signals. The higher the figure, the better.
The spectrograms show the effects of distortion, hum and pilot- tone level. The drive

signal is 9kHz so that its 2nd harmonic Is
18 kHz. This works as one of two driving
signals for IM evaluation in conjunction with
the 19 kHz pilot-tone, which represents the
other driving signal. The 9kHz signal level Is
adjusted forfull modulation (± 67.5 kHz stereo),
but the output is approximately 9dB below
the 1kHz full modulation output owing to the
receiver's de- emphasis.
The best tuner ( that is, the one likely to
produce less distortion on real program
material) is shown by the spectrogram with
the fewest and lowest amplitude harmonic
and 1M components and products. Primary
signals are those generated at 1, 2, 18 and
19 kHz, and those either side of the 9kHz
driving signal. It often follows that models
with low pilot-tone residual also yield less
in- band IM distortion o4 the 3rd- order variety.
The spectrograms also show hum ripple
components at the low-frequency end of the
scale.
It should be noted that all the FM measurements were made from the recording output
(the amplifier section is tested separately),
and the signal level for full modulation is also
given. Other parameters are the useful range
of the signal strength meter and the tuning
alignment error at 95 MHz.
Turning now to the amplifier section, the
first parameter is that of maximum power to
1% distortion over 2C Hz-20 kHz with both
channels driven together into 8- ohm resistive
loads. Because it is sometimes possible to
obtain alittle more power at 1kHz than at the
extremes of the 20 Hz-23 kHz spectrum, particularly at LF, the clipping headroom is also
stated, which is the dB measure of the power
increase at 1kHz with respect to the 20 Hz20 kHz power.
Harmonic distolion is given at 1dB below
the full power (
eg, continuous average output
power, shortened to CAOP) and also at
250 mW to see whether the distortion tends
to rise with reducing power output. As a
spectrum analyser was used for these tests, a
discussion of the harmonic structure and its
relevance to the listening experience is contained in each, review.
IM distortion was measured in- band over
20 Hz-20 kHz with two equal amplitude driving
signals of 15-16 kHz with the amplifier feeding
not asimple resistance but acomplex imped-
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FOTRONIX

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
CARTRIDGES AND STYLI
GENUINE ARTICLE IN MAKERS BOX Post 25p
Cartridges with Styli
Replacement Styli
ADC ZLM
£55.90
RSZ
.. £25 95
ADC XLM/111 .. £35.50
RSX
.
£17 95
ADC VLM/III .. £24.50
RSV
£14 75
AKG P8ES
£57.00
X8S
.. £35 00
AKG P8E •. £46-50
X8E
.. £28 25
AKG P7E
£25•70
X7E .. [ 14 25
Goldring G900E
£16.95
D140E .
£895
G900SE/II .. £37.95
DI4OSE .
[II 50
Ortofon
Concorde 30.. £56.00
Concorde 20.. £41.50
Concorde LM30 £49.50
Concorde LM20 £35•50
M20FL Super
£S9-00
D2OFL Super .. £36-00
M20E Super .. £49 SO
D2OE Super .. £29.00
VMS20E/11
£33 SO
MOE Mk 1or II.. £22-50
FISE/11
£23 00
NISE Mk Ior II.. [16.50
FFI5E/11
£16 50
NFI5E Mk 1or II
£9.80
Stanton 88IS
£69 95
D81
£39.55
Stanton 68IEEE
£39 50
D6800EEE
£19.90
Stanton 680EE
£25 75
D680
£14.90
Stanton 500EE
£17 50
D5100EE .. [ 10.90
Stanton 500E
£14 99
05100E
£9.50
Shure M44-7
£7 15
N14-7
£4.75
Shure M44E
£7 SS
N44E
[5.15
Shure 1155E
Ell 50
N55E
[6.15
Shure M75-6S
£7 55
N75-6
£5-15
Shure M758
£10 10
N75B
£5•75
Shure M75E.1
£12 S5
N75E.1 ..
£8.00
Shure M7SED
£14 30
N75ED
.. £ 11.50
Shure M95E.1
£13.15
N95E1
.. £8.60
Shure M95ED
£19.15
N9SED
.. £ 14.75
Shure M9SHE
£23.60
N9SHE
£15•35
Shure V15/111 .. £46 60
VN35E
£16.40
Shure V15/IV .. £61.00
VN45HE .. £23.45
Sonus Blue .. £66.00
Sonus Blue Stylus £37.50
NEW Sonus Gold Series II Blue Label ..
£69.95

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

MOVING COIL
Ortofon MCIO .. £43.50
Ortofon MC20 .. £64.50
Ortofon SL20E.. £50.00
Ortofon SL20Q
£84.50
511172 T/former £24.00
MC 10 • 511172
£61.50
Entre-1
P.O.A.

CARTRIDGES
Ultimo 10X ..
Ultimo 20A ..
Satin MI I7Z
Satin MI I7G
Satin M II7S
Satin M18E
Lentek Pre-amp.

Decca London
Export
£ 6-00

Decca London
Gold

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS
SS- 1, 5- Band .. £56 50
SS-2, 12- Band
Carriage £ 300

£4995
£69.95
£39.95
£95.95
£89.95
P.O.A
£54.00
£126 SO

CONNOISSEUR - QUAD - THORENS
YAMAHA - NAKAMICHI - Q.E.D.
PRICES ON APPLICATION
PICKUP ARMS AND ACCESSORIES
Hadcock GH228
£54.00
SME Series Ill .. £103.00
Hadcock Unilift
£9.00
CA- Iarm tube
£14.95
Formula 4Mk Ill
P.O.A.SME 3009 Fd Nd
£56.00
ADC LMF- I .. £62.95
SME 3009/S2 .. £61.00
ADC LMF-2 £69.00
FD200 Damper.. £17.00
ADC LMG-I Shell £4.50
S.2 Headshell
£5•50
Connoisseur
Zerostat Pistol
£5.95
SAU-2 Arm .. £18.95
Discwasher SC- I
Monitor Audio Cable
stylus cleaner
£3.65
Flat 3-6m pairs £13.95
03 cleaner ..
£6.25
Sm pairs .. £16.99
Disctraker
7.5m pairs
£24.75
damper .. £17.50
Round Sm pairs £15.90
Gold Ens leads
10m pairs
£27.75
Phono Im
£4.40
Lucas LV cable per
Phono 2m ..
£5•60
metre ..
£1.25
Vac-O-Rec II .. £19.95
Q.E.D. speaker cable
Disk 22 mat .. £12-95
42 strand perm £0.30
Decca sweep arm
£5.25
79 strand per m £0.45
Decca brush ..
£5.00
P. & P.: Arms, Vac-O-Rec, Disk 22, Sound cables, £1.00.
Q.E.D. cable, SOp. Other items, 25p.

GROOVAC
vacuum record cleaner
and anti- static brush

Groovac IV offers complete record and stylus care
In one highly efficient unit. It tracks in like a
second pick-up arm and operates while your
record Is playing.
The new Mk IV Is even more effective and quieter
than Its predecessor-and at no increase in price.
The new enclosure is an attractive matt black.
Highly recommended
John Peel. HiFi Weekly
Is a success
Chris Dawson, Classical Music

CASSETTE TAPES
C60
C90
C120
£0 63 £0.82 £1.16
£0.85 £1.15 £1.49
£0 96 £1.29 £1.69
LI.18 £1.40 £2.08
LI - 38 £1.84
tl - 60 £2.13
CI - 05 £1.19 £1.5
- 7
[I - 38 £1.73
£. 84 £1.02 £1.2
- 7
[I-31
£1.85
£. 65 £0.79 £11
- 9
£.92 £1.09
£0.92 £1.09 LI-16
Postage: 1-5, 50p; 6-10:65p; .11-30, 85p; £1.64
31
, £ 1.00.
BASF LHSM
LH Super SM
Ferro Super LH I
CrO2
Ferrochrom
Superchrom
MAXELL UD..
UDXL-I or II
SONY HF
Ferrichrome
TDK D
AD..
AD

TEST RECORDS, CASSETTES AND TAPES
Ortofon direct cut, [ II- 00. Shure TTR 115-ERA/IV,
E4- 7S. HFS75, £2.80. Shure TTR110, £l-00 (
post 65p).
Cassettes: Dolby, £2.40; Azimuth, £2.40; Frequency
response, £-00. (
Post 25p.) Open reel: Dolby, C3-50;
Azimuth, [4-00; Frequency response, £10.00. (
Post
2Sp). Crystal-clear direct-cut records, £9.50, post free.
(Catalogue now available)
HEADPHONES (
Post [ I-00)
Sennheiser
Stax
HD400
• • £10.50
SRX3/SRD6 .. £132.00
HD4I4X
• • £ 16.50
SR5/SRD6 .. £84.75
HD424X
.. £23.S0
Sigma/SRD6 .. £207.00
HD224X
• • £33.50
5R44 .. .. 15850
I-10420
• • £21.50
Yamaha YHI000 £99.95
HD430
• • £27.95
Yamaha HP- I .. £34.65
Yamaha HP3
••
Yamaha HP-2 .. £25.80

men

PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME
Prices quoted are correct at March 1979. Whilst we
endeavour to maintain these prices we reserve the
right to adjust as necessary without notice. E. & 0.E.

SALE
AMPLIFIERS
Enigma Pre 1- Power
Akai 5210 Dolby Amp

SPEAKERS
£270.00
£99.00

Griffen 85 Tri -Amp

£699.00

£169.00

Revox 350

£299.00

Leak 3900A

£229.00

Leak 3080

£255.00

Revox B750

£355.00

Akai AM2600

Sugden C51, P51

£229.00

Lecson AC1 Pre

£199.00

TVA - 1Valve

£375.00

Rotel 913

£139.00

TUNERS

Cornwall,

£199.00
£89.00

Trio 2600

£89.00

Maratz 2100

£110.00
£199.00

TURNTABLES

Pioneer CT- F 6060

£139.00

Rotel 3300

£69.00

Pioneer CTN 9191

£170.00

Rotel 2500

£79.00

Teac 460

£199.00

Pioneer 115D

Teac 480

£139.00

S.T.D. 3050

£229.00

DBX 122 NR Unit

£219.00

Revox B790

£330.00

Microseiki DD20

stock.

mapz AUDIO
Penryn,

Rotel 803
Sansui 331

£115.00

£59.00

All prices include V.A.T. and all items listed are from our display

FOf further details contact-

Kernick Rood,

RECEIVERS

Lexon FM1
CASSETTE DECKS

Price £ 19.50 inc. VAT

Dalguest DC)10 & Stands £490.00

TRIO 9DQ

tel: 0326 72753

ance corresponding to the modulus of
impedance and phase angle of a difficult
loudspeaker. The peak amplitude of the
composite CCIF two-tone signal is given
alongside the distortion result for each
receiver.
Input sensitivities with the PU loading and
the maximum input acceptable are also given.
Frequency response at auxiliary to — 3dB
terminal frequencies was measured at 1W
into 8ohms; but this time we have changed
our expression of slewing-rate to slewing
factor to tie in with the latest IHF expression.
It is ameasure of the highest frequency which
can be applied to the input, referred to the input voltage at 1kHz for the rated output, without the output exceeding 1% distortion. The
slew factor is that frequency divided by 20 kHz.
High speed output transistors of the receivers,
sometimes aided by low-pass filtering, gave
all the models avalue of at least 5. We tested
up to 100 kHz.
As people appear to be getting into rather
deep water with regard to amplifier SIN
measurements, we feel it prudent to state our
case! Firstly, all amplifiers were referred to
1W output into 8ohms. Secondly, the input
was referred to 1V auxiliary and 10 mV pickup. And thirdly, CCIR/ARM weighting was
used. By using these data the ratios of the
different products can be meaningfully compared.
To see the contribution of hum and ripple
content, the hum and noise measurements
were made without weighting, using an instrument reading down to 2Hz or below.
We have also given information on the turnover frequencies of the filters and their effective slope in terms of dB/octave. Final parameters deal with deviation from RIA A PU,
stereo separation at 1kHz ( ref. 1W output
again), and the offset voltage across the loudspeaker terminals under quiescent conditions.
With all this lab data, therefore, a reasonably objective choice can be made, while
notes on the listening impressions given in
the separate reviews complete the overall
picture. The reviews also highlight the features and facilities of the different models,
and we shall now start these, but not in any
order of merit— merely in the order that they
were tested.

HARMAN KARDON HK- 670
Th.s ' chunky' receiver turns the scales at
12 kg and has vital statistics of 476 x159 x
360 mm. The HK design team rightly points
out that the ear can detect differences between competing equipment that can often
defy objective analysis, so to secure a desirable balance they use listening tests at every
stage of design to complement the more
usual instrument tests.
Current HK advertising stresses new criteria, including transient intermodulation distortion ( TID), signal delay and interface intermodulation distortion ( IIM) and the design
effort concentrates on reducing the subjective
effects (or, indeed, of deleting the causes
altogether) of such amplifier shortcomings;
but while attention has undoubtedly been
directed to the amplifier section in these
terms, less stress is placed on the equally important FM section. Most of the advertisiig
appears to highlight the amplifier; but, as we
found, the radio department cannot be taken
lightly either!
With the influence of Matti Otala's researches into TID, IIM, etc, more designers
are seeking to achieve the best ' sounding'
amplifier even though this may not necessarily be supported by lab measurements.
It has been discovered, for example, that Ln -

duly large amounts of negative feedback can
detract from rather than enhance the subjective results under certain conditions. The
670 is alow NFB design, using an overall value
of only 28 dB, a move with which 1completely
agree.
Apart from tending to discourage the
effects of TID, low feedback can also ease
another possible distortion ( IIM) resulting
from back-emf generated by the loudspeaker
getting into the front of the amplifier through
the feedback loop. This problem would seem
to be more troublesome directly following a
heavy transient, owing to storage of energy
by the mass of the cone.
The lab results show that the amplifier section is agood 60+60-watter which, in spite of
the relatively low feedback, has avery acceptable steadystate distortion performance.
Even with 25 V peak composite two-tone highfrequency signal across a naughty reactive
load, the distortion in otal of all in- band products was well below 0.1 %. Very few loudspeakers can be driven to such high peak
values without themselves producing heavy
distortion. When the NFB is limited and the
output transistors are fast- reacting, the need
to curtail the small- signal frequency response
to ensure the elimination of TID is reduced.
The small- signal rise-time of the amplifier is
thus rather faster in our judgement than the

HARMAN KARDON 670
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The Agfa Superchrom has awider dynamic range
than any other cassette we tried:- 62DB. That's
2.5 decibels wider than one of its rivals. •

The Superchrom records at phenomenally high
levels without distortion. At 250 nWb/m, the
Superchrom registers aTHD of only 1.5% while
one Japanese competitor's tape scored a
shaky 2.2%.

cresc

ff

Sometimes arecording lasts alittle
longer than you thought. And the
Agfa Superchrom scores again. Our
C60 + 6and C90 + 6cassettes give
you 3more minutes playing time on
either side.

DA
CAPO

-9•$$#%Î
The traditional weakness of chrome
cassettes has always been in the middle to
low frequencies. Not the Superchrom. It can
give aflatter frequency response right across
the mtircal spectrum.

The Superchrom has afloor level low
enough not to interrupt the silences.

WHERE THE NEW AGFA SUPERCHROM
SCORES OVER THE COMPETITION.
The Agfa Superchrom is our new cassette for
machines with Chrome switching. And our own tests and
indepen•dent surveys show that its closest competitors
are no competition at all. Write to us for the full test
reports or let your ears prove the point on your own
equipment.
The Agfa Superchrom comes at the top of arange of
tapes designed to get the best out of every cassette
deck on the market.
The Agfa Ferrocolor makes acompact portable
sound awhole lot bigger.
The Agfa Superferro bridges the gap between
European and Japanese decks— giving superb results
on most good quality decks and music centres.
The Agfa Carat is for Fe Cr settings, with the precise
balance between the top layer of chrome and the ferric
undercoat to get the best of both media.
And having made agreat range of cassettes, we
make them last. All components are manufactured at our
West German factory. So we can keep atight control on
quality.
They come in + 6versions, too.
Ask your Hi Fi dealer for the Agfa cassette that
gets more out of your system.
AGFA.-GEVAERT LTD, 27 GREAT WEST ROAD, BRENTFORD, MIDDLESEX.
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dictates of normal music signal, the — 3dB
upper-frequency response of our sample approaching 167 kHz. This is contrary to the
philosophy of Sony, whose STR-V5 — 3dB
upper- frequency response is a mild 58 kHz,
which is adequate in our book, even with very
fast output transistors. Slew rate limiting is
certainly not likely to occur on ordinary music
signal.
The ' ripple' content of the unweighted hum
and noise was alittle higher than we expected,
the detailed analysis of low-level signal (40 dB
below CAOP) revealing traces of hum/signal
IM effects, which could mar the congruity of
background ambience. Without filtering, the
response is virtually to DC, which ensures
minimal squarewave tilt, while the extended
upper- frequency holds the rise- time to the
2ps mark, the net results being the least
phase shift and hence acceptable group
delay. Filters of minimal slope rate can be
switched in to curtail both the lower and
upper responses; but it was considered that
the HF filter took effect too early and the LF
one a shade too late.
We were pleased to note that the distortion
falls below the noise floor with decreasing
output, and that the high output harmonic
distortion consisted of — 73 dB 2nd and
—75 dB 3rd harmonic only—all other harmonics being below noise. At the low output,
2nd harmonic predominated.
On the FM side the absolute sensitivity was
close to theoretical maximum into 75 ohms;
but for the UK market a 75- ohm unbalanced
aerial input should certainly be fitted. The
sample was equipped only with 300- ohm
balanced input terminals, making it necessary
to use a ' balun' transformer to conduct our
measurements or, indeed, to use the receiver
properly on aUK aerial system. The FM section was proved to have good immunity against
early RF overload effects, with good capture
ratio and sharp selectivity ( corresponding to
about 75 dB IHF alternate channel).
As already noted, sharp selectivity can
encourage peak deviation distortion, which
is one reason why the FM distortion yield of
the HK is greater than that of the marginally
less selective ( overall) Sony. Another reason
is that the HK lets through more pilot-tone
than the Sony; but remember that relative to
full 1kHz modulation about 9dB can be
added to all the pilot- tone ratios.
On the other hand, the HK has an outstanding stereo frequency response, going from
20 Hz to above 15 kHz within 0.5 dB, both
channels accurately matched, which is better
than the Sony. Note that the separation shows
harmonics and all non- speaking channel
spuriae, which is valid, for after all the ear is
wide open to all crosstalk rubbish, especially
harmonics. On this basis, therefore, the
separation at almost 40 dB at the important
frequencies is acceptable.
Dynamic range of the signal meter is restricted ( a common failing), and the alignment of the local oscillator could have been
better midband.
The tuning meter is arranged to indicate not
only signal strength but also quieting and
multi- path interference. The point of accurate
tuning is indicated by the glowing of a small
light at the top of the cursor. FM scale length
is about 250 mm and calibration is in 200 kHz
intervals; tuning is precise, aided by flywheel
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inertia. Other features include FM muting of
adjustable level by a rear preset, front switch
change to 25 /Is de- emphasis ( for FM Dolby
—not in the UK) and light- indicated push buttons. Inputs are available for pickup and
auxiliary, and there is MW AM taking signal
from a rear swivelable ferrite rod aerial. Buttons operate loudness, tone control defeat,
loudspeaker pairs 1 and 2, two tape circuits
with dubbing switching either way, and a
headphone jack.
Scale section is large and white- backed,
fascia ' brushed aluminium' styling, and the
sample was enclosed by metal of dark colour
finish. All- in-all an impressive looking receiver with a performance closely matching
its published specifications. A twin power
supply is also used.
In audition the results were on par with the

SONY STR-V5
This almost 90+90 watt power packer is
even more massive than the HK, turning the
scales at 20 kg and having dimensions of
525 x195 x450 mm. Features are about on par
with those of the HK, but there are three meters
at the top- left of the fascia in contrast to the
solitary SMQ meter of the HK.
For FM tuning acentre- zero meter is adopted. One of the other meters serves to indicate
signal strength in one mode and the power
output of the right channel in asecond mode,
selectable by afront press- switch. The third
meter shows the power output of the left
channel. The dynamic range of the signal
strength meter is alittle in advance of that of
the HK, giving a useful indication before
saturation up to about 400
For power the meters are calibrated up to
200W into 8- ohm loads, and they have an
essentially logarithmic response which provides adynamic range around 40 dB, with the
first useful indication being 0.03 W. The
average power in the listening room rarely
rises much above 1W, the meters then indicating about one-third of full-scale. Some
people place agreater value on power meters
than others; frankly, I regard them as unnecessary gimmicks. One can usually deter-

design philosophy and lab results. The full
60 + 60 watts could be utilised without the receiver sounding as though it was being hard
pushed. The sound was outstandingly smooth
and transients remarkably well defined. We
had little use for the high filter or loudness,
but preferred operation with the low filter
active!
The FM section was highly sensitive, picking up distant transmissions without difficulty
under suitable conditions and with a directional aerial array. We were particularly
pleased with the low FM noise floor, and even
on stereo signals of only moderate strength
the noise was not obtrusive. This is certainly
one of the best HK receivers that Ihave so far
had the pleasure of testing, the amplifier section of which is a good reflection of the hi-fi
thoughts of Matti Otala.

mine audibly whether a power amplifier is
running into peak clipping without meter verification, which is not at all reliable, anyway,
on fast- occurring transients.
FM scale length is about 370 mm and the
FM calibration is in 200 kHz intervals. Calibration accuracy was high at 95 MHz, within the
read-out definition of the cursor, and the
mechanism of the sample was very smooth,
precise and fly- wheel assisted. We found
that the least FM distortion occurred when
the tuning meter was dead on centre zero.
We were also pleased to find FM aerial inputs
(terminals) for both the British 75 ohms unbalanced ( coaxial cable) requirement and the
American/European 300 ohms balanced requirement. The 75- ohm input accurately
matched our generator pad.
As with the HK, the receiver is equipped
with AM MW only, taking signal from a fully
swivelable rear ferrite rod aerial ( it must be
said, though, that there is acase in the UK for
AM LW now that the Radio 4 frequency has
been changed).
The ' brushed aluminium' style fascia is
well laid out. The tuning scale runs along
the whole length, the three meters ' balance'
against two large knobs for tuning and volume
above the scale, while arow of smaller knobs
and lever- type switches resides below the
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Introducing Memorex MRX3
the brand new tape that's shattered me
it gives higher highs and lower lows
so more than ever no one knows
is it MRX3, or is it
meeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
*
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4

(

•

g

The new MRX3 Oxide is the best cassette Memorex
have ever made.
MRX3 Oxide is the new high energy ferric Oxide particle
that gives you the following improvements in sound
reproduction.
You get brighter highs and richer lows: higher output at
saturation, specifically a3.0 dB improvement over MRX2
Oxide at high frequency maximum out ut level and a3.0 dB
boost at low frequencies.
You get less distortion: 4.0 d
less distortion than MRX2 Oxide.
And you get awide dynamic
range for crystal clear recording:
the most important indication of
tape quality. Boosted MOL and low
noise level give you an excellent
signal to noise ratio and a2.5 dB
improvement in dynamic range
over MRX2 Oxide.
New MRX3 Oxide.
Sound reproduction so true that now,
more than ever, we can ask...

Is it live, or is it Memorex?
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scale. The volume control has soft detent
positions corresponding to calibration lines
and numbers, the operation being very smooth
and precise. The bass and treble controls are
also calibrated against detent positions, but
there is no tone control defeat switch as such,
though the centre positions of the controls
are labelled ' defeat'.
As with the HK, filters of minimal slope rate
are used for LF and HF, the first coming in at
a little too high a frequency and the second
rolling- off around 10 kHz, which is a good
value. Inputs are available for magnetic pickup and auxiliary source, and sockets and
switching are included for two tape circuits
with dubbing either way. It is also possible
to connect two pairs of loudspeakers A and
B, and operate A, B or A+B. There is also
an ' off' position on the switch allowing private
headphone listening, for which ajack socket
is conveniently sited at the bottom left-hand
corner of the front panel. An FM interstation
muting switch is also included.
To our 1% distortion datum the amplifier
was capable of 90+90 W, with 0.25 dB headroom at 1kHz. Distortion at 1dB below
CAOP was a trifle below that of the HK,
owing possibly to the use of more NFB, but
with reducing power the distortion fell virtually into the noise base (- 90 dB) of the spectrum analyser. Into the difficult reactive load
the CCIF IM distortion was higher than that
of the HK for the same peak output of the
composite signal. The amplifier section appeared to be marginally more affected by
load impedance than the HK. On the other
hand, the Sony had the edge on the HK in
terms of residual ripple; but, curiously, the
CCIR/ARM-weighted S/N ratios were not to
the HK standard. The high output harmonic
distortion, incidentally, was essentially 2ndharmonic at — 80 dB.
The FM performance was remarkably close
to that of the HK, though the HK scored on
RFIM and the Sony on repeat spot. Overall,
the selectivity of the Sony was marginally less
sharp than that of the HK and, possibly as a
consequence, the FM distortion was lower,
as shown by the spectrogram. This also
reveals that the Sony has about 16 dB better
pilot-tone suppression and alittle less 150 Hz
ripple.
On the other hand, as the result of the
better pilot- tone suppression, the Sony shows
a distinct droop in upper-frequency response
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starting before 10 kHz, the two channels
matching in this and other respects. Stereo
separation ( including spuriae and harmonics)
was a few dB better on the Sony, and the
crosstalk failed to match over the two channels as well as the HK, though these aspects
are of minimal subjective importance. The
CCIR/ARM FM S/N ratios could certainly be
better, particuarly the stereo one, which is
some 6dB worse than the HK.
The receiver calls for plenty of shelf space
of robustness to withstand the 20 kg weight!
It is an attractive receiver, nevertheless, the
aesthetics being enhanced so far as some
people are concerned by the polished surrounds to the meters, tuning scale and control
knobs. The sample was metal encased, but
because thé fascia has side overhang, wooden
side pieces could probably be fitted if more
of afurniture appearance is required.

Performance audio-wise was virtually on
par with the HK, though after very critical
listening the general impression was that the
HK had the edge on precise transient detail,
while the Sony seemed to give a more coherent rendering of low-level ambience.
On FM the RF performances of the two
models were very similar, but on moderate to
weak stereo signals the HK was better—
albeit, by critical judgement! At high reproducing levels the lower noise floor of the HP(
could be detected on stereo.
The AM section was not tested in detail;
but it was compared with the results of the
other models and, frankly, there was little to
choose between any of them. The AM addition to receivers of the calibre of the models
under review can be regarded merely as a
convenience—certainly not hi-fi, no matter
how well the electronics are engineered.

PIONEER SX-790

other models, two tape machines are catered
for with separate monitoring switches and
with DIN socket duplication on circuit 2 ( all
the other rear signal sockets are RCA ' phono'
type). The loudspeaker cables are tightly
clamped to rear spring- loaded terminals, and
separate aerial inputs are provided for 75ohm unbalanced FM feeder and 300- ohm
balanced twin feeder, each giving an acceptable, low-voltage standing- wave ratio match
to the appropriate source impedance. It is
also noteworthy that a British-type coaxial
socket is fitted for 75- ohm unbalanced feeder
(a pity more manufacturers do not follow
suit).
The receiver, like the other models, carries
AM MW which derives signal from a rear,
fully swivelable ferrite rod aerial ( in spite of
the recent wavelength change we have not
encountered many receivers so far with the
addition of AM LW). An attractive feature is
the black- backed tuning scale and meters
which are nicely contrasted against the ' silvery' fascia. FM scale length is approximately
250 mm and the calibration is in 200 kHz
intervals. The tuning mechanism runs very
smoothly with no sign of bearing play and,
assisted by the inertia of a fly- wheel, it is
almost possible to spin the tuning from one

This Is the ' baby' of the trio ( relatively
speaking, that is!). It is still a powerful
receiver, having aFTC rating of 45+45W ( both
channels driving into 8- ohm resistive loads
with no more than 0.05% harmonic distortion
at any frequency over 20 Hz-20 kHz). To our
CAOP threshold we raised 50+50 W, which
is about 1.8 dB below the Sony and 1.2 dB
below the HK. We obtained 0.25 dB more
urge at 1kHz, so that the machine exhibits a
clipping headroom of similar order to that of
the other models.
The lower power is reflected in smaller size
and weight, approximate dimensions being
480x 140x 320 mm ( WHD) and weight an unpacked 11.5 kg. The receiver is almost as well
equipped as the other models, and includes
loudspeaker circuits A and B with pressbutton switching to provide A, B or A+B.
With both buttons released both speaker
pairs are disconnected, allowing private headphone listening, for which a jack socket is
located at the bottom left-hand corner of the
'brushed aluminium' style fascia.
There is also alow filter with turnover about
15-20 Hz and 6dB/octave ( barely fast enough)
rate, but no high filter. However, as with the
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How to recognise a
BM Loudspeaker Centre
at 25 yards
Loudspeaker
Centre
e

B&W B&W

Loudspeaker
Loudspeaker
Centre
cre, Centre
e

(lEg&W)
Loudspeaker
Centre
ce
AIL 11111111.

Your first recognition point may well be
the new blue and yellow window sticker.
And once you step inside, we think you'll
begin to appreciate why we invited that
particular retailer to become aB&W
Loudspeaker Centre. Probably its the
kind of hi-fi shop you would prefer to
deal with anyway; undoubtedly it is one
with agood reputation to maintain.
Actually, there are now marginally
fewer B&W appointed dealers, but they
offer more facilities, in greater depth:
larger stocks, enhanced demonstration
facilities, truly specialised installation and
after-sales service. All this adds up to a
better and quicker service to you, the
present or future owner of apair of
B&W speakers.

4e 4*,ee
B&W Loudspeakers
B&W Loudspeakers ( UK Sales) Ltd
Meadow Road,Worthing, West Sussex BN1i2RX
Tel. ( 0903) 205303

Have you heard the unique demo
Live yRecorded Sound?
Literally thousands have now heard B&W's
George Hooley play tapes of himself playing the
clarinet and playing his instrument live. It's a
demonstration that promises a
unique opportunity to
compare recorded sound
as reproduced by B&W
speakers with its live source.
We'll be doing this again
(with some new twists) at
Harrogate in August. And if
you won't be there, you
can still go along to
your nearest B&W
Loudspeaker
Centre to
ask for a
demonstration.

JIDE TO B&W LOUDSPEAKER CENTRES IN THE UK
AVON Bath Milsom & Son
Paul Green Hi Fi
Bristol Radford Hi Fi
BEDFORDSHIRE Biggleswade H&H
Domestic Supplies
Kempston Bedford Audio Supplies
BERKSHIRE Reading Reading Cassert ,,
HrEi Centre
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Hughes Hi- F
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Audio
Peterborough

High Wycombe
Cambridge University
Consultants

CHESHIRE Chester Newdawn Hi-Fr
Wilmslow Swill
CLEVELAND Middlesbough Boro
',is McKenna & Brown Gilson Audio
Redcar McKenna & Brown
Stockton-on-Tees McKenna & Brown
West Hartlepool Regent Studios
CORNWALL Cambome Camborne
Audio Centre

MIDLANDS Birmingham Five-Ways
High Fidelity Forum Hi Fi Norman H Field
Bromsgrove Downing & Davis
Coventry Forum Hi Fi
Stourbridge Downing & Davis
Wolverhampton Milwards
NORFOLK Great Yarmouth Martin's
Electronic Centre
King's Lynn Martin's Electronic Centre
Norwich Martin's Electronic Centre
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE Kettering
Sound Quality
Northampton 11G Rapkin Richard Reeves
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE Attenborough
John Kii
Mansfield Syd Booth
Nottingham Nick Dakin Peter Anson
OXFORDSHIRE
SHROPSHIRE

Oxford Horn's
Shrewsbury Avon Hi Fi

Hush
Very quietly,
and without fuss,
we wish to announce
the birth of
another SUBJECTIVE AUDIO
in fact its

SOMERSET Somerton Watts Radio
Yeovil , eovil Audio

Subjective A tulio
(North)
1st MAY, 1979
Tony Blackburn will not be opening the
proceedings on the 1st day.

Loudspeaker
Centre

Loudspeaker
Centre4

Immunimmor
CUMBRIA Barrow-in-Fumess Searle
Audio Service
Carlisle G D & M Dunglinson
W hi tehaven H LElliott
DERBYSHIRE

Chesterfield HiFi Habitat

DEVON Exeter Exon Audio Peter Scott
Plymouth Peter Russell's Hi Fi Attic
Torquay Richlow Electronics
DORSET

Christchurch H ATV

DURHAM Darlington Gilson Audio
McKpnna & Brown
Durham Musicore
ESSEX Chelmsford Cantelec Hi Fi
Colchester KACheeseman
Hadleigh Essex Hi Fi Centre
Ilford NuSound
Rayleigh Rayleigh Hi Fi
HAMPSHIRE Bournemouth Direct Vision
Chandlers Ford Hampshire Audio
Farnborough Hemmings Hi Fi Centre
HERTFORDSHIRE Harpenden Studio 99
Hitchin The Record Shop
St Albans David Payne
Stevenage Anglia Sound & Vision
Watford KJ Leisuresound
HUMBERSIDE Gdmsby G EManderS
Hull A- Z Radio
KENT Ashford Photocraft
Be xI
eyheath Whomes
Canterbury Ricemans Westgate Hi Fi
Dover Ihe Hi Fi Shop
Maidstone Maidstone Hi Fi
Margate Longplayer Hi Fi
Tonbridge Standen's
Tunbridge Wells Geulden& Curry
Welling HC&CCoppins

STAFFORDSHIRE Burton-on-Trent
W TParker
Newcastle-under-Lyne Clement Wain
Stafford Tom Reekiit
Stoke-on-Trent Hi li Studio
SUFFOLK

Lowestoft John Wells

SURREY Croydon Spalding Electrical
Epsom Oakey 8. Lee
Farnham Lloyd& Keyworth
Kingston Surbiton Park Radio
Red hill Tru-Fi Sound & Vision
SUSSEX Brighton Brighton Cassette
& Hi F Centre
Bognor Regle Sports& Radio
Eastbourne CompleteAudio Systems
East Grinsteed John Rees HiFi
St Leonards Complete Audio SyStems
Worthing Bowers& Wilkins
TYNE & WEAR Gateshead-on-Tyne
intone Audio
Newcastle-on-Tyne HiFi Opportunities
G Windows
Sunderland Saxons

LINCOLNSHIRE Boston Addis
Lincoln Eastern Tapes
LONDON AREA Eli Myers Audio
EC4 KJ Leisuresound
NI Canonbury Radio
N7 Bartlett's TV & Audio
NW6 Studio 99
SW19 M O'Brien Vision Sound
W1 KJ Leisuresound Lion House
Telesonic Ltd
W2 NuSound H LSmith
WC1 Imhof's NuSound
WC2 REW Audio Visual
Harrow KJ Leisuresound
Harrow- on- the-Hill London Sound
Uxbridge
JLeisuresound
Wood Green Goodwin's
MANCHESTER AREA
Manchester
Rochdale
Stock port
Urmston L

Free Entre cartridges will not be shelled out
like peas.
Bob Stuart and
Julian Verreker will not be duelling with matched
pre amplifiers ( more's the pity)
Et - Boring - Cetera.
However, unhurried peaceful demonstrations of
what we consider to be the finest equipment
available, WILL BE carried out in astudio
designed to duplicate standard listening
conditions, as much as possible.

Consultation
Installation
Exportation

WORCESTERSHIRE Worcester
Johnsons Sound Service
YORKSHIRE Barnsley Barnsley
HER Centre
Bradford Erricks HiFi
Doncaster Tom Jaques
Halifax Tape Recorder Centre
Holmfirth Frank Platt
Huddersfield Huddersfield Hi Fi Centre
Leeds Audio Protects
Sheffield Micron Audio
York Multisound Hi Fi

SCOTLAND
Aberdeen Holburn Hi Fi
Ayr Vernal Audio Visual
Dumfries Jardine& MalcOIM
Edinburgh Audio Aids HiFi Corner
Falkirk Russell Hi Fi
Forres JM Younie
Fraserburgh Murray Mackie
Glasgow Eric Hamilton Talisman Hi-fi
Kilmarnock Vennal Audio Visual
Motherwell En/S0f1S
Paisley John McLachlan
Perth Concorde Hi-Fi Centre

Altrincham

WALES
Cardiff
Milford Haven Milford Audio Centre
Newport Hi Fi Western

So it's;

Demonstration

WILTSHIRE Melksham PR Sounds
Swindon Duck, Son& Pinker

LANCASHIRE Blackpool FBenfell
Chorley Monitor Sound Hi Fi Studio
Warrington Cobalt Hi Fi
LEICESTERSHIRE Leicester
Eastwood Television Forum Hi Fi Centre

V. N. Singhania will not be acting as customer
relations officers.

Experience
Courtesy
Fun—the
point of the whole exercise
7days aweek, by appointment—
aservice second to none
is available to YOU
at two Subjective Audio Studios;

Subjective Audio

Subjective Audio (North)

6Windsor Road,
Palmers Green,
London N13 England.
01.886 7289

"The Old School"
St Anses Lane,
Godmanchester, Near Huntingdon,
Cambs, England

end oí the scale to the other with a single
spin cf the knob.
For FM tuning there is asingle meter of the
centre- zero variety. From centre to the right
this also indicates relative AM signal strength;
but there is no meter for relative FM signal
strength. However, there are two more meters
which have the dubious merit of indicating
power separately of the left and right amplifier channels. Like the power meters of the
Sony, they read logarithmically over a range
of — 40 to + 3dB (0dB = 50 W into 8ohms)
and hence provide a first indication (also
marked) of 0.01 W and a maximum indication
of 100 W. Like all such meters, however, they
fail to reveal fast- occurring transient peaks
and thus do not really tell whether the ampli:
fiers are kicking into peak overload on wide
dynamic range music. It is unlikely under
normal domestic conditions whether the
meters would kick above about 10 WI Both
meters are always in circuit and, unlike the
Sony, it is not possible to switch one to read
FM signal strength.
The receiver is equipped with all the basic
functions, such as bass and treble controls,
loudness switching, FM muting, etc, and in
addition to the two tape monitoring (and recording) circuits, the function switch has
positions for magnetic PU and auxiliary
source ( which also switches AM and FM).
Undoubtedly to satisfy those (curious!) peo-

reason why the 19 kHz signal on the spectrogram is the lowest level of all machines. The
spectrogram, nevertheless, reveals a fair
degree of IM distortion around the pilot- tone;
but the 2nd- harmonic of the drive signal is
well tamed at — 63 dB. The ripple levels,
though, were slightly higher than those of
the other models, though not subjectively
obtrusive.
In spite of the pilot- tone cancelling IC, the
upper-frequency response ( pen- graph) tended to start a minimal roll- off just after 10 kHz,
although the response was reasonably well
maintained to 19 kHz. Stereo separation was
perfectly acceptable based on our mode of
measurement.
On the amplifier side, the harmonic distortion at 1dB below CAOP was remarkably low,
being just atrace of 3rd- harmonic, and there
was no tendency for this to rise with decreasing power output. The CCIF IM distortion,
too, was highly acceptable driving into our
'difficult' load, thls being little more than
0.03% (all products RMS-added) with 20 V peak
composition signal across the load (a power
expression cannot be given for this as it
takes account of the power factor of the reactive load!)
An extra word or two about the CCIF
measurement would not be amiss. The voltage given aside the distortion value refers
to the peak of the two-tone composition signal
envelope—which is the sort of peak signal
that a loudspeaker would receive. The peak
voltages given in the lab results could, of
course, be exceeded, with a rise in distortion
—slow at first then accelerating. Hence the
voltages shown should be regarded as minimal values only. It would be possible to peak
at higher voltages on music signal without
obtrusive distortion; but, it must be faced,
peak music voltages exceeding 20 V are rarely,
if ever, applied to loudspeakers in adomestic
environment! Just how much power this is
equivalent to depends on the impedance of
the loudspeakers at the frequencies involved,
the reactive phase- angle and hence the equivalent power factor. It is by far better to look
at loudspeaker inputs ( and hence amplifier
outputs) in terms of voltage rather than assumed ' power'.
We were also delighted to measure remarkably good amplifier S/N ratios on this receiver, which had the edge on those of the

ple who regard tone controls as distortion
sources, the centre positions of the bass and
treble controls are narked ' off', the maker's
instructions indicating that in these positions
the tone control circuits are, in fact, defeated.
Some other designs, such as the Quad 33,
have aseparate switch for this purpose (tone
defeat); but, as mentioned earlier, the Sony
has also opted for the tone control centreposition ' defeat' arrangement.
The lab results show tnat the FM section
does not on all counts reach the high values
of the other two more expensive creations.
Absolute sensitivity is about 2.3 dB less ( but
would barely be noted by the normal user),
the — 1dB limiting takes a trifle more signal
to happen (again, marginal), and the RFIM
and repeat spot values reveal the possibility
of front-end ' overload' ( but :it must be stressed,
only in difficult signal areas close to powerful
stations). The indicated ' average' of the
RFIM was pulled back by one of the two measured sidebands being poor. The higher
sideband response at 96 MHz was far less
troublesome.
Capture ratio and selectivity are not too
different from those of the other models. The
1mV S/N ratios were very good, on par with
those of the HK; we were also happy to note
only minimal FM alignment error mid- band.
The stereo decoder section contains a19 kHz
pilot- tone auto- canceller IC, which is one
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more costly models. Pioneer have certainly
focused their design on low noise, both FM
and audio.
Relative to the other models, the FM frontend is offset by the use of only two variabletuned circuits up to the mixer (three- gang
capacitor); but the design incorporates Darlington power ICs and includes asmart, darkwood cabinet, yielding avery pleasant 'finished'
appearance.
Centre- zero FM tuning corresponded to the
least distortion and the best stereo separation, so during the subsequent auditioning
tests the FM signals ( both off- air and labderived) were tuned accurately to the deadcentre position.
Audio performance on test tapes and discs
showed little difference on the whole from
that of the other two models- but with transients and high- frequency definition possibly
being closer to the Sony than the HK, while
low-level ambience better matched the HK.
The power ' limitation' of the Pioneer was not
noticed up to 96 dBA peak reproducing levels
in our listening rooms using IMF and Tannoy
loudspeakers.
Neither was the smaller absolute FM sensitivity found to be of any significance. In fact,
with the Pioneer a marginally better dynamic
range was thought to have been achieved in
stereo on lowish level signals than the Sony,
whose absolute sensitivity is higher but
whose S/N ratio is not as good.

Conclusions
The most impressive receiver is undoubtedly the Sony ( in terms of appearance, that
is). A much more ' domestic' appearance,
though, is reflected by the Pioneer, especially
with its wooden cabinet and more conventional fascia, assisted by the black- backed
scale section.
In absolutely ultimate ' musical' results the
general impression was that the HK scored
just that little bit higher on both audio and
FM. This, too, is quite a reasonable looking
receiver, the light-coloured scale section rendering it ' different' from the general convention.
The power meters of the Sony and Pioneer
are marginal extras that have to be paid for,
and while it may be interesting to some people
to see meters working when a programme is
playing, the precise ' value' of such indication
is debatable-to my mind they are of dubious
value. It is often useful to have some indication of tuned FM signal strength, but while
both the Sony and the HK provide such
metering, the dynamic range of the meters
employed is essentially inadequate. Like the
power meters, they should be logarithmic.
The Pioneer is less suitable for difficult
reception areas than the other two models,
particularly in areas of very high signal
field, with the HK having the edge on the Sony
in this respect. But to be perfectly realistic, in
the vast majority of reception areas even the
Pioneer would be found to give adequate
performance without evoking spuriae as the
result of front-end overload.
All models have almost the same facilities
and features: all have AM MW- only, two tape
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THREE HI-FI RECEIVERS-GROUP TEST LAB RESULTS
FM SECTION
Parameter
Absolute sensitivity for 30 dB quieting mono ( p.V):
Input for 50 dB quieting mono/stereo
(µV):
Limiting - 1dB ( µV):
RFIM ay. both sidebands ( mV):
Repeat spot ( mV):
Capture ( mV):
Selectivity ( kHz) 100 µV wanted
50 mV: interfering
1mV: interfering
S/N 1mV input mono/stereo (dB):
AM rejection ratio ( dB):
Distortion and hum ( spectrogram)
Freq. response/sep. ( pen-graph)
Recording output ( mV):
Signal meter range ( µV):
Tuning alignment error 95 MHz

Harman Kardon HK-670

Sony STR V5

Pioneer SX 790

1

1

1.3

3/31

2.5/31

2.5/32

1
7
30
1.25

1
5.75
35
1.25

1.4
2.0
5.2
1.25

+364 - 344
+225 - 270
77.5/72
48
1A
1B
850
2-150*
+148 kHz

+339 - 382 + 339 - 392
+245 - 291 + 241 - 287
69/66
77.5/73
55
47
2A
3A
2B
3B
500
450
4-200•• 0
+ 60

Notes
Measurements made at recording output. Noise weighting CCIR/ARM. Modulation level 67.5 kHz deviation except for frequency response and stereo separation ( approximately 20% modulation at 1kHz).
FM aerial source impedance 75 ohms unbalanced. AM level for AM rejection 30% modulation.
•Meter also indicates multipath interference.
"• Meter can be switched to indicate power output Into 8ohms.

THREE HI-FI RECEIVERS- GROUP TEST LAB RESULTS
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Parameter
CAOP" 8ohms 20 Hz-20 kHz ( W):
Clipping headroom see text ( dB):
Harmonic dist. 1kHz 8ohms (%)
CAOP - 1dB:
250 mW:
CCIF IM dist.••ZL*•*(Vp/%):
Sensit. 1kHz ( mV)
Aux:
PU:
Max. i/p 1kHz 1% dist. ( mV)
Aux:
PU:
Freq. response 1W - 3dB aux.:
Slewing factor ( see text):
S/N ref. 1W o/p•m(dB)
Aux. ref. 1V input:
PU ref. 10 mV input:
Hum and noise v/c min. ( mV):
40 Hz damping factor:
Filters cut-off freq./slope
LF ( Hz/dB per octave)
HF ( kHz/dB per octave)
Deviation from RIAA PU ( dB):
Stereo separation 1kHz PU ( dB)••••
Offset L/R ( mV):
Price ( inc. VAT)
Distributor

Harman Kardon HK-670 Sony STR V5
66+66
0.2
0.027
0.005
25/0.045
130
21 (47 k)
>10,000
250
2Hz-167 kHz
>5

Pioneer SX-790

90+90
0.25

50+50
0.25

0.01
<0.003
25/0.14

0.0056
< 0.003
20/0.032

130
2 (50 k)

165
2.4 (50 k)

>10,000 > 10,000
200
200
2.7 Hz-58 kHz
3Hz-68 kHz
>5
>5

75.5
72.5
0.95
50

71.5
67.0
0.5
50

79.5
77.5
0.33
57

18.5/6
3.8/6
±0.5
57.5
2.2/14
£499.00
Harman UK Ltd,
St. John's Road,
Tyler's Green,
High Wycombe,
Bucks. HP10 8HR.

47/6
10/6

19 Hz/6

±05
± 0.3
41.0
see
1.2/1.3
5.1 /7.3
£369.00 £274.00
Sony ( UK) Ltd, Pioneer High
134 Regent St,
Fidelity ( GB) Ltd,
London W1.
Shriro House,
The Ridgeway,
leer, Bucks. SLO 9JL.

•Continuous Average Output Power both channels driven to 1% distortion.
" Z1, is reactive load of approx. 5ohms modulus of impedance and 60 degrees phase angle at test
frequency.
***Vector sum of 2nd and upper and lower 3rd-order products.
•••• Volume control adjusted for required output with 1V input at aux. or 10 mV input at PU; noise
weighting CCIR/ARM.

circuits with monitor switching for each
(though the Pioneer does not have a front
inter- dubbing switch), switching for two pairs
of loudspeakers, headphone sockets, ordinary
tone controlling, filters ( low only on the
Pioneer), etc.
All models, too, use state- of- art circuitry,
though on critical examination it would seem
that the HK design reflects current observations with respect to amplifier ' requirement'
a shade more closely than the other two
models. However, the ' requirements' can be
achieved in more than one way, so the other

models cannot be unduly belittled in this
respect. Our tests indicated that no model
would be likely to yield TID, for example, on
ordinary music signal, even though the HK
design Is advertised to indicate the merit of
the amplifier section in this respect ( as well
as in other respects- see p. 143).
All in all, then, a healthy collection of topflight receivers whose choice really resolves
to how much you can spend and absolute
power requirements-and on the nth- degree
'value' placed on one or two additional
facilities.•
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Dealer

Your

Dealer

LONDON AREA

CROYDON'S
TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRE
AH leading makes in stock, Hi Fi equipment,
cabinets, etc.

SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,
352354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON. CRO TAF
Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

Your

HAMPSHIRE

Dealer
WEST SUSSEX

• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm

• Direct cut discs

In Approved agents: Aiwa, AKG, AR, B & W, Beyer, Celef,
Celestion, DBX, FR, Fons, Gale, Grace, Harbeth, H- K.
IMF, JRI49, KEF, Linn-Sondek, Micro-Seiki, Mission,
Nakamichi, Neal, Ortofon, Pioneer, QED, QUAD,
RAM, Revox ' B', Rogers, Setton, SMC, SME, Spendor,
Sony, Stanton, Stan, Sugden, Supex, Tandberg, Tangent,
Tannoy, Teac, Technics, Trio, TVA, Yamaha and others,

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel: 2827 or 65232

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here
(BOWERS

e WILKINS)

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road • Taft thing 6414•1

KENT

Established 1910

H. L. SMITH
& CO. LTD.
Comprehensive stock of equipment
at competitive prices
National Panasonic and Technics
287-9 Edgware Road
London W2 1BE Tel: 01-723 5891

SOUNDS SUPREME
CONFUSED?
guidance, and
after -sales service consult

For qualified advice and
professional

the specialists:

Agents for:

Yamaha,

JVC,

Monitor

KEF,

Lux,

Strathearn,

Audio, Videotone,

Sansui, Trio, Nightingale

and many others

136 PORTLAND ROAD,
HOVE, SUSSEX

AbefflceOKLATM)
7WATLING ST GILLTAM
E W
542068
JOHN HADAWAY. TENG (CE iFSERT. MAES

Telephone: Brighton 723399

YORKSHIRE
OXFORDSHIRE

CHESHIRE

Lost in the

HENLEY-ON-THAMES

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST

jertk:e

Jungle?

Phone
WILMSLOW 526213
for an expert guide
to the territories of:
A & R, AIWA, ARISTON, AUDIOMASTER
B & W, CASTLE, CONNOISSEUR, DUAL,
DALESFORD, HITACHI, IMF, JR, JVC,
KEF, LINN, MICRO SEIKI, MICHELL,
MONITOR AUDIO, MARANTZ,
OPTONICA, PIONEER, RAM, ROTEL,
ROGERS, SUGDEN, STD, TANGENT,
TANNOY, THORENS, TRIO,
VIDEOTONE, WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA.

)

.SWIFT 5 Swan Street.
OF WILMSLOW Wilmslow. Cheshire

190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.

T.1.4163

Appointed Agent for

Bang & Olufsen,Revox,Tandberg,Sony,Teac.
Garrard, K.E.F., Leak, Lowther, Quad, Shure, Spendor,
Thorens, Wharfedale etc.
Closed Ip.m. Saturdays.

Dear Dalesford,
I'm told the ' in'
sound is D shaped.
Please tell me more
about your Dalesford D
speakers.
Name

SCOTLAND

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity

Address

To: Dalesford Loudspeakers Ltd
Calverley, Pudsey,
Yorkshire.

34 Northumberland Street,
Edinburgh

031 557

16 72

EAST SUSSEX
WEST

FOR SOUND SERVICE
Linn, Naim, Meridian, TVA, Revox, Nytech,
ECC, Nightingale, Dahlquist, A & R, Neal,
Ferrograph, Pioneer, Sansui, Entré, Coral,
Dual, Thorens, MA, Celef, Chartwell, Ram,
Audiomaster, Sigma, Harbeth, Lentek, HK,
Micro, Rega and Castle, Etc.
1. 3 Years parts
and labour
guaranteed.
2. Late
night
demos. 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m.

MIDLANDS

BIRMINGHAM

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY
A.R., Armstrong Cambridge, Dual, KEF, LNB,
Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui,
Tandberg, Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator
demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales
service.
Finance available.
Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00.
12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM 15.
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

MILLWARDS
Telephone: 23980
SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON

JEFFRIES HI-FI
4 Albert Parade, Green Street,
Eastbourne.
Tel: 0323 31336
A quality and service centre of the South- East
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FOR SOUND ADVICE
SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI-FI
WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG. SONAB, B& 0,
SONY, QUAD, MARANTZ,TANDBERG, LEAK,
etc.

001
11:11311
18RADFORD
ALL THE BEST
BRITISH HI- Fl
2 COMPARATORS—EXCHANGES
FOTOSONIC HOUSE
BRADFORD 22972
Give you a good dent

FOR FULL INFORMATION ON
ADVERTISING IN
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
Telephone:
ROGER DENNY, ADVERTISING MANAGER

01-686 2599

Readers' Problems
Examined by Crossover

Noisy Disc Surfaces
Dear Sir, Iam writing to you for some helpful
advice on the only too familiar problem of
surface noise on my records, which comes in
the form of hiss, pops, crackles, etc. My
present equipment consists of: Pioneer
PL 115D deck with Ortofon FF15E cartridge,

ordered and despatched to a wholesaler's
warehouse, where it will be retained in stock

Hum Problem
Dear Sir, Ihave an annoying problem with my
stereo system similar to C. P., of Muswell Hill,
London, in your January 1979 issue. The
difference is that my hum is only present in
the right-hand channel, even though the deck
is nearer to the left. My system consists of a
Richard Allan amplifier, loudspeakers, and
tuner, linked to a Garrard SP25 Mk. 2 record
deck, and Ortofon cartridge.
The record deck is wall mounted on a
separate shelf from the speakers, but the hum
persists ( on records only). The system also
picks
up
short-wave
radio
interference
through the record deck. This is most
annoying, especially on quiet records.
H. B., Histon, Cambridge

for some indefinite period before an order for
its delivery to the store is received. Then the
retail shop could have the cell in stock for
months before it is purchased by acustomer.
Even if the recipient puts the cell immediately
into use, it may well have already stood
around for many months in a discharged
state.
My query is whether, in this initial stage of
the cell's life, has some slight damage
already been done to it; or, as it has not been
charged after manufacture, can it remain in a
discharged state indefinitely without deterioration or damage? I understand that once
charged these cells must be recharged
periodically to obtain peak efficiency and

Sony SR 3800 receiver and a pair of Mordaunt
Short Festivals. The problem occurs in
softer parts of the record and also between
tracks, not only on the older LPs but on new
releases as well. Ihad the stylus checked only
last week and it showed no signs of wear at all
and there were no signs of any marks or
scratches on the records, so Iam baffled as to
the cause of the problem. Incidentally, I
always use a velvet brush to clean a record
before and after it is played, and use the
Groove-Stat as well, but this does not make
any audible difference so Ieagerly await your
comments on the matter and perhaps you will
come up with a satisfactory solution.
D. A. L., Inverness

Intrusive hum problems are a persistent
nuisance, and suggesting remedies by letter is

durability.

G. E. B., Fareham, Hants

There is no overall completely reliable solution
to this problem, which is a matter of perennial
concern and numerous complaints to record
companies, etc. However, as you make no
reference to variations in the effect with discs

not easy. Firstly, unplug the record deck from
the amplifier. If hum continues, the amplifier is
faulty and will require skilled attention. If hum
is present only with deck connected, remove the
mains plug from record deck mains supply. If
the hum stops, reconnect without an earth to
the plug's third pin. Hum should then stop. If
hum continues, remove the headshell and ram a
ball of silver paper into the recess in the arm,
thus shorting all four connections together;
and hum should stop. If not, wiring in the record
deck is broken or faulty, probably under the arm
or on tag strip beneath. If there is no hum with
the silver paper in place, but hum is present with
the headshell fitted, the headshell wiring could
be faulty, or the cartridge earth for the right-hand
channel is suspect ( green wire). If wiring
proves to be all right, then the cartridge itself

As you say, nickel- cadmium batteries are used
extensively in a variety of portable electronic
equipment; but, firstly, you must decide whether

from different record companies ( which we
would certainly expect) we do wonder whether
there is some particular local factor which

the use of NicCad cells has any non- technical
merit. For example, there has been ashift away
from their use in photo- flash outfits (other than
high- power professional models), because if
they eventually discharge whilst in use the
operator is helpless until they can be recharged.
Their special virtue, in this case of high instantaneous current and, consequently, fast recyc-

aggravates the situation.
Two possibilities occur to us. Firstly, if your
house is centrally heated it could be that the local
environment is exceptionally dry, which would be
extremely unhelpful concerning static effects,
unwanted attraction of dust, etc. This sort
of thing is sometimes helped by the use of
humidifiers—even perhaps a local contrivance
near the record player comprising a sma
of water, an exposed soaking wet cloth in adish,
or something of the sort. Another point concerning your method of cleaning is that if your

ling, has to some extent now been lost
of thyristor DC/DC generators. In the automatics, energy recovery techniques are helpful.
So the easier way is simply to have a spare set
of cells on hand. Admittedly, the running costs
are higher, but in some instances this may not

may be faulty.
Your radio interference may arise from apoor
connection on the green ( earth) wire in the
record deck. If you cure the hum but radio signal
breakthrough continues, try some ferrite rings
(Q.E.D. sell these) and wrap the signal lead
from the record deck around one of these rings.
Use another ring for the mains lead. An
accessory pack (containing two rings) costs
£1.71.

Nickel- Cadmium Cells
Dear Sir, Assuming that a battery gives best
service when it is regularly charged and
discharged, would a nickel- cadmium cell be
any different in this respect before it is taken
into use?
This type of battery is sometimes fitted to
tape recorders, rechargeable calculators,
hi-fi units, shavers, etc, and Iunderstand is
usually received by the supplier in a discharged condition. My retailer told me ' This
is how they send them to me, so just take it
home and put it on charge overnight and all
will be well'.
It appears that after manufacture, the
appliance, with its discharged cell, might
remain in the factory until such time as it is

matter all that much.
If, however, you do decide that some of the
virtues of NicCads make them a tempting
alternative, we understand that their storage
capabiiities are excellent.
Preferably they
should be kept uncharged and in a stable
temperature between 10° and 20°C. Humidity,
ideally, should be low, around 50%. If these
conditions are satisfied, storage life is ' very
long'. Even so, if any deterioration occurs,
normally capacity will be fully restored after 3or
4cycles of charge and discharge.
You might be interested to know that the most
onerous usage of NicCads is in burglar alarms,
where they are on permanent trickle- charge,
usually outside in all weathers and, normally,
never get discharged. As a precaution, these
cells are usually changed every 12 months. Yet,
so we are told, there is every indication that after
a few cycles of charge and discharge, one can
anticipate afew more years of life exp ectancy in

velvet brush is never moistened in any way we
would expect it to have electrostatic charging
effects when used, even though it may remove
some larger particles of dust in the process. In
this connection we would advise that you
purchase a Watts Parastat Preener, keeping the
inner wick moist as instructed, and always
cleaning the whole disc surface at every playing.
This, coupled with the Watts Dust Bug ( which
should also have its pad moistened regularly
with the appropriate liquid), should keep the
problem at bay for all normal purposes.

What is ' Carfax'?
Dear Sir, Iknow what Ceefax' is, but what is
'Carfax'?

E. A., Frampton Cotterell,
near Bristol

Carfax is a radio broadcasting system
other uses.
proposed by the BBC to provide road and
The sealed construction of these cells
traffic information essentially for road users.
eliminates the need to add water or electrolyte
To receive these special transmissions a
and it is often said that, under certain conmotorist will require a small adaptor to be
ditions, the cell will operate on overcharge for a
connected to an existing car radio, or alternalong period. But in our experience it is advisable
tively a self-contained radio, plus Carfax
always to adhere to the correct charge rates, as
receiver. The facility is not available yet in the
NicCads today do not take kindly to repeated
UK.
overcharging or other abuse.
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Flow low
can you get?
Never before has such adeep and thrilling bass
been possible, with such low distortion, in such a
compact cabinet (18 3
4 6" x17 7
/
/
1
6" x21 1
/
8”).
A young Swedish electroacoustics engineer
applied aneglected law of physics and changed the
mechanical parameters of aspeaker system by
connecting aspeaker to an amplifier with very
peculiar output impedance characteristics—
The result, the
SUBWOOFER FREQUENCY RESPONSE
B2-50 Subwoofer.
Normally, to
achieve clarity at
frequencies
below 100-200Hz.
you would need
50 70 100 HO 200
enormous drive
units and huge
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loudspeakers (something like the size of atelephone
booth!) By adding the B2-50 you can extend the
response of your existing system down to 20Hz.
You get greatly reduced distortion (2% at 96dB SPL)
bass response is cleaner and lower than you've heard
before (20-200Hz. + OdB-3dB), you can add or ,
subtract damping at will and the performance is
virtually unaffected by temperature, humidity
and ageing.
You don't scrap your existing speakers—you
enhance them, matching their outputs perfectly by
sensitivity and crossover controls for the Subwoofer
and side systems.
The B2-50 Subwoofer is not to be confused with
motional feedback or boosted bass speakers:
Its principle, like its performance, is totally different.
We urge you to hear it for yourself and get so much
more out of your system. Send for the
technical leaflet and name of your
nearest Audio-Pro stockist.

audio pro

another first
from audio pro
rain» um mu muumuu um mum mu
To: Audio Pro (Hi-Fi) Ltd
Brook House, Crewe Road, Wheelock,
Sandbach, Cheshire.
Please send me details on the new Sub
Woofer and name of my nearest stockist.

Br
111
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I

ADDRESS
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i'gràltDHAMS
bring you the best from
Philips Pye

Over the past two decades, we at Fordhams have ste adily bu ilt up an
unparalleled reputation as exclusive Philips and Pye stockists and are
geared to supply virtually anything from the comprehensive ranges of
these two internationally renowned companies at special Mail Order
prices.

AMPLIFIERS & PRE- AMPS
Pye

A
8000 £ 139.95
A 12000 £ 167.75
RH
551 £ 115.00

Philips

RH
AH

Pye Model TAPC 6000
combines a 3- band
stereo receiver with
a superb HiFi
record player and
cassette recorder.
The price of

Pye

Philips

ONLY

includes a pair
of Pye 5775
loudspeakers.

Philips

£ 145.00
£ 159.95

TUNER -AMPLIFIERS/
RECEIVERS

£379.95

TA 4000 £ 134.75
TA 6000 £ 179.95
TA 8000 £229.95
TA 12000 £279.95
AH
683 £ 179.75
AH
684 £227.50
AH
686 £277.50
RB
740 £ 39.95
RH
741 £ 69.75
RH
743
E 99.95
AH
794 £ 179.50

T
AH
RH

8000
186
640

£ 139.95
£ 139.50
E 69.95

Pee
Philips

Pye
Philips

Pye Model 3533
Stereo Cassette Deck
Front- loading.
Hydraulically damped
eject system. Review
and cue facilities
for instantaneous
rewind/fast wind.
Long Life record/
playback, double
gap erase head.

,

GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
GA
AF
AF
AF
AF

5673
5877
209
214
222
227
312
418
427
437
677
777
877
977

£ 57.95
£ 124.95
£ 129.00
£ 19.95
£ 117.50
£ 39.75
E 79.75
£ 46.75
£ 47.50
£ 57.50
£ 74.75
E 79.95
£ 117.50
£ 174.75

Pye

3507
3537

£ 66.75
£ 127.50

N
N
N
N

2501
2515
2521
2534

E 59.75
E 72.75
£ 199.95
£ 119.95

N
N
N

2538
2543
2544

£ 139.95
£ 139.95
£ 139.95

REEL to REEL SLAVE
DECKS

£92.50

Philips

Philips

N
N

4512
4515

£ 189.00
£ 289.00

E 15.95
E 38.95

GP 422 Mk2

E 54.95

RH
RH
RH
AH
AH
AH
AH
AH
RH
RH
RH
RH
ER

5775
407
426
443
460
470
485
486
487
532
541
544
545
9205

E 39.95
£ 37.50
E 29.95
£ 22.50
E 14.75
£ 23.75
£ 37.95
E 55.50
E 66.00
£ 10550
E 94.75
£ 139.00
£ 595.00
£ 14.95

1600
1601
1604
1605
TAPC 6000
RH
953
AH
961
AH
963
AH
970
AH
979
AH
985
AH
990

£1
,
39.00
£ 139.75
£ 154.75
£ 219.00
£ 299.95 •
£ 199.95 •
£ 139.95
£ 199.95
£ 147.75
£ 189.95
£259.95 •
£ 124.75

AUDIO/STEREO SYSTEMS
Pye
Philips

CASSETTE SLAVE DECKS
Philips

GP 401 Mk2
GP 412 Mk2

MUSIC CENTRES
Pye

TURNTABLES
with cartridges

GP 400 Mk1 £ 11.95
GP 400 Mk2 £ 11.95

LOUDSPEAKERS singly

TUNERS
Pye
Philips

This
months
selection

SPECIAL PRICE

384
386

SUPER M CARTRIDGES
with styli

ZU
ZU
RH
RH
RH
RH
N

51
530
802
832
837
852
2415LS

£ 149.00'
£ 219.00
£ 104.95 •
£ 454.75
£219.00
E 99.95 •
£ 85.95

• Loudspeakers NOT included.

BOOKS
PYE BOOK of AUDIO £

0.95

Send 18p stamps for catalogues
and full price lists.
Showroom facilities at
43 Buttermarket. Ipswich. Suffolk
9Crouch Street, Colchester. Essex
141 High Street. Dovercourt. Essex

111M INIMMMIIIMINIMMIIIIIIIMIIMIMMIIMMIIMMI1
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To Fordhams Audio ft Hi Fi, 9Crouch Street. Colchester, CO3 3EN., Esse x.
Pi-ease send cheque/postal order made payable to Fordhams
Or complete your Barclaycard/Access number in the appropr.ate squares.

NAME

DELIVERY ADDRESS

MODELS REQUIRED

I

tBLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

MODEL No

MODEL N

II

MODEL No
MODEL No

BARCLAYCARD/ACCESS No

All goods new and guaranteed for 12 months
RegIstered No 750598

I

le

a1[0
%...

TOTAL
Pr.ceS Quoted above onclude VAT & carroage and O.Ilb• honoured to ,
60 days Iromo poohcahon date- sothect to Government VAT changes
0,de , w.th cOntodence Every order ack nowledged Goods despatched
Cluockly and ettoc.ently . n corog.nal boxes Garr.aga and onsuranc•
cOvered tor all deover.es on England Wales & Scotland

FORDHAMS
The Best From Philips & Pye

ffl

MN MI

11131

Mil MI MI le
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Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN

01-580 4632/4 lines

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE
RECEIVERS TUNER AMPS
Akai
AA1010
AA1115BL
AA1125
AA1134BL
AA1135
AA1150

..

Aiwa
AX7400
AX7600

£89.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Harman Kardon
330C
£116.50
jvC

P.O.A.

Marantz
2238BL
2226BL
1515L .
1530L •
1550L •
22388 .
2252B •
2265B .
2285B •
Pioneer
SX450 •
SX590 .
SX690 • .
LX690 •
SX850 •

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

• ..
• ..
• ..
• ..

Rotel
RX303
RX403
RX503
RX603
RX1603

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui
G401
£144.95
G301
£134.95
G6000 ..
P.O.A.
G7000 .. £387.95
6060 .. . £179.82
C)RX9001 .. £730.00
Sony
STR1800 £80.00
STR4800 £177.00
STR5800 .. £222.00
Technics ..
Yamaha

P.O.A.

Full range

AMPLIFIERS
Akai
AM2250
A M2350
AM2450
AM2600
AM2800
Amstrad
8000/111 •
2000/III ..
JVC
JAS11G
JAS22
JAS44
JAS55
JAS77
Marantz
1050 ..
1072 ..
1040 ..
1090 ..
1122DC
1152DC

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£25•50
.. £34.50

.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

• • P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
• . £72•95
• . P.O.A.
• • P.O.A.
. • P.O.A.

Nakamichi

P.O.A.

Pioneer
SA606 ..
SA706 ..
SA8500,11
SA9500 11

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rotel
RA413
RA214
RA314
RA414
RA714

.. £69.00
. P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

..
..
..
..

Sansui
AU117
AU217 .
AU317
AU517
AU 717
AU917

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Toshiba
SB220
SB420

180.10
£132.41

Technics ..
Yamaha
Denon

P.O.A.

Full range
•.

P.O.A.

TUNERS
Akal
AT2250L
AT2450L
AT2650

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Amstrad ..
3000/11

P.O.A.
£35.50

JVC
JTV11G
JTV22
JTV77

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Marantz
2100 .. •
2100L .
2120 .. •
2050L .. •
2110L .. •

.
•
•
•
•

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Nakamichi

P.O.A.

Pioneer
TX9500/11
TX606

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rotel
RT226
RT425
RT925 .
RT11324

P.O.A.
£74•95
£157•95
P.O.A.

Sansui
TU217 ..
TU517
TU717
TU9900

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Yamaha

Full range

Denon

P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Toshiba
SR F230..
SR F330

.. £51.95
.. £72.95

JVC

P.O.A.

Marantz
6025 ..
6170 ..
6270C) • •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Micro Seiki
DD20
DD40

£93.00
£210.00

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rotel
RP2300
RP3300
RP1300

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui
FR5080
SR333
SA222/11

f135•00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Thorens
TD104 .. • •

P.O.A.

TD105 .. • •
TD110C • •
TD160BC/11 •.
TD115 .. • .
TD126/11I/C
T0126/Ill/BC

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Full range

Denon

P.O.A.

CARTRIDGES
SME
3009/111 .. • £106.50
3009 S2.. . • £63.50
3009 non DT • . £57.50
Shell S2 . • £550
FD200 . • £ 19 50
CAI
£17.00
Empire

P.O.A.

Ortofon

P.O.A.

Denon

P.O.A.

Shure
M75EJ/11
M75ED/II
M95EJ/II
M95ED/Il
V15/III
V15/1V

£13.66
£14.99
£16.93
£19.95
£50.75
£66.50

SPEAKERS
TURNTABLES
Akai
AP100 ....
AP206 .
AP306

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Aiwa ..

P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics
SL230 .. • .
SL220 . •
SL1501,1K II • .
SL3200..
SL3300.. • •
SL5200 .. • .
SL5300
SL1500/10 II . •
SL1400/1011 •.
5L1300/10 Il . •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

MAIL ORDER facilities available.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

KLH
CB10 ..
CL3 ..

£169.95
£220.00

Leak
3020 . £85.00
3030 • • P.O.A.
3050 • • P.O.A.
3080 . • P.O.A.
Monitor Audio

Pioneer
PL512
PL514
PL516
PL518
PL520
PL540
PL590

Yamaha

JBL
JR149
Woofer

(PAIRS)
A.R.
A R9 ..
AR90
ARIO pi
AR18
AR14
AR12 .
AR11
AR17
AR15

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Celestion
D11 .. • . £ 69.95
D15XR . • £ 109.95
D22 .. • • P.O.A.
D33 .. • . £196.95
D442
£273.95
D25
£279 95
D66
£ 359.95
UL6, 8 .. • . P.O.A.
UL10 .. • • £199.95

Marantz
4G Mk 11
5G Mk11
6G Mk11
7G Mk11
HD440
HD550
HD660
HD770
HD880
4G ..
4G/3 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£
48.00

P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Technics •.

P.O.A.

Aiwa ..

P.O.A.

JVC

P.O.A.

Marantz
5000 ..
5010

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sansui
SC1100/1110 • •
SC2100/2110 • •
SC3100/3110 ..
SC5100/5110 . •

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sanyo
RD5600..

£170.00

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Teac

P.O.A.

Technics

P.O.A.
Full range

Akal
GX400013/DBL
GX4000DB
GX635D
172201

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

Technics

P.O.A.

Pioneer RT707

P.O.A.

MUSIC CENTRES

CASSETTE DECKS
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.

Pioneer
CTF4040 •.
CTF700
CTF500 . •
CTF1000 .
CTF900

REEL TO REEL DECKS

Full range

Akai
CS702D/11
CS703D
CS704D
GXC706D
GXC709D
GXC715D
GXC725D
GXC730D
GXC732D
GXC735D
GXC750D

Nakamichi

Yamaha

Wharfedale
Chevin XP2 £33.64
Denton XP2
£50.45
Shelton XP2 £64.30
Linton XP2
£77.95
Glen XP2
£103.78
Dove SP2
£175.50
Teesdale SP2.. £128.72
E30
P.O.A.
E50
P.O.A.
E70
P.O.A.
Yamaha

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Rotel
RD1OF . • .. £90.95

P.O.A.

Tannoy
Oxford .. • •
Ascot .. • •
Chester• •
Dorset .. . •
Mayfair •.

5025
5030 ..

Aiwa ..

P.O.A.

Akai

P.O.A.

JVC

P.O.A.

National

P.O.A.

Hitachi

P.O.A.

Sanyo

P.O.A.

Sony ..

P.O.A.

VIDEO
CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Sanyo, Sony,
National, Akai
Please call for inquiries
American Express
Access • Barclaycard
Credit facilities available

Competitive Prices on all Cassettes & Tapes
CASSETTES
C.60
TDK
Dynamic
AD ..
SA ..
SCOTCH
Master I
Master II
MAXELL
IJD
UDXL,1
UDX1211

C.90

£0.62
£0.91
£1.18

£0.88
£1-28
£1.70

£1.38

£1.90
£1.60

£0.98
£1.25
£1.45
REEL- to- Reel Tapes

1800'
2400'
TDK Audua
£3.38 -

3600'

1800'
2400'
3600'
Scotch
£9.10 £4.15 £5.40 £ 11.40

WE SPECIALISE IN EXPORT.

ACE AUDIO

MAIL ORDER
hen you're in
iVerp001... ViSit

he Hi -Fi Professionals
ce Audio are Merseyside's Fil F.
Professionals. Visit us any time to
chat about Hi -Fi with our friendly staff
and hear demonstrations of any
equipment in our huge range.
We also offer fast, comprehensive
servicing facilities.
A friendly store packed wall-to-wall
with exciting Hi Fi value - that's Ace ,

It's never been easier or cheaper to buy the best in Hi -Fi equipment!Here'
just atiny part of the tremendous Ace Audio range- all proven equipment
from the well-known names, bought in massive quantities to give you massive
savings. Buy with absolLte confidence- remember everything is guaranteed by
Ace for 2 years, partS and labour. Speakers

Rotel RX203 Receiver 20 watts RMS
per channel for clear, distortion- free
sound. AM/FM tuner is remarkably
sensitive. Makes an ideal heart for your
first Hi -Fi system.
RRP £ 132.73. ACE PRICE £99.90.

LEAK 3080. One of the finest transducers available for domestic use.
Magnificent bass. Astonishing clarity across the audible spectrum.
Frequency response: 38Hz-22kHz. Use with amplifiers up to 12-90 watts RMS
per channel. Really has to be heard to be believed. At only £ 198, tremendous
value for money. NORMAL ACE PRICE £ 28990

£198.00.
• L

Cassette Decks

Receivers

ROTEL RX803 Stereo Receiver A
2 x 75 watts RMS per channel.
Tuner Sensitivity on FM 1.4uv.
Tape dubbing, speaker switching and
filter controls. RRP £ 417.86
ACE PRICE £ 198.00

K 3050. 40 litres internal volume for excellent
bass performance. Low notes will shake your
floor even at low listening levels. Use with
amplifiers of up to 12-60 watts RMS
per channel.
Tremendous midrange clarity resulting
from twin bass midrange unit.
Frequency response: 48Hz-22kHz.
NORMAL ACE PRICE
4£199 90.

£119.00.

•
AIWA AD 1250
Cassette Deck
with Dolby Unique wedge-shaped unit
with a very high standard of
performance at amodest price.
Good frequency response with low
wow- and- flutter. Features soft- touch
controls and smoked dust cover.
RRP £ 185.66. ACE PRICE

* 4 ,Sikia
LEAK 3030. Twin bass midrange drive units. A satisfying
combination of good bass
response and crisp midrange.
4 Used with amplifiers 12 to 35
watts RMS per channel for
performance usually associated
WPh larger speakers. Frequency
response: 60Hz-22kFtz.
NORMAL ACE PRICE
£132.90.

£139.00.

ROTEL RX603 Stereo Receiver AM FM
2 x 50 watts RMS. RRP £347 90 A
ACE PRICE
AA
f179.00
YO U'tr
ee
d
in
eter eSe nt pot
eqUen - ppone

A

£98.00.

LEAK 3020. Chosen by Radio F ance for their studios. For use with amplifiers
12-25 watts RMS per channel, acompact speaker, incorporates a port reflex
Toshiba PC- 3060 Cassette Deck •
design for extended bass. Frequency response: 62Hz-22kHz. Very Popular
with Dolby Excellent value for money
at areally low price. SPECIAL PRICE £69.00
with many features including timer
AKPJ AT2200 AM FM Tuner
GARRARD 00130 Turntable Inc Shure
shOWn teraen't coOte switch,
bias
and
equalisation
switches.
M75ED
II Cartridge RRP£139.22
ACE PRICE £ 79.90.
tot art '
gist
o getv,„
cue and review facility and piano- key
TRIO KT5500 AM FM Tuner
ACE PRICE £90.50.
ws
a
ACE PRICE £ 94.50.
type control levers. BEAB approved.
TRIO KA3700 Amplifier 25 wens Me,.
YAMAHA CT510 AM FM Tune. RIRP 139 98
ACE PRICE £78.50.
ey
11
RRP £ 139.50. ACE PRICE £94.50.
YAMAHA CA510 Amplifier 35 watts RMS
ACE PRICE f109.
TECHNICS 51150 Turntable Inc. SME3009R.
RFIP VI 70.
HARMAN KARDON 330 AM FM Receiver
s
tO be at
RRP £ 236.70
ACE PRICE £ 171.
RAP C175 00
ACE PRICE £ 174.50.
Iittp
e
AIWA 6800 Cassette Deck Dolby.
PIONEER SA706 Amplifier 60 watts RMS
ACE PRICE £ 89.50.
Front loading RRP £ 415.80
RRP 0198.25
JVC JRS61 Receiver RRF£139 00
ACE PRICE £ 218.00.
ACE PRICE .0156.
ACE PRICE £ 119.00.
TEAC A103 Dolby Cassette Deck
RRP £ 159 CIO
Mail Order Information Service.
Phone any time during shop hours for aquotation on any piece of 1- 1
Fi equipment rien uso the oxprels
ACE PRICE £ 129.
order form below All orders by Access Barclaycard PO despatched within 48 hours Ordr.rs by chegJe
despatched immediately on cheque cletrance. Offers apply UK Mainlard only

at' tter,."
%teal Ic' pave e .
prowl
you
toe e
be
re.
anee

ACE HOTLINE 051-236 0142

THE HI.F1 PROFESSIONALS

MEE
alld
F
ACE EXPRESS ORDER FORM TO:

•

cep
rtje.t
i
rs,,,,,,079 Ace Audio. Market Square

Description of goods required
Ienclose atotal remittance of £
•Please add £
3per den pachagong and onsurance

Of

IPayabl... to
Ad

woos

MARKET SQ,156 ST. JOHNS
PRECINCT, LIVERPOOL L1 1ND.
Tel: 051-709 9258

Prices include VAT and correct
10 Press
Easy terms available instant credit

155 St Johns Precinct

debit my Access. Barclaycard No

Ate Auc,01

Serd SecurKe,

Narne
Signature
Address
Afull refund will be given shc..ild we
run out of stock of your choi.e

INSTANT
CREDIT
Came, Or,

157

LET'S FACE IT.
YOU COLL BE DEAF BY THE
TIME YOU CAN AFFORD IT.
It's one thing being unprepared to compromise on
the hi-fi system you want
Bit it slightly defeats the object Wall you have is the
fantasy, and nothing to actually listen to.
So at Pioneer we've introduced an entirely new
credit scheme.
In short, it means you can afford the equipment you
couldn't afford.
ANNUAL FLAT INTEREST AT 8%.
HOWEVER LONG YOU TAKE TO PAY.

It's called the Pioneer Privilege Purchase Plan.
No other hi-fi manufacturer has ascheme that
can touch it
Whatever the size of
your loan, the annual flat
\ interest rate is amere 80/0?
Apart from being
xtremely low, it never
varies or fluctuates-whether
you spread it over 12,18,24 or 30 months.
The period you choose is entirely up to you.
This is how it works out
WHAT'S IN THE SMALL PRINT?

There's nothing in the small print that we're
reluctant to put in big print
You're not confined
to buying any particular
Pioneer equipment
The choice is strictly
up to you.
All we ask is aminimum deposit of 20%. And
the minimum purchase must exceed £200.
That virtually the end of the conditions we make.
It could also be the end ofwaiting indefinitely for the
equipment you want
Just send in the coupon.
And we'll send you full details, together with the
name and address ofyour local Pioneer dealer operating
the scheme.
12mooglat
Ann.,
Percentage
Ratel5 4%

18raeothe
Annwl
Percentage
Rate 15 6%

Loa
hand,
Amount Interest Instals

VOW
Interest Instals

110
020
/30
140
150
£60
£70
180
£90
£100
£200

116
232
366
482
598
714
830
964
10 80
II 96
23 92

080
160
240
320
400
480
560
640
720
800
16 00

090
I80
270
360
450
540
630
I20
810
900
18 00

062
124
187
249
3II
373
435
498
560
62?
12 44

24trungla

30magge

MUM

Percentage
Rate 15 7%

Interest
152
328
480
632
608
960
11 12
12 88
14 40
15 92
32 08

An"
CrIrlitt

limy
VIM,
Instals Interest Instals
048
097
145
I93
242
290
338
387
435
483
967

200
400
600
800
1000
12 00
14 00
16 00
18 00
20 00
40 00
'Annual hat rate de% Is the eginvalent 01. tn. Dercentalle
rate ofinterest of 15 6% over 30 rnonths.

r
-

(V) PIONEER®

EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE.
lb: Pioneer, PO Box 108, Iver, Bucks. SLO 9JL.
Please send me 1111 details of the Pioneer Privilege Purchase Plan.

NAME
ADDRESS
HFN2

040
080
120
I60
2XI
240
280
320
360
400
800

WHY BUY BLIND?
gory. By using exactly identical test
methods we are able to select a
number of units as ' Best Buys'.
Models representing outstanding
value for money. One of which
will almost certainly meet your

To be honest, few people understand hi-fi. The jargon alone is
another language. Square-wave response, pink noise, intermodulation
distortion. The expressions are
endless. And all seem designed to
confuse the unwary. Because with
hi-fi, a little knowledge is not
only dangerous but expensive.
Mistakes cost money. And getting it
wrong is all too easy.
Just to read a few reviews, a
couple of brochures, and to talk to
friends is not enough. Friends have
prejudices. Manufacturers are certain to praise their own products.
And a review in one magazine can
often reach a different conclusion to areview of the same product

requirements.
There are eight issues of HI-FI
CHOICE in the series, comprehensively covering every component
in the hi-fi chain. So whether you
are thinking of buying a new
cartridge or a complete system,
one or all of them will help you get
it right.
And of course for those with a
technical interest in hi-fi, HI-FI
CHOICE is an unparalleled source
of information and reference written by internationally acknowledged experts in their field.
HI-FI CHOICE is available today
from many good newsagents and
hi-fi dealers, or direct from the
publishers using the coupon below.

in another.
Fortunately, there is a better
way. And HI-FI CHOICE can help
you. Each issue exhaustively tests,
reviews and compares at least fifty
models in any one product cate fen CHOIcE

IFICFloicE
H

Hun ction

MUSE emES LOUDSPEAKERS

H
IT' CHOICE
"Simply abetter way of buying HiFi"
r Please send me the following copies of Hi -Fi Choice. Each issue costs

HiFi Choice Binders (holds acomplete set)
Name

i

I—

£ 1.50 • 35p p& p ( overseaspostage 50;1

'

copies of Turntables and Tone Arms ,

copies of Tuners
copies of Loudspeakers
copies of Cassette Decks and Tapes
copies of Cartridges and Headphones

copies of Amplifiers
copies of Receivers

.1?1.1111, 114nm
ffirin' 444h/Irlilt
'

Icopies of Music Centres
@

£1.95 each including p&p.

-

11_
HFN

I

Address

Ienclose acheque/P.O. for £
payable to Sportscene Publishers Ltd. Allow 3 weeks
for delivery. Mail coupon to : Hi Fi Choice Offer ,14 Rathbone Place, London W1P IDE

Gagnant'
1i

*
J.

15'

wn.rasunm
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Which
Gold ring
Cartridge?

HOWISMD
WEST MINERS
COST LESS!

L

BEST FOR AUDAX

HD12.9D25 tweeter 8ohm ..
HD10D25AV tweeter 8ohm ..
HD13D34 tweeter 8ohm ..
HD13D34H tweeter 8ohm ..
TW97G tweeter 4ohm .. .•
HD13D37 dome midrange 8ohm
HP11P25TC 44" twin cone 8ohm
HD11P25 44" single cone 8ohm
HIF13E 5" 10 watt 8ohm .. • •
I-1017E125H 64" 20 watt 8ohm • •
HD17637 64" 40 watt 8ohm . •
HD201325J4 8" 35 watt 8ohm • •
HD20825H4 8" 35 watt 8ohm . •
HD21837 8" 40 watt 8ohm
HIF21E 8" 15 watt 8ohm ..
TIA24BR 10" 10watt 3ohm ..
HD24S45C 10' 70 watt 8ohm ..

HOWLAND
WEST MX660.
6- Channel Stereo Mixer.
Battery Powered.

HOWLANDWEST M X685.
6- Channel Stereo Mixer.
Mains Powered.

KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS
EMPLOYING
AUDAX DRIVE UNITS:

Our Cartridge
Compatibility Chart
will tell you exactly
which of our ten
cartridges is designed
to produce the best
sound quality from
your record deck

à

HOWLANDWEST MX750.
Disco Mixer.

Send the coupon to us
and we will send
you your copy

0 0 ag

%r
e0 ir

HOWLANDWEST MX850.
Frequency Equalizer.

4.

HOWLANDWEST MX950. ----Microphone Mixer.

ea

HIFI ANSWERS JULY '78
(JONES)
21-1D1 7825H, 2HD12.9D25, BAF wadding,
Laminated bituminous felt panels,
2assembled crossovers, recessed
connection panels.
£50.00 carriage £2•50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

Send 15p stamps for FREE 38- page
catalogue
"CHOOSING A SPEAKER".

WILMSLOW
IMO

MMI

• Please send me your Cartridge Compatibility Chart
• Name

The firm for Speakers

I Address

MID
T STD

Swan Works, Bank Square, Wilmslow.
Cheshire. Tel: 0625-529599.

lE31 hi Lightning service on

3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 SEQ.
Tel: 01-609 0293/5.

AS ABOVE BUT WITH HD20825H4
UNITS IN LIEU OF HD20825J4
£5940 carriage £3.50

Everything in stock for the speaker
constructor! BAF, long fibre wool,
foam, felt panels, crossovers and
components.
Large selection of
grille fabrics--send 15p stamps for
grille fabric samples.

Goldring Products Ltd, Anglian Lane,
Bury St. Edmunds, IP32 6SS.
Tel. 0284 64011

II(

For loll cle,ads wr,te

2HD20825J4, 2HD12.9D25, 2assembled
crossovers, BAF wadding, Laminated
bituminous felt panels, reflex tubes,
recessed connection panels, T- nuts and
bolts.
me(' carriage £3•50

Sound, pure and simple

*

MODELS FROM AROUND
£50 to £100

HIFI NEWS TABOR
(JONES)

SMART BADGE FREE WITH
ABOVE KITS ( TO GIVE THAT
PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TO D.I.Y.
SPEAKERS!)

® Goldring

4110›,

160

£6 00
£6.00
£6.98
£12.50
£2.95
£11.50
£8.50
£6.50
£5.25
£10 95
£13 10
£9 45
£11 98
£15 75
£6.95
£175
£19.95

Post & packing: tweeters, 40p each;
other units, 75p each.

1

HOWLANDWEST MX6913.
6- Channel Stereo Mixer.
Mains Powered.

r

olo (a)

The firm for Speakers

111

My deck is

HN

telephoned credit card orders '

What aGrado cartridge does in this arm

... aGrado does just as well in this arm.
Grado Laboratory Series cartridges have
quickly earned an enviable reputation for
their open, uncoloured music reproduction.
Reviewers and serious listeners agree
that Grado cartridges really do sound
'cleaner'. More realistic.
But equally good news is that Grado cartridges are not especially critical of arm matching.
Of course a universal tone arm like the
superb SME series III (top picture) is capable
of extracting the best performance from
almost any cartridge. It's a must for fragile,
high compliance types.
Grado Laboratory Series cartridges employ a low compliance cantilever assembly
which makes them eminently suitable for
Insist popular tone arms.
And that means every Grado in a range
costing from around £14 to over £ 70.
A tone arm like the Pioneer shown above
is highly recommended for high quality, low
compliance cartridges.
Now experts will tell you this is vitally
important, as the proper relationship between
arm and cartridge will prevent miss- tracking
and susceptibility to acoustic feedback.
It will also ensure the rest of your system
receives asignal of correct tonal balance.
Tight bass and extended top end!

Only Grado cartridges feature the unique
Flux Bridger principle, an efficient design
which overcomes many of the electro mechanical distortion products of modern cartridges.
They are also very light, and of course
the less weight the arm and cartridge present
to the stylus the better its ability to trace
valuable information.
And remember, transient information lost
at the first stage of reproduction cannot be
retrieved later.
So insist on Grado.

RAdO

LABORATORY SERIES

Would you chance your arm with anything else?
.1•1•11

.111M1

"

'Please send me details of the Grado Laboratory
Series and the name of my nearest dealer.

I

Name
Address

'Turntable

I

Transonic Imports (Acoustical) Ltd.,
I•ooks Court, Stamford, Lincs.

gRAdo

CROYDON

EDGWARE RD

HAMMERSMITH

STOKE NEVVINGTON
EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME AT ALL BRANCHES TO SAVE YOU VAT
12 MONTHS FULL GUARANTEE ON PARTS AND LABOUR WITH NOTHING MORE TO PAY.

BIG REDUCTIONS ON ALL
HI•FI, AUDIO, TV and VIDEO
AIWA AX
7400 RECEIVER

AIWA AD 6550
CASSETTE DECK

AP 2200 DIRECT
DRIVE TURNTABLE

JVC SYSTEM E
HI-FI SYSTEM

NATIONAL PANASONIC and TECHNICS
Extra big discount on all models of National Panasonic and Technics Hi Fi, Music Centres, Audio,
Television etc.
Consult your nearest branch of SARAYS before making your purchase of National Panasonic
or Technics.
43 CHURCH STREET, CROYDON. 681 3344
272 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2. 723 5304
334/336 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON W.2. 723 0916
207 BAKER STREET, W.1. 935 5451
131 KING STREET, LONDON, W.6. 748 4747
92 STOKE NEWINGTON HIGH STREET, N.16 254 1739
Open 100 to 8COMonday to Saturday , Please Phone Late opening at Edgware Road, and Baker Street on Fnday to 7pin

223 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1
Tel: 01-637 1619

JVC
SPECIALISTS

St-W*04/(81M
NEW
Loudspeaker
demonstration
room and Sony &
'Pioneer Centre'
'Super Hi Fi' at
Sevenoaks
Branch
,

Anilminly
iimaimiliw

118 LONDON ROAD, SEVENOAKS, KENT TN13 1BA. (0732) 59555
162 POWIS STREET, WOOLWICH, LONDON S.E.18. 01-855 8016
34 MOUNT EPHRAIM, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT. (0892) 31543

Phone our hot lines for really keen prices!
111•111111M1

Prices include VAT and
correct at time of preparation
-March ' 79. EE. 0 E

11111111111111MIV
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RECORD DECKS
SONY

• AMPS & TUNERS
SONY
TA212, TA3I3, TA515,
TAF3A, TAF4A, TAF5A,
etc.,
51212L, SI313L, etc.
TECHNICS
SU8011, SU8022, SU8044,
SU8055, ST3800, etc.
YAMAHA
CA410, CA510, CA710,
CA810, CT510, CT7I0, etc.
TRIO
KA3700, KA5700, KA6I00,
etc. KT5300/11, KT5500,
KT6500, etc.
PIONEER
SA506, SA606, SA706,
SA8500 II, TX606,
TX8500 II, etc.

J.V.C.
JASIO, JASIIG, JAS22,
JAS44, JVTIOL, JTVI 1G,
etc.
ARMSTRONG
621, 623, 624'
QUAD
33, 303, 405, FM3
.1 RECEIVERS
SONY
STR2I2L, STR313L,
STRV3L, STRV4L, HST49,
HST89A
TECHNICS
SAIOOL, SA200L, SA300L,
SA400, SA500, etc.
YAMAHA
CR420, CR620, CR820,
CRI020, etc.
TRIO
KR2090, KR2090L,
KR3090, KR4070, etc.
PIONEER
SX590, 5)(690, SX790,
SX890, etc.
AIWA
AX7400, AX7600,
AF3070, AF3090
J.V.C.
JRSEIL, JRS81, IRS201L,
JRS301, etc.
Blk
1600, 1900, 2200, 2400,
4400
ARMSTRONG
625, 626

PST I , P5212, PST20
TECHNICS
5L200, 51_220, 51_230,
513200, SL3300, SL150,
SL 1500/11, SL5200, etc.
YAMAHA
YP211, YP511
TRIO
KD1033B, KD2055, etc.
PIONEER
PL512, PL5I4, PL516,
PL518, etc.
AIWA
A P2200, AP2500
MICRO
All models
J.V.C.
JLA20, QLA2, QLF4, etc.
B & 0
1500, 2200, etc.
THORENS
All models
DUAL
All models
Ill MUSIC CENTRES
SONY
HMK 33, HMK 55, HMK 77,
HMK 80
AIWA
AF5300, AF5600
BI
4000, etc.
PANASONIC
SG1090L, SG3060L,
5G5070, SG5090, 5G6070
TOSHIBA
SM2950, SM3350, SM3750,
etc.
HITACHI
507785, SDT300, SDT400,
etc.
• CASSETTE & REEL
SONY
TCU2, TCK1A, TCK4A,
TCKS, TCU5, TCK60,
TCK96R, TC399
TECHNICS
RSM22, KSM33, RS6I6,
R5631, RS641, etc.
YAMAHA
TC520, TCI000
TRIO
KX530, KX830. KX1030
PIONEER
CTF500, CTF4040. CTF700,
CTF1000, RT707
AIWA
AD 1250, AD6350, AD6400,
AD6900, AD6800, etc.

Ac all our branches we
have asuperb display of
top quality, competitively
priced equipment.

best to phone to check
prices and availability
before setting out on your
journey.

Demonstrations are
available and our helpful
staff are always happy to
offer unbiased advice. We
can also arrange home
demonstrations and
installations- just ask for
details.

GUARANTEES
Everything sold by
Sevenoaks Hi -Fi is fully
guaranteed for parts and
labour for aminimum of
1year. Our service
department will maintain
all goods bought from us.

STOCKS
Most goods are available
from stock, although it is

SERVICE DEPT.
For added peace of mind
ask about our service

CONTACT ANY OF OUR 3 BRANCHES
FOR UP TO DATE INFORMATION

J.V.C.
K0720, KDIO, KD25
K055, etc.
• SPEAKERS
SONY
5570, SS2030, etc.
YAMAHA
NS500, NS 1000M
Bi
525, S35, S45, etc.
A.R.
ARI8, etc.
CELESTION
Ditton 15XR, 22, 23, 441,
551, etc.
CELEF
Domestic, Monitor
Mini Pro, PEI
I.M.F.
ALS40, etc.
BOSE
All models
J. R.
JRI49, Woofer LPA
K.E.F.
Celeste Ill, Corelli, 104ab,
Concorde, etc.
MISSION
710, 720, 730
MONITOR AUDIO
MA7, MA6, MA4, etc.
MORDAUNT SHORT
Carnival, Festival, Pageant,
Signifer
TAN NOY
Oxford, Ascot, Dorset,
Mayfair, etc.
VIDEOT ONE
Minimax, D100, GB3, etc.
WHARFEDALE
Shelton XP2, Denton XP2,
Linton XP2, Glendale XP,
etc.
RAM
Compact, Bookshelf, 100,
etc.
CASTLE
Richmond Mk II, etc.
• T.V.
SONY
KV900OUB, KV140OUB,
KV182OUB, KV1822UB,
KV21:10OUB, KV220OUB,
TV121, TV511, FX412
NAT PANASONIC
TC381G, TC481R,
TC2203, TR565G, etc.

VIDEO
Sony Betarnair,
J.V.C. VHS,
Panasonic VHS,
Philips LVC
contracts and extended
guarantees.
OPENING TIMES
Sevenoaks and Woolwich:
Monday-Satuday 9to I,
2to 5.30 ( late night
Thursday until 7.30).
Tunbridge Wells: Monday
to Saturday 10 to 5.
All shops closed al' day
Wednesday

MAILORDER
(Sevenoaks only)
Hi -Fi sent to any address in

BOSE (pr)
301
501
601
901

£ 13940
£259 00
£ 349 00
£ 539.00

TRIO
KA3700
£ 69-00
KA5700
El 1500
KA6100
£ 159 00
KD1033
£55.00
KR2090
£ 103.00
KR3090
£ 135, 00
KR4070
£ 189-00
KR4070L £209-00

B & 0
New models

P.O.A.

THORENS
TDI26 Mk 111/C £ 29.00
TDI26 Mk 111/B £ 188.00
TD115
£ 127.00
TD110
£ 110 00
TDI60 Mk II/BC £83 00
10104
£82.00
TD105
£98 00

AIWA
AX7400
£ 169.00
AX7600
£219-00
AF3070
£ 314.00
TOSHIBA
AF3090
£ 369.00
SM2950 £239.00• AF5300
£379.00*
SMI3350 £279.00. AF5600
[ 449.00
SM3750 [ 379-00* AD1250
£ 139-00
AD6350
£ 145•00
MONITOR AUDIO ( pr) AD6400
£ 184.00
MA6
£ 139 -00 AD6550
£ 19900
MA4/11
£ 179.00 AD6600
£159.00
AD6800
£169.00
MORDAUNT SHORT
AD6900
£ 349.00
(pr)
AP2200
£ 103.00
Festival £ 10940
Pageant
El 59.00
TECHNICS
SA5270
£ 189.00
HITACHI
£219.00
SDT7680 £349 .00° SA5370
51150
£
119.00
SDT400 £369-00*
RS615
£
109.00
SD17785 £369-00
£ 127 00
SDT300• £ 339 00 93630
SU7I00
£ 3900
SU7300
El 19 00
TAN NOV ( pr)
£ 14900
Oxford
£ 159 00 SU7700
£219 00
Ascot/Chester £239 00 RS641
Dorset
£279•00
Mayfair
£319 00 CELESTION ( pr)
I5XR
£ 9900
SONY
22
£ 139.00
HMKS5
£279.00.
33
£ 179.00
HMK77
£398.00*
Colour TV's, phone-very
low prices!!
• Music Centres include
speakers

JR
149 ( pr)
£ 129•00
Woofer + LPA £ 159 00

JVC
JASIO
£ 66.00
JASI1G
£ 79 00
JRSEIL
£ 113 00
JRS8 I
£ 157 00
JRS201
£ 229 00
JRS301
£ 289 00
JLA20
£ 5900
QLA2
£ 102 00
KD720
£ 81100
KD1OB
£ 113 00
KD25
£ 149 00

VIDEOTONE (
pr)
Minimax £ 49.00
GB3
£ 67 00

YAMAHA
CR220
II 19 00
CR420
£ 149 00
CR620
£ 209 00
CR820
£ 2.79 00
CR1020
£ 349 00
CA510
£ 119 00
CA7I 0
£ 169•00
CA8I0
£229•00
YP2I 1
£ 79 00

[55 00
P.O.A.

the British Isles from our
Sevenoaks mail order store
(not from Woolwich or
Tunbridge Wells). Contact
us to verify price before
ordering. Send cheque ( or
quote credit card number)

WHARFEDALE
Denton XP2
Shelton XP2
Linton XP2
Glendale XP2
Teesdale XP2

(pr)
£ 49 00
£ 62 00
£ 75410
£ 99-00
£ 12440

SME ( p & p El 00)
3009 S/2 PH
3009 S/3

EXTRA SPECIAL OFFERS
ON ALL SONY/PIONEER
products- please phone for
details

to cover cost and carriage.
Everything fully insured
against loss and damage
during transit.
Carriage and insurance
£.1-00 per item.

USOUN

I • EXPERT, FRIENDLY ADVICE
•VERY COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS
•12 MONTHS FREE SERVICING

Britain's most competitive

specialists

ESTABLISHED OVER 20 YEARS

OVERSEAS VISITORS
Et DIRECT EXPORT SERVICE

PRICES ARE CORRECT AS AT 1/3/79
BUT MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE- (S/0)
SPECIAL OFFERS, LIMITED SUPPLIES
ONLY AVAILABLE AT THESE PRICES

Lux L100 ( s/o) .. £599.95
Marantz 1050, 1072,
1090 ..
P.O.A.
Meridian ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Pioneer SA506 .. £81.95
Pioneer SA606 .. £ 111.95
Pioneer SA706 .. £ 148.95
Pioneer SA8500111 .. £225.95
Pioneer SA9500/11 . £313.95
Quad 33 Cont. Unit,
303,405
P.O.A.
Radford ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Revox B750
Rogers A75 Series II
P.O.&
Retté RA713 (s/o) [ 10995
Rotel RA2I4 . £64-95
Rote{ RA3I4
£79-95
Rate RA414 .. £ 0945
Reef RA71 4 .. £ 139.95
Sansui AU117
Sansui AU2I7 .. £ 111.95
Sansui AU3I7 £ 160 95
Sansui AU5I7 £264 95
Sansui AU717 £ 310.50
Sansui AX7.. , . £ 156 95
Sony TA5650 (ski). . £ 149 95
Sony TA212, 313, 515,
5650, F3A, F4A,
F5A
P.O.A.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(C & I [2.75)
Aiwa AF3070 .. £317.95
Aiwa AX7400 .. £ 169.95
Aiwa AX7600 £224.95
Akai AA1010 (s/o).. £89.95
Akai AA I115 (s/o).. £89 95
Akai AA1125 .. £ 139 95
Akai AAI135L .. £236 95
Akai AAI 150 .. £279.95
Akai AA 1175 .. £40215
Akai AA 1200 £558-95
Amstrad EX222 £68.95
Amstrad EX333 £94.95
Amstrad 5050 .. £89.95
Armstrong 625 (T) £ 19045
Armstrong 626 (T) £219•95
Beomaster 3400 (s/o) ¡Wets
Herman Kardon 330qe
(s/o)
ne•es
430 (s/o)
£ 14995
730 (s/o)
£209-95
Harman Kardon 340,
450, 560
P.O.A.
JVC JRS300 ( s/o) .. £ 199.95
JVC JR56 1L, SOI,
S20IL, S301
P.O.A.
Marantz 2216B, 2226B/L,
223813/1., 22528
P.O.A.
Pioneer SXI250 (s/o) £399.95
Pioneer 5),
(590 .. £ 130 95
Pioneer SX690 .. £ 163.95
Pioneer SX980 .. £355 95
Pioneer SX10130 £416 95
Pioneer SXI980 .. £721 95
Rotel RX1603 (s/o) £439 95
Rotel RX203 £94.95
Rotel RX203LW .. £ 104 95
Rotel RX303 .. £ 114 95
Rotel RX403 £ 119 95
Rotel RX403LW .. £ 129.95
Rotel RX503 .. £ 149 95
Rotel RX603 £249 95
Rotel RX803 £299.95
Rotel RX1203 .. £499-95
Rotel RXI603 .. £599.95
Sansui G301 .. £ 155.95
Sansui G401 .. £ 17515
Sony STR2 I2L, 31 3L,
V3L, V4L, HST49,
89
Tandberg TF1.
2055 (s/o)
£299.95
Tandberg TR2075
Mk 11 (s/o) .. £404-95
Technics SA5070 (s/o) £99.95
Technics SA5270 ( s/o) £ 15495
Technics SAI0001_
200L, 3001_ 400L,
500, 600, 700 ..
P.O.A.
Trio KR2090L .. £ 129.95
Trio KR3090 .. £160-91
Trio KR4070L .. £237.95
Yamaha CR220, 420,
620, 820, 1020.2620 P.O.A.

Technics SU7100 (s/o) £84 95
Technics SU7330 ( s/o) £ 114 95
Technics SUT700 (s/o) £ 144 95
Technics SU8011,
8022/8022K. SH
8044, SU8055, 8077K,
8088K, 8099K. 9011,
5E9021
P.O.A.
Trio KA3700A ( s/o) £79 95
Trio KA 1500 Ilk II.. £84 50
Trio KA3700 £79 95
Trio KA5700 £ 131 95
Trio KA6 100 .. £ 181 95
Trio KA7 100 .. £235.95
TVA
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Yamaha CA4I0 (s/o) 89.95
£
Yamaha CA510, 710,
810, 1010, 2010 ..
P.O.A.

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
(C & 1 £2.75)
Akai AM2250 £84 95
Akai AM2450 £ 137 95
Amstrad EX220 £52 95
Amstrad EX330 £59 95
Armstrong 621 (T) £ 120.95
Hafler
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Harman Kardon
HKA402 (s/o) .. £ 169.95
Harman Kardon 503,
505
P.O.A.
JVC JA-S10, SI IG,
522, S44, S55, 577
P.O.A.
Lecson AC I , API,
API X, AP3/II
P.O.A.
Lentek
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Lux L31 ( s/o) £ 139 95
Lux L81 (
s/o)
£219.95
Lux L85V (
s/o)
£334 95

TERMS
ARE AVAILABLE
ON ALL GOODS
OVER £ 50

OVER THE COUNTER PERSONAL EXPORT ( SAVE VAT.) AVAILABLE AT ALL OF OUR BRANCHES
• DIRECT EXPORT TO ANY COUNTRY • WRITE. TELEPHONE OR TELEX ( ANDROMEDA 8951525)TO OUR KINGS CROSS BRANCH

TUNERS
(C & 1 [215)
Akai AT2200 (
s/o)
£74-95
Akai AT2600 (s/o) . £ 174 95
Akai AT2250L £84 50
Akai AT2450L .. £ 133 50
Amstrad EX202
£51.95
Amstrad EX303 ..
£54.95
Amstrad MPX3000'11 £40-95
Armstrong 623 ( T)
£135.95
Armstrong 624 ( T)
£104 95
Harman Kardon 500
P.O.A.
WC ITV OL. IG, 22 P.O.A.
Lecsoo SF M2, SDFM2 P.O.A.
Lux 734 ( s)c)) £ 12945
Marlys« 2050L, 2100.
21001- .
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX606 £90 95
Pioneer TX8500 Mk 11 £ 182 95
Pioneer TX9500/11.. £254.95
Quad FM3
P.O.A
Radford ..
F.R.A./P.O.A
Revox B760
P.O.A
P.O.A.
Revox A76
P.O.A.
Rogers 775 Series 11
£64 95
Rotel RT226
£74 95
Rotel RT226LW
£89 95
Rotel RT426
£99 95
Rotel RT426LW
£99 95
Rotel RT726
Sansui TU2I 7 .. £10595
Sansui TU717 .. £198 95
Sony ST2I2L, 313L,
5151_, A3L, 3950.
5950
P . 0.A.
Technics ST7300 (
s/o) £99.95
Technics ST801 IL/

801 ILK, 8044L,
8077K, 9031 ..
P.O.A.
Trio KT5300 Mk II.. £93.95
Trio KT5500 .. £88.95
Trio KT6500 . £ 151-95
Yamaha C7410, 516,
710.810, 1010, 7000 P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
(C & 1 £2.75)
Accutrac .
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Aiwa 2200+Cart. £ 103,95
Aiwa AP2500— Cart. £ 15895
Ake AP I
00— Cart. [7590
Akai AP206
£96-95
Akal AP306 . [ 128 95
Ariston
F R A P.O.A.
Ariston ROI 1E line.
Arm) (s/o) . £89 95
Connoisseur BDI Kit £19 es
8D2A Assembly £60.50
130101— Arm .
£4940
B0101 -i-SAU2 Arm £6650

Micro Seiki D040 (sit))
£199.95
Micro Seiki MBIO, 14.
P.O.A.
DD24
£50•50
Pioneer P1-512 ..
159.95
Pioneer PL514
£80•95
Pioneer P1-516 ..
£108.95
Pioneer PL518
Revox 13790 inc.
P.O.A.
Orto VMS20E
Rotel RP5363 — Cart
£79.95
(/043-- . •
RPIs390+ Cart. ..
£8995
tee 95
RP23004 Cart. ..
£9995
RP3300+ Cert. ..
£94 95
RP3300
RP5300 .. • . £109-95
Sony PST1, 20. PS212
Technics SI.220, 230,
1300 1.1k11, 1310
Mk II, 1400 Mk 11,
1410 Mk11, 1500
Mk II, 1510 Mk II,

P.O.A.

BANG 84
Io

OLUFSEN

At our two specialist B & 0 Centres we have on display,
ready for immediate demonstration, the complete range of
superb Bang & Olufsen Hi-Fi equipment. Please telephone
for our prices, special offers, credit terms, etc.

Cr y.
II •
WEST

228 Bis8opsgate, EC2. 01-247 2609
Mon.- Fri. 9-6 p.m.. Sun. 10-2 p.m.. Closed Sat.
Emn.

378 Edgware Rd, W2

01-724 1583

nu• Open Mon.- Sat. 9a.m.-6 p.m.

BD101+SAU4 Arm £85 50
8D103— Arm £82 95
BD103 Assembly+
Arm .. £97 50
Compact Plinth .. £ 17 50
Standard Plinth .. £24 50
Dual C5604, 621,721
P.O.A.
Focus .
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Gerrard GT20 + 75ED/
£71.95
+M7SED/11
£80-95
£4795
SP29 rik VI
£9700
..GT35+M75ED II
£9850
DDI30 W/C
Goldring CK2 Kit
£19.95
(inc. Arm) (a/o)
£2915
Goldring G103 ( sir))

3200, 150, 150 Mk
II, 3300, 5200, 5300
Thorens TD126BC/II
(s/o) • • ..
ThorensTD104, 105,
110,115.126 Mk
IIIC. 126 Mk 111BC,
160 Mk 1180 ..
Toshiba 5R370 — Arm
(s'0)
Trio K0500 ..
Trio KDS50 ..
Trm KDI033B .
TrK02055
TrM KD2070 ..
Trio K03070 ..
Yamaha YP211. 511

CUSTOM HI-FI
CENTRE

P.O.A.
£ 144 95

P.O.A.
£10445
£216.95
£237.95
£56 95
E105•95
£10945
£145 95
P.O.A.

re

Our High Holborn branch specializes in awide range of
the world's "top of the market" Hi-Fi and is staffed by
extremely knowledgeable and experienced Hi-Fi
enthusiasts.
It has one of the finest demonstration studios in the
country, available ( by appointment only) for the
demonstration, in superb acoustic conditions and
luxurious surroundings of some of the world's most
exotic Hi Fi equipment.
Please send for FREE 44- PAGE ILLUSTRATED
BROCHURE on the Custom Hi-Fi Centre and containing
details of the finest Hi Fi available today.
82 HIGH HOLBORN ( Dept HENS) WCI. Tel: 01-242 8354
WC JLA20, QLA2,
QLF4, QL5, QL7,
QL70
P.O.A.
Micro Smk, MBIO Is ro) £59-95

*MOUND
HI-FI CENTRES

PICKUP ARMS
(C & 1 [ 1.75)
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 16.50
Connoisseur SAU4 £ 39 50

HOLBORN
EDGWARE RD.
KINGS CROSS 9
LEWISHAM
ILFORD
WALTHAMSTOW

Hadcock
F.R.A./P.O.A.
SME 3009 ( FH), S2
(DH), III
P.O.A.
SPEAKERS
(C & IBookshelf £3.50)
(C & 1Console [5-00)
Amstrad 1000 .. £ 19.00
Amstrad Acousta1500 £37-95
Amstrad Acousta 2500 £41.50
AR AR II(
s/o)
£379./5
AR AR9, 10. II, 12,
14, 15,17, 18
R.O.A.
Armstrong 602 (T) )82.50
B & W DM2/11Plinth,
0112,114- Stand,
DM4, 5. 6, 7 ..
P.O.A.
Bose 301,501, 601,
9011V
P.O.A.
Celai Domestic IImp,
11 Super
P.O.A.
CIsrksn UL6, UL8,
Ditton
I5XR, 22, 25, 4-42,
551, 662 ..
P.O.A.
Chartwell
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Dalquist
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Gale GS401A, 401C
P.O.A.
Goodmans RBI8 £59-95
Goodmans RB20 £75-95
Goodmans RB35 £ 109-95
Goodmans RB65
[um
Griffin ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
IMF Super Compare
II, Studio ALS4011,
Studio TLS50/11,
TLS80/11, Monitor
Mk IV ..
P.O.^.
JBL
F.R.A./P.O.A.
JR 149, Super Woofer
& LPA Unit ..
P.O.A.
Keesonic
F.R.A./P.O.A.
KEF Calinda, Cantata,
Celeste III, Corelli,
Concord III, 104AB,
105 ..
Marantz 4G, 4 Mk 11,
5Mk11,6Mk11,
7Mk II
Mission ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Mon' r
11
M 4 o
MA7 Into
MA8 (
sr°
Mordaunt-Short
Carnival 11, Festiv II,
Pageant 11
P.
Quad Electrosta
Radford .
F / P.
Revoxl3X350
Rogers Compact
Monitor, Export
Monitor, LS3/5A
Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Sony
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Tannoy Cheviots (
s/o) £254.95
Tannoy Devon (
s/o)
£234.95
Tannoy Eaton ( s/o) £204.95
Tannoy Ascot, Chester,
Dorset, Mayfair,
Oxford. Arden,
Berkeley, HPD385A
Chassis ..
P.O.A.
Technics ..
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Videotone
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Videotone Supermax
(s/o)
£129.95
Wharfedale Chevin
XP2 (T) .. £33.95
Denton 2PX2 (T) £50-95
Glendale XP2 (
T)

cioeso

Linton XP2 (T)
E78 95
Shelton XP2 ( 7). . [ 64 95
Dovedale SP2 ( T) £ 175 95
Teesdale SP2 ( T) £ 129 95

376/8 Edgware Road, W2.
Tel:
82 High Holborn, WC1.
242/244 Pentonville Road. NI.
36 Lewisham High Street, SE13.
Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford.
252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow Eli.

E.50
£252-95
E70
£311-95
Denton 2XP Kit £26-95
Glendale 3XP Kit £56.95
Linton 3XP Kit ..
141-95
Yamaha N5500, 615.
635, 655, 1000.
1000M
P.O.A.
CASSETTE/REEL TO
REEL RECORDERS
(C & I £2.75)
Aiwa ADI250 .. £140-50
Aiwa AD6350 £ 148.50
Aiwa AD6400 £ 1134.95
Aiwa AD6550 £215 95
Aiwa AD6900 £366 50
Akai GX2I5D (s/o) £ 309 95
Akai GXC570D/II £616 95
Akai CS7020 Mk II £ 110 95
Akai GXC706D .. £ 161 - SO
Akai GXC709D .. £ 193 50
Akai GXC725D £246 95
Akai GXC730D £284.50
Akai GXC750D .. £428 95
Akai 1722 Mk II .. £289 95
Akai 4000DB .. £268-95
Akai 4000DS Mk II.. £214 50
Amstrad 7060 (s/o) £79-95
Dual
F.R.A./P.O.A.
Harman Kardon
HK2000 (s/o) £ 189.95
Harman Kardon 1500,
2500 ..
P.O.A.
JVC KD2, 105, 21, 25,
55, 65, S20I, 720.
CDI635
P.O.A.
Pioneer CTF500 £96.95
Pioneer CTF700 .. £ 194.95
Pioneer CTF900 .. £289.50
Pioneer CTFI000 .. £393-95
Pioneer CTF4040 £ 111 95
Pioneer RT707 £402 95
Revox B77/27/47. 27
H/Speed ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RDISF £99.95
Sansui SC1100 .. £ 107 50
Sansui SC1110 .. £ 120 95
Sansui SC2I00/10 £200 95
Sony EL7 ( s/o) £ 559 95
Sony TCI77SD (s/o) £349 95
Sony TCU2, US, K IA,
K4A, K5, K60. K96R,
144C5, 150, I
51350,
399, 520CS, 525, 645.P.O.A.
Tandberg TD20A.
TCD320, 340A ..
P.O.A.
Teat A100 (s/o) £ 104.95
Teac A150 (s/o) .. £ 109.95
Teat A303 (s/o) £ 149.95
Teat A640 ( s/o) .. £ 199.95
Teat A3340 (s/o) .. £799.95
Teac A103, 106, 107,
300, 2300SD, 2300
SX, 3300SX4T, 3300
SX2T, 3340S, 43005X
P.O.A.
Technics RS676 (s/o) £219.95
Technics RSM22,
M33, 1156, 616, 631,
641. 646, 673, 686,
1500, 7500 ..
P.O.A.
Trio KX520 .. £ 138.95
Trio KX620 .. £ 161 95
Trio KX1030 .. £281 95
Uher CR420 ( s/o) .. £ 304 50
Uher CR240AV ( s/o) £339 96
Uher CG310 ( s/o)
£119 95
Uher SG521 Variocord ( s/o) .. £209 95
Uher 4000 Report
(s/o)
1209 95
Uher 4200/4400
Report ( s/o) .. £254 95
Yamaha TC5115 ( s/o) £ 114 95
Yamaha TC520, 8000,
800GL. 1000 ..
P.O.A.

01-242 7401
01-724 1583
01-837 8200
01-852 2399
01-478 2291
01-520 19 06

JP.

!MOUND
SPECIAL OFFERS

Television Sound
at its very best

PIONEER PL550
A NuSound Exclusive!!
One of Pioneer's finest direct drive quartz controlled turntables with a specification that outperforms the measuring devices! ! Features include a quartz
PLL Hall motor, half- tone pitch control, viscous damped cueing device antiskating, armheight adluster, strobe lighting etc., etc. The superb arm is capable
of accepting the finest cartridges available today. A must for the real Hi -Fi
enthusiast who wants a real bargain! !

OUR PRICE £139.95
List Price £ 244.00

( Carr. & Ins. £275) Cash /Terms

The Television Sound Monitor is acomplete F.M. tuner capable
of reproducing high quality sound from television broadcasts.
OPERATING INDEPENDENTLY OF A T.V. RECEIVER, its only
requirements are asimple aerial and mains supply. The audio
outputs can be fed directly into any high fidelity amplifier or
tape recorder. V.H.F. radio with stereo facilities can be incorporated as an option.
Designed and manufactured in England, the Television Sound
Monitor will operate in any country regardless of frequency or
type of modulation .—A.M. or F.M. Utilising the latest electronic
tuning it has proved its reliability in television studios, relay
networks, schools and Hi Fi homes throughout the world.
• Instant press button station selection.
• Capable of reproducing high quality sound from any television
system in the world.
• Available in four versions:— UHF only; VHF only; UHF/VHF
and UHF/VHF radio/stereo.
e In Teak veneered cabinet or chassis only.

ARISTON
RD11 E

II Unconditional two year guarantee.

MOTION ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Another NuSound bargain! !
Just look at this
specification:
331/45 rpm, 4%
± pitch control.
VVow and flutter
0-04%.
Rumble
—72 dB
un weighted.
High
mass platter 441b.
Self-lubricating
PTFE bearings on Teflonpadded main shaft. Free floating sub cradle suspension, LED display to indicate speed and mode. Illuminated strobe prism, levelling bubble. Gimblemounted arm with anti- skate. Will take the best
cartridges currently available. Complete with plinth
and cover. Limited supplies available.

OUR PRICE £89.95
LIST PRICE LISO 00

C & I £ 2 75
,

Wistiria House, Tonbridge Road, Wateringbury, Kent.
Maidstone 812814.
A postage starrp for your reply would be gratefully received.
Please send details of the Television Sound Monitor to
NAME ........
ADDRESS ......

-•-•--•«•.- ..... •••
Telephone number__

165

FOR BEST PRICES 8/ SERVICES

EALING T.V. & HI-FI

Goodwins

or

THE Hi-Fi,TV & VIDEO SPECIALISTS
Telephone:
567

579
8703

3718

or

or

579

4258

SON
Bang & Olufsen
IN Technics

AIWA
Yamaha

JVC
TO: EALING T.V. & Hi Fi (Dept HFN)
THE PADDOCKS, POPES LANE, LONDON WS.

Telephone:

888

AMPLIFIERS
Akai AM2200, AM2400
Akai AM2600, AM2800
Armstrong 621
Hitachi HA250, HA300
Hitachi HA330, HA6I0
JVC JASIO, JASI IG
JVC JAS22, JAS44
Lecson Ad, API X
Lecson AP3, FMI
National SU2300, SU2400
Pioneer SA606, SA706
Pioneer SA706, SA8500/1I
Quad 33, 303, 405
Radford ZD50, ZD250
Revox A78, A722
Revox A740, B750
Sansui AU2I7, AU3I7
Sugden A48
Sony TA212, 313, 515
Sony TAF3A, TAF4A
Technics St.17100, SU7300
Technics 5117700, 5118080
Yamaha CA410, CA510
Yamaha CA810, CAI010
TURNTABLES
Ariston RDIIE
Beogram 2200, 1500
Beogram 4002, 4004
Connoisseur BDI, 2 & 3
Fons CQ30
Hitachi PS38, PS58
JVC JLA20, QLA2
Linn-Sondek LP12
Michell Reference
Hydraulic
Electronic
Pioneer P1514, 516
Pioneer PL5I8, PL550
Revox Direct Drive
Sansui SR222P, SR232P
Sony PSTI, PS2I2
Sony PST20, PSX4
Technics 51220, SL230
Technics SL150, SLI500/11
Technics SLI400/11,
511300/11
Transcriptions Skeleton,
Round- table
Yamaha YP-2I I, YP-511
CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD 1250, AD6300
Aiwa AD6550, AD6800
Akai CS34D, CS702D
Akai GXC709D
National RS6I2
Nakamichi DT550, DT600
Beocord 1900, 5000
Hitachi D220, D550
JVC KDIO, KD2I
JVC KD25, KD55
Pioneer CTF500, 4040
Sansui SCI I10, 5C21 10
Sony TCU2, TCK IA,
TCK4A

0077

Sony TCK5, TCU5,
TCK96R
Tandberg TCD320, 340A
Technics RS615, RS630
Technics R5631, 641, 615
Technics RS678, 686
Yamaha TC5I IS, TC800GL
TAPE DECKS
RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS/II, GX2I5D
Grundig TK547, TK747
Revox A77, B77
Sony TC399, TC645
Tandberg TD20A
Technics RSI500
TUNERS
Akai AT2200, AT2400
Armstrong 623, 624
Hitachi FT340, FT440
JVC JTV 10L, JTV I1G
Lecson FMI
National ST2300, 512400
Quad FM3
Revox A76, A720, B760
Sansui TU2I7, 111717
Sony 512121, ST3 I3L
Sony SIS 51. STA3L
Technics ST7300, ST3500
Technics 538080, ST9600
Yamaha CT4I0, CT610
Yamaha CT810, CT1010
RECEIVERS
Akai AAI010, AAI020
Aiwa AF3060, 3090
Aiwa AX7400, AX7500
Armstrong 625, 626
Beomaster 1500, 1900
Beomaster 2200, 2400
Beomaster 4400
Hitachi 5123031, SR503L
JVC JRS611_, JRS81
National RE7860, SG25Q
Pioneer SX450, SX550
Sansui G2000, G3000
Sony STR IIL, STR2800
Sony STR3800, STR4800
Sony STR2I2L, 3I3L
Sony STRV3L, STRV4L
Tandberg TR2080, TR2060L
Tandberg TR2045, TR2030L
Technics SA 1001, SA200L
Technics SA400, SA500
Yamaha CR200E, CR620
Yamaha CR820,
Yamaha CR420 etc.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Acoustic Research AR 18,
ARI7, AR15, AR14
Beovox 525, 535
Beovox 575, M70, M75,
M100
Bose 301, 501, 601, 901/11I
Celestion Ditton 15XR,
II, 22

Celestion Ditton 33, 44,
25, 66
Celestion UL6, 1118, ULIO
Chartwell PM 100, PM200
IMF Compact II, SuperCompact
IMF ALS40, TLS50,
TLS80/11
JRI49, Super Woofer
Jordan- Watts Jumbo, Janet
Jordan- Watts Jupiter TLS
JBL L19, 140, 1110
Lecson LBI, SPI, HLI
Monitor Audio MA8. MA7
Monitor Audio MAS, MA4
Mordaunt-Short Pageants
Mordaunt-Short Festivals,
Carnivals
Quad Electrostatics
Revox AX2/2, AX3/3
Rogers LS3/5A, Export
Mon tocs
Sony G3, GS, G7
Spendor BCI, BC2, BC3
Technics SBFI, SBF2, SBF3
Wharfedale Linton,
Glendale
Wharfedale Teesdale,
Dovedale
Wharfedale E50. E70
Yamaha NS 1000M
MUSIC CENTRES
Aiwa AF5050, AF5090
Akai AC3800L
Beocentre 2800, 3300
Beocentre 4000, 4600
Hitachi SDT300, SDT400
Hitachi 501-7820, 7765
Hitachi SDT7680, 7785
JVC MF55LS, MF47L
National SG1030, SG 1090
National 505070, 5090
National 50309010, 6070
Sony HMK30, HMK80
Sony HMK55, HMK77
Tandberg TR220GC
SPEAKER CHASSIS
KEF 127, B110
KEF B200, B139
Lowther PM6, PM7
Tannoy 10', 12', 15'
PICK-UP ARMS
Formula 4 Arm
Hadcock GH228
SME 3009/11, 3009/S2
SME 3009/III
OTHERS
Decca Record Brush
Decca Record Cleaner
Earc
Watts Parastat
Zerostat
BIB accessories etc.

TO: GOODWINS (
Dept HFN)
7 THE BROADWAY, HIGH ROAD, WOOD GREEN,
LONDON N22.
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Please supply prices on the following:

Please supply prices on the following:

NAME

NAME

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

1
1

(Please enclose stamped, addressed envelope)

(Please enclose stomped, addressed envelope)

EALING: OPEN Monday to Saturday, 9.30 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
Nearest tube station: South Ealing- Piccadilly line.

GOODWI NS: OPEN Tuesday to Saturday, 9.00 a.m.-S.30 p.m.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
Nearest tube station: Wood Green- Piccadilly line.

WILMSLOW'
WEI o
•

e

The firm for Speakers

HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS
Audax HDI2.9D25
• £6.00
Audax HDI 3D34H• . £ 12.50
Audax HDI IP25EBC• . £ 6.50
Audax HD20825H4• • £ 11.98
Audax HD24545C• • £ 19.95
Baker Superb .. .. • • £22.50
Castle Super 8RS/DD . • £ 12-35
Chartwell CEA205 8 bass,
matched pairs only, 8ohm, pair £59.90
Coles 4001
£7•50
Coles 3000
£7•50
Celestion HFI300/11 £8.25
Celestion HF20013
£9.95
Dalesford 030/110 5" .. £ 10•95
Dalesford D50/153
£ 11•95
Dalesford D50/2008" .. ( 111415
Dalesford D70/25010" .. £24-95
Dalesford ABR le
..
£9.95
Dalesford DI00/310 12'
£34•95
Dalesford 010 tweeter £8.25
Decca London Horn ..
P.O.A.
Decca C0/1000/8
P.O.A.
Decca DK30 Horn ..
P.O.A.
EMI 14A/77014" x 9- 8ohm .. £ 16•95
EMI 8" x 5" dic, 10 watt 4ohm .. £3.95
EMI Type 3504 ohm .. .. £9.25
lsophon KK8/8
£7•95
Isophon KKI0/8 . . • £8•25
Jordan Watts Module .. • . £ 19.95
Jordan Watts HF Kit .. • . £8.95
Jordan 50mm unit .. • • [22-50
Jordan CB crossover .. • • £22.50
Kef 727
• • £9•25
KefBI10
. • £ 11•75
Kef B200 ..
£12•95
KefB139
.. [26-50
KefDNI3
• • £5•25
KefDNI2
..
£8.50
Kef IDN22 pr
£ 39.95
Lowther PM6
£49•95
Lowther PM6 11k I
£ 52.00
Lowther PM7
£86.50
Peerless KOIODT
£8•95
Peerless DTIOHFC • .. £9.75
Peerless K040MRF
£ 11•75
Radford BD25/11.. £26.95
Radford MD9
£ 14-50
Radford MD6
.
£ 19-50
Radford FN8/FN8 .
3I
..
£ 19-95
Richard Allan DT20
£7-95
Richard Allan DT30
£8-25
Richard Allan CG8T
£9-95
Richard Allan CG I
27 Super £22.45
Richard Allan LP8E . £ 10.35
Richard Allan HP8B
£ 15.50
Richard Allan HPI 2B
.
£25•25
SEAS H107
Shackman Electrostatic c/w polar
network and a/o, pair.. . £ 112.00
Tannoy HPD295A
£78.00
Tannoy HPD3I5A . • £87 50
Tannoy HPD385A . £ 105.00

SWIFT

OF WILMSLOW

The firm for Hi Fi
5Swan Street.
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
-

Baker Group 35 ..

£14 50

Baker Group 50/12

£21 00

Baker Group 50/15

£33 00

Celestion Powercell 12/150 ..

£45 50

Celestion Powercell 15/250 ..

£52 95

Celestion GI2/50 twin cone ..

£12 95

Celestion G12/80 cambric edge

£16 95

Celestion G12/130 twin cone ..

£16 95

Celestion G12/125 cambric edge

£29 SO

Celestion GIS/100 cambric edge

£26 SO

Celestion GIS/100 twin cone ..

£26 SO

Celestion GI8/200

£43 50

CelestionMH1000

£13.95

Fane Pop 40 ..

£11 75

Fane Pop SOH

£12 95

Fane Pop 75

£18 50

Fane Pop 65

£19 95

Fane Pop 80

£23 95

Fane Pop 100 ..

£39 25

Fane Guitar SOL ..

£21 50

Fane Guitar 8013

£22 50

Fane Disco 80 ..

£22 50

Fane PA80

£21 50

Fane Bass 85 ..

£31 95

Fane Crescendo I2A .

£47 95

Fane Crescendo 12 Bass

£47.95

Fane Crescendo 15/100

£64•50

Fane Crescendo 15 Bass

£67•95

Fane Crescendo 18

£8515

Fane 920 Mk II horn

£49.95

Fane J44 horn ..

£6•50

Fane.1104 horn ..

£13-75

Fane.173 horn ..

[9-75

Fane HPX I / HPX2/HPX3

£3.25

Goodman. 8PA

£4•75

Goodmans I2P

[19-75

Goodman. I
2PD

£22.50

Goodman. I
2PG

£21.15

Goodmans I8P

£45.50

Goodman. Hifax 50HX

£20 50

Motorola Piezo horn 34*
Motorola Piezo horn

rX 6- ..

Richard Allan HD8T

£8-50
[10-95
£14-50

Richard Allan HD IOT

[15-75

Richard Allan HDI2T

£20•95

Richard Allan HDIS .

£36-95

Richard Allan HOIST

[37-95

Richard Allan ATLAS IS

£79.95

SPEAKER
KITS
:

KITS INCLUDE DRIVE UNITS, CROSSOVERS, BAF/LONG FIBRE WOOL, ETC.
FOR A PAIR OF SPEAKERS.
CARRIAGE £3-50
PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
PRO9-TL ( Rogers) .. £ 134•50
Felt panels for PRO9-TL, cis.»
plus £ 1-50 carriage
HI-FI
ANSWERS
MONITOR
(Rogers) .. [ 141-00
HI-F1 NEWS STATE OF THE ART
(Atkinson) .. £ 178-00
HI-FI NEWS MINILINE
(Atkinson) .. £46-00
HI- F1 FOR PLEASURE COMPACT
MONITOR ( Colloms) ( Carr. £5) £ 110.00
POPULAR HI- F1 MINI MONITOR
(Colloms)
£72•00
POPULAR HI-FI ROUND SOUND
(Stephens) including complete
cabinet kit
..
£69•00
POPULAR HI- F1 (Jordan) .. £81•00
PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
BSC3 ( Rogers).. £62-00
PRACTICAL HI-FI & AUDIO
MONITOR (Giles) .. £ 136•00
PRACTICAL HI- F1 & AUDIO
TRIANGLE ( Giles) .. £86•00
PRACTICAL HI-FI MINI TRIANGLE ( Giles)
£ 106.00
HI- F1 NEWS TABOR (Jones) (with
14 bass units) .. .
L54.00
HI- F1 NEWS TABOR (Jones) (with
H4 bass units) .. [59.00
WIRELESS WORLD T.L. KEF
(Bailey) .. £ 120.00
WIRELESS WORLD T.L. RADFORD ( Bailey) .. £ 154.00
SMART
BADGES
FREE WITH ALL
ABOVE KITS (TO GIVE THAT PROFESSIONAL TOUCH TO YOUR DIY Spkrs!)
SEND 3x7p STAMPS FOR REPRINTS/
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF ANY OF
THE ABOVE DESIGNS.

PRICES PER PAIR - CARRIAGE £250
Dalesford System I

ESS 75

Dalesford System 3

£101 73

Dalesford System 4

£10800

Dalesford System S

£13900

Dalesford System 6

£9300

Eagle SK2I0

£1500

Eagle SK2IS

£2900

Eagle SK320

£3700

Eagle SK325

£67 00

Eagle SK335

£91 00

Goodmans DIN20 4ohm

£35 00

"LS3/5/1" equivalent kit..

Insurance
TWEETERS/CROSSOVERS

£
0.40 each

SPEAKERS UP TO I0

£0-75 each

..

SPEAKERS
£ 1•50 each
SPEAKERS 15" .. £2•50 each
SPEAKERS 18" .. - £3•50 each
SPEAKER KITS

..

£2.50 pair

HAG. DESIGN KITS .. £3-50 pair
PRICES CORRECT AT 1/3/79

Send 15p stamp for free 38 page
catalogue "Choosing aSpeaker'
Telephone : Speakers, Mail Order and Export :
0625 529599 Hi Fi : 0625 526213
=;11Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

£6900

Lowther PM6 kit

£103 00

Lowther PM6 Mk 1kit ..

£10800

Lowther PM7 kit

£17300

Peerless 1070 ..

£12200

Peerless 1120 ..

£13900

Peerless 2050 ..

£4995

Peerless 2060 ..

£6595

g

Radford Studio 90 kit ..

£154

Radford Monitor 180 kit

£20800

Radford Studio 270 kit . •

£27500

Radford Studio 360 kit ..

£39000

Ram kit 50 ( makes Ram 100)

£6995

Richard Allan Tango Twin kit..

£4350

Richard Allan Maramaba kit ..

£61 SO

Richard Allan Charisma kit ..

£9000

Richard Allan Super Triple ..

£7300

Richard Allan RA8 kit ..

£4650

Richard Allan RA82 kit

£7400

Richard Allan RA82L kit

£7995

Seas 223 ..

£3995

Seas 253 ..

£61 70

Seas 403 ..

£7490

Seas 603 ..

£11990

Wharfedale Denton 2XP kit

Carriage and

£5290

Dalesford System 2

£2695

Wharfedale Linton 3XP kit

£41 95

Wharfedale Glendale 3XP kit..

£56 95

Everything in stock for the
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF, LONG FIBRE vvock, FOAM,
CROSSOVERS, FELT PANELS,
COMPONENTS, ETC.
LARGE SELECTION OF GRILLE
FABRICS
(Send 15p in stamps for grille fabric
samples)

WILMSLOW]
MOM
The firm for Speakers
Swan Works, Bank Square,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.
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aellEr( HI-FI )

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AIWA
AA8700 2

75

352.92 289.90

AKAI
AM 2250 2 / 25
ALBA
2025 2 / 27
2050 2
50
AMSTRAD
8000 Mk. 3 2 / 10
IC2000 2 / 25
EX 220 2 r 25
EX 330 2 / 35

-

79.90

-

69.90
99.90

42.86
70.13
87.66

24.90
30.90
49.50
62.90

All the prices in this advertisement
were prepared approximately 6weeks
ago to meet the necessary publication
date. But should a change in VAT be
announced in the Chancellor's budget
- new prices will be available from
all Comet outlets.
Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Tuners- continued

Tuner' Amplifiers - continued

150.00 114.99

MARANTZ
1050 2
25
1072 2 z 36
1090 2 / 45

SANSUI
TU 217

133.00 94.90
173.00 124.90
205.00 149.90

SOLAVO X
ST 2002 FM/MW/LW.

PIONEER
SX590 2
20
SX690 2 • 30
SX980 2 x 80
SX1080 2 x 120

PIONEER
SA 506 2 •' 25
SA 606 2 • 40
SA 706 2 r 60

109.52 82.90
148.10 112.90
198.25 149.90

ROTEL
RA 214 2 / 20
RA 314 2 x 25
RA 414 2
35

63.90
78.50
99.90

CASSEIVERS

73.50
109.90

TUNER/AMPLIFIER/CASSETTE
COMBINATIONS

160.90

AIWA
AF3070 2
30 Dolby
cassette
419.84 314.90
AF3090 2 / 40 Dolby
casset te
492.04 354.90

SOLAVO X
SA 2020 2
20

60.62

TENSAI
TA 2030 2
23
TA 2045 2 / 35

-

47.90
75.90
102.90

GARRARD MRM 101 Hi-Fi music
recovery module, this unit is able to
'see' a scratch or noise pulse in an audio
signal waveform then electronically
delete it giving clean record replay.
130.78 89.90

AIWA
AT9700
Quartz-locked
digital FM
371.59 269.90
AKAI
2250L MW/LW/FM

-

82.90

ALBA
2000 LW/MW/FM

-

69.90

ARMSTRONG
624 FM
623 MW/LW/FM
MARANTZ
2020L
2100
PIONEER
TX 606
ROTEL
RT226
RT426
RT726

TENSAI
TT 3045

60.62
-

TRIO
KT 5300 Mk. II

105.90
45.90
84.90
79.94

SOLA VOX
SR 2220 2 z 20

AKAI
AC3500L

219.90

GOODMANS
4000
2 ,‘ 28 Dolby
cassette inc. pair
Goodmans
MC
35
loudspeakers

299.90

60.36
68.18
79.87

35.90
46.90
56.90

130.00 99.90
168.00 129.90
126.00 89.90
160.00 109.90
120.14
-

94.90
64.90
83.90
99.90

AKAI
AA1125 2

25

-

ALBA
UA1500 2
15
2125 2 / 27 LW/MW/
FM.
2150 2 / 50 LW/MW/
FM
AMSTRAD
EX222 2
25
EX 333 2
30
ARMSTRONG
625 FM 2 z 40
626 AM/FM 2 x 40

101.29
138.80

127.90
49.90
109.90
144.90
69.90
99.90

237.00 184.90
273.00 209.90

MARANTZ
MR215 2 • 15
MR230 2 . 30
2226B 2 • 26 FM/MW
MR250 2 / 50
2226BL 2 z 26 FM/
MW/LW
2238B 2 / 38 FM/MW
2238BL 2
38 FM/
• MW/LW
2252B 2 • 52

ROTEL
RX 203 2 x 20
RX 403 2
25
RX 503 2
35
SANSUI
G2000 2 z 16
G3000 2
26

TUNEKAMPLIFIERS

TUNERS

AMSTRAD
3000 Mk. 2
EX 202
EX303

-

143.00 97.90
215.00 148.90
244.00 149.94
189.90
259.00 194.90
194.94
397.00 289.90
495.00 324.90

Turntables- continued
MARANTZ
6025 belt drive
6170 direct drive

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

ARMSTRONG
621 2 / 40

SANSUI
AU 117 2
15
AU 217 2
30
AU 317 2 / 50 D.C.
coupled

Ree.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

TENSAI
TR 1030 2
23
TR 1045 2 x 35

174.22
218.12
473.72
554.95

134.90
169.90
369.90
439.90

-

94.90
119.90
134.90

-

109.94
134.94

82.99
-

69.90
112.90
134.90

TURNTABLES
AIWA
AP2200 Direct drive auto
return inc. cartridge
138.00 107.90
AP2500 Direct drive auto
stop and lift
209.94 164.90
AMSTRAD
TP12D belt drive

67.21

BSR
182/ADC AC30
P208 belt drive auto
fitted ADC QLM33
mag. cartridge
Quanta 500 belt drive
fitted ADC QLM 32
mag. cartridge
Quanta 600 belt drive
DC servo apto return,
fitted ADC QLM 32
mag. cartridge
Quanta 700 direct drive
auto return, fitted
ADC QLM 34 mag
cartridge
Quanta 800 direct drive
quartz locked,
auto
return,
fitted
ADC
XLM mag. cartridge
CONNOISSEUR
BD! kit
BD2
GARRARD
SP25 Mk. 6 belt drive
with Shure M75/6/SM
GT20 belt drive Shure
M75ED
GT25 belt drive auto
stop M75ED
GT35 Servo belt drive
auto stop M75ED
DD 130 direct drive
Shure M75ED

34.90
28.90

39.90

49.90

69.90

79.90

109.90
23.63

18.50
38.90

92.00
141.00

68.90
99.90

PIONEER
PL512 belt drive
67.33 52.90
PL514 belt drive auto
arm return
79.62 61.90
PL516 F.G. Servo belt
drive auto arm return. 107.31 84.90
PL518 DC Servo direct
drive auto return
144.38 113.90
SANSUI
SR222P
SR232E auto arm return

59.90
64.90

TENSAI
TD860B belt drive with
cartridge
TD855D direct drive
with cartridge

59.90
99.90

ALL SPEAKERS
ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD
ACOUSTRA 1000
ACOUSTRA 2500
EX 300

26.30
57.48
87.67

21.90
41.90
62.90

CELESTION
Ditton 11
Ditton 15 XR
UL6
Ditton 22
UL8
Dit ton 33
Ditton 442
Ditton 551

88.75
158.00
169.06
217.74
213.16
245.10
340.20
401.78

69.90
107.50
129.90
142.90
164.90
189.90
284.90
334.90

GOODMANS
MEZZO SL
ACHROMAT 100
ACHROMAT 250
RBIS
RB20
RB35
RB65
Beta
Kappa
HE2
HE1
Sigma

163.55
214.99
261.21
297.37
305.42

68.90
57.90
78.90
59.90
74.90
108.90
129.90
139.90
184.90
222.90
249.90
259.90

JR
149
163.13 129.90
L.P.A. System with 30
watt bass amp. for use
with amps 15 to 100
watt priced singly
202.50 172.50
MARANTZ
4G
4G3
HD440

89.00
111.00
153.00

65.61
54.90
127.42 102.90
151.52 123.90

38.90
79.90
99.90

67.50

44.50

PIONEER
CS323
CS424
CS525

101.25

65.90

SANY°
Hi-Fi One

-

69.94

113.91

74.90

137.12

89.90

139.22

92.50

SOLA VOX
TK15
PR25 Mk. II 2way
PR35 Mk. II 3 way
PR45 Mk. II 3way

36.90
51.05
77.50
102.10

22.90
39.90
59.90
79.90

5/79
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(

Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. mi.c

Speakers - continued

Styli - continued

TENSAI
TS900U
TS930

STANTON
D5107A for 500A
05100EE for 500EE
D680 for 680EE
D680EEE for 68IEEE

WHARFEDALE
Chevin XP
Denton XP2
Shelton XP2
Linton XP2
Glendale XP2
Teesdale SP2
Dovedale SP2
E30 High power
E50 High power
E70 High power

49.16
73.73
93.96
114.17
151.67
188.15
255.26
295.72
364.82

49.94
69.90
34.90
49.90
59.90
74.90
102.90
129.90
159.90
199.90
262.90
322.90

CARTRIDGES
AUDIO
TECHNICA ATIIE
TECHNICA AT13EA

12.56
21.94

GOLDRING
G800
G800E
G800 Super E
G900E

9.50
14.50
5.25
8.50
11.90
19.90

ORTOFON
FF1OE Mk. II
FF15E Mk. II
STM72 ( for SLI5E)
VMS 20E Mk. II
SC20E

14.50
19.50
28.00
39.50
60.00

8.90
13.90
19.90
29.90
49.90

SHURE
M55E
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED
V15-Mk. 3
V15- Mk. 4

14.85
21.94
24.98
33.41
69.19
90.79

8.90
12.90
14.90
19.90
48.90
66.90

STANTON
500A
500 EE
680 EE
681 EEE

18.68
26.16
38.64
59 .
96

11.90
17.50

26.90
40 .
00

MUD
AUDIO
TECHN ICA
ATS IIE
(for ATI1E)
TECHN ICA ATNI3
(for ATI3EA)

9.72

6.50

16.22

10.50

GOLDRING
D110 Stylus ( G800)
D110E Stylus ( G800E) .
D 1IOSE Stylus ( G800
Super E)
ORTOFON
N15E Mk. II for FFI5E
Mk. II
020E Mk. II for VMS
20E Mk. II
SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus
N95ED
VN35E Stylus for V15
Type 3
VN45HE Stylus for V15
Type 4

2.90
5.90
8.25

11.50

8.90

26.50

19.90

8.44
13.16
18.90
24.30

5.50
8.50
11.90
15.50

24.30

17.50

34.76

24.50

HEADPHONES
AKAI
ASE7

KOSS
K6
K6/LC (with
control)
K125
K135
PRO-4AA
K145

SANSUI
SS30
SOLAVO X
300

9.90
12.50

17.66

10.90

20.92
22.44
26.72
43.87
35.44

14.90
16.90
18.90
23.50
24.90

15.15
23.46

12.90
19.50

PHILIPS
N4504 4- track DNL .

-

16.90

PIONEER
RT707 auto reverse

-

4.90

23.63

SME
S2 head shell
7.43
CAI Carry arm
21.38
FD200 Damper
24.47
3009 Ser II fixed head
shell
80.72
3009 Ser III
147.32

16.90
5.25
14.90
18.50
59.90
99.90

139.90
146.90
179.94
189.90
377.90

-

89.90
143.90
172.90

--

154.90

AMSTRAD
7050 Dolby

111.04

69.90

MARANTZ
1820 Dolby
5000 Dolby
5010 Dolby
5025 Dolby
5030

147.00
186.00
213.00
320.00
485.00

104.90
132.90
154.90
229.90
349.90

ALBA
2200 Dolby

PHILIPS
N2533 Dolby

259.26 209.90
385.67 309.90
524.04 399.90

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD C120

0.99
1.42
1.90

99.90

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90

79.90

122.90

117.90
179.90
89.90

HI-FI TAPE

AKAI
4000 DS Mk. II

139.90
-

149.94

536.04 399.90

MICROPHONES
7.54
-

AMSTRAD
DM701 stereo mic. pack
(pair)

-

EAGLE
UD5OHL dual impedance
Hi/Low

850

1.27
1.80

-

TDK AUDUA SPOOL TAPE
L1800
L3600 on metal NAB
reel
LAZER
SP. PACK
C90 five pack with rack .

RECORDERS

3.99
11.90

-

1.95

MA XELL
SLN C60
SLN C90
SLN CI20
UD C60
UD C90
UD C120
UDXL IC60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
UD 35 90 ( 7" 1800') ....
UD 50 120 ( 10)" 2500') .
UD 35180 ( 10)" 3600') .
MEMOREX MR X3
C60
C90

0.69
0.89
1.10
1.10
1.29
1.70
1.45
1.80
1.45
1.80
4.00
8.40
8.90
-

0.99
1.35

13.90

C120

-

1.75

12.90

MEMOREX Chrome
C60
C90

-

1.20
1.65

All offers subject to availability.

HI-FI FURNITURE
AMSTRAD
SR 302
SR 301

185.66
195.80
285.33
243.44
485.00

AKAI
CS702D Mk. II Dolby
GXC706 Dolby
GXC709D Dolby

0.69
0.99
1.29

AKAI
ADM20
ACM50

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS

Dolby
Dolby
Dolby
Dolby
Dolby

D60
D90
D120

SOLAVOX
SCD 2060 Dolby

16.56

PICK- UP AR NIS
AND HEADS
CONNOISSEUR
SAU2

128.75 102.90
148.20 115.90

SANSUI
SC1110 Dolby
SC2110 Dolby

volume

PIONEER
SE205
SE305

AIWA
AD1250
AD6350
AD6550
AD6400
AD6900

PIONEER
CTF 500
CTF 4040 Dolby
CTF 700 Dolby
(3 meters)
CTF 900
CTF 1000 Dolby 3 head

TDK RECORDING TAPE
TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES

ROTEL
RD15F Dolby

-

AMSTRAD
HPS 6A

Blank Tapes - continued

HI-FI Cassette Tape
Recorders-continued
6.90
10.90
14.90
19.90

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.
Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

trierte******ertrtreeerere- rerfeer****

26.30
29.02

19.90
22.90

SCHREIBER self-assembly
Hi -Fi housing units in
wood finish
43.50
14/619
46.50
14/620
69.95
14/617
72.50
14/618
82.50
14/622

32.90
34.90
49.90
54.90
59.90

SOLA VOX
SR 302B

19.90

28.17

AKAI
CS 702D MKII
Hi Fi Cassette
tape recorder
with Dolby.

BLANK TAPES
BASF LH
C60
C90
C120

0.68
0.90
1.29

BASF SUPER LH1
C60
C90
C120

1.10
1.48
1.90

BASF CRO2
C60
C90
C120

STOP PRESS

£89.90
_

-

1.29
1.60
2.35

•
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Pioneer puts Hi-Fi
-in its proper place
They look good — they sound superb!
Three
powerful systems
ranging in
performance presented by Pioneer.

System X 50 H
Stereo Integrated Amplifier SA-506
Delivering 25 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz with no more than 0.08% total
harmonic distortion, the SA-506 keeps intermodulation distortion down to 0.08% too. An
impressive specification includes IC phono equaliser,
twin illuminated power meters, click-stop volume,
bass and treble controls, loudness contour and
advanced circuitry for low noise.
FM/AM Stereo Tuner TX-606
This tuner is high in sensitivity, signal-to-noise ratio
and wide band reception. Amongst its many
advanced HiFi features are:— FET-equipped FM
front end, ceramic filters, IC in FM discriminator,
MPX, phase locked loop, 2 large tuning meters,
extra- long tuning dial and multi- purpose FM
muting/FM mono- auto AM selector switch.
Stereo Turntable PL-514X
Belt-driven by a synchronous motor, the PL-514X
incorporates an end-of-play/arm-lift/return mechanism. Power-off on return is automatic too — and
the quick start facility is synchronised with motor
switching so that moving the S-shaped tonearm
towards the record on the platter automatically
starts rotation. With anti-skating, oil-damped cueing
and free- hinged acrylic cover, this tumtable keeps
wow and flutter down to ±0.06% ( DIN). Comes
complete with PC- 110 II magnetic cartridge.
Stereo Cassette Deck CT-506
Incorporating apneumatically-damped front loading
mechanism, the CT- 506's many outstanding features
include Dolby, 3- position tape selector, permalby
head, piano key operation and full auto-stop. With
Dolby on, signal-to-noise ratio is better than 64 dB.

Each system comprises amplifier, tuner,
turntable and cassette deck perfectly
matched to ensure peak performance and
good looks, and each system is housed
in Pioneer's beautiful HiFi furniture,
tastefully finished in satin black with
chrome look trim to display your hi-fi to
the very best advantage and to give you
the utmost convenience.

System X 90 H

System X 70 H
Stereo Integrated Amplifier SA-606
With an output of 40 watts RMS per channel into 8
ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, the SA-606 keeps both total
harmonic and intermodulation distortion down to
0.05%. Features include twin power meters with LED
peak indicators, discrete twin power supplies for
Class A/Class B circuits, IC phono equaliser with
outstanding signal-to-noise ratio, and reliable
circuitry throughout. Click stop volume control, bass
and treble controls, loudness contour switch, tape
monitor ( stereo) switch - all give you full control.
FM/AM Stereo Tuner TX-606
The same sensitive tuner as used in System X 50 —
and the perfect complement for the SA-606 amplifier.
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Stereo Integrated Amplifier SA-706
Total harmonic distortion and intermodulation
distortion are as low as 0.04% with the SA-706, an
amplifier producing 60 watts RMS per channel into 8
ohms from 20-20,000 Hz. This unit has all the features
of the SA-606 — plus phono interference switch, tape
duplicate and monitor switches, speakers switch
and click stop volume control.
FM/AM Stereo Tuner TX-606
Sensitive and efficient, the TX-606 is the common
denominator of all three Pioneer systems ... areally
high performance stereo tuner.

Stereo Turntable PL-516X
Auto-return/quick-start
convenience,
reliable
mechanism and superb styling are some of the
outttanding features of the PL-516X. This belt-driven
tuntable brings wow and flutter down to ±0.05%
(DIN) — thanks to a high- torque FG servomotor
which assures quiet, always constant speed platter
rotation. Other features include S-shaped tonearm,
anti-skating, oil- damped cueing and an easy- view
strobe for high precision speed control. Comes with
PC- 110 II magnetic cartridge.
Stereo Cassette Deck CT-606
This versatile, front- loading Dolby deck incorporates
a 3- stage, direct- coupled preamplifier which minimises distortion and widens the dynamic range.
In addition to manual bias/EQ switching for FeCr
and STD tapes, the CT-606 also offers automatic
Cr02 selection. Precision driven by a DC servomotor, this high performance cassette deck has a
signal-to-noise performance better than 64dB with
Dolby on.

Stereo Turntable PL-518X
The direct- drive PL-518X has a built-in DC servo,
and the platter ( rubber mat included) reaches its
regulated speed in less than half a rotation. Its
accuracy is reflected in the low wow and flutter figure
of ±0.04 %( DIN). Pioneer have also incorporated
features like auto-return/quick-start, strobe speed
control. S-shaped tonearm, anti- skating and oildamped cueing. Complete with PC110 II magnetic
cartridge.
Stereo Cassette Deck CT-606
As in system X 70, the CT-606 cassette deck was
chosen to ensure outstanding high fidelity
performance.
Rec. Ret. Price £500.63

Rec. Ret. Price £681.75

Rec. Ret. Price £610.88

Comet Price £ 397.90 inc. VAT

Comet Price £546.90 inc. VAT

Comet Price £489.00 inc. VAT

Matching glass fronted cabinet and speakers extra.

Matching glass fronted cabinet and speakers extra.

Matching glass fronted cabinet and speakers extra.

Matching glass fronted cabinet (0B770 BH)
illustrated above available as an optional extra
Rec. Ret. Price £51.93
Comet Price £43.90 inc. VAT
Recommended speakers for above .
Pioneer CS 323
Rec. Ret. Price £65 61
Comet Price £54.90 inc. VAT

Matching glass fronted cabinet (0B770 BH)
illustrated above available as an optional extra.
Rec. Ret. Price £51.93
Comet Price £43.90 inc. VAT

Matching glass fronted cabinet (06770 BM)
illustrated above available as an optional extra.
Rec. Ret. Price £51.93
Comet Price £43.90 inc. VAT

Recommended speakers for above:
Pioneer CS 525
Rec. Ret. Price £ 151.52
Comet Price £ 123.911 inc. VAT

Recommended speakers for 'above:
Pioneer CS 424
Rec. Ret. Price £ 127.42
Comet Price £ 102.90 inc. VAT
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2150 TUNER/AMPLIFIER

2125 TUNER/AMPLIFIER
Delivering a useful 27 watts RMS per channel of lowdistortion power, Alba's Model 2125 receiver shares the
same advanced styling and specification as its more
powerful stablemate. FM and AM reception is loud and
clear, and the all-round performance combined with the
low Comet price makes the 2125 one of the best valuefor- money buys in its class.

Superbly styled and producing a low distortion 50 watts
RMS per channel, this 3 frequency band receiver
includes amplifier overload indicator, and amplifier and
speaker protection in its impressive specification. The
tuner section features AFC, variable interstation mute,
signal strength and FM tuning meters, phase locked loop
(PLL) stereo decoder, mono/stereo switch and a MOS
FET equipped FM front end. An outstanding unit.

COMET Price £ 109.90 inc. VAT

COMET Price £ 144.90 inc. VAT

MOM

CIO

2025 AMPLIFIER
A cut- to- the- bone Comet discount price brings this 27
watts RMS per channel amplifier within the reach of most
pockets. Features include bass and treble tone controls,
balance, loudness and level controls, and twin power
meters. Easy-to- operate front control keys are provided
for phono, tuner, tape, mono, speakers A and B and two
pairs of speaker sockets.

COMET Price £69.90 inc. VAT

2000 TUNER

2050 AMPLIFIER
A low- distortion output of 50 watts RMS per channel
enables the stylish 2050 to provide power and to spare
for the average-sized listening room. The specification
includes high and low filters, bass and treble tone
controls, balance control, a volume control that can also
be switched to a loudness control, twin power meters,
overload indicator, two tape inputs and two pairs of
speaker sockets. Full amplifier and speaker protection is
provided.

COMET Price £99.90 inc. VAT

2200 CASSETTE DECK

The perfect complement for the two new Alba amps,
this 3 band tuner offers high fidelity listening at a
dramatically low Comet price. Features include: switched
AFC, variable interstation mute, signal strength and FM
tuning meters, phase locked loop ( PLL) stereo decoder,
mono/stereo switch, low ultrasonic output switch, stereo
noise filter ( high blend), MOS FET equipped FM front
end and AM bandpass circuits.

Here's an impressive front- loader with the distinctive new
styling — a cassette deck with a performance in keeping
with its elegant good looks. There's Dolby, of course,
and features such as 3- step bias and equalisation
selectors for spot-on tape matching. There's a memory
rewind facility, solenoid- assisted buttons for controlling
tape movement, large VU meters, record balance
control, and a 40-step recording -level control. With full
auto-stop on all modes.

COMET Price £69.90 inc. VAT

COMET Price £ 154.90 inc. VAT
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CT—F500 Cassette Tape Deck
A REG/PLAY head of Hard Permalloy
a ferrite erase head. 3-posdron tape selector.
Dolby NR and pneumatrcally-damped vertrcal loadong door - these are some of the valuefor- money features of the CT- F500 A sIngle DC servomotor provrdes drive stabrldy equal
to many 2- motor desrgns. thanks to separate drrve belts to capstan and take-up reel
SPECIFICATION
REC/PB Head 1x Hard Permalloy. Erasing
Head 1a Fernte Frequency Response
IREC/PB) Standard/LH tape 401-1z-13kHz.
3.18. Chrornrum Droxrde tape 40Hz 15kHz

* 3dB. Fernchrornrum Droxide tape
40Hz-15kHz. * 3dB Srgnal-to-Norse Ratio
Dolby off > 54013. Dolby on > 64dB Wow
and Flutter WRMS < 0 05% Ormensrons
380 ( W) a 140 ( H) a 261 ( D) mm,

Rec. Ret. Price £ 128.75 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £ 102-90 inc. VAT

CT—F4040 Cassette Tape Deck
Thrs front- loader Incorporates many exclusrve features found only on Proneer's more
expensive models There's Dolby IC. 3- positron tape selector. LINE/MIC and DIN Input
'electron and full auto-stop There s the Comet drscount pnce tool
SPECIFICATION

choarde tape 30 to 16,000Hz ( 40 to 15.000Hz,

Heads
Hard Permal)oy
Wow and Flutter .± 3dB) Chromium droxrde tape 30 to
No more than 0 08% ( WRMS) Frequency
16.000Hz ( 40 to 15.000Hz. ± 3dB) - Signal-toResponse Standard LH tape 30 to 14.000Hz. Norse Rah° Dolby on, > 62dB Dimensrons
(40 to 13 OCN2Hz * 3dB) Ferrrchrororum
380 ( W) a 150 ( H) x 325 ( 0) mm

Rec. Ret. Price £ 148.20 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £ 15.90 inc. VAT

CT—F700 Cassette Tape Deck
The CT- F700 grves you a unIque Thrrd Meter which enables you to adiust for dynamic
level, bias and peak level wIthout guesswork You also get a ferrite- solid REC/PLAY head.
soft- touch mode buttons, a new verhcal-hold tape mounting system. automatrc Cr02 tape
selectron. Dolby memory stop and EC) selection
SPECIFICATION
Heads. " Ferrite Solid". Wow and Flutter
< 0.0584 ( WRMS) Frequency Response
Chromium dioxIde tape. 25 to 17,000Hz

(30 to 16.000Hz. ± 30E1), ( 40 to 14.000Hz
DIN) Signal- to- Norse Ratio Dolby on,
> 6406 Dimensions 420 IW) x 187 ( H) a
304 ( 0) mm

Rec. Ret. Price £259.26 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £209.90 Inc. VAT

CT—F900 Cassette Tape Deck
The CT- F900 martas you Into the age of microprocessor- programmed aucho. wrth a chgrtron
tube chsplay replacmg traddronal meters for recorchng and play-back level mondonng An
electronrc chyle! counter permIts memory play and repeat and memory stop - and there's
even a hmer start facrldy for use voth optronal electronrc timer With features incluchng
Dolby NR swItch, chrome tape sensor with automabc bras and equalisatron. mondorrng for
tape and source, and contrnuously adrustable bras. the Proneer CT- F900 Is the tape deck of
tomorrow
evadable from Comet today
SPECIFICATION
REC/PB Head 1a Comb. Sendust Alloy
Sohd, Erasrng Head 1 a Ferrrte Frequency
Response ( REC/PB) Standard/LH tape
30Hz-15kHz ± 3dB. Chromium Droarde tape

30Hz-17kHz, * 3dB. Ferrichromium Dicoode
tape 30Hz-17kHz. * 30E1 SIgnal-to-Noise
Rah° Dolby on > 64dB Wow and Flutter
WRMS < 0 05% Drrnensrons 420 ( W)
187(H) x 362 ID/ rrm",

Rec. Ret. Price £385.67 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £309 90 inc. VAT

CT—F1000 Cassette Tape Deck
Three heads to owe you off- the- tape mondortno 2- motor tape transport. Dolby NR with
calrbratron control. pitch control on playback. MIC/LINE rrrrumng. MPX filter swrtch and
memory STOP/PLAY - the CT- F1000 really puts rt all together Other features Include
automatIc Cr02 tape selectron. 2-posdron bras. 3-posdron EC) and drrect logrc controls
SPECIFICATION
Heads
Un Crystal Fernte Solle
recordIng head/playback head Wow and
Flutter < 0 05% ( WRMS) Frequency

19.000Hz ( 30 to 17.000Hz, u 30B) StgnaltorNorse Ratro Dolby on. > 64dB ( over
5kHz) Chmenslons 420 ( W) x 187 ( H) x
362 ( DI rnfr

Response Chromlum droxrde tape 20 to

Rec. Ret. Price £524.04 inc. VAT COMET PRICE £399 90 inc. VAT
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SA- 506 Stereo Integrated Amplifier
Here's an outstanding budget buy from Pioneer — an amplifier delivering 25- watts RMS per channel
with no more than 0.08% total harmonic distortion. With aspecification including IC phono equaliser,
twin illuminated power meters. click- stop volume and tone controls, loudness contour and advanced
circuitry for low noise, the Pioneer SA- 506 represents high quality engineering without unnecessary
frills. The Comet discount brings it well within reach of most pockets.

SPECIFICATIONS
Continuous power both channels driven at 20
Hz - 20 kHz, 8 Ohms: 2 x 25 W. Total
Harmonic Distortion at rated output power 20
Hz - 20 kHz: 0.08%. Frequency response at
AUX input: 20 Hz - 40 kHz ( 4 2 dB). S/N ( IHF):

Phono: 76 dB. Tuner, Tape, PB, AUX 92 dB.
Loudness contour ( at —40 dB position) ± 6 dB
(100 Hz). Dimensions: 420(w) x 1471h) x
261(d) mm.

REC RET. PRICE £ 109.52 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 12•90 Inc. VAT

SA- 606 Stereo Amplifier
Peak Hi -Fi quality - this is the goal Pioneer have achieved with the modest- priced SA- 606. You get a
low distortion output of 40 watts per channel, both channels driven . and features including twin
power meters with LED peak indicators, discrete twin power supplies for Class•A/Class-B circuits. IC
phono equaliser with outstanding signal-to-noise ratio, and reliable circuitry throughout. An impressive
performer - and you'll be impressed by the Comet discount price.
SPECIFICATIONS
Amplifier Section - Continuous Power
Output is 40 watts per channel, min. at 8
ohms from 20 hertz to 20.000 hertz with no
more than 0.05% total harmonic distortion
Total Harmonic Distortion: ( 20 Hz to
20,000 Hz. from AUX) No more than 0 05%
(continuous rated power output)
Frequency response PHONO ( RIAA
Equalization): 20 to 20,000 Hz ± 0 3dB
TUNER. AUX, TAPE PLAY. 20 to 40,000

Hz t 2dB Tone Control BASS: + 12dB. 10dB ( 100Hz) TREBLE: + 10dB, - 10dB
(10kHz) Loudness Contour: + 6dI3 ( 100Hz)
+3dB ( 10kHz) ( Volume control set at
-40dB position) Hum and Noise ( 1HF. shortcircuited A network) PHONO: 78dB TUNER.

•44

e

AUX, TAPE PLAY: 95dB Hum and Noise
(DIN: continuous rated power output/
50mW) PHONO: 66dB/58dB TUNER,
AUX, TAPE PLAY. 85dB/60dB Dimensions:
420(w) x 147(h) x 261(d) mm

REC. RET. PRICE £ 148.10 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 112.90 Inc. VAT

SA- 706 Stereo Amplifier
With a bigger output of 60 watts per channel, both channels driven, the SA 706 is another amplifier
that concentrates on the essential Hi -Fi basics. And this means all the features of the SA- 606 - plus
phono interference filter switch, tape duplicate and monitor switches, speaker switch and 41 position
volume control. Pioneer value- for- money engineering sounds even better at Comets discount pnie I
SPECIFICATIONS
Continuous Power Output is 60 watts per
channel, min. at 8 ohms from 20 hertz to
20,000 hertz with no more than 0.04%
total harmonic distortion.
Total Harmonic Distortion ,( 20Hz to
20,000 Hz, from AUX) No more than 0.04%
(continuous rated power Output)
Frequency Response PHONO ( RIAA
Equalization): 20 to 20,000 Hz ±. 0.2dB
TUNER. AUX, TAPE PLAY: 20 to 40.000
Hz j 2dB Tone Control BASS: + 12dB.

-10dB ( 100 Hz) TREBLE: ir 10dB. - 10dB
(10kHz) Loudness Contour: + 6dB ( 100Hz)
(Volume control set at -40dB position)
+3dB ( 10kHz) Hum and Noise ( 1HF.
short-circuited A network) PHONO: 86dB
(Phono Interference Filter SW OFF)
TUNER. AUX, TAPE PLAY: 95dB
Hum and Noise ( DIN: continuous rated
power output/50mW) PHONO: 70dB/
58dB TUNER, AUX. TAPE PLAY. 85dB/
60dB Dimensions: 420(w) x 147(h) x
327(d) mm

REC. RET. PRICE £ 198.25 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £.149.90 inc. VAT

TX- 606 Stereo Tuner
Despite its modest price, the Pioneer TX- 606 is a tuner deserving the description ' Hi -Fi". A perfect
match for the SA- 606 and SA- 706 amps, this tuner features high sensitivity. signal-to-noise ratio and
wide band reception. Amongst its many advanced Hi- Fs features are: FEY - equipped FM front end,
ceramic filters, IC in FM discriminator. MPX, phase locked loop, 2large tuning meters. extra- long tuning
dial and multi- purpose FM muting/FM mono-auto/AM selector switch.
SPECIFICATIONS
FM SECTION
Sensitivity ( DIN): Mono. 1.9uV
Stereo: 50uV Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( DIN):
Mono: 73dB Stereo, 65dB Distortion ( at
65dBf) 100Hz: Mono: 0.15%. Stereo 0.25%
1kHz: Mono: 0.15%, Stereo: 0.25%
6kHz: Mono: 0.15%. Stereo: 0.25%
Frequency response: 20 to 15,000 Hz
+0.2dB, - 1.0dB Capture Ratio, 1.0dB

Stereo Separation: 40C113 ( 1kHz) 35dB
(30 - 15,000Hz) Aerial Input: 300 ohms
balanced 75 ohms unbalanced
AM SECTION
Sensitivity: 300uV/m (' HF, ferrite aerial).
15uV ( IMF, external aerial) Selectivity:
30d8 Signal- to- Noise Ratio: 50dB
Aerial: Built-in ferrite loopstick aerial
Dimensions: 420 ( w) s 147 ( h) x264 ( d)
mm

REC RET. PRICE £ 120.14 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £94-90 inc. VAT
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Amplifier - SA2020
Delivering a full 20 watts RMS per channel of lowdistortion power, the SA2020 packs all the features you'd
expect from units in a much higher price range. There's
a full complement of filters including scratch and rumble,
loudness control, mono/stereo switch and provision for
an extra pair of speakers. Click action volume and tone
controls, and a generous selection of inputs and outputs
add to the all-round versatility of this powerful performer,
with looks and performance to match the ST2002 Tuner
below.

Rec. Ret. Price £60.62 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £47.90 inc. VAT.

Tuner - ST2002
The elegant black anodised front panel of this FM/MW/LW
tuner incorporates a full length, easy-to- read scale with
weighted flywheel tuning and large signal meter. A host
of superbly- engineered Hi Fi features includes:- switchable AFC, inbuilt multiplex phase locked loop stereo
decoder, stereo beacon and stabilised power supply. A
perfect match for the SA2020 amplifier!

Rec. Ret. Price £60.62 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £45.90 Inc. VAT.

Receiver - SR2220
A combination of a 20 watts RMS per channel output with
full FM/MW/LW reception — not forgetting the Comet
discount price — makes the SR2220 an outstanding
value- for- money receiver. The amplifier section includes
a full range of filters ( scratch, rumble and loudness
control), together with bass and treble controls. The
radio section incorporates AFC, inbuilt stereo decoder
and LED stereo beacon.

Roc Ret. Price £82.99 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £69.90 inc. VAT.

Cassette - SCD2060
Here's a Dolby front- loading deck that's ideal for
stacking with the other Solavox equipment. The key
button cassette function controls make operation easy
and there's a switch for standard or chrome tapes.
Other features of this Comet bargain buy include
large VU meters, auto-stop, tape counter, pause, and
adjustable output level.
Rec. Ret. Price £122.90 inc. VAT.

Comet Price £89.90 inc. VAT.
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We didn't think the Solavox PR Mk Ps
could be improved upon

...and yet here's
the new Mk 11 range
With our range of Solavox PR Mk. l's we brought
you high fidelity loudspeakers at an incredibly low price.
We thought this was a Hi Fi bargain that couldn't be
bettered. And we were right. Until now . . .
The new Mk. ll's take excellence one step further.
Produced by one of Britain's leading manufacturers,
they combine high power handling characteristics with
the ability to give good performance even when connected
to smaller amplifiers.
Their handsome teak effect cabinets and semi-see-through
grilles house British speaker engineering at its best.
And they sound even better than they look. The two
larger speakers in the range even have their own midrange control to enable you to achieve the ideal sound
balance for your listening room.

PR 25 Mkll

Compact in size, yet offering full deep rich bass
and impeccably balanced sound. Two-way
speaker system incorporates 200mm bass unit
and 70mm tweeter. Power handling 5to 25 watts
RMS. Size: (mm) 272w X 375h X 240d.

PR 35 Mkt'

Gives outstanding clarity of tone and wide
frequency response without objectionable sound
colouration. Three-way speaker system with
200mm bass unit, 120mm mid-range and 70mm
tweeter. Power handling up to 35 watts RMS.
Variable mid-range control. Size: (mm) 272wX
493hX240d.

PR45 Mkll

Superb all-round performance from aspeaker
system incorporating aprecision-designed
8-element crossover unit. Large 250mm bass
unit, 120mm mid-range and 70mm tweeter.
Power handling up to 45 watts RMS. Variable
mid-range control. Size: (
mm) 335wX565hX294d.

Rec.Ret.Price £51-05 inc VAT

Comet Price
£39.90 inc. VAT per pair

Rec.Ret.Price £77.50 inc VAT

Comet Price
£59.90 inc. VAT per pair

Rec.Ret.Price £ 10210 inc VAT

Comet Price
£79.90 inc. VAT per pair
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The Wharfedale Es...
The high efficiency of the Wharfedale E50 and E70 loudspeakers has already established them among the market
leaders in acoustic technology. They make smaller amplifiers sound larger, reduce distortion and provide true
high fidelity sound throughout the entire spectrum. And now the smaller E30 joins the range — a loudspeaker
sharing the same superb bass response, smooth mid- range and light and sweet treble
characteristics of the E50 and E70. With walnut veneered cabinets and see-through
fishnet grilles, the Wharfedale E's look just as good as they sound. See them at
Comet ... at discount prices that bring the best within reach of your pocket.

WHARFEDALE E70 LOUDSPEAKER

WHARFEDALE ESO LOUDSPEAKER

WHARFEDALE E30 LOUDSPEAKER

Suitable for amplifiers from 3to 120 watts
RMS per channel. One watt produces
94 dB S.P.L. at 1metre.

Suitable for amplifiers from 3to 80 watts
RMS per channel. One watt produces
94 dB at 1metre.

Suitable for amplifiers from 15 to 75 watts
RMS per channel. One watt produces
94 dB at 1metre.

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 100 watts.
Sensitivity: 1watt produces 94 dB S.P.L. at 1 metre.
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
Typical frequency response: Drive unit complement 1 X
250mm ( 10) low inertia moving coil bass driver. 2 x
100mm ( 4") high flux moving coil mid- range driver.
1x 25mm ( 1") compression drive horn loaded treble unit.
Controls: Upper contour control ( Range 2 kHz to 20 kHz)
five positions up to maximum of 5 dB attenuation.
Lower contour control ( Range 200 Hz to 2 kHz) five
positions up to maximum of 5 dB attenuation.
Bass Loading: Optimised reflex. Maximally flat fourth
order Butterworth.
Crossover type: 6and 12 dB per octave, 6element network
with 13 element contour control. Vibration resistant
mounted.
Crossover points: 800 Hz and 7 kHz.
Nominal Internal Volume: 70 litres.

Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 70 watts.
Sensitivity: 1watt produces 94 dB at 1 metre.
Nominal impedance: 8 ohms.
Drive unit complement: 1 x 250mm ( 10") low inertia
moving coil bass driver. 1x 100mm ( 4") high flux moving
coil mid- range driver. 1 X 25mm ( 1") compression drive
horn loaded treble unit.
Controls: Upper contour control ( Range 2 kHz to 20 kHz)
five positions up to maximum of 5 dB attenuation.
Lower contour control ( Range 200 Hz to 2 kHz) five
positions up to maximum of 5 dB attenuation.
Bass Loading: Optimised reflex. Maximally flat fourth
order Butterworth.
Crossover type: 6and 12 dB per octave, 5element network
with 13 element contour control. Vibration resistant
mounted.
Crossover points: 800 Hz and 7 kHz.

Internal cabinet damping: High hysteresis expanded
urethane foam.
Cabinet materials: Natural Walnut Veneer on high

Internal cabinet damping: High hysteresis expanded
urethane foam.

composition board.
External Dimensions: Height 815 mm ( 32"), Width 342 mm
(13 1
/"). Depth 360 mm ( 14").
2
Weight: 32 kg ( 70 lb), packed: 33 kg ( 72 lb)

Rec. Ret. Price £364.82 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £322.90 inc. VAT

Suitable for amplifiers ( RMS per channel): 15-75 watts.
Sensitivity ( 1watt at 1metre): 94 dB SP L.
Nominal Impedance: 8 ohms.
Typical Frequency Response (± 3 dB). 63 Hz to 18 kHz.
Drive Units: 2 x 170 mm moving coil mid- range driver.
1 x 25 mm ( 1") horn loaded tweeter.
Crossover Type: 6and 12 dB per octave 9element network.
Vibration resistant mounted.
Crossover point: 4 kHz.
Controls: Treble level control — 4dB to + 2dB ( range 3kHz
to 20 kHz) variable.
Cabinet Materials: Natural Walnut veneer on high density
particle board.
External Dimensions: H 580 mm, W 335 mm. D 261 mm.

COMET PRICE £199.90 inc. VAT

Nominal Internal Volume: 50 litres.

Cabinet materials: Natural Walnut Veneer on high
composition board.
External Dimensions: Height 665 mm ( 26"). Width 342 mm
(13 1
/"). Depth 342 mm ( 131
2
2 ").
/
Weight. 19 kg ( 42 lb). packed: 20 kg ( 44 lb).

Rec. Ret. Price £295.72 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £262.90 inc. VAT

for the full range of
WHARFEDALE SPEAKERS
see the
COMET' price list pages
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Wharfedale.

DENTON XP2

SHELTON XP2

With two new drivers to provide abigger margin of power handling than
before, the Denton XP2 has aperformance which proves Wharfedale's
determination to maintain the company's lead in the budget
loudspeaker market. Suitable for amplifier's of 10-30 watts RMS output ,
the Denton incorporates anew fibrous cone which is terminated in a
compliant, highly plasticised PVC surround. This gives the speaker an
exceptional acoustic performance.

Meet the Shelton XP2, a newcomer to the Wharfedale range which
incorporates adome tweeter to put it firmly on the peak of the budget
market. Power handling is 10-35 watts, and the performance is well in
keeping with Wharfedale's impressive international reputation. Behind
the attractive grille is speaker engineering dedicated to producing pure,
colouration-free sound ... anew deep- flared bass unit cone, 70% more
metal around the voice coil than on conventional speakers to improve
power handling, and acomplex
8-element crossover network.

DENTON XP2 SPECIFICATION

SHELTON XP2 SPECIFICATION

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 12 litres.
Frequency Response (-3dB): 65 Hz to 18 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass/mid 1x 170 mm
Treble 1X 50 mm.
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 25 watts.
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 30 watts

Nominal Enclosure Volume: 15 litres
Frequency Response (-3dB),63 Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass'Mid 1x 200mm
Treble 1X 19 mm dome
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 28 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 35 watts

Sensitivity for 1watt input, measured at
1metre: 88 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10
Nm 2).
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover Points: 3.5 kHz
Dimensions: (H) 355 mm, (W) 246 mm,
(D) 222 mm

Sensitivity for 1watt input, measured at
1metre: 86 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10
Nm 2)
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover points and rates: 3.5 kHz, 12 dB/
octave 8element
Dimensions: ( H) 412 mm, (W) 246 mm,
(D) 240 mm

Her. Ret. Price £73.73 inc. VAT

Rec. Ret. Price £93.96 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £49•90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE f-59.90 inc. VAT

LINTON XP2

GLENDALE XP2

A world famous model with an improved performance that is
destined to make it an even bigger Hi Fi household word — this is
the new Limon XP2. Wharfedale have applied the full weight of their
advanced engineering and measurement programme to the new
XPs, and the Linton has emerged with a power handling of 10-40
watts, an increase of 5watts over the previous model. Bass and treble
drivers are new, and join the outstandingly- successful mid-range unit
proved on the Linton 3XP to complete a3-way speaker that generates
smooth, undistorted sound.

Wharfedale continue to make you sit up and listen with the new
Glendale XP2, aspeaker producing apower handling of 15-50 watts,
and designed for either floor standing or bookshelf locations. Again, the
bass and treble drivers are new — the large 250 mm bass unit being
used with acoustic suspension loading to give a —3dB cut off paint of 50
Hz. The bass response is superb, and the new Glendale certainly
enhances its reputation as aloudspeaker that has proved capable of
covering the entire musical spectrum, from classical through to jazz
and pop in even the most difficult of acoustic environments. This is a
unit heading arange of loudspeakers
bearing advanced development
not seen on products costing
twice as much or more.

LIN TON XP2 SPECIFICATION
Nominal Enclosure Volume: 20 litres
Frequency Response (-3dB): 60 Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass 1X 200 mm,
Mid 1x 100 mm, Treble IX 19 mm
Power Handling ( to DIN 45573): 35 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching: 10 to 40 watts

GLENDALE XP2 SPECIFICATION
Nominal Enclosure Volume:. 31 litres
Frequency Response (- 3dB): 50 Hz to 20 kHz
Drive Unit Complement: Bass 1X 250 mm,
Mid 1X 100 mm, Treble 1X 19 mm dome
Power Handling ( to DIN 451.73): 40 watts
Suitable Amplifier Matching 15 to 50 watts
r.M.S.

Sensitivity for 1watt input measured at
1metre: 87 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10 ,
Nm 2)
Nominal Impedance: 6ohms
Crossover Points and rates: 1kHz, 4.5 kHz 6 &
12 dB/octave 9element
Dimensions: (H) 476 mm, (W) 264 mm,
(D) 240 mm

Her. Ret. Price £114.17 inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 4.90 inc. VAT

Sensitivity for 1watt input, measured at
1metre: 86 dB S.P.L. (with respect to 2X 10
Nm
Nominal Impedance, 6ohms
Crossover Points and rates. 1.3 kHz, 4.5 kHz
6 & 12 dB/octave 11 element
Dimensions: (H) 565 mm, (W) 305
. mm,
(D) 265 mm

Rec. Ret. Price £151 67 Inc. VAT
COMET PRICE £ 102•90 inc. VAT
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Compact Cassette
or Reel-to-Reel...
Akai quality at super prices!
Here are two dramatic Hi Fi bargains from Comet . . . a front- loading Dolby cassette deck
and a reel-to-reel recorder that has proved the most popular of its kind in the country.
Both are outstanding examples of high fidelity engineering — and both are available at
dramatically- reduced discount prices at Comet.
Cassette or reel-to-reel, you can take your choice. Either way, Comet are offering you one
of the very best value- for- money buys!

AKAI CS 702D Mk. 2 CASSETTE DECK

SPECIFICATIONS
Track System. 4track, 2channel stereo. Wow and Flutter (WRMS): <0.08%. Frequency
Response (± 3dB): Chrome 40-15. Distortion ( 1kHz OVO): < 1.5%. Signal- to-Noise ratio
(Dolby on + 10 dB): >50 dB. Heads: (2) Perrnalloy. Motor: DC Electronically speed
controlled. Dimensions: 380(W) X 150(H) x285(D)

Here's an IC equipped front- loading Dolby deck that is
literally bristling with Hi Fi features. Powered by an
electronically-controlled DC motor, the CS 702D Mk. 2
includes alarge flywheel with aflat belt drive to assure
smooth capstan rotation. The impressive specification
includes asuperhard permalloy recording/playback head,
limiter switch, direct function change control, tape
selector switch, pause and auto-stop. This deck was a
"Recommended Buy" in Hi Fi Choice Cassette Decks
and Tapes. At this new Comet cut- to- the- bone discount
price, the CS 702D Mk. 2 has to be incredible value for
money!

COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT

AKAI 4000DS Mk.2 REEL-TO-REEL TAPE DECK
Akai's original reputation for high quality Hi Fi was based on
their reel-to-reel machines — and the outstanding 4000DS
Mk. 2has increased that reputation. There's the exclusive
Akai one- micron gap head, which gives excellent frequency
response and really low distortion. Then there's the
combination of atape monitor switch and three heads to
give you off- tape monitoring. There's also atape selector,
MIC/LINE mixing — and sound- on- sound for building up
several recordings on one track. Other features include
automatic shut-off, pause control, two large VU meters, and
an equalisation switch for tape speed ( 71
/ or 33/4 i.p.s.). A
2
fantastic recorder — at afantastically- low Comet price!

SPECIFICATIONS
Track System: 4track, 2channel stereo/monaural. Reel Capacity: Up to 7" reel. Tape
speed: 7,,and 3,,ips (±2%). Wow and Flutter: Less than 0.12% WRMS at 7,,ips.
Less than 0.15% WRMS at 3,,ips. Frequency Response: 30 to 23,000 Hz (± 3dB) at
7'2 iPs (Low Noise Tape); 30 to 16,000 Hz (±3dB) al 3,,ips (Low Noise Tape).
Distortion: Less than 1% ( 1,000 Hz 0 VU) using Low Noise Tape. Signal to Noise
Ratio: Better than 56 dB. Erase Ratio: Better than 70 dB. Bias Frequency: 100 kHz.
Heads: (3): 1one- micron gap playback head, 1recording head, 1erase head. Motor:
4- pole induction motor. Fast Forward and Rewind Time: 200 seconds using a 1,200 ft.
tape. Output Jacks: Line (2): 0.775 V (0VU); Required load impedance: more than 50
k ohms; Phone 30 mV/8 ohms. Input Jacks: Microphone ( 21: 0.55 mV/30 kohms;
Line (2): 50 mV/200 kohms. Din Jack: 0.5V/3mV. Dimensions: 407(W) X 314(H) x
196(D) mm ( 16 x 12.4 x 7.7 ins).

COMET PRICE £139.90 inc. VAT
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Will STEREO AMPLIFIER
fhe smallest in the new AU range
rom Sansui, the AU117 includes
idvanced power amps,
)arlington-arranged power output
Ind has a healthy power output of
15 watts per channel, min. RMS,
vith no more than 0.17% total
larmonic distortion. A unit that is
•ligh on value and performance.

U217 STEREO AMPLIFIER
The AU217 delivers 30 watts per
channel, min. RMS, both channels
iriven into 8 ohms with no more
than 0.06% total harmonic
listortion, it has a low output
mpedance and features low
iistortion thanks to a Darlingtonarranged power output. There's a
Precise phono equalizer and
accurate RIAA equalization that
allows you to enjoy ' unclipped'
-ecord reproduction even at full
power operation.
AU317 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Sansui's new design results in a
low- distortion DC coupled high
calibre amp that certainly holds its
pwn against many of its much
higher priced competitors.
Delivering a respectable 50 watts
per channel RMS, both channels
driven into 8 ohms the AU317 is
certainly an amplifier in the
highest class.

COMET PRICE £ 73.50 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE mew Inc. VAT

SPECIFICATION
Power Output: Min. RMS both channels driven
from 20 to 20,(X/0 Hz, with no more than 0.17%
total harmonic distortion. 15 watts per channel
into 8 Ohms. Total Harmonic Distortion: Less
than 0.17% at or below rated min. RMS power
output. Frequency Response (at 1watt): Overall
(from AUX) 10 to 40,000 Hz + 0.5 dB, —2 dB.
Channel Separation ( at 1,000 Hz): Phono 65 dB,
Aux 68 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X 110(H) X
340(D) mm.

SPECIFICATION
Power Output: Min. RMS both channels driven
from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.06%
total harmonic distortion. 30 watts per channel
into 8 Ohms. Total Harmonic Distortion: Less
than 0.06% at or below rated min. RMS power
output. Frequency Response (at 1watt): Overall
(from AUX) 10 to 50,000 Hz + 0.5 dB, — 1.5 dB.
Channel Separation (at 1,000 Hz): Phono 65 dB,
Aux 68 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X 110(H) X
340(D) mm.

SPECIFICATION

COMET PRICE £ 160.81) Inc. VAT

Power Output: Min. RMS both channels driven,
from 20 to 20,000 Hz, with no more than 0.03%
total harmonic distortion. 50 watts per channel
into 8 Ohms. Total Harmonic Distortion: Less
than 0.03% at or below rated min. RMS power
output. Frequency Response (at 1watt): Overall
(from AUX) 5 to 70,000 Hz + 0 dB, — 1.8 dB,
Power amp in DC to 200,000 Hz + 0 dB, — 2.5 dB.
Channel Separation ( at 1,000 Hz): Phono 65 dB,
Aux 73 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X 110(H) X
340(D) mm.

ÍU217 FM/AM STEREO TUNER
The TU217 is top notch Sansui
technology at a down to earth
:.;omet price. Features include
wide channel separation in FM
stereo due to a super- stable phase
locked loop multiplex decoder in
IC form, ultra low distortion from
all stations thanks to the linearphase IF section, IC quadrature
detectors and other perfected
circuits widen dynamic range.
Altogether Sansui have made
Radio Reception smooth, sure and
simple.

SC1110 "DIRECT-O-MATIC"
CASSETTE DECK
This new " Direct-O-Matic" deck
from Sansui puts your tape right
up front, not deep inside the
chassis, which means better tape
handling, more stable transport
and easier access for
maintenance, and it aids
performance too by providing
greater stability as the cassette
shell is held firmly in place, a
hinged cover protects the heads
when not in use. Other features
include Dolby, Auto Stop, Tape
Selector, illuminated tape counter,
quick-change mode facility,
super- hard permalloy head and
large illuminated VU meters.

SPECIFICATION

COMET PRICE M05-90 inc. VAT

FM SECTION. Sensitivity: Mono 10.6 dBf ( IHF T100 1.85 uV), Stereo 20 dBf. Signal-to- Noise Ratio
(at 65 dBf): Mono 71 dB, Stereo 70 dB. Frequency
Response: Stereo 30 to 15,000 Hz + 1dB, — 1dB.
Stereo Separation: 40 dB at 1,000 Hz. AM
SECTION. Selectivity (± 10 kHz): 35 dB. Signalto-Noise Ratio: 48 dB. Dimensions: 430(W) X
110(H) X 307(D) mm.

SPECIFICATION
Heads: REC/PB ( Super Hard Permalloy) ERASE
(Ferrite). Motor: Electronically Speed Controlled
DC Motor. Wow and Flutter: within 0.08%
(WRMS). Frequency Response ( Record/Playback
Chromium Tape: 30 — 16,000 Hz. Signal-to-Noisi
Ratio ( Record/Playback) Chromium: 64 dB ( with
DOLBY) (Above 5 kHz). Bias Frequency: 85 kHz.
Dimensions: 430(W) X 160(H) X 302(D) mm.

COMET PRICE £ 117.90 inc. VAT

ALSO AVAILABLE SANSUI SC2110 STEREO CASSETTE DECK.
COMET PRICE £179.90.
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MR215 AM/FM RECEIVER

MR 230 AM/FM RECEIVER

Rated at 15 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms, the MR 215 is engineered to
give high quality, low distortion performance combined with needle-sharp
AM/FM reception but now at aprice which represents incredible value for money.
The power amplifier has direct coupled complementary output circuits ( DC), and
controls include loudness switch, FM muting, speaker selection and tape
monitor. In the tuner section Marantz have incorporated ceramic filters and
MOSFET components in the RF stage, together with a phase locked loop ( PLI.)
FM demodulator. Other features include 41 detented volume control, 11 detented
ganged bass and treble tone controls, speaker protection circuit, and signal
strength and FM centre tuning meters.

Delivering 30 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms, the larger MR 230 has all the
features that make the MR 125 such a high quality receiver and brings Marantz
into your receiver budget. Despite its bigger punch, distortion is low - thanks to
the direct coupled complementary output circuits ( DC) in the power amplifier and the phase locked loop FM multiplex demodulator guantees perfect stereo
detection. Easy adjustments, accurate controls . . . the Marantz MR 230 has
them all.

SPECIFICATION
POWER AMPLIFICATION SECTION
Power Output per Channel DIN 8 Ohms ( 1 kHz)
26 W. Total Harmonic Distortion at Rated Power
Output: 0.15%. PRE- AMPLIFICATION SECTION.
Frequency Response Phono ( RIAA) : * 10 dB.
Signal.to- Noose Ratio Phono : 72 dB. Aux 8046
Input Sensitivity/Impedance Phono 2.8mV/47 k
Ohms. Aux : 180 mV/20 kOhms. FM TUNER
SECTION ( 87.5 - 108 MHz). Usable Sensitivity

Rec. Ret. Price £143.00 inc. VAT

(40kHz Dev. 98 MHz) Stereo ( S/N 46 dEl) 50 dB.
Alternate Channel Selectivity ( 98 MHz ± 300 kHz)
65 dB. Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( 98 MHz) Weighted
Mono 66 dB. Weighted Stereo : 60 dB.
AM/MW TUNER SECTION ( 525 - 1605 kHz).
Usable Sensitivity ( 26dB 5/N 30% Mod. 1MHz):
301.W. Selectivity ( 1 MHz * 9 kHz) : 20 dB.
GENERAL. Dimensions : 440 ( W) •
137 ( H) x 358 ( D) mrn.

SPECIFICATION
POWER AMPLIFICATION SECTION.
Power Output per Channel DIN 8 Ohms ( 1kHz):
48W. Total Harmonic Distortion at Rated Power
Output : 0.15%. Damping Factor 30.
PRE-AMPLIFICAfiON SECTION. Frequency
Response Phono ( RIAA): A 1dB. Signal•to-Noise
Ratio Phono 72 dB. Aux 80 dB. Input Sensitivity/
Impedance Phono: 2.8mV/47 kOhms. Aux :
180mV/20 kOhms. FM TUNER SECTION

Rec. Ret. Price £ 215.00 inc. VAT

(87.6 - 108 MHz). Usable sensitivity ( 40 kHz Dec.
98 MHz) Stereo ( S/N 46481: 50 dB. Alternate
Channel Selectivity ( 98 MHz * 300 kHz) 65 dB.
Signal- to- Noise Ratio ( 98 MHz) Weighted
Mono
66 dB. Weighted Stereo 60 dB.
AM/MW TUNER SECTION ( 525 - 1605 kHz).
Usable Sensitivity ( 26 dB S/N 30% Mod. 1 MHz)
300. Selectivity ( 1 MHz * 9 kHz) : 20 08.
GENERAL. Dimensions 440 ( W) •
137 ( 11) • 358 (D).M.

Comet Price £ 148.90 inc. VAT

Comet Price £97.90 inc. VAT

MR 250 AM/FM RECEIVER

1820 CASSETTE DECK
With the attractively- styled 1820, Marantz have produced the ideal front- loading
cassette deck for the home Hi -Fi installation. Driven by a DC servo- controlled
motor, this Dolby deck has a host of Hi -Fi features including: superhard
permalloy recording/playback head, tape selector switch and big VU meters. A
fine example of Marantz engineering at a price which makes this a BEST BUY.
SPECIFICATION
Tape Drive System : Single Capstan Drive. Track
System: Compatible Stereo 4- track. 2channel.
Tape Speed
14 ins ( 4 75 cm/sec). Head : Rec.
Play Superhard Permalloy. Erase. Ferrite Motor
DC Servo Controlled Motor • 1. Recording

Rec. Ret. Price £ 147.00 inc. VAT

System AC Bias. Erasing System: AC Erase.
Overall Frequency Response ( Dolby 0111 Cr02
Tape 28Hz tot5kHz
2.5 dB - 3.5 dB. Total
Harmonic Distortion: Cr02 Tape 2 5%. Wow and
Flutter ( DIN WTD) : 0.17%. Dimensions
41 6(W)
146(H)
244(D) mm.

Comet Price £ 104.90 inc. VAT

2020L AM/FM TUNER
A high performance tuner capable of meeting thé high standards
of FM broadcasts - this is the Marantz 2020L. The MOSFET
components in the FM front end, plus the phase locked loop
(PLI.) demodulator, give exceptional selectivity as well as
optimum FM stereo channel separation. The circuitry is based on
ceramic IF filters, and other features include: 3 gang FM tuning
capacitor, mono and FM muting switches, signal strength and
centre tuning meters.

With aformidable output of 50 watts RMS per channel into 8 ohms, the MR 250
achieves this extra performance without any increase in total harmonic distortion.
Marantz sophisticated electronics give excellent performance and superb
AM/FM listening, ease of operation and accurate tuning through the Marantz
exclusive ' Gyro Touch' flywheel. Tape monitoring circuitry for two tape decks is
also included in the impressive specification. Marantz hi- quality at a new break
through price.
SPECIFICATION
POWER AMPLIFICATION SECTION.
Power Output per Channel DIN 8 Ohms ( 1nHz)
60 W. Total Harmonic Distortion at Rated Power
Output: 0.15%. Damping Factor : 40.
PRE•AM PLIFICATION SECTION. Frequency
Response Phono ( RIAA). * 1dB. Signal- to- Noise
Ratio Phono 72 dB. Aux . 80 dB. Input Sensitivity/
Impedance Phono 2.8 inV/47kOhms. Aux:
180nW/20 kOhms. FM TUNER SECTION

(87.5 - 108 MHz). Usable Sensitivity ( 40 kHz
Dev. 98 MHz) Stereo ( S/N 46 dB) 5048.
Alternate Channel Selectivity ( 98 MHz *
300 kHz) 65 dB. Signal•to-Noise Ratio ( 98 MHz)
Weighted Mono 66 dB. Weighted Stereo : 60 dB.
AM/MW TUNER SECTION ( 525 - 1605 kHz).
Usable Sensitivity ( 26 dB S/N 30% Mod. 1 MHz) :
30pV. Selectivity ( 1 MHz ± 9 kHz) : 20 dB.
GENERAL. Dimensions : 440 ( W)
137 ( H) x 358 ( D) rnrn.

Comet Price £189.90 Inc. VAT.

SPECIFICATION .
FM TUNER SECTION ( 87,5 - 108 MHz). Usable
Sensitivity Stereo 5/N 46 d8 50pV. Alternate
Channel Selectivity 65 dB Signal- to- Noise
Ratio ( DIN). Weighted Stereo: 60 dB. Total
Harmonic Distortion. Stereo: 0.4%. Frequency
Response ( 30 Hz - 15 kHz)
0.2/-2 0 dB.
Stereo Separation 42 dB. Channel Balance:

Rec. Ret. Price £ 126.00 inc. VAT

0.5 dB. AM/LW TUNER SECTION ( 150 - 350 kHz).
Usable Sensitivity ( 26 dB S/N 30% Mod. 260 kHz) :
200pV. Selectivity ( 260 kHz ± 9 kHz) : 24 dB.
Image Rejection ( 250 kHz) : 36 dB. I.F. Reiection
(250 kHz) : 26 dB Signal- to• Noise Ratio
(250 kHz) : 4E1d8 Total Harmonic Distortion
(250 kHz) 0 5 dB. Dimensions : 416(W)
146(H) , 240(D) mm.

Comet Price £ 89.90 inc. VAT
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AD 1250 CASSETTE DECK
With its advanced ergonomic design and excellent performance it's
little wonder that the 1250 was rated as a " Best Buy" in HiFi Choice.
The inclined control panel protected by hinged dust cover gives
maximum visibility, while leaving the function controls readily to hand.
Facilities include: Dolby noise reduction in record and playback, linked
to MPX filter for improved FM recording, two separate 3- position
controls for bias/equalisation switchable to normal, FeCr or Cr02,
Cue/Review to help locate your favourite tracks, slider input/output
level controls, twin VU meters and peak level light, jacks for
headphones and mic; and auto-stop.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 185.66 inc. VAT

COMET Price £139.90 inc. VAT

AD 6350 CASSETTE DECK
The main feature of this versatile front- loader is auser- adjustable fine
bias control which ensures the best possible recording results with
different brands of LH/normal tape. Another useful.feature is a ' Recmute' edit facility ( incorporating flashing LED muting time indicator)
which enables the user to remove unwanted portions of the programme
such as dialogue or commercials. The impressive specification also
includes: Dolby noise reduction interlocked with MPX filter to prevent
interference during FM recording, separate bias/equalisation switches
for Cr02 and FeCr tapes, twin VU meters with two LED peak overload
indicators, Cue/review, full auto-stop, timer start and oil- damped
cassette ejection.

Rec. Ret. Price £ 195.80 inc. VAT

COMET Price £146.90 inc. VAT

L
•

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency response ( DIN):
LH tape 30.12.5 kHz,
Cr02 tape 30-15 kHz,
FeCr tape 30-16 kHz.
S/N ratio: 59 dB DIN ( FeCr tape,
Dolby on).

tig•

¡
Ira

es two

Wow and flutter 0.08% WRMS.
Head: Hardened permalloy.
Motor: DC servo motor.
Dimensions: 420(W) X 150(H) X
330(D) mm
X
X 13 -).

AD 6900 CASSETTE DECK
The AD 6900 is atrue three- head machine permitting instantaneous offtape monitoring and flat response tuning ( FRTS) for all types of tape.
The V- cut combination head incorpOrates atest facility which enables
the user to measure the required bias figure for LH/normal, Cr02 or
FeCr tape, and to adjust the AD 6900 to give the finest optimum
recording quality. Full logic controls enable punch- in recording from
the play mode without interrupting the tape motion, and incorporate
the world's first logic cue/review facility. Visual monitoring of recording
and playback levels is performed using twin combined peak/VU
meters. Two needles in each meter provide simultaneous display of VU
and peak signal strengths, and depression of the peak hold button holds
the peak needles in a frozen state so that they then display the
maximum level recorded. Other features include: dual Dolby noise
reduction circuits with record calibration, ' Rec-mute' edit facility, 38pulse frequency generated servo motor, mic/line mixing, memory
stop/replay, timer start/record and aunique facility for synchronisation
with an Aiwa turntable.

Rec. Ret. Price £485.00 inc. VAT

COMET Price £ 77.90 inc. VAT

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency response: (
DIN 45500):
LH tape 25-15 kHz,
Cr02 tape 25-18 kHz,
FeCrjape 25-19 kHz.
S/N ratio ( DIN 45500): 66 dB
(Dolby on, FeCr tape).
Wow and flutter 0.04% WRMS
(0.1% DIN).
Heads: Rec/Pb; V- cut ferrite guard

combination head. Erase. Double
gap ferrite head.
Motors: 38- pulse frequency
generated servo motor
1
Electronically controlled, 2- speed
DC servo motor X 1.
Dimensions: 450(W) X 120(H) X
327(D) mm. ( 17 3," X 434 X
12's
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The Complete)
Hi-Fi Service

All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m. ( with the exception of branches marked
SCOTLAND
WAREHOUSU
DUNDEE
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
GLASGOW
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
AYR
}DUMFRIES
}DUNFERMLINE
EDINBURGH
FALKIRK
GLASGOW
GREENOCK
TKILMARNOCK
«IRKCALDI
'PERTH

Wear Mendereons Wynd. Dundee
INewhaven Road. Etelnbtogh. E116 SOX
Wear Lodge R.O. Blmhswo. Tradong «Me. Re«.
Kolenurr Ro.. Efirkenshaw Induernal ERIAl.. Tann.heode. uddrolgalon

Tel 0302 28101
T.L 031.554 4454
Tel 041 806 5731
TRI 00 dingUon 015134

Conelituroon Street. A...n
41.43 Daiblaér Arcade, Ayr
66 Glasgow Str.t,
12/14 Chelmers «me. Dunlernolone
118 Delry Road, Weellawnerket, Edonburgh
Kovorgete,Fek.
22 Syros Road. Glasgow
4Jenteca Stralel. Green.k
30 Grange Street KIlmarn.k
27/ 29 Hoir Street. 00.100

Tel 0224 29434
Tel. 0292 822.
Tel 038/6395E
T.1'038335136/7
Tel 031-3400191/2
Tel 0324 34247
Tel 041-3140.7
Te. 0475 202111
Tel 056320126
Tel 059261.05.
Tefi0731 36318

NONTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
10-22 Hemilon Street. Borkenhe.
GRIMSBY
389 Voctone SlreafiGrimeby. CON31 TER
Reservorr Ro.. Clough Road. HAIl. OUR 70D
JARROW
56.4 Ellison Street.JaHow 5E32 311IT
LEEDS
78 Ar.. Road.1..... LS12 . F
LIVERPOOL
Selon W.. Flet Lane. LItherland. Loverpool
•MANCHESTER
Marlborough Mill. Poplar Street. Fael.o.
NEWCASTLE
Senne Row lob Northumberle. Str.11
ROCHDALE
Corner of Wellf
Lome end 0
SHEFFIELD
The 14.11, 11.10 Ro.. Malin BrIelge
STOCKPORT
Lower HIIIOSIS. St.kport
STOCK TON
Portreclo Laroe. SloacMon. Corn..
VAGAN
Wharf Mou. Pronom. ..fi Wigan. WN3 4E?
DISCOUNT SNOPII
ASHTON UNDER LINE
Clarence Arcade. Stamford Street Ashton under Lyne
BARNSLEY
72 Eldon Slreet. Bernaley
BARROW-IN.FURNESS
g...son 51,551. Berroroln-Furneee ,
BIRKENHEAD
220 Ney Chester Road. Lower Trenmere. Nr Rock Ferry, 13.enhe.
BLACKBURN
49.51 Dervren Str.t. Ble«burn
BOLTON
63./9 Blackburn Ro., Bollon
BRADFORD
105.11:17 klennononern tan.. Bradford
BRIDLINGTON
65 T. Prornanadd endlington
BURNLEY
34-40 Manchester Road, Bron'«
CARLISLE
00 Cecol Street Car.le
CHESTER
43.45 SI James Slrael. off 01.0 0.mond
CHESTERFIELD
40 St Marys Gate. Cheeledle10
CREWE
201.51 EOleston Ro.. Crewe
DARLINGTON
5/ R0.11 Street. Definglon
DEWSBURY
Tor 0wey Hm. De...
DONCASTER
17 Marke P.., Donc..
DRIFFIELD
30/30a Mer«, Place. 006.10
GOOLE
62.4 Poo
Ro.. Goole
HALIFAX
70 Horlon Streeo. Ha..
HARROGATE
16 Perfiemen, Street Harrow.
HORSFORTM
101 New/ Ro.Sode.HorMorth.l..
Of 400
HUDDERSFIELD
12 2eland Stra014.dersforeld
HuLL
90104 George Street, 1.11
KEIGIILEY
05 Loav Slmet, Kofighley
LANCASTER
9 George Slree. Lane.ler
LEIGH
Bradshawga..
LIVERPOOL
52 Bold Street. Loyer pool. LI0A
MACCLESFIELD
11A Cheeergale. Macclesloeld
MANCHESTER
Dean... Hoodm. 274
Manche..
MANCHESTER
Kvrok Sa. Cent., Pael Tesco Hyper4Morket.IlK Il Ro.. III
Manchester
MANCHESTER
320.336 Peel.. Roi«. Norlhenden. manche..
PONTEFRACT
Golly... Pontafract
PRESTON
37 Church Street PresIon
ROTHERHAM
Canklow Road.
SCARBOROUGH
11 a 9York Place. SCarborough
SCUNTHORPE
156 0,55 Street Scunthorpe. ON« SEN
SOUTHPORT
16/ loal Street. Southport
ST HELENS
Say• C•nlre.Bou.ary Road. St Hel.«
SUNDERLAND
4-7 St Thom. Stree. Sunderlancl. SRI 1HR
WAKEFIELD
14-16 klarygate. Wakefield
YORK
55 Poccadolly. York. TOI 1P1
MIDLANDS
AAAAA 13.1.
BIRMINGHAM
BIRMINGHAM
LEICESTER
NORWICH
NOTTMGHAM/DERBY
WALENHALL

saeley Road. Sell, Oak, Bornongomm, ROS 6EY
firol• S.... Centre. 1570-1572 Goyen,. Road. Yardley
Syston Street ...ester
Way. Norwoch. NR? ISO
121 Town Slreet
Nollong.on
6/
4 1.11R.0, Wollenhall

Tel 051-047 7669
Tel 0472 59623
Tel 04824.41
Tel 0632892211
Tel 0532 40551
Tel 051-928 6688
Tel 061-06260.
Tel 0632 29896
Tel 0700 50606
Tel 0742 341721
Tel . 1.477 2000
Tel 0012 612311
Tel 0942 34/41
Tel. 061.306 4225
Tel 022683358/9
Tel 022931530131595
Te . 1.47 4427
Tel 0254 57813
Te 0204 387163/5
Tel 02/4 35353
Tel 0282 72050
Tel. 0282 35214
Te 02283.41/2
Tel 0244313/24
Tel. 0246 71390
Tel 0270 214328
Tel 0325 51361
Tel .24 401203
Tel 0302 69520
Tel 0317 41277
Te 0405 1449
Te 0422 5.34
Tel 0423 87312
Te 0533 568679
Tel 0444 40201
Tel 048220681
Tel 0535 67021
Tel 0524 62904
Tel. 0.2 670711
Tel. 051.70871/0
Tel 0625 810030
Tel 061-834 1861
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Te
Tel
Tel
Te

061-775 7406
061.996 1183
09/7 704249
0772 21909
0709 01(101
0/23 75537
0/24 69615/6
0704 31813
0144 35118
0783 56993
0924 71499
0904 21654/5

Ter
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

021-4726181
021.7060884
0533 52230
0603 411831
0602 396116
0902 60411

• C lonad all day M onday

DISCOUNT SMOPS
BURTON-ON. TRENT
DUDLEY
GREAT YARMOUTH
HANLEY
KETTERING
KINGS LYNN

Batelage Shopping Con.. Burlon-on-Trent
119 Wellongton Ro.. D.I.
137/13810. Sheet, Great Yerrnoulh
52 Town Ro. Han.y.Stoke-on-T..,571 2JP
9347 Monlegu Slowel, Ketterong
18/20 Relway Ro., Kon. Lynn

LEAMINGTON SPA
LINCOLN
MANSFIELD
NEWCASTLE UNDER LIME
NORTHAMPTON
NUNEATON
SHREWSBURY
TELFORO
WEST BROMWICH
WOLVERHAMPTON
WORCESTER

t)

39 Ben Street Leanungton Spa
12-14 Cleskelge.. I. oncom
57 Westgale.Mansliteld
London Ro.... Lene. Net... un.? «me
30 Gold Street. Northamwon
96/100 Oueed• Road.Nunealon
1Barker Street. Shrewabury
8-10 Tan Ba«. Welfing.n. Te..
121 Th. Street Wee Btormvich
41 Exchange Street Oueen sSq..
4Wylds Land Worcesler

Tel
Tel
Te
Tel
Tel
Te
Tel
tel
Te
Teo
Te
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Te
Tel

0263 45751/2
0384 214511
003 S88211/9
0782 264495
0536515191
05S3 6.43/4
092636417
0.2 37437/8
0623 33112
0/82 626435
0604 22/5112
0682 387023
0743 6/029
0652 47261/2
021.553 1157.
0902 21113/4
0605 356805

Re..,,, Ro. South. Dagenham. RAMOSST
190 London R.d.11.10.0ge, Welongton. Surrey
Solverdale Ro.. Pury. Land Hayes
The 010 Book Cenlre BuolOing. Nœth Corcular Ro., Nee.en
Stalion Close. Darkes Land Pollars Ber

Te
Te
Te
Tel
Tel

01..5 5111
01.0094321
01.573 1641
01-4598877
0707 43491

LONDON
WARBIOUSES
CAGE...
HACKBRIDGE My Croydon)
HAYES (.0(11..1
NEASDEN
POTTERS BAR
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLETHEATH
BROMLEY
CATFORD
CHELSEA
HOUNSLOW
KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES
PUTNEY
TOT/ENNA.

2.290 Br.dvray. fleMeyhauttn
268-2/2 Hi. Street. laromley
80/82 Rushey Green, Cadord
413.15 Ifings Ro.. Ches.
10 Sternes R.O. Hounslow
35-37 London Road, Kongeodupon-Tharnes
278 Upper Richmond Road. Putney
422 .95 Ro. Tottenharro

Tel
Te
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

01.3011881
01.4640430
01-6906611/2
01-352 4844
01.572 5013
01.5498719
01 ,7059891/2
01 801 0777

SOUTH
WAREIIOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON

15 SI.. Street. Brighlon
Chockenhall Lane. Eastleigh. South...mon
Ferry Hordosey Road. Osnay
0.1014
Monarch House. / 081 Cavereham11.0.Rearlong
medstone flowl, ROCheeter
EaeSlreet Centre. East Stree, Southampton

Tao
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
tel

0273692011,
0703 614722
0465 48232
0734 599911
0634 49171
0703 36944

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
wATFORD
VIETSIOUTH
WOKING

Ffigh Road Van.. Potsee.fleeldoh
18/20 SI Peler, Street Bedford
210010 Chrostchurch Road, Bournemoulh
72,74 Nevanarkel Road, Cambodge
26-30 Ton.. Street. Folkestone
94 Wocelbrod. ROSO ,Guoldlonl
le Frogen.r. Hogh Wycorrobe
SI Margate sGreen. opmecto
52-52A Wellongton Street Luton
84/90 Palmeslon Road S.l.. Porosmouth
33 Cathen. Street Salo.,
264 the Street, $ lough
817-821 London Roel. Weeclrffion.S.
14
. SI
g•
/3-75 Grock.. Road. Sworedon
/3 Oueens Road. WSlIHCd
54 St Thomas Street, Weymoulh
0711.1 Street Woking

Tel
Tel
Te
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tom
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Te
Tel

0260 5562141/558349
0234 46025/8
0202 29333415
0223 3722«
0303 5E166/7
0463 3E003/4
0494 4447/112
04/3 215596/7
0582 414965/419880
0/05 2046/ 7/0
0/22 24582/3
0/53 70535
0/02 715151
0438016545/0
0763 41608/7
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
04862 20026

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH

Belon Hill ira.. Es... 0.101
KI•esglas1.01.140ate. Newport FIPT 20E
119 Mayflower Street. Plymouth

DISCOUNT 11110«
BATH
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CHELTENHAM
EXETER
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
SWANSEA
TUUNTHN
TOROul0
WREXHAM

Tel 02/2 559.1
Tel 0613 50431
Tel 0752 29501

Unrt
Ham Cardans Bath
1« SI Thorn" Shee 0.01
558 Covelardge Ro. E.I. Car..
16-22 SIJerne* Street Chaltenham
Surnmerland Street :Exeter
HOuSe. Wation Flood. Gloucesler
65 St Ovren Street ...00
218 Hogh Street, Swanera
45 St Mun. $ treet. Taunton
164 trogne unoon
Tor..
20.26 Brook Street Wrowharn

Tel
Tel
Tel
Te
Te
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

CHANNEL ISLANDS
Proc. SIR IS thos• operelong on th• U lot lest V AT
Dol ,/ IKSSTIl.Ii
cherge
GUERNSEY
Charrolene kAlls. SI Peler Port. Guernsey
JERSEY
9Commerwal Buoldongs. St He., Jersey

022564302/3
02/2 293395/0
0222 566138/9
0242 25/86
0392 76435
0452 « 1213
0432 59259
079200.
0823E01160
0803 211581/2
0676971«

Tel 0481 27141
Tel 0534 72501

ORDERING BY MAIL
Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable
to " COMET". If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD include your card
number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD".
MAIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO:
LEEDS 78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF
Postage and Packing (
per item): Cartridges 30p; Headphones £ 1; Pick-up
Arms £ 1; Headshells 30p; Blank tapes - per order, irrespective of quantity;
Spool tapes 50p; Cassettes 30p; Microphones 75p.
SecurIcor Delivery All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland
U.K. only). Please add £4.50 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

ORDERING BY PHONE
For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest Cornet branch and pay
the driver on delivery. Cornet also offer an extra service for all ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD holders. Simply ' phone Leeds 0532 40551, ask for Credit
Mail Order, stating your card number with your order. You can leave the
rest to us!
CREDIT FACILITIES

on Comet Discount Prices
(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £70 can be
purchased on Credit on Comet's discounted prices over 8, 12, 24 and 30
months. Send your requirements to the Mail Order Department ( address at
right) marked " Credit Mail Order" and we will send you by return of post an
application form and details of our repayment terms - all entirely without
obligation.

Order by Mail or Telephone
Leeds 0532 40551
using ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD.

21\
Buy it with Access

All prices quoted in Cornet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to
press.
COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LÈ12 2EF
These facilities are also available to personal callers at all branches: no deposit
credit terms over 9 months, goods delivered on first month's payment in
advance.
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:ASSETTE DECK MODEL AD-6550

Al

YPX:
t' 4‘

CASSETTE DECKS
£135.00
£135.00
£145.00
£177.00
£188.00
£199.00
£265.00
£239.00

AS1250
AD6300
AD6350
AD6400
AD6500
AD6550 ( sp. off) .
AD6600
.
AD6800 ( sp. off)
FREE Cassettes worth £ 6.50
with these cassette decks.

STEREO AMPLIFIER & TUNER
AA8700
AT9700
Combined Price £ 480

£260.00
£ 239 00

FREE pair of HP30 Headphones
worth £ 14 75 with this
combination.

RECEIVERS
A X7400
AX7600

£163.00
£225.00

FREE pair HP30 Headphones
worth £ 14 75 with these receivers

CASSETTE RECEIVERS
AF3060
AF3090

..

£232.00
£359.00

FREE HP30 Headphones worth
£14.75
,GeFREE £ 6.50 worth of Cassettes
‘," with these cassette receivers

MUSIC
CENTRES

AF5300+ Loudspeakers
£345.00
AF5600
£435 00
FREE
Cassettes
worth
£
6
50
TURNTABLE PACKAGES
FREE HP30 Headphones worth
P2200
£
.'.P2500
P2200 with Cartr dge99.90
£14.75
£158.500, 4
FREE Record worth £ 3 with these
Free Record worth £ 3 with these %) music centres
turntable packages
FREE DELIVERY ON UK

e

RADIO CASSETTES
£109.00
TPR903
£125.00
TPR905
£143 00
TPR940
£189.00
TPR950
FREE Cassettes worth £ 6.50 with
these radio cassettes

131 The Parade, High Street,VVatford WD1 1NA.
166 St.Albans Road,Watford WD2 4AS.
Tel: Watford ( STD Code 0923, or Loldon Area 92) 34644
EXPORT SALES- EXPORTATIONS- EXPORT VERKAUFE-VIENTAS EXPORTADAp-EXPORTAZIONI

I
—

MAINLAND

Aiwa first with mini hi-fi system

Telephone for price and availability

IHIG 111'•1111
eOpen 9.15-I, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. ShuBN
IWed. Cheques with £.50 cheque cards
only accepted for counter sales, with
only one cheque per transaction.
Cheques accepted for Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARD
accepted /or normal prices.
P.O.A.-Price on application
Sp. off.-Special offer price for cash
P.P.T.B.A.-P & P to be advised
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT In%
All prices correct at time of preparation and
subject to alteration without notice. E&OE
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

•TAPE

RECORDERS ( P/P £350)
Akai 4000DB ( Sp. off.) .. [225.00
Altai 4000DS Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £ 179.00
Akai GX4000D
.. 020.00
Akai GX4000DB
[259.00
Akai 1722 Mk 2
..
.. mole
Akai V59300 Video (Sp. off.) .. £599.00
Tandberg 1521, 102IX, 1041X, TD20A P.O.A.
Revox A77 range from .. £447.00

•CASSETTE

RECORDERS ( P/P 0.50)
Aiwa ADI250
[ 13500
Aiwa AD6300
[ 135.00
Aiwa AD6350
£ 145.00
Aiwa AD6400
£ 177.00
.. .. .. £ 188.00
Aiwa AD6550 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 199.00
Aiwa AD6600 .. .. .. £26500
Aiwa AD6800 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £269.00
Aiwa AD6900 .. .. .. £353.00
Akai C57020 Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £99.95
Akai GXC310D ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 134.00
Akai GXC325D ( Sp. off.) .. .. £210.00
Akai GXC570D/2 ( Sp. off.).. .. £480.00
Akai GXC725D• .. .. .. £235-00
Akai GXC730D ( Sp. off.). .. .. £220.00
Akai GXC709D ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 169.90
Akai GXC750D ( Sp. off.) .. .. £359.90
Akai GXC706D ( Sp. off.) .. .. [ 129.00
Akai GXC510D ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 149.00
Akai GXC704D .. .. £ 128.00
Akai GXC715D .. .. £245.00
Akai GXC735D .. .. .. £299.00
Akai CS703D ( Sp. off.) .. .. £97.00
Akai CS732D . .. .. £255.00
Harman Kardon Hk2000 ( Sp. off.) £ 169.00
Hitachi D220 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £85.00
Hitachi D550 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 109.00
Hitachi 0560 • • .. .. £ 152.00
Hitachi 0580 . • .. .. [ 186.00
Hitachi D555 Auto Reverse (Sp. off.) £ 151.00
Hitachi 0850 ( Sp. off.) • .. c190.00
Hitachi D900 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £254.00
Hitachi D2310 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £49.00
Hitachi 02360 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £83.00
JVC KD 10, KD2 I , KD720B
P.O.A.
Marantz 5010B ( Sp. off.) .. £ 135.00
National Technics RS6 I
2US
£89.90
Pioneer CTF4040 ( Sp. off.) £ 110.00
Pioneer CTF500 .. .. £9900
Pioneer CTF700 .. .. £207.00
Pioneer CTFI000 .. .. £399.00
Pioneer CTF900 .. .. £299.90
Pye 9154 DNL ( Sp. off.) .. £51.50
Pye 9148A DNL ( Sp. off.) .. £94-50
Sansui SCI 100 ( Silver) .. £ 117.00
Sansui SC I110 ( Black)
£ 117.00
Sansui SC II
20
..
£ 121.50
Sansui SC2000 .. .. £ 145.00
Sharp RT3I51 Timer .. £ 179.50
ToshibaPC3110(Sp.off.) .. £59-50
Toshiba PC530 .. .. £ 157.00
Toshiba PC3060 ( Sp. off.) .. £84.00
Toshiba PC4020 ( Sp. off.) .. £65.00
Toshiba PC4030 ( Sp. off.) .. £99-00
Toshiba PC5060 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 125.00
Toshiba PC6030
..
£299.00

•rims.,

•

KITS, LOUDSPEAKERS, DRIVE
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Celestion HFI 300 8- and 15-ohm .. £13.00
Celestion HF2000
£9.20
Coles 400IG
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter ..
moo
KEF KK3 (add P/P £500)
£ 12000
KEF 13139, DN 12, 13110, T27
P/P Free. ( per pair) . £99.50
KEF BI 10 SPI003
..
men
KEF BI39 SPI044
KEF 8200 SP1014
:
£
94
17
75
5
KEF DN 12 SP1004
£7.00
KEF DNI2 SPI 106
..
[4.75
KEF DN 13 SPI017
£5.00
KEF DN22 pair ( 104AB Crossover) £34.00
KEF T27 SP 1032 .. . • .. [8.40
Micro Seiki Shock Absorbers MSB1 £9.50
Wharfedale Denton 2XP Kit ( pair)
(Sp. off.)
..
£ 19-90
Wharfedale Glendale XP Kit ( pair) £5600
Wharfedale Linton 3XP Kit ( pair) £41.00

•

TUNERS ( P/P C2-50)
Aiwa AT9700
£240-oo
Altai AT2250L • .. £85.00
Akai AT2450L : :
.. £147.00
Armstrong 623 ..
c134-oo
Armstrong 624 .. .. £ 104.00
Harrison ST210 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 196.50
Hitachi FT300 ( Sp. off.) .. [65.00
JVCJTVIOL, JTVI1G,JTV22
Marantz 2100 .. • . £99-00
Pioneer TX606
[93.50
Quad FM3
£ 112.00
Rogers T75 ( Series 2)
From Stock
Rotel RT426 ( Sp. off.) .. £79-90
Sansui TU217
£ 109.00
Sansui TU517 .. .. £ 181.00
Sansui TU717
£ 199•90
Toshiba ST220 ( Sp. off.)
[6800
Toshiba ST420 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 111.00
• STEREO AMPLIFIERS ( P/P 0-50)
Akai AM2600 ( Sp. off.)
£ 199.00
Akai AM2250
[83.00
Akai AM2450
.. £ 145.00
Akai AM2350
Akai AM2650 .. .. .. £ 124.00
.. £ 195.00
Akai AM2800 ..
Aiwa AA8700
.. 020-00
.. .. .. £267-00
Armstrong 621 Teak .. .. £ 12000
Harrison S200 .. .. .. £ 185.00
Hitachi HAM ( Sp. off.) .. .. £79-90
Hitachi HA330 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 109.90
Hitachi HA5300 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 16500
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet .. .. £356.00
JVC JAS lo, JASI I
G, JAS22, JAS8I
P.O.A.
Marantz 1030 ( Sp. off.) .. ..
[(Aso
Marantz 1040 ( Sp. off.) • • ..
new
National Panasonic SU2300 ( Sp. off.) £59.00
Pioneer SA506
..
Pioneer SA606 .. .. £ 115.50
Pioneer SA706
..
£ 149.90
Quad 33/303 .. .. £230.00
Quad 33/405 .. .. .. £293.00
Rogers A75 ( Series 2)
Rotel RA2I4 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £57.50
Rotel RA312 ( Sp. off.) • • .. £6200
Rotel RA4I2 ( Sp. off.) • . .. £79-90
Rotel RA414 ( Sp. off.) .. £89.00
Rotel RA714 .. .. £ 119-90
Rotel RA810 ( Sp. off.) • • .. £ 100.00
Rotel RA413 (Sp. off.) • • .. £89.90
Sansui AU I17 ( Sp. off.) • . .. £72.90
Sansui AU2I7 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 111.90
Sansui AU3I7 ( Sp. off.) • • .. £ 161.00
SansuiAU5 17
..
.. n6s-oo
Sansui AU7I7 .. .. [31200
Sansui AU11000 ( Sp. off.) • . .. [355.00
Toshiba SB220 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £79.00
Toshiba SB420 ( Sp. off.) • • .. £ 129.90
Toshiba SB620 .... £215.50
Toshiba SB820 .... .. £ 305.50

ACCESSORIES ( P/P [ 1.00)
ADC SLM2 ( P/P I . 75) .. .•
ca.so
TUNER-AMPLIFIERS ( P/P 050)
ADC SS ISound Shaper ( P/P £250) £60.00
Aiwa AX7400 .. .. .. £ 163.00
ADC SS2 Sound Shaper ( P/P £250) £ 13500
Aiwa AX7600 .. .. .. £225-00
Aiwa CM2000A Stereo .. £23.00
Akai AA1115BL .. .. .. [ 117.00
Akai ADM20 ( Sp. off.)
£6-50
Akai AA1175 .. .. £375.00
Akai ADM40
Akai AAI200 .. .. .. [47500
Akai ADM80 • • • . £ 10.25
Akai AAI010 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £89.00
Akai ACM I00 Electret Cardioid ( Sp
Akai AAI020 ( Sp. oft)• .. .. £ 127.50
off.)
AkaiAA1125 .. .. £ 123.00
Akai ACM5Ó Electret Cardioid ( Sp
Akai AA1135 .. .. £ 148.00
off.) .
Akai AA I1
50 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 199.00
Beyer M818LÑ
£62-00
Akai AA I135BL .. .. .. £ 148.00
Ferrograph Demagnetiser b2 .. £ 1100
Armstrong 625 .. .. ..
Harman Kardon T54 Stand ( pair) .. £ 18.50
Armstrong 626 Long wave.. .. £218.00
Monitor Audio C3F Cable 5m ( each) £7.50
Harman Kardon 330C .. .. £99.95
Monitor Audio Stylift . £5.50
Harman Kardon HK230E (Sp. off.) £79.00
Monitor Audio Sound Cable Sm (each) £7.70
Hitachi HA250L ( Sp. off.) .. .. £79.90
Monitor Audio Sound Cable 10m
Hitachi SR302 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £95.00
(each)
..
[ 14.00
Hitachi SR303L Long wave .. £ 127.50
Neal 101 Resolver Mk 2
..
[ 17.50
Hitachi SR502 ( Sp. off.) .. .. [ 119.00
Rotel RMC I ( Sp. off.) .. £
27•50
Hitachi SR503 Long wave . .. £ 135-00
Sansui AX Mixer .. . . £ 157.50
JVC.IRS6IL, 81, 20IL, 301 ;401 ..
P.O.A.
Sennheiser MD722LM and MZA12 £9-90
JVC JRS2OIL • • .. .. £225.00
Toshiba EM4I 0Stereo ( pair) .. £20.50
Marantz 1050 .. .. .. [86.50
Toshiba EM120 Electret
[ 12.25
Marantz 1072
£112.50
Zerostat Pistol (add £ I-00 PIP) .. £6.50 \rarantz 1090
£134.00

•

•.
•.

(Marantz 226B .. £222.60N
Marantz 2216B .. .. .. £ 12200
Marantz Superscope RI220 .. £56•75
Marantz Superscope RI262 .. £ 114.00
Marantz Superscope 1270 .. .. £ 105.00
Pioneer LX690 .. .. £ 191.90
Pioneer SX590
..
£ 135.90
Pioneer SX690
..
£ 169.90
Pioneer SX980..
£ 369.90
Pioneer SX790
Pioneer 5)(890 .. .. : : £219.00
Rotel RX7707 ( Sp. off.) Long wave £ 162.50
Rotel RX203 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £85.00
Rotel RX403 ( Sp. off.) .. .. [ 115.00
Rotel RX503 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 139.00
Rotel RX603 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 199.00
Sansui 5050 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 135.00
Sansui 9090 (
P.P.T.8.A.) (
Sp. off.) .. £365.00
Sansui G301 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 129-90
Sansui G401 .. .. .. .. £ 175.00
Sansui G2000 .. .. .. £ 129.90
Sansui G3000 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 135.00
Sansui 33 IL ( Long wave) . : .. £95-00
Tandberg TR220, TR2055, TR2040,
TR2030L, TR2045, TR2080,TR2075,
TR2025FM, L & MB .. ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA220L Long wave ( Sp. off.) £79•90
Toshiba SA320L Long wave ( Sp. off.) £ 109-00
Toshiba SA420 (Sp. off.) .. .. £ 145.00
Toshiba SA620 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £239.00
Toshiba SA750 .. .. .. £206.50
Toshiba SA735 .. .. .. £ 170.50

•

STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on appl.) ( Some exclude spkrs.)
Aiwa AF3060 :
Aiwa AF5300 + Speakers : : : : L2
E34
38
20
00
0
Akai AC3500, Limited stock .. £279.00
Altai
Ekco AC3750L.
ZU4L, ZU5J, Z:
1.1 7 ( Sp::off.) :: £
£21
9
390
500
0
G
dGA150 ( Sp. off.) .. : . £ 199.00
Goodmans MCD100 Mk 2 -1-MC35 £399.00
Goodmans 4000 Casseiver+speakers£285.00
Hitachi SDT300. .. £373.00
Hitachi SDT4001 Casseiver. .. £254.00
Hitachi SDT400 .. .. .. £352.50
Hitachi SDT7820 ....
Hitachi SDT7840 ( Sp. off.) ..: : £
94
35
10
50
0
Hitachi SDT7765 ( Sp. off.) .. .. 078.00
Hitachi SDT768OR ( Sp. off.) .. £386.50
Hitachi SDT7785 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £352.50
Hitachi SDT7710 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 187.00
Pioneer X5OH Rack System .. £390.00
Pioneer X5OV Rack System
[4
8
48
20
00
00
Pioneer X7OH Rack System : :
Pioneer X7OV Rack System .. £499.00
Pioneer9OH Rack System .. .. £535.00
Pioneer X9OV Rack System
Panasonic
off
SABOL Rack System ( Sp: . £565.00
.
.. .. ..
PanasonicSGS090 .. .. £
99
99
95
90
0
Panasonic SG5070L .. £368.00
Panasonic SG6070L .. £59900
Panasonic SG70 Casseiver .. £240.00
Panasonic SG208OLD ( Sp. off.) £335.90
Panasonic SG2080L ( SO. off.)
2999
Panasonic SG3060L ( Sp. off.) £ 6990
0
Panasonic 5G3090 (Sp. off.) £349.90
Sansui G301 Rack System A
£399.00
Sansui AU2I7 Rack System 13. £496-00
Sharp 5G440 excl. Speakers £242.00
Sharp SG450 exc. Speakers£295.00
Sharp SG500. .
P.O.A.
Toshiba SM2700 .. .. £ 17500
Toshiba 5113750 .. .. .. £395.00
Toshiba SM3350 .. .. £
296-00
Toshiba 5M2950 .. .. £265.00
Toshiba SM3650 .. „ ..
Toshiba 220. Rack System ( ex. spkrs )£450.00
Toshiba 225. Rack System .. mom
Toshiba 230. Rack System .. £450.00
Toshiba 335. Rack System ( ex. spkrs)£485.00

Goodmans Achromat Beta
£ 139-90
Goodmans Achromat Kappa .. £ 1841.90
Goodmans Achromat Sigma .. £259-90
IMF
..
.
.
P.O.A.
JR 149 ( various finishes to order .. £ 124•50
KEF Cantata.
12
3918
00
1
KEF Calinda•
KEF Corelli•
[Hem
KEF Reference 104 (Sp. off.) .. £215.00
KEF Reference 104AB•
[261.00
KEF Reference 105.
£645.00
KEF Celeste
89.00
..
£
KEF Concorde 3. . • .. £ 159•90
Leak 3020. ( Sp. off.) Teak .. £68.00
Leak 3030. ( Sp. off.) Teak .. [8910
Leak 3050. ( Sp. off.) Teak .. £ 125.00
Leak 3080. ( Sp. off.) Teak .. £ 19600
Leak 3090 ( Sp. off.) .. [44500
Marantz 4G ( Sp. off.)
£5600
Monitor Audio MA3 Mk 2* .. £350.00
Monitor Audio MA4.
£ 175•00
Monitor Audio MAS Mk 2. ( Sp. off.) £ 125.110
Monitor Audio MA6.
mew
Monitor Audio MA7.
£79•95
Monitor Audio MA8.
El moo
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor ( Sp. off.) £85.00
Mordaunt Short Carnival, Festival,
Pageant Series 2, Signifer Teak/
Walnut ..
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic .. ..
From Stock
Rogers Export Monitor and Stands
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut ..
P.O.A.
Rogers Compact Monitor ..
P.O.A.
Sansui E203
£54.00
Spendor BC1 Mk 2, BC2, BC3 and
Mini Monitor SAI, various finishes P.O.A.
Tannoy Arden Mk II.. .. .• [39900
Tannoy Berkeley Mk II • • .. £355.00
Tannoy Cheviot (Sp. off.) ..
meal
Tannoy Devon ..
£
240-00
Tannoy Eaton
..
£2.10-00
Tannoy Oxford, Chester, Ascot,
Dorset, Mayfair ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax 2 (add P/P £3•50) £46-00
Wharfedale E30
P.O.A.
Wharfedale E50.
£268.90
Wharfedale E70.
£331.00
Wharfedale Chevin XP2
[31.50
Wharfedale Dovedale SP
£ 140.00
Wharfedale Linton 3XP ( Sp. off.) .. £63.00
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2
£ 127.95
Wharfedale Dovedale SP2
£ 159.90
Wharfedale Denton XP2
£49.50
Wharfedale Shelton XP2
£59.50
Wharfedale Linton XP2
£74.50
Wharfedale Glendale XP2
99.90.. £

•

STEREO HEADPHONES ( P/P 0.25)
Aiwa HR30 ( Sp. off.) .. ..
£14-75
Alta i
ASE7
..
£8.50
Akai ASE II .. .. .. .. £ 12.50
Akai ASE22-1- Volume control ..
[moo
AKG K240 ( Sp. off.) . • .. £35.00
AKG KI40 .. .. ..
Beyer ET1000 .. .. £ 112-00
Beyer DT202/K 100-7 .. £35.00
Beyer 01204
..
£66.00
Beyer DT220
..
£24.00
Beyer 01440
..
£24.00
Beyer DT44 I
..
£30.25
Koss ESPIO .. .. £22200
Koss HV I
A .. .. .. £ 7.50
Koss HVILC .. .. £30.50
Koss HV2 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 15.00
Koss K6A .. .. .. £ 15.50
Koss K6ALC .. .. £ 18.50
Koss K6LC ( Sp. off.) .. .. £ 14.50
Koss K6LCQ Quadraphone .. £49.00
Koss K125 .. .. .. .. [ 15.90
Koss KI35 .. .. .. .. £ 19.25
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
Koss K 145 . • • . . • .. £25.50
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
Koss Phase 2 ( Sp. off.) .. .. £37.50
Armstrong 602 ( J2 stand extra) .. £ 17500
Koss Phase 2+2 excl. record for
B & W DM2A, DM4, OMS, DM6,
Mail Orders .. • . £87.00
DM7, DM2 Mk 2 .. . . . .
P.O.A.
Koss Pro 4AA
..
..
£2100
Castle Richmond Teak Mk 2 • .. £74.00
Koss Technician 2 .. .. £35•50
Castle Kendal Mk 2 .. .. £ 108.00
Koss Technician VFR
£39.50
Celestion 442 .. .. .. £275.00
Leak 3000
..
..
£35.30
Celestion 551 .. ..
Pioneer Monitor 10
£34.25
Celestion 662 .. .. £32500
.. £475.00
Pioneer SE205
£ 11.25
Celestion Ditton II ..
.. £69.90
Pioneer SE305
..
£ 17.50
Celestion Ditton 15XR
.. £99.90
Pioneer SE500
..
£36.25
Celestion Ditton 22
..
£ 139.90
Pioneer SE505 .. . • £31.50
Celestion Ditton 25
..
£259.90
Pioneer 5E700
.
£37.50
Celestion Ditton 33
..
£ 189.90
Pioneer SEQ404 Quadraphonic £23.50
Celestion Ditton 66 .. .. £399.90
Sansui SS30 .. .. .. £ 16.00
Celestion Hadleigh 2
£39.90
Sansui SS60 .. .. .. [27-50
Celestion UL6
......
.. £ 129-90
Sennheiser HD224X .. [32.50
Celestion UL8 .. .. .. £ 166.90
Sennheiser H0400 .. .. £ 10.50
Chartwell PM 100, PM200, PM400,
Sennheiser HD4I 4X
..
£ 17.00
P.O.A.
PM450, LS3/5A .. .. ..
Sennheiser HD424X .. .. £23.50
Dalesford D ( Sp. off.) .. .. £9910
Sennheiser HD420 .. .. ..
02.90
Goodmans R818 .. .. .. £57.50
Sennheiser HD430 .. .. .. £29.90
Good mans RB20 .. .. .. £7300
Sennheiser Unipolar 2000 .. .. [89.90
Goodmans HE I .. .. £249.90
Stax SR5/SRD6SB Electrostatic .. £89.75
Goodmans HE2 .. .. [222.90
Stax 5R44 Electret .. .. .. £68.50
Goodmans RB35 ..
Stax SRX3/SRD6SB .. .. £ 140.00
Goodmans RB65
: : 12
£ 05
60
00
0
‘,...
Stax Sigma+SRD6513
.. £217.00,

•
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SAVE EVER MORE

By Putchosing oComplete S
iitem
eTURNTABLES

( P/P C3-00) AND
ARMS ( P/P £ 1.25)
ADC LMF I
£60 00
ADC LMF2
£ 66 00
ADC LMG- IHeadshell £ 5.00
ADC LMH-2 Shell . . £ 6.50
Audio Technica AT1005 Mk 2 (Sp.
off.)
E25 00
BSR BDS95 Chassis
£27.50
Decca International Arm
.
£ 54 00
G
dSB25 Mk 6Chassis .. £ 27 50
Hadcock GH228 and Unilift p/p free £ 60 00
Reference Fluid Arm
SME S2 Headshell
ES 50
SME 3009 $/2Det. Head .. £64-90
SME 3009 Fixed Head .. £ 59.90
SME Series 3
£ 109 90
SME Damper FD200 ( P/P CI extra) £ 18 50
SME CAI Series 3Spare Arm/Shell £ 15•90
Sugden BD1 Chassis Kit ..
E16.00
Sugden BD IModule Kit .. £43.00
Sugden BD1 Chassis
£ 19-00
Sugden BD2 & SAU2 Chassis (Sp. off.) £ 31.00
Sugden BD2A and SAU2 Chassis .. £ 39.90
Sugden SAU2
£ 15.50
Sugden SAU4
£37.50
• TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
ADC Accutrac 4000 ( Sp. off.) £225.00
ADC 1500FG & QLM34/3 £69.50
ADC 16000D & QLM36/3 £89.00
ADC 17000D Quartz & XLM/3 £ 112.00
Aiwa AP2200 and Cartridge .. £99-90
Aiwa AP2500
..
£ 158.50
Akai AP100 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 59.90
Akai AP101
..
£ 69.90
Akai AP206
£85•00
Akai AP306
£ 118.00
Akai AP006 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 105.00
BSR BDS80 Mod. ex. Cart. ( Sp. off.) £29.90
BSR 80595 Module ex. Cart. .. £ 35 00
G
d86SB Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 62.00
Garrard DD75 M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.) £ 69 90
Garrard DD130 & M75ED2 .. £87 00
G
dSP25 M6 Module & Cart... £ 39 50
G
dGT20 and M7SEDT2 .. £ 59-00
Garrard GT25 & M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.) £67-00
G
dGT35 & M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.) £ 79.90
Harman Kardon S17 ( Sp. off.) .. £255 00
Hitachi PS38 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £ 79-90
Hitachi PS48 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £99 90
Hitachi PS58 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £ 125 00
Hitachi HT350 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £87 00
Hitachi HT353 Quartz ( Sp. off.) .. £99 90
Hitachi HT463 Quartz ( Sp. off.) .. £ 126-50
Hitachi HT550 Quartz (Sp. off.) .. £ 129.90
JVC JLA20 ( Sp. off.)
£61.50
JVC QLA2, QLF4
Marantz 6100VV ( Sp. off.) .. £57.50
Marantz 6150 Direct Drive .. £85-00
Marantz 6025
..
£59.90
Marantz 6170
..
£92.00
Marantz 60700 . . . £ 135.00
Micro Seiki MB 10 and FF 15E Mk 2.. £85-00
Micro Seiki MB 10
..
£71.00
Micro Seiki DD20 ( Sp. off.) .. £88.50
Monitor Audio ET500 excl. arm .. £ 114.00
National Panasonic SL19 -Fcart. .. £62.50
Philips GA312 ( Sp. off.) .. £76-50
Pioneer PL512 .. • .. £54 00
Pioneer PL540
£ 140 SO
Pioneer PL630
053 00
Pioneer PL5 I
4 & Ortofon Fl5E/2 .. £71.95
Pioneer PL5 I
4
..
£59.50
Pioneer PL516
..
£79.90
Pioneer PL5 I
8
£ 109-00
Pioneer PL520
£ 148.50
Pioneer PL530 ( Sp. off.) •.. £ 155.00
Pioneer PL550 (Sp. off.) .. £ 181.50
Pioneer PLI I
7D ( Sp. off.) .. £79.90
Pioneer PL55X Direct Drive ( Sp. off.)£120.00
Rotel RP900 ( Sp. off.) .. £49-90
.10.00
Rotel RP3000 with Arm ( Sp. off.) .. £ 1
Rotel RP5300 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £89.90
Sansui 5R222 Mk 2
..
£ 57.50
Sansui SR232E
£6400
Sansui SR525 Direct Drive ( Sp. off.) £9450
Sansui FR 1080F ( Sp. off.) ..
09.00
Sansui SR333E Direct Drive (Sp. off.) £99.90
Sansui SR838E
£218.50
Sugden BD101 and SAU2
( S8.50
Sugden BD101 and SAU4

Sugden BD101 excl. arm .. £43-50
Sugden BD2 and arm, black £37.00
Sugden (3D2 Pand C and
SAU2 ( SP off.)
£49•50
Sugden BD103 and Arm .. £85.00
Sugden BD103 excl. Arm .. £73-50
Sugden BD103 & SAU4 ..£ 1IS-00
Sugden BDIA P and C and
SAU2 ( Sp. off.) .. £55.00
Thorens TD104
£85430
Thorens TD105
£ 102-00
Thorens TOI 10 ( Manual).. £ 110.00
Thorens TDI 15 ( Automatic) £ 127.00
Thorens TD126 Mk 3/13C £ 188.00
Thorens TD126 Mk 3/C .. £229.00
Thorens TD125/2AB (sp.
off.)
..
£ 135.00
Thorens TD126C Mk 2 (Sp.
off.)
..
£ 169.00
Thorens TD160BC Mk 2 .. £85.00
Thorens TD160BC/SME
3009 Fixed (Sp. off.) .. £ 13800
5R220, SR225,
SR335, 5R370, SRA230,
SR330,SR430
P.O.A.

Toshiba

• CARTRIDGES

( P/P LI 00)
ADC XLM Mk 3 .. £36.00
ADC XLM Super, Case and
Headshell
£33 00
ADC VIM Mk 3
..
£24 50
ADC ZLM
L59 SO
ADC QLM30/3
£9 00
ADC QLM32/3
£ 10 00
ADC QLM34/3
£ 11.00
ADC QLM36/3
£ 18.00
AKG P6E
.
£ 17 00
AKG P7E
.
£25 50
AKG P8E
.
£45 50
AKG P8ES
.
£56 00
Decca Deram Con. L. Blue £ 6.00
Decca London Mk 5Export £36 00
Decca London Export Gold £ 54 00
Decca London Maroon .. £41 00
Decca London Blue .. £ 32 50
Empire 999REX
ES 50
Empire 2000E .. .
£8.50
Empire 2000E/2 ..
03 90
Empire 2000E/3 .. £ 14.75
Empire 2000T .. £ 28 50
Empire 2000Z .. £48 50
Goldring G800 .. £4 75
Goldring G800E
£7.75
Goldring G900SE Mk 2 .. £36.50
Goldring D110 Stylus .. £3.00
Goldring D1 10E Stylus .. £5.75
Lentek Pre-amp Din or
Phono
..
£55 00
Lentek Entre
..
£98.00
Ortofon FF 10E ( Sp. off.) .. £8.90
Ortofon MCI 0 ( Sp. off.) .. £29 50
Ortofon F15 Mk 2 (Sp. off.) £ 13 00
Ortofon FI5E Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £ 17 00
Ortofon FFISE Mk 2 ( Sp. off.) £ 12 50
Ortofon M20E Super ( Sp.
off.)
..
£39.00
Ortofon M20FL Super ( Sp.
off.)
..
£44 00
Ortofon VMS20E/2 CAP2 I
0
(Sp. off.)
£27 50
Ortofon MC20 and STM72 £78 00
Ortofon SL20E ( Sp. off.) .. £49 00
Ortofon MC20 ( Sp. off.) .. £45 00
Ortofon MCIO and STM72
(Sp. off.) .. £42.50
Ortofon MC20 and .
MCA76
(Sp. off.)
£ 103.50
Ortofon MCAIO
P.O.A.
Ortofon MISES
.
.
P.O.A.
Satin M I17G ( Sp. off.) .. £57.75
Shure M44E ( Sp. off.) .. £760
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) .. £8.55
Shure M75-6S ( Sp. off.) .. £7.60
Shure M75B Type 2 ( Sp. off.) £ 10.70
Shure M7SED Type 2 ( Sp.
off.)
..
£ 15.75
Shure M75E.1 Type 2 ( Sp. off.) £ 13.30
Shure M95ED ( Sp. off.) .. £ 14.95
Shure M95E.I ( Sp. off.) .. £ 13 80
Shure V15 Type 3 .. £40 00
Shure V15 Type 4
£65•00
Sonus Blue
£66.00
Stanton 500A
.
£ 13.90

Stanton 500EE
Stanton 680EE
£29-90
Stanton 68IEEE
£45•00
Stanton BOIS
£ 800
Ultimo 20A
£ 4•00
Ultimo 10X
£48 50
UAD Pre-amp
£ 36.50

e PORTABLE

RADIOS AND
RADIO CASSETTES
(P/P Free)
Aiwa TPR903
£ 09.00
Aiwa TPR910
£ 21.50
Aiwa TPR940
£ 43 00
Aiwa TPR950
£ 189 00
Aiwa TPR905
£ 125 00
A kai A.1480
£ 40 00
Hacker RP78 Aviemore
14
9 00
E
13
00
Hacker
(Sp. off.)
SP80 Stereo.
£
Panasonic DR26*
070 90
Panasonic DR28*
E197 90
Panasonic DR49*
E349 90
Roberts RT22
06 00
Roberts R606MB
[ 54 00
Roberts RM20
L28 SO
Roberts RM30
E44 00
Roberts RM50
E65 50
Roberts Rambler ..
£24 75
VIDEO TAPE FOR PHILIPS
VHS, BETAMAX AND
U-MATIC MACHINES
(P/P 65p)
Akai VHS ro ( Ihour) .. £790

e

SANSUI 5050
SYSTEM

Akai VHST120 (2hours) ..
Akai VHST180 (3hours) ..
Scotch VC30
Scotch VC45
Scotch VC60
Scotch UCA30

El I. 0 Scotch UCA60
£13•50 Scotch Betamax 1250
Scotch Betamax 1500
£18.50 TDK VHS E60
TDK
VHS E120
£22.00
TDK VHS E180
£14 SO

£
1400

SANSUI 33IL
SYSTEM
Sansui 33 IL Receiver with L.W.
Sansui SR222B Turntable
Shure M75ED Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Shelton XP2
Speakers

£2050
£780
£10.80
£.90
0050
£1300

SANSUI GX3000
SYSTEM
Sansui GX3000 Receiver
Sansui 5R222 Mk 2 Turntable
Ortofon FFISE Cartridge
Pair KEF Celeste Ill Speakers

Special offer £210 Special offer £269
PIONEER SX690
SYSTEM
Pioneer SX690 Receiver
Pioneer PL5 I
6 Turntable
Ortofon FFISE Mk 2 Cartridge
Pair Celestion Ditton 1SXR
Speakers

Special offer £350

HARMAN
KARDON 330C
SYSTEM
Harman Kardon 330C Receiver
Micro Se.k MBIO Turntable inc.
Magnetic Cartridge
Pair Tannoy T125 Oxford
Speakers
SPECIAL 4299.90
OFFER
e•

.

TOSHIBA SA220 PIONEER SX590
SYSTEM
SYSTEM
SA220L Receiver; SRA230
Turntable Cartridge;
552200 Speakers; PC3100
Cassette Deck; HR710 Stereo
Headphones; SMA2 Stand,
2 Microphones; 3 C60
Cassettes; 1Record
SPECIAL
275.50
OFFER

Pioneer SX590 Receiver
Pioneer PL514 Turntable
Ortofon FFISE Mk 2 Cartridge
Pair Monitor Audio Mini
Monotor Speakers

SANSUI AU2I7 PIONEER SA706
RACK SYSTEM
SYSTEM
Sansui AU2 17 Amplifier

AIWA AF3060
SYSTEM

Sansui 5050 Receiver
Sansui 222P Turntable
Ortofon FF15E/2 Cartridge
Pair KEF Celeste Speakers

Special offer £267

Sansui TU217 Tuner
Sansui SCI 110 Cassette Deck
Sansui 5R222 Mk 2 Turntable
and Cartridge
Sansui SX5 Rack RX100
Accessory unit
Pair KEF Celeste Ill Speakers
SPECIAL ‘ 530
OFFER

AIWA AX7500
SYSTEM
Aiwa AX7500 Receiver
Aiwa AP2200 Turntable
Pair Monitor Audio MA6
Speakers
Or with Aiwa AD6300 Cassette
Deck for £ 129 extra

r

Pioneer SA706 Amplifier
Pioneer PL5 I
4 Turntable
Shure M95ED Cartridge
Pair Celestion Ditton 22 Speakers

Special offer £355
HITACHI
SR503L
SYSTEM
Hitachi SR503L Receiver
Hitachi D220 Cassette Deck
Hitachi HT350 Turntable
Cartridge
Pair KEF Celeste III Speakers

Special offer £375 Special offer £ 380
AIWA AX7600
SYSTEM
Aiwa AX7600 Receiver
Aiwa AP2500 Turntable
Stanton 680EE Cartridge
Pair Mordaunt Short Pageant 2
Speakers

Special offer £499

Or with Aiwa AD6300 Cassette
Deck for £129 extra

TOSHIBA
SA320L
SYSTEM
Toshiba SA320L Receiver
Sansui SR222 Mk 2 Turntable
Ortofon FF ISE Mk 2 Cartridge
Pair Wharfedale Shelton XP2
Speakers

Special offer £283

Aiwa AF3060 Cassette Receiver
Pair Celestion Ditton 15XR
Speakers

Special offer £320
Aiwa AP2200 Turntable •
Cartridge £95 extra

AIWA AF3090
SYSTEM
Aiwa AF3090 Cassette Receiver
Pair Celestion Ditton 22
Speakers

Special offer £459
Or with Aiwa AP2200
Turntable Cartridge for
£95 extra

SANSUI G301
RACK
SYSTEM
Sansui G301 Receiver
Sansui SC 1120 Cassette Deck
Sansui SR232 Turntable } Cart.
Sansui GX100 Rack
Pair Celeste Ill Speakers

Special offer £230 Special offer £450

All these Systems sent Carriage FREE on UK Mainland

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 12 1
2%
/

EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE
• P&P FREE UK MAINLAND ONLY

Mc ONOMY
Nation die

Mconomr,

MARANTZ 18,0
Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck

MARANTZ mR215
AM/FM

ti

RMS per
channel output
Rec Price

£143.00

or noise pulse in an audio signal waveform
then electronically delete it giving clean
record replay

IIIIARANTZ

MR 230

AM/FM
Stereo
Receiver.
30 watts

42.86
70.13
87.66
150 00
133.00
173.00
205.00
109.52
148.10
198.25
-

OUR
PRICE
289.90
79.90
69.90
99.90
24.90
30.90
49.50
62.90
114.99
94.90
124.90
149.90
82.90
112.90
149.90
63.90
78.50
99.90
73.50
10900
160.90
47.90
75.90
102.90

130 78

89.90

419.84
492 04

314.90
354.90
219.90

-

299.90

CASSEIVERS
Tuner/Amplifier/Cassetta Combinations
AIWA AF3070 2x30 Dolby cassette
AIWA AF3090 2x40 Dolby cassette
AKAI AC 35001
GOODMANS 4000 2x28 Dolby Cassette
inc pair Goodmans MC35 loudspeakers

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS

RMS per
channel output

AKAI AA11252 x25
ALBA UA1500 2a15
ALBA 2125 2x27 LW/MW/FM
ALBA 2150 2a50 LW/MW/FM
AMSTRAD EX222 2x25
AMSTRAD E0333 2x30
ARMSTRONG 625 FM 2x40
ARMSTRONG 626 AM/FM 2o40
MARANTZ MR 215 2x15
MARANTZ MR 230 2030
MARANTZ 22268 2a26 FM/MW
MARANTZ MR250 2x50
MARANTZ 2226BL 2a26 FM/MW/LW
MAFIANT2 22388 2o38 FM/MW
MARANTZ 223881 2x38 FM/MW/LW
MARANTZ 22528 2 a52
PIONEER SX 590 2020

Rec Price

£215.00

AKAI

702D MKfl

Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck

AIWA AA 8700 2x75
AKAI AM 2250 2x25
ALBA 2025 2x27
ALBA 2050 2x50
AMSTRAD 8000 Mk. 32o10
AMSTRAD IC 2000 2o25
AMSTRAD EX 220 2o25
AMSTRAD EX 330 2o35
ARMSTRONG 621 2x40
MARANTZ 1050 2x25
MARANTZ 1072 2x36
MARANTZ 1090 2o45
PIONEER SA 506 2x25
PIONEER SA 606 2x40
PIONEER SA 706 2x60
ROTEL RA 214 2x20
ROTEL RA 314 2x25
F1OTEL RA 414 2x35

REC
PRICE
352 92
-

SANSUI AU 117 2x15
SANSUI AU 217 2a30
SANSUI AU 317 2x50 DC coupled
SOLAVOX 582020 2x20
60 62
TENSAI TA 2030 2a23
TENSAI TA 2045 2x35
__
GARRARD MRM101 Hi Fi Music recovery
module, this unit is able to see' ascratch

Stereo
Receiver.
15 watts

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

•

-

101.29
138.80
237.00
273.00
143.00
215.00
244.00
259.00
397.00
495.00
174.22

127 90
49 90
109.90
144.90
69.90
99.90
184.90
209.90
97.90
148.90
149.94
189.90
144.90
194.94
289.90
324.90
134.90

% 0111Pb
HO/
*b

ee

!
ie

All the prices in this advertisement
were prepared approximately 6 weeks
ago to meet the necessary publication
date. But should a change in VAT be
announced in the Chancellor's budget
- new prices will be obtainable from
all McOnomy outlets.

Tuner/Amplifiers - cont.

REC.
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

PIONEER SX 690 2x30
PIONEER SX 980 2080
PIONEER SX 108020 120
ROTEL F0( 203 2x20
ROTEL RX 403 2o25
ROTEL AX 503 2x35
SANSUI G2000 2o16
SANSUI 03000 2o26
SOLAVOX SR 2220 2x20
TENSAI TR 1030 2o23
TENSAI IR 1045 2o35

218.12
473.72
554.95

169 90
369 90
439.90
sa go
119 90
134 90
109 94
134 94
69 90
112 90
134 90

82.99

TUNERS
AIWA AT 9700 Ouartzlocked digital FM ..
AKAI 22501 MW/LW/FM
ALBA 2000 LW/MW/FM
AMSTRAD 3000 Mk. II
AMSTRAD EX 202
AMSTRAD EX 303
ARMSTRONG 624 FM
ARMSTRONG 623 MW/1W/FM
MARANTZ 20201
MARANTZ 2100
PIONEER TX 606
ROTEL RT226
ROTEL RT426
ROTEL RT726
SANSUI TU 217
SOLAVOX ST 2002 FM/MW/LW
TENSAI TT 3045
TRIO KT 5300 Mk II

371 59

269.90
82.90
69.90
35 90
46.90
56.90
99.90
129.90
89 90
109.90
94 90
64 90
83.90
99 90
105 90
45.90
84.90
79.94

60.36
68.18
79.87
130.00
168.00
126.00
160.00
120.14

60.62

TURNTABLES
AIWA AP2200 Direct drive auto return
inc. cartridge
AIWA AP2500 Direct drive auto stop and lift
AMSTRAD TP120 belt drive
BSR 182/ADC AC30

138.00
209.94
67.21

107.10
164.10
34.90
211.90

BSR P208 belt drive auto, fitted ADC OLM 33
magnetic cartridge

31.90

BSR Quanta 500 belt drive, fitted ADC OLM 32
magnetic cartridge
BSR Quanta 600 belt drive DC servo auto return
fitted ADC 0111 32 magnetic cartridge
BSR Quanta 700 direct drive auto return,
fitted ADC ULM 34 magnetic cartridge
BSR Quanta 800 direct drive quartz locked,
auto return, fitted ADC XLM magnetic cartridge

49.90
119.90
79.90
109.90

Super Service - The McOnomy Way ...

BSR

«D

• CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE • ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT!
P208

Belt drive
Automatic
Turntable with
ADC OLM33
Magnetic
Cartridge.

£39.90

• GUARANTEE - 12 months guarantee covering parts and labour
on all products.

.0,e.

.. :e.

• DELIVERY SERVICE - up to 25 miles for a small charge.
• AFTER SALES SERVICE - fully equipped service departments always at your disposal.
• BRAND NAMES - products sold by McOnomy bear the
name land carry the reputation) of well-known manufacturers.

rm

• DISPLAY- all products in McOnomy stores are clearly
displayed in comfortable surroundings.
• LATE OPENING - 9.00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m. Weekdays
5.30 p.m. Saturdays - Scottish Branches also open Sunday 10.00 a.m. - 5.30 p.m.
Personal callers welcome at all branches.

al.

0

Mee .'
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•

•••:•e
•

•
,
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•

All offers subject to availability.
1>25.
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Turntables - continued
CONNOISSEUR B01 kit
CONNOISSEUR BD2
GARRARD SP25 Mk. 6 belt-drive with
Shure M75/6/SM
GARRARD 6120 belt-drive Shure M75E0 ..
GARRARD 6125 belt- drive auto stop
M75E0
GARRARD 6135 servo belt-dove auto stop
5475ED
GARRARD 00130 Direct drive
Shure M75ED
MARANTZ 6025 belt-dnve
MARANTZ 6170 Direct drive
PIONEER PL512 belt-drive
PIONEER PL514 belt- drive auto arm
return
PIONEER P1516 E.G. servo belt-drive
auto arm return
PIONEER P1518 DC servo Direct drive
auto return
SANSUI SR222P
SANSUI SR232E Auto um return
TENSAI 70860B bib-drive with cartridge
TENSAI 108550 Direct drive with cartridge

REC.
PRICE
23 63

OUR
PRICE

67 50
101 25

44.50
85.90

18/0
38.90

113 91

74.90

137 12

89.90

139 22
92.00
141 00
67.33

92.50
68 90
99.90
52.90

79 62

61.90

107 31

84 90

144 38

113.90
59.90
64.90
59.90
99.90

76 30
57 48
87 67
88.75
158 00
169 06
217 74
213 16
245.10
340 20
401 78

21 90
41 90
62.90
69.90
107.50
129.90
142 90
164.90
189.90
284.90
334 90
68.90
57.90
78.90
59 90
74.90
108.90
129.90
139.90
184 90
222S0
249.90
259.90
129.90

SPEAKERS
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 1000
AMSTRAD ACOUSTRA 2500
AMSTRAD EX 300
CEUST1ON Dillon 11
CELEST1ON Ditton 15 ER
CELESTION UL6
CELESTION Dillon 22
CELEST1ON UL8
CELESTION Dillon 33
CELESTION ° Mon 442
CELESTION Dillon 551
GOOOMANS Mews SL
GOODMANS Achromat 100
GOODMANS Achromat 250
GOOOMANS RB18
GOODMANS 8620
GOOOMANS RB35
GOODMANS 8865
GOODMANS Beta
GOODMANS Kappa
GOODMANS HE2
GOODMANS HE1
GOODMANS Sigma
JR 149
JR LP.A. System with 30 wan bass amp
tor use with amps 15 to 100 watt
priced singly
MARANTZ 4G
MARANTZ 463
MARANTZ 110440
PIONEER CS 323
PIONEER CS 424
PIONEER CS 525

163 55
214 99
261 21
297.37
305 42
163 13

Speakers- continued
SANYO Hi Fi One
SOLAVOX 1615
SOLAVOX PR25 Mk 11 2way
SOLAVOX PR35 Mk. 113 way
SOLAVOX PR45 Mk 113 way
TENSAI IS 900U
TENSAI TS 930
WHARFEDALE Chien XP
WHARFEDALE Denton XP2
WHARFEDALE Shelton XP2
WHARFEDALE Linton XP2
WHARFEDALE Glendale XP2
WHARFEDALE Teesdale SP2
WHARFEDALE Dovedale SP2
WHARFEDALE E30 High POWS/
WHARFEDALE 050 High Power
WHARFEDALE E70 High Power

REC.
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

36 90
51 05
77 50
102 10
49 16
73 73
93 96
114 17
151 67
188 15
255 26
295 72
364.82

89.94
22S0
39.90
5990
79.90
49.94
69.90
34.90
49.90
59.90
74.90
102.90
129.90
159.90
199 90
262.90
322.90

Stereo Amplifier 20 watts RMS per channel

SUM«

SR2220

CASSETTE RECORDERS
AIWA AD1250 Dolby
AIWA AD6350 Dolby
AIWA 6550 Dolby
AIWA AD6400 Dolby
AIWA AD6900 Dolby
AKAI C570211 Mk. II Oolby
AKAI GXC706 Dolby
AKAI GXC709C1 Oolby
ALBA 2200 Dolby
AMSTRAD 7050 Dolby
IVIARANTZ 1820 Dolby
MARANTZ 5000 Dolby
MARANTZ 5010 Dolby
MARANTZ 5025 Oolby
MARANT2 5030
PHILIPS N2533 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 500
PIONEER CTF 4040 Dolby
PIONEER CTF 700 Dolby ( 3meters)
PIONEER CTF 900
PIONEER CTF 1000 Oolby 3head
ROTEL R015F Dolby
SANSUI SC1110 Dolby
SANSUI SC2110 Dolby
SOLAVOX SCD 2060 Dolby

185
195
285
243
485

66
80
33
44
00

111.04
147.00
186.00
213.00
320.00
485.00
128.75
148 20
259 26
385 67
524 04

122 90

139.90
145.90
179.94
189.90
377.90
89.90
143.90
172.90
154.90
69.90
104.90
132.90
154.90
229.90
349 90
79 90
102.90
115.90
209.90
309.90
399.90
99.90
11790
179.90
89.90

TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI 4000 DS Mk, II
PHILIPS N4504 4- track [Mt
PIONEER 61707 auto reverse

536 04

FM/MW/LW Stereo Receiver,
20 watts RMS per channel output
Rec

Price

£82.99

£69 .90

Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck

Rec. Price

D22.90

139 9
149 94
399.90

CREDIT TOO ,
On McOnomy Discount Prices

202
89
Ill
153
65
127
151

50
00
00
00
61
42
52

172
58
79
99
54
102
123

50
90
90
90
90
90
90

(available on mainland England,
Scotland and Wales).
Orders with a total value exceeding

Front loading
Dolby Stereo
Cassette Deck

£70 can be purchased cn .Credit on
McOnomy discount prices over 8, 12.
24 and 30 months.

Rec Price

£128.75

£102.90
PERSONAL CALLERS ARE WELCOME AT ALL BRANCHES
Open 9.00 am - 8.00 pm Weekdays, 9.00 am - 5.30 pm Saturdays.
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10.00 am - 5.30 pm.

CARDIFF _

52 North Road. Cardiff

Tel- 0222394016

CLEVEDON

4-9 Kimberley Road, ( off Strode Road). Clevedon

Tel : 0272 876041

EDINBURGH __. Annandale St. Lane, Edinburgh

Tel : 031-557 1004

GLASGOW

Anderston Cross Centre. Argyle Street. Glasgow __

Tel : 041-204 2355

HULL

Status City. Clough Road, Hull

LEICESTER _____

Rutland Centre. Yeoman Street, Leicester

Tel: 0533 536741

NEWHAVEN ___

Avis Way. Newhaven

Tel : d7912 5081

PIONEER
PL512
Belt drive
turntable
Rec

Price

£67.33

: 0482 442134

£52.90

Customers unable to call at their local branch can phone their order and pay our crIver on delivery.
5.79

187

CaWM» Britains
leading Hi Fi and Cassette Centre
Major stockists of Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, Castle, Ferguson, Goodrnans Hitachi, JVC, Leak Nakamichi,

National, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Technics, Teac Tandberg, Toshiba Trio,Wharfo.ciale, & Yamaha
Our Price

AMPLIFIERS

£169.95

Hitachi HA-5300
Powerful 60W perchannel

Amstrad EX229
Executive 25w output stereo
amplifier with scratch &
rumble filters, twin watt
meters, meter range/quietness
switch, aS/N radio better than
6DdB on any input.

Stereo Amplifier with
Dynaharmony System. 32
contact attenuator for volume
control, independent 3stage
adding gain selector plus full
range of filters.

AMPLIFIERS
Amstrad Ex 330
58.95
Mai AM2350/2450
POA
Aka AM2250
POA
Aiwa AA8700
259.95
Amstrad E5220
47.95
Eagle A7600
109.95
Hitachi HA330/250
POA
Pioneer SA 506
8195
Pioneer SARD6
113 95
Sansui A117
79.95
Sony TA313
POA
Tea AS30
94.94
Toshiba 59420/58620
POA
Technics SL18011/8022
POA
Ysmehe CA410/710/510
POA
range from JVC JAS 11G/JAS 22
AS 44 JAS 5 JAS 77

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Trio 3700 Only £ 69.95

ewesUe 9b, 95
Glen-en y•2
sbelo

ca‘rehl•

3r, 95
011110 Pe Our Pace

£71.95
Wharfedale Linton XP2
SUCCeSSOI 10 the famous Linton
30P, thi, unit has an improved
Hi Frequency unit apower rating
of 35W and suitable for amplifiers

ErVERSm

RECEIVERS
Akai 1125
Ana AX7400
Amstred 222
Eagle 7200
Hitachi SR303
Hitachi 503
ITT 8031
Maranta 15I5L
Marantz 2226 BL
Pioneer SX690
JVC JRS 61/81/201/301
Semi 02000
Sony STR 212/STR313L
Technics Complete Range
Toshiba SA735
Yarnell. CR820/420/620

£ju;
133.95
Price

£139.95

-

o • eo r*, "

'ea? 0 o

Pioneer SX-590
AM/FM Stereo Receiver with

Goodmans MODULE
130 Top performance
AM ' FM stereo receiver 65W per channel into 4
ohms, five pre sets on FM,
five twnoctave slider tone
controls, full range of inputs.

continuous power output of 20W
per channel, with no more than
0.3% THD and IMO, Direct'
readout watt meters, and PLL
MPX with auto pilot signal
canceller.

12E95
16495
65.95
76.95
POA
128.95
147.95
11295
179.95
166.95
POA
119.95
POA
151.95
POA

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Toshiba SA 2201 £69.95

SPEAKERS
AR 11/17/15
POA
Castle Richmond It
74 95
POA
Colation Ditton 22
POA
Caution [limn I5XR
POA
•JVC SK 500/50 700
PUA
ill 19/40/50
POA
KEF Complete range
56 95
Mutant. 4G
Monitor Audio Mini Monitor 86.95
Monitor Audio MA 6
131.95
Goodmans
Mordant Short Range
PUA
R820
Tannoy/KLH Complete range
Superb true Hi Fi speaker to sui
•TechnicsSiX1/2,1
POA
amplifiers rated at 10-50W
Whorl ESSO/ES70,/E30
POA
undistorted music powe
Wharf Otawdale SP2
156.95

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY Monitor Audio Mini Monitor Only £ 86.95

TURNTAL
3Lig2:

TURNTABLES
ADC 1500
64.95
ADC 1700
101.95
Akai AP 206
POA
Aiwa AP2200
POA
Garrard SP26 VI
43.95
G
4GT3S
87.95
Hitachi HT 550 01353 QL POA
JVC OLA2/015/01F4/017 POA
Memento 6170
96.95
Pioneer 516
81.95
Pioneer PL 514
59.95
Sony PST 212/20
POA
Technics S1220/230/3200/3300 Technics 5200/5300
Toshiba SR 265
7.95
Trio KO 1033
5495

Our Fr,ce

E59.95

£1 Price
09 .95

e

JVC
Beautiful Ouatz-locked auto
return turntable with core- less
DC servomotor, & W&F of only
0.025%. A S/N radio of only
72dB, and finished to complement
any system.

Pioneer
PL-512

Coma«. eio,
mn PP f50

New 2speed beltdrive mantra,
turn table with W&F of only
0.055%, static- balance Sshaped
tonearm.

THIS MONTHS STAR BUY ADC1600 with GLIV/36 Cartridge Only £ 84.95

s
TÉRE 0 TuivERs
THE LARGEST
rim. ssoo
SELECTION IN BRITAIN- COME
AND TEST THEM ON OUR COMPARATORS.
THIS MONTHS STAR BUV Amstrad EX202 Only f45 95 bp

4Ir=X3YDEe(S POSSIBLY

Akai AT 2250L
Amstrad 0%303
Amstrad EX202
Hitachi ET340
JVC JTV22. ,77

Our Price

£179.95
_

-

Our Price

_ plieàb

£79.95

£139.95

New front

Hoer the sounds of the
130's with this NEW Microprocessor
Dolby Casette Deck featuring
auto programme locating device.
LCD quartz clock/timer, memory
counter, second display counter.
lull auto stop & many other tortures

loading Dolby cassette

aW8 Fof

£96.95
,
•••
Free Cassette Care Kit
PIONEER CT F500
Just released
latest front
loading Dolby Cassette Deck from
Pioneer with full auto stop
pneumatically damped loading
door, permal4 play head and
ferrite erase head. W& Fof only
0 I7.0

only 0.08%.

)erfif

Our Price

Our prir

£84.95
nl

• •

ri
î

Hitachi
0220
Front Loading Dolby
Cassette Deck with full
auto-stop, bias equalisation,
Highly recommended model.

(erenciiqi i,„
ih.eaays
CASSEIII MIRE

Superscopa CD- 312 by Maranta

Superior front loading Dolby
Cassette Deck with Auto Programme
Search System,

cue/review, auto stop,

Amstrad EX700
JVC KDS720
Philips 52533
Teac A150
Sony TC U2
Sony TC KIA
Under El 50
Akai 7060
Aiwa 1250
Hitachi 0550
Hitachi 0555
Hitachi 0560
JVC KO 10/5/25
Maranta 5010
Teas A103
Tea A106
Sharp 1157
Toshiba PC530

84.95
84.95
POA
88.95
99.95
POA
POA
POA
12a 95
112.95
144.95
POA
POA
139 95
115.95
139.95
104.95
139 95

Superb value front loading Dolby
cassette deck with bias/equalizer,
large VU meters, super hard
Permalloy Head, total shut off.
106 95
POA
POA

Technics 631
Sony TCK5
Sony TC 158

Under £200
Aiwa 6400
Hitachi 0580
JVC KO 201/55
Pioneer C1F 700
Sansui SO2100
Toshiba PC5460

179.95
164.95
POA
199.95
199.95
POA

Aima AD 6600
Aiwa 6800
Pioneer CT F900
Pioneer 1000
JVC KD65
JVC K085
JVC 0095

Oyer £200

Cavendish
GUARANTEE of SERVICE

POA

Our Price

electronic stabilising circuit.

Toshiba PC2300
Technics 616
Sony TCK 4A/5

POA
POA
POA
84 95

CASSEIVERS

Super quality at an attractive price
A new front loading Dolby cassett
deck with anormal, chrome and
ferrichrome tape facility, alow
W & Fof only 0.1%, twin VU
meters, and aOC motor with an

POA
POA
POA
POA
259.95
294.95
399.95
POA
POA
POA

- £116.95 :*
_
,.:_teryi • f
Ferguson 3925
New concept in stereo acasseiver combining Medium
& Stereo VHF radio, front
loading cassette deck, 20W
output, complete with stereo
headphones & VHF aerial.
Aiwa 3070
Aiwa 3090
Ferguson 3926
Goodmans 4000
(with speakers)
National 5010
Sony HST 89

299.95
347.95
165.95
279.95
POA
POA

ow to order

ORDERING flY MAIL To Order be read sate
Me ODOdi required end enclose cheque portal
PROFESSIONAL ADVICE BEST PRODUCTS
orders or gem your ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
AT PRICES WHICH ARE HARO TO BEAT
number ( if sending caes phase we areentered
enkacipe/ Pleas see P & Pcharms below
A
Mari order ro
.4.. *ex •••••
*Po.
279/283 WHITECHAPE L. RO . LONDON E1
317 WHITECHAPEL RD., LONDON El
Rine NOT clef
If paying by ACCESS 01 BARCLAYCARD you
Or ser 11$4
HI-FI CENTRE
may phone in your order hem prompt Oenvery'
wee.
279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD. LONDON El
SECURICOR DELIVERY Add E4 to order
The pro
thee. ed••••••ents
CASSETTE CENThE
*ere finalised on 22.2.29
POST & PACKING Add the follow's. for P & P
Right next door to Whdechapel Underground Station
PI... check preen end
Amps Tuner Amps, Stereo TUM111 Turntables.
Tel: 01-247 3453 24 Hour Answering Service
erelle0.11ty sr mne of oun•eue
Casette Playas, Dolby Decks In Car add CI 50
Ooen 9am - 6Pm Mon -Sat
Music Centres & speakers add CI Securicor E4
Cartridge add 50p
OVER 1000 ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM

C=1::1
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Yamaha CT 410 710 510

Amstrad 7070

5
:
1>

Sharp
RT 1144

2point peak indicators,
rec, mute switch,

93 95

POA
POA

ens- e).• ef9 ;
me
-aa B •

deck with bias fine control.

Technics ST8080-7300
Toshiba ST420
ST/DO

.
1" oshiha

£69.95

Aims AD-6350K
Sharp RT 3151E

POA

126 95

Our Price

Our Price

£89.95

Our Price

VII
Marants 2100
POA
Pioneer TX606
51.95 Sony ST2I2
45.95 Sony ST5I5
POA
POA

* OVER 1000 MODELS IN STOCK
* BIGGEST DISCOUNTS
* TEST ON OUR COMPARATORS
* ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
USI

ccone s

Cavendish introduce you to tour Hi Fi Sy temo All complete with Matching Race's

CAVENDISH SYSTEM

R 51

-aâc.e95

CAVENDISH SYSTEM R S

26

JVC JLA 20 turntable

(with ZIS Cartridge)
JVC JAS 11G stereo amplifier
Gerrard Sfri511
JVC JTV 11G stereo tuner
Turntable
Amstrad EX330
JVC KDIO stereo cassette deck
Amplifier
GoOdmans RB 20
'Amstrad 1%303
speakers
Stereo Tuner
Complete with
'Amstrad
700
Dolby Cassette
matinchdins.g rack and
Deck
ai
•Ametred
EX 350 Speakers Sacw'c'''

Our PoCe

AIWA AF-5300K •
New model high quality 4band
Music Centre with facility for
6FM stations to be preset.
Also Dolby cassette deck with
normal/Cr02/FeCr tape facility
and belt drive auto. turntable.
Complete with speakers.

Price

£399.95

Hitachi 3185
True Hi Fr Music Centre

with SW ' MWILW/FM stereo
receiver with 6pre'Lined controls
and AFC. Turntable with
auto return and stroboscope
Dolby cassette deck with lei rft '
chrome/normal taie tacit

£274:95

Goodmans MCD 100 Mark II
with improved turntable.
Hugh &ergonomist strie
EINIAM/7/111iS waveband
TO.ISKI:111111. Naturism a35re
pee channelano. stems Sell tuner
with Inspreset selectors. UM
cassette deck and bell drift
turntable lined wok Isheoed ranee, w

Aiwa 5300
369.95
Akai AC3800L
POA
Aima 5600
449.95
Ferguson 3971
164.95
Ferguson 3920
199.95
Ferguson 3922
299.95
Hitachi STD 170
POA
Hitachi SOT 300
Hitachi SOT/400
f239.95
ITT MC 22
POA
JVC MF47
POA
JVC MF33
POA
National 1090
POA
National 5070
National 5090/3060
POA

Sheep
SG 400 Atop quality
model with LW/Mel/SW/FM/
FM, M.P.K. Stereo recever
With 5F.M. pre-set buttons:
stereo Dolby cassette deck wite
auto Cr02/normal tape selections,
mech. pause & auto stop. belt
-drive turntable. 25w per channel

National 5070
Sanyo 4580
Sharp 450
Sharp SG500
Sony HMK 55/8

POA
POA
339.95
499.95
POA

Sanyo 4001
Sony HMK 80

259.95
POA

Sony HMK 77/778
POA
Toshiba 3350/3650
POA
Toshiba SM3600/3750P0A
Sanyo 5001 £ 299.95
Shrrp 460 £379.95
Sony HMK 33
POA

ASSETTES

Our Price

Our Price

£39.95
Hlitchi TRH 54IN
PM/MW Radio Cassette Recorder
with hue selectivity reserver,
auto stop, mesharosa6116.66,
digital tape counter and built-in
condenser mike

II

Crund e C5500
Fabulous 4Band radio/cassette
recorder with VHF ( FMI/CM S
radio, Fe/FeCr/Cr tape facility,
battery/mains, tape counter,
battery meter. Telescopic aerial..

Battery Mains/Radios
Akai 370
Ferguson 3711
Ferguson 3283
Grundig C5500
Grundig C6500
Hitachi 5300
ITTRC2500
ITT 'Tiny'
JVC RC 222
JVC 324
Maranta 1053
National 554/553
National 533/301

POA
44.95
42.95
79.95
85.95
34.95
55.95
39.95
43.95

69.95
36.95
POA
POA

£43.95

JVC RC-22218
Perfect blend of Hi Fi performance&
reel economy in the FM/MW/LW
redieceilettprecorder. Battery/maim,
auto-stop, 1.3W power output, 10cm
speaker delivers reel HiFi sound.

Sharp 9191E
Magnificent Battery/mains Stereo
cassette recorder with FM/FM
stereo/SW/MW/LW.
Auto Programme
.iearch System. twin VU meters.
cue/review. FW/5W aerial.

National 539
Nordmende Globecorder
Philips AR664
Sanyo 2560 LG
Sanyo 2441
Sharp 1754
Sharp 2800
Sony 210

POA
145.95
79.95
39.95
62.95
36.95
54.95
65.95
Stereo Recorders/ Binary Mains
ITT 110
59.95
JVC 1635
POA
Sony IC 525
69.95
Sony TC 158
156.95
Technics 646
POA

Save on C.90 Superbuys
cassette tap

Agfa Carat

BASF Super
BASF Standard
Memorex MRX3

Our Pose

4

.

169.95

Sony TC-525
HiFi performance stereo cassette
recorder featuring stereo playback
through amplifier or mono through
its own speaker, plus cue & rive«,
Sony Variable Monitor System
pause& tape counter.

10995

JVC RC
717 1,1.8
r..,.fe stereo radio cassette

recorder wale 25w per
channe output. liable mikes
sleep timer, built in cue
•feolVAI fiC11111111
Binary Maim
Aiwa 7/2
Ferguson 3107
Hilschi 247/295
Hitachi 36 ' Mini'
National 309
Ph lips 2210
Philips 2213
Sanyo 2522
Sharp 610
Sony IC 63
Sony IC 65
Mini Cassettes
JVC MK 100
Sanyo 11101.1
Sanyo 3000
Sony IC 44

POA
21.9fPOP
POA
POP
21 95
29 95
28.95

2295
29.95
32.95
PGA
46.95
44.95
59 95

1.60p
1 Maxwell UDXL
1.25p
Philips Ferro
80p
Sony K
1.3 7p
TDK SA

Me"
Our Price

Ex

, £324.95
ornolelt orinO JD leads Ind
Jerre
SeforlrOI deb.'', (8

• • delivery 610

CAVENDISH SYSTEM RS11

CAVENDISH SYSTEM

RS 5

Toshiba SPS 330
Direct drive, full auto ,
turntable with cartridge !,,

Toshiba PC 335
Dolby Cassette Deck
Toshiba SC & SY 335
Power amp & pre- amp.,
Toshiba ST 335
Stereo Tuner
Maranty 4G TO Speakers
Securicor delivery £10

IIuf•r-

Our Price

£509.95

Complete with matching rack and all leads.

Stereo Radio
Cassette
Battery Mains
Aiwa 903
Aiwa 950
Akai AJ480
Crown CSC626
Hitachi 8080
Hitachi 8015
JVC 838
JVC 727/828
JVC 717
JVC 626/838
Philips AR774
Sanyo 9970
Sharp 8585
Sharp 9090
Sony 520
Sony CF 570
Toshiba 8510
Ferguson 3T04
Ferguson 3709
Hitachi 8050
Grundig 8800
Toshiba 8700
Toshiba 8510

SIs,me9blD

Shure VI5 IV
Mora HSU
Shure RIS
°note. 1120FL
Ortolan VMS20k
Onolon MC 10

1.90p
80p
92p
1.66p

36 95
2450
56 95
16.95
13.50
12 50

99.95
POA
'156.95
112.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
109.95
POA
117.95
125.95
149.95
159.95
POA
159.95
POA
81.95
64.95
POA
169.95
POA
POA

18.95
64.95

1150

46.95
41.95
27.45
33.95

Ortolan MC 20
Ortolan MODE
Odolon 110E
Onohin FF1SE
/Mao %Mom
At 12
A7 14
A7 15
AT 20
Menton 500A
Stanton 500EE
Stanton MEE
Stanton 641FE

Pioneer TX 606 Tuner
Pioneer CT 506 Cassette Deck
'Pioneer CS 323 Speakers
Complete with Pioneer X5OH
Console and all leads
Securicor delivery £ 10.

VIDEO CASSETTE
CENTRE

CARTRIDGES
HOC XLMIll
ACC %MAID
AOC 211d
AOC CILM3611
Shure / SE D
Shure 75E1

Pioneer PL 514X TiiiritabTe
' Pioneer SA 506 Amplifier

50 95 1
0199
17 50
11501
POA '
le / 5
16 95
33 95
4395
14 55
20 / S
32 95
47 95

Paye • iSil to London's Top Vale° Centre lor the
snoM rompetitive prices- Test on comparator Akai, "' men
JVC, National, Phiilpe & Sons Belem's. Toshiba.
Buy now reads to reeord all sour fasouritr poieranorie•

VIDEO TAPES
Philips

VHS

30 £ 5.95
60 £ 6.95
120 £ 9.95
180 £ 10.95

LVC 60 £ 9.95
LVC 90 £ 11.95
LVC 120 £ 13.95
LVC 150 £ 14.95

Betamax

Special

LVC 250 £ 6.95
LVC 500 £ 7.95

Introductory Offer
10 Thorn VHS

PEr P
1-3 tapes add 50p
4-6 tapesadd Et 50
tapesor more add£ 200

180 tapes only
£110 ( post free)

HEADPHONES
Audio Technica AT702 12.95 Pioneer 5E300
Audio Technica AT 703 14.95 Sennheiser F10 414X
Koss K6A
14.95 Sennheiser HO 424X
Pioneer SE505
36.95 Sony DR9A
Pioneer 5E205
12.95 Yamaha HP1/HP2/HP3

18 95
15.95
2195
13.95
PGA

Lowest Prices DELTA (HOUNSLOW) LTD." BmELIDLDRx0A0D1,5H702U2N2S8L5OW,
ALL PRICES INC. VAT. CALL IN OR SEND CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER
01-572 6647

•

:

.

•
à
à

•

•

• •

TUNERS

.. £319 00

JVC MF33L

.. £229 00

£399-00

Armstrong 623

£125.00

Tandberg 2080 ..

£415 00

Armstrong 624

£97 00

Technics SA5070

£95.00

Akai AT2250

£69.00

Trio 2090

Akai AT2450

£117-00

TCD340A ..

£395.00

Sanyo 2811 Sup.

£309.00

..

£109-00

Sony HMK77

£379-00

Yamaha CR620 ..

£223-00

Sony HMP70

£239.00

Toshiba 3100 ..

£229-00

Toshiba 3150 ..

£259.00

Yamaha CR820 .. £298.00

TAPE DECKS

Marantz 2050/L

£95.00

Marantz 2100

£99.00

Akai 4000DS

Pioneer TX606

£87.00

Akai 4000DB .. £209.00

Pioneer TX8500 II

£169.00

Pioneer TX9500 II £237.00
JVC JTV10

£53.00

Sansui TU217 ..

£97-00

Sansui TU517 .. £163.00

TURNTABLES
A.R. X1

£73 00

£183-00

Revox A77 Dolby

£525.00

Tandberg TD20A

£490.00

Teac 3340S .. £890.00

Connoisseur BD1
Kit ..

£17.00

SYSTEMS
Akai PRO 100/BL

£395.00

Akai PRO 200/BL

£495.00

..

£49-00

JVC JLA20

£58.00

Pioneer X5OH

£349.00

Trio KT5300 II ..

£83.00

JVC QLA2

£95-00

Pioneer X7OH .. £429-00

Pioneer PL512

£49-00

Pioneer PL514 ..

£57.00

JVC 20 Rem.

£335-00

Pioneer PL516

£79.00

Philips 22

£309-00

"
'
II
II
II
•
•
•
:

.. £319.00

Hitachi 7785

Tandberg 2075 ..

RECEIVERS

£103.00

Sharp 18 ..

£259-00

Sansui SR222 II

£ 54-00

Sanyo 20

£319-00

Sanyo 20 Rem.

£359-00

Sony 18 ..

£295-00

Sony 20 ..

£329-00

£159.00

Sansui SR232 E ..

Aiwa AX7600

£215.00

Sony PSX 7

Aiwa AF3070

£299-00

Toshiba 370

Aiwa AF3090

£349 00

Trio 1033B

£98 00

COLOUR T.V.

Pioneer PL518 ..

Aiwa AX 7400

Akai AA1115 BL

"

Hitachi 400

Tandberg

£225 00

Yamaha CT710 .. £147.00

:

Tandberg TCD320 £219-00

Aiwa 9700

Sony ST73

*TAN

Tandberg 2625 FM £209.00

£59.00

.. £ 139 00
.. £ 109 00

Technics SL150

£53 00
£119.00

Toshiba 20

..

Toshiba 20 Rem.

£339.00
£359.00

Sony Series I ..

£239-00

Sansui System I £395-00
Sansui System II

£469.00

AMPLIFIERS
Aiwa 8700

£249 00

Akai 2250

£69 00

Akai 2350

. £ 105 00

Akai AA1125

£113 00

Marantz 1030

Akai AA1135

£139 00

Marantz 1040
Marantz 1050

. £89 00

Marantz 1072

£105 00
£127.00

Armstrong 625

£179 00

Armstrong 626

£199 00

Marantz 2216

£115 00

Aiwa AD1250

£129 00

Marantz 2230

£195 00

Aiwa AD6350

Marantz 2238

£249 00

Aiwa AD6400

Marantz 2226 B/L

£163 00

Akai GXC730

Marantz 2238 B/L

£243 00

Pioneer SX550 .

£129.00

Pioneer SX590 .

CASSETTE DECKS

BLACK/WHITE T.V.

£69 00
.

£85 00

Hitachi 12.. ..

£73.00

Marantz 1090 ..

£139 00

Hitachi 14.. ..

£80-00

Pioneer SA506 ..

£79.00

£173 00

Hitachi 12 + Radio £169.00

Pioneer SA606 ..

£105.00

£189 00

Sharp 12 ..

£71 - 00

Pioneer SA706 ..

£141.00

JVC 1770

£159 00

Sanyo 12

£71 - 00

Pioneer SA8500 II £213-00

JVC KD95

£295 00

Vega 6 ..

£49-00

Pioneer SA9500 I
I £295.00

£125 00

Pioneer CT506

£133.00

Sansui AU117

.. £ 72.00

Pioneer SX690 .

£155.00

Pioneer CTF4040

£107 00

Sansui AU217

.. £ 103.00

Pioneer SX790 •

£195 00

£92.00

Sansui AU317

.. £ 154-00

Pioneer SX890 •

£239-00

Pioneer CTF500
Sansui SC1120/
1110 ..

MUSIC CENTRES

Sony TA73

.. £51.00

Sony TA5650

.. £ 149-00

Pioneer SX980

.. £329-00

Sansui G301

.. £ 144.00

Sony TC S25 ..

£89 00

Akai 3500L ..

£289.00

Technics SU7300

£117.00

Sansui G401

.. £ 159-00

Technics RS676.. £239-00

Akai 3800L ..

£309.00

Technics SU7700

£147.00

Sansui G600

.. £ 299 00

Teac A140

£79-00

Aiwa AF5300

£339-00

Trio KA3700 ..

Sony STR1800

.. £95-00

Teac A360

£149-00

Garrard GA150

£199.00

Trio KA5500

£149.00

Sony STR4800

.. £ 189-00

Teac A420

P.O.A.

Hitachi 300 ..

£335.00

Yamaha CA710 ..

£183.00

£107.00

£79.00
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 13p per word ( private), minimum £2.60. Box Nos.
15p extra. Trade rates 16p per word, minimum £3.00.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in JULY
ssue must reach these offices by 4th May addressed to:
The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News &
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly
3rinted in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after
3ox No. indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which Indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
iiscriminate on grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
(2) it Is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is
considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to " The
Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear.

From the above date, consumers

FerrograPh Series V mono recorder, 31/7), superb
condition, mixer unit powered from Ferrograph, two
Reslo ribbon mikes with transformers and leads, Wearite
defluxer, mono speaker, old oak style, baffle with three
golden Wharfedales. Offers to Knight, Willowthorn,
Dumbleton, Nr. Evesham. 0386-881 434.
E.
Realistic STA-65C AM/FM receiver and Optimus 5
speakers, mint £225. Goodmans stereo speaker kit
comprising IS woofers, horn squawkers and tweeters,
attenuators, etc., unused, boxed, f225. Rogers valved
master stereo control unit, junior amplifier and FM
tuner, offers. Apply Ramsey (0487) 830088.
E.

CROSSOVER
WITH
FALCON
Your guarantee of high quality Crossover Networks and Components, available direct or from
your specialist supplier. We also stock most units
by: KEF, SonAudax, Peerless, Coles, Celestion,
Dalesford, etc. Send large S.A.E. (9+p stamp) for
price list PLI2 (Overseas $ 1bill).
Fabric available Bexhill only.

therefore should know whether an advertisement

Hadcock 228 Super Arm, unilift fitted to Linn board,
all latest mods, will split, £45. Tel.: Dartford 70957. E.

relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

Triangle Loudspeakers, Practical Ht-Ft magazine design,
4-unit 40 W, finished in grey, will happily demonstrate,
£165 o.n.o. Tel.: Brighton 692030.
E.

Mail Orders and Callers:
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk NRI4SJT
Telephone: 0508-78272

Two Akai 4000 DS Mk II, tape deck, micro MR3I1
record deck, new acoustic dimension amp, pair of JBL
Decade 16 speakers, £500 the lot, can separate. Tel.:
051-608 8873, evenings or weekends.
E.

Callers only:
26 Station Road, Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex
TN40 IRG. Telephone: 0424-219950 or 04243 4932

FOR SALE—private
DBX 122 Noise reduction unit, mint condition, boxed,
demo available, cost £259. Offers and phone number to
Kneeling, 75b Broadwalk, London, E.18.
E.
Meridian 101/103 pre/power amplifier, excellent condition, £250. J. Mitchell prisma turntable, export model
stunning appearance, £200 o.n.o., better. Linn, Brighton
696726.
E.
SME/Shure ( Heading) series 2 improved, with new
damper, £45. V15 3, recently fitted stylus, £25. All
immaculate. Mr. Cryer, Burnley 0282 35531.
E.
KEF Corellies, £ 105. Late pair of KEF Cadenza's, no
damage; changing to Cantata. Tel.: (0246) 75479
evenings.
E.
Pair HI Fl Answers 171., monitor speakers, craftsman
built, superb quality/sound, £225 o.n.o. (materials cost
this). Mr. Bull, 52 Goldstone Crescent, Hove, Sussex.
Tel.: 0323 844520.
E.
Complete system of outstanding quality in mint condition. Luxman L100, IMF TLS80's Mk I, Linn Sondek
LP 12, SME Mk 3 and 2 spare arms, Lentek Cartridge
pre.amp, choice of Entre. Supex 900E, Fidelity research
Mk I, Ortofon MC 20 cartridges. Sensible offers only
please. Horsburgh, 18 Taptonville Crescent, Sheffield.
Tel.: 660934 evenings and weekends.
E.
Sonus Blue—brand new in box f50.
43 Pentyrch Street, Cathays, Cardiff.

A. T. Goffen,
E.

Shure V15111, mounted SME shell; Shure V1511,
mounted SME shell; ADC 10E Mk IV, mounted SME
shell; JVC XI, mounted JVC shell; sensible offers.
London. Box No. 2631, c/o Hi Fi News.
E.
Quad 22 pre-amplifier, 2 Quad II amplifiers, Quad
mono tuner with Quad decoder. Offers over £ 100.
London. Box No. 2632, do Hi Fi News.
E.
Lowther TPI, recent makers overhaul; Lowther Audiovector; Pair Revox headphones. Sensible offers. London.
Box No. 2633, c/o Hi -Fi News.
E.

FALCON ELECTRONICS

Garrard 301 with EMI EPU 100 pickup in southdown
cabinet with cutouts for Leak equipment, £40. Stereo 70
amp, £30. Stereofetic tuner, £30. Leak amp sleeve, £2•50
or best offers. Hodge, 3Central Avenue, Manchester 19.
E.
Shackman Dynastatic AS7 floor standing electrostatic
speakers, as new, demonstration available, cost new £390,
accept £300 o.n.o. Buying house. 16 Buttrills Road,
Barry, Glam. Tel: 0446 735009.
E.
Kelly Ribbon Mk II, pair £30. Latest Shackman
electrostatic units with electronic crossovers, pair £60.
Tel.: Lymington 72745.
E.
Ortofon F15E II and AKG PIE stereo magnetic cartridges, £ 10 and £ 15 respectively. Both immaculate condition, demo with pleasure. Tel.: 01-303 4357 ( Bexleyheath).
E.

Build your own PA., Group and Disco Speakers,
by R. F. C. Stephens. Save money with this practical
guide. Plans for 17 different designs. Line source,
Horn and Reflex types, for tr-ir drive units. 3•95
£
post free ($8 overseas).
The Infra- Bass Loudspeaker by G. Holliman.
Full constructional details for versions using 15, 12' and
10" drive units £2.95 post free ($6overseas).
The Dalesford Speaker Book, by R. F. C. Stephens.
This book is a must for the keen home constructor.
Latest technology DIY designs. Plans for I.B., and
Reflex designs for 10-100 watts. Also unusual centrebass system. £2.20 post free ($ 5overseas).

VAN KAREN PUBLISHING
5 Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

Mayware Formula 4MK2 pickup arm ciw SME
adaptor, £40 o.n.o. Pickering XSV3000 cartridge, £ 30
o.n.o. AKG P7E cartridge, £ 15 o.n.o. All in excellent
condition. Tel.: J. Watson, Penketh (092572) 6661 ext. 62
(office hours only).
E.
HiFi News, Volume I, No. 1 to Volume IS, No. 2.
only April 1967 missing. Also HMV model 102 portable
gramophone, 1936 vintage, almost unmarked, perfect
working order. Offers to Box 2634, c/o Hi Fi News.
E.
Ortofon MC20 & MCA76, little used, £95. P. S. Lee,
01-428 9724.
E.
Bose 4401 Quad Preamplifier fitted stereo cards, £ 195.
TEAC 3300S2T tape recorder, takes NAB Hubs, £ 350.
TEAC AN300, dolby unit, 4 channel, £225. Garrard
AP76 deck, fitted Shure V15. Tel.: (0525) 379949
evenings.
E.
Tandberg 3041X stereo reel deck, four heads, tape
monitoring sound on sound etc., fifty stereo recorded
tapes, £ 130. Tel.: Southampton (0703) 766144.
E.
Quad Electrostatics, 15 months old, specially fitted
dark brown fronts, £ 300 o.n.o., demonstration. Webb,
3 Hope Terrace, Martinstown, Dorchester, Dorset.
E.
Bowers & Wilkins DM2 Speakers in superb condition,
top quality sound at £ 180 o.n.o. Tel. Bletchington 311.
E.
Pair Lowther Acuesta enclosures ( walnut), PM6 Mk 1
drive units, immaculate, £ 120. Garrard 401 turntable
with SME 3009 type 2 Dot/ FD200, Shure M75ED, teak
plinth, £80. Thomas, Cardiff 593548,
E.
Sugden T48 Tuner, very little use and in excellent
condition, £75 o.n.o. Tel.: 01-360 4991 evenings and
weekends.
E.
Quad 22 valve control unit, 2 Quad II amplifiers, mono
Quad FM tuner, instruction booklets, £ 130 o.n.o. Tel.:
Chelmsford 61509.
E.

191

S.M.E. Series Il tone arm, . recently overhauled and
updated by manufacturer, additional extra head shell,
p.u. lead and cartridge hardwear, all as new, £ 50.
Marshall, Doncaster 0302 23578.
E.

Linsley- Hood 75 watt amplifiers constructed and
repaired, power amp modules from £ 11-75. 1. G. Bowman,
(Dept. HEN/RR), 59 Fowey Avenue, Torquay, S. Devon.
E.

Quad 22/11 Stereo Valve control unit and amplifiers,
good opportunity to acquire these superbly built components in fine condition. Tel.: 01-286 6943.
E.

The Wireless World/Bailey Loudspeaker for 'Constructors Outlines 35/2 Bailey, Six years development work
send £5 to Clark Speakers, 122 Hull Road, Anlaby,
North Humberside, Tel.: 0482 656706.
E.

Soundcraftsman 20-12 Grafac equalizer,
Pioneer
QL600A 4 channel decoder amplifier. Offers to: Mr. I.
Collier, 27 Doncaster Road, Selby, N. Yorks, YO8 9BT.
E.
Quad 33-405, mint condition, £210. Lentek pre-pre
amp, 4 months old, £42. Tel.: Whitstable 265611, after
6 p.m
E.
Cartridges: Shure 9IED, five hours' use, £9; Stanton
681EEE, five hours use, £22; Ortofon SLI 5E with transformer, £ 30 ono. Tel.: 01-346 5069.
E.
Spendor BC
£ 325 ono. B&O 5700 Beovox's,
£150 ono. Compcor HJ/QS quadraphonic decoder, £65
ono. Also Rogers Ravensbrook amplifier, recently restored, £ 30 or exchange for turntable. Tel.: 01-381 1306
(Ansafone).
E.
B&W DM3 Loudspeakers, rosewood, £ 105 pair. TEAC
ATIO0 stereo tuner, £75. TEAC AS100 amplifier, 60 W
per channel, £ 100. All perfect. Box No. 2635, c/o Hi Fi
News.
E.
Quad Valve Power amps, restored maker's spec., pair
£85. Stanton Cartridge 88IS, boxed as new, £57, fitted
complete SME CAI £69. Jordon Watts metal cone
modules, £ 14. Decca DK30 ribbon tweeters, £ 18. Decca
London Ditton, £ 30. Stolle Hi-gain FM aerial US8V,
£22. Ter.: Ipswich 54528.
E.
Luxman R1050 Receiver 55 w.p.c., 6 months, £280.
Pioneer SA9500 amplifier, 80 w.p.c., £ 165. Leak 3080
speakers, £ 170. IMF ALS4011 speakers, £220. Others
one year old, all items immaculate. Contact: Chriss, Rm
9, tel. 0533 864613.
E.
Technics S.U. 8600 Amplifier, £225; and Luxman T33
tuner, £ 125; both as new. Tel.: 01-398 6042 ( NW
Surrey).
E.
Trio KD500 transcription DID turntable with strobe
speed adjustment, with SME Mk 2 fixed head arm and
Ortofon VMS cartridge, or Shure V15 Mk 3. As new.
£200 o.n.o. Mr. Wood, 97 Goodyear Avenue, Low Hill,
Wolverhampton.
E.
Rerox A77 Mk. III MAB adaptors, plus 10 tapes.
£300. Weaverham, Northwich, Cheshire. Tel.: Weaverham 853580.
E.
Tandberg TCD 310 cassette deck. Immaculate. £ 175.
Stretton, Rochdale. Tel.: Rochdale (0706) 56606.
E.
McIntosh MXI 10 tuner, pre-amp and MC240 power
amp for sale, fine matched pair of valve units in perfect
condition, all functions and full instruction manuals.
£500 o.n.o., rare. Tel.: 01-531 0082.
E.
Quad/R tuner, 3mW, 11 W Igram, excellent condition
circuit manual. £29. Long Boy teak cabinet, 54 in. long x
17 in. deep Y22 in. wide, twin lids, twin lids uncut. £ 39.
Tel.: 01-363 5602.
E.
Quad 22 Two Quad II main amps, Quad FM tuner and
decoder always serviced by makers still in cartons from
last overhaul. £ 150. Terms strictly cash buyer collects.
North London. Box No. 2636, c/o HiFi News.
E.
PRO 9TL transmission line loudspeakers, immaculate,
teak finish, black grill, limited space necessitates sale,
£260 o.n.o. Tel.: Newark (0636) 702659.
E.
Sony PS- X7 completely automatic turntable fitted
Grado F3E + cartridge, 5 months use, £ 130. Brayshaw,
Welwyn Garden 20541 evenings weekends.
E.
Matched Pair Lowther TP1 speakers, mahogany,
fitted modernised PM2 units, excellent sound and looks,
£350. Also Wharfedale SFB/3 unit, £40. Fons CQ30
motor on plinth, cutout for SME arm, £40. Shure V/15/III
cartridge ( new stylus), £25. Phone Schmidt, 01-903 0933.
E.
Marantz 150 tuner ( with built in oscilloscope), possibly
with world's best tuner, originally £468 with exchange
for Spendor or Quad loudspeakers. Cash offers also
considered. Tel.: Wallingford (0491) 37511.
E.

Don't buy a cartridge until you have got our price.
Cartridges by ADC, Coral, Decca, Empire, Grado, Shure.
Sonus & Ultimo. Pick-up arms by ADC, Decca, SME.
Telephone (0262) 78802, 9a.m.-6 p.m. Monday to
Saturday, or write to Aljes Cartridges, 12 Market Place,
Bridlington, Y016 4QJ. Mail order only. Personal
export enquiries welcome.
E.
Hand built to order, horn loaded loudspeakers, Lowther
drive units, free standing and bookshelf models. Enquiries
Stretton Audio, Rochdale. Tel.: (0706) 56606.
E.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
THE FIRM FOR SPEAKERS

e

the country, see our full page advertisement in this issue.' page 160.

STUDIO FACILITIES

Fabric Samples,

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes on our Scully
Lathe. Tel.: Bracknell 54935. London Road, Binsfield,
Bracknell, Berkshire.
x.
Warren Recordings (members A.P.R.S.). Tape-Disc
demos-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203
0306.
X.
J. & B. Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demos,
pressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editingstereo/mono. S.a.e. 14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-648 9952.
X.
Your tapes to disc. Mono or stereo cutting. Vinylite
pressings, sleeve/labels. Top professional quality. S.a.e.
for photo leaflet. Deroy Records, 'Eastwood', Cove,
Dunbartonshire, Scotland.
x.
Ellie Jay Records announce new price reductions for the
manufacture of records and sleeves. Fast reliable service
for quantities from 100 to 10,000. Tel.: 01-908 2735. X.
Elstree Mobile Recording Studios • high speed cassette
copies • a mobile recording service on location • everything from recording to the finished sleeved record/
cassette. Tel.: Alan Fish, 01-953 9021/6921.
F.
Disc Cutting.
Masters and Demos.
Pressings.
Cassettes. Mobile Recording Studio. Free Brochure.
TAM Studio, 13A Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel.:
01-346 0033.
X.

RECORDS FOR SALE
Records by Post offers a personal service for discerning
collectors of stereo classical LP's, permanent discounts on
all purchases, no restrictions, most labels available.
Details from 45 Appleton Road, Chester.
E.
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It helps to mention

A.D. period hi-fi cabinets are individually made to your
requirements. Send rough sketch of cabinet you have in
mind, with your phone number. We will quote a price if
we are able to help, or visit our workshop. Village
Workshop, 14A Vickers Road, London NW5 4NL.
Tel.: 01-267 8504.
X.

HI-FI NEWS
when answering
advertisements

12p

(Stamps)

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS

BUBWITH, SELBY, N.YORKS.
Telephone 0757 85-206

SERVICING
HiFi cassette tape recorders.
Repairs by expert
engineers. NuSound. See advertisement, page 164. X.
Audio repairs by electronics engineer, 30 years experience, extensive facilities enabling equipment restoration
etc. Quality valved equipment included. Personal service.
Location: Woodford, Essex. Tel.: 01-504 5467.
X.
Audio and radio servicing, design, modification, installation, etc., will travel. Tel.: R. Lucas, Tadworth (Surrey)
2703.
X.

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters,
studio/mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
1 Broomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 0482E1684.
X.

Sugden, Ortofon, Quad, Monitor Audio, A.R., etc.
Demonstrations/service. Holdings, 39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn BB2 2AF. Tel.: 59595/6 (0245).
X.
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CR/LU FABRICS CALORE11.
70P «AIM WADDING.,
PURE WOOL HUES
ACOUSTICAllY-7RANSPAROIT
BLACK FOAM PADDING

'For the best prices and largest stocks In

FOR SALE-trade

Don't buy a cartridge until you have got our price,
cartridges by: ADC, AKG, Coral, Decca, Empire,
Grado, Shure and Sonus. SME Series 2 and 3 pickup
arms. Tel.: (0262) 78802, 9am-9pm Monday to Saturday;
or write to Aljes Cartridges, 12 Market Place, Bridlington,
Y016 401. Mail order only. Export enquiries welcome.
X.

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES

WANTED
Faulty or broken amplifiers, tuners, decks, speakers, etc..
for cash. Replies to 50 Sycamore Crescent, Ty-sign,
Risca, Gwent NPI 6AF.
E.

I

.111Attach

this advertisement to your order or fetch it
with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL OISCOUNTS

CARTRIDGES Ft STYLI

Cut out this discount coupon ad to buy at these ultraspecial' prices ( Errors and price changes excepted).

CARTRIDGES
Shure M3D
15 90
Shure M44-7
16 80
Shure M44E £' 45
Shure M55E
11110
Shure M75-65
C7 30
Shure M7513/11 LIO 10
Shure M75ED/11 £ 14 45
Shure M75E1/11 Ell 60
Shure M75G/Il £ 15 80
Shure M95ED £ l9 15
Shure M95E.1
113 40
Shure M24H
Ell 90
Shure V15 III £44 95
Shure V15 IV £6420
Shure M95HE £ 2.00
Shure M9I E £ 16.50
Shure M9I ED £ 13 -85
Shure M93E £ 11.75
Stanton 500A
El I•85
Stanton 509E £ 15 90
Stanton 5000E LI7 45
Stanton 680EE £26 85
Stanton 681EEE £40 85
ADC ZLM £54 95
„XLM Mk III £34 95
„VLM Mk Ill
E2445
„QLM36 Mk III £ 16 85
..Q.LM34 MN III £ 10 20
„QLM32 Mk Ill £935
QLM30 Mk III £840
Add P&P 25p

STYLI
ADC RXL
Ell 70
ADC RVL £995
ADC RSZ
125 90
ADC RSX £ l7 90
ADC RSV £ l4 70
ADC RSQ36
Ell 90
ADC RSQ34
17 90
ADC RSQ32 £870
ADC RSQ30 £720
ADC Headshell El 95
Shure N3D
El 90
Shure N44-3 £ 5 15
Shure N44-7 £5.I5
Shure N44E £ 555
Shure N55E
16 55
Shure N75-6
14 85
Shure N75-3
ES 15
„ N75B Mk. 11
EA 15
„ N75ED Mk. 11 Ell 45
„ N75E.1 Mk. 11 £785
„ N75G Mk. 11
19 70
Shure N95-3
15 75
Shure N95ED
El 545
Shure N95E.1 £ 1 15
Shure VN35E £ l6 85
Shure N9SHE £ 14 32
Shure VN I5E
EIS 90
Shure VM78E £ l6 55
Shure N24H
El 745
Stanton D5I07A EA 85
Add P&P 25p

ALL MAIL TO: ESTUARY Mills, DEPT. AC/HF , 1H1GHBURY STATION,
HICNBURY CORRER. 10500M NS I
607 06441 CALLERS WELCOME
LONDON WC2 LONDON EC2 BIRMINGHAM
Letcester Sq Stn.
Masons Ave
Bud Ring Subway
(Ticket Hal
30 Coleman Sr (Moot St Stn exit(
Granboum St. exit
01 606 4102
toll Open Market
01 439 9210
021 643 1766
BRISTOL
ESSEX
MANCHESTER 3 LEEDS2
29 Denmark Street 113 Rectory Grove 6tetona Station 62 Wellington Si
(behind H
rornel
Leigh on-Sea
Approach
(off City Squaret
0272 2'0900
0702 712861
061 832 4592
0532 444692
MIM
III MUIR

AUDIO

SPECIAL FROM

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
J.K. ORDERS ONLY

Add 35p for PIP. Prices subject to alteration without notice.

ALL PRICES INC. VAT
C60
C90
C120
El 00
vripex 2020 Studio .
£3 20
SASF Super Chrome
El-00
CI 35
II 80
ILH/SM Super
El 10
CO 60
LO 85
LH/SM
LI 35
II 65 £ 2 15
Chrome . .
El 05
CI 40
LI 85
Super Ferri LH/SM
El 50 £ 2 00
'errichrom.
El 00
LO 70
:MI X-100/UD
LI II
ILI 53
'uji FX 1 ..
El 22
LI 66
'uji FX 2 ..
Li 10
El 51
LO 79
FL
£1-05 £ 1-75 £ 1.85
-fitachi UD ( inc. head cleaner)
El 45
El 85
-fitachi EX or ER .. • •
65p
95p £ r35
-litachi LN ( inc. head cleaner)
CI 25
II 40
CI 90
Flaxen UD ( inc. head cleaner)
El 10
El 45
II 85
Memorex MRX3
60p
80p
El I5
'Fillips Ferro
70p
90p
Super Ferro
80p
El
00
Super Ferro 1
LI 20
El 65
Chrome ..
El 40
El 80
Ferrochrome
55pp
Pyral
88p
El 8200
i—
r°°
Maxima
75p
CIAO
Optima
El 35
El 70—
Super Ferrite
a 60
LO 90 £ O88
Scotch
El 30 £ 2 00
Scotch Classic .. C45, £I-25
LO 60
CO 90
LI-30
Sony Low Noise ( library cases) ..
El 45 £ 2 05
Sony Chrome
LO 90
El 25 £ 1.55
Sony HF ..
LI 75 £ 2 15
Sony Ferrichrome
CO 90
El 10
C45, to Ss .
.I LO 60
TDK Dynamic
El 30£7S
SA
LO 95
El 25
LI 85
C45, LO 85
AD
El 45
Cl 95
Chrome

It CASSETTES

• APPOINTED
DEALERS FOR
SONY VIDEO
• APPOINTED
PIONEER, J.V.C.
AND YAMAHA
STOCKISTS
• Head Cleaners by
Philips, Bib, BASF,
TDK, Pyral.
• PHILIPS, SONY.
B.A.S.F. AND VHS

• REEL

• HI-FI
Amplifiers,
speakers,
motors, pickups and
accessories by leading
makers, music centres.

• OWN

SERVICE

DEPARTMENT

SHAMROCK TAPES (
All Polyester)
7, 1800', CI 50. 7', 2400', £2 20. 5, 900', 75p. 5, 1200', LI 20.

FACILITIES

• CREDIT

EMI White Box. r, 1800', £1.95.
MEMOREX. 7", 1800', E3.30.

You get a fair deal at a fair price when you buy it from
FRANCIS OF

STREATHAM

169-173

HIGH

RD.,

LONDON,

SPECIALISTS

1700. DD/Quartz/XLM
1600. DD/QLM36 Mk III
1500. FG/QLM34 Mk III
552. Equaliser ..
LMF2. P.U. Arm
LMG1. Headshell
ZLM Cartridge
XLM Mk III Cartridge

AD
••
P.O.A.
••
P.O.A.
••
P.O.A.
• . £ 130•97
. • £68.98
£4•2I
• • £ 58•2I
.. £ 37.29

"Please telephone us, ask for Mr. Colin, you will find our prices very competitive.
All ADC cartridges and styli available. Send large SAE for leaflets.'

LYRICHORD SALES, PIERCING HILL, THEYDON BOIS,
EPPING, ESSEX.
Telephone: 037-881 2612.

TO REEL

Appointed stockists for
Tandberg, Sony, Philips
Akal, Hitachi, Uher,
and many others.
Mics., Mixers, Accessories.

e
AMPEX TAPES
Ser. 2020, 7, 1800', £3.95.

Ser. 351, 7, 2400, £2.95. Ser. 361.
7, 3600, £ 3 75. Ser. 292, 7', 1800', bk. ctd., CI 95.

D

SW16 6EG

Imin. St Leonard's Church
Phone: 01-769 0466; 01-769 0192
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?
When it comes to HI- FIeveryone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you — Good, we'll see you soon.
TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD & ELS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC • SMC • KEF • TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.
W.J. TAYLOR ( MUSIC) LTD.
126-130 HAWTHORN RD.
KINGSTANDING,
129
BIRMINGHAM B44 8QA.

021-3821312

ADVERTISEMENT

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order from mail order advertisers in this magazine and pay by
post In advance of delivery, this publication (
HiFi News) will consider
you for compensation if the advertisers should become insolvent or
bankrupt, provided;
1. You have not received the goods or had your money returned; and
2. You write to the publisher of this publication (
HiFi News)
explaining the position not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than 2 months from

Keep your copies of
HI- Fl NEWS
in smart blue binders
(each holds 12 copies)
with the Hi -Fi News
logo in golden letters
on the spine.
Price £ 2.00 each,
which includes inland
and overseas
postage.

that day.
Please do not wait until the las imoment to inform us. When you write,
we will tell you how to make you , claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with
the above procedure as soon as possible after the advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to a limit of £2,650 per annum for any
one advertiser so affected and up to £7,950 per annum in respect of all
insolvent advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when
the above procedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of
this publication (
Hi Fi News); but we do not guarantee to do so in
view of the need to set some limit to this commitment and to learn
quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payments sent in direct response
to an advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payments made
in response to catalogues etc., received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.

Send your
order with cheque
or postal order
to:
Modern Book Binders Ltd.,
Chadwick Street,
Blackburn, Lancs. BB2 4AB
(State clearly your name and address and HI-FI NEWS magazine)

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM

•
•

Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates: Trade 18p ( minimum £ 3.60); Private 15p per Nord

(minimum £3.00); Box Nos. 50p extra. To: Hi- Ft News & Record Review, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA. Please publish the advertisement indicated below for
under the heading

insertion/s

Cheque/P.O. enclosed £

Name

Is a Box No. required Yes/No.

Address

if no, please include

remittance to cover name and address and/or Tel. No.
Please write in block capitals.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
Agra Gaevert .. ..
Ace Audio ..
Acoustical Manufacturing
Ampex .. .. ..
Astra Aerials .. ..
Audio Pro ..
Audio T
..
Azat ..
ADC ..
Audio Centre
Audio Master

144
6
44, 80
114
82
154
II, 134
156
16, 17, 18
22
32

Bang & Olufsen
BASF .. ..
Bauch EWO ..
Beyer Dynamics
Bib Hi -Fi
..
Bird Audio ..
Boothroyd Stuart
Brady, W. A. ..
Broadaker .
B & W Loudspeakers
Cavendish Sales
Chew & Osborne

70
20, 21
23
130
96
25
64
142
36
148, 149

188, 189
,
.
74
Comet
168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174,
175, 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182
Celef .. .. .. ..
9
Castle Acoustics ..
30
..

..

Delta Hounslow

190

Ealing TV ..
EMI/Harvest/Fusion
Empire Scientific
EMI International

166
4
50
126

EPS ....
Estuary Audio ..
Fidelity Fastening
Francis of Streatham
Fotronix

82
22
112
193
142

Gale Electronics
Gemini .. ..
Goldring
Grado .. ..
Groovac
Harman Kardon
Hens .. ..
Hi Fi Consultants
Hi Fi Choice ..
Howland West
IMF

..

J. R. Loudspeakers
KEF .. ..
K. J. Leisure Sound
Knightsbridge Audio
Koss .. ..

IFC
10
26, 161
161
142
45
183, 184, 185
122
159
10, 15, 160
43
72, 73
49
54
140
19

Pioneer ..
Planet Hi -Fi
P & N Stands
Pye/Fordhams ..
Radford Hi -Fi .. ..
Radfor d Internat i
ona l ..
Rank Akai .. ..
Rank Wharfedale ..
Readers Union ..
Reading Cassette
REW
..
Rogers Swisstone
Ross Electronics
Rush Hi -Fi

39, 48, 89, 158
157
37
155

..

.:

38
136
120, 121
40, 41
108
10
12, 13, 66
27, 82
7
112

Sansui ..
Sarays .. .. ..
Scottish Hi -Fi Dealers
Shure Electronics
SME .. ..
Sevenoaks Hi -Fi
..
Sound Lease Services ..
Sound Guard .. ..
Subjective Audio

116
162
36
46, 47
31
163
112
42
149
104
37
56
14, 15
34
92

Maxell .. ..
Marantz
..
..
McConomy
Mayware ..
Micro Seiki ..
Mitsubishi
Mission ..
Monitor Audio
Motion Electronics
Memorex ..

62
35
186, 187
140
28, 29
78
IBC
5, 126
165
146

Tangent Acoustics
Teac ....
Teletape .. ..
Thorn Consumer
Top Tape ..
Trio ..

Natural Sound ..
Neal Ferrograph
NuSound

OBC
24
164, 165

Watts, C. E. ..

48

132

Wilmslow Audio
Wilmex Audio ..

160, 167
106
86

O'Brien, M.

Unilet ..

Ortofon

33

Wren Electronics

Philips
Pickups & Cartridges ::

76
15

Zeepa
7erostat

100'

8
138
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Loudspeakers, Pre - Amplifier
Power-Amplifier, Pick-up Arm
(S. Moving- Coil Cartridge

Are you still trying
to get the pest reception
with equipment like this?
The human hand and the human ear may
be sensitive mechanisms. But they can't do what
our CT710 tuner can.
Our CT710 has an IF stage that uses an
Auto- DX circuit.
In plain language, it can select the bandwidth that will give you the best reception from
the station you want.Then switch to it.
All by itself.
So you don't have to dither about deciding
which is the lesser of the two evils. Interference
or noise/distortion. You always get the right

decision. And you always get the best possible
reception.
The CT710's other features should get a
good reception too.
Like the sensitive FM front-end that
fastens onto weaker signals. An NFB-PLL
Multiplex Demodulator that means very low
distortion, wide band performance and awide
dynarhic range. Plus aspecial cancelling circuit
that wipes out the pilot signal before it interferes with your listening.
It all sounds very much like what you'd
expect from Yamaha.
In fact, it sounds especially good. Because
throughout assembly, we constantly compare the
sound from the CT710 with original sources.
So what you hear is as close as possible
to the real thing.
Try adding the CT710 to your system
and you'll hear what we mean.
It's the kind of sound quality Yamaha
had to have ahand in.

YamahaYes

•

IF YOU WOULD LIKE FURTHER INFORMATION ON THE FULL RANGE OF YAMAHA PRODUCTS. SEND FOR OUR FREE 32 PAGE COLOUR BOOK TO
NATURAL SOUND SYSTEMS LTD, 10 BYRON ROAD. WEALDSTONE, HARROW, MIDI )X. HA3 7TL. 01-863 8622.

